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NEW ORCHARD SPRAYERS IN 
PICTURES 

| Blower attachments; Speed-Aire; 
| Concentrate Sprayers; Speed Sprayers 
| —that’s the new trend in orchard 

sprayers. A few years ago our only 
i sprayers required two men, heavy 

guns on long hoses. Today. it’s one 
q man operating a tractor, the sprayer 

doing the job. 

1, Mr. C. D. Hunter, Cedar Rapids, 
| Iowa, demonstrated the Hardie Blow- 
i er Attachment for sprayers. Note the 

heavy fog made by the sprayer ob- 

literated the view of trees in the back- 
ground. 

{ 2. The Myers Concentrate Sprayer 

was demonstrated by Mark Schlise of 

Forestville, (left). Note heavy fog 

made by the machine. With him are 

Royal Duffy and G. Whitcomb of the 
F. E. Myers and Bros. Co., Ashland, 

Ohio. 

3. “On the job” Leon Miller of Okau- 

chee, representative for John Bean 
|| Co., proudly points to Speed-Aire, new 
1 attchment for high pressure sprayers, 
ti on the Bean Royal 35, power take off 
} sprayer. 

4, The speed sprayer was the first 

departure from the old type sprayer. 

Here the Bean Co.’s speed sprayer is 
shown by Sam Goldman, Door County 

Bean Co. representative; Leon Miller 

and, Sid Thiel, Egg Harbor, who oper- 
| ated the tractors for all the demon- 
| strations. This sprayer has been used 

for the past seven years in the Eames 

orchard. | 

(Continued from page 3) 
il 

ing an apple box dumper, apple grader 
i 

by the John Bean Company, with dis- 
| 

cussion by Mr. Spencer Eames and 

Mr. Leon Miller. Mr. Eames also told 
about the construction of his large 

| 
cooler and how it is operated. 

' SS eS eds kal : The growers then had an opportuni- 
: ty to see two important machines—a 

Rollamulcher, by the John Bean Co., 

and a Culti-cutter demonstrated by 

William Aeppler Oconomowoc for thc 
| Michigan Orchard Supply Co., of south 

i Haven, Michigan. Two types of or- 
| 

chard power-pruners were also dem 
| 

onstrated: one by Sid Telfer, Jr., for 

the Michigan Orchard Supply Co., and 
another by Mr. Leslie Larson for th: 

| John Bacon Corp., Gasport, N. Y.: 
the latter being a small type of ma 

} 
chine for smaller growers. 

! 
The machinery demonstration wa: 

j 
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continued with demonstrations of a weighted down with heavy cement by the John Bean Co., Lansing, Michi- 

plower attachment on the sprayer by blocks, in cutting the sod, loosening it, gan, and used by Spencer Eames for 

the Hardie Mfg. Co., Clarence Hunter, destroying large weeds and cutting the past seven seasons. He sprays his 

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, representative. down brush. Prunings of about one- entire acreage of apples and cherries 

Second, by a demonstration of the inch diameter can be left on the with this type of machine. It can be 

Speed-Aire blower attachment for high ground, and then in spring, by going used for either dilute or concentrate 

pressure sprayers by Leon Miller for over them with a heavy machine, can spraying. 

the John Bean Co.; a Myer Concen-_ be cut up and need not be hauled out A JOHN BEAN ROYAL 35 POWER 

trate Sprayer operated by Mark of the orchard, The machines can be TAKE OFF SPRAYER with the 
Schlise of Forestville, Door Co. and pulled by tractors at high speed. Their Speed-Aire attachment—shown in the 

a Speed Sprayer by the John Bean Co. action cuts off tall growth and at the picture can be mounted on any high 

All in all it was a very full day. same time works some of it into the pressure sprayer. It is equipped for 

Growers from 4 corners of the state top few inches of soil. As the blade one or two-way applications. 

attended. As one grower expressed it: raises out of the soil it has a loosening oo 

“I was very much pleased to meet so effect leaving the soil in an aerated THE HARDIE BLO-SPRAY 

many of the large fruit growers of condition. The slots cut in the sod BLOWER 

Wisconsin, get acquainted with them minimize water run-off and erosion. The 24 inch Blo-Spray blower at- 

and exchange ideas”. Water penetration is considerably tachment shown was used in the D. 

The Culti-cutter and Rollamulcher greater and faster. It tends to thicken D. Palmer Orchard this past season 

The sod cutting machines as dem- the stand of the sod itself and adds and received considerable favorable 

onstrated by the Culti-cutter and vigor to the orchard. It will operate comment after its performance. This 
Rollamulcher are coming in for con- at 3 times the speed of a mower. model is the smaller model manufac- 

siderable interest on the part of larger While these machines do not control tured by Hardie and has proven ample 

fruit growers. Mr. Don Reynolds of the mice, they nevertheless create a type in cherry and medium to small apple 

Reynolds Co., extensive apple and of condition in the orchard that is trees. It is powered with a 13 HP Wis- 

cherry growers. of Door County, was not favorable for mice thereby making consin Engine, with starter, and with 

quite enthusiastic about the work ac- them less hazardous. the current type one-piece moulded 
complished by one of these machines Description of the Sprayers aluminum fan placed directly adjacent 

which he demonstrated to the Editor. Demonstrated to the engine housing, the engine 
At the meeting, visitors were surprised THE SPEED SPRAYER. The Speed crankshaft is in no greater stress than 

at the power of the machines when Sprayer shown in the picture is made (Continued on page 9) 

SPRAY MATERIALS—APPLE SET—For Holding on Fruit; Color Set-—For Coloring 
& Delaying Drop. 

Orchard Supplies 
Machinery LADDERS BASKETS: 

Apple Grader Pointed Top Bushel 
. Open Top % Bushel 

Cleaners & Polisher Orchard Special Peck 

Cider Press _ PICKING BAGS Ve Peck 
P P Wenatchee No. 7 ALSO—PECK & % PECK 
ower Pruners Deluxe—3 Peck Basket of Pressed Card 

Ye Bu. Size Board w/Wooden Handle 

Packing House Supplies 

Decorative Fringe Top Pads—19" Shredded Tissue 
Basket Liners Accordion Conveyors Hiatt Packing Forms 

Cushioned Pads (for McIntosh) 

POISONED OATS FOR RODENT CONTROL—25 Ib. bag—10 Ib. Bags. Order Early. 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
227-29 Cutler St. 

P.O. Box 535 Telephones: 

Waukesha, Wis. Waukesha 4107 or 8716 
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* ‘ . TREE THINNING—A GREAT 

Mulching With High Nitrogen Hay NEED IN WISCONSIN FARM 
ORCHARDS 

| As we drive along the highways of 

| Restores Vigor of Trees Suffering From Adverse Wisconsin and observe farm orchards 
| we cannot but be impressed by the 
j Soil Conditions need for tree thinning in so many of 
f them. We see trees planted only 20 to 

! By C. P. Harley, U.S.D.A. 25 feet apart. The object of this close 

planting was to get a larger crop while 
the trees were still small with the plan 

How many of you would be inter- to remove half the trees when they be- 

ested in a single orchard practice that nr 3 Pa ie N° gan to crowd. It seems difficut, how- 
would provide all of the following? SS 3 i ZING cE M ee ever, to remove trees at the right time 

1. A complete supply of all the be B, OF / and consequently they assume the 

essential nutrients, including the mi- ’ y) MN we iy shape of an umbrella,—grow tall and 
cro, or trace, elements, apparently in Ke x.) yy) ee spindly and produce poor quality 
the proper balance for ideal growth \y SIE DOr Ny aC fruit and small crops. If ouly the own- 

and production. ZO SS F) ACS he ers would cut down at least every 

2. A partial substitute for irrigation = = other tree, yield and quality could be 
that will conserve soil moisture for comparatively few years has there be greatly improved. Lowering and 
tree roots by reducing runoff from  peen developed a new concept of opening the tops by pruning and grow- 

heavy rains, by slowing down surface orchard mulching. Heretofore ma- ing new branches in the lower parts of 
evaporation, and also by eliminating terjais such as straw, corn fodder, the trees by renewal from suckers 

competition with weeds for moisture spoiled hay, strawy manure, saw- might still make some trees produc- 

| and nutrients. dust, wood shavings, and corncobs tive enough to pay for the cost of 
| 3. A method of solving the age-old jaye been used for the purpose. ‘*Praying and other labor. 

| problem of restoring vigor to trees Cereal straw, however, has been We cannot produce fruit at a pro- 
| suffering from adverse soil conditions, ysgeq more than any other material, fit unless the yield per tree is high. 
| such as are found in many orchards. yt this substance, as well as the I talking with growers from the 

4. An increase in feeder-root pop- others mentioned, is notoriously low northwest—California, Oregon and 

i ulation by providing favorable con- jy, nitrogen and other nutrient ele- Washington at National Apple Insti- 

ditions for root growth and develop- ments and decomposes slowly. Some tute meetings, one is impressed with 

ment. benefits are derived from these mul- the great importance they place on 
| 5. A natural soil conditioner that ches i¢ they are liberally supplement- individual tree production. They cull 

| prevents compaction of heavy soils by oq with nitrogenous fertilizers, but, all their trees severely—all those they 

\ forming stable clay aggregates which things considered, the effect is more find to be poor producers are removed. 

impart a crumb-like structure, favor- 4, jess static. High-nitrogen hay mul- Consequently their per acre yield of- 

| ing aeration and water penetration. ches, on the other hand, decompose ten surprises us. However, we see no 

6. A binding effect in light soils and rapidly, releasing nutrients to the "eason why Wisconsin fruit trees can- 

i shades of low water-holding capacity roots and carbohydrates to the soil, not bear as heavily and produce as 
i to maintain a higher moisture content. nger these mulches many tree roots 800d quality fruit as they do in the 

} 7. A stabilizing effect on tempera- grow in immediate contact with the northwest if the best cultural methods 

| ture that keeps the upper soil cooler decomposing hay and receive a con- Fe used. 

| in summer and warmer in winter, tinuous supply of nutrients. The car- SSS = 
thus favoring biological activity. bohydrates and other organic consti- LEARNING TO KNOW COMMON 

8. An increase in production and al-  tuents are carried into the soil, where WISCONSIN TREES 
| so in size of fruits. they increase and support the micro- A bulletin filled with drawings of 

All the benefits listed have been ob- organism population and bring about the leaves, needles, buds and twigs of 

tained by the simple practice of mul- j onoficial soil structural changes that common Wisconsin trees entitled 
ching rather heavily with high-nitro- provide better aeration and water “Learning to Know Common Wiscon- 

gen hay. Any hay crop that contains penetration. All this is brought about sin Trees” has just been published. It 
2 per cent or more of nitrogen, on the 4, microorganisms living in the is Circular 435 and may be obtained by 
weight basis, is considered high-ni-  jyich. Following a good rain, a high- Writing the Mailing Room, College of 

| trogen hay. This nitrogen content is nitrogen hay mulch teems with life. Agriculture, U. W., Madison, Wis. It 
normally found in legumes, but since wrinions of organisms, such as fungi WA&S put out by the State Soil Con- 
legumes are usually too expensive for 414 bacteria, are feeding, multiply. Servation Committee and the Univer- 
mulching purposes, perennial meadow ing and breaking down the hay into sity of Wisconsin Extension Service. 

| hays can be utilized provided the ni- or. elemental forms, immediately A chapter is devoted on how to plant 
trogen, content is built up by fertiliza- tiized by the tree and released to & tree. 

| tion. the soil. ps 
\ The practice of mulching apple Condensed from article delivered Trouble with mixing business and 
\ trees in this country dates back 100 before the Tennessee State Horticul- pleasure is that you are liable to rin 
| years or more, but only in the last tural Society. out of business—DePere Jour. Den:. 

| 
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Are You A Good Apple Salesman 

What Kind of Display Sells the Most Apples. Survey of 

200,000 Shoppers Gives the Answer 

Is it best to exhibit apples in bulk, fore more than 90% of the retail OUR LARGEST PRODUCE 

pricing them by the pound or con-_ stores displayed apples in bulk and MARKET 

tainer; will it help to display the ap- priced them in 2 or 3 pound units. The Best Show In New York 

ples in bags, and what type of bag is Today more than 75% of retail We like watching the Yanks and the 

best. These are some of the questions store apples are in polyethylene bags. Giants play ball and enjoy the big city 
that have been answered by specia- More than 40% are in combination shows, For tops in low cost entertain- 

lists from Cornell Univ., N. Y. after a bulk and package displays. ment, however, we'll invest our sub- 

survey of 200 thousand shoppers in su- What Kind of Apples Sell Best way dime in New York’s Washington 
per markets, The information can be Another test comparing bright red Street Market. Here on a narrow, dim- 

used by all apple growers to retail apples with normal colored ones, ly lit, cobblestone street is one of the 

their fruit or will aid storekeepers in Jipntiy bruised apples and small sizes Worlds largest, dirtiest, most congested 
increasing the sales volume of your at 25% lower price resulted in this food centers. Florida citrus, Washing- 

apples. verdict: buyers wanted the red apples ton apples. California lettuce, New 

The Answers and liked the small ones the least. Red York carrots are piled side by side 
With apples displayed in bulk and apples sold 33 Ibs.; normal colored ap- with onions from Chile, cabbage from 

priced in 2 Ib., 8 Ib. 4 Ib. or 5 Ib, lots, les 24 Ibs; slightly bruised ones 20 the Netherlands, and tomatoes from 

there was very little difference in bs; smaller sized apples 17 Ibs., even Mexico: a U. N. of produce. Buyers in 
sales, For every hundred customers at 25% off. all sorts of quaint city costumes and 

who came into the stores, 13 pounds SSS representing some of the largest 
were sold at the 4 Ib., price; 12 Ibs. at You never know what freedom of stores and restaurants in the nation 

the 8 Ib. price; 12 at the 5 Ib.; and 11 speech really is until you hit your (Continued on page 9) 
at the 2 Ib. price. thumb with a hammer. — Arcadia = 

When apples were displayed in both News-Leader. chilled fruit has not been made avail- 

bulk and bag combinations, sales a able to military personnel, although 

jumped to 28 Ibs. for every 100 custom- FRUIT-O-MATIC INCREASES they have been able to purchase many 

ers. Shoppers pick up the apples out SALE OF APPLES other types of snacks. 

of the bulk display, examine them, but Eleven Fruit-O-Matic machines locat- These machines placed in schools, 

usually buy those that are bagged if ed at Camp Kilmer in New Jersey sell factories and office buildings, will 

they feel they are of equal quality. almost one carload of fresh fruit per increase the sale of apples. The ma- 
Best Type of Package month. The availability of fresh fruit chines are sold by Fruit-O-Matic 

gets people into the daily healthful Manufacturing Co. 5225 Wilshire 

Packages of various types of ma- habit of eating it. Heretofore, fresh Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 
terial were used—red mesh; heavy 

paper with windows; purple mesh _ ose ee ne 

bags; and polyethylene bags. All were eck cer ed EES = 

filled with 5 Ibs. of apples. The Ps ie 
polyethylene bags 22 Ibs. per 100 eee a 

customers; the purple mesh, 20 Ibs.; pc 
paper window, 18 Ibs.; and red mesh, ba 

1T lbs, 

What Size Package 

If it is best to have both the bulk and 
the bag display, and polyethylene bags 

sell the most, then what size of bag 

will win out. In this survey the 6 Ib. 

bag won out by selling 28 Ibs.; the 4 

Ib, 20 Ibs.; the 8 Ib., 20 Ibs; and 2 Ib., 
18 Ibs. per 100 customers. Therefore, 

the winning combination is the bulk 

apply display with handsome poly- 

ethylene bags in the 6 pounds size. 

The survey was made by Dr. Max 

Brink, and has already made a dif- Fruit-O-Matic on location at military camp. Eleven machines sold one carload 
ference in New York apple sales. Be- of fresh fruit per month, 
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Berri d Vegetabl 
‘° ° 9, Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 

Pres., Hi Barlament, G: Bay; Vice Pres., Dr. Charles Swingle, S tu Bay; 2nd Vice Pres., Chris Olson, Berli -T . E. Waits, Bor Mt, Fort Atkinoon, ‘Birecors: Fr'W. Van Lare, Gconeme woe; Glen Schwarz, Kenosha; Charles Braman, Waupaca; Charice Graf 

REPORT FROM BERRY Wea the Sodus and Marion. We like the 

GROWERS ia PES. Marion best. Demand for more than 

The strawberry crop in the Green Ci gp f/ i oa: petatgy 1 Ra = aE 
Bay area was about 50% of normal Pe oe ° 

due to dry weather, insects (leaf rol- ‘\ yds E | 

lers) and winter injuries. 3 REC | KN EXPERIMENTS SHOW VALUE 

Our best varieties this year were foro 2 ee OF MULCHING STRAWBERRIES 

Catskill, Robinson, Lindalacious with . Sasa fans a WITH SAWDUST 
Thomas not doing as well as usual e/ a CLES P At the recent meeting of the West- 

due to leaf roller at fruiting time. Z BOLD CS) Secti ‘Ameri Soci f 
We dusted with chlordane at blossom SS ay! orn econ erican “Society for 
time. Lindalacious looks very promis- Horticultural Science, Santa Barbara, 

hig: with chlordane at the rate of 6 to 10 io in ~ University of 
Ibs. of actual chlordane per acre, ritish lumbia, Vancouver, B. C, 

lac ts a = ot oe bernie which would be 100 Ibs. of the 5% Teported on an experiment on mulch- 
bs ones nou Cover~ gust as usually sold, will give control. ing strawberries with sawdust. One 
By Harry Barlament. 2 . f berri divided in 

Dieldrin will probably replace chlor- cre of strawberries was led into 
From The Dodgeville Area dane when it becomes more available 72 igaperred the plots were given 

for soil insect control.) regular fertilizer treatment, that is, The strawberry crop around Dodge- 1,000 
i pounds per acre of 4-10-10. One- 

> about ae Fad ee Hot From The Richland Center Area third of these plots taken at random 
eather caus all d 

had oni saat sinitsemsed adites. The strawberry crop in this area Were maaiieed: Anorher tiles were 

Our Wis, varieties No. 214, 285, 587 and WS fair this year. We had plenty of manured and given a 4-inch layer of 
dht Were fair. Premier just didn't have ™oisture and no freezing weather at hemlock sawdust. The experiment 

many blossom clusters; Robinson was looming time. Wos.run tor four: Years iat chevend * hi ‘ims Its in the v 
fair; plants of No. 587 from Sturgeon The Thomas variety yielded double ong — a te = 

Bay had little vigor. the amount of fruit of any other var- did not increase the soil acidity be- 

We used chlordane for spittlebug iety—beautiful berries, quality fine; (aise the sawdust plots had a PH of 
and it probably helped some. We they are very late. Vermillion was the 5.92 as compared with 5.82 for the 
found that our berries weighed from second best variety and yielded very manure plots. The amount of organic 

20 to 80 ounces to the quart; a full 00d with beautiful high quality fruit. matter in the sawdust plot was in- 

quart of Robinson is very heavy but Catskill gave good yield but the season 12,464 Analysis of leaves and fruit 
some Premiers quite light. We filled was short. Premier gave good yield 4404 very little difference between 
the boxes and used 22 ounce minimum but dropped in size after first few 11. ossential elements in the three 
for weight—By Virgil Fieldhouse, Pickings. Robinson: very good yield 
Dodgeville with beautiful fruit when well-colorea. "fe. The yields were 42 units in the 

Wisconsin seedlings No. 214, and 261 plots that received the fertilizer 

From Hipp Fruit Farm, were below average in yield. Fruit icy ae oe he sae i aa pase 
Janesville very good. No insect or disease trou- pe Haren - ts. mm, ne a é a 

The berry crop in the Janesville bles where we sprayed. Applied 2 is ce Be Bene 
area was normal this year. We irri. SPrays of wettable dusting sulphur responding increase in runner pro- 

gate. Premier and Dunlap did the best 2d arsenate of lead just before bloom- duction—7.98 fertilizer, 9.52 manure 

for us. Spittle-bug bothered and we 8. All of our beds were narrowed and fertilizer, 12.6 sawdust, manure 
sprayed with methoxychlor getting down to just a hedge row, only about and fertilizer—From Extension Ser- 
good control. 10 to 12 inches wide. vice Bulletin—U. 8. Dept. of Agri- 

: an weighed taht berries os Latham raspberries produced only culture. 

ts Soutien, gat per quar’ e about a half crop due to the very hot _—_—_— 

ei Saki OEE sotua) Gld| beds “we spell just when the berries were form- In spite of the fact that dozens of 
are having some difficulty with white ing. The purple raspberry turned out cars whizz by every minute or two, 

1 grub control. (Editor's note: Ento- better and were above average in _ there still are dogs that think they can 

mologists tell us that dusting the soil yield—very large and fine. We have stop them.—Pierce County Heraid. 
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NEED FOR STUDYING PROBLEMS BLUEBERRIES DO GROW IN 

OF STRAWBERRY GROWING WISCONSIN . MOULTON 

Insect Troubles Increasing. Better If you want to see a successful blue- IRRIGATION COMPANY 
Spray berry planting, visit Mr. H. A. Hass of 

Methods Necessary. 5010 Lake Mendota Dr. Madison. He Represented by 
The short strawberry crop reported has had high-bush blueberries for 7 H. D. Roberts 

for Wisconsin this year is a matter years and this year picked over 20, 

of concern for all growers who grow 16-qt. cases on his patch of about Black River Falls, Wis. 
berries as an important sideline on 120 plants, some of them still young. 

their erlre aes the matter of the We have published articles in this o 
vigor 0! e plant by September and magazine a number of times stating UR LARGEST 

October when the blossoms are formed that all efforts to raise blueberries in PRODUCE MARKET 
‘ 

for Teen crop: ae dry Wisconsin have failed. The plants (Continued from page 7) 
et Sy Sat me oF sara ously a8 we might live a few years but eventually rush between commission houses ask- 

tad 7 aoa ‘ios a th eat blos- something would happen to them— ing prices and bickering over sales. 
en bw cher di on. irrigation at some = winter killing or just failure due to Here, with two minutes rough lang- 
time or other during the year is almost lack of growth. uage, is settled the fate of a crop 

a necessity for maximum production hi 

of this crop. Mr. Hass, however, has demonstrat- Which a grower in Florida or on the 
Insects are becoming more and more ¢4 that if blueberries are grown cor- West coast may have nursed for 3 or 

of a menace—or perhaps they were Tectly, they will thrive. The big ques- 4 months. It’s a fascinating place and 
always a menace but we were not tion is, however, ubet constitutes 4n absolute must for every vegetable 
aware of them in the past. We now Proper culture, so let’s examine his 8Tower who Bent been there. 

think that the tarnished plant bug is ™ethod. When he first grew blue Next time you're in New York, 
the cause of cat-faced or deformed berries as a hedge around the garden _leave your wife at the hotel, your car 
berries. Spittlebug and leaf roller can they didn’t do well. He then moved them _in the parking lot and board the down- 
cause considerable loss at times, t? @ piece of ground which had been town 7th Ave. subway. Get off at 
Strawberry growers: must learn to heavily fertilized with cow manure. Chambers St. and walk west two 
spray—another reason for attending The soil is light silt loam on a rather piocks to Piel ints St. The show 
the meetings of the Wisconsin Berry high elevation overlooking Lake Men- Starts at 11 P. M. Admission is free. 
and Vegetable Grower's Association 40ta, and was slightly acid. Mr. Hass Your program is the pink sheet listing 

at which these problems are discussed. ealized blueberries require a very last nights arrivals and prices. Borrow 
es acid soil—PH of 4.5 is best. He ap- One from any salesman. We guarantee 

NIFI plies about a teacupful of aluminum Your money's worth.—From The Mar- 

. ae CANT FIGURES sulphate (alum) per plant. He has a ket Growers Journal. 
mericans spent 10% more for soil tester and keeps the PH down by — 

gearhead in 1950 than in 1940, but applications of the aluminum sulphate. SPRAYERS DEMONSTRATED 

a more for books, 219% more for Plants were set in rows 6 feet apart AT ORCHARD MEETING 

ieee developing and printing, and 5 feet between plants. About 6 (Continued from page 5) 

- more for radio and TV sets, inches of sawdust was put on the soil when used with the usual sprocket 

tee See et agai aaa gi as a mulch. Ammonium sulphate drives. The Blo-Spray is equipped with 
fhewere, 5, ae ge an more for fertilizer is given annually in the 4, Hardie Wun-pull valves wth pull 

neele om Ni sin th ee the spring. Mr. Hass has planted several cords for tractor seat control, two ds- 

sin panda oe varieties of blueberries including charge line strainers, allowing either- 

soe soball same mT ee ran Rupel which has small berries, and sige or two-side application. With the 
oe hei a aga x agian) Jersey which has large berries. Dit- six high pressure nozzles oa each side, 

c : historieat “iret” They spent three ferent varieties are necessary for aisq extra size nozzle dise kit for 
i : Y SP cross pollination. He has found no changing output, together with the 14 
ingot tae much in 1048 an they did in Gifference in their hardiness. By us- djustable reflectors, the grower can 

oe are - ¢ iid ing the heavy mulch he has not adjust the spray patterti to fit his re- 

a pce nuulans wt women: found it necessary to irrigate. quirements. The unit is mounted on 

the buying trend for things that con- Looking over Mr. Hass’ plantation steel channel frame and can be mount- 

tribute to culture and good living is one draws the conclusion that blue- ed on any make sprayer. 

UPWARD—and that’s where the pro- berries should not be attempted in -— 

ducts of horticulture are. Wisconsin unless we can fulfill these A clothing store received this letter 

E. L, D. Seymour in American Home requirements: 1. Locate a good site from a customer who had ordered a 
a SS such as a high elevation or protec- maternity dress. 

City Feller at the door: “We just tion from cold winds. 2. Create an “Dear Mr. Store Sir: 

_ ourselves to your apples. Just cig goil—about PH 4.5. 3. Give a ‘ —_ , order ied “7 
Y a ress size 44 which you was goin; 

ought ‘wed tell you: heavy mulch to conserve moisture deli Ms 7 oe 
Farmer: “Oh, that’s all right, I just leliver to me. My delivery was faster 

helped myself to your spare tire.”— and furnish organic matter. 4. Fer- than yours. 

Frederic Star. tilize with ammonium sulphate. Respectfully, R. 8.” 
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Nursery News & Notes 
For The Wisconsin Nurserymen's Association 

Pres., H. W. Anderson, Port Edwards; Vice Pres., R. H. Gieringer, Milwaukee; Sec.-Treas., Thos. S. Pinney, Sturgeon 
Bay; Eprtor, Lei fens, Wisconsin Rapids. Directors: Chas. Hawks, Wauwatosa; Vincent Frantel, Kenosha; John Cart, 
man, Fond du Lac; W. G. Brown, Hartland; L. L. Kumlien, Janesville; Frank Thierfelder, Milwaukee. 

TREES OF WISCONSIN s oak giving us different leaf forma. 
GARDENS a tions, but all are rather slow growing 

By W. W. Brown, Brown Nursery, 3 varieties. An oak on the estate gives q 

Hartland, Wis. : feeling of permanence and _ shows 

When I think of a garden I try first 5 planning for the future. They also 
to picture the trees that will give the give beautiful coloring in the fall. De. 

garden its real beauty and sculptural sirable varieties are White oak, Burr 
form. Only trees can give a landscape oak, Red oak and Pin oak. 

the depth, beauty and an ever dif- HONEYLOCUST. A very large tree, 
ferent composition. In the immediate of more rapid growth than most I 
vicinity of Hartland (in Waukesha have listed. There is a thorned and a 

County) are beautiful inland lakes, 5 thornless variety, and it also can be 
none more than eight miles away. easily identified by its horizontal 

Here we find some of the most beauti- branching and compound leaves. It 
ful views of lake land pictures and bears white flowers in May and pro- 
rural farm scenes that can be found in duces seed pods. If anyone is particu- 
all America. It has been my pleasure larly interested in attracting birds to 

to design many landscapes on these 2 j their grounds, this would be a good 
lakes and the rural homesteads and variety as cats will not climb into the 

we have always tried to start and fin- I am listing below some of the very thorned variety because of the many 

ish our landscape development from hardy as well as very beautiful species prickers. However the thorns may 
the settings of native trees or the that can be used to advantage. drop on the lawn, which may not be 

trees we plant. Large Sized Varieties desirable. 

Generally we will find a landscape SUGAR MAPLE: This is our state MEDIUM SIZED VARIETIES 
of three types—a lot small or large tree and is a large handsome tree WILLOW, WISCONSIN WEEPING: 
or an estate of several acres. Most all which forms an oval head. It is one of A very gracefully branched tree with 

estates have quite an abundance of the most valuable and sought after a broad head and pendulous branches, 

trees. However, most all these de- varieties because of its brilliant yel- It needs to be planted along lakes or 

velopments should have a few trees of lows, oranges and red colorings in the riverbanks or in low spots. It is of 
flowering and constrasting forms add- fall. It is a hardy, clean, vigorous tree rapid growth and does not attain the 

ed to them to make a completed pic- of moderately rapid growth and will height of the aforementioned trees. 

ture. The Hawthornes, flowering crabs thrive in any good soil. BIRCH: The birch are noted for 
and birches are colorful and interest- NORWAY MAPLE: A very vigorous their white bark giving a contrast- 
ing to any landscape; and, if not al- tree with dense dark green foliage ing effect to other trees planted on 

ready present, I think our state tree growing to form a round-headed top. the lawn. The cut-leaf weeping birch 

the sugar maple is a must. It holds its leaves later in the fall than is noted by its small leaves and droop- 
Perhaps of all plantings, the lots many others and has pale yellow ing branches. Birch clumps (having 

need trees the most of all. Most home leaves in the late fall. Can be used from three to five trunks) are a rather 

owners buy a lot before they build and. with the ash or other maples to ac- new item but are very effective when 

by the time they move into the new’ centuate their value. used in border plantings. 

house they have a lawn without any SCHWEDLER MAPLE: Very vivid MOUNTAIN ASH: Well known for 

trees. On the lot it is rather rare that crimson leaf when the buds open in its clusters of bright orange berries 

groupings of large trees can be used the spring and one of the most strik- bourne in late summer. It is a medium 

such as the maples and oaks. But the ing of all trees at that time. It is sized, round headed tree of graceful 

larger specimens should still be used similar in growth and habit to the shape. It is one of the most desirable 
as single plantings and placed to Norway except that it has a more varieties to be used for accent or plant- 

form some of the interesting views oval shaped head. ing near one-story type homes. 
on the grounds. The smaller trees or AMERICAN ELM: One of the most FLOWERING CRABS: There are 

large shrubs such as the plums, the graceful and widely used trees as it numerous varieties of these and they 

native cherry and mountain ash. can is used very extensively in street come in many sizes and colors but all 

be.used in groups. These trees should plantings in many cities. It is a good are well adapted to home ground use. 

not be planted too close to a house variety for framing buildings or views They are a most striking sight when 

‘or the foundation planting, but used of its high arching branches and its they bud and bloom and the blossoms 

in groups on the lawn or near the vase form. open slowly affording a long period of 

border. OAK: There are many varieties of (Continued on page 11: Col. 3.) 
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FALL PLANTING 

By Ralph Petranek, Brown Deer Watch Your Elms 
Nursery, Milwaukee. By E. L. Chamt 

There are many advantages to be 
considered in the Fall planting of Failure of elm trees to thrive under tablished here, and in their search for 
ornamental plants. Cool weather is 1 growing conditions to which they suitable elm material on which to lay 
more prevalent and the length of the Fe exposed is caused by pests and un- their eggs, these beetles may fly sev- 
planting season can be extended from favorable conditions of soil and cli- eral miles and if exposed to the Dutch 
the middle of August through Novem- ate. Little can be done to change the elm disease fungus may carry it with 
ber with most varieties. Fall planting climate, The soil can be improved and them. It is, therefore, very important 

assures the plant’s being established "enewed, however, and the pests may to keep your elm trees in a vigorous 
and ready to make an earlier start of »e prevented or controlled. growing condition to discourage bark 

growth in the following Spring. Black spot of elm, caused by the _ beetle attack. These beetles breed only 
German iris, Jap iris, hemerocallis, fungus Gnomonia ulmea, is very com- in elm wood such as broken limbs, 

and oriental poppies have a resting ™on during wet seasons and may re- wood piles, recently felled trees, or 

period in August and September and ult in premature defoliation. The fall- those that have died rapidly from 
should be planted at that time for ¢” leaves are usually yellow and show disease or other causes. All such ma- 
best results. Peonies reach their maxi- Small conspicuous shining coal black terial should be burned or the bark 

mum growth and start into a dor- ‘Spots. Besides reducing infection by surface well covered with a 1% DDT 
mant state around the first of Septem- acking and burning of heavily infect- emulsion. When the leaves of an elm 

ber. That is a good time to replant ¢ leaves, this disease can be prevent- suddenly wilt, become yellow or dry 
them. Many of our bulb plants, such 4 by application of the standard 4-4- and then drop off, the tree may have 
as tulips, crocus, etc., are planted at 50 Bordeaux spray. As many as three Dutch elm disease and should be 

this season of the year. applications are recommended where checked for it. Trees showing these 

infection has been severe—one when symptoms should have several small 

The Evergreens the leaves first begin opening, and branches with the affected leaves cut 
Nearly all evergreens have reached gain once or twice a week or 10 off and a cross section examined for 

their season’s maximum growth and ay intervals. a brown discoloration on one or more 
have formed terminal buds by August Slime flux and wetwood is the name Of the annual rings of the wood. In 
or September, hence transplanting , ied when sap flows for a prolong- event brown stains are observed, the 
does not disturb them and they are in 44 period from pruning cuts, broken specimen should be submitted to the 

excellent condition for transplanting. Crotches and other wounds, especially State Entomologist’s Office for fur- 
In many nurseries, shrubs, trees, jn Jate spring or during wet weather. ther examination. 

ee are _ eon Soe tube Slime flux of elm is caused by a specie —_— 
ay le for early planting. re Too} of bacteria which infects the wood of 

moving of deciduous stock may start the trees and causes an increase in its MEDIUM SIZED TREES 
4s soon as these plants are dormant. internal sap pressure. The pres- (Continued from page 10) 
This will vary according to location gyre should be released by drilling beauty.. They are very hardy and can 

but, in general, October 1st to 10th holes near the fluxing wounds, and be planted in all locations. In the fall 
will permit the moving of this type of when! the pocket is located a piece of months most varieties are loaded with 

material. galvanized iron pipe should be forced g profusion of red and orange fruits 
Replanted nursery stock should be into the auger hole Se Vd rie that attract the birds. 

well soaked with water to insure suc- enough to carry the nfecte 

cessful results. A moderate mulch of sap out where it will not drip te — cone nee nae 

leaves, straw, or peat moss, keeps the on the trunk or root crown after the h seaitt arieties that are hardy 'n s 
‘y, but are some of the more de- 

ground moist while the roots are get- wound has been washed and disinfect- sirable and most used types. Trees are 

ting established and helps prevent ed with a 1-1000 solution of mercuric slow growing and should bs aaleste a 

oss the plants by frost during chloride. and planted with a thought to the 

. Verticillium wilt is another common future, as gardening with trees gives 

TTT fungus disease on elms in Wisconsin. one the satisfaction of planting for 
IRRIGATION SYSTEM FOR SALE The wilting of leaves, early defolia- enduring beauty. 
Carter Irrigation System. Self prim- tion, and death of entire branches are 

ing 8x6 inch pump. Used about 10 characteristic symtoms. No spray is OT 

hours. Powered by 100 H.P. Chrysler Very effective. Pruning should be well ROSE FILM FOR GARDEN CLUBS 

Motor. 62 lengths 6 inch pipe. 15 below the infected areas and the tools The All-American Rose Selections is 

lagths 4 inch pipe, 1 reduction pipe. should be disinfected with denatured the sponsor of a color, sound, 16 mm. 

l elbow. One 20 ft. suction pipe—8  ®!conol. . 13 min. movie, “All-American Roses,” 
lnch, with screen. 4 perfection gun- Dutch Elm Disease which is available without charge to 

ype sprinklers, with a 300 ft. circle. While the Dutch elm disease is not ult audiences of 50 or more. Ar- 
Pipe are OK Champion Self-coupling. tangements for use of this movie may 

Priced right for quick sale. Ready to nown to be present in Wisconsin, 1. made through Films of the Nations, 
Copeland Nursery. Route 5, Platte- two species of bark beetles known to 2 West 45th St., New York 36, N. Y, 

ville, Wis. transmit it to healthy trees are es- or one of their regional offices. 
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GARDEN CHRYSANTHEMUM 

FIELD DAY 

e 9 Prof. Gail Beck, Dept. of Floricu. 

ture, U. W., announces a garden 

ttors chrysanthemum field day in the Uni. 

versity’s North Gardens, Madison. on 

Friday, September 25 at from 2 to 5 

OUR COVER PICTURE COMING EVENTS pm. 

“Time off to enjoy an apple”, is the Here you will see 90 varieties of 
legend for our cover picture this Gone te . - a, aa garden mums in bloom—cushion and 
month. Another legend might have Pin a, re a ee cut flowers single and double types; 
been, “Pick some apples to earn those wal colors ranging from white to dark 

ie ~ oan”. der 1 Hood, ,. October 29-80. Annual Convention. ™ahogany. 
oles. ea or tka “Weucoumns Wisconsin State Beekeepers Associa- The University’s North Gardens are 

tion. Fort Atkinson. on the corner of Walnut Street and 
Age tnstitate. Both ‘she: and, . Mrs: Linden Drive; north of the U. S. For 
Jack Winn, office Secretary for the November 5-6 Annual joint Conven- eat Products: Laboratory. aa : 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, tion, Minnesota Fruit Growers As- . 

have a big smile as they eat a nice sociation—Wisconsin Horticultural So- ————— 

juicy apple in the University orchard. ciety, La Crosse Hotel, La Crosse, Wis. 
(Don’t let the picture fool you though, ORCHARD NOTES 

while the girls are all rigged up with November 16-17. Annual Convention. I i 

a picking bag, they actually picked Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. t is dangerous to sit on a tractor 
very few apples.) It was a good stunt Fruit Show. Retlaw Hotel, Fond du eat during a thundershower, The 
for a newspaper item in the apple Lac, Wis. Also Annual meeting Wis- tractor is connected to moist ground 

promotion work of the Wisconsin consin Apple Institute. by equipment and tools and the seat 

Apple Institute. 
ine, Leonard Langord, University December 2-4. Annual meeting, Wis. is of metal—not a safe place. An auto- 

Orchard Manager, was very helpful Nurserymens Association. Hotel mobile is safer because it is on rub- 

in arranging the ladder and placing Schroeder, Milwaukee. ber tires. 

the boxes full of apples for the girls. 

Wits Mort. Bee: Photo: “Top Brass”—or shall we just say Machinery. 
RED MELBA—A BEAUTIFUL speakers and demonstrators at the Standing: Don Dever, Dept. of En- 

APPLE orchard tour and machinery demon- tomology, U. W.; Dewey Moore, Dept. 

stration, Eames Orchard, Egg Harbor, of Plant Pathology, U. W.; Spence 

At the Wisconsin State Fair Mr. august 18th. Kneeling from left: Eames, host and orchard owner; 
Frank Meyer of Milwaukee exhibited George Klingbeil, Extension Fruit Frank Gilbert, Supt. Peninsula Ex 
Plates of Red Melba grown from trees specialist, Dept. of Horticulture, U. periment Station; Sam Goldman, dem- 
which were imported by the Wiscon- wy: william Aeppler, Oconomowoc, onstrator; Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg, 
sin State Horticultural Society from demonstrator; County Agent G. I. Pres. Wis. State Hort. Soc.; Charles 
Canada some years ago in an effort to Mullendore, Sturgeon Bay; Ransom Swingle, Board member and Chair: 
inprove the color of the Melba apple Severson, Chai Committee on man, committee on hinery. 

within this state. 

Everyone who saw the Red Melba - ee - 

agreed that here is a beautiful apple; ba 2 AE ep ar ae a | 
the color a great improvement on the aS os re: 
standard Melba as it has been grown. Bas ; NA ; 

From now on Wisconsin nurseries te Fy Pe cory 

should propagate the Red Melba for ‘“ Re he ag 

future growing in Wisconsin. The sa aed 4 
solid red color almost completely is 9 ai ~ 

covers the apple as compared with the M b 

striped red of the original Melba. q 

TO KILL RATS 5 
The most effective rat killer is the 

new water soluble formulation of war- E 

farin. Rats must drink to live. War- i 
farin is odorless and tasteless; when | 

used as recommended on the container, ei 

it is a sure and inexpensive way to ? 

get rid of rats—From Rural New i 

Yorker. et 
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APPLES AT THE WISCONSIN ed pictures of apples, a rotating tray ORCHARD TOUR 
STATE FAIR peated . a en and apple var- Tuesday, September 15, 1958 

“Oh! Look at that bi ie!” ieties, and a nice display on the use 

was heard very frequently Pair of apples. It was really an educational A three-county orchard tour and 
visitors this year as they walked by  ¢xhibit. machinery demonstration — Milwau- 
the booth showing “Paul Bunyan’s Ap- kee, Racine and Waukesha counties, 

A. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN will be held September 15 as follows: 
ple Pie’—a 6 foot pie with a 6 foot 
fork, together with the sign “The Na- BEGINS 4—YEAR COURSE IN 10 am. Harold Proeber Farm, 8% 
tion's Favorite Pie” and a display of FLORICULTURE miles south of Milwaukee County line 

Wisconsin's apples. The exhibit was by The Cooperation and interest of ° County trunk H (South Howell). 
Mr. Henry Mahr, Caledonia, and his Wisconsin florists in floriculture at 212 oon: Hat lunch at Alfred Meyer 
committee, LeRoy Meyer and Elroy the University of Wisconsin has made Frm at Junction Hy 100 and 41. 
Honadel, Jr. for the Wisconsin Apple another achievement possible. For the Bring your lunch. 

Institute. This type of exhibit leaves a first time in its history, the University Tour and machinery demonstration. 
lasting impression in the minds of will offer a 4-year course in floricul- Talks by specialists. Tour of Elroy 
people. When they get home they re- ture at the start of the fall semester, Honadel orchard if time permits. All 
member and still say “Did you see September 1953. growers invited. 

that apple pie at the Fair”. There are 2 options for floriculture ATs 

majors—one for those interested in AFRICAN VIOLET SHOW AT 
The Apple Exhibit the production or growing of flowers, GALENA, ILLINOIS 

Mr. Frank Meyer of Milwaukee, the other for those interested in mer- September 26-27 
Superintendent of the Fruit Exhibits chandising or the retail selling of 
at the Fair is to be commended for flowers. An African violet display and tea 

his untiring effort to get growers to The curriculum is designed to give a will be given by the ladies of the 
exhibit apples. A total of 255 trays good background in the sciences that Presbyterian Church, Galena, Illinois, 

were shown together with a large underlie and are basic to floriculture. the two days of the historic tour, Sat- 

number of plates. In the larger class- These fundamentals and their appli- urday and Sunday, September 26-27, 

es, Waldo Orchards of Waldo won cation are absolutely necessary for in, the Community: Hall (Museum 

first on 5 commercial varieties and adequate training which will enable Building) on Bench Street. 
5 plates of fall and summer varieties. one to solve problems by reasoning or Wisconsin African violet fans are 

Mrs.Hattie Meyer of Milwaukee won experimental methods or wisely seek invited to exhibit plants. Entries can 

second in these classes. Meyer Or- and evaluate available information »e made Saturday morning between 9 

chards of Milwaukee won third. pertaining to the problem. and 11 a. m. For information address 

In the tray classes, Nieman Brothers Courses in floriculture have been Mrs. Jessie Strand, Galena, Illinois. 
showed the best 10 trays of Cortlands added in the Dept. of Horticulture Gardeners may wish to visit the show 
and Wolf River and “any other” which will give the best techniques 2nd tour. 

standard variety. The Waldo orchards and latest information in the field to TT, _,_ 

won first on 10 trays of Melba, second our students. A new greenhouse range HEARD ON THE SIDELINES 
on Cortland, second on McIntosh, will add many facilities for the pro- CHRISTMAS ROSES. No, Mrs. G. 

first on Milton, first on Duchess, gram. Students will be required to There aren't any roses that bloom in the 

second on Wealthy, and second on have experience in the florist industry wintertime. The advertisement you heard 

“any other” variety. before graduation which will also con- about “Christmas roses” is all fantasy. 

Meyer Orchards of Milwaukee won tribute to their understanding of flori- 74, plant commonly called Christmas 
second on 10 trays of Melba, third on culture. Several students are already Rose is actually not a rose but is in the 

McIntosh, fourth on Duchess, fourth enrolled in the course. . Buttercup family, called Hellek niger. 

on Wealthy. Many scholarships are available for They grow less than a foot high and 

Mr. Arthur Brunn of Milwaukee freshman. The Wisconsin-Upper have glossy green leaves shaped like the 
won first on 10 trays of McIntosh. Mrs. Michigan Florist’ Association sponsors palm of your hand They até not too 

Hattie Meyer won second on 10 trays a scholarship for floriculture students hard d will not bl duri be- 

of Duchess ,third on Wealthy. Haas who have completed some University lardy ane wilt Not Bloom Curing.our De 

Orchards of South Milwaukee, won courses in floriculture. low zero weather. 

third on 10 trays of Duchess and first Professor Gail E. Beck, of the Dept. 

on 10 trays of Wealthy. of Horticulture, Univ. of Wisconsin, FRUIT FARM FOR SALE 

Other exhibitors this year who won’ Madison, will head the new 4-year FOR SALE: Highly developed fruit 

prizes in the plate and single tray teaching course. farm near Bayfield, Wisconsin. 60 

Classes were Henry Mahr, Caledonia — acres in all, 36 acres in fruit and other 
and Frederic Meyer, Waldo. ORCHARD FOR SALE cash crops. 1100 apple trees, 5 acres 

For Sale: 18% acre bearing apple strawberries, 9 acres raspberries, loam 

Apple Project Booth orchard of good commericial varieties, soil. Has all necessary equipment. 

County Agent E. E. Skaliskey and with storage cellars and roadside mar- New five room dwelling with furnace. 

his committee are to be complimented ket on Highway 12 just South of Bara- Terms. Also several other combina- 

for an excellent apple project booth in boo. Good farm buildings. Modern con-_ tion fruit and dairy farms reasonably 

the farm crops division. The booth veniences.—Irish Orchards, Baraboo, priced. For further details write Harry 

had an excellent background of color- Wis. Peterson Agency, Ashland, Wisconsin. 
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° ° ° 
Wisconsin Gladiolus Show Report 

Gladiolus growers from Two Rivers The Winners Chapter went to the Touhey Gardens 

and members of the Manitowoc Coun- Champion Spike: Seedling 51-7-40, by for the Best Commercial Display. 

ty Gladiolus Society again proved ex-  winiam Himmler, Jefferson. The NAGC Bronze medal was pre- 
eenent osts, for the annual State Longest flower head: Manchu, by sented to Mr. William Himmler for 
Show in Two Rivers on August 8-9. 44 Kottke, Oconto. having the Grand Champion of the 

Show committee — were: or Largest Floret: Seedling N N 5, by show. 
Manager Jess Hamilton; irman 

. : , Otto Kapschitzke, Sheboygan. The NEGS Silver medal was won by 
Lee Touhey; Oo-cheirman John Gates; Smallest Floret: Coral Bells, by ohn Bayless for the 15 spike tabl 
Floor Manager Joe Rezek; Assistants 5.44 Gates, Two Rivers On Payless FOR "ehe 2b) Sniee e 
William Hachman, Ed Schultz, Al Most Open Floret: Phantom Beau- The show room was well filled with 

Schmidt; Show Schedule, Walter Axel: ty, by Touhey Gardens, Manitowoc. flowers and attendance was good. A 

Supervisor of Judges Gordon Shepeck; High Point Winner: Touhey Gardens. style show of a bridal party complete 

Artistic Arrangement Manager Mrs. Artistic Arrangements Sweepstakes: iets Leo Touhey; Publicity John Gates; with gladiolus corsages and bouque' 
vi y : ' Mrs. William Hachmann, Two Rivers. 1.4 held on the closing night. A per- 

Printing, Brandt Printing Corp.; Ban- 15 spike table: John Bayless, Two . 
quet Toast Master Jess Hamilton. Rivers. petual trophy was presented by Dr. 

The quality of the flowers was ex- 20 spike table: by Touhey Gardens H. A. Kasten Wausau, representing 

cellent considering the amount of rain Commercial Display: Touhey Gardens. the Marathon County Chapter, and 

which covered most of the state just Outstanding Seedling: 51-7-40, by accepted by Dr. R. H. Juers, Wausau, 

previous to the show. There were a William Himmler. 
for the Wis jin State Gladiol 

large number of arrangements which Outstanding Recent Introduction: or the consin © Gladiolus So- 
were exceptionally well done The com- Rosita, by Miles Armstrong, Evans- Clety in memory of three of their 
mittee provided a wonderful banquet ville; Pride and Joy, by John Bayless. ™embers, Ira Painter, A. F. Scholtz, 

which was greatly enjoyed not only Best Baskets: Red Radiance, by and Val White who passed on recent- 

for the fine food but also for the ex- Melk Bros., Milwaukee; Seedling 44- jy, This will be awarded annually to 

cellent program and good spirit. Hats 46-E, by John Bayless. the best commercial display in the 

off to Two Rivers as a loyal com- Single Spike Division Champions State Sh 

munity willing to promote civic pro- Open Class: Sunspot, by John Bay- e Ow: 

jects. The 40 page premium schedule less. Recent Introduction: Rosita, by After the banquet, held in the Com- 

and show booklet in which merchants Miles Armstrong. Amateur Division: munity House and cooked by the la- 

and loyal friends subscribed to 18 Folklore, by E. Inmann, Two Rivers  dieg of the Manitowoc County Society, 
Seedling: 51-7-40, by William Himmler. 

pages of advertisements is an indica- Junior Division: Phantom Beauty the guests were well filled too! Imag- 

tion of good community spirit. One by Kay Fronk, Two Rivers. ine a turkey dinner with all the trim- 

fe of the booklet is devoted to an ‘ings, count: ity]: HM t, 
Bae 8 Spike Division Champions mines, Ary Style ei you can ea 
invitation to boys and girls of 8 to 18 for $2.00 per plate—Report by Rose 

to join their Junior Members Society. Open Class Florence Nightingale, by  Raviess, Two Rivers. 
- William Hachmann, Two Rivers. 

Secretary Mary Rezek states: “You ees 
ive bulbs f f ch w Recent Introduction: Pride and Joy, If all th bi 

will receive bul ree of charge. We by John Bayless. all the automobiles in the world 

now have a membership of 43 boys and Best Illinois Introduction: Rea Were put end to end, 98 per cent of 

girls. We are just 3 years old. I am wing, by E. Tolksdorf, Two Rivers, the drivers would pull out of line to 

willing at any time to give you infor- The Memorial Perpetual Trophy, 28s the car ahead. 
mation about the club.” (Editor) presented by the Marathon County —Amery Free Press. 
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THE MADISON GLADIOLUS ; 
SHOW 

The State Seedling Show and An- 

nual Exhibit by the Madison Chapter 

again attracted thousands of visitors. 
On Sunday, August 9th the attendance 

was estimated at 6,000. With the 

First National Bank sponsoring the 

show, advertising it extensively and 

paying all costs, the Chapter is as- 

surfed of a show well staged and large 

attendance. 

Mr. Ted Woods of Madison won the 
Grand Champion Single Spike award 

with a seedling, and Grand Champion 

award of the 3-spike, open class di- 

vision, and Recent Introduction 3- 
Spike classes with his Rosita. He also 

placed first in the Recent Introduc- 

tion Basket class. 

John Flad, Shorewood Hills, won the 

Seedling Basket, Open Class Basket, 

and the award for the most florets. 

James Torrie won the largest floret 

(Continued on next page) 

MAN WITH CAMERA VISITS THE 

GLAD SHOWS 

1. The Happy Warriors—Dr. James 

Torrie and John Flad are beaming be- 

cause their light rose gladiolus 

Traveler, a 1958 introduction, won the 

top award in the basket section at the 

Jefferson Show. 

2. Both judges and top winners look 

happy at the State Show, Two Rivers, 

August 8. Front row from left: Jerry 

Merchardt, Marinette, Judge: Otto 
Kapschitzke, Jr., Sheboygan, Largest 

Flower winner; William Himmler, 

Jefferson, Seedling winner; John 

Gates, Two Rivers, Sec. Champion. er 

Back row: Arnold Sartorius, Porter- ‘ 

field, Judge; Walter Axel, Sheboygan, 

Judge; John Bayless, Two Rivers, Sec. 

Champion and Judge; William Hach- 

mann, Two Rivers, Div. Champion; 

Gordon Shepeck, Green Bay, Sec, 

Champion, Supt. of Judges. 

8. Judges and officers So. Wis.—No. ’ 

Tl. Gladiolus Society at the annual ” 

show at Jefferson, August 2. 

Front row from left: A. Koepke 

Elkhorn; Chas. Melk, Milwaukee; R. 

Peterson, Springfield, IL; D. Sleezer, 

Lake Geneva; Leland Shaw, Milton; 

and C. Fenske, Shopiere. 

Back row from left: C. Christensen, 
Rockford, IL; M. Armstrong, Evans- 

ville; E. Van Ness, Shopiere; A. Dick- 

man, Rockford, Ill; and R. Burdick, 

Edgerton.



(Continued from preceding page) than 75 feet were made by Walter HOW TO KEEP CUT FLOWERS 

award, and Earl Knudson the most Krueger, Oconomowoc, Touhey Gar- LONGER 
ruffled award. dens, Manitowoc, Harold Janes, White- 

Special awards in the arrangement W8ter, and David Puerner, Milwaukee. a tua eatheak otiut have be 

class for men only went to Roger B. The champion 3 spike entry from ore a be kept eager Sone of then 
Russell, Fred Buerki, Tommy Tucker, first places in all classes was won by recommendations have been found to 

Gerald Wilke, Larry Brown, Dr. H. 8S. Touhey Gardens. Otto Kapschitzky, have little value. Professor Victor 

Bostock, Nicholas Woodus, and J. Jr., Sheboygan, took first and Harold Ries of Ohio, has made many tests 

Koeper. Janes second in a display of not less and comes up with the following state. 

Miss Jane Sulzer showed a spike than 100 gladiolus spikes. Touhey jionts which were also reviewed in 
of Connie G which won the Division Gardens also won the best arrange- jy, Weekly Newsletter of the Morden, 
Championship and Best Wisconsin ment of 25 to 50 spikes and first in Manitoba, Experiment Station by W. 
Origination. the basket of glads and second in R. Leslie. 

James Torrie took first on a 3- best arrangement of 15 to 25 spikes. | 
spike seedling over 4% inches on 49- David Puerner won first in best ar- Cutting the stems of flowers while 
18-2: - rangement of 25 to 50 spikes and first holding them under water has shown 

Higest: Holat) WinweRe ana whiner with 15 to 25 spikes. oa long series of tests to have no 

of the Sweepstakes Ribbon were first Other exhibitors winning in 8 spikes 
Ted Woods; second Earl Knudson; and other classes were BE. F. Boewe, Experience indicates that it makes 
third James Torrie; fourth Glen Waukesha, with an “excellent” seed- 1° difference whether the flower 

Pierce of Villa Park, Ill; fifth Mrs. ling; Harold P. Van Buren, Hartland; stems are cut on a slant or straight 

Etlar Nielsen; and sixth Miss Jane Carl Ziesmer, Sturtevant; and Mrs. 2CTOss. 

Sulzer. Mrs. Nielsen was first in the Joseph Monfree, West Allis. Except for carnations, most flowers 

Amateur classes and Miss Sulzer was keep just as well with only an inch or 
second. Earl Knudson won first in so of water as when kept in deep 

number of points in the open class NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY water. It is pointed out, however, that 
with James Torrie second. Meeting flowers in wilted condition do revive 

ee more quickly in deep than in shallow 

WINNERS AT MARATHON canal noting oe Ce ee water. The length of the stems is not 

COUNTY GLAD SHOW Rose Society will be held in Colum significant in durability of the flow- 

Ralph Burdick of Edgerton won the bus, Ohio, September 10-12. The cli- ers. j 

sweetstakes trophy for the most points max of the meeting will be the dedi- There is lack of supporting evidence 
at the Marathon County Gladiolus cation of the new headquarters of that vitamin or aspirin tablets will 

Society show, August 22-23 at Wausau. the American Rose Society and the Prolong the life of cut flowers. The 

Dr. R. H. Juers, Wausau, exhibited the recently developed Park of Roses, Vlue of adding sugar to the water is 

grand champion spike. Other top which is rapidly becoming one of the uestionable. 
awards were: Edward Schaepe, Wau- world’s great rose gardens. Results of research at Ohio brought 

Edward Howland, Rethecnila, secona Well over 1000 members and dele- forth the following facts: The mos aay cliattipionahtp sud latweat floret: gates are expected to attend the 3 oes is is to harden the pass 

John Perkins, Neilsville, open sweep- day session where the rewards and or at least:12/houra:tn.8 coo! plsce:in iddkeen: Rouald Stréck; Wausau: ama: problems of rose growing will be dis- water of 40 to 55 degrees temperature. 

toie awecpstakes!’ Ba Retnschmsdt: cussed by experts from here and me next ed to cut off the lower 

Mosinee, novice sweepstakes; Carl abroad. Harry Wheatcroft, one of - aa bof.stem. Plante with ste 

Janke, Wausau, artistic arrangements England’s top rose growers and ex- orm Tig Sep. much Bs ee ee ond 

sweepstakes; Mrs. J. A. Held, Wausau, hibitors, will have a prominent part ee reunite to neve cn stem en 

artistic arrangement championship; in the program. Rose problems, rang- dione i ee h of mares tes 

Mark Splaine, longest flower head and ing from soil analysis to arranging PEE eee caer ee 

most open floret; G. T. Thompson, blooms will be discussed. ie two um tes. wn ody oe ne 

Two Rivers, most ruffled floret; Ray A show schedule can be obtained t o hardening, may be benefite a Ha 

Quday, Minocqua, smallest floret. from Jack T. Edwards, 1241 McKin- , 
: ley Av. Columbus, Ohio. pee * splitting the lower few 

inches of stem. 

GLADIOUS AT THE STATE FAIR A cordial invitation to attend these — Gy.sne6 the water daily. Wash out 
Wisconsin gladiolus growers, did a events is extended to all rose growers. ee Nee Oa: lean, ON 

splendid job of exhibiting gladiolus at the containers. Recutting the stem 

the Wisconsin State Fair this year— pi ends from day to day helps prolong 

an exhibit that coulé not help but — pyrivers, back in the horse and bug- flower life. 
impress the public with the beauty and ‘i 
desirability of gladiolus as a cut gy age didn’t depend entirely on their 
flower for many occasions. own intelligence. This may account Good way to get rid of friends— 

In the show held the first three days for more accidents today.—$haron tell them all your troubles.——Marion 

of the fair, displays covering not less Reporter. 4 i Advertiser. 
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a) 

EXECUTIVE BOARD a aii event as well as a new variety of an 
Mes Led pene President, 71481 N. a PB ru a annual or perennial. 

Mrs. George Willett, Vice President, Iola. oe Ff AS aaa) Projects undertaken for 1953 are a 
Mrs, M.A A. Haller, Rec. Sec.-Treas., Route ——— = at | ea scrapbook of garden and flower clip- 

Mrs, Harold C. Poyer, Rt. 2, Ft. Atkinson. P=] pA pings, Christmas cards sent to the 
H. J. Rahmlow, Exec. Sec. Ex-Officio, Madi- a = = f! Cerebral Palsy Institute, and favors 
" = Sr Mg to be made at Christmas time for a de- 

Ly serving institution. 

4TH ANNUAL CONVENTION eee Our annual trip this year was made 
é oN CKOR crete aE TOK Pa ear Reto 7 a = “ oa hoe 

a issons. We had a picnic lunc! 
OF WISCONSIN FROM THE JEFFERSON GREEN and toured the Octagon House in 

Methodist Church, Fort Atkinson THUMB GARDEN CLUB Watertown on the return trip. 
The Green Thumb Garden Club 1s We have enjoyed several speakers: 

ursday, 17, 1953 
™ September 1%, preparing for the zinnia show at the Mrs. C. L. Cushman of Jefferson; 

Registration: 9:30 to 10 am. See state Convention at Ft. Atkinson. All Mrs. Jeffrey of the Dousman Garden 
August issue for complete program members have grown zinnias, new and Club; and Mr. Altafer of the McKay 
and Flower Show Schedule. old varieties, in anticipation of the Nursery—By Mrs. Allen Ley, Pres. 

MARINETTE GARDEN CLUB 4TH ANNUAL MEETING 
Central Region—Garden Club of Wisconsin 

Twin City Garden Club members are LUTHERAN CHURCH—SCANDINAVIA, WIS. 
enjoying a well planned program this Tuesday, October 13 

year with some outside speakers and THE PROGRAM 

programs given by members. We man- 9:30 am, Registration. Fee 50c. 

age to have many good times along 10 am. Meeting called to order by Regional President Mrs. C. H. Braman, 

with our serious endeavors to learn Waupaca. Collect, by Mrs. George Willett, lola. Announcements. 

about and to “advance the progress” 10:15 am. Outstanding Accomplishments of Our Garden Club. 5 minute 

of gardening. reports by a representative from each club. 

‘in: June we met at. Pine Beach Club. 11 am, Hemerocallis As We Grow Them. By Mrs. Robert Holly, Waupaca. 

house with Mr. H. J. Rahmlow as our 11:30 am. Business meeting—Election of Officers. 

speaker. In July we drove to Green 12 M. Luncheon. $1.00. Send reservation to Luncheon committee. 

Bay for a Garden Tour that had been 1:15 p.m. What's New In Horticulture This Year, illustrated with colored slides, 
planned for us by Mrs. R. A. Gardner, taken during this season. By H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. 

Pres. of the Fox River Valley Dis- 2:15 p.m. Holiday Decorations. Demonstration of how to use materials for the 
trict. In August we had a picnic with holidays. ae. Victor H. Schmitt, West Allis. 

Mr. Arno Kurth of McKay Nurseries 4 pm journ. 
as speaker. Committees 

Registration: Mrs. Marlin Steinbach; Miss Josephine Voie; and Mrs. Charles 
Our Civic Committee distributed Peterson, 

winnia seeds through the Recreation Luncheon: Mrs. Rex Dean; Mrs. Howard Jorgensen; and Mrs. A. O. Lee, all 
Dept. of our city to school children of Scandinavia. 
who signified desire to plant them. Hospitality: Mrs. Gordon Trinrud; Mrs. Howard Bestul; and Mrs. Harley Mules. 

These flower beds are now being Nominations; Mrs. Jack Olson, Amherst; Mrs. Frank J. Long, Clintonville; and 
judged. There will be an attractive Mrs, Vernon Rosholt, Rosholt. 

prize for the winner.—By Mrs. C. W. 

—_ SAVE TREES 
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

AFRICAN VIOLETS TREES 

For Sale: Leaves and Single crown LAWNS 

Piants of Old Favorites and New GARDENS 

Varieties. Send stamp for price list. tin Praurspeme me woe, We | y97, WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
18 miles west of city on Hy. W. 5 
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Driving Through Beautiful 
Wisconsin, We See Many 

Annuals In Home Gardens 
By Mrs. Donald Kirkland, Horticultural Ch’m., Milwaukee ; 

While driving through the beauti- - hardy because they were there all 
ful Wisconsin countryside, I noticed Pea, winter without covering of any kind, 

a great many flower gardens in farm eo The stones act as a mulch by keeping 
yards displaying colorful zinnias, pe- wD a wt the roots of the petunias moist snd 

tunias and cosmos. wee” ne Es, this is probably the reason why the 
Sometimes they were used in bor- i 5 % wD PR se \: plants are so large. 

dera along driveways or as edging for eae WS +s )i Bells of Ireland, annual, has taken 

vereaiie: gardens as! well a8) Sround 4 a ba, <° the fancy of florists and flower ar- 

the foundaions:cf;the homes. 3 i ae rangers because the flowers lend 
A friend whose white home has red themselves very well to any type of 

window awnings, created a charming luck with stock since growing it in a: angement. Try some of them with 

effect by placing white painted butter partial ehade. Royal Carpet Alyssum gladiolus. The Bells are a beautiful 
tubs along the driveway planted with and Blue Lobelia edge the border and  garicate green ‘and ‘are ‘easily: grown 
White Cloud and Fire Chief petunias. for that touch of white so necessary in trons. seed, 

The same petunias were planted in any garden we have included Candy- 

window boxes. This color scheme ties tuft and white petunias. My story would not be complete 

the house and grounds together. We are using only pastel colors in without mentioning the beautiful bor- 

Mrs. Chester Thomas has planted the borders close to the house but in der of annuals planted beneath the 

White Cloud petunias along the edges the vegetable garden the many rows large dining room window at Cud- 
of her formal flower beds. This creates of zinnias and other annuals are a Worth American Legion Post, Milwau- 
a cool and refreshing picture and riot of color. This is the first season ee. There are many different types 
makes a beautiful setting for her love- we have grown Peppermint Stick zin- nd colors used very effectively. The 

ly white home. The white petunias al- nias and I must say they certainly are taller plants are pink cleome, zinnia, 
so enhance the color of other flowers one of our favorites. They head our ters, marigolds, petunias etc. down 

in her garden. list of flower seeds for next year. We to the dwarf marigold, blue agera- 

A few years ago petunias seemed to have also found Ageratum Fairy Pink ‘tum, and white alyssum which edge 

take the lead in popularity but lately very satisfactory as a border plant. It the border. The border is about 150 

zinnias seem to be widely used in is also very nice for the rock garden. feet long by 5 feet wide, with Lake 
home gardens, public parks and in Indian Spring annual Hollyhock, Michigan as a backdrop. This colorful 

. the landscaping of industrial plants cosmos, nicotiana, cleome, giant lark- border creates a living picture and 

and other public buildings. spur, annual Cambridge blue delphini- 8ives great pleasure to those in the 
Cleome um are all good background plants dining room. 

An annual which has gained great and the colors harmonize well. This TTT 
popularity in recent years isCleome or js the first season we have tried SHEBOYGAN GARDEN CLUB HAS 

Spider flower. This is a very showy, Dianthus Gaiety and Linaria or baby CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION 
interesting and beautiful plant. The snapdragons. Both bloomed the first “ 

large round flower heads form on me. a August. Dianthus Gaiety ‘Table Gettings and Blower Arrange 

stems which branch out from the main grows about 8 inches tall so makes a ments Through The Years” was the 

stalk. No doubt it gets its name _ nice border plant. It comes in a wide theme of a flower show staged by the 
Spider flower from the curious seed range of colors. Linaria or baby snaps Sheboygan Garden Club during the 

pods which form as the stalk grows grow about 14 inches tall. It is a very “ity’s Centennial celebration, in 
taller. The sturdy plant grows 3 to 4 dainty plant but the colors are vivid A¥SUSt- 
feet tall and the colors are white, dark and a clump stands out well in the Kiwanis Park Field House was com- 

rose and pink. It is excellent for back- garden. pletely transformed by the array of 

ground planting and does well in sun Our flagstone walk has been bright tables in the old and contemporary 

or shade. For a stunning effect, plant with color this season because of the themes. The old time clothes worn by 
the pink or rose near blue monkshood many annuals and perennials growing members gave interested glances into 

or, tall blue phlox. in the crevices. Celestial Rose petunia the past. Dinner table themes includ- 

Border Planting has completely covered one end of it ed “Supper on the Farm in 1853.” 

In our border on the north side of and the plants are so thick guests There was a table “Dinner For The 

+the house we have planted pink have to walk on the lawn to avoid Governor In 1928”. There were many 

cleome and watermelon pink zinnias stepping on them. This condition was arrangements in old.and new themes. 

as a background for salmon supreme caused by my taking the petunia Gardening and flower arrangements 

petunias and tall Chinese blue for-get- plants out of the border last fall and books were on sale.—From informa- 

me-nots with multi-colored sweet the seeds dropped on the walk ger- tion furnished by Mrs. G. E Snell, 

scented stock. We have had better minated this spring. They must be Sheboygan. 
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DID YOU GROW ZINNIAS THIS LODI GARDEN CLUB each year and the enthusiasm of 

YEAR Many garden clubs are satisfied to our members increases. By Mrs. Ray- 

lew Varieties Delight The Modern sponsor one flower show each year. mond J. Groves, Pub. Ch’m. 

Gardener The Lodi Garden Club presents a show 

Have you seen any of the eye- in either spring or late summer and 
filling modern varieties of zinnias in then again gives a fine exhibit at the WELCOME TO MEADOW VIEW 

dens this year. They have been Lodi Fair in September. GARDEN CLUB 

tanding in color and beauty and “Crown Jewels of the Garden” was In mid-August the Meadow View 
form. The project of zinnia growing the theme of the June Flower Show arden Club of Brookfield, Wisconsin 

developed by the Garden Club of Wis- this year. The jewel tones of iris, pe- affiliated with the Wisconsin State 

consin is really taking hold and not nies, roses and a wealth of garden fyorticultural Society. We wish to wel- 
only are gardeners admiring them in flowers such as might have come come the members of this club and 

their own gardens, but at the flower from an English garden carried the trust that they will have many months 
shows, too. theme throughout the show and even of happiness and pleasure in their 

Some New Varieties to the garden created tea room. The gardening work. 

In August the Editor visited the ae oe —— not ~ a 
Vaughan Seed Co. Trial Gardens at ant S many community organl 

Western Springs, Ill, and again saw aa Cie cha, ome from ‘Gar- HOME LAWNS 
the new variety of zinnia which we . New Bulletin on Lawns Available 

admired in 1952—then called Hybrid The Fall Show is put on at the Home Lawns, Circular No. 445 by 

Red. Now it has been named Blaze Lodi Fair Grounds in the Fine Arts prof. George A. Ziegler was releasz 
and will be given the All-America Hall. This is competitive and the in- in May 1953. 

Award for 1953. You will like it. We terest of many clubs makes it a real tyome owners will find the bulletin 
will show colored slides of it again asset to the community and stimulates of help in maintaining an attractive 

at the meetings at which we speak interest in new phases of culture, lawn. Write the Mailing Room, Col- 

this coming season. varieties and arrangements. lege of Agriculture, U.W., Madison. 

Candy Stick Nice For Bouquets Our Garden Club is active 11 months Wis. 

Candy Stick which was admired by 

many last year again pleased many 

gardeners and has been called one of 

the best zinnias for bouquets for the 

home. owd 
There are a number of new and 

enchanting colors in the lilliput type, 

growing from 1 to 2 feet tall and com- 

ing in a variety of colors. The Tom 

Thumb varieties are excellent dwarf 

kinds for beds. The pumila variety 

called “Pinky” was very attractive, 

having a delightful shade of pink. 

Perhaps most enchanting to many © Foliage and Dormant Spraying 
gardeners will be the new fantasy e Pruning and Vista Cutting 

and cactus types of zinnias. The fan- e Fertilizing and Root Treatment 

jtasy variety “Melody”, a rich purple, © Tree Removal 

is outstanding. Some of the new giant . 

cactus hybrids are gorgeous. They re- e Bracing 

mind one of large cactus dahlias. © Wound Treatment (Surgery) 

Coleus For The Garden © Evergreen Care 
Coleus grown from seed for the e Large Tree Planting 

north side of the house to give more ° * 

color in our “public area” is a new ° Effective Weed Control with 

idea, It has been very difficult to get Specialized Eauipment 
suitable and colorful plants to grow a 

in shade. The coleus will grow in both 
sun and shade and some new and Complete Insurance Coverage 
brilliant colors are available which can Call BLuemound 8-3363 
be grown by planting the seed in 

March or April. Coleus can be in- TREE SCIENCE 
creased so easily by rooting cuttings in MEMBER & SERVICE co. \ 

early spring, one can have a colorful 611 Maywood Ave. Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 

display in front of the house or in 

the garden the entire season. 
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Fall Garden Corner 
Things We Must Do—How To Plant 

And Harvest In Autumn 
WHEN TO PLANT TULIPS AND than if you wait unitl next April to 

DAFFODILS. Don’t worry about how |) tw. I i} do the planting. Peonies need a rich 

early you plant your tulip and daffo- A a) soil with plenty of sunlight to produce! 

dil bulbs; the earlier the better. After 5 oS ba those large flowers we expect. 

all, the bulbs left in the ground that = rs = ? Fall Harvest 
bloomed last spring have been there ies ig Ma) et DAHLIAS, CANNAS AND TUBER. 
all summer. They have now formed a ig joe | era re OUS BEGONIAS: dig them before 
root system just as newly planted ~ Se ke frost, especially the begonias which 

bulbs will do, and they will come up dry out. A good stand may be obtained are easily injured by a light frost, 
as soon as the frost is out of the i, about 3 weeks by doing it correctly. Store in a sheltered airy place and al- 
ground next spring. MERION BLUE GRASS seed is ow them to dry for several weeks be 

It is best to buy your bulbs as now available and may be planted in fore placing in permanent storage. 

early as possible so that they will not early September but not after the Tuberous begonia bulbs must be 

lie around in bags or on shelves and weather turns cool. Purdue scientists stored at a temperature around 40 to 
dry out, which is the real cause of poor aye discovered that Merion seed 50 degrees but with high humidity or 

results. Get them early and plant them germinates at higher temperatures Ise placed in a closed container such 

at once. than regular Kentucky Blue Grass and 8 honey pail or mason jar and sealed. 

And don’t forget to plant them deep. does not do as well at lower tempera- If mold develops they should be dried 

Gardeners now agree that in light tures. For this reason, early sowing ore, so they must be watched. If you 

soils, these bulbs should be planted is important. Most failures with this 40 not have a humid basement, such 

about 8 inches deep and in heavier new grass last fall were traced to late 8 used for storing potatoes, then 
soils about 6 inches. The larger the sowing. store dahlias in soil, sand or peat moss 
bulbs the more deeply they can be Merion produces wonderful turf— Which can be kept slightly dampened 
planted. dense, tight growth, so that crab grass 80 they will not dry out. 

AND WHAT ABOUT FERTILI- cannot make headway. You will want SS . 

ZER? There’s a difference of opinion to try some of the seed as soon as pos- “NAMELESS” PERENNIAL 
about plant food for bulbs. Careful sible even though it is somewhat ex- By C. P. Holway, Cooksville 
preparation of the soil, the addition of pensive—it’s worth it. I came across a complaint recently, 

organic matter and fertilizer will give BRING IN HOUSE PLANTS NOW. by a well-known horticulturist, that 

you more beautiful flowers the first You may dig up and pot various kinds Koelreuter’s soapberry tree Koelreu- 

season after you plant the bulbs. How- of house plants such as geraniums, teria paniculata, seldom got planted 

ever, it will also increase the rate ageratum and others now. Cut away at because there were few who could 

of division of the bulbs. It has been our least a third of the top before digging. manage its difficult name. Yet if this 

experience that they do not last as Pot them firmly; water well, and keep is so, what of Euphorbia . epithy- 

long as when planted in a relatively in a warm place giving as much light moides (polychrome), a spurge which 

poor soil and allowed to grow under as possible. seems to have no common name at 
adverse conditions such as under WATER BUT DO NOT FERTIL- all? 

competition from the roots of other IZE your late flowers now. Late feed- Certainly, so handicapped, it will 

plants. Try it both ways and see which ing of roses may result in soft plants; never be a popular topic of garden 

you like best. If you want afine show- dahlia roots may become soft for conversation, and yet it very much de- 

ing of flowers next spring in a bed, storage; chrysanthemums may not be- serves to be. A relative of poinsettia 

and don’t care how long the original come dormant and winter-kill easily. and crown-of-thorns—and more dis- | 

bulbs bloom, then prepare your soil And don’t forget that chrysanthe- tantly related to croton, castor-bean, 

well, give it organic matter and mums are not hardy in Wisconsin. and tapioca—this fine tree hustles in- 

fertilizer’ and you will get what you They should be covered very much the to springflower less than two weeks 

want. same as strawberry plants which after the first shoots appear, and 
THE LAWN. Lawn seeding can still means early, such as the first week stays in brilliant yellow bloom for ap- 

be done in September. You will have in November, to protect them from proximately three weeks. It has proved 

no trouble in getting the seed to ger- sudden, heavy freezes which often fully hardy in our Rock County gar- 

minate and to grow quickly if you come here between November 5 and den. 

keep the surface of the soil wet. In 15. Following bloom time until killing 

dry weather when the sun is shining PLANT PEONIES THIS FALL. frost it remains a handsome mound 
every day, that means watering morn- They may be planted and replanted or of clean green, an excellent companion 

ing, noon and night,—just enough so purchased and planted at any time be- for the bright colors of summer and 

that an inch or so of the soil will be fore the ground freezes. If planted this fall flowers. Apparently people have 

moist; then the seeds will germinate fall they will get an early start next to see it to want it. Then they can't 
quickly and the little roots will not spring and bloom about a year earlier get it soon enough. 
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° DISTRICT CHAIRMEN: 

e Newton Boggs, Viroqua 

oo 8 3 eekeeping Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 
. M. L. Osborne, Beloit 

5 Ew ) SESS Len. Otto, Forest Junction 
Herbert Reim, Watertown 

AA Official organ of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association E. Schroeder, Marshfield 
. 

OFFICERS: 

William Judd, Stoughton, President Mrs. Louise Brueggeman: Box 60, Me- Alan Vosburg, Rt. 1, Ft. Atkinson, 
Vernon G. Howard, Milwaukee, Vice- nomonee Falls, jing Secretary- Corresponding Secretary 
President Treasurer. 
a 

° 
September In The Apiary 

September is the last month of ac- fields now and will build winter nests HONEY PRICE STABILIZATION 

ive brood rearing so it is well to en- in grass sod. If there are any empty OPERATIONS 

yurage maximum brood rearing in supers in the yard they will try to According to information furnished 

ler to have a large population for get in and build their winter nests in by the Specialty Crops Division, Fruit 

tering. Colonies with small popula- the combs. Poison oats bait or the new and Vegetable Branch, PMA, as of 

tions cannot survive our low tem- Warfarin bait is very effective. July 11, 1953, the quantity of extract- 

peratures if wintered outdoors in Wis- Close all lower entrances to “winter ed honey from the 1953 crop approved 

consin. A colony with a large popu- size” now. If you don’t have 34” or 1” by the Department of Agriculture for 

tion, well supplied with stores with- auger hole entrances below the hand export payments amounted to 6,670,- 

in reach of the bees at all times will hold in the upper brood chamber, 935 lbs. The quantity approved for do- 

inot be killed by the winter cold in this try them out—the bees like them and mestic diversion payments amounted 

state. so will you. to 200,000 lbs. The quantity approved 

A good colony to winter well, should —_——— for loans amounted to 64,845 lbs. 

Ihave enough bees to cover a large WOMAN’S AUXILIARY OFFICERS ee 

larea of honey and pollen so that when In our August issue the names of DANE COUNTY 

brood rearing begins in January, the officers of the Woman’s Auxiliary of HONEY EXHIBIT 

nurse bees will have pollen available. the Wisconsin Beekeepers Association The Dane County Beekeepers As- 

September is the last month during were published. An error was made in sociation exhibit at the County Fair 

which we can hope that the bees will the name of the Vice President. Mrs. was attractive and an excellent pro- 
store honey in the brood chambers for Felix Elsinger, Knowles, Wis., is Vice motion effort for honey. Honey was 

wintering. All colonies should be heft- President. sold and many questions answered. 

led or weighed to see if there is enough 

honey present. If light, the inner Tipe es Z 

over should be placed over the brood 2 3 ee i 
chamber or supers removed so that : . To Fy | iz » S Dang 
incoming honey will be stored for the ois ‘ f - ay 7 a RE sf 

use of the bees. , Lo Pe 4 Bas Bees eee ool 
Now is also the time to study the _ Insige } - HONE pe rr -) i Sr pas y a 

“make-up” of your colonies. If there is ? si es M a ERWOR nti 

a drone layer, poor queen and brood + IF ae 92 oe 5 | 

present, kill the queen, allow the brood fe “ 
to hatch, and then kill the bees, using 4 

the honey and pollen for package bees ( n 

next spring or for winter and spring 

feeding. Do not try to save old, worn ea a 

out bees. They will not live long ae Fe 

enough to be of any value. Therefore, . 

all colonies with poor queens, drone 

layers and those that are queenless 

should be destroyed just as soon as the 

brood has hatched out. 

Beware of Wax Moth 

Watch your empty supers. If they 

have dark combs the wax moth will 
like them and even during September 

and October may still destroy them. The Dane County Honey and Bee Exhibit at the County Fair attracted Fair 
Watch out also for mice. They are visitors. On left is Mr. Earl Blizzard, Verona, Sec., and Mr. Harry Hayes, Madison, 

coming in from the grain and corn Pres, of the Association, “showing the queen” to visitors. 
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THE CONTROL OF EUROPEAN Feeding a pail of treated syrup which work ‘indoors,’ very soon switch to 
FOUL BROOD is stored in the cells and may then be outdoor work. 

European Foul Brood is without covered with nectar from the field During the transition from house 

doubt causing much greater loss in certainly cannot give results during duties to outside work, the older house 

apiaries in Wisconsin and other states the time if is not available. bees allow themselves to be recruited 

than we realize. Bth the age of lar- There is a mistaken impression through the dances of successful fora. 

vae at the time of death and their among beekeepers that spraying the gers, and take exact instructions as to 

gross appearance vary greatly in combs, getting the material into the the whereabouts of the source of food, 

E.F.B. infections. In its severest cells, or just having it available will Very few of them go out at the end of 

form most of the larvae die before do the job. That is not the case. The their house duties to become scout 

sealing and the infection may spread streptomycin, and also sulpha, in case bees and find food on their own. 

throughout the brood nest within a of A. F. B., must be fed to each larvae Division of labour among the fora. 
week. If not detected the loss of by the nurse bees. Therefore,thenurse gers does not depend on age; whether 

brood will weaken colonies so bees must consume it and be able to a bee gathers pollen or nectar depends 

much they may not produce _ give it to each larva likely to have the on the needs of the colony.” 

a@ crop. More work should now disease. The high degree of adaptability of 

be done to teach beekeepers how to -_ the individual bees to the situation 

detect the disease so they will know DIVISION OF LABOR IN THE created by the social nature of their 

when they have it as well as how to HONEYBEE COLONY community was most clearly demon- 

treat it when present. By M. Lindauer, Germany strated when they became specialists 
The August issue of the American Summary of Experiments (‘Translat- in one field; so far this specialization 

Bee Journal contains a series of ar- q) Published in May, 1958 Bee World, has been shown for guard bees and 

ticles under the “Spotlight” depart- ngiand. water carriers. 
ment which does a notable service in The whole life hist. " bp ——— 

pointing out the importance of the iat & TE THE HONEY CROP 

disease and that it may be controlled 88 followed without a break. The in- wig. summer honey flows have been 
with antibiotics. . formation obtained on her division of disappointing throughout many of the 

labour and her work output is out- 
Unfortunately there is not yet full major honey producing states, and 

agreement on the best materials to |!ned below. a. A much greater part of uniess conditions should greatly im- 
her time was spent in idling than in 

use or minimum amounts which will prove and an unusually heavy fall 

control the disease. This should be tue! work; idle bees nevertheless cron be gathered, it appears that the 
fulfil important functions in the col- 

worked out by our research people as ony, in regulating: the tamperatare final honey crop will be considerably 
soon as possible. There should be : ’ below that of recent years. Conditions 

and in providing reserve forces; b. the 
meetings of scientists and workers in sequence of work, conditioned by age during the middle and latter part of 
this field to exchange ideas and re- t July were favorable in the Pacific 

as stated by Rosch, was confirmed in 
commend to us methods best in con- 4. ain points; it did, however, turn Northwest, the Red River valley of 
trol. : . » Minnesota and North Dakota, most of 

The Control out to be oe fluid; particularly in Minnesota and large portions of Michi- 

Various antibiotics have been tested wearing Tai! DRUG Gers Cerne gan. While Nebraska, Iowa, Wisconsin 
for control of EFB with some con- done during the same period and parts of Illinois and Indiana had 

flicting results. We will follow the * fairly favorable conditions, indications 

method being used at the Central Control observations in the open are that the crop in these states will be 
States Bee Culture Laboratory by Dr. glass-walled cells confirmed that cell slightly below average. Most other ma- 

C.L. Farrar, Herecommendstheuseof Cleaning, brood rearing and building jor sections reported conditions some- 
streptomycin at the rate of .6 grams of #" be carried out, at least as ‘casual’ what below average. Rains over rather 
the pure chemical per gallon of sugar WO°rk, for much longer than had  proad areas, which had been suffering 
syrup. If a lower grade, as a 40% hitherto been thought possible. from drought during late June and 

material is used, then the amount The existence of the physiological July, greatly improved prospects for 
must be multiplied 2% times. Remem- conditions necessary for this was dem- a fall flow. Except for portions of the 

ber, too, .6 grams is 6 /10th or 3/5th of onstrated by comparative histological Southwest and southern Plains area, 

a gram. investigations, which also showed that severe drought conditions have been 

How To Feed the pharyngeal and wax-secreting largely broken in most states. New 

‘We believe that the best method of glands can often function at the same York and Vermont reported the poor 

feeding the syrup, which may be thin, _ time. est prospects for a normal crop in 
such as equal parts of sugar and Uninterrupted observations on one many years, From USDA PMA Honey 

water, is to spray it over the bees. bee showed that the rhythm of house Crop Report. 

There are several ways of doing this duty runs evenly, without any rest — 

but the best way is to see that all of periods related to the time of day or BOILER FOR SALE 
the bees are covered with the syrup. night. For Sale: Five H. P. upright, flue 
It should be sprayed twice each week If a bee is kept in such conditions ess, high pressure boiler. Used ouly 
until the disease has disappeared. Re- that she cannot find any work suited few weeks. Guarantee factory col 
member that the nurse bees must be to her age, she will endeavour to find dition. 
able to feed on the streptomycin con- other work; she will not remain idle Otto H. Zick, 
stantly if the disease is to be checked. and will, if she lacks opportunity to Rt. 3, Baraboo, Wis. 
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o « HONEY WANTED 

Beekeeping In Foreign Lands WANTED Wisconsin honey in all 
grades. Highest cash prices paid. Sub- 

An interesting meeting of beekeep-  gillin has been found effective for mit samples. Schultz Honey Farms. 
ers was arranged at Hamilton, Illinois control of nosema. Ripon, Wis. 

by the Dadant Company as hosts for Dr. Gochnauer of Minnesota said 

ipo Towa Beekeepers Association. The that disease-resistant stock is not the 
following are some of the interesting answer to A. F. B. control. In Minne- Let Us Take Care of Your 

observations made by speakers, 88 sota whole yards of bees have gone ° d 

reported by the Association's presi- down with the “new” European foul- Container Nee s 

dent, ra. va. ‘ brood within a matter of a few weeks 5% discount on $ 50.00 Orders. 

Dr. nian —the spread being very rapid and 10% discount on $100.00 Orders 

Cr ¢ England, Editor of th destructive. The use of terramycin fed GLASS JARS 

Dr. Crane 0 enney eo © in diluted honey resulted in complete 
Bee World, told the beekeepers about cessation of symptoms. Terramycin Queen- Econ- Sh, Wt. 

beekeeping from the earliest Anglo- treatment must begin when the 5 tb. Jars, line omy 

Saxon records beginning with a 2,000 disease appears; if given too early, it ceshipping pated 

year old Roman honey pot found near i) not remain effective. (Editor's OE 6 aasssscsicincscssics $ .62 10 lbs. 

Dorset, England. Even in 1100 A. D. note: This statement again confirms 2 Ib. Jars, per 

the beekeeping industry was impor- our opinion that the continuous use reshipping carton 
t there. Bees were used in earl; OF DZ nanan $ 80 68 11 Ibs. 

tan| vot any material is not advisable). 1 tb. Jars, per 
warfare—machines were contrived by reshipping carton 

invaders for throwing skeps of bees Dr. Gochnauer said that terramycin of 24 ................-- 1.20 1,00 11 lbs, 
over’ city walls that could not other- has also been found effective against % Ib. Jars, per 
wise be overcome. There are % mil- A. F. B. and fumagillin holds much reshipping carton 95 92 lbs. 

lion colonies of bees in England and promise for control of Nosema. % tb, Square Jars . . . 
Scotland. . ee for ch honey, 

Dr. Crane stated that 40 to 50% of carton of 12 ....... 1,10 12 Ibs. 
beekeepers in England, 80% in Switzer- BEES FOR SALE Sample one bottle t5e each— 
land, and 98% in Holland belong to For Sale: 185 colonies of bees, dis- ot per 
Beekeepers Associations. The organ- ease free. With crop. Make me an of- TIN CONTAINERS 

izations are largely financed by levies 

on sugar used for feeding (still ration- 7» Emil Brandenburg, Route 2, Friction “Top: Palle en Rete re 
ed) and honey jars. Wausau, Wis. 5 tb—Per Carton 

Dr. C. A. Jamieson of Ottawa, Can- be oe cach ---$ 6.00 27 Ibs. 
ada told about the work with bees in of 100—13c each ........ 11.65 46 lbs. 
that country, and stated that from 10 Ib—Per Carton 
1947 to 1952 the number of colonies HONEY of 50—18c each ........ 8.75 44 bs, 
dropped over 1/3 and more than % of 60 Ib. Square Cans, 

the beekeepers quit, in spite of the ¢ 0 N T A l N E R § ohm, seh ent 62) Ihe , Square Cans, 
fact that the Canadian average yearly We now have a good supply per carton of 24 .......... 14.80 72 Ibs. 

production is 78 pounds, and in 1951 of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib, pails. Write for Label Samples 

was 101 Ibs. Their export market was Also the 5 3 Ib. 2 lb. and 1 

cut off in 1989 and since their popu- Ib. and 8 es glass jars. We can Cellophane Window prot os 
lation is only 14% million, they, too, make immediate shipment. Per 100—§2.35 4 500-$10.95 
have a marketing problem. There is To insure prompt service, er 1000—$21. 

not much seed production so they order your Association labels Decorated Cellophane Wrappers 

have little pollination work. now for your new honey crop. Per 100—$1.30 Per 500—$6.30 
Dr. Jamieson also discussed the use Write for plete Per 1000—$12.55 

of nitrous oxide in moving bees. It Com 

has the effect of producing amnesia Price List AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 

and the bees apparently forget their Onset 1 through, eel: Sate Manufacturers & Jobbers 

past locations. In one Canadian experi- Bee Supplies 
ment six 2-story colonies were gassed HONEY ACRES BOYD WISCONSIN 
at 6 a. m. using nitrous oxide in the Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 

smoker and moved 400 yards. Only 100 

bees out of the 6 colonies returned to 
their former location. This is interest- HONEY WANTEI 
ing but there is always a sticker. Bees HONEY WANTED Ce 
cannot be under the influence of the State color, flavor and amount you N 

gas for over 3 minutes or the adult 
bees suffer, but it would be a great have in first letter. Will pick up and 
help if you only have to move the bees Pay cash. M. H. Lyons, Logansville, 

a short distance. He said that fuma- Wisconsin. 
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IJg 00" J. H. Phillips, Mgr. 

- TYPEWRITERS 

ADDING MACHINES 
Either 

Standard or Portable 
Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection 

ORGANS 
We Rent Portable Organs 
Anywhere in the U.S.A. by 
the Month. 

3 to 5 Octaves 

PEONIES 
Order Now from the Finest 

All Makes and Types and Largest Selection in Wis- 

of T: iters and © consin. Over 2,000 Varieties J. H. Phillips digging a fine peony 
Adding Machines Rented to Select From. plant for filing eos for roots. 

or Sold All Over the U.S.A. “ WRITE om EN 

S I S 7 S Oo N , S Rosendale, Wisconsin 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

Apical hye a a 
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, weer ti 5 

: ai, BE SURE you are getting the most for | 

| , your money by buying Root Quality | 

6, 6 Bee Supplies. They are built to last | 
= & | 

| QUALITY for years. 

| Bee SuppLies 
Your Wisconsin Root Dealer will be 
pleased to serve you. 

Mt. Horeb—Ranums Bee Farm, R. 3 

Oshkosh—H. E. Greenwood, 1620 Delaware St. 

‘Kewaskum—A. H. Seefeldt 

| The A.I. Root Co. Medina, Ohio 
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We Learn To Grow 
e 

Better Fruit At The 
e 

Tri-County Orchard Tour 
Perfect weather greeted the or- of these elements to make a satisfac- 

chardists of Milwaukee, Waukesha rN - bl Me tory growth and, consequently, a satis- 
and Racine counties September 15 for ‘ - a 3 vs | factory crop of fruit. 

the first Tri-County Tour ever held. a MY The use of nitrogen between the 
It was an outstanding success. oe I ee trees and under the trees was also 

The first stop was at the Harold WEF, discussed. The trend is in favor of 
Proeber farm in Racine County WO a > ie SG broadcasting the fertilizer over the or- 
where the following features were NY a) chard floor between the trees to get a 
observed. Our thanks to the Proebers E A DY mA 1 OI 5 good cover crop and build up a mulch 
for their excelient cooperation. Mr. ip ( \ 4 Pos of grass to conserve moisture. To start 

Hugo Klumb of Rochester opened the N Ph (a oy )) this practice, a little more nitrogen 

meeting. AX > Aco fertilizer and even a complete fertiliz- 
MOUSE CONTROL. Several trees LIN NE Ke fiz er may be necessary to establish a 

had been girdled by mice in past Are Paen } MN good sod and mulch. Once a mulch is 

years and a good job of bridge graft- * established it decomposes slowly and 
ing had been done by the Proebers. gives the trees some nitrogen. 

Crushed rock had been placed around , ee Job. Old : in had. _— LUNCHEON. Growers enjoyed a 

the trunks of the trees to discourage ‘00 ‘or easy picking an ere juncheon on the attractive lawn and 

the mice. In the discussion led by was) some discussion ss to ‘what picnic area at the Meyer home. Seats 

George Klingbeil it was emphasized branches: ‘to! ‘take! ‘out, ‘of: the ‘upper and tables were available surrounded 

that baiting should be done after har- center of the trees. Some growers said by trees, shrubs and flower gardens. 

vest and before snowfall. Mr. Lester they would take out the tops of the The Meyers’ furnished coffee, sand- 

Tans, of the Southeastern Supply trees but go at it somewhat slowly, wiches, apple kuchen, and apple pie to 

Company, Waukesha, stated that they rather than take out entire branches. guests which was greatly appreciated. 
have poison oats bait in large supply. FIRE BLIGHT. The Proebers hada ‘Thanks again to the Meyer families. 
ORCHARD SOD. This fairly young pear tree that was about half dead A short program was held with 

orchard had a covercrop largely of from fire blight and in the discussion County Agent Sid Mathisen presiding. 

This which, seemed. to reseed it« it was pointed out that about the only mr, Hd Schaefer and Mr. George 

self and remain in good condition. thing possible at this time to control yeritt of Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee 

There had been some injury from fire blight is to withhold nitrogen fer- qemonstrated the packaging of apples 

Buffalo treehoppers in past years but tilizer to reduce early soft growth jin 5 Ib. polyethelene bags,—a very 

the trees are now fairly large so that which is susceptible to blight bacteria popular method with many stores. It 

the injury is not serious. Since the invasion and to eliminate as much of was pointed out that a bulk display 

soil holds moisture well the trees ‘he infection in the orchard oe ca, esther silts Giariag fe bege seite 
were growing well even though alfal- sible, even to cutting down treés that the most fruit. Other speakers were: 

fa is considered to be a moisture C@'TY Over the disease. While anti- Dr. C. L. Fluke on orchard insect con- 
using crop. Observations on insect biotics have been tested for blight con- trol; George Klingbeil and H. J. 

control were made by Dr. C. L. Fluke, trol, their use is still not practical Rahmlow. 

Dept. of Entomology, U. W. Insects Ue to high costs. MACHINERY DEMONSTRATION. 
had been well controlled in all. the Tour of Alfred Meyer Orchard For the first time a machinery demon- 
orchards visited. The growers then toured the Alfred stration was held at a County meeting. 

PRUNING. Some trees had reached Meyer Orchard on the corner of High- Mr. Lester Tans of the Southeastern 

a height to where pruning to keep Ways 41 and 100 in south Milwaukee Supply Co., Waukesha, demonstrated 

them from becoming too tall for easy County and saw an orchard in excel- a Bean Take-Off sprayer with Speed- 

Picking and good spraying should ent production and well cared for. Aire attachment which can be mount- 

be practiced. The trees have been The fruit was well colored and the ed on any high-pressure sprayer. It 

well-thinned and fruit showed good crop good. Here there was some dis- is equipped for one or two-way ap- 

color and size. Cortland trees cussion on fertilizers. It was brought plications. 
were beginning to produce weak out that complete fertilizers contain- Mr. Tans also demonstrated a power 

wood on the lower branches which ing nitrogen, phosphorus and potash pruner. A number of growers used the 
should be removed to prevent the pro- Should be applied in tests todetermine pruner and were quite pleased with 
duction of small, off-grade apples. if they can be profitably used in the the speed and ease with which they 

FIELD BINDWEED had been orchard. Many of our Wisconsin soils could cut branches of more than one 

troublesome in the older orchard and re low in phosphorus and potash and inch in diameter. 
had been controlled with 2-4-D at if the apple trees are at all shallow- Mr. C. D. Hunter, representing the 

double the strength recommended for rooted or limited in root area, they Hardie Co., and his representative Mr. 

weed control by the manufacturer. It may not be able to obtain sufficient (Continued on next page. Col. 3) 
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. 7TH ANNUAL FRUIT GROWERS MEETING aoe foe 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society—Minnesota Fruit Growers’ Association (Continued from page 27) 

LA CROSSE HOTEL, LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN—November 5-6, 1953 Marvin De Smidt, Racine, demon. 
sss strated a Blo-Spray attachment which 
Program—Thursday, November 5 can be mounted on any make of spray. 

9:30 am. Registration. Setting up fruit exhibits. er. It can be used in either one side or 

10 am. Call to order by Arnold Nieman, President, Wisconsin State Horticul- two side applications and the pattem 
tural Society. Announcements. of the spray can be adjusted to fit the 

Orchard Insects. Our insect control program in Minnesota. By T. T. Aamodt Teauirements of the orchard. 
and W. C. Bulger, Minnesota Department of Horticulture. GRADERS DEMONSTRATED, 

Experiments with newer insecticides for curculio and mite control. By Dr.C.L. Graders equipped with brushes are 

Fluke, Department of Entomology, U.W. becoming standard equipment in all 

11:30 a.m. Growers forum on insect control. How we sprayed this year. By orchards. The Meyers—Alfred and 
Robert Sacia, Galesville, and L. R. Lautz, La Crescent. LeRoy, demonstrated their grader 

12 M. Luncheon. Joint luncheon: Directors, Minnesota Fruit Growers Associa- which was finishing up on grading 

tion, Wisconsin State Horticultural Society and Wisconsin Apple Institute. Wealthies. 

Afternoon Program Mr. Henry Mahr, Caledonia, demon- 

1:30 pm. Presiding: Mr. William A. Benitt, Hastings, Minn., President, Min- strated a Grade-All grader made by 

nesota Fruit Growers Association. Cardinal and Ellis of Belding, Michi- 

Chemical thinning of apples as carried on in Michigan. By Dr. A. E. Mitchell, gan. The machine has a capacity of 
Dept. of Hort. Michigan State College, East Lansing, Mich. 90 bushels per hour and is one of the 

‘Thinning experiences in Minnesota. By Dr. W. G. Brierley, Univ. Minn. lower priced graders in the field. 
2:30 pm. The new materials for orchard disease control. By Dr. J. D. Moore, 

Dept. of Pathology, U.W. am ‘The: Honpdel Orchard 
3:15 p.m., Scab control in Minnesota orchards. By Dr. T. H. King, U.M. Only 3 orchards were visited, the 
Round table and questions: Insect and disease control in the orchard. Elroy Honadel orchard tour closing 
4:15 pm. Adjourn. Business meeting, Minnesota Fruit Growers Ass'n, Election the meeting. Here the growers saw 

of Directors by members. Directors meeting follows. splendid trees of McIntosh, Red and 
Banguet Golden Delicious and other varieties. 

6:30 p.m. Annual banquet. Presiding: Dr. Leon C. Snyder, Head, Dept. of The Honadel orchard was exception- 
Horticulture, U.M. ally well pruned and sprayed; the 

Entertainment features: County Agent Alfred Francour, La Crosse, in charge. fruit was beautiful. Mr. Honadel said 
: Change Is Progress. By H. J. Gramlich, Agricultural Agent, Chicago & North that all of his large and well colored 

western R.R., Chicago, Ill. Red Delicious would go into storage 

Colored movie—“Gateway To Health” by National Apple Institute. and would not be taken out until they 
Friday, November 6 bring $6.00 per bushel for the top 

9:30 a.m, Presiding: Mr. Marshall Hall, Casco, Wis., Vice President, Wiscon- 8T@de. Crates were in the field for 
sin State Horticultural Society. starting McIntosh picking the next 

Experiences with chemicals to prevent pre-harvest drop of apples. By Dr. A. 4ay—September 16. The Mac’s were 
E. Mitchell, Michigan. large and well colored. 

10:15 am. Observations Made On The Orchard Tour. By Dr. R. H. Roberts, Our thanks to Mr. Elroy Honadel for 
Dept. of Horticulture, U.W. his help in making the tour successful. 

11:00 a.m. Pruning Experiences. By Marshall Hall, Casco, Wis. Thanks also to County Agents George 
11:30 a.m. Evaluation of new apple varieties. By Dr. L. C. Snyder and staff, Dehnert of Waukesha, Elwin Leet of 
12 M. Luncheon. Racine, S. S. Mathisen of Milwaukee 

Afternoon Program and their assistant agents for help in 

1:30 p.m. Presiding: Wm. A. Benitt, Hastings, Minn. promoting the meeting which resulted 
Forum. Apple promotion, new type packages, and apple marketing. Prof, i" Such a large attendance. 

~J. D. Winter, Dept. of Horticulture, U.M.; H. J. Rahmlow, Madison; Harold C. —_—— 
Pederson, U.M.; William Connell, Menomonie; Dawson Hauser, Bayfield. APPLES WANTED 

Committees Griffin-Toohey Foods, Inc. of 

_ Registration and Banquet: Alfred Francour, County Agent, LaCrosse. Sturgeon Bay, is in the market for 
Exhibits: George Klingbeil, U.W.; and E. M. Hunt, Minnesota. apples for processing. They also want 
Judging: T. S. Weir and Roy Sauter, Minnesota; George Klingbeil, ‘Madison. Hyslop crabapples. They can use ap- 
Program and Publicity: H. J. Rahmlow and J. D. Winter. ples of any size or grade. The only re- 

Fruit Show quirement is that they must be free of 

Growers are invited to bring samples of new or old varieties of apples, pears worms or decay, according to M. W. 
and other fruits for display. Miller, Griffin-Toohey Foods, Inc. 

A prize of $10.00 is offered for the best bushel basket of apples displayed. The SS 

best entries to be auctioned at the banquet, the grower to receive the first $5.00 with A lot of fellows who complain about 

the balance, if any, to be divided equally between the grower and the expense fund their boss being so dumb would be 
for these annual Minnesota-Wisconsin meetings. Bids will be limited to $15.00 for out of a job if the boss was smarter. 
any one basket. —Plymouth Review. 
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NEW MATERIALES TESTED FOR most fruit injury, or russet, occurred at the American Society for Horticul- 
CONTROL OF APPLE SCAB ‘on trees sprayed with Manzate—194 of tural Science Meetings that a type of 

the 900 fruits inspected had some type pruning in which old, weak growths 

a Mempescoragiol = 10 honed of russet. The least russet occurred are “cut in half” give high percent- 
fungic’ a ene ith nm combinations with complete schedules of Magnetic ages of large Golden Delicious apples 
were ey mn aaah a apple trees this 79 paste sulphur or Crag Fungicide, or in Wisconsin. Other varieties as Duch- 
season by research specialists at the with mixed schedules of lime sulphur ess Dudley, Grimes, Jonathan, Stark- 

University of Wisconsin. Three sprays nq Mike sulphur or with Puratized ing and Wealthy make a_ similar 
mere. applied before bloom and 6 Apple Spray and Magnetic 70 Paste response to this kind of pruning. 
sprays after bloom. The plots also re- sulphur. When this is supplemented with a 
ceived a ground spray of DN-289 in Inspection of insect d in th roper use of nitrogen fertilizer, ex- 
late April, in the Door County area. pection’of insect damege-in tuese = Pry s i 

same plots show that certain fungi- cellent off-year crops are obtained. 

et te spray ae tailed hed. cides may be acting as insecticides. Oe 
outstanding. These were: full sched- janzate, Dithane, plus ferric sulphate, 
ules of Manzate or Orthocide 406, and and Crag Fruit Fungicide controlled APPLES WANTED FOR CANNING 
a mixed schedule of 5 sprays of Pura- eq mites to some degree. Orthocide A. T. Hipke and Sons, Inc. of New 
tized followed by 4 sprays of Magnetic 49g and Fermate had some effect on Holstein are in the market for North- 
1] paste sulphur. They were very ef- eq panded leaf rollers. This effect western Greening apples, size 2% inch 
fective in preventing scab on leaves may have been one of compatibility of and up, at their plant in New Holstein, 
and fruits and usually with little in- insecticide and fungicide rather than Wis., in field crates. 

jory to the fruit. Programs of liquid the fungicide acting as an insecticide. 
lime sulphur, microdritomic sulphur, fyrther research is in progress.— These apples are peeled and used 
Dithane, Fermate, or Crag Fruit Fun- rom News Letter, Univ. of Wiscon- for canning for pies, etc., and must be 
gicide gave satisfactory control. sin. , of a good grade, free from insect in- 

The ground spray of DN-289, Elge-  — Dalle Price ee of ater is cone 

tol, Elgetol 318, or Krenite makes it PRUNING OLD APPLES TREES Grable MOTSLOAR Pale. 2OF BPDISS toe 
juice, butter or cider. 

possible to use milder fungicides to FOR LARGER FRUITS AND 

obtain scab control and thus cause If you have Northwestern Greenings 

less injury. In the tests the most foli- REPEAT BEARING of good size, of the quality needed for 

age injury came with the full-season Dr. R. H. Roberts of the Dept. of a solid pack sliced apple, contact the 

treatment of liquid-lime sulphur. The Horticulture, U. W. Madison, reported A. T. Hipke Co. 

SPRAY MATERIALS—APPLE SET—For Holding on Fruit; Color Set—For Coloring 
& Delaying Drop. 

Orchard Supplies 
Machinery LADDERS BASKETS: 

Apple Grader Pointed Top Bushel 
Open Top % Bushel 

Cleaners & Polisher Orchard Special Peck 
Cider Press PICKING BAGS Ye Peck 
P P Wenatchee No. 7 ALSO—PECK & % PECK 
ower Pruners Deluxe—3 Peck Basket of Pressed Card 

% Bu. Size Board w/Wooden Handle 

Packing House Supplies 

Decorative Fringe Top Pads—19" Shredded Tissue 
Basket Liners Accordion Conveyors Hiatt Packing Forms 

Cushioned Pads (for McIntosh) 
POISONED OATS FOR RODENT CONTROL—25 Ib. bag—10 Ib. Bags. Order Early. 

- SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
227-29 Cutler St. 

P.O. Box 535 Telephones: 
Waukesha, Wis. Waukesha 4107 or 8716 
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FRUIT SHOW—ANNUAL CONVENTION . 
WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY CUMING apace 

Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac Form of the fruit must be typical for 
NOVEMBER 16-17, 1953 the variety. For example, a Delicious 

Committee in charge: Prof, Malcolm Dana, Madison; Chairman: Prof. George Should be conical with the five points 
Klingbeil, Madison; County Agent Orin Meyer, Chilton; County Agent E. E. Skal- t the blossom end, and a McIntosh 
iskey, West Bend. . should be round and slightly conical, 

NEW APPLE VARIETIES Each variety has a characteristic form 

PLATE OF 5 APPLES and the plate should be made up of 

1. Macoun 6. Beacon specimens that can be recognized as 

2. Haralson 7. Victory ' having the typical shape. 

3. Secor 8. Any other new variety properly Optimum size is considered to be 
4. Fireside named that which is most typical for the 

5. Prairie Spy variety. Extra large specimens are not 

To be judged by Danish or Merit System. All plates scoring “Excellent” to Preferred over average size fruit. 
receive $1.00; “Very Good”, 75c and “Good”, 50c. Number of prizes in each rating Small specimens are penalized in the 
limited to 44 of the number of entries. judging as well as making a poor pub- 

Judges: Prof. Malcolm Dana, and Leonard Langord, Madison. lic display. Acceptable sizes for com- 
mon Wisconsin varieties are: 

STANDARD VARIETIES Delicious—2% to 8% inches in diam- 
PLATE OF 5 APPLES eter; McIntosh—234 to 3% inches in 

9. Northwest Greening 13. Red Delicious (any strain) diameter; Northwestern—81%4 to 3 

10. Wealthy 14. Golden Delicious inches in diameter; Wealthy—23, to 
11. McIntosh 15. Jonathan 314 inches in diameter. 
12. Cortland In general, the more color that can 

Premiums on each class, Ist prize, $2.00; 2nd prize, $1.50; 3rd prize, $1.00; be obtained the better is the plate, 

4th and 5th prizes, 75c each. In case of more than 10 entries, 3 additional prizes Clear, brightly colored specimens are 

of 50c each will be given. preferable to dull colored fruit. Green 
Premiums on Wealthy, McIntosh and Cortland offered by J. Henry Smith, Niagara and yellow fruited varieties should 

Chemical Division, Waupaca. have a good finish. The presence of a 
Premiums on Red Delicious, Golden Delicious and Jonathan offered by Lester blush neither adds nor detracts from 

Tans, Southeastern Supply Company, Waukesha. green or yellow fruits. 

Judge: Prof. George Klingbeil, Madison. Uniformity is the most important 

factor in selecting a plate of fruit. The 

ervi nae ter ee ans five specimens must be uniform in 

shape, color, size, and condition. It is 

Prizes: Ist, $3.00; 2nd, $2.00; 3rd, $1.00. better to have five uniformly poorly 
Only seedlings of real merit will be awarded prizes. Bring in person or mail colored specimens than to have four 

to Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac, to arrive November 16. highly colored specimens and one 

APPLE PACKING green fruit. Much careful selection is 

Packed bushel basket of apples of any variety packed and faced with the cover ecessary to have five fruits that are 
in place. Apples must be of good quality. To be judged on packing only. very similar in all characteristics. In 

Prizes: 1st $10.00; 2nd, $7.50; 3rd, $5.00. Each additional entry, $3.00. competition probably more plates are 
Prizes for this class will be given by the Wisconsin Apple Institute. penalized for weakness in this charac- 

Prize winning bushels will be offered at auction at the annual banquet. Pro- teristic than for weakness in any of 
ceeds will be used for the apple advertising program of the Wisconsin Apple the other judging points. 
Institute. Owners will be paid the market value of apples sold if prizes are inadequate. Condition may be thought of as a 
Maximum bids $15.00. measure of blemishes. Major blemishes 

such as codling moth, apple maggot, 

Prizes Donated and apple scab are serious defects. 
Premiums on Wealthy, McIntosh and Cortland are donated by J. Henry Smith Scald, skin punctures, growth cracks, 

of the Niagara Chemical Division of Waupaca, Wis. and shriveling are not considered as 

Premiums on Red and Golden Delicious offered by Lester Tans, Southeastern 8d defects as those named above. 
Supply Co., Waukesha. Plates of apples entered in competi- 

— tion should have specimens of good 

form, size, and color. The five speci- 
SELECTING FRUIT FOR EXHIBITION mens per plate should be as nearly 

It is nearly time for the annual mation below is presented by the Fruit identical as is possible. Select fruit 
fruit show at Fond du Lac. Prospec- Show Committee. with a minimum of blemishes of any 

tive exhibitors are saving fruit for dis- Apples are judged in competition ac- kind and particularly avoid the seri- 

play and competition at that time. according to the following scale our defects enumerated above.—By 

To help you select a better plate Of FOr 2. ---neeceesnesseecceeeeseeeeeeeeseee 0 Malcom Dana, Dept. of Horticulture, 
apples for the competition the imfor- Size 2 scecceeeeneceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 5 = Univ. of Wisconsin. 
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October Orchard News 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 1953 APPLE OROP APPLE PROMOTION 

ee ene CON Seats On September 10 the USDA report- = ‘The wisconsin Apple Institute is do- 
Trail Baiting Still Recommended. ed a national apple crop of just under ing a splendid job of acquainting Wis- 

Furrow Baiting to Be Tested. 100 million bushels of apples in the ¢onsin consumers with the value and 
Control Mice Before Snowfall United States, or about 7 million uses of Wisconsin apples this year. 

Increasing labor costs have made bushel more than last year. That’s wre Joan Hood, Home Hconomics 

the standard method of trail baiting till under the 10 year average of 109 graduate of the University of Wiscon- 

for mice uneconomical for a number Million. In 1951 the crop was 110 sin, with considerable experience in 
of orchardists, This need for a newer, Million bushel. radio work, has been employed by 
less expensive technique for con- ‘The Wisconsin Crop the Institute to carry on the program 

trolling orchard mice has lead to the = Tne Wisconsin crop was reported this season. Her success has been not- 
recommendation of various schemes. 4+ 4994000 bushel as compared with able. She appeared over WTMJ Tele- 
To date, none of these have been ade- 1,238,000 bushel last year. The de- Vision station in a 45 minute broad- 

quately tested for effectiveness OF Grease in Wisconsin is largely due tp Cast on the Breta Griem Program 
practicality under the varied condi- a frost and poor set in Door County, showing how to use apples in 5 dif- 

tions that exist in orchards through- gy; Jargest producing County. The ferent recipes. She appeared on two 
out Wisconsin. Lake Shore Counties from Mani- Madison television stations and also on 

Trail baiting, therefore, remains towoc to Kenosha have a good crop the Green Bay station. Milwaukee 

the recommendation of the U.S. Fish this year. Not only good in size but Journal, Milwaukee Sentinel, Wauke- 

& Wildlife Service until one of the excellent in quality In fact, the qual- sha Freeman and other daily papers 
following methods or an entirely dif- ity is good throughout Wisconsin. carried full pages of pictures and ar- 

ferent one proves its worth. The increase in the crop over last ticles she sent to them on the uses of 

Culticutter and similar sod-break- year occurred largely in the State of PPles. She has sent numerous and 
ing machines: Destroy mouse habitat Washington which jumped from 22 ‘timely articles about apples and reci- 
in general but tend to concentrate the million to 26 million over last year, Pes to county home agents who have 
mice in the uncultivated patch left and also in Michigan, which gained used them in their radio broadcasts 

immediately around the tree base. about 214 million bushels over last 4 in their local newspapers. Arti- 
Cannot be relied upon alone but must year—from 5 to 8 million bushel. les g0 to the Women’s Page Editors 

be supplemented with the use of poi- Other mid-Western States such as Of most of Wisconsin's daily news- 
soned bait. Ohio, Indiana and Illinois have about PaPers with pictures and articles al- 
Ground sprays: Inconsistent results the same crop as last year with the ™ost every week. 

have been obtained from the use of exception of Missouri which is down. Another 18,000 copies of the very 

aldrin, dieldrin, toxaphene and lin- New York State which ranks 2nd_ fine recipe booklet “Use Wisconsin 

dane sprayed directly on the ground jn the United States in production, Apples, 53 New Ways” were printed 

for the control of mice. Further, the has a gain from 11 million to 12 mil- this year. All were sold to growers ex- 

high material costs and the possible ion bushel; but Virginia dropped cepting 4,000 copies—2,000 of which 
danger to beneficial wildlife and dom- from 9 to 7 million. were sent to the University for distri- 
estic stock make it necessary to pro- It is interesting to note that Wis- bution, and 2,000 are still available and 
ceed slowly along these lines. consin ranked 12th in apple produc- going fast. Growers are distributing 
Machine baiting: The most promis- tion in the United States acording the booklets to their customers—a 

ing of the new methods is a modifi- to the USDA crop report. In fact, splendid service. 

cation of mechanical baiting that Wisconsin has been gaining rapidly. 

plows an artificial underground trail in its reputation in the past 10 years We believe this program is making 
Wisconsin consumers apple conscious. 

which is then baited. It is hoped that as a commercial apple state; but, of y longer hear “Does Wisconsin 

this machine will be demonstrated in course, still ranks behind Washing- ae 4 2?” and Iso hi f 
Wisconsin this fall. ton, New York, Virginia and Michi- Produce apples?" and we also hear o! 

es gan! growers being swamped with requests 

FERTILAER USE REACHES "Can The Crop Be Sd Pofitahy® or Dt wring Toon ewe wt 
ALLTIME RECORD There is no indication that this 

American farmers, gardeners, and year’s crop cannot be sold at good ing. 

lawnkeepers used an all-time record prices because there is no over-pro- Our commercial apple growers 

quantity of 22,432,418 tons of fertili- duction and quality is high in well- should all support the Wisconsin Ap- 

zers in 1951-52, according to the 13th cared for orchards. It is true than an ple Institute. 
annual survey of fertilizer consump- unsprayed orchard, or those poorly 

tion in the US. and its territories sprayed, apple maggot has been a rs 

on sataes einen. es factor this ~ more than bok a Golf is a game in which a ball 1144 
cently complet yy the . The past years. as been repo: a 

quantity used was 1,441,024 tons more in some areas apple maggot. has inches in diameter is placed on a ball 

than for the previous year—From ruined the entire crop and the trees 8000 miles in diameter. The idea is 
Extension Service Bulletin, USDA. —_° will not be picked. to hit the smaller ball. 
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Berries and Vegetables 
e 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 

Whit, ‘Bon 1, Fort Atkinaon,” Directors: F.'W. Van Lare, Oconeme woe, Glen Behwars, Kenosha ‘Charles Braman, Waupaca; Charice Gr 
ing, Bay; Gerald Hipp, Janesville. 

HOW WE COVER OUR bination of DDT and Chlordanc— 
STRAWBERRIES is - ‘ when there was no fruit on the plants, 

By Glen Swartz, a This evidently controlled the tarnished 
Swartz Nurseries, Kenosha we 5 plant bug and other insects so that 

We use rolled bale straw and find the fruit has been very good. 
it much more convenient than buy- = a On the patch of Gem overbearing 
ing straw stacks in bulk. We can get y “a plants, there were some “cat-faced” 
@ more even cover with it and do aa i berries—this patch not having been 
not have to spend as much time in » Y\ er dusted with any insecticide. 

setting up to cover as we can work on a as aN The tarnished plant bug is a brown- 

it in our spare time. The straw is e 2 = cay » ish, sucking insect, widely distributed 

purchased in the local grain fields. ko ae KC Yoose throughout the country and attacks 

After it is combined we have it obs ($95 sin REDE 6 a great variety of cultivated and wild 
rolled and pile it in convenient spots plants. On strawberries it punctures 

around the fields. When covering, SSS the young fruits before the receptacle 
we spread a row of bales along the EXPERIENCE WITH RED expands. Many of the berries remain 

edge of the field, one bale to two RICH STRAWBERRIES small and hard and turn dark-colored, 

rows. The bales are then unrolled Excellent Strawberries Were while those only partially injured be- 

down the paths and the straw spread Produced This Year By come deformed at one side or knobbed 

over the two rows of plants. The Following An Insect at the tip—also known as buttoning. 

truck then spreads another row of Control Program ‘We reported earlier that the USDA 
bales at the edge to which the straw Dr. Charles Swingle, Sturgeon Bay, had found that heavy applications of 

reached and the men continue on reports that his 14 acre of Red Rich DDT on strawberry soils retarded 
down the rows. This way we can get everbearing strawberries produced al- runner development. However, we now 
& more even cover than with straw most perfect berries this year as com- hear that in the amounts necessary to 

in bulk. pared to last year’s practical failure control insects such as the tarnished 
The amount to put on varies ac- due to “cat-faced” or nubbins pro- plant bug, the DDT will do no harm. 

cording to individual judgment. This duced so freely late in the season. A combination of DDT and chlordane 
year we are going to cover more light- Following the main harvest in July, is probably desirable to give a sure 

ly than we have in the past. The the plants were dusted with a com- control. 

proper thickness is hard to describe _ 

but it would probably average about 
4 inches loose, which leaves an oc- ANNUAL MEETING 
casional leaf sticking through the . . . ce 

straw. Wisconsin Berry & Vegetable Growers Association 
We do not remove the straw in the 

spring but fluff it and pull it into Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac—Thursday, November 12 
the paths so that the plants do not 10 am. Call to order by President Harry Barlament, Green Bay. Announce- 
smother. This is done as early in the ments. 

spring as possible after the weather What's new in small fruit pest control. Progress of inspection work. By E. 

Permits the straw to dry out. Grow- | Chambers, State Entomologist. 
ers who remove straw from the fields 
might want to put it on a little heav- 10:45 am. Results of research work on small fruits at the Sturgeon Bay 

ier. Branch Experiment Station. Chemical weed control. Virus-free plants. By Dr. 

The ideal amount, of course, would Franklin A. Gilbert, Univ. of Wis. 
be enough to keep the ground from 11:30 am. Round Table on raspberry and strawberry varieties. Fertilizers, 
freezing and thawing from the‘time tc. Conducted by H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. 

the temperature reaches 20 degrees 12 M. Noon luncheon in Retlaw Hotel. 

in the Fall until you are sure that the 1:30 pm. Annual business meeting. Election of officers. 
temperature is not going to drop be- 2 pm. Experience in growing strawberries this season—weed killers, insect 

low 20 in the Spring and still provide control with various chemicals, marketing. By Dr. Charles Swingle, Sturgeon Bay. 

sufficient coverage so that the fruit 2:30 pam. New vegetable varieties and cultural practices. By John Schoene- 
will not lie on the dirt, but not so mann, Extension Specialist in Vegetable Crops. Univ. of Wis. 

thick that snow or ice in the winter 3:15 pm. Observations in small-fruit growing areas. By George Klingbeil, 

would mat the straw. Extension Specialist in Fruit Production, Univ. of Wis. 
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WHEN TO COVER poultry manure were made in most 

STRAWBERRIES cases, outyielded check plots or plots MOULTON 

Dur! the first days of November, manured directly before setting the IMPANY 

“es oli growers will be watching plants. Manure applied at setting or IRRIGATION CO A 

weather reports and anxiously won- used as a side dressing later actually Represented by 
dering when the temperature will killed some of the plants and pro- H D R be rts 

drop to 20 degrees F. or lower. It is at moted overvegetative growth. (Report je . | 

these temperatures—from 10° to 20° on Experiment Stations, 1952, Office Black River Falls, Wis. 

F coming before the plants are of Experiment Stations, USDA, Wash- 

hardened or dormant, that injury to ington , D. C.) From Extension Ser- 

the crown and roots occurs. view: *¢ p “UREA. ing problem this year, mainly in tree 
The proper time to cover, if we fruits,” states the chief of the Depart- 

could only have some way of fore- Plant Large. Sets For ment. “Most of this poisoning has been 

casting temperatures, is to cover just Early Green Onions due to mis-timing of sprays for in- 
before the temperature drops to 20 If you want to get marketable green act pest control. Growers have to 

degrees F or lower in early Novem- — —— 5 einen — ene spray to keep the bugs out of their 
ber. sets. Professor James G. re has crops. But they should time those 

About all we can do is go by past Measured the size of onion sets for 2 nae so they ‘don't come when the 
experience. In the southern part of Y°8™S and the results show that onion biooms are on and the lives of bees 
the state, weather records show that set size does not affect production. would be endangered.” Johansen will 

these low temperatures usually occur He said the largest sets produce the styqy this problem on tree fruits and 
between November 10 and 20. In the @rgest green onions on a given date. legume seed crops in the Valley. 
northern half of the state it may be The smaller sets, the longer the time 

somewhat earlier. required to develop marketable size. New Insecticides Tested 

By sorting sets before planting a Johansen plans to expose groups of 
After the plants have gone through wer could plant all his onions at the bees to various field insecticide treat- 

several light frosts and have a snow 
: same time. The rows planted to larger ments to see how they affect the in- 

covering there is little need for a vy 
duich to protect them during the reat sets would yield the earliest market- ects. He will also make studies of 

of the Sister From then ‘. it is able onions, while the other rows how effective bees are in tripping 

amply a mater of keeping them trom would be marketed at different times alfalfa blooms. His laboratory work 

| thawing and freezing in the spring later in the ‘season; = pag = cas oo 

and having a mulch present in spring a a y' 
to place between the rows to keep THE VEGETABLE GARDEN common use and those still in the ex- 

| down the weeds and enough among New Bulletin Available from perimental stage. From Better Fruit. 

the plants to keep the fruit from be- University of Wisconsin TT 
coming dirty during harvest. The Vegetable Garden, Circular 372 DDT AND MITES 

Se revised in April 1953 has just been 

STRAWBERRY RESEARCH released and is now available by writ- | Remember how mites built up in 
Use of Poultry Manure For ing the Mailing Room, College of Agri- spray? A reason for this behavior has 

Berries culture, University of Wisconsin, Madi- been found by Donald W. Davis of 

Greatly increased crops of everbear- son, Wis. Chief, De. California. Working with a mite close- 

ing types of strawberries were obtain. _ Professor O. B. Combs, Chief, De- 1, Voisted to our two-spotted mite, he 
ed at the Iowa station by a combina- Partment of Horticulture, is the oun that mites tend to gather into 
tion of summer mulching and runner author. The bulletin discusses these small groups and as there is more 

removal. Yields ranging from 10,000 to topics: getting ready in the garden; +04 competition within these con- 
18,000 quarts per acre were recorded the small garden; varieties; seeds and gested groups, population increase is 

the first summer from April-set plants Plants; the garden soil; tools and  otaraeq. When DDT is applied, Mr. 
treated in this manner as compared equipment; planting the garden; water Davis found that mites become very 

with less than 3,000 quarts for the for the garden; planting guide; and active, and there is a further drop in 
usual matted-row method grown with- Controlling garden pests. egg-laying. But the active mites trav- 
out mulch or runner removal. The el farther over the plants, thus re- 

plants were set in beds of 3 rows, 1 BEE POISONING STUDY lieving the congestion, and reducing 
foot between rows and 1 foot between PLANNED BY COLLEGE the competition for food. Consequent- 

Plants in the row. The Iowa results Because of the importance of honey ly, more eggs are laid and peak num- 

confirm those reported earlier by the bees, Washington State College agri- bers of mites result. Mr. Davis does 

Ohio station at Wooster. cultural experiment stations assigned not discount the effects of the de- 

Contrary to unfavorable reports ® man full-time July 1 to study them. struction of predator insects by DDT, 

from growers the Delaware station Dr. Carl Johansen, entomologist at the but he claims that there has not been 
found that poultry manure can be ef- Irrigation Experiment Station, Pros- a satisfactory explanation for the 

fectively utilized in strawberry pro- ser, is the man. great build-up of mites where DDT 

duction, provided it is applied in the Bee Poisoning Problem Remains was supposed to have killed off the 

autumn before the plants are set. “Despite our grower education pro- predator insects that in turn. killed 

Plots on which fall applications of gram we still have had a bee poison- off the mites. 
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Nursery News & Notes 
For The Wisconsin Nurserymen's Association 

Pres., H. W. Anderson, Port Edwards; Vice Pres., R. H. Gieringer, Milwaukee; Sc.-Treas., Thos. S. Pinney, Sturgeon 
Bay; Eoitor, eee ere Wisconsin Rapids. Directors: Chas. Hawks, Wauwatosa; Vincent Frantel, Kenosha; John Cart 
man, Fond du Lac; W. G. Brown, Hartland; L. L. Kumlien, Janesville; Frank Thierfelder, Milwaukee. 

SHRUBBERY FOR FALL COLOR : . FALL PLANTING CAUTIONS 

By Kenneth J. Altorfer, } While each year fall planting is 
Landscape Architect i i increasing in popularity and in some 

Appreciation of fall color in shrub- ‘ ; ij respects has advantages over spring 

bery is on the upgrade. Interest in Au- I planting there are some varieties 

tumn hues has gone beyond the annual Perak, 8 J which, over the years, prove more suc- 
family drive along Wisconsin's high- \ | cessful in Wisconsin by being moved 
ways to witness the Maples and Oaks La, in the Spring only. Some of the varie- 

in their spectacular glory. Home own- | \ Nee N ties for which it is perhaps better to 

ers now want these colors on their own | A } Leys defer planting until spring are: 
properties in foundation plantings and |\ \ pey2 Deciduous trees: 
in their borders. This is a gratifying i it \e jl Birch 

trend since we in the North should }&@ Me i] Flowering Crabs (unless balled) 
take full advantage of our climate [iy | \ | 1S Soft Maples 

that makes possible this display of | \ \ es Nut trees 

color. \ } sae eI Oak trees 

In general, shrubs noted for their i : new ly (| b Lombardy poplars 
color of foliage and fruit have during § o Le J y Nae y N Red Bud 
the early summer months the finest i a PN canan Thorns (unless balled) 
in green foliage. This is important, 34h Deciduous shrubs: 
since plants wisely used in the land- / 5 a Altheas 
scape have a function; either to screen gemags fetal LIM he fh Butterfly bush 
for privacy or to soften the lines of | | : Deutzia 
a house. Ms Forsythia 

Varieties For Color Tamarix 
Varieties of Viburnum, Euonymus ~~ ———— CS ——C*«éi cious Vines: 

and Crataegus afford us with an excel- ANNUAL CONVENTION, Clematis 
lent selection from which to choose. WISCONSIN NURSERYMENS Climbing Honeysuckle 
Species of the Viburnum include ASSOCIATION Silver Lace Vine 

Americana (High Bush Cranberry). The 87th annual convention of the Trumpet Creeper 
Dentatum (Arrowwood), Lentago Wisconsin Nurserymen’s Association Wisteria 
(Nannyberry), and Lantana (Wayfar- will be held in Milwaukee at the Hotel Roses: 
ing Tree). All of these Viburnum de- Schroeder on Wednesday, Thursday Notwithstanding the fact that 
velop clusters of fruit, ranging from and Friday, December 2nd, 8rd and many garden books recommend 
red in the Americana to blue-black in 4th. The first day, December 2nd, will Fall planting of roses, in Wis- 
the others. Possibly the most well- be given over to the second annual consin we will do better to defer 

known of all the Crataegus is the spe- short course. The one held last year for Spring planting all the hybrid 
cie Crus-galli (Cockspur Hawthorn). was so successful and well received, teas, the hybrid perpetuals, the 
Its waxy, deep green leaves turn a_ that a bigger and better short course polyanthas and the climbing 
very fine yellow in fall, which con- is being planned for this year. Early roses. 
trasts nicely with its red fruits. indications point to the best conven- —By Leland Jens. 

The most spectacular of all fall col- tion the Assiciation has ever had. ........ SSS 

oring shrubs is the Euonymus Alatus ——_————_ NEW CURE FOR MILDEW 
(Winged Burning Bush), whose _ to observe and become acquainted Many gardeners have complained 

leaves turn a most brilliant color of with these excellent varieties. They that their zinnias and other garden 

red. This, along with the winged cor- will add to the home grounds color flowers were covered with mildew 

ky bark adds to one of the most in- that will compete with the very fin- this fall and that dusting with sul- 

teresting of all plants. The dwarf form est of the flowering material. phur did not cure it. 

of the Euonymus (Compactus) is less ma A new material, Mildex, has given 

corky and its fall color leans toward The best advice a doctor ever gave excellent results with florists in the 

the purple. While the above plants will to his son. “Work 8 hours, sleep 8 control of mildew. It “burns out” the 

grow in the shade, some sun is neces- hours... but not the same hours!” disease while sulphur only stops its 
sary to insure intensity of color. a spread and does not control it after 

Color is starting to show in some of Opportunity of a lifetime never is it becomes established. 
our Wisconsin plarits; now is the time heralded by a band.—Iron Co. Miner. If we dust with sulphur it must be 
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 * very early—even before we see HOW TO PROTEOT ANTIBIOTIC SPRAYS CONTROL 
| the fungus, to prevent the disease OCHRYSANTHEMUM FIREBLIGHT 
and that is not often done because FOR WINTERING 
@e ate not aware of the need for Several papers at the American So- 

dusting. There have been many complaints ciety for Horticultural Science meet- 

ts from gardeners who say that their ings recently reported on the effec- 
si PRAYING EVERGREENS FOR chrysanthemum plants winter-kill. tiveness of sprays of Streptomycin and 

WINTER PROTECTION In fact, many gardeners in Wiscon- Terramycin for fireblight control in 
Ero pat S Vatrier between plants and Sin have stopped growing chrysanthe- apple trees. The antibiotics were used 
| the elements nurserymen are adopting ™Ums because they lose them every in combination with 1% each of meth- 
astandard practice of fall spraying of Ye8t- We therefore recommend the ly cellosolve and carbowax 4000, The 
a is Uuuiig’'a Wax G& lntexbaee covering of chrysanthemum plants as 36 trees which received antibiotic 
Bap. Some Hubseeyinen are providing suggested by Prof, Gail Beck, Dept. 8Prays during either the baloon or 
a custom service of spraying for the f Horticulture, U.W. who covers the 30-50% of full bloom and subsequent 
Mas owner. Propetty applied, these plants in the University flower gar- SPrays did not show 4» single blighted 
sprays do the job very effectively. Ap- den with 8 inches of soil—in fact, the blossom cluster or shoot—other trees 

parently fall spraying has a retarding ‘%®™€ 88 we recommend in covering developed spots of blight. 
effect on late fall growth as the trane- roses. This is done late in the sea- While this material shows promise 
piration process is slowed and the just before the ground freezes. for blight control, the number of ap- 
protective coating protects against de- After the ground is frozen, the tops plications and the cost of the me- 
hydration throughout the winter. Both 8 covered with 3 or 4 inches of terials is still prohibitive in commer- 
types of sprays are transparent and marsh hay and the tops cut off about cial orchards. 
not noticeable on the plant, and the 8 inches above the mound of soil. ee 

material cost is relatively inexpensive. a INFECTED ORCHARDS AND 

By Leland Jens. WOOD PRESERVATIVE NURSERIES MAY BE DESTROYED 
REACH AGREEMENT ON TREE TREATMENTS Did you know that Section 94.57 of 

PLANTING ‘The many home gardeners and the Wisconsin Statues provides that 

A change in the wording of the ap- small fruit: growers who ‘use! wooden feated with : Ehooas te os ts . = 
plication for trees for reforestation Stakes, poles, fenceposts, flats, frames, aot toved on followi sieges bee: purposes from State Nurseries is ex- and other wood products would do é sine The law re: ade Pein Pro- 
pected after consultations between the Well to consider a chemical preserva- 94.57 (1) If th tor an o" tor th 

Wisconsin Conservation Department tive treatment for them. These wood de artment ‘et ‘ki coins hail and the Wisconsin Nurserymen’s As- products can be made to last from faa Oi exaieitia a culture) shall 

sociation. While the Conservation 10 to 80 years, depending on the type oy a mo eit vtamtetion, mack 
Commission itself has not yet acted on of treatment and the kind of wood cemetary, or an: iivate GE . vabile 
the change the proposal reads: “I will used. Some posts have been known premises. Giteiead, with injurious in 
not use these trees for the commercial to last more than 50 years. sects, or plant diseases, he shall noti- 
growing of Christmas trees except Among the common wood preserva- fy the owner or person having charge 
where a harvesting of Christmas trees tives are coal-tar creosote, carbo- of such premises to that effect, and 
may result due to thinning, partial jineums (anthracene oils), wood-tar the owner or person in charge shall, 
cutting or other forest management creosotes, pentachlorophenel, copper within 10 days after such notice, 
practices, and agree not to reduce the nanhthenate, zinc chloride, and cause the removal and destruction of 
final number of trees in an even age yromated zinc chloride. Creosote infested and infected trees, plants, 

a feate at's avai’ hx acain at products should be used with great shrubs or other plant material if 

commercial Christmas tree plantations care around plants as they are very ey ~~ Meapaple, of successful 

has been discussed by both’ groups ‘*le to them. Copper napthenate treatment; otherwise, such owner or 

for some time as it appeared that has been. found. safest, to: use as ja be te ei oe at a ia eer 
more and more people were interested W00d preservative on plant boxes, No dame, e hall “pe awanasa e the 
in going into a Christmas tree busi- frames, cloth covers, and other ma- owner tor the destruction of infested 
ness venture with State produced terials that come in close contact | infected trees, plants, shrubs or 
stock. with growing plants. Preservative Z . 

L. J. treatment is not expensive or diffi- nee he aterial under the provisions of 
ae Sr cult. It will save much material and GQ) te case the owner or person in 

Following epitaph is on a headstone labor required for the frequent, even charge shall refuse or neglect to com- 

in the Medway, Mass., cemetery: seasonal, replacement of untreated ply with the terms of the notice, with- 

In Memory of Mr. Peter Daniels wood products used. (Reference: jn 10 days after receiving it, the in- 
1688-1746 US.D.A. Farmer’s Bulletin 2049, Pre-  spectors may proceed to treat or de- 

Beneath this stone, a lump of clay, ‘Servative Treatment of Fence Posts  stroy the infested or infected plants 
Lies Mr. Peter Daniels, and Farm Timbers, Sept. 1952..— or plant material. The expense thereof 
Who too early in the month of May —From Extension Service Bulletin, shall be assessed, collected and en- 

Took off his winter flannels. U.S.D.A. forced as provided in section 94.54. 
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WHAT IS A GOOD COOKING 

APPLE; WHAT IS THE 

° BEST EATING APPLE? — 

y At the meeting of the Jefferson 

Ors Fruit Grower's Association last 

March, President William Leonard of 
Ft. Atkinson made the announcement 
that local growers had a big demand 

ANNUAL CONVENTION for McIntosh as a cooking apple for 

WISCONSIN STATE the first time last year. It was the 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY result, he said, of the Wisconsin Ap- 

RETLAW HOTEL. FOND DU LAC ple Institute’s promotion in that area 
November 16-17 : of McIntosh for pie, baked apple and 

The premium schedule for the fruit other dishes. The opinion was ex- 

show at the annual convention of the pressed that perhaps apple growers 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society themselves are to blame for a lack 
is published in this issue. However, the is of demand on the part of the consum- 

full program will be published in the er ease’ See: oa ave ht ae 
November issue. expres: eir opinions about wha! 

The program will follow, somewhat, COMING EVENTS certain varieties are not good for. 

that of the Joint Meeting with the October 29-30. Annual Convention. Is N.W. Greening a good eating 

Minnesota Fruit Growers Association Wisconsin State Beekeepers Associa- apple? Certainly it is if some people 

at LaCrosse, published in this issue. tion. Fort Atkinson. like to eat it—and many do. What 

However, we will have a very promi- November 1. Annual meeting. Wis- difference does it make if you or I 
nent out of state speaker, to be an- consin Gladiolus Society. Medford prefer it for cooking. 

nounced in our next issue. Hotel, Milwaukee. Is Delicious a cooking apple? Cer- 
The Women’s Auxiliary will also November 5-6 Annual joint Conven- tainly it is if some people like it 

meet as usual, with an excellent pro- tion .Minnesota Fruit Growers As- baked, for sauce or other purposes— 

neke i an ana i sociation—Wisconsin Horticutlural So- and some do. Why then should we tell 
Salient. pro and inoreading in ciety, La Crosse Hotel, La Crosse, Wis. them not to use it for cooking? 

terest in fruit growing has brought November 12. Annual meeting. Wis- Is one variety better for cooking 
out more and more growers to this consin Berry and Vegetable Growers than another? That depends so much 

Géuvention. Association. Retlaw Hotel. Fond du _ on individual taste that it is a ques- 
Lac. tion which cannot be answered spe- 

November 16-17. Annual Convention. cifically. 
NOMINATING COMMITTEE Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. | What we do know for sure is that 

APPOINTED Fruit Show. Retlaw Hotel, Fond du some varieties are less profitable to 
‘At the annual meeting of the Board Lac, Wis. Also Annual meeting Wis- grow and do not meet with consumer 

of Directors of the Wisconsin State consin Apple Institute. acceptance as well as others. Trees _ 

Horticultural Society held in July, Mr. _ December 2-4. Annual meeting, Wis. of those varieties should be cut down. 
Arnold Nieman, President, appointed Nurserymens Association. Hotel The other varieties can all be used 
the three outgoing directors to serve Schroeder, Milwaukee. for cooking or for eating—although 
as a nominating committee for the some varieties will, of course, be pre- 

nomination of officers and directors 1958 NATIONAL APPLE WEEK ferred by a majority of the people for 

at the annual convention of the So- OCTOBER 22-31 one or the other purpose. 
ciety which will be held in the Retlaw NATIONAL APPLE DAY— ee 

. Fond du Lac, on November 16- HALLOWEEN BULLETIN ON HOW TO BUILD 

The nominating committee consists Backed by extensive national pub- PACKING HOUSES FOR APPLES 

of Mrs. Oscar Conrad, 4880 S. 108th icity in the press, food editors col- More and more Wisconsin growers 

St. West Allis 14; Mr. Fred Magnus, umns, radio and TV, the 1953 National are becoming interested in building 

622 Frederick Lane, Madison 5; and Apple Week will center the public’s in- packing houses for apples. It enables 

Mr. Arno Meyer, Waldo. Members hav-__ terest on apples. them to market their crop over 4 

ing suggestions for nomination may If you wish display material or mats, longer period avoiding the harvest 
contact committee members. please write to the National Apple rush to market. 

Week Association, 1302—18th St., N. A special bulletin, Number 362, en- 

W., Washington 6, D. C. titled “Fruit Packing Houses” has | 
A little boost is all some folks need _—_—_—_ been published by Michigan State 

to start up the ladder of success. Man is an able creature, but he College, East Lansing, Michigan. If 

For others, a kick in the pants does has made 32,647,389 laws and hasn’t you are interested in building a stor- 

the same thing.—Arcadia News Lead- yet improved on the Ten Command- age house you will find this excellent. 

er. ments. It has 40 pages and is well illustrated. 
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DO YOU EXPECT A RESULTS OF ORCHARD THE SAVING IDEA IN 

DEPRESSION? RESEARCH CONSERVATION 

A man lived by the side of the road yfoisture Depletion by Various Cover _At first thought, conservation seems 
and sold hot dogs. He was hard of Crops In Orchards to be a matter of saving and that is a 
hearing so he had no radio. He had popular amateur word. Any youngster 
trouble with his eyes so he read no At Michigan State College sod cov- writing a piece about conservation 

newspapers. ers of white dutch clover, ladino clo- tells what to him seerns simple—saving 

But he sold good hot dogs. He put ver, timothy, redtop, quack grass, blue things—the greatest complication for 
up a sign on the highway telling how grass, fescue, were grown for 2 years foresters and wildlife managers. If 

good they were. He stood by the side in plots of Miami silt soil. The various all of us might walk out and leave 

of the road and cried: “Buy a hot sod covers showed considerable dif- Wisconsin to its own devices, natural 

dog Mister.” And people bought. He ferences in soil moisture depletion as forces would go about the business of 

increased his meat and bun orders. well as differences in response to saving land and water but beyond that 

He bought a bigger stove to take mowing. there would be a combination of gains 

care of his trade. He got his son home Mowing of non-legume sod covers and losses that would be held unsatis- 

from college to help him. during periods of deficient soil mois- factory by modern standards. Wild- 

But then something happened ... ture appeared to conserve moisture; life would certainly miss the grain 

his son said, “Father, haven’t you however, when soil moisture was not fields. 
been listening to the radio? There’s a lacking, mowing tended to result in No conservation efforts are more 
big depression on. The European increased soil moisture depletion. difficult than attempts at direct sav- 

situation is terrible. The domestic When mowing resulted in conserva- ing. The wind has just knocked down 

situation is worse.” tion of soil moisture, the effect was 10,000,000 board feet of trees that 
Whereupon, the father thought ... only temporary. Late in the season the Michigan tried to save on the Por- 

“Well, my son has been to college, mowed sods were depleting soil mois- cupine mountains. Wisconsin conser- 

he reads the papers and he listens to ture more than unmowed sods. Mow- vation workers are mournful over the 

the radio, and he ought to know.” ing sod covers in orchards cannot be destruction by wind of the “cathedral” 
So, the father cut down on his depended upon for the conservation of pines at Trout Lake. We have lost 

meat and bun orders, took down his ¥fficient quantities of soil moisture much wildlife by saving too much of 
advertising signs and no longer °F best tree growth and production it. 

bothered to stand on the highway and Under Michigan conditions. Bluegrass, Following public wants is difficult. 
sell hot dogs. And his hot dog sales fesque, timothy and redtop sods used All outdoor things are more popular 
fell off almost overnight. less soil moisture than sods of la-~ asa prospect than as a reality. This 

“You're right, son,” the father said dino clover and other legumes. has been particularly true here of bea- 
to his boy. “We are certainly in the ee ver. We all wanted the forest back but 

middle of a great depression."—From DO YOU WANT CONSERVATION tek Ge es . dampened gome- 
the Bulletin of the American Honey INFORMATION WAAC as: the: Crees ‘go on lower’ ma 

Institute. turity. The popular conception was 

. The Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin that a forest was all things to all peo- 

published monthly by the Wisconsin Con- Pie. Forests do suppress prairie things 
HORTICULTURE FLOURISHES IN go vation Department, State Office Build- and we would like to hold the open 

EUROPE ing, Madison 2, Wis., is a splendid publi 14nd assests to which we have be- 
Gardening —the growing of fruits, cation and should be read by everyone oot Staten, to plus the full for- 

flowers and vegetables — flourishes in interested in this important subject. It is Ss Won van ewe a lot of things by 

Europe and plays a far greater part in = of charge on request directly to the | sing them in a safe but in this 
the life of the average person than it partment. sense saving has no relevancy in con- 
does in America, according to Dr. H. B. Here is an illustration of the inter- seryation—From the Conservation 
Tukey who spent several weeks last esting articles in the Bulletin, from the Butietin. 

summer in European countries. “It not January issue: How the browse for deer ee 

only provides products for home use and came back; with many pictures; Wiscon- 

enjoyment, but serves as a safety valve sin's forest research program; aquatic FRUIT FARM FOR SALE 

for society as well,” says Dr. Tukey. vegetation, past and present; a depart- FOR SALE: Highly developed fruit 
He also found that Switzerland man- ™ent for conservation education, includ- farm near Bayfield, Wisconsin. 60 

ufactures a magnificent carbonated ap- ing an article on the starling; also con- sores in all, 86 acres in fruit and other 

ple juice which sells at moderate prices. Servation briefs, with an article on “farm cach crops. 1100 apple trees, 5 acres 
It is produced with the latest and finest fish pond owners have delightful chores,” strawberries, 9 acres raspberries, loam 

equipment and is easily the finest pro- and “Is our game becoming “to smart to soi, Has all necessary equipment. 
duct of its kind made any where in the kill. New five room dwelling with furnace. 
world, Large amounts of fruit juices are We would suggest every garden club Terms. Also several other combina- 
used in Europe. More apples are made appoint a conservation chairmatt who tion fruit and dairy farms reasonably 

into cider in France than constitutes the might send for the bulletin and give priced. For further details write Har- 

entire apple crop in the United States. monthly reports on some of the interest- ry Peterson Agency, Ashland, Wis- 

he said. ing articles, consin. 
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2 Gladiolus Show Reports 
THE MARATHON COUNTY ANNUAL MEETING WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SHOW AT ELKHORN 

CHAPTER GLADIOLUS SHOW GLADIOLUS SOCIETY September 4-7, 1953 

Two new trophies, the Val White * ae pe om eae mL 
and Albert Scholtz trophies, were HOTEL, MILWAUKEE 

awarded at the Marathon County The Elkhorn show was a triumph 

Chapter show at the YMCA at Wau- 10 a.m—Board of Directors meet- o¢ art and hard work over the re- 
sau on August 22-23, They were pre- ing. Includes old Board members and quits of the hot, dry 8 weeks just pre- 
sented in honor of these two de- newly elected members from Chap- ceging. Some very good spikes were 
ceased members of the Society. ters. shown; careful and colorful arrange- 
About 200 exhibitors displayed 12 M—Luncheon. No plans. ments and groupings made a lot of 

spikes with blooms from Two Rivers, 1 pm —Business meeting. Election average spikes appear to good ad- 
Manitowoc, Minocqua, Merrill, Edger- of Directors at Large. New Business. vantage, and the thousands of Fair 
ton, Milwaukee and other commu- 145 pm—Our experiences with Visitors enjoyed the show. 
nities. There were about 1400 spikes fertilizers and soil management for Seneca, a well grown 362, won the 

shown and 70 arrangements. gladiolus culture. By Charles Melk, Grand Championship for Ralph Bur- 
Awards were given as follows.Grand Wauwatosa. dick, and 8 beautifully matched 

Champion spike to Miss Wisconsin, 2:15 p.m. The use of new insecticides spikes of Pactolus won the 3 spike 
grown by Dr. R. H. Juers. for gladiolus insect control. By Dr. award for Aubry Dickmann. 

Reserve Champion went to Boise Julius Hoffman, Dept. of Entomolgy, Mrs. Carl Christensen’s Christmas 

Belle, by Ed Schaepe. Michigan State College, East Lansing, Arrangement was the winner of one 
Champion second day spike to Michigan. of the beautiful “traveling” plaques, 

Polynesia by Edward Howland, Roths- ———— the other going to Ralph Burdick. 
child. WISCONSIN GLADIOUS SHOW ttes 

Show Sweepstake and the D.C. INVITED TO WAUSAU NEXT — g,!an aiden: champion basket (Spi 
Everest trophy to Ralph Burdick, YEAR and Span); champion vase (Ravel); 

Edgerton; second highest points to The Marathon County Chapter of and champion shadow box. 

John Perkins, Neillsville; and third, the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society met 
to John Bayless, Two Rivers. in September and voted to extend an Anton Koepke repeated with best 

“The Open Sweepstakes and Wal invitation to the Society to hold its C°™mercial display, though Dewey 
White trophy went to John Perkins; annual gladiolus show in Wausau next Sleazer put together a close second. 

Amateur Sweepstakes was won by year. Edward Schaepe, Wausau, and Lloyd Pateman’s display was well 

Ronald Strek, and Novice Sweep- Ray Quady of Minocqua were elected arranged, but the show was too late 
stakes to E. Rheinschmidt, Mosinee. to the Board of Directors to represent for him. 
The Artistic Arrangement Sweep- ‘he Chapter. Top point and money winners were 

stakes and Dr. A. H. Lemke trophy ————_____—S—SS—S™~—C Arby Dickmann. and Miles’ Arm- 
went to Mrs. Carl Janke; Marathon Mighty Monarch, shown by Mark strong, with Mrs. Van Ness and the 

County Chapter trophy to -Mrs. Splaine; Largest floret, Grand Opera, Vincent brothers close behind. 
Joseph Held; and Reserve Champion by Edward Howland. The spike with The 2nd day championship (had it 

on artistic arrangements to Mrs. the smalled floret was Marcus by been awarded) would almost certain- 

Mary Rezek, Manitowoc. Ray Quady, Minocqua. Spike with ly have gone to a beautiful lavender 

The Champion Seedling was No. most florets open was Phantom Beau-_ seedling that could make Elizabeth 
47-131, by Melk Brothers of Milwau- ty by Mark Splaine; Spike with most the Queen look to her laurels. It came 

kee. The Best Recent Introduction Ruffled Bloom was: Burma by G. H. with some other good entries from 
was King David, shown by John Bay- Thompson, Manitowoc. — Submitted Flad’s garden.—Report by Leland 

less. Spike with longest flower head, by Mrs. E. Kramer, Pub. Chairman. Shaw, Milton. 
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A HOME-MADE GLADIOLUS “I don’t care; I find so many advan- 
BULB DIGGER tages in washing that I'm going to 

Mr. Roger Russell of Madison is continue it; and have found no dis- 
showing his home-made bulb digger advantages.” He lists these advan- 
which is mounted on a cub tractor. tages. 
Note that the cutting bar and up- 1. Faster drying in the bulb house. 
rights are both sharp for cutting un- 2. Less problems in controlling hu- 
der the bulbs. The 4 prongs at the midity after storage—no soil to dry 
rear lift the bulbs and jars the soil out. 

ae ‘Sinbecll’ maya thal ie wouldnt : 8. Easier handling and easier clean- 

ing during the winter months. 
grow bulbs any longer without a dig- 
ger of this type. He even digs the ex- 4. The bulbs look much nicer, clean- 
pensive kinds with it. He usually er and fresher in the spring. 

makes a round of the field and then 5. The dust problem is eliminated 

stops and picks up the bulbs. It’s a and that can be very bad when work- 

tremendous labor-saver and actually ing in a bulb house. 
does a better job than a digging fork Sata RCaAGEEEaeG 
because it loosens from below and not WISCONSIN HYBRIDISTS 
as many bulblets are lost as with a 

fork. He says he doesn’t lose one bulb- ee aie ee map " ee Walter 0. Krueger 

let in a hundred. i Reo rae Just a year after Walter Krueger 
a = veges Re mA started growing gladiolus he began 

OUT OF STATE SHOW WINNERS $i Pest ah - , the hybridizing which has created so 
One of the pleasures in attending = ¢ il many worthwhile varieties. For 23 

out of State shows is meeting old 4 aay - =< years he has carried on this work, 
friends and creating new ones. oe, ee ee first as an amateur and finally as the 

A trip with John Flad of Madison 33, eect a ) Proprietor of Reliance Gardens at 
to the Iowa State Show at Waterloo . Oconomowoc. His first goal, the. pro- 
was quite tiring but with a load of + duction of a good orange, was achiev- 

| nice spikes we managed to steal part ed by the introduction of Diane, 
of the show, that is, some of the rib- named for his photogenic daughter 

bons. John won the champion basket who is a regular attendant with her 
with his Edgewood and I won the father at Wisconsin gladiolus shows. 

Grand Champion 3 spike with my i ono as - icone writer, 
Rosita receiving two perpetual tro- and speaker on the subject of gladi- 
phies, the Watesnn onal town State Above: Mr. Roger Russell of Madi- lus, he has been responsible for the 
Society Trophies. We brought J. El- son, showing how his home-made encouragement of many amateurs by 
ton Carter back with us to judge our POWer digger is made. Note sharp edge his kind attention to queries at the 
State seedling show here in Madison. blade as well as uprights for cut- shows and by the good advice so free- 
The following week end we attend- ting underneath bulbs. Bulb at left iy given. He is also well known as a 

ed the Central International Show at #8 been dug by the digger. Note how judge and is a member of the N.A.G.C. 
| Garfield Park in Chicago. Many dig- ulblets cling to mother bulb. Classification Committee. 
nitaries from all parts of the U.S. A. Below: Mr. Roger Russell demon- — Basing his ideal of perfection on 
and Canada .were present. In our ‘rates his washing machine. Bulbs that glad which is of the best com- 

| opinion it was the best show ever 2F¢ Shaken back and forth in tray as mercial habit and believing that con- 

staged by the Central International. strong stream of water plays on them. sistency of performance should be of 

We congratulate the Illinois Glad paramount importance, he has always 
Society = the grand job they did. SHALL WE WASH GLADIOLUS given first consideration in the selec- 
Wisconsin was well represented and BULBS tion of his seedling to these corner- 

won a good share of the awards. John The picture on this page shows Mr. stones of his success. 

Flad won Grand Champion 3 spike Roger Russell of Madison, washing Perhaps his most widely known in- 
with his Traveler, and Touhey Gar- his bulbs at digging time. The bulbs troductions have been Miss Wisconsin, 

dens of Manitowoc won the sweep- are on a tray with a bottom, which is Variation, Badger Beauty, Color Mar- 

stakes award. Wisconsin growers and placed on a conveyor mounted on rol- vel, Badger Rose, and Sidell. Even the 
hybridizers exhibited four out of ers and track. As the water is sprayed oldest of these introductions are still 

Seven of the commercial displays at with full force on the bulbs, Mr. Rus- commercially valuable which well 
the show, Dave Puerner, Walter sell shakes the tray back and forth;' justifies his stand on values to be con- 

Krueger, Tony Koepke and yours takes only a minute or two to wash sidered in the selection of seedlings. 

truly. . them clean, including bulblets. Mr. —By Ralph Burdick, Edgerton. 

Now all the fun is over but we Russell says that there is some dis- ___ - 

have all winter to dream of next cussion as to the advisability of wash- All of the animals except man know 

year’s grand champions. On Wiscon- ing bulbs—some holding that it re- that the principal business of life is 
ain, —By Ted Woods, Madison. moves the natural oil, but he says: to enjoy it.’ 
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| October Garden Digest 

FINISHING CHRYSANTHEMUMS more from mice than from the bountied 

UNDER LIGHTS 'e; og a OBS have long taught that we need more | 

ty | aw) than a straight ice cream diet, a doctrine 

In our September 1952 (page 13) r ass \ ry Lee ah animal that feeds on them. Schools 
we had an article by Mr. Albert Weiner bh ry, A (ei i a 

“ “ Pa Fe 5. 94 that now fits nicely into their conserva. 
of Milwaukee, on the “Poor Man's a NY V5 4 CIN : 

Greenhouse” — how to use fluorescent WV A \e WM “od wee Hoa teaching, = From Conservation 
lights for growing plants. = ESL Pats eae) 7s Bulletins. . PS PSE SAS oo 

A letter from Mr. Weiner in Novem- — i ROSES MAKE HISTORY 

ber gives results of experiments on fin- be forced by shortening the light period, 
ishing chrysanthemums under lights. but the plant was too young to develop Fed rose = given the title “Queen | 

He mentions that a planting of English a sizeable bloom.” of Flowers” 2,600 years ago. 
chrysanthemums from a local specialist As early as 4 B.C., the Romans were 

were placed directly in the garden, but producing roses during the winter in 
bloomed so late that they froze last fall NATIONAL FLOWERS what we would term a hothouse. 
and gave them not a single bloom. How- Mark Anthony, during his famous visit 

ever, a planting of exhibition mums Nan united States does not neve & to Queen Cleopatra was feted at a ban- 
arrived in a semi-dormant condition and — oe ee net Revione quet where the entire floor of the hall 

were placed under lights until they had do. ey were chosen for many rea- 25 covered to a depth of 18 inches with 

grown to the point where the initial sons: for peace or war, or of hope as rose petals. 

pinching was made. Mr. Weiner writes: represented by the aspirations of a The Turks lowed 
ov "people, as the olive branch of the e furks: never allowed & rose: to 

United Nations and Israel. Here are a ‘i@ on the ground because roses were 

“They were then potted in 4 inch pots few of the well known nations ana CnSidered sacred. 
and placed outside in a semi-shaded area their chosen flowers. George Washington, our first presi- 
until they had become accustomed to the dent of the United States of America is 

higher light intensities of the sun. When Austria—Edelweiss and White Lily. credited with having grown from seed at 
they became rootbound they were moved Belgium—Azalea and Red Poppy. Mt. Vernon, a hybrid rose. He named it 

into 6 inch pots and finally into 8 inch C@nada—Leaf of Maple Tree. Den- nfartha Washington, permitted it to be 
pots. No fertilizer was added until buds mark—Red Clover, Holly and Beech grown and sold, and thus provided a 

were visible. tree. Germany—Cornflower. Italy—  jasis for rose history in America more 
Ox-eye Daisy. Japan—Chrysanthemum than 5 generations ago. 

Moved Indoors In October and Cherry tree. Korea—Hollyhock. 
Sais cee 4 Mexico—Dahlia, Prickly Pear and : the ve a roses were So rare 

e €: ition mums were moved into woriche palm tree. Norway—Heater and precious that a gift of royalty was a 

the basement in early October and placed ang Spruce tree. small bottle of rose water. 

on a light-period equal to the day-length. The Baltic people used the rose as a 
The light period was controlled by a — symbol of hope and courage in their 

iaeewench and 7 i he ee other WHAT IS CONSERVATION days of bitter strife and hardship. 

week oom, an 2 Dour Cay ‘was The rose predominates as England's 

— - oe hie The Function of Wildlife royal and national flower. From Rose 
cari ee Goto oa ae —— Wildlife managers deny that the Crea- Tips. (Milw. Dist. Symposium on Roses, 

ee tive growth. When the cool spell tor erred in creating animals. The late 1949.) 

came, and night temperatures dropped to Aldo Leopold pointed out that once tim- . 
45 and 50 degrees, the buds started ber wolves were an important factor in First you have worries—then wor- 

swelling ‘nicel The week of November ™2intaining deer herd health, a manage- Ties have you.—Wonewoc Reporter. 
10th, u wih picked a nice bowl of ment job that the smaller coyote can't —- 

ies, Camilla, Helen K. Johnson, perform. The big wolf belonged here. Television is still in its infancy, but 
and Roseum. The Keystone blooms ran The balance of nature idea has been a Jot of its jokes aren’t—Elkhorn In- 

5 inches in diameter and 4 inches deep. preached for years but it is common for dependent. 

Camilla were slightly smaller. Roseum hunters to bang away at any hawk or — 

tended to fade. The others held their OW! Occasionally somebody claims To be happy: Forget the good 
color. credit for * cect ie tik a kill- you've done to others and the evil 

a“ ing an eagle althoug! e pro- they’ve done to you.—DePere Co. 
‘Next year our English mums will also tected by both state and federal law. Journal. 

be grown in pots and finished under Jt should not be difficult to appreciate =o 
lights. We are now experimenting with a that the real threat to human survival Mother always laughs at Dad’s 

complete life cycle under lights. We comes from vegetation feeders rather jokes—not because they are clever, 

have already proved that the bud can than the meat eaters and that we suffer but because she is—Viola News, 
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FIVE WISOONSIN ANNUAL MEETING— 

GARDENERS HONORED BLACKHAWK REGION 

Certificates of Recognition Present- S)\ f Garden Club of Wisconsin 

ed For Contributions to Horticulture, ash ay 7 | Friday, October 16 
Civic Improvement, Work With Or- 4 a = Community Building, Fort Atkinson 
ganizations and Conservation. , a we: The Blackhawk Region of the Gar- 
Five Wisconsin gardeners were pre- oer i] den Club of Wisconsin will hold its 

sented certificates of recognition at Gn Sa? J = A) annual fall meeting and election of 

the annual convention, Garden Club i) 4 he me officers at the Community Building in 
of Wisconsin, at Fort Atkinson on ey aa Fort Atkinson with a 6:30 p.m. Pot 
September 17. They had been elected (ee RAIA Aled o>. uuck Supper, on October 16. 

to receive the honor by the Boards These meetings have always been 

of Directors of their respective re- well attended and everyone has a won- 
gions. Hand engraved certificates When driving a car, let the passers derful time. An excellent program is 

were prepared and provided by the pass and you will be present. long after being prepared. All Garden Club mem- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Socie- they have passed. bers are invited. 

ty. 

Those honored were presented by 

the President or a representative of 

their respective Regions to Mr. E. L. 

Chambers, Treasurer of the Wisconsin 

State Horticultural Society who pre- 
sented the certificates. 
The certificates were presented al- 

phebetically by Regions. One given to 

Alec Jordan of Jefferson read as 

follows: 

THE 
GARDEN CLUB OF WISCONSIN 

AND THE 
WISCONSIN STATE. 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
PRESENTS THIS 

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE 
AWARD TO 

ALEC JORDAN 

IN RECOGNITION OF 
His substantial contribution to the 

welfare of the Jefferson Garden Club 

for more than 25 years; devotion to Receiving certificates of honorary recognition from the Garden Club of Wis- 

the successful culture of flowers and  consin and the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society at the annual convention in 

vegetables, and promotion of conser- Fort Atkinson, September 17, are, seated from left: Mr. and Mrs. Charles Braman, 
vation. ‘Waupaca; Mr. Alec Jordan, Jefferson; Miss Bessie Pease, Oshkosh; and Mr. Herman 

The certificate was signed by Mrs. Koch, Wauwatosa. 

Chester Thomas, President, Garden Introducing those honored for their Region are standing from left: Mrs. F. C. 
Club of Wisconsin; Mr. Arnold Nie- Wipf, Iola; Mrs. Wilbur Strohbusch, Jefferson; Miss Agnes Phillipson, Oshkosh; 

man, President, Wisconsin State Hor- and Mrs, Edgar Bergmann, Wauwatosa. 
ticultural Society, and Mr. H. J. 

Rahmlow, Secretary of the Society. § A Vv E T R E E § 

The Bramans Receive Award 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Braman of COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

Waupaca had been chosen by the TREES 
Central Region to receive recognition. LAWNS 

The certificate stated that it was pre- ‘ 

sented to them for distinguished GARDEN S 
service in “recognition of their many WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
yeare of lasting service to garden 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 

(Continued on rage 43) 
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: Our Garden Club Convention 
Paul Bunyan Highway Proposed. A Beautiful Zinnia Show Held. 

‘ Members Have A Happy Day. . 

A bouquet of orchids and sincere Region two members on the Executive it’s beautiful! Its tall trees are the 

thanks are due the Fort Atkinson Gar- Board. Saguaro, the Cholla, and the Josha re. 

den Club its very active committee It was voted to appoint a committee ferred to as “the grand mobile of the 

members as well as the other clubs in on yearbooks to prepare a new score’ desert”. 

the Bldckhawk Region for staging the card for judging them. Some of the flowers found in these 
largest annual convention the Garden —— parts are: Mariposa tulip; Pink Desert 

Club of Wisconsin has yet held. There OUR GARDEN CLUB CONVENTION yountain flower; Sand Blazing Star; 
were 187 registrations. A wonderful By Martha Getzlaff Koch, Wauwatosa gnow of the Desert; Desert Star; 

Program; a beautiful flower show, and The 4th annual convention of the Desert Primrose; Yucca lily; the 
a very congenial friendly spirit Garden Club of Wisconsin was held at Prickly pear of chartreuse, lemon yel- 

throughout made this convention one Ft, Atkinson on September 17th with low, rainbow, and gold and copper 

to be long remembered. Delegates an attendance of over 150. tones; and Staghorn and Pincushion 

came from long distances—Wausau, The convention was called to order cactus. 
and many clubs in the Central Region; by the President, Mrs. Chester Thom- After a fine luncheon a skit “Meet 
a bus load from the Milwaukee Region. as, Milwaukee. The response and wel- The Press” directed by Mrs. John W. 
The slides and talk by Mrs. E. A. St. come was given by Mr. Ray Breit- Dooley, West Allis, was given by the 
Clair, Pewaukee, on Arizona—Its weiser, President af the Ft. Atkinson Home Gardeners of West Allis. 
flowers and mountains, was delight- Garden Club. 

ful. The movie of wildlife shown Mrs. R. H. Sewell took charge of The Flower Show 

by the Rev. H. L. Orians of Monroe the business meeting which is report- The stage, landscaped by Mr. Har- 
was “out of this world”. ed elsewhere in this magazine. old Poyer, might have represented one 

Business Transacted Year Book Winners end of a garden, as the long tables on 

Important items of business were Mrs. Sewell announced that Year both sides of the dining hall filled 

transacted at the meeting. Books would again be judged next with the exhibits led directly to it. This 

It was voted to raise the annual dues year and that the winner this year garden had a pretty white fence along 

to $1.00. Each garden club member’ was the Wausau Garden Club which _ the front with two Globe arbor vitae in 

will pay their garden club treasurer scored 100. Second was the Blue Sky the center; two Pyramid arbor vitae 

$1.00. This amount will be divided as Garden Club of Colby; third, the 0m each end and tall Jack pine in the 

follows: 85c to the Wisconsin Horti- Home Gardeners of West Allis; background. In the center was an ar- 

cultural Society and the magazine Rosholt, Antigo and Wauwatosa tied  tistic white wire flower holder covered 

Wisconsin Horticulture; 10c to the for fourth. These were judged by the with zinnias. 

treasurer of the Garden Club of Wis- standard system. Arrangements, miniatures, specimen 
consin; 5c to the regional treasurer Delegates from different Regions re- blooms, and especially bouquets were 

for use in the region. ported on outstanding plant materials in abundance. Of the arrangements 
Blanks will be prepared by the in member's gardens. All reported hav- using vegetables and flowers, one of 

Horticultural Society and sent to all ing zinnias, the queen of annuals. the ribbon winners showed the use of 

garden club treasurers, after 1954 of- Next came the pleasure of hearing yellow and orange zinnias with yellow 
ficers have been elected, with instruc- Mrs. Gloria Rees Dunbar, lyric so- ‘omatoes at base. A Grecian urn filled 

tions for sending the dues to the pro- prano, sing “Let My Song Fill Your with orange zinnias with red dock and 
per officials. Heart,” “In A Luxemburg Garden” tan weed was another winner. Various 

PAUL BUNYAN HIGHWAY CRE- and “For You Alone”. colored zinnias looked attractive in a 

ATED. It was unanimously voted to Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, Pewaukee, shallow handled basket. A black-han- 

create a Paul Bunyan Highway pro- formerly of Wauwatosa, showed slides dled vase filled with pink, very double 

ject and to promote wayside parks on and spoke on Arizona, Land of Con- zinnias was outstanding. It was in- 
this highway for the benefit of the trasts. She and her husband followed teresting to note how many blue rib- 

many tourists who come to Wisconsin. the trails outside of Tucson and Phoe- bons were awarded the miniatures. 

This is a splendid project for the Gar- nix. There they found dull rock for- Best of all, were the many bouquets 

den Club of Wisconsin and all its mations in contrast to the painted with flowers of one or more colors, 

members—a challenge for the future. desert, a cottonwood tree against a either large or small in size. 

It was also unanimously voted to canyon wall. This is where one finds In closing, Rev. Howard Orians, 

increase the membership of the the largest stand of virgin pine, more Monroe, gave a sound movie film on 

Executive Board of the Garden Club actual forest than in any other state; Bird Lore of pictures taken along the 

of Wisconsin as follows: the Presi- abandoned mines; old pueblos and shores of Lake Michigan. Flowers 

dent of each Region and one addition- adobes left by the Indians; and exotic were also shown—there being a direct 
al member to be elected by the Re- flowers of various sizes and colors. connection between garden and birds. 

gional Board of Directors or at the The desert is like a different world When gardeners get together there 

annual meeting. This will give each because plant life is so different. And is always a friendly atmosphere. 
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0UR SUCCESSFUL CONVENTION LET THIS BE OUR GOAL GARDENERS HONORED 

By Mrs. Chester Thomas, (Continued from page 41) 
The 1953 convention at Ft. Atkin- 

son will be warmly remembered for Milwaukee, Wisconsin — a a oe on te ated 
a long time to come. It could be Your President has been a delegate ows and garden club programs, 

plainly seen that the group had put to many garden club conventions but their untiring devotion to successful 

a great deal of time and thought ‘oes not recall one that could sur- gardening.” 
into plans for the meeting, flower 888 in harmony and decorum our re- Award to Herman F. Koch 
show and luncheon. cently held meeting at Fort Atkinson. of Wauwatosa 

Ti Mr. Herman F. Koch had been The staging was very well done and Arrangements for the convention 

the many colorful zinnias against a Were complete in every detail and — ° the a an pool = 
background of evergreens made a 2%Ccommodations at the Methodist receive ie award. = e 
very pleasing picture. I especially Church provided surroundings and at- stated it was presented “in recogni- 
liked the zinnias peeking through ™osphere in keeping with the high tion of his aa pee of ie 

the low, white picket fence which deals of our members. gardening and the rams a 
was placed across the front of the The attendance was larger than at Plants, and substant contributi 
dire. any of our previous conventions, in- to garden and horticultural organ- 

: dicating interest and enthusiasm. izations.” One could have spent a great deal ° 

of time studying the many delightful, TTEtion meant hours of work and aise Bees Decne wel toown tor 
flower arrangements and zinnia spe- Corot and for all this we “are in- her work with the Oshkosh Horticul- 
ee cas ee Ges, ne debted to Mrs. Harold Poyer and her tural Society had been selected by 

ing activity. ““Wvith ‘weather perfect and with ev: the eward, whe oortifiets stated 1 
There were several “bouquet” type ery minute devoted to a full program, was presented “in recognition of her 

arrangements on display and no our day at Fort Atkinson is one to lasting contribution to the welfare 
doubt this round type will achieve he cherished and remembered. of the Oshkosh Horticultural Society, 
some popularity as it is a quick and Our Garden Club of Wisconsin is generous assistance at many flower 
simple way of arranging flowers. showing progress in good gardening shows, and the promotion of garden 
The barat a evo and horticultural achievement. club work.” 
be symmetrical. at is, ould ap- 

pear the same when viewed from all ' 
sides. When all foliage is removed 

from the flowers the result is insipid | Why Wait for Small Trees to Grow Up? 
and monotonous. I think the flowers 

show to better advantage when they I FG cntay a: tee ac cael Plant Larger Trees Save Years! 
in” appearance, and certainly the ar- i 

rangement is more interesting when or ori 
the foliage is left on. : he | ee 

a — ae pede Fe Si 
From all indications the zinnia pro- a ie ce ge 

ject was a huge success and I want ae Sl, : 

to thank all who participated in grow- ‘ ly 

ing and exhibiting the Queen of An- 2 — 
nuals—the Zinnia—By Mrs. Donald —" 
R, Kirkland, Milwaukee. Hort. Ch’m. Se 

CHICAGO FLOWER SHOW A haa 
PALMER HOUSE—NOVEMBER 28— 

DECEMBER 1 

“Christmas of Song and Story” is | WE SPECIALIZE IN PLANTING AND CARE OF TREES 
the theme of the 1953 Chicago Flower 

Show in the Exhibition Hall at the Fruit and Shade Tree Pruning being done now 
Palmer House, Chicago, Novebmer 28 

~December 1. C. 
The theme lends itself to a beauti- 

wage 
ful and colorful show and each class Complete Insurance overag 

has been prefaced wih an appropriate Call BLuemound 8-3363 
quotation from a well-known Christ- 
mas song or story. TREE SCIENCE 

_ & SERVICE CO. 
Enough is what would satisfy most 611 Maywood Ave. Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 

of us if the neighbors didn’t have 

Mmore.—Amery Free Press. 
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GARDENING IN OCTOBER HOW TO WATER 

Question: What is the advantage is: AESICAN VE 
of planting tulip and daffodil bulbs (( lar Methods of watering have probably 
deeply, such as 6 to 9 inches? ) 1 caused more controversy among 

= Q (i Saintpaulia growers than any other 

mee? ‘The depth of planting is ee 4 cultural detail. Actually, any mcthod 
DIE of We. Whice an tncecase of L\ #2 is satisfactory which keeps the soil 
er, ere ae Sncrenee IN ¢, moderately moist, keeps cold water 

ae, aT tae gorge to . om off the foliage, and prevents the 
Inches deep ee ween oO ‘ Ea crown of the planf from becoming 
wish to keep the bulbs blooming Lu 2 : and reniining wet Ga loog sa Ua 

yey Dns 7 aarti is recommend: ALT TU MINI water used is at, or slightly above, 
. eee: room temperature, plants may be 

Time To Cover Roses watered from either top or bottom 

Question: What is the best time WAUWATOSA GARDEN without danger of spotting the foliage, 

for covering hybrid tea roses? CLUB NEWS Watering From The Top 
. Apply enough water each time to 

Answer: A mound of soil should On Sunday Aug. 23, the Wauwatosa dutonily cntuvate the soil. Throw 
be placed over the stems of the roses Garden Club made a tour of the R. away excess water draining through 
before the ground freezes and also Ferge, W. Peterman, E. Bergmann, H. the bottom of the pot. If the con 

before any real heavy frost that might conrad, and J. Kornacki gardens with tainers don’t have drainage holes, be 
injure the cambium layer of the roses an outdoor picnic at the A. Frinken careful not to overwater the plants 
which are not yet dormant. It is not jome, . 

necessary to place the straw or marsh Watering From The Bottom 

hay over the mound of soil until af- On Tuesday Sept. 15, the Wauwatosa Watering Saintpaulias from be- 
ter the ground has frozen. Garden Club held its annual dinner jow ig very convenient and _satis- 

Question: How much soil should and forse show in the Wauwatosa factory, When water is applied to 

be placed over the stems of the roses? Presbyterian church. In terms of num- the container in which a pot is sitting, 
bers over a hundred entries of bou- jt moves up through the soil by capil- 

Answer: The higher the mound of quets, specimen blooms, fruits and arity, After the surface of the soil 
soil around the stems of the roses, vegetables, plus a few arrangements ecomes moist, the water left in the 
the more wood is kept alive for next speak well for a membership of less container should be removed. Some 

year’s growth and the stronger the than a hundred. The tables were growers keep their plants standing in 
bushes will be. beautifully decorated with flowers at small amount of water at all times, 

Question. There are many articles the head table. Mr. H. J. Rahmlow put this cannot be recommended as 
in magazines recommending roses to judged the show and later showed g genetal practice—From African 
be planted in the fall. Does this apply Slides of the newest in flowers. It was Violets in the Home, Circular 695, 
to Wisconsin? a huge success and due credit goes to niv, IL. 

Mrs. A. Frinken as general chairman, eee 
Answer: No, it does not. Since it 

is difficult to keep roses from winter and Mrs. Geo. Kruell as dinner chair- When you throw mud at someone, 

killing here, and since they must be man. remember you're the one that’s losing 

mounded with soil to keep them alive, By Martha Getzlaff Koch ground.—Burnett County Leader. 

setting out new plants simply in- 

creases the risk involved and also 
the amount of labor. Newly set bushes ercux f NK f <ieion 

would be less resistant to winter in- [= Les EES 4 penny ay a ry 
jury than those established. If you |1'| _% 7 ee be Se a SO ag? Pa 

La] Gan CaEDTA. WAR Vs STS aR) have purchased roses this fall, bury ita = ag > k 

the bushes—roots, tops and all in a |g Ngee Ge OP Go Oe 
little “grave” covered with about 6 [4| MA [.. ) of7Na Gaze) i IE\ QBS ailleua (PRESS™ 2S Seo SOT 
inches of soil. Dig them up as early as Ls] an” PY LN Se ge Co ae hal i MGS EN 
Possible in the spring and plant | | WY os WAU iun (Pn NOU 2g SP a Swnrscrn iE Cp e Peat tat f RSTO 
them. rl C7 LS Toto AR ore SO Ay OEM | 

biked dias igs ° aie] ohh tre \ 

a GD AR eZ, ee Se” Ae | 
te] en Sree | 

Unfortunately the man who has an ho’ Sia Seti hi, y | 

hour to spare usually spends it with yf | 
the man who hasn’t.—Arcadia News- |j»-| . 

Leader. CHART SHOWING CORRECT PLANTING DEPTH FOR BULBS 
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Favorite Garden Flowers 
Opinions Of Two Pollen-Allergic Ladies. Do You Agree? 

ANNUALS SY AOEE IDEAS FOR KEEPING HOUSE 
NP aes 

Kinds To Plant and Not To Plant ol PLANTS HEALTHY AND HAPPY 

Which of the annuals do you like and ! To keep a Norfolk Island Pine (Arau- 
an recommend to other gardeners, and a S caria excelsa) the delightful plant you 
which have you found distress you and \ enjoy, the temperature should prefer- 
should not be planted? We invite our f ably be under 70 degrees, the light in- 

Wisconsin garden clubs to make a com- 6 4 direct, the soil constantly moist, and the 
posite of the opinions of members on ; Peis! aN ty foliage sprayed frequently with tepid 

this subject. G gerdon water. 

In the December issue of the Green Children will find the following plants 

Thumb Garden Magazine of Colorado Perennials We Don’t Grow particularly interesting to tend: Pick-A- 

an article entitled “What Not To Put Back, because a smaller leaf grows atop 

In A Small New Garden” written as Key a larger one; Velvet Plant, because of 

“the views and opinions of two elderly, the rich color and velvety texture of 

pollen-allergic ladies” is quie in‘eres:- A—Poor habit of growth; B—Too the leaves; Maranta or Prayer Plant 

ing. Although you may not agree with much care; C—Irritating pollen. which “prays” at night as they do; 
their opinions we give them here as an Phlox, AC Fall Asters, AC “Catch-fly” plant that actually traps 

illustration of what we would like to Delphinium, AB Chrysanthemums flies and bugs; and the Weather Plant 
have our members prepare. ead B A con. ee whose leaves predict the weather. Two 

Day Lilies, xolden Glow, of the easiest planis for children to grow 

Favorite Annuals - Mertensia, A are Sansevieria and Philodendron. 

With the workless idea in mind, we When considering the continual well- Protect your house plants when the 
will not include annuals that require con- cared-for appearance of the garden we temperature drops to zero. Place both 
stant picking of heads or those that are frown on perennials that are attractive catdboard and newspapers between them 

rangy and spready. only at flowering time and which have and the windows, or remove them from 
Selected for their size and shape, their ugly foliage afterward or are unsightly the window sills. Many plants cannot 

variety of color, their cutting value, their at their base. Heavy, coarse flowers are Survive a severe chilling. If a plant has 

blooming season, and their relatively also banned, as well as those which at- suffered severe chilling or freezing, keep 
small demands: tract insects. it in a cool place and cut off dropping 
Gas Plant, Dictamus _tunias (some care Editor’s Commen:s: Do you agree leaves. Always use a slightly tepid or 

Zinnias (all types) but worth it) with the ladies, Not being pollen aller- room-temperature water in watering your 

Salpiglossis Sweet Williams ; ; plants. Sometimes it is better not to water gic we can not agree perennial phlox is 
White frilled Pe- Iceland Poppies an undesirable plant and have quite a them at all on extremely cold days. 

Annuals We Don’t Like few of them in our garden. They are Keep a Poinsettia warm and away 

very subject to red spider injury and from drafts. 

Key require a great deal of care, especially To intensify the colors of Coleus 

A—Poor Appearance; B—Awkward spraying or dusting. leaves, keep the plants in a warm, sun- 

= C—Much Care; D—Irrigating Pol- fiwcttattin 06 Caden Clakia ay as — also likes plenty of 

. gi rainage is necessary. 
Marigolds, ABC Cosmos, AB We would like to sugges: that each The escaping gas of a faulty pilot light 

Calendula, BCD Pansies, AC garden club President appoint a com- in a stove or refrigerator can be harm- 

Nasturtiums, AC Rosythorn Petun- mittee to make a survey of members and fy} to plants. 

Sweet Peas, ABC ias, AC Prepare similar — about annuals On cloudy days, substitute the light 

Favorite Perennials 7 oe shrubs and send them for from a 100-watt bulb for sunlight, and 

Selected for a number of good quali- p co place your plants just far enough away 
ties—neat habits, handsome appearance, Here’s a tip that may come in so they won't be burned. 

combining well with other flowers, frag- handy some day: If you should see Another idea for keeping your plants 
tance, long blooming season. just the eyes and nostrils of an alli- moist if you're going away over a hot 

Spring ‘flowering Garden Pinks gator above water, you may estimate week end is to put about 6 inches of 
bulbs English scented vio- his total length by allowing one foot water in a bathtub, place bricks in the 
Iris * dets of body for each inch between the water and set flower pots on the bricks, 
Roses (must be Ferns eyes and nostrils. If you are not good with the water barely touching the bot- 

Sprayed) Lilies-of-the-Valley at estimating inches, it is sug- toms of the pots. Evaporation helps to 

Lilies English Primroses gested that you carry a small pocket keep the air moist around the plants and 

Shasta Daisies ruler. the pots absorb some of the water. 
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‘ DISTRICT CHAIRMEN; 

Wisconsia i e Newton Boggs, Viroqua en ee Ceping Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 
. M. L. Osborne, Beloit 

+ quuasmmnes 9] seo) Len. Otto, Forest Junction 
Herbert Reim, Watertown 

a Official organ of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association E. Schroeder, Marshfieki 

OFFICERS: 

Re 2788 Segpetten. Exesident Mrs. Leslee eee Ps 60, Me- Alan Nosbare. Pt, 1, Ft. Atkinson, 

President ‘Treasurer. 
—_—— 

Wise OUR BERS TH 'OUTORES 75th ANNUAL CONVENTION 

xoctaber Bs the end of the veer for WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 
stop laying. The bees fill the cells of Fort Atkinson — Municipal Building — October 29-30 
combs above the brood cluster with WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28 

honey if any is available from the low- 8 p.m. Meeting. Board of Managers. 
er brood chambers—placing it above 

the area where the cluster will be dur- THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29 

ing the winter. SCHOOL FOR BEGINNERS. Led by John F. Long, Chief, Div. of Bees and 
October is the best month for feed- Honey, and Staff. Program includes round table discussion on starting with bees, 

ing colonies—after the brood has packages, working with bees, extracting, etc. School will be held on both October 

hatched. The bees will then place the 29-30, 

sugar syrup in cells upon which they 8:30 am. Registration. Fee 50c. Enter honey exhibits. 
will cluster later on. An ideal brood 10 a.m. Welcome by Farold Heine, Pres., Jefferson Co. Ass'n. 

nest for winter is one that contains Convention keynote. By William Judd, Pres. Crop report and colony condi- 

honey in all combs in the upper brood tion. Review by beekeepers. Conducted by Allan Vosburg. 
chamber excepting the center two or 10:30 am. Address by E. C. Martin, Extension Specialist in Beekeeping, Mich- 
three combs, which should be about igan State College. 
one-half full of honey. If there is pol- 1:30 p.m. Address by Newman Lyle, Sheldon, Iowa. . 

len below the honey in the combs up- 2:30 p.m. Inspection report. By Mr. John Long, Madison. 
on which the bees feed during January 3 pm. Business meeting. Reports, etc. 
and February, it will help in producing 4 pm. Meeting. Wisconsin Federated Beekeepers. 
maximum brood rearing. 6:30 p.m. Banquet. County Agent William Rogan, Jr. Master of Ceremonies. 

In October we can inspect our col- FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30 

onies for foul brood, if this has been 8am. Tour through G. B. Lewis Co. Plant in Watertown. 
neglected during the busy summer and A 
fall months, Cells with holes in 10 am. Convention re-convenes. nnouncements, etc. 

tein looking dark and shrunken, will 10:15 am. Address by Carl Killion, Chief Apiary Inspector, Paris, Ill. 

: : 11:15 a.m. Address by Dr. C. L. Farrar, Central States Bee Culture Laboratory, 
be visible at the close of the brood Madisea: 

Tearing seasoh and’ should: be exam- 1:30 p.m. Business meeting re-convenes. Election of officers. 
ined. It is a good time, too, to intro- 

2:30 p.m. Demonstration on honey handling equipment. By Mr. C. D. Owens, 
duce new queens, but our experience Dept. of Agric. Engineering, U. W 

with this project has not been too suc- pt * Eng oi 
cessful—it took too much time to find HONEY EXHIBIT—ANNUAL CONVENTION 
the old queens. If a beekeeper has the All beekeepers attending the convention are urged to bring honey for the ex 
time to introduce new queens, they hibit. Each jar must be labeled. 

will be readily accepted from the mail- Class 1. Six 1 Ib. jars of Wisconsin Fancy White honey. 
ing cages and will then be present Class 2. Six 1 lb. jars of Wisconsin Golden honey. 

. during the late winter and early spring Class 3. Six 1 lb. jars of Wisconsin Dark honey. 
build-up. Class 4. Three sections of Wisconsin Fancy White Comb honey. 

Now is the time to cull our colonies Premiums on each class: Ist prize, $1.50; 2nd prize, $1.00; 3rd prize, $75. ‘Two 
—destroying all those that will not be _ jars from each exhibit receiving prizes will be served at the annual banquet. 

profitable next year or which may SCORE CARD 

not be able to survive the winter. A Quality of honey—40; Sales appeal in jars—30; Sales appeal of label—30. 
small, weak colony, with a poor queen . —_— SSSSSSSSSsehesessssSSSSSSSF 

found now, should be killed so as to WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PROGRAM at Fort Atkinson on October 29-30. 
save the honey and pollen for pack- The Women’s Auxiliary of the Wis- However, the program was not avail 
age.bees next spring or for feeding. consin Beekeepers Association will able, as we go to press, from the pro 

There is usually considerable pollen have their annual meeting in connec- gram committee. It will be published 

in the combs of such colonies which tion with the Beekeepers Convention in Badger Bee at a later date. 
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will be of great help to colonies short LIFE MAGAZINE FEATURES BEES HONEY WANTED 

of pollen next March and April or Wanted Wisconsin honey in all 

fr artng ext package bees TH SePtumbr SRD lf Tf6 grade, mien sna Pens Pl Sb 
Guard Against Mice tures and a short article about bee- oan — Schultz Honey Farms. 

Field mice are migrating from the keeping. The pictures were of Ray- 

grain fields now and looking for nest- mond Presnell, an Appalachian moun- 

ing places in sod or shelters as under tain beekeeper who handles bees with- 

bee hives, for the winter. All colony en- out a, shirt and has a cluster of bees Let Us Take Care of Your 

trances must be carefully closed to forming a beard. On the second page, C ° N ds 

prevent them from getting in and he is completely covered from his eyes ontainer ee 

building their nests among the honey to his knees with a cluster of bees. 5% discount on $ 50.00 Orders. 

combs—a most destructive process. The article states: “Stripped to the 10% discount on $100.00 Orders 
Close the lower entrance with mater- waist and using only a captive queen GLASS JARS 

ial that cannot be chewed by the mice as bait, Presnell calmy demonstrates 
or they may get in. the unusual and hair-raising art Qiese- Econ- Sh. Wt. 

| Feeding Sugar Syrup ee know as ‘growing a bee 5 Ib. Jars, per omy 

The best method for feeding sugar . reshipping cocton $ .62 10 Ibs. 
syrup is by using the 10 Ib. friction —_ 2 Ib. Jars, per 

l with about 20 hol reshi; ‘carton pai al ut 20 holes punched in WISCONSIN WINS AT a ipping ins 80.68 11 Ibe 

the cover. Don’t have the holes very iceneamenectrnectsr 
NATIONAL HONEY SHOW 1 Ib. Jars, per 

large or they may leak syrup. reshipping carton 

Use 2 parts of sugar to 1 part of Wisconsin honey scored high at OF 24 eeeeeceeeneeeees 1,20 1.00 11 Ibs, 

very hot pe stir well - make the American National Honey Show % &. Jars, per 

the syrup. We feed by inverting the held in connection with the Minne- OF 24 we 95 92 Ibs, 
pail over the hole in the inner cover, 2% Ib. Jars 
propping the pail up with a 14 inch Sta State Fair in the Twin Cities. | 7% Ib Squate Jars 
stick. The bees will take the syrup Mr. Walter Diehnelt, of Honey Acres, carton of 12 ........ 1,10 12 Ibs. 

through the cover hole and then the Menomonee Falls won two first and Sample ne potter each— 
pail can be easily removed when they two third prizes on entries of ex- 

Sot wots * we sae is nea tracted and candied honey. The blue TIN CONTAINERS 
r 4 pails o: Fi ith Bail 

syrup. Strong colonies with a vigorous ribbons were secompanied by silver riction Top Pails Price Sh. We. 
queen may use as much as'75 to 80 trophies. 5 Ib—Per Carton 

pounds of stores by the next honey * 2 each ..........§ 6.00 27 Ibs. 

How in “May. of 100—13c each ..... 11.65 46 Ibs. 
Will sugar syrup be a better food 10 Ib—Per Carton 

for the bees than dark fall honeys Hone of 50—18c each .......... 8.75 44 lbs, 

and will it prevent dysentery? That y 60 Ib, Square Cans, 
in bulk, each .................. .62 3 lbs. is debatable and we think evidence e 60 Ib. Square Cans, 

is against that being the case. Containers per carton of 24 _...... 14.80 72 lbs. 
Se 

Is. Al Write for Label Samples 
x sae INGEN sn et be aed Celloph: Wind F Cart STATE FAIR 5 lb., 3 Ib., 2 Ib., 1 bb, 8 oz, glass jophane indow Front tons 

jars. We can make immediate ship- all sizes 
The Wisconsin Beekeepers Associa- | ment. Per 100— 92°35 Py Z00-$10.95 

tion had a very nice exhibit of honey Complete line of bee supplies. er _1000—$21. 
at the Wisconsin State Fair this year. (also used equipment). Decorated Cellophane Wrappers 
A large and attractive booth was built We are always in the market for Per 100—$1.30 Per 500—$6.30 
for the sale of honey and manned by Honey. Per 1000—$12.55 

telays of members of the Wisconsin We will buy your beeswax or trade 

Beekeepers Association. Another for supplies. AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
booth had frames from a full brood Write for complete price list. Manufacturers & Jobbers 

chamber of bees arranged vertically Bee Supplies 
so that visitors could see the con- Honey Acres BOYD WISCONSIN 
tents of a bee hive. The queen was 

Pointed out many times by those in | . Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
attendance who talked to the crowd 

over a loud speaker. The demonstra- HONE VANTE 

tion interested many consumers in HONEY WANTED C 

—- “atin feel h that the 1 State color, flavor and amount you 
e si ‘eel, however, that the lo- 

tation of the honey exhibit in what have in first letter. Will pick up and 

Was formerly the old sheep barn, P@y cash. M. H. Lyons, Logansville, 
leaves much to be desired. Wisconsin. 
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| WEDMAEC SISSON'S oie | 
| Ol W2900 J. H. Phillips, Mgr. | 

| TYPEWRITERS 
| ADDING MACHINES | 

Either | 
| Standard or Portable 

Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection | 

ORGANS 
. | We Rent Portable Organs 

Anywhere in the U.S.A. by 
the Month. 

| 3 to 5 Octaves | 

| PEONIES 
| Order Now from the Finest 

All Makes and ‘Types and Largest Selection in Wis- | 

of Typewriters and conte. Over 2,000 Varieties J, #1. Philips digging = fine peony | 
| Addin Rented to Select From. c si us for roots. 

) or Sold Ail Over the ULS.A. WRITE —— | 
I 

H S I S & O N , S Rosendale, Wisconsin | 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 
Jf 

; f ) Gy, Bs BE SURE you are getting the most for 
&- your money by buying Root Quality 

, f' J J Bee Supplies. They are built to last 

CUA LIT for years. 

Bee SuppLics 
Your Wisconsin Root Dealer will be . 
pleased to serve you. 

Mt. Horeb—Ranums Bee Farm, R. 3 

Oshkosh—H. E. Greenwood, 1620 Delaware St. 

dj] Kewaskum—A. H. Seefeldt 

The A.I. Root Co. Medina, Ohio 
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Wisconsin Apples On TV 
The Milwaukee Journal's: TV Show—''What's New In The Kitchen" 
Features ‘Apples In Holiday Mood" 
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How Light Is Effected By Filler Trees 
Excessive Shade Results In Poor Yield, Size And Color Of Fruit 

By A. A, Piringer and W. G. Brierley 

' Department of Horticulture, University of Minnesota 

The usefulness of filler and semi- investigators have reported light in- are formed in the well lighted parts of 
permanent trees in an apple orchard  tensities in the interior of dense head an apple tree. Experimental shading 

long has been the subject of argu- reduced to as little as 10% of full has reduced fruit bud formation to 

ment and controversy. The chief mis- sunlight (1,300 f. c.) and in extreme zero. It is well known that in the 

take has been that such temporary cases as low as one percent (130 f. c.) lower interior portion of an apple tree 
trees have been left too long in the Light intensities are highest in mid- head fruit production is greatly re- 

orchard thus leading to crowding, summer with the strongest light at duced, size runs small, and color is 
excess shade, poor yield, size, and mid-day on the south side of a tree. poor. Partly because of these known 

color on lower branches, poor growth Brightly lighted clouds may add ma-  egfects_ of shade, pruning practices 

of mulch crops, and other difficul-  terially to light intensities by reflec- jaye been developed such as “Thin 

eee: Hoa: Wood” pruning, thinning out to admit 
Planting Distances Effect of Light on Fruit light, “Clover-leaf” or “Wedge”, pat- 

Invorder:thet)comparisons could be Bud Formation terns etc. Hand thinning of the fruit 
made between trees planted at the As a general rule more fruit buds according to the “Graduated Space” 

| permanent distance of 35 feet and 
rees set at only hi at ce, C” cues (ouaen ae ae TREES wiTH PERMANENT SPACING 

Haralson variety was planted at the ® ® 

Fruit Breeding Farm in the spring 
of 1982, Trees in the “Permanent” 

block were set on the square plan at 

35 x 85 foot spacing. In the “Filler” J / es 

block permanent trees were planted Vj - Z 7 a 

on the square at 35 x 35 feet in line / ff 7 © 

with those in the “Permanent” block. if 7 7 / Jf J 
Semi-permanent trees were set where / J J / ( 7 

diagonial lines between permanent ; (a) J. ] “4 (1) Js 

trees intersected. These trees were v4 it ra /, 
spacd at approximately 25 feet from “A - 

the permanent trees. Filler trees were e-—- — -— -8F ft- — ee D> 

set on the square and in line with —> NorrTn 

permanent and semi-permanent trees. 

Spacing between all trees thus was TREES WITH FILLER SPACING 
175 x 17.5 feet. @ @ @ 

Effect of Light 
Investigations carried on elsewhere 

have shown how greatly light inten- @ @ {\ ® / 

sity is rated at 13,000 foot-candles. 7 7 fe ¢ 7 7 7 / / / > 
At about 1,100 foot candles suppose- Jf mA / fly My / /, 71 
edly all the sugars manufactured in [i ® / /)', @,; Ad / ® iN/ 
the leaves are used by a tree in Lf A Ja, ‘fl Al’, / \. 

growth or other life processes thus . / WH ia \ Lop yf / \V/ 

leaving no surplus for storage. This iy LO LAL Ky |) 

is known as the “Compensation Wy fy Wy Ay Yy 

Point”. In many cases light intensi- My, Up iL UM Ys U7 My; 

ties in the central and lower portions <— --—- oe —-yy - 
of a tree are far below this point. < ee _ 776 Fe. 2 
A study carried on in an Ohio or- — “GOS Fe.— —_— — 

chard showed that light intensities —> VRTH 

in the center of tree heads frequently = HOW LIGHT INTENSITIES ARE DECREASED THROUGHOUT THE 
amounted to only one fourth of full “HEADS” OF TREES 

sunlight (about 8250 foot candles). “1, Shows full sunlight having 13,000 foot candles of light. “2”. The “Outer 
We can ‘expect that light intensities Shell” ot hake £:500 fo 8,000. aaa’ ae ee with only oc to 1,600 foot 

will rabl; ‘owth ° vy Mbt mead deta, tree tiger in, tow” point is. about 1,100 foot candles of light when supposedly all ongars 
juriea, pruning treatment, ete. Some manufactured in the leaves are used by a tree in growth, leaving no surplus for 

a ’ storage and fruit production. 
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method also reflects the known re- filler trees. Due to this interlacing of and the competition for minerg 
duction of light intensities in the 2 to 4 feet shade wascontinuous along foods and water. 

interior of fruit tree heads. oe oe rows — .. Legal How To Use Filler Trees 

Crowding By Filler Trees reach 
ik 7 ; portions of the heads except in the In conclusion, it can be said that 

In the “Permanent Spacing’ block i filler trees should be used only whe a be very limited areas in the centers of re 
at 16 years of age the space between the squares, As sh in the figure, there is a full understanding of their 

pat ts bong bape Nag outer ea light intensities throughout most of effects upon mineral foods, water and 

o! ese tree heads were expose the heads of trees in the “Filler light conditions. Also, to use semj- 

to full sunlight sometime during the Block” fell into Class 3 ranging be- permanent trees will double planting 
day. This condition is shown graphi- tween 500 and 1,600 f. c. Thus the costs, and when both semi-permanent 

cally in the accompanying figure. bel lightea “ ” ‘i and filler trees are used planting The “Filler Block” trees, 8 only tter lig ‘outer shell” of the 
ler Bloc! ) Spaced heads was materially reduced to the costs will be quadrupled. To offset 

17.5 feet apart, had crowded so much these additional costs, yields durin, disadvantage of tree performance. In J ie 
by the 16th year that their branches “Perman i the first twelve to fourteen years 

ther, or interlaced, an aver- the “Pe ent Space Block” all of the should be eatly increased. T! 
grew pa te t al th << and “outer shell” of the trees was exposed |, - gr v e - The 
age of two feet along the rows to full sunlight for at least part of “Filler Block” of Haralson trees at 
many trees interlaced as much as 1), g the Fruit Breeding Farm produced a 
four feet. ay: crop of over 1200 bushels per acre in 

In general there was little differ- Lack of Light Effects Production 11, y9th year. When land costs are 
ence between trees in the “Permanent The low light intensities in the low- not high it may be best not to use 

Spacing” compared to “Fillers” rel- er portions of the tree heads appear fillers because of the very common 

ative to light intensities in the heads © be closely associated with the de- j raency to leave them in too long. 
_ velopment of “Thin Wood”, poor bud of the trees. In either case light in. fe ST 

t ities dropped rapidly as soon as ‘ormation, and with the poor size and Y R 

color of the fruit produced in that OBERE ESEAROH 
recording instrument was moved into 

portion. Obviously it will be the best Time Of Harvest And Spray Chemi- 
the shaded outer portions of the tree 

practice to prune out “Thin Wood” cals Effects The Size, Firmness, and 
heads. Within the outer 3 or 4 feet 4 Chemical Composition Of Sour 
of the heads, as measured a foot from and in many cases to follow the old Giizeiea 

the ground, light intensities fell from time practice of pruning to open the 

the 13,000 f. ¢. of full sunlight to be- e848 somewhat so that light can According to O. C. Taylor and A. E. 
tween 2,500 and 8,000 f. c. depend- penetrate deeper within the tree. In yyitchell of Michigan State College, 

ing upon density of the heads. Varia- ‘lense heads it may be desirable to reporting before the American S0- 
tions were due to pruning, tree vigor, ©P€" UP three or four “lanes” into ciety for Horticultural Science, sour 
winter injury, or breakage. Under the center thereby not only admitting cherry trees sprayed with an organic 

comparable conditions light intensi- ™ore light, but also making spraying fungicide or insecticide tended to pro- 
ties in the “outer shell” of the heads "4 harvesting easier. duce fruits with a lower content of 

averaged about 3,500 f. c. The accom- Close Planting Results In soluble solids, total solids and total 
panying figure shows how light in- Root Crowding sugars than trees sprayed with an in- 
tensities probably are decreased Of course some items other than organic fungicide or insecticide. 

throughout the tree heads. light need to be considered relative Fruits produced by trees sprayed 
In the inner central portions of the to use of fillers. Roots are known to With an organic fungicide in combina- 

tree heads, where shade was heavier, spread several feet beyond the tips tion with an organic insecticide were 

light intensities dropped to 1,600 f. c. of the branches. Therefore roots will definitely lower in soluble solids, 
or lower. In some cases intensities crowd long before the branches inter- total solids and total sugar content 

as low as 500 f. c. were recorded. ace. When the roots are crowded than fruits from trees sprayed with 
These variations again were due to there will be severe competition in inorganic compounds. Fruit from the 
pruning treatment, tree vigor, in- the soil for water and mineral foods organic spray treatments tended al- 
juries, etc. In many cases intensities to the detriment of the trees. Minne- 80 to be larger than fruits from the 

in this portion of the tree heads were ota in general can be classed as a inorganic spray treatments. 

considerably below the “Compensa- “Marginal Area in relation to rain- The time of harvest appeared to 
tion Point” at 1,100 f. c. fall occurring during the growing sea- have as great or greater influence on 

. In the heavy shade in the central son. In the Twin City area average the firmness and chemical composi- 
portion of the heads close to the rainfall during 50 growing seasonsfrom tion of sour cherry fruits as the 
trunk light intensities rarely were a8 April to October has amounted to spray chemicals used. The soluble 
high as 1,000 f. c. and often fell a8 about 20 inches. This is only slightly solids, total solids and total sugar 
low as 300 f. c. In this portion there more than the 18 inches said to be content of fruits from all spray treat- 
is, of course, the cumulative effect of the minimum requirement for good ments increased significantly during 
shading from all higher parts of the performance of an apple tree. When the two weeks following the first pos- 
heads. fillers are left in too long competition sible date of commercial harvest. 

Effect of Interlacing Branches for water may seriously affect the During this same two-week period 

The principal difference between trees. It is desirable not only to know the fruits became significantly Jess 

trees in the “Filler Block” and those how light conditions vary within tree firm, then became more firm during 

in the “Permanent Spacing Block” heads but also to “look beneath the the last part of the harvest period 

was the interlacing of branches of the surface” to picture root distribution until the fruit began to shrivel on the 
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trees. The average diameter and With a few exceptions, storage con- There was about 45% No. 1 fruit, 
weight of cherry fruits increased ditions call for a temperature of 30 2%” and up in the old orchard but 
rapidly during the first 3 to 5daysthe degrees F., or slightly above the freez- about 80% No. 1 fruit in the young 

fruit could be harvested commercially ing point of apples, and a relative orchard. We did a poor job of spray- 
then changed very little as the pro- humidity of 85%. A few varieties ing the tops of those tall, old trees 

longed harvest season progressed. grown in certain regions are suscep- and believe me, those tops won't be 
___ tible to low-temperature disorders and there next spring. 

h to be sto: STORAGE TEMPERATURE a tae ie caus i pean The entire 20 acres was irrigated 
FOR APPLES Bulletin “Marketing Ai ctivities”’ by once during the hot spell near the 

Complex chemical changes in the pPMA—USDA. , end of August. Had to “lift” the wa- 
tissue of apples continue during ripen- ter 110 feet and used about 100,000 
ing until the fruit becomes overripe gallons per acre. This job required 90 
and unpalatable, with subsequent co!- eee ean Po _ hours of hired labor, 40 hours of my 
lapse. The changes are retarded as own labor, 275 gallons of gas and 

the temperature is lowered; thus the By Albert A. Ten Eyck, three days work with two men to 
storage life of the fruit is lengthened. Broadhead, Wisconsin haul pipe in and out and set up the 
Research has shown that at 30 de- pumps. It was not a cheap operation, 
grees F. about a fourth more time is This past year I took over an old but results seemed good. A few trees 
needed for apples to ripen than at orchard which has increased my in the old orchard that were not irri- 

32 degrees. Apples standing in an or- WO0rk load nearly 100%. I paid for gated had much smaller fruit on the 

chard at 70 degrees may ripen as much Ver 600 man hours of labor pruning average. Our drought was probably 

in 3 days as they would during a this old orchard of 10 acres in addi- more severe than in some other sec- 

month’s storage at 30 degrees. When tion to doing considerable work on tions. 

held in a cold-storage room that has it st on I cous bait Paton that the Gales here at the farm have never 

2 of" 36 Fyrsigetton ong 400 iz only ihout Balt Gone. been better and we sold over 200 
end an legrees al e other, ap- The old orchard required 80% more in October. 
ples, although alike when stored, wll spray material than a 10 acre block bushels; on one Sunisy to be 

become overripe in the one place but of my own which is 11 years old. However, apples don’t seem to 
remain in excellent condition in the Picking costs per bushel in the old moving out of the stores as well as 

other. orchard were 20% higher. last year. 

Packing House Supplies 

Decorative Fringe Top Pads—19” Shredded Tissue 
Basket Liners Accordion Conveyors Hiatt Packing Forms 

GIFT BOXES : Mouse & Rabbit Bait 
For Xmas Boxes. Hold 24, 12 and 18 Apples. Bu Poisoned Oats Tree Wraps 
shel and % Bushel Sizes. Place Your Order NOW 10 and 25-lb. Bags Ye" Hardware Cloth 
So We Can Order for Your Needs. Peter Rabbit 24 and 36” Width 

Pints - Quarts - Gallons 

AMMONIUM NITRATE FERTILIZER 

Place your order Now. For Delivery any time available. 

MACHINERY 

Apple Graders Rotary Snow Plows 
Apple Cleaners and Polishers Rototillers 
Onion Graders and Cleaners Bolens Tractors 
Air-Powered Jacobson Pruner Snow Plows 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
227-29 Cutler St. 

P.O. Box 535 Telephones: 

Waukesha, Wis. Waukesha 4107 or 8716 
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It’s Hard To Beat 
The Kind Of Fruit Grown At 

Waldo Orchards 
One of Wisconsin’s most experi- pipes pis Hee Tih it. and a small crop per tree, while too 

enced and successful orchardists is : i % sa >) = much may throw McIntosh into bien- 
Mr. Arno Meyer, Waldo Orchards, eee Bast nial bearing and result in poor color 

Waldo, Wisconsin, in Sheboygan Coun- > on most red apples. Mr. Meyer's opin- 
ty. Arno determined to become a fruit b eh “= ion is, however, that some nitrate 

grower as a young man and stuck to fertilizer must be given each year fo: 

it in spite of adversities; he succeeded 4 most profitable results. 

and today not only has a fine, large or- 

chard, but has interested two sons, Spraying Cherries 

Fritz and Bill, in the business which Mr. Meyer sprayed his cherries with 
is certainly to the credit of both Mr. rt a mixture of 9 pounds of Tennessee 

and Mrs. Meyer, because so many copper, 9 Ibs. of lime, and 6 Ibs. of ar. 

farm boys are leaving the farm. / — senate of lead in 300 gallons of water. 
Best Varieties of Apples a == The lead was used to control curculio. 

Waldo Orchard consists of about Golden Delicious apples of good ae oat ee oe cia the lene 

two-thirds McIntosh, a good plant- size and an excellent set, produced as were still on the tres on (etahen 6:45 ing of Cortland and Red Delicious, 9 result of “snip pruning” by Bill 4 Getiaition ae 
with Golden Delicious as fillers in Meyer at Waldo Orchards. With the B00 . 

some sections. The third variety is addition of nitrogen fertilizer there Pruning 

Secor as the best late apple. Several was excellent new and the aw , 

older varieties are also grown. leaves are large wr en in size. Older trees need careful pruning “ 
Comments on varieties by Mr. get a profitable crop of fruit” said Mr. 

Meyer: the best early variety is Mel- standard and new varieties. The Hibe~- ‘a tesa buuvetun thse tame ecaen al 
ba and the only one he wants. He is nal stock is excellent for both Red and tions of Dr. R hake rts: low. aia 
taking out his early McIntosh. Milton Golden Delicious. It is fine for Secor; them eo tt will wat: be niacabeaty, to = 
also sells very well, and he likes it. in fact, it does not dwarf any of the more: ‘than’ an: 18 ‘foot: ladder: Attar 
The Beacon is of such poor quality that leading varieties. that, all weak growth will be thinned 

Alaa Vitesse o. ooo Virginia Crab apple, however, is out to give better light conditions with- 

quality apples didn’t like Beacon and quite variable, and severely dwarfs a _ in the trees. “Snip pruning” or cutting 

they didn’t like to sell them. Wealthy number of varieties. In fact, there back all older branches that have 

is an old standby, but doesn’t sell well was such an excellent demonstration stopped growing will be practiced on 

any more. People just want a better of the effect of dwarfing at the Meyer all varieties except McIntosh. | 

variety and are willing to wait orchard that we plan a separate arti- Sp 

The Snow apple trees are being cut cle on this, subject in a future issue. raying 

down and the new Spartan from The dwarf trees were loaded with At Waldo Orchards lime sulphur 

British Columbia will replace them. fruit; were only about 6 or 7 feet tall, was used for scab control through the 

The Northwestern Greening is a good easy to spray, easy to pick, and if petal fall spray. Then fermate was 

cropper, grows to large size and sells planted close enough together, might used. Arsenate of lead was used with 

¥ . produce a large crop per acre. Mr. every spray. Spraying was done every 

well as 8 cooking apie, so they will Meyer is definitely interested in the Monday morning using a Bean Sprayer 

continue: that variety. possibilities. with a LowBoy Spray mast with 3 
By “end pruning” or “snip pruning” nozzles, at 600 lbs. pressure. When the 

the older Golden Delicious and the Fertilizers wind chani ged, spraying waa. done from 

Se penelope ae Mr. Meyer uses approximately 259 the other side to cover both sides of 

an increased amount of fertilizer was lbs. of ammonium nitrate fertilizer per the trees. The motto at Waldo Or- 

added. Son William Meyer is very 27 broadcast over the orchard floor chard is to keep the trees covered with 

much interested in the new “snip prun- by the use of a spreader. He has ob- spray to get good fruit. One spray of 
ing” method, suggested by Dr. R. H. tained excellent results on cover crop DDD was used for leaf roller in late 

Roberts, an a has so pruned a large growth and good growth on the trees. June and it gets them according to 
nudober of trees Leaves were of a good dark green Mr. Meyer. Since “breakdown spots’ 

. color. The fact that the apples had a had been observed on certain varieties, 

Top Working and Dwarf Trees high red color indicates that he did 5 Ibs of borax was used in 300 gallons 
At Waldo Orchards there is a most not apply too much fertilizer. Orchard- of water in one spray because they 

interesting demonstration of the ef- ists must continually study the ques- feared a shortage of boron in the soil. 
fect of using Hibernal and Virginia tion of the amount of fertilizer to ap- He also plans on using some potash 
Crab apple stocks for top working ply. Too little results in poor growth fertilizer next year. 
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The Honor Roll 
1958 WISCONSIN APPLE Stoeber, 1625 Capitol Ave., Madison; ROCK COUNTY ORCHARDISTS 

INSTITUTE PAID MEMBERSHIPS  . J. Telfer, 524 Ashland Ave., Green HAVE TOUR 

Mr. Armin Frenz, Cedarburg, Treas- Bay; Albert Ten Eyck, Pine Bluff . A very interesting orchard tour and 

urer of the Wisconsin Apple Institute Fruit Farm, Brodhead; Albert J. clinic was arranged by County Agent 

sends the following list of paid-up Theys, Luxemburg; Thompson and Frank Campbell of Janesville, for 
members for 1953, as of October Ist. Marken, Rt. 4, Kenosha. Rock County Orchardists on October 

Oswald Bachman & Co. Rt. 1 — R. L. Waehler, White Belle Farms, 12. Growers met at Davidson’s pack- 
Thiensville; William Basse, Rt. 6, Box pasineel big ag aoe Maple ing shed in Milton where varieties and 
412, Waukesha; A. K. Bassett, Ski-Hi rove Farm, ? vel ; Martin packing methods were studied and 

Fruit Farm, Rt. 4, Baraboo; O. Bol- Wetzel, Rt. 1, Thiensville; Oscar talks were given by Fruit Extension 
liger, Bayfield; Dr. S. R. Boyce (El- Wiechert, Rt. 2, Cedarburg; Kurt T. specialist George Klingbeil and Sec- 
lery Teach, Mgr.), Sunrise Orchards, Wiegand, Cleveland; Martin Wiep- retary H. J. Rahmlow. The L. H. - 
Gays Mills, king & Sons, Rt. 2, Cedarburg; J. R. stringer orchard was then visited 
John C. Bremer, Rt. 1, Adell; Arthur Writt, Rolsen Orchards, Ellison Bay; where pruning methods, orchard cover 

Rt. 4, Box 356, West Allis; "8° E. Wunsch & Sons, Rt. 1, She- crops, and varieties were discussed. 
Brunn, 2 - ’ boygan; Young Bros., Decoraland, a 

Walter Clemens, Rt. 2, Thiensville; Galesville; Frank W. Meyer 4040 W. COMMENTS ON RED 
William F. Connell, Rt. 1, Menomo- Layton St. Milwaukee; A. D. David- MELBA APPLE 

nie; Mrs. Oscar Conrad, 4880 S. 108th on, 9589 N. Port Washington Rd., 
St., West Allis; Phillip Dell, Waldo; H. Milwaukee. “I was interested in your note on 

A. Dvorak Bros., Casco; Ben Ela, Ela Red Melba apple in the September 

Orchards, Box 187, Rochester; Virgil Associations issue of Wisconsin Horticulture.” 

Fieldhouse, Dodgeville; L. R. Fischer, The following County Fruit Growers Writes Professor J. C. McDaniel, De- 

Hastings, Minn.; Armin Frenz, Frenz Associations have renewed member- partment of Horticulture, University 
Orchards, Rt. 2, Cedarburg; John W. ship in the Wisconsin Apple Institute: °f Lllinois. “We have fruited it here 

Fromm, Rt. 2, Cedarburg; Grover Ozaukee County Fruit Growers Ass’n., for several years and like it. Trees 

Bros., Wing-Haven Orchards, Rt. 1, Armin Frenz, Rt. 2, Cedarburg Sec- Were obtained from the Central Ex- 

Galesville; Frederick Gygax, Rt. 2,  Treas.; Racine County Fruit Growers periment Station in Ottawa, Canada. 
Box 188, Waukesha; Arthur Halbig, Ass’n., Ben Ela, Box 187, Rochester, We find it consistently better colored 

9 Crocker Ave. Sheboygan Falls; Sec,-Treas; Milwaukee County Fruit than Melba, except on one tree which 

Marshall Hall, Hall Enterprises, Cas- Growers Ass’n., Alfred J. Meyer, Sec.- Teverted to the original striped type. 

co; Herbert Hasslinger, Nashotah; ‘Treas.; Rt. 2, Box 318, Milwaukee; The Red Melba seems always to be 

A. T. Hipke & Sons, Hipke Orchards, Washington County Fruit Growers ‘lightly later in maturity and some- 

New Holstein; Arthur Kittinger, Cale- Ags’n., County Agent E. E. Skaliskey, What smaller fruited than the original 

donia; Frank Krause & Sons, Foun- post Office Bldg., West Bend, Sec. Melba, though still of good size. 

tain City. Sheboygan County Fruit Growers “Melba, of either strain, makes a 

The Larsen Co., 314 N. Broadway, Ass’n.; B. Halbig, Sec. Sheboygan much better apple for us than does 

Green Bay; Henry Mahr, Hillside Falls, Wis. the Early McIntosh. On account of 

Farms, Rt. 1, Caledonia; Earl R. Mc- Waukesha Co. F.G.A. Mrs. Lester its dropping tendency and uneven 

Gilvra, Rt. 4, Box 66, Baraboo; Alfred Tans, 227 Cutler St., Waukesha. ripening on the tree, it is not recom- 

Meyer & Sons, Meyer Orchards, Rt. 2, —_—__—_ mended for large scale commercial 

Box 818, Milwaukee; Joseph L. Mora- OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS, planting in Illinois, but it appears to be 

wetz, Hickory Valley Orchard, Rt. 4, WISCONSIN APPLE INSTITUTE one of the finest varieties for a home 

West Bend; Nieman Bros. Orchards, Officers of the Wisconsin Apple apple planting. We are so recommend- 

Cedarburg; Oriole Springs Orchards, Institute are: President: Gilbert Hip- ing it, with preference to the Red 

A. C. Ellsworth, Richmond, Ill; Mearl ke, New Holstein; Vice-President, Melba when trees are available. 

eee Crystal River Fruit tenry Mahr, Caledonia; Secretary- “One of our staff noted that meadow 
, Waupaca. Treasurer, Armin Frenz, Rt. 2, Cedar- mice seemed to leave Melba trees alone, 

Aloys W. Pfeiffer, 2809-21st St. Ra- burg. while girdling many trees of other 

cine; G. C. Pieper, Pieper Fruit Farm, Board Members are: (Exp. ‘53) early apples in adjacent rows. Has 
Rt. 2, Oakfield; W. C. Powers, Ellison Armin Frenz, Gilbert Hipke, R. L. any “mouse-resistance” been observed 

Bay; Rasmussen Farms, Rt. 4, Osh- Marken, Kenosha, and Mearl Penne- with Melba in Wisconsin orchards?” 

ae ~ smart moan tae, becker, Waupaca; (Exp. ‘54) Henry Editor’s Note: We will be glad to 

. ays 3 Bigelow le, Mahr, Don Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay, ear if any of our orchardists have 
Rosa Orchards, Gays Mills; Robt. Harold Steffen, Cedarburg and Al- observed any “mouse-resistance”. 

Sacia, Sacia Orchards, Galesville; J. bert A. Ten Eyck, Brodhead; (Exp. 

©. and H. J. Schubert, Kickapoo Or- ‘55) Arthur K. Bassett, Jr., Baraboo, 

chard Co., Gays Mills; Russell H. Bigelow Lourie, Gays Mills, Robert Some day an automobile driver will 

Smith, Rt. 4, Waupaca; Bayward Sacia, Galesville, and C. J. Telfer, beat a train past a railroad crossing. 

Sprengel, Rt. 3, Waukesha; Ed. H. Green Bay, —Marion Advisor. 
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i V bl Berries and Vegetables 
° 9, Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 

Pres., Harry Barlament, G Vice Pres., Dr. Charles Swingle, 8 tu! Bay; 2nd Vice Pres., Chris Olson, Berlin; Sec.-T: » 
nea Box 147, Fort Tddnen.” Bicester vw. Van Lare, Oetseme worst Glen ‘Schwarz, Renesas Charles Braman, Waupaca; Charles cad 
ing, Green Bay; Gerald Hipp, Janesville. 

OBSERVATIONS ON WISCONSIN'S ~~ SOME NEWER CULTURAL 
STRAWBERRY INDUSTRY —_—_ = PRACTICES FOR 

By Geo. C. Klingbeil, => ey (Za, = VEGETABLE GROWERS 

Dept. of Hort., U.W. . LIN = John A. Schoenemann 
Some of my greatest pleasures and el Ay { rate 4 \ — Department of Horticulture 

disappointments have come as a result q \t 4 5g | a= Foliar Feeding 

of visits with Wisconsin’s strawberry NM i N t {\ ae Spraying very dilute nutrient solu- 

growers. Some growers are success- ee oe AE a tions on the foliage of various vege- 
fully growing strawberries as a cash () N= ) p oon % table crops has been shown to tem- 
crop, others again are losing money. — a porarily correct deficiencies of nitro- 

Wisconsin has a reasonably good gen and some of the minor elements, 

strawberry market in the population “The ability of some plants to absorb 

centers of the state and fits into the .trawberry industry, probably account- certain plant nutrients through their 
harvest season when the bulk of ber- ing for a greater loss than any one [eaves has been demonstrated by re- 
ries from competitive areas are gone. item, Capital outlay for a small duster %¢8Pch workers. However, in general, 

Wisconsin soils are generally favorable 4; sprayer is minor in comparison to foliar feeding should be regarded as 

for strawberries and during most sea- other costs. Irrigation is growing in ‘tYictly supplementary to a well-bal- 
sons there is sufficient rainfall. Var- importance and gaining in popularity. anced fertilization program for vege- 

ieties well adapted to Wisconsin con- Question any grower presently using table crops. 

ditions are available. What then makes an irrigation system. The stock reply To Correct Nitrogen Sho ‘i 
a successful grower successful and is, “I wouldn’t be without it.” 
what causes other growers to fail? Foliar sprays of urea solutions are 

It has been my observation that in dg tonnes an wa oe especially helpful in correcting tem- 
order to produce strawberries success- ently murveing a strawberry breeding porary ae sean i. a 

taly, several, factors must. be; cons rogram and has several promisin; cocl, wet weuthoe: Five oounte of da sidered and certain management prac- Pp ; P = cool, wet weather. Five pounds of 45% 

tices must be carried out. seedlings. Experimental work is con- urea (NuGreen) applied in 100 gallons 
tinuing on fertilizing strawberries as of water per acre as a foliar spr 

1. Select a favorable site. Avoid Y pray tea Se 1 it is well as application of several types of can be used to furnish additional ni- 
vost pockets, Sandy loam Ao Pre- summer mulches. New and promising trogen to such crops as onions, cab- ferred, h strawberries will d = . " erred, however, strawberries 0 varieties are being tested at several ph; cauliflower, cele! ers, sna] 

well on most soils except those that ase , FY, Peppers, Ensp am. Pl locations in the state. The virus-free beans, sweet corn, and tomatoes. As 

e Sel Seties that adaptea strawberry program being conducted much as 20 pounds per 100 gallons may 
. Select varieties that are adapt: at the Peninsular Branch Station, be used on carrots, parsley, and pota- 

to Wisconsin conditions. Larger grow- HB vs me Sia: iaallAl conmacitny” be ate he Sturgeon Bay is well under way. The toes. Urea can be safely mixed with 
remeron ng, on 8 above will be a continuing program. —_any insecticides and fungicides which 

small basis, the promising new var- 
ieties. With the information strawberry ®T¢ regularly used as sprays on these 

8. Carry out a mulching and fer- 8Towers have at hand and what new Gee en an — a 
tilizer program. information is found each year I sin- rea solu' i not clog or corrode 

4. Follow a pest control program eTely believe that Wisconsin's straw- spray equipment. 

each year. Insect pests are causing a erry industry can be a growing one. For Minor Elements 

far greater loss than most growers ———___—. Various materials can be used as 
realize or are willing to admit. The new foliar sprays to temporarily correct 

pest control materials if properly used ONIONS should: not, be; heat-cured, deficiencies of boron, magnesium, 

will do an excellent job of strawberry ®4vises Univ. of Wis. Ag. College, manganese, and iron in growing vege- 
pest control. Madison. Tests proved the high heat table crops. Usually it is best to cor- 

5. Irrigation eliminates the risk of treatment (100° & 130° F) causes rect soil deficiencies of any of these 

drought and may be helpful in the much weight loss with shrinkage & Clements by direct application of & 

prevention of frost injury during il Best : field- suitable fertilizer material to the soil 

bloom. ao en mee eld-curing, before planting. However, in cases 

It has been my observation that the © blowing air on onions stored in Jere soil reaction is above or below 
lack of strawberry insect control is ins, finishing with temperatures be- the moderately-to-slightly acid range 
responsible for considerable loss in the tween 60° & 80° F. (pH 6.0 to 6.8), soil applications of 
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guch minor elements as iron, man- THE WORLD'S BIGGEST NATIONAL VEGETABLE 
ganese, and boron may become FOOD CROP—THE POTATO GROWERS MEETING 

“fixed” poe et oe » By Hugh C. Cutler The Vegetable Growers Association 
ts. Here foliar ing can o a. het The potato is not only the world’s of America will hold its 45th Annual 

suc P. most important vegetable but the an- Convention in the Chase Hotel, St. 

Solutions of manganese sulfate or nual harvest of potatoes is larger and Louis, Mo., on November 30- December 

chloride at the rate of two to five heavier than that of any other food “% 198. 
pounds per 100 gallons of water per crop. In the period 1946-48 the annual The American Vegetable Queen Con- 
acre have been used to temporarily world potato production averaged test closed October 15. Nine States 
correct manganese deficiency in beets, slightly less than 8 billion bushels as have selected queens and will send 

onions and tomatoes. Application is re- compared to approximately 7 billion them to St. Louis for the convention. 
peated if symptoms reappear. Here bushels of rough rice or 6 billion The pro; t the convention will 

too, these nutrients are often mixed bushels of wheat. However, the actual 2 7 
give vegetable growers 4 full days of 

with the insecticide and fungicide ma- calorie content of the cereals is great- rials bei d on the cro highly educational activities and un- 

te nB used o} Pp. 7 —_— rai patra contains about usual entertainment covering every 

Iron (ferrous) sulfate at the rate of ae i F tos end 2% ern and segment of vegetable production, mar- 

one to two pounds per 100 gallons per 0 19% starch. e potato 1s a Na keting and research. 
tive of South America but about 90% 

acre can be used to correct iron de- 
ficiency, which sometimes occurs on of the world’s crop is now grown in Dr. J. C. Walker To Be Honored 

rather alkaline soils. Europe, about % of it in Russia. Pota- Dr. John C. Walker of the Univer- 

toes grow especially well on the light sity of Wisconsin, Department of 
To Correct Boron Deficiency = Soci soe of erm Plant Pathology has been selected to 

urope: ‘% of the world’s po- receive the 1958 Vegetable Man of the 
Two pounds of borax per 100 gal- tato crop is harvested in the United Year Award wveunnel by the Vege- 

lons per acre applied every seven to States but we are still the largest pro- table Growers Association of America, 
ten days for a total of five to eight qucers in the New World and usually di is icati has been sat sed t in recognition for his outstanding con. 

ee cero to t sine _" ri ° grow far more than we eat.—From tribution to the vegetable industry in 
pe : nico ee nati . Lone Missouri Botanical Garden Bulletin, the field of plant pathology. The award 
emer vee © crope:é e May 1953. will be presented at the convention. 
on-deficient soils. 

Magnesium sulfate (Epsom salts) at 

the rate of four pounds per 100 gal- 

lons of water per acre has proved o °. 

beneficial to potatoes and tomatoes on A Christmas Gif t 

magn -deficient soils. It is sug- ‘ ey . ; ‘ ; 
eniumn-deficient: soils, S Sug Give a membership in the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

gested, however, that where such de- and this magazi t friend lati for Christ 
ficiencies are known to exist before igazine to your triends or relatives tor ristmas. 

planting that they be corrected with Every month the magazine is delivered you will be remembered. 
suitable amounts of dolomitic lime- ss 3 . . . . 

‘deus: . With the gift you may also help increase the interest in horti- 
culture. 

For supplying the major elements, . . ; 
phosphorus and potassium, it seems The Society will send you an appropriate Christmas message 
best to depend completely upon soil for the persons to whom you make this gift. 

applications of phosphorus- and potas- 
sium-bearing commercial fertilizers. Ses cesses sesso esses ese sess seenseeesesssesessseesee 

Plants require these elements in far ¥o::The Wh jn State Horticultural Society 
oO: ie isconsin jai lol ultural 

steater amounts than can be effective- 424 University Farm Place, Madison 6, Wisconsin 
ly supplied through supplementary 
foliar sprays. Dear Secretary: 

To Be Continued Enclosed find $1.25 for which please enroll as a member: 

NON Gt iscivsscsiseinssiissavessssssinsnsineansccsceiseacns sstsssatensuscasatsatesccasntcaetiscsuastsenbccustescsetbcesustccatbsseectsiuss 

MO _— he Soci id id Wi: in Horticul fe ($2.50 fe ) in the jety and sen isconsin Horticulture for one year; Ns for two years. 

IRRIGATION COMPANY Also send me a membership card and Christmas message for them. 

Represented by 

H. D. Roberts 
Black River Falls, Wis. ress 
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Nursery News & Notes 
For The Wisconsin Nurserymen's Association 

Pres., H. W. Anderson, Port Edwards; Vice Pres., R. H. Gieringer, Milwaukee; Sec.-Treas., Thos. S. Pinney, Sturgeor 
Bay; Enrror, Leland Jens, Wisconsin Rapids. Directors: Chas, Hawks, Wauwatosa; Vincent Frantel, Kenosha; John Ge 
man, Fond du Lac; W. G. Brown, Hartland; L. L. Kumlien, Janesville; Frank Thierfelder, Milwaukee. 

THE “GRANDPA” OF WISCONSIN ings which he helped landscape are 

NURSERYMEN the Racine County Court House, 1930 

Mr. August Trautman who with id —31; Office building of the Johnsons 

two sons operates a nursery south of ea Wax Company at Racine about 1933 

Milwaukee near Franksville is called Aer and the Racine Water Plant. 
“Grandpa” by fellow nurserymen, ee He is very active at the nursery 

landscape gardeners and customers a and follows through from propaga. 
alike. . 4 tion to the ultimate sale of the stock. 

M Due to his special interest in his 

He will be 90 years of age on his mV work, he seldom has time to be away 

next birthday December 23. He was ms from his business but he always looks 
born near the Wartburg Hisenach, forward to attending the State Nurs. 

Germany. erymen’s Convention for renewal of 

He is well known for his friend- friendships and the exchange of 
liness—always ready with a personal stories. He hopes to see the gang 
greeting. His jolly nature is always this winter. 
remembered. es 

A CHRISTMAS TREE TEST 
With a family background of hor- 

ticulture it was natural and an old By Leland) 1. /Jems,; Wiscensist, Rapids 

world custom for him to follow along The question of just which kind of 
in this line. After serving in the Ger- free to uy for the, Christmas tree 
man Army he spent three more years . Teoccurs each year. Perhaps it is 
with an expedition for the govern- Mr, August Trautman, a “Grampa” not a question of which one is “best” 
ment into Africa. The object, among of Wisconsin Nurserymen, who, at’ so much as it is a question of ample 

others was to lay the ground work 9% years of age is still active in watering while the tree is in use. 

for some horticultural projects. nursery work, Mrs. John Winn, office Secretary for 
a the Wisconsin Horticultural Society 

Shortly thereafter he came to the ANNUAL CONVENTION investigated the question last year by 

United States and worked as a gar- Wisin Nurserymen’s Association Purchasing a White Spruce, a Nor- 
dener on estates on Long Island, then Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee way Pine and a Balsam Fir from a 

on to Pennsylvania and Ohio and December 2-3-4 typical Madison lot. She obtained the 
finally settling down at Manistee, The Second annual Short Course dates of cutting from the Nursery- 
Michigan, then a very busy little» nurserymen will be given on the ™an and handled the three trees in 

place. first day, December 2. the same manner. All were immedi- 
He took up selling nursery stock. ately put in pails in the basement, 

Besides doing landsca: work, he watered with a thin syrup of one cup 
oll eid e ctatetan od sie Mf the late Mr. Welch founder of the Mount of sugar to one quart of water, placed 
larger orchards planted in this lo- Arbor Nurseries. in stands and set up one week before 
cality, Among his customers were About 1911 he came to Racine, Wis- Christmas. The observations were as 

some of the “greats” of the lumber ©MSin to manage the property of the follows: 
industry of the last generation. late Frank Kellogg Bull, president Balsam: Cut November 27th. This 

of the J. I. Case Company. He was tree required a great deal of water 
Many of the nurseries that he sold instrumental in building up and re- put needle loss was negligible. It was 

for or bought of are only memories storing a Civil War estate called still a usable tree when removed. 
in the minds of some of the nursery- “f7olly Hedge” at Camden, South Norway Pine: Cut November 16th. 
men now. To name a few one would (Cgrolina for Mr, Bull, Mr. Trautman Required very little water after first 

recall the Chase nursery of New and family resided at Holly Hedge watering and lost about a dozen 

Sauls, ee a aoe genet from 1919 to 1924. needles. Needles were still firm at the 
. - ” On coming back to Racine he _ time of removal and those lost may 

Hawks and others. He still prizes Worked for a short time for Mr. have been the old needles which are 
very highly a beautiful gold watch william Horlick and in the meantime normally shed in the fall. 
which was presented to him by the he and his two sons started the White Spruce: Required lots of wa- 
Hawks Nursery Company for being present nursery which comprises ter with little loss of needles until 
their top salesman, about 1908. He about 80 acres. taken down when it shed heavily in 
was also a very good friend of the Among the nationally known build- handling. 
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| 
All were in heated rooms although 

the Spruce was nearest the radiator. Trees For Our Lawns And Gardens 
ot ea any, ot 72 ee 6 aie Timely questig@s and answers about Question: What Oak has the most 

maintained by hot water heat. — our use on ee = brilliant red foliage color? 

These trees were put up a week be- Haliatin "of Poniier uhewasiion. pub- Answer: Scarlet Oak, Quercus: ose: 
fore Christmas and remained, heavily ished by the Morton Arboretum of nee & now growing Species | eine 

decorated for three weeks. (Most Tuisle, Illinois. These answers were so particularly: well, in sandy jsoil.. ‘The 
Christmas trees are used two weeks timely for Wisconsin gardeners that =n Ose — palustris, 
or less). we express our appreciation to the #0 colora:\apectaculatly. 

While any of the three trees fill personnel of the Morton Arboretum Question: Is there a red foliaged 

the requirements for a Christmas for the valuable information they lawn tree which retains its coloring 

tree, if there are no facilities for wa- publish in their Bulletin. SS oe om a kee 
» 

tering the tree or if watering is to Question: What disease resistant King Maple, Acer platanoides Schwed- 

be neglected, it is best to choose be- shade tree is recommended as a sub- jeri ni “Crimson King”, whose 
| tween the Balsam Fir and the Norway stitute for the American Elm? 1 ere , 

. On the other hand the Spruce leaves are as dark in September as 
| Pine P! Answer: Thornless Honey Locust, they were in Spring. 

| is generally the fullest and to many, Gleditsia triacanthos inermis, a shape- : 
the best Christmas tree on that ac- | Question: What birch has the whit- 

ly, comparatively fast growing tree 

count. It is well to specify a Wiscon- Whose fine textured foliage permits est bark? 
sin grown tree, for other things being maintenance of a perfect lawn be- Answer: The Canoe Birch, Petula 
equal, they are fresher because trans- neath its shade. The podless (stamin- papyrifera Specimens planted in 

portation time is less. ate) form known as the Moraine Lo- partly shaded, moist locations live 

Se cust is more uniform in outline and longest. All birch are subject to the 

Wwinted INES oF retains its foliage later in the fall. ae Bronte Birch Borer, how- 

EVERGREENS on a the fastest grow- Question: Which hawthorn has the 
The man, whatever his profession, . most typical umbrella shape? 

who deals with things that grow, can toe ees Hint a cnet Answer: The Dotted Hawthorn, 
be certain not only of death and ‘m), us pumila, a weak woode: Crataegus punctata, a wide spreading, 

species subject to breakage by wind . 
taxes, but also of the whimseys of flat-topped species of all season in- 
nature that make life difficult, yes, ®4 ice and to insect and disease at- | 
but also gives life its challenging ‘®Cks; Soft Maple, Acer saccharinum, ” 
wst. To the plant owner who in 80 weak wooded and subject to Question: Is there a hawthorn of 

Spring looks on the ravaging of a breakage; and Sycamore, Platanus oc- columnar outline? 
severe winter it seems like something cidentalis, a tree useful only in moist Answer: Yes, the Washington Haw- 

less than zest. Every fall carries the locations. thorn, Crataegus cordat (syn. phaeno- 

threat of an approaching season that Question: What trees should you Pyrum) exhibits a distinctly fastigate 

can bring minor to severe injury. avoid planting near water mains, sep- abit. Older trees tend to become 

Evergreens are somewhat vulnerable tic drains, tile lines, ete? rounded. 
to the season for they do not enter Answer: Willows, Poplars, Alders, Question: What Crabapple has per- 
a period of as complete a dormancy and other fibrous rooted subjects. sistent fruit which will provide winter 

as most plants. Question: Are Japanese Cherries food for the birds? 

Have Pati: suitable for this area? Answer: The Japanese Zumi Crab, 

The first prescription that might ‘Anewer:/ No, most) of them sre 'tend- ie HUA Grea come, apn 
be written for the affliction called © and even ‘the hardicst apecies ‘are of the winter. 
‘winter injury’ is: Patience. For there subject to flower bud injury during . 

isia, common’ tendency. t d severe winters. Prunus subhirtella and Question: What are some good red icy to underesti flowering les? 
mate the marvelous recuperative P. yedoensis are the most reliable. Crabapp! 

Powers of nature. There was abun- Question: What are some small trees Answer: The Purple Crab. Malus 
dant expert opinion after “the year appropriately scaled for ranch type Purpurea; Eley Crab, Malus purpurea 
of the bad winter” to the effect that houses? Eleyi; and Lemoine Crab, Malus pur- 
all had been lost. It was severe. Even Answer: Allegheny Shadblow, Amel- PUTe® Lemoinel (the darkest of all). 

many native plants which are norm- anchier laevis; Amur Maple, Acer gin- Several new “varieties such as “Crim- 
ally hardy all the way to Hudson Bay nala; Canoe Birch, Betula papyrifera; son Brilliant” are also promising. 

were severely affected. Five years Cockspur Hawthorn, Crataegus crus Question: Is there a dwarf Crabap- 

later little evidence remains of the galli; Dotted Hawthorn, Crataegus Pile available for planting in areas of 
damage of that winter, although some punctata; Japanese Tree Lilac, Syrin- limited extent? 

of the exotics had been injured tothe ga amurensis japonica; Japanese Answer Yes, the Sargent Crab, 
Point where replacement was the Zumi Crab, Malus zumi calocarpa; Malus Sargenti, a white flowered spe- 
mcre prudent. It is a once-in-a-cen- Washington Hawthorn, Crataegus cor- cies of horizontal habit whose nature 

(Continued on page 64) data. height does not exceed 6 or 7 feet. 
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OUR COVER PICTURE 

* “Apples in Holiday Mood” was the 

85th Annual Convention title of this television show on Ereta 

WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY Getom's “What's ew Tn ‘Pho Kite 
a 7 ; program over WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin Apple Institute on October 20th. This was the second 
Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac —<= = 

November 16-17, 1953 From left to right the picture shows 
pos Nancy Vorpagel, Assistant; Joan 

PROGRAM MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16 Hood, Wisconsin Apple Institute's 
Publicity Director, and Breta Griem, 

8:30-10 a.m. Set up fruit exhibit. See October issue for premium schedule. i addition ito he toe alters a 

10 am. Call to order by President Arnold Nieman. Announcements. Milwaukee Journal Station, Joan 

The apple maggot threat in Wisconsin. Observations on plum curculio control. Hood also appeared on the Green Bay 

By Dr. C. L. Fluke, Dept. of Entomology, U.W. television station, and three times on 

10:30 am. Problems in Apple Insect Control. By Dr. Don Dever, Department Madison TV stations. 
of Entomology, Univ. of Wis. Full page articles in leading Wis- 

consin Dailies—Racine, Waukesha, 
11 am. Moisture studies with different types of culture under Door County wijjwaukee and other papers, with pic- 

conditions. By Dr. F. A. Gilbert, Peninsula Branch Station, U.W. Sturgeon Bay. tures and recipes sent by Mrs. Hood, 

11:45 am. Opening of business meeting. Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. give an idea of the tremendous amount 
Nomination and election of officers and members of the Board of Directors. of publicity the Wisconsin Apple In- 

12 M. Luncheon meeting. Board of Directors, Wisconsin State Horticultural stitute arranged for our fruit, growers 

Society. Luncheon meeting. Board of Directors, Wisconsin Apple Institute. 1S APP! TED 

1:45 pm. Fertilizing the apple tree. By Dr. J. R. Magness, Director of Horticul- A letter from the Department of 
tural Research, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland. Horticulture, Michigan State College, 

2:30 pam. New materials for control of apple scab and other diseases. By Dr. States: “This is an unsolicited testi- 
J. D. Moore, Dept. of Plant Pathology, Univ. of Wis. a = . bed the ae 

ion you put out. is comes after 
3:30 p.m. Growers forum. Questions and ae about disease and insect ieeking diouwh the October issue just 

control; mouse control. Led by Marshall Hall, Vice President, Wisconsin State at hand. Cordially, H. B. Tukey, 

Horticultural Society. Head, Dept. of Horticulture.” 
Annual Banquet SS 

6:30 p.m. Ball room. Retlaw Hotel. FERTILIZERS APPLIED ON ~~ 

Presentation of 3 Honorary Recognition Certificates. ae esi saee om MEET 

Farming and Fruit Growing in Western European Countries, illustrated with REQUIREMENTS 

colored slides. By Dr. J. R. Magness, Beltsville, Md. The results of experiments on leaf 

“Gateway To Health”. Colored movie on the value of eating apples for health. applications of nutrients to vegetable 
By the National Apple Institute. pias ene ee _ ay 

only a small portion nutrien 
Auction. Prize winning bushels of apples. quirements according to research at 

. Tuesday, November 17 Cornell Univ. of New York. Report- 

Joint Meeting With Wisconsin Apple Institute ing before the American Society for 

9:30 a.m. What Eastern Growers are doing with fruit thinning sprays. By Dr. Horticultural: Geience) the: researchert 
stated that experiments were con- 

J. R. Magness, USDA, Beltsville, Md. ducted to determine the response of 

10:30 a.m. Growers forum on chemical thinning of apples; harvest sprays; field-grown beans and tomato plants 
apple P es oa prepeckegicn: new containers. Leader: George Klingbeil, Fruit to) goliar applications of nitrogen and 

’ . ° hosphoric acid, Urea and phosphoric 
11.30 a.m. Business meeting. Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. aaa men did not deaiteantey in- 

12 M. Luncheon and business meeting, Wisconsin Apple Institute. Election of crease yield. In the greenhouse, 

Directors. President Gilbert Hipke, New Holstein, presiding. All growers invited. growth response was obtained to the 

1:45 p.m. The new orcharding—progress in solving problems which beset old foliar application of nitrogen when 
orchards. Dr. R. H. Roberts, Dept. of Horticulture, Univ. of Wis. nitrogen was the limiting factor 
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WOMENS AUXILIARY PROGRAM TO ALL APPLE WORMS: 
Annual Convention Four score and seven days ago a 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society nels ae an Oe 
new moi mn, Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac, November 16-17, 1953 and dad te the piepeaniea tant 

PROGRAM, MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16 all apples should be worm free. 

10 am. Call to order by President Mrs. Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg. Announce- Now we are engaged in a bitter 

ments. war, testing whether that human, or 

Zinnias are “Garden Glories” and Iris are “Garden Orchids”. By Mrs. D. R. any human so conceived and so 
Kirkland, Milwaukee. educated can long endure. We are 

10:30 am. Question and answer period. met on an apple, a battle field of 
10:50 a.m. Shrubs for garden landscape. Illustrated with colored slides. By Mrs. that war. We intend to dedicate a 

Chester Thomas, Milwaukee. portion of this apple and of every 

11:30 am. Annual business meeting. Election of officers. apple for those who have given their 
12 M. Luncheon. No plans. lives that some human might suf- 

1:15 p.m. How the apple dishes were judged. Prizes awarded. fer. It is fitting and proper that we 
My Favorite five recipes for hot dishes. By Mrs. Lillian Moehrke, Home Econ- 40 this. 

omist of the Wisconsin Power & Light Co., Fond du Lac. . But in a larger sense, the brave 

2pm. Festive lighting. Featuring Thanksgiving and Christmas arrangements. By worms who have struggled here have 

Mrs. Roy H. Sewell of Milwaukee. consecrated this apple far above our 
4pm. Tea for members and guests. power, All worms will little note nor 
6:30 p.m. Annual banquet. Crystal Ballroom. See Horticultural Society Program long remember what we say but they 

for details. can never forget what their fellow 
Committees worms did here. It is for us, the liv- 

BANQUET TABLE. Mrs. Gilbert Hipke, Chm., New Holstein; Mrs. Mearl ing worms who shall someday be 
Pennebecker, Waupaca; Mrs. Marshall Hall, Casco. dedicated here to finish the work 

EXHIBITS. Miss Bessie Pease, Ch'm., Oshkosh; Mrs. Irving Lorenz, Milwaukee; which they who have fought here so 

Miss Agnes Phillipson, Oshkosh. nobly started. It is for these worms 
AFTERNOON TEA. Mrs. Armin Frenz, Ch'm., Cedarburg; Mrs. Mearl Penne- that we have increased strength and 

becker; Mrs. C. W. Clausen, Ripon; Mrs. C. J. Telfer, Green Bay; Mrs. Marshall Hall. resolve that they have not died in 

WELCOME. Mrs. Wallace Freund, Ch'm., West Bend; Mrs Charles Braman, yain—but that this apple and every 
Waupaca; Mrs. R. H. Roberts, Madison; Mrs. E. L. White, Ft. Atkinson; Mrs. Oscar other apple shall have a wormhole 

Conrad, West Allis; Mrs. Don Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay. and that our species of the worm 
RESOLUTIONS. Mrs. Lolla Meyers, Hales Corners; Mrs. Dawson Hauser, ghall not perish from this earth—By 

Bayfield; Mrs Arno Meyer, Waldo. Caryl Joan Robers, Lake Geneva, Wis. 
NOMINATIONS. Mrs. R. L. Marken, Kenosha; Mrs. Arthur K. Bassett, Jr., ~ . 

Baraboo; Mrs. William Connell, Menomonie. TT 

PREMIUM LIST NO MAGAZINE IN DECEMBER 
WOMEN’S Auxiliary Exhibits . 

Apple dishes: Bring a pie or apple dessert made from the new Wisconsin Apple It has been customary .for some 
Institute recipe bulletin, “Use Wisconsin Apples 53 New Ways”. years to omit publication of Wiscon- 

Recipe must be shown—either copied or in marked copy of bulletin. If you sin Horticulture during the months of 
have not received a copy of the bulletin, write Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, July and December. You will there- 

424 University, Farm Place, Madison 6, Wis., for one. fore not receive a magazine next 

Arrangements: Fruit and/or vegetables with or without other accessories for month; but we will be with you again 
holiday season. in January. Merry Christmas! 

Premiums: Judging will be by the Merit System. Awards: Excellent, $1.00; very 
good, $.75; good, $.50. 3 
Notice: All food entries will be served at A 

en Sees ES . Help Fight TB © 
A resident back from a short vaca- FRUIT FARM FOR SALE . 

tion at the race track reports that FOR SALE: Highly developed fruit oa . - 

they do things differently. At the farm near Bayfield, Wisconsin. 60 

tace track, he says, they have win-  aores in all, 86 acres in fruit and other 

dows that clean people.—Spooner cash crops. 1100 apple trees, 5 acres eA -y oe 

Advocate. strawberries, 9 acres raspberries, loam LG a ) 

= soil, Has all necessary equipment. oO e 

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS FOR SALE New five room dwelling with furnace. SS © 
Terms. Also several other combina- 

New and used irrigation systems of 11) fruit and dairy farms reasonably (& suits as “- 
Popular makes for sale at all times. iceg, For further details write Har- 
Erio Franke, Rt. 5, Sturgeon Bay, ry Peterson Agency, Ashland, Wis- _ a 

Wisconsin. consin, ‘ Buy Christmas Seals 
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DIRECTORS 

£ Toland Shaw, Mion 
r; e f, 2 “4 G. H. Thompson, Manitowoc 
ladio Us ( ings Ralph Burdick, Edgerton 

= Dr. R. H. Juers, Wausau 

EP ETE Charles Melk, Milwaukee 
John Bayless, Two Rivers 
Paul Beers, Port Washington 

, Madii For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Te ponilttta: aes Ghdboy zen 
President Vice President Secretary Arthur Kottke; Oconto 

DR. R. H. JUERS CHARLES MELK MRS. JOHN BAYLESS Ed Lins, Spring Green 
Wausan Milwaukee Rt. 2, Two Rivers Jerry Merchardt, Marinette 

DR. aa. EASTEN Joveph ely afanitowoe 
315 Washington St., Wausau E J. Nshealow, Madison, Ex-offi: io 

—— 

HARVESTING AND STORING Storage ANNUAL MEETING REPORT 

GLADIOLUS BULBS My racks for storage are removable The annual Fall meeting of the | 

By Everett Van Ness, and are taken out of the basement Wisconsin Gladiolus Society was held 
Clinton, Wisconsin and placed in the garage. There I in Milwaukee on November ist with 

t use an oil burner and about 3 electric @ good attendance. There were 22 old 
wane = a “s Sten ton fans tohelp circulate the heat around and new Board members present. 
most growers, especially when you the trays when they are first brought The Financial Report showed the 

ion in good financial condi- grow several hundred varieties and in and placed in the racks. This saves organizat! 7 

seedlings. a lot of space and helps to dry them tion as follows: submitted by Dr. H. 

In the field this year I used the out more rapidly. You can also hang A. Kasten, Treasurer: 
cultivator on my John Deer H Trac- 2” electric fan above the ones you Income 

tor for plowing the bulbs loose, but ave in paper bags and help dry Balance April 3, 1953 ..........$ 430.32 

not out of the ground. This was done them without taking them out. Cash bulb auction aa: TR 

by turning the shovels around and Cleaning Manitowoc Chapter 1951 3700 
setting them about 4 inches deeper : ene : 
next to each side of the row. After about 3 weeks of drying, the Charles Melk Donation ........ 10.00 

‘In the garden, on expensive vari- bulblets and roots come off best. Per- Chapter classification lists 

eties and seedlings I use a 4 tined SOnally I like to use an old roofing AN FAQS ecccceeeeeeeecccceceeee — 19.50 

fork or a spade for digging. or linoleum knife that has the hook Dues since April 3 —....._ 71.50 
. point ground off to about % inch of — 

Drying Bulbs the width of the blade. With this Total Income «.....--—$ TALIT 
For drying varieties that I grow knife you can pry off the old bulbs Expenses 

in quantity I use trays with plastic and roots with very little damage to Hotel Athearn and Auction...$ 10.00 
screen on the bottoms put on with the bulbs. Postmaster: Stamps —............ 18.00 
wire staples and screen molding. 1000 Envelope Letter Heads ... 24.25 

Where I have just a few of one vari- Dusting N.A.G.C. Classification Lists ... 15.00 
ety, I put them in paper sacks. To top As I clean them they are placed in Trophies -....-—-—-—--------—--._-17.50 

my glads I use a pair of Wiss Hy- a large bag and dusted with DDT or [Illinois Trophy ...................- 8.50 
Power shears, No. 908; they are Spergon by shaking them around in Flowers: Val White & 

easiest on the fingers. the bag before they are put back in A. F. Scholtz 220. 20.00 
‘Where I have a lot of one variety the trays. When cleaned they are — 

I pile the tray full before cutting the moved to the basement for winter Total Expense ~.............$ 113.25 

tops off. storage. Balance nn aeeeeeoeee-n---$ 627.92 

Drying can be done in several ways A cool, dry basement with the tem- Business Transacted 

and should be done as rapidly as perature from about 40 to 50 degrees The invitation of the Marathon 
Possible. A few growers have used fF. works best. If the storage place is County Chapter to hold the 1954 Glad 

eorn dryers with good success. too warm the early varieties will start Show at Wausau was accepted. 

Washed bulbs will dry more rapidly sprouting too soon in the spring. It was voted that the State Society 

than those that are not washed. Some growers think it is the pay for State Seedling Show ribbons; 

‘We use the good old sunshine for a amount of nitrogen in the ground and that they be ordered by the State 

few days to take out most of the that causes some storage breakdown. Secretary on the request of the local 
moisture, weather permitting. I stir We could use a little research on this Chapter Secretary. 

them around once or twice a day so problem. The invitation of the Madison 
they will all get dried out. Some — Chapter to hold the State Seedling 

growers don’t like a sun burnt bulb. With such large alimony awards by Show at Madison next year was c- 

I wonder if they have ever seen a sun courts recently, the average woman cepted. 

burnt onion or potato that would not can hardly afford to stay single— A vote of thanks was given the 

grow. Iron County Miner. Manitowoc Chapter for an excellent 
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yb in staging the State Show and to ‘ 

i Treasurer, Dr. H. A. Kasten for Fi avorite Red Glads of I 953 

nis work as Treasurer—the President, 

pr. R. H. Juers and Secretary Mrs. By John W. Perkins, Neillsville 

John Bayless were also given a rising 

yote of thanks for their excellent A plentiful supply of moisture, dis- reason that I do not understand, a 

work. tributed adequately throughout the plant can sometimes be found that is 

growing season, has made 1953 a better than the stock being raised. 
A balance of $114.25’ was reported highly satisfactory year for growing It may have exceptional length of 

for the State Gladiolus Show at Two 
glads in most parts of the state. High flowerhead, wider leaves, longer 

pivere.of which the State Society will quality spikes were the general rule leaves, better color of foliage, etc. I 

receive 35%. at the shows making competition ex- tag these plants and propagate from 
The Society re-affiliated with the ceptionally keen. A large number of the cormlets. I have selected strains 

N.E.G.S. and the N.A.G.C. very fine varieties of red glads were of several varieties that were ob- 

Directors at Large elected were: exhibited and many more were grown tained in this way and they are far 

pr. R. H. Juers, Wausau, Charles that never reached the show tables. superior to the stock I had been 

Melk, Milwaukee, and Ralph Burdick, 8° ™any worthwhile varieties were growing. 
. seen that it was often difficult to Now for the comments on red var- 

Edgerton, for two years; Walter Axel, 
Sheboygan, Leland Shaw, Milton, and pick the leaders. However, I shall  ieties of glads in 1958. In my opinion 

limit my comments to one or two the best performers were: 
G. H. Thompson, Manitowoc, for a 

varieties in the medium, large, and Light Red 

ane. year! Perm, giant sizes for the red color classes. | 550—MID-AMERICA—Still produc- 
Members of the Board of Directors Any appraisal of gladiolus varieties ing those immense flowerheads which 

elected by the various chapters are should consider a number of factors. are so difficult to beat at the shows. 
as follows: Twin Cities Chapter — First, the purpose for which the Sometimes they grow too long for 
Jerry Merchart, Marinette, and Ar-  glads are being raised may influence proper balance when grown from 

thur Kottke, Oconto; Madison Chap- the value of a variety. This article large bulbs. 

ter—Ed Lins, Spring Green, and John will be concerned only with glads 450—LEAH GORHAM & POINSET- 
Flad, Madison; Marathon County for exhibition and home use. TIA—Both were beauties this year. 

Chapter—Ed Schaepe, Wausau, and Second, has the variety been ob- Leah Gorham made wonderful show 

Ray Quady, Minoqua; Manitowoc served in large enough quantities to spikes and attracted much attention 
Chapter—John Bayless, Two Rivers, form an accurate opinion. A sound because of its white throat marking. 
and Joseph Rezek, Manitowoc; She- rating cannot be made after seeing Poinsettia is a very good variety that 

boygan Chapter—Otto -Kapschitske, one or two spikes. I favor giving was able to take the heat. 

Jr, Sheboygan, and Paul Beers of preference to older outstanding vari- 350—RADIANCE—This outstanding 

Port Washington. eties until new introductions have variety was not only the best 300 

Following the business ‘meeting een grown long enough to prove light red but one of the best in its 

there was an unusually fine program their worth. size regardless of color. 
presented. Mr. Charles Melk gave a Third, is the stock under observa- DEEP RED 

very practical paper on experiences tion typical of the variety. Many times 552-MIGHTY MONARCH & 

with fertilizer and soil management a variety is condemned by a grower BIRCH RED—Two old varieties but 

for gladiolus culture. This paper will ue to using stunted diseased stock they still rule the class. 
be published in an early issue. that has lost its vigor. In my own 452—PRIDE & JOY and RED 

case, I criticized Connecticut Yankee CHARM-—Pride & Joy has been re- 

Dr. Julius Hoffman, Department of for several years because of the short classified to the 400 size and will hold 

Entomology, Michigan State College, stubby spikes it produced in my gar- its own with Red Charm which is 

East Lansing, Michigan, gave a very den. However, after I obtained new still a very good variety. 

instructive talk on the use of new in- disease free stock, the variety out- 352—GARNET RUFFLES—I am 
secticides for gladiolus insect control. did itself in earning its true rating. placing a 1958 introduction at the top 

His paper will also be given in a The small grower can do much to im- of this very weak class. 

future issue when it is most timely. prove the vigor of his glads by selec- Black Red 

The annual Spring meeting will be tive propagation. I like to go through 554—DARK DAVID & BLACK 

held the first Sunday in May, prob- the patch when the plants have five CHERRY—Dark David made very 
ably in the Retlaw Hotel, Fond du six leaves and dig out those that nice spikes with many florets open. 
Lac. have stunted leaf growth. I mean the Black Cherry grows a husky plant 

leaves look too short in proportion to but the flowerhead needs more length. 
The annual meeting of the N.A.G.C. the stalk. Of course some varieties 454—VELVET MANTLE & ACE 

will be held January 14-17 in Balti- have shorter leaves than others so I OF SPADES—Had difficulty in pick- 

more, Maryland. compare the leaf growth with other ing two leaders in this class. 
plants of the same variety in my 854—BLACK OPAL & NEGUS— 

garden. I believe I can eliminate most Black Opal still wins when grown 

Man to friend: “Nobody can cook  o¢ the stunted stock in this way. I al- from healthy stock. Negus produced 
Tike’Mabel, but they came pretty close 9 watch for the occasional plant that some very fine long flowerheads for 
to it when I was in the Army.” shows outstanding vigor. For some me this year. 
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November Garden Digest 
CUTTINGS MAY BE ROOTED BY AMERICAN ROSE SOCIETY 

THE PLASTIC ROLL METHOD rr ELECTS OFFICERS 

Here’s an easy way to root cuttings a LIC A record-breaking number of mem. 

of woody plants, house plants, peren- ela — | bers and delegates attended the Amer. 

nials like chrysanthemums or annuals ~ P sf BY os eA J! ican Rose Society’s 54th Annual Con. 

like petunias. Directions for making a Zu aa Py Naame’ vention at Columbus, Ohio in Septem. 
plastic roll were published in the Z- Gi = Ue fs ber. The meeting was of unusual im. 
September issue of the magazine Hor- ‘ LY [ a & portance because of the dedication of 

ticulture, by the Massachusetts Hor- Columbus’ new Park of Roses, which 
ticultural Society. promises to be one of the world’s 

This is the method: lay a strip of re usually talking about abnormal sreatest rose gardens. 
polyethelene about 8 inches wide and conditions in the fall hardening-off The following officers of the Ameri- 
2 or 3 feet long on a table. Spread period. Invariably winter injury is can Rose Society were elected at the 
moist moss on the upper half of it, the aftermath of a fall with favorable ‘annual business meeting: Pres.: Niels 
lay the cuttings on their sides on the conditions of moisture and warmth J. Hansen, Washington, D.C., noted 

moss, fold over the lower half of the so that succulent growth is caught rose hybridizer and _horticulturist; 

plastic and begin to roll from one end. suddenly by a condition for which it Vice Pres.: Fred W. Walters, LaCan- 
The result is a neat, round package is not prepared. It is not the cold ada, Calif.; Treasurer: Harry L. Erd- 

that stands up by itself with as many temperatures nor the winter wind man, Director of the Hershey, Pa, 
as‘20 or more cuttings of your favor- that brings discoloration as much as Rose Garden; and Secretary: Dr. R. 

ite plants. No additional water will be the sun for the greatest injury is C. Allen, Box 687, Harrisburg, Pa. 
needed until rooted and the roll may usually at the point of the sun’s great- ———_——_ 
be easily placed in the propagating est intensity, both direct and by re- The man who saves money now- 
box or cold frame. flection. adays isn’t a miser—he’s a wizard. 

Another use for the plastic propa- 

gating unit is for seeds. It may be 

used for seed of woody plants, an- 

nuals, perennials and vegetables, but 

it is especially good for seeds that e : 

dion wet ate, Why Wait for Small Trees to Grow Up? 
The “Tent” Method 

Here's another method of rooting Plant Larger Trees Save Years! 
cuttings with the aid of plastic ma- ee ee 

terials: 1. Dip the ends of the cuttings ii ci me LS ae 
in a hormone root inducing powder. co : oe : a 

2. Insert cuttings in wooden boxes or noe | . = > 

pots containing a medium of sand and i us “— 

peat moss. 3. Cover the entire unit so ; . a 

with the plastic making sure that it eal na i 
is tight. This plastic tent keeps in the ee as ae os ee 

humidity, thus creating a condition i - ) 
like that of a greenhouse. No further soni Ea 
watering is needed for some time since a " as 
very little evaporation occurs beneath - ee 
the tent. 

WINTER INJURY OF 
EVERGREENS WE SPECIALIZE IN PLANTING AND CARE OF TREES 

(Continued. from: page 58) Fruit and Shade Tree Pruning being done now 
tury experience when winter injury 

among the conifers extends to the 

new buds. Most injury is to existing 
needles which is soon concealed by Complete Sus Coverage 
the new growth of Spring. Call BLuemound $- 3363 

= Wachtel wae: The second prescription that might emsR 

be written is: Prevention. This is not 611 Maywood Ave. we VES. 
an-easy antidote in some respects for 
while we refer to “winter injury” we 

o 
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GARDEN CLUB OF WISCONSIN, EXECUTIVE BOARD: Pres. Mrs. Chester Thomas, 7481 N. Beach Dr., Milwaukee 11; Vice Pres. 
Mrs. Harold Poyer, Rt. 2, Ft. Atkinson; Rec. Sec.-Treas. Mrs. E. W. Brismaster, 324 Irving, Oshkosh; Parliamentarian Mrs R. H. Sewell, 
71 N. 76th St., Milwaukee: Mrs. Charles Bierman, 1847 N. 69th St., Wauwatosa; Mrs. C. H. Braman, Rt. 1, Waupaca; Mrs. W. N. Craw- 
ford, 151 W. Noyes St., Berlin; Mrs. Allen Ley, Rome; Mrs. George Willett, Tola; Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, Exec. Sec. Ex-oflicio. 

EXEOUTIVE BOARD, GARDEN 
CLUB OF WISCONSIN, HOLDS 

FALL MEETING 

Ideal weather, a gathering of 

friendly people and many interesting . 
projects can add up to a very pleas- 

ant and profitable meeting. That was 

the case when the Executive Board, 

Garden Club of Wisconsin, met at 

the Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac, on 

October 19. Following a change in the 

constitution, the President and one 

elected delegate from each Region 
now compose the Executive Board. 

Every member was present, as shown 

in the picture on this page. 

A great deal of important business 

was transacted in a very cordial and < se 
| pleasant atmosphere. Following are 1 SoC ae i 
some of the decisions made by the ee — 
Board. Members of the Executive Board, Garden Club of Wisconsin, holds splendid 

meeting on October 19, Seated from left: Mrs. R. H. Sewell, Milwaukee, Parlia- 
A proposed constitution for the  mentarian; Mrs. Chester Thomas, Milwaukee, President; Mrs. E. W. Brismaster, 

Garden Club of Wisconsin was con- Qghkosh, Rec. Sec.-Treas Mrs. Harold Poyer, Ft. Atkinson, Vice-President. Standing 
sidered and several changes made. from left: Mrs. Allen Ley, Rome; Mrs. W. N, Crawford, Berlin; Mrs. Charles 
A motion was passed that the con- Braman, Waupaca; Mrs. Charles Bierman, Wauwatosa; and Mrs. George Willett, 
stitution be approved and presented lola. 

for adoption at the next meeting of 

the State organization. Contest be judged by the Merit Sys- | This new bulletin on the use of 
Requirements for accredited judges tem, and that the item of “systematic color in arrangements is so outstand- 

of the Garden Club of Wisconsin and course of study” be eliminated from ing that it will simplify the study of 
the Wisconsin State Horticultural So- the score card. . color and make it understandable 

ciety were considered and a motion Requested that the Horticultural for amateurs. It is a splendid piece of 

was unanimously passed that Mrs. Society mimeograph a splendid new work. 
Chester Thomas be elected Chairman pulletin on the use of color, prepared The Board voted that only one 

of the Accredited Judge's Committee py Mrs. Victor H. Schmitt of West State flower arrangement school be 

and that each Regional President jlis, and make the bulletin available held next spring and that Mrs. 

select one additional member. This to members at 50c each; sample Chester Thomas, Milwaukee, and Mrs. 
committee will carry out the project copies to be sent to each garden club Harold Poyer, Ft. Atkinson, select an 

of accrediting flower show judges and gecretary with the request that they Outstanding speaker for the school. 

may prepare rules for accrediting be shown to garden club members and ELECTION OF OFFICERS. The 

Junior Judges. made available. following officers of the Board were 
Discussed the Paul Bunyan High- 

way Beautification and Wayside Pro- 
ject and appointed as a committee 5 A V E T R E E $ 
Mr. E, L. White and Mr. Harold COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
Poyer, of Fort Atkinson, Co-chair- 

men, Mrs. Chester Thomas and H. J. T R E E 8 

Rahmlow, Ex-officio, to meet with LAWNS 
Wisconsin Highway Commission of- G A R D E N Ss 

PO este sles WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
Decided that the Year Books sent Milwaukee 

in for the Garden Club Year Book 3373 N. Holton Street 
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elected: President, Mrs. Chester . 

Thomas, Milwaukee; Vice President, Central Region Held A Wonderful Meeting 
Mrs. Harold Poyer, Ft. Atkinson; Rec. 

secre, We EW Beem, ue GARDEN whey re ape tl pnp 
Secretary Ex-officio. God and I have a garden all conditions. 

—— i. All planted row and row. The Business Meeting 

MOVIES FOR YOUR It’s mine to keep the weeds out At the business meeting ofticer; 

GARDEN CLUB PROGRAMS And his to make it grow. were elected as shown in the picture 

The California Spray Chemical Cor- I can’t control the sun and rain on this page. The project of Paul Bun. 

poration, Box 129, Maryland Heights, ‘That’s His to do, you know. tes . petits gases = 

Missouri lists the following movin: ladl 
picture films available free a ae So Fn keep the weeds out, enthusiasm by the members. It gives 

Reservations must be made some "4 Watch Him make it grow. them an outstanding project to work 
months ahead as the pictures are in Read by Miss Carrie Rode, Ogdens- on. It was suggested that all high. 

great demand. burg, Wis., at the meeting of the Cen- ways leading to northern Wisconsin 

How to Grow Beautiful Roses—This ‘Tal Region at Scandinavia. a anand Yel bale aa oo 
is a 16mm film in sound and color __ Local Garden Clubs plan waysides and 

with an approximate running time of The 4th Annual Meeting of the picnic tables in cooperation with the 
22 minutes. The theme is roses, plant- Central Region, Garden Club of Wis- State Highway Department. Plans for 

ing, pruning, spraying, and other hor- consin, held at Scandinavia on Octo- the project will be discussed by the 

Begital tiformaton: ber 13 can well be described by the state Board and will be submitted to 
How to Grow Beautiful Fuschias and simple word “wonderful”. It was a the Garden Clubs for further study. 

Begonias—This is a 16mm film in beautiful day and about 100 turned 

sound and color with an approximate out for the program and delicious After luncheon, H. J. Rahmlow, Sec- 
running time of 22 minutes. The theme dinner served by the Lutheran Church etary of the Wisconsin State Horti- 
is planting and care of fuschias and _ ladies. The program would have done cultural Society talked briefly on time- 

tuberous begonias. justice to any State Convention. Each ly topics for the garden in October and 

Mysteries of Plant Life—This is a of the garden clubs gave a 5 minute oe is a of ‘tollow vr 

16mm film in sound and color with an Teport on their accomplishments. Mrs. © sg ® brstin c a A S De y 
approximate running time of 25 min- Robert Holley of Waupaca, who knows ® Cemonstral ob on aa ~~ ‘; vet 
utes. The theme is the biology of her Hemerocallis gave a splendid talk tions—the use of mater als we have for 
growing plants. Time lapse photo- ©n how to grow them. She said that the holiday season, by Mrs. Victor H. 

graphy shows roses, lilies, poppies etc. Hemerocallis will grow in poor soil, Schmitt of West Allis. Mrs. Schmitt is 

opening into bloom, Bean seed, radish, Without care or fertilizer; in heat or @ Charming speaker and excellent 
ete. are shown growing ten days drought; on poor or rich soil; in co'd demonstrator. She held her audience 

growth in a few seconds of film. AF hot climates. There are dwarf var- fascinated and there was liberal ap- | 

good general movie for all groups. ieties, medium tall and tall varieties. plause after every arrangement she 

Orchids of Hawaii—This is a 16mm There are cheap and expensive kinds; made. 

film in sound and color with an ap- 

proximate running time of 23 minutes. Reg 

Filmed in beautiful Hawaii, there are a 

scenes of orchids growing and prepa- 

ration of orchid beds. Also includes 

scenes of other tropical flowers. 

European Gardens—This is a 16mm fF 

film in sound and color with an ap- (iia 

proximate running time of 20 minutes. |jaiee 

All scenes were shot in Europe. They 

include the Versailles Gardens, the ¢ 

Vatican Gardens, tulips growing in 

Holland, etc. 

“Is there any legend connected with 

that mountain?” the tourist asked of 

a native. 

‘Shore is, ” was the reply. “Two 

lovers went up that thar mounting Officers of the Central Regi Gard of Wi: i 1 4 at meeting in 

and they never come back again.’ Scandinavia, October 13, From left: Mrs. G Hathaway, King, Vice Press 

“Mercy! What happened to them?” Mrs, E, A, Lutz, Iola, Sec.; Mrs. Inez Iverson, Amherst, Treas; Mrs. George Willett, 
“Went down t’other side.” lola, Pres.; and Mrs, C, H. Braman, State Executive Board Member 
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CONVENTION FLOWER SCANDINAVIA GARDEN FROM THE BLUE BEACH 
SHOW WINNERS CLUB NEWS GARDEN CLUB 

Garden Club of Wisconsin During the Christmas season the Our October meeting was held at 

Wisconsin's first and very wonder- Scandinavia Garden Club arranges the home of our President, Mrs. 
ful zinnia show was held in connection urns in front of the church and dec- Harold Peterson. She served a garden 

with the annual convention of the orates Christmas trees with lights luncheon with vegetables from her 
Garden Club of Wisconsin at Fort and ornaments. In August we con- own garden, consisting of corn, lima 

Atkinson on September 17th. duct a flower show at the Scandinavia beans, onions, tomatoes, peppers, 

‘As given in the August issue of this Free Fair in which much interest is squash, melons, frozen raspberries and 

magazine, the classes called for ar- shown by the community. This year apple jelly. Each member received 
tistic arrangements, line, mass and _ colored slides were taken of many fine a door prize—a choice from a large 

miniature arrangements, small ar- displays of flowers by Mrs. Orin An- basket full of garden crops; acorn 
rangements and table arrangements. derson and her daughters. These were squash, cucumbers, summer squash, 

There were arrangements of zinnias shown at the September meeting. tomatoes, peppers, apples, grapes, etc. 
with fruits and vegetables. On October 13 the Club was hostess By Miss Jean Tainsh, Sec. Milwaukee. 

The specimen bloom class was not to the Fourth Annual Meeting of the cee 

very large, but there were some very Central Region of the Garden Club HOME AND GARDEN 

fine bouquets of one variety shown, of Wisconsin. By Mrs. Erich Kleditz, PILGRIMAGE TO MEXICO CITY 

judged seaetean to ane score card we Sec, February 7-16, 1954 

have suggested: quality of flowers — — 
%; arrangement of flowers — 80%; | BLACKHAWK REGION HOLDS = ,, 17° Texas garden clubs. wil held 
quitability of container — 20%. All ANNUAL MEETING their annual pilgrimage to Mexico 

City on February 7-16, 1954. It offers 

were judged by the merit system. The Blackhawk Region of the Gar- garden club members, their family 

The following members won a blue den Club of Wisconsin held its an- and friends, unprecedented courtesies. 

ribbon with 2 rating of Excellent for nual meeting at Fort Atkinson on Gardeners are invited to join the Pil- 
their entries. Winners from Oshkosh October 16 with about 50 members rimage in San Antonio, Texas. Mexi- 

were Misses Agnes Phillipson, Bessie t. A bountiful pot luck supper 8 ’ . 
presen! fu po PP co will be seen as few others see it. 

Pease and Anna Christensen; from and social hour was followed by @ ‘The private homes seen are magnifi- 

Fort Atkinson, Mrs. E. L. White, Mrs. short business meeting and then the cent, For information write Mrs. Ben 

Harold Poyer, Mrs. John Kiesling, program which consisted of a wonder- Oneal Internationa’! Pilgrimage Chair- 
Mrs. Albert Witte, Mrs. Dean Roberts, ful demonstration on Holiday Arrange- man, 2201 Miramar St., Country Club 

Mrs, Helen Heathcote and Mrs, Rus- ments by Mrs. Victor H. Schmitt of Estates, Wichita Falls. "Texas. 
sell Landry; Mrs. George Trupke of West Allis. She made many beautiful 
Brookfield; Mrs. Ray Luckow of West arrangements with material that any FERTILIZER REQUIREMENTS 
Allis; Mrs, E. H. Bergmann of Wau- gardener may find in the garden or OF DAHLIAS 

watosa; Mrs. Allen Ley of Rome; Mrs. along the roadside or in the fields. 
8, Froelich and Mrs. John Kramer of —— Dahlias are extremely heavy nitro- 

Helenville. Mr. John Kiesling of Fort THE ROSHOLT GARDEN CLUB 8" and potassium feeders according 
Atkinson and Mr. Herbert Wisch of At every meeting of our Garden to research at Rutgers University in 

Jefferson were also awarded blue rib- Club this year we had one or more New Jersey. Reporting at the meeting 

bons for their exhibits. flower arrangements made by mem- Of the American Society for Horti- 
Red and White Ribbons indicating bers. cultural Science, scientists stated 

Very Good and Good awards were On April 16th we entertained the that for good growth at flowering 
won by the following on their ex- Third Annual Meeting of the Central dahlias require high concentrations of 

hibits: from Fort Atkinson, Mrs. Ray Region, Garden Club of Wisconsin. available nutrients. Low concentra- 

Breitweiser, Mrs, Roy Baker, Mrs. Al- In August we had a flower show with tions of nitrogen greatly decrease 

bert Witte, Mrs, Russell Yandry, Mrs. Mrs. Charles Braman of Waupaca as oth top and root growth. Low con- 
Otto Yahn, Mrs. Henry Michels, Mrs. judge. Many of our members went on centrations of phosphorus prevented 

William Himmler, Mrs. C. O. Christ, trips to Whispering Pines and the tuberous root formation, the roots or 

Mrs. Harold Poyer, Mrs. Helen Heath- Lawsonia Estate at Green Lake. plants receiving low phosphorus treat- 
cote, Mrs, E. L. White, Mrs. John At every meeting we had a short ment being fibrous rather than tubrous 

Kiesling; from Jefferson, Mrs. Her- article on birds and trees as well as When dug in November. 
bert Wisch, Mrs. George Kraus, Mrs. short talks on gardening. By Mrs. Dahlias remove large quantities of 

W. E. Klug, Mr. C. Fromader and Norman Rosholt, Sec. nitrogen and potassium from the soil 
Mr. Justus Bruchner; Mrs. John SSS during a year’s growth. Based on soil 

Kramer and Mrs, George Kohloff of Cheerfulness lubricates the axles of 2nalysis, levels of available concen- 

Sullivan; Mrs. Gilbert Schlagenhauf of the world. Numbers of people go trations of 180 pounds of N, 150 Ibs. 

Helenville; Mrs. A. E. Koch and Mrs. through life with a continuous squeak. Of Phosphorus and 200 pounds of pot- 

Edgar Bergmann of Wauwatosa; Mrs. —Colby Phonograph. ash per acre gave maximum growth 
Donald R. Kirkland of Milwaukee; — and flowering. 
Mrs. Ray Luckow of West Allis; Mrs. One third of home accidents occur TTT 

Allen Ley of Rome; and, Miss Agnes in kitchens, says a safety warning. Is Some people are always surprised 

Philipson and Miss Anna Christensen that what they put on the dining at how well the neighbors’ kids turn 

of Oshkosh, room tables?—Racine Journal-Times, out.—Orfordville Journal, 
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LEARN TO KNOW YOUR HOUSE PLANTS 
1, Sedum variety. 2. Crassula Dexteri. 3. Clubmoss Crassula. 4. Sempervivum or houseleek, 5, 

Aloe Humvir. 6. Echiveria. 7. Dieffenbachia. 8. Variegated Peperomia. 9. Oval-leaf Peperomia, 1), 
Chinese evergreen. 11. Variegated Chinese evergreen. 12. Grape ivy. 13. Philodendron. 14. Scin. 
dapsus—ivy arum, or Pothos. 15, 16 and 17. Species of Dracena. 18. India rubber plant. 19. Varie. 
gated India rubber plant. 20. Ficus pandurata, fiddleleaf fig. 
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e DISTRICT CHAIRMEN: 

2 Newton Boggs, Viroqua 
Toe eekeeping Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 

. M. L. Osborne, Beloit 
y =e f) eo Len. Otto, Forest Junstion 

Herbert Reim, Watertown 

“4 A Official organ of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association E. Schroeder, Marshfield 

: OFFICERS: 

Yulia Jods, Semeen, Eralint Mr, Loi Devore Doge as osha 1 Et, Attn 
President ‘Treasurer. 

ee 

NOVEMBER QUESTIONS winter cluster to break up during 

R ABOUT BEEKEEPING warm periods and move on to new 

i Question: Does a layer of tar paper —a stores and for sick bees to fly out. It 

wrapped around a colony increase the es er ee should be placed where there is good 

temperature within the hive? ‘eis sae uae air drainage. There should be a flight 

‘Answer: All tests indicate that tem- uaa lai entrance—a hole below the hand hold 
in the upper hive body to be used by 

meer within the hive: ‘ere inet ‘ the bees for winter flights. 
changed by wrapping. However, it Le , Pres Sy) _ ights. 

makes us feel better during the winter ia Sw Nosema and Moisture 

to see a colony wrapped—we feel that se = a Question: Is there any connection 

we have done something for the colony. ‘A swarm establishes a home in an between the prevalance of Nosema 

Question: Does heavy packing with empty hive body in the apiary of disease and the amount of moisture in 

shavings or other insulating material § yaryin Kosanke of Ripon. the hive. 

increase the temperature within the Answer: Dr. C. L. Farrar of the 

hive during winter? standard with most beekeepers in Wis- Central States Bee Laboratory tells us 

Answer: Temperature studies over a consin. that he has not found any experi- 

period of 25 years indicate that bees Requirements For Wintering mental proof that there is any con- 

do not heat the inside of the hive and Question: What are the requirements "ection between the prevalence of 

that temperatures may reach as low for successful wintering in Wisconsin Nosema and the equipment used or 

a point within the hive as outdoors— for a productive colony? the moisture condition in the hive. 

at a distance from the winter cluster, Answer: Any colony in this state Question: What is the best natural 

according to Dr. C. L. Farrar of the having the following requirements can protection known now against Nose- 

Central States Bee Laboratory. be wintered successfully with or with- ™® disease? 

Covering with heavy insulation s'ows out packing. Answer: A large population provided 

the rate of change of temperature 1. It should have a normal popula- With food to permit raising young 

within the hive so that bees have more tion from 30 to 35 thousand bees, which bees. These young bees are free from 

time to contract the cluster during a means about 8 to 10 pounds. Nosema, and in raising them the 

sudden drop in temperature. However, 2. A colony with the above popula- der bees’ life is shortened. If the 

during a period of rising temperature tion presupposes a vigorous queen and older Nosema infected bees can fly 

the inside of the hive will warm up plenty of brood combs available for Ut during the wintertime and be elim- 

faster in an‘uninsulated hive so that maximum brood rearing after August inated it will help control the spread 

| the bees may reach stores outside the ist. of the disease. In other words, when 

cluster during a short period of warm 3. The colony must have an adequate YOU see bees dead on the snow in 

weather, which is often advantageous. food supply which must be in the winter, don’t be alarmed; it may be 

So the gain of slower cooling is offset right place to permit the cluster to an advantage to you. 

by slower rising of temperature. In remain in contact with the stores dur- Se 

addition, there is considerable labor ing all types of winter weather. An THIS SEASON IN BEEKEEPING 

and cost of material involved in cover- average colony may use from 50 to By Marvin Kosanke, Ripon, Wis. 

ing. However, a beekeeper will “feel 55 pounds of honey between Novem- Our bees did very well this season 

better” if he sees his bees well-covered ber and June ist; but the best and and we had an excellent flow during 

_during the winter months. most productive colonies may con- August from alfalfa and buckwheat. 
_ Question: Do we ever have too many sume from 60 to 80 pounds of honey. All the colonies are very heavy with 

ees in a colony for good wintering 4. The colony must be supplied with stores as the flow lasted into Sep- 

that some bees should be killed off the equivalent of 2 full combs filled tember. Populations are high so con- 

fall? with pollen. Of this amount, 25 to 40% ditions point to good wintering pro- 

Answer: No. A normal maximum must be within the winter cluster so viding the colonies have a good queen. 

ulation in a colony with a good the bees can consume it. In spite of the drought this fall, 

lueen is from 30 to 35 thousand bees, 5. The colony should be in sunlight new seedlings of clover and alfalfa 

hich can easily be accommodated so that it may be warmed during the look very good due to the start they 

‘in 2 or 3 brood chambers which is now coldest months. This will enable the received from heavy rains in late 
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July and early August. SOMETHING DIFFERENT— THE HONEY CROP REPORT 

wie rag ito en mgt, CORDOVAN HENS oh Cher Sma ng bees settled in a stack of supers that In the near future you will see on Crop Report issued by he U. 8S. Dept, 
were in a shed. The day before I the market bees of new color—the of Agriculture states: “Fall honey 
noticed a group of bees flying around C°Tdovans, They are brown and yel- flows during the last half of Septem. 
these supers and the next day a 0W instead of black and yellow, the ber were variable ranging from pra. 
swarm came from the direction of a ©0r of our common Italian stock. tically a failure in some areas to fair. 
nearby forest and settled there. Ap- During the past summer the Editor oe pte ns 
parently the bees I had noticed the visited with Dr. William Roberts of usual to the Nation's aurpliis ex bas 
day before were scouting. the Bee Culture Laboratory in Madi- }, Siete dee is to Cee 

For wintering I wrap all colonies son, who is doing such a splendid sae will satus? winte: ron 
with Sisal-Kraft paper and give them piece of work in bee breeding. We fet oa fi esis es ne an extra wind-break of several rolls were impressed with the beauty of i ate 7 ae 1 ee tebe a fac to 
of snow fence. Although bees will the new Cordovans, and asked about noreate: extremely: variable: yie) de by winter just as well without wrapping, their history. Mr. W. J. Nolan, of the states and within states. ere were 
I do think wrapping has some merit, § Bee Culture Laboratory, Wash- — average , of light honey 
and is worth the labor and cost in- ington, discovered Cordovan colored i" Washington, Idaho and several volved. It only takes a few minutes to bees in his stock some years ago. other Western States and all States wrap a hive and the added protection Noticing that they were different and east of the Mississippi River excepting 
gives the beekeeper a feeling of self- pretty, he kept the stock and in- Southern Georgia and Florida. There 
satisfaction in that you have done creased it, were good flows in 9 States. The de- 
everything possible for their welfare. mand for large bulk lots of honey was 

A few years later, Dr. William Ro- moderate to good in most sections of 
HONEY IMPROVES COMMERCIAL berts and Dr. O. Mackensen of the the country. The overall market was 
BAKED GOODS, USDA RESEARCH Bee Culture Laboratory in Madison firm with a slightly stronger ten- 

SHOWS investigated the inheritance of this dency.” 
Bread, cakes, cookies, and other ‘tock and bred from them. They For Wisconsin the report states 

types of baked goods are improved found that the difference between the that fall flows were reported as good 
when part of the sugar in the formula ‘W° colors, black and brown, was due i, the southeastern section of the 
is replaced by honey, say specialists ‘*° 9 Single gene, much the same as state and poor in the western section. 
working at the Kansas Agricultural the difference between black and Reports indicate extremely variable 
Experiment Station under research frown cattle is due to a very minor yields. Local movement of honey was 
contracts sponsored by the Unitea 8enetic factor. reported as good. In Minnesota, com- 
States Department of Agriculture. Working with the Cordovans, mercial beekeepers reported variable 

In a three-year study researchers Roberts and Mackensen now have Yields ranging from half a crop to 
determined the most acceptable seyeral stocks that are brown and about average. In Illinois there were 
floral type of honey, and the most de- yellow instead of the black and yel- good yields in the northwestern part 
sirable amount for use in commercial- _jow, They found, too, that the differ- of the state but in most of the sec- 
ly baked bread, cakes, cookies, and ence in color made no difference in tions commercial beekeepers reported 
yeast-raised sweet products. It was the quality or productiveness of the yields from 50 to 80% below a year 
found that honey improved the color, ees, You may be able to buy the ago. In some yards bees have not 
flavor and texture of most baked Cordovans from your queen breeder gathered enough stores for winter for 
products, increased moisture reten- quite soon, and so, some of these days the second season in a row. 
tion, and lengthened shelf life. Fruit we may be handling more beautiful (a 
cake made with honey had richer pees, NEW ZEALAND HONEY 
flavor and better slicing quality. FOR THE QUEEN 

Since honey is a natural sweet, it In the Apiary we also saw bees 
was feared that variability in its prop- with red, brown and chartreuse eyes The Prime Minister of New Zealand, erties would prevent its wider use in in addition to the normal black eyed while in London for the Coronation, 
commercial baking. The studies bees. It was interesting to have Dr. presented th> Queen with 60 Ibs. of 

showed, however, that flavor and Roberts tell us that the brown and Pohutakuwa honey as a gift from New 
color are the only properties of honey ted eyed bees appeared to have nor- Zealand. This honey has an unusual 
that affect the uniformity of baked mal vision, but those with chartreuse Salty flavor and is produced only in 

goods. The specialists have drawn up eyes appeared to be blind. Also, one % few coastal areas. The late King 
tentative specifications, based’on re- stock of dark red eyed bees appeared George VI was fond of this honey. 
sults of their tests, for the honey to be blind, while another stock with —Commonwealth Producer May/June 
most suitable for each type of baked light red eyes had normal vision. 1958. From Bee World, England. 
aed i Hone wsililon eetilt A great deal of interesting and valu- One ied etd. wuroimmatne ; ack 

pies of four icles desc: ing me tried and sure method of get- 
the studies in detail may be obtained able work is being carried on in bee ting your wife home from an out-of- 
from the Kansas State College, Man- reeding at the Bee Culture Labora- 1,3 vacation is to send her a copy 
hattan, Kans., or the Eastern Region- tory and we willreport on other work of a local paper with one item clipped 
al Research Laboratory, Philadelphia. in future issues. out.—The Welfarer. 
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CONVENTION NEWS WOMEN’S AUXILIARY OFFICERS HONEY WANTED 
‘ is The following officers were elected Wanted Wisconsin honey in all 

Sorry we can't print more Conven- by the Women’s Auxiliary of the Wis- grades. Highest cash prices paid. Sub- 

tion news this month; the magazine (onsin Beekeepers Association at the mit samples. Schultz Honey Farms. 
is ready for the press. No magazine convention: Mrs. Arthur Schultz, Ripon, Wis. 
in December so we'll finish in Jan- Ripon, President; Mrs. Otto Koepsell, 

uary- Mayville, Vice President; Mrs. Henry 

Highlights: Officers were re-elected Piechowski, Red Granite, Sec.-Treas. 

with the addition of a second vice- Mrs. Piechowski writes: “We are | Let Us Take Care of Your 
pres.: Joe Mills of Ripon. looking forwar dto next year’s con- Container Needs 

vention at Fond du Lac and plan to 
Label inventory to be turned over to have a really program again”. 5% discount on $ 50.00 Orders. 

advertising committee. Balance in the good 10% discount on $100.00 Orders 

Label Fund of $1,068.35 to be trans- 

et main ah no yg a Toc aes arahars ilable through Hi Acres. : Queen- Econ- Sh. We. 
pager avaliable snroug oney Acres The U. S. Department of Agricul- line omy 

A meeting of the Wisconsin Feder- tyre announced on Oct. 16 that 5 Ib. Jars, per 
ated Beekeepers resulted in disband- 1,098,000 pounds of extracted honey reshipping carton 62 10 Ibe 

ing and all funds transferred to the had been purchased in California, ol tei $ . + 

Wisconsin Beekeepers Ass’n. Iowa, Nebraska. Texas, Utah and reshipping carton 

Most of the proposed amendments Wisconsin by Commodity Credit Cor- a ea ee 80) 68:11 Bos, 
published in Badger Bee were adopt- oration. The purchases were made | veshinping carton 
ed excepting Article XIV, Section 3, 0 fill a Foreign Operations Adminis- | of 24... 1.20 1.00 11 Ibs, 
which means the organization is still tration requisition for export. 4D Jars, per 

aifiliated with the Wisconsin State The honey is of U. S. Grade A of 2 a _. 95 92 9\bs. 
Horticultural Society. quality and was acquired from both 2% Ib. Square Jars 

packers and beekeepers. The purchase for ae 
The ladies held a very successful was made in five-gallon (60 pound) carton of 12 ........ 1,10 12 Ibs. 

and interesting meeting. Details in ang, overpacked suitable for export, Sample nad, —— each— 

our next issue. at prices averaging $0.15412 per +<0 per 

A beautiful fountain pen desk set pound. The honey was bought as the TIN CONTAINERS 
was presented to Henry J. Rahmlow ‘result of competitive offers received Friction Top Pails with Bails 

with the inscription “For 15 years of in response to the Department's an- » Price Sh. Wt. 
service—Wisconsin State Beekeepers ouncement of October 7. 5 Ib.—Per Carton 
Ass’n, 1953”. This was greatly appre- * ~ sad sock aot 6.00 27 Ibs. 

ciated. Many thanks to you all. of 100—13c each ...... 11.65 46 lbs. 
10 Ib—Per Carton 

Honey a a each .......... 8.75 44 lbs. 

HONEY LITERATURE HELPS é in bell each. we 62 3\bs. 

SELL HONEY 60 Containers | | 265 Sia 2 
Mrs. Harriet Grace of the American 60 Ib. 5 and 10 Ib. pails. Al Write for Label Samples 

Honey Institute reports that one 5 lb., 3 lb., 2 lb., 1 Ib., and 8 oz. glass Cellophane Window Front Cartons 

small California County Fair sells jars, We can make immediate ship- all sizes 

hundreds of dollars worth of honey | ment. Per 100—$2.35 Re Z00—-$10.95 
recipe booklets and literature to Fair | Complete line of bee supplies. er 1000 $21.50 
visitors. This is a splendid project, (also used equipment). Decorated Cellophane Wrappers 
especially when carried on in con- We are always in the market for Per 100—$1.30 Per 500—$6.30 
nection with a honey booth or exhibit. _, ai —_ trade Per 1000—$12.55 

e y your wax or tra 
Furnishing honey recipes to honey for supplies. AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 

customers should be practiced by every W: fe 1 1 rite for complete price list. 
beekeeper who sells retail. Some stores Massisctiness & Jobbers 
also give leaflets to those who buy [| A PP 

honey from their shelves. oney Cres BOYD ‘WISCONSIN 

Write the American Honey Institute, Menomonee Falls, Wis. 4 

Commercial State Bank Building, Mad- 

ison 8, Wis., for a price list on the HONEY WANTEI 
books, leaflets and display cards avai'- HONEY WANTED Ce 
able; and then, at the same time, send W 

: > 2 State color, fla’ d amount 
in your dues to the American Honey corer, Vor an disdain 
Institute. It is your organization, have in first letter. Pick up and 

working full time to help interest the Pay cash. M. H. Lyons, Logansville, 
consumers in honey. Wisconsin. 
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e 
What is the 
Future of 

Dwarf Apple Trees in Wisconsin 
By Malcolm Dana 

Department of Horticulture, University of Wisconsin 

The economic production of high 1 Are Dwarf Trees Practical? 

quslity fruit is the goal of all orchard Yas PD The small trees produce on M IX 
men. Size control of trees offers one = Sa rootstocks probably have no place in 

means of altering management toward ) Ss Dy our commercial plantings. For the 
lower production costs. A brief re- « ON . backyard farmer they are the answer 
view of the dwarf apple tree situation eS) 

i ot to his problem of limited space and 

seems appropriate at this time. el NK equipment. By using dwarfs he can 
Dwarf apple trees are nothing new /] have more trees that are more easily 

in this country. They were used for ‘e cared for because of their acces- 
commercial production in California sibility. Semi-dwarf trees have great 

during the middle of the 19th century Wy Fs possibilities in commercial plantings 
but were found to ee for although much more knowledge is 

that area at that time. The Geneva § W. inow a few things about dwarf needed on the particular stock and 
QW. ¥.) Station tested dwarf apple ; ion combinations adapted for thi: trees about 1915 and reported that and semi-dwarf trees; we can only §8¢ D' ‘or is 

they were not commercially prom- speculate on some others. The stock Tegion before we can make unquali- 

iia Malling IX produces the most dwarf fied recommendations. g. One reason for these unsuccess- A recent report by Dr. Karl B: 
ful tests was the lack of uniformity trees. Malling VIII produces a dwarf re port by Dr. rl Brase 

of rootstocks used of a little larger size than the Malling Of the Geneva, New York, Experiment 
. IX. Malling V, IV, II, and VII pro- Station indicates that EM IV is not 

The Malling Rootstocks duce trees of semi-dwarf or inter- ® desirable stock because of its poor 

In the period 1915-1920 Dr. R. G. mediate size. Other stocks of the Toot system. EM II and EM V are 
Hatton at the East Malling Research malling series produce trees that are ‘Similar in their effect on the growth 
Station in England collected many of standard or nearly standard size. and production of the scion varieties 
the vegetatively propagated rootstocks Dwarf trees commonly commence but for other reasons Dr. Brase finds 
grown in Europe. From this collection pearing at a younger age than do the EM II to be preferable.’ Specifi- 
Dr. Hatton sorted out and classified standard trees. Trees on M IX may cally, Dr. Brase indicates that Cort- 

sixteen distinct types which are known pear some fruit in the second year /#@d, Rome, and Rhode Island Green- 
today as Malling rootstocks. Among after planting; semi-dwarf trees may "8 Will produce good semi-dwarf trees 
the sixteen stocks are some which im- fruit in 3 to 5 years; a standard may ©" ©M XIII; McIntosh and Red De- 
Part great vigor to the scion, some not start bearing for 6 to 8 years or /itious are satisfactory on EM I; 
produce medium dwarf trees, and older. Northern Spy and McIntosh do very 

some result in very dwarf trees. Since well when worked on EM VII. Any of 
the completion of this work it has ao ‘wail-ediosed oer of cod eke these combinations are worthy of 
been possible’to purchase trees of a Dwattnes’ does nét taflaenes the.eat- ve under our conditions in Wiscon- 

known rootstock-scion combination. . 
‘The advent of World War II with ing quality of fruit harvested. a Other Stocks 

its pinch on the labor supply made Hardiness Certain other stock and scion com- 

fruit growers conscious of the tremen- We can only speculate on the ques- binations are known to produce semi- 

dous part which labor played in their tion of hardiness of the Malling stocks dwarf trees. Secor, Willow Twig, 

Production costs. Ways and means in the Wisconsin area. Such stocks York, Rome, and Turley produce good 

were sought to reduce labor cost and growing in the nursery row did not semi-dwarfed trees when worked on 

to make trees adaptable to mechani- withstand the winters at Ames, Iowa. Virginia Crab. Another stock that has 

cal operations. One of the easiest However, in the orchard here at received some publicity as a dwarfing 

ways to cut costs on harvesting, prun- Madison there are 10-year-old Mc-_ stock is the Clark Dwarf from Iowa. 

ing, and pest control was to grow a Intosh trees on M XIII, M XVI, M_ It produces a small to medium size 
smaller tree. Unfortunately, our know- IX, M XII, and M I that have shown’ tree when worked with such varieties 

ledge of dwarf and semi-dwarf trees no winter injury up to the present’ as Golden Delicious, McIntosh, De- 

was so limited that it was impossible time. It is likely that Malling stocks licious, and Erickson. Prof. Maney 

to make recommendations of variety- would be hardy in the southern part found this stock to be tolerant of tem- 

stock combinations. Gradually this in- of the state but their hardiness in peratures of at least 25° F. below zero. 

formation is being accumulated by re- northern Wisconsin is questionable. Recently it has been reported that 
search stations and growers across Only by trial on a limited basis will this variety is identical with the Mal- 

the country. the fina] answer be found, ling VIII stock. This is possible but 
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we cannot be sure until the relative ~ o 
hardiness of the two has been deter- The Convention Fruit Show 
mined by experimental plantings un- 

der identical conditions. Such studies The fruit show was excellent this west Greening, “and 4th on Cort!and, 

are now in progress at several loca- year—with high quality and beautiful- Dawson Hauser, Bayfield, 2nd on 
tions. ly colored apples. Suggestions have Wealthy. Jay Grimm, Nashotah, ist 

been made that the bushel basket on McIntosh, and 3rd on Red Jeli. 

Spacing Dwarf Trees class be judged on apple quality rather cious. William Leonard, Ft. Atkinson, 
There is no correct spacing of dwarf than on packing alone. 4th on McIntosh. Herbert Hasslinger, 

trees in the orchard. Until we know Nashotah, 5th on McIntosh, and éth 

more of their potentialities under our The Winners on Red Delicious. Meyer Fruit Grove 

conditions it will be impossible to ry TH NEW APPLE VARIETY Milwaukee, 1st on Cortland; 5th on 
make completely accurate spacing re- cy asgms, judged by the Merit Sys- Red Delicious; and ist on Jonathan, 
commendations. As a suggestion the tom the following won awards: A.K. A. K. Bassett, Ski-Hi Fruit Farm, 
following spacings may be considered: Bassett, Ski-Hi Fruit Farm, Baraboo, Baraboo, 2nd on Cortland; ist on Red 
Malling IX 10x20 feet Excellent on Macoun. Francis Cos- Delicious; and 2nd on Golden Deli- 
Clark Dwarf and M VIII 15x20 feet tello, Fond du Lac, Very Good on cious. L. M. Pick, West Bend, 2nd on 

MI, I, axd VII 20 x 30 feet Macoun, and Very Good on Haralson. Red Delicious. Marvin Kosanke, Rip- 

Secor on Virgina Crab 25x80. Stand- Allan Vosburg, Fort Atkinson, Excel- on, 4th on Red Delicious, and 2nd on 

ard Stocks 30x30 to 40x40 feet. lent on Haralson, Good on Orleans, Jonathan. Gilbert Hipke, New Hol- 
Commercial orchardmen in Wiscon- and Excellent on Fireside. Phillip Dell, stein, 4th on Jonathan. 

sin may well consider the advisability w, ‘aldo, Good on Haralson, and Good 

of planting trees that by their nature Prai rie Spy. Herbert ” Hasslinger PACKED BUSHEL Of APPLES 

will be reduced: in size. At present we of Nashotah, Good on Haralson, and The first prize basket of Cortlands 

can encourage only limited plantings Excellent. on Idared. Miss L. T. Zinn, by Pieper Fruit Farm was purchased 

as we know too little about climatic ta :tford, Excellent on Prairie Spy, by Lester Mills of the Cincinnati 
adaptation of the stocks under Wis- Vy... Good on Milton, and Very Good Cordage & Paper Company, Lima, 
consin conditions. A bright future is on Kendall. William Leonard, Ft. Ohio, for $9.00. The second prize bas- 

in prospect for medium size orchard Atkinson, Excellent on Secor, and ket of Red Delicious by Willard Wag- 

trees if we find stock and scion com- Gooq on Fireside. Leonard Brothers, ner was bid in by A. T. Hipke of New 
binations that are both productive Fr atiinson, Very Good on Secor. W. Holstein, Wis. for $10.00. The third 
and climatically adapted. H. Clemens, Thiensville, two awards of prize basket of Golden Delicious 

OO Very Good on Fireside. Dawson Hau- grown by Pieper Fruit Farm, was 

THE OONNELL’S SELLING ser, Bayfield, two awards of Very purchased by Mr. H, C. Dickerson of 

WISOONSIN APPLES IN FLORIDA Good on Fireside. Meyer Fruit Grove, the Michigan Orchard Supply Com- 
A “Wisconsin Apple Market” has Milwaukee, Very Good on Minjon, pany of South Haven, Michigan, for 

been established between Clearwater and Very Good on Turley Winesap. $7.00; and the fourth prize basket of 

and St. Petersburg, Florida, by Wil- Waldo Orchards, Waldo, Good on Cortlands by Willard Wagner was 

liam Connell and his family of Men- Spartan. purchased by Walter Diehnelt of 

omonie, Wis. Mr. Connell told about Menomonee Falls, for $6.00. Auction 

the project at the annual fruit grow- wapey eee "eciane ior receipts went to the Wisconsin Apple 

ers meeting at LaCrosse, November We , Institute and premiums were paid by 
ealthy, McIntosh and Cortland were 

56. He said that he has shipped 3  sonated by J. HENRY SMITH, NIAGA- “7™" Frenz, treasurer. 
semi-trailer loads of apples to storage RA CHEMICAL DIVISION WAUPA- 

in ‘Tamipe. The et ples were packed in CA; premiums on Red and Golden De- APPLE AUCTION AT THE 

an “Export Tub” which is a basket jitious were donated by LESTER 
with a raised bottom, a 13 inch pad TANS, SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY LACROSSE MEETING 

on the bottom and a 17 inch pad in GoMPANY, WAUKESHA. The fol- Three very fine bushels of apples 
the center and also a top pad. The lowing won awards Miss L. T. Zinn, were shown at our LaCrosse meeting. 

apples were reported to have arrived Hartford, 1st on Northwest Greening; William Connell, Menomonie, won 
in ‘Tampa in: extellent; condition: 1st on Wealthy; 2nd on McIntosh; first prize on a bushel of beautiful 

Members were very much interested 5th on Cortland; 8th on Red Delicious; Red Delicious. They were bid in by 
in the report by Mr. Connell and he ang 3rd on Golden Delicious. Francis Robert Sosnovske of Cal-Spray at 
was given a vote of confidence and  Cogtelio, Fond du Lac, 2nd on North- $18.00 
_ as in Pioneering this west Greening; 8rd on McIntosh; 3rd Arnold Ullrich of Rochester, Min- 

on Cortland; ist on Golden Delicious; peg, won sec bushel 

In dlscuasing the type of package and sth on Jonathan. John Kopp, of Hed Dellclus bid in by Leon Miler 
cote —_~ oe ee oa West Bend, 3rd on Northwest Green- of the John Bean Co, for $8.00. A 

this at and way go to a cardboard ing. W. H. Clemens, Thiensville, 4th bushel of Fireside by Henry Leidel of 

box on account of the price of baskets. 02 Northwest Greening; 7th on Red LaCrescent, Minnesota, won third 
“Some markets do not like baskets Delicious; 4th and 5th on Golden De- prize. They were bid in by Mr. C. D. 

due to past experience with the fruit licious; and 8rd on Jonathan. Peter Hunter of the Hardie Sprayer Co., for 

they contained,” said Mr. Connell. F. Thelen, Fond du Lac, 5th on North- $7.00. 
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° ° 
Bagged Apples are Moving in New York State 

By Lloyd H. Davis 
Department of Agricultural Economics, Cornell University 

(Presented to New York Horticultural The size of the pricing and the determine whether the optimum size 

Society Convention. Condensed.) packaging unit also was investigated. of unit continued to be 6 lbs. under 

For the last 2 years Dr. Max Brunk The highest sales resulted when pre- these high-price conditions. We found 

has reported the results of apple mer- packaged apples were in 6 lb. units the following results with McIntosh 

chandising studies he conducted in and price was quoted for 6 lbs. of ap- apples in Cortland, Ithaca, and Elmira 

close cooperation with this Society. ples. Sales were 27 Ibs. per 100 custo- The “combination” display with a 2 Ib. 

Let me briefly remind you of some of mers. (The “combination” display unit for pricing and packaging sold 

those research results. was used). 10.2 Ib. per 100 customers. When a 4 

Experiments were conducted in 1950 These results indicate a real op-  ib.unit was used sales increased to 15.4 

and 1951 in the stores of 3 chains in portunity to increase the sale of your lbs. With a 6 lb. unit sales were 19.0 

6 cities. Many merchandising prac- apples. A slight increase in apple Ibs. per 100 customers. Maximum 

tices were tested. Three types of dis- sales in all self-service stores would be sales resulted when a 6 Ib. unit was 
play were studied, (1) display of bulk a tremendous help to apple growers used, even under recen‘ price con- 

apples, (2) display of prepackaged ap- With retail apple prices consider- dition. 

ples, and, (3) display of bulk and pre- ably above theirlevel in 1950 and 1951 
packaged apples. Apple sales were many retailers feared that a package : should ar eae that the secret 

lowest when only bulk apples were of 5 or 6 Ibs. was too large. They ‘ aera A m joe ppl > 1 

sold, 13 Ibs. per 100 customers. When thought many consumers would want ke te b oa ‘1 si  Nlastowee cet € 

only prepackaged apples were offered smaller quantity when the price per 100 1° DNV APBIGL = WN ktm. 
these stores sold 18 Ibs. per 100 cus- unit increased. They urged packagers Remember” (nat MGs: :PeOPl) S8R! Be 
somers. A display combining bulk and to pack smaller bags, 3 to 4 Ibs. An fooled only once. Continued success 

prepackaged fruit was most effective, increasing proportion of the displays 4¢Ppends on continuing to place good 
selling 20 Ibs. per 100 customers. have offered 3 Ib. bags in recent fruit in the bags and delivering them 

(These results were obtained when weeks. to the customer while in good con- 

apples were packaged and priced in During December research workers dition—From Proc. N. Y. State Hort. 

terms of a 4 Ib. unit). at Correll conducted anexperiment to Soc. 1953. 

A Me j F. l d h j 

° ° 
To Our Faithful Old Friends, 

° ° 
To Our Cherished New Friends, and 

° ° 
To Those Whose Friendship 

We Hope To Earn, We Extend 

- SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
227-29 Cutler St. 

P.O. Box 535 Telephones: 
Waukesha, Wis. Waukesha 4107 or 8716 
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, The New Orcharding 
Changes In Insect And Disease Control, Thinning And 
Pruning Methods For Producing Larger and Better Fruit. 

° 
Convention Program Report 

Partly due to the realization that ers are being tested; one of them, a sprays for apple thinning and at 

quality apples of good size are bring by-product of the dairy industry looks harvest time. “We must reduce costs 

ing profitable prices and small off promising. all along the line and produce better 

grade fruit is selling below the cost Scab Control quality fruit, especially of better color 

of production, attendance at our two Dr. J. D. Moore of the Department and size,” he said. Toward this end 
convention's fruit growers programs of Plant Pathology presented the re- both thinning and harvest sprays are 

was larger than ever this year. sults of this year’s research on new becoming accepted practices. 

We can well adopt as a theme for materials for scab control in com- Dr. Mitchell’s paper on chemical 
this year’s programs the title chosen parison with the older materials. thinning will be printed in a later is. 

by Dr. R. H. Roberts for his talk He emphasized again the impor- sue. 
“The New Orcharding”. Every speak- tance * ge red Paige 1 lives Control of Fruit Drop 

er presented ideas for improved or- OVer only e dead apple leaves. = ‘The amount of picked fruit in soi 
chard practices. A halt job is less satisfying than no wichigan mach has been 15 to on 
We are fortunate at our conventions Job at all”, he weld. Lowering the more than early estimates due to no 

in being able to hear from our Scien- spore level with the “ground spray’ losses from drop, was the statement 

tists who present the results of is still best in areas where scab is a made by Dr. Mitchell in his talk on 

their year of work in research. These problem. harvest sprays. When “color-set” was 
men have neither the travel funds nor Captan Sprays Favored used on Duchess early the fruit 

the time to attend very many meet- The Captan sprays came in for colored earlier than usual and it 
ings during the year. Therefore, con- favorable comment because they gave could be sold earlier at better prices, 

vention programs are planned so good scab control, very little injury, However, growers must be careful as 

they may give us at first hand the and good finish to the fruit. the chemical may ripen the fruit so 

latest information available in their Leaf injury from a straight lime fast it will over-ripen. . 

special field. Later it is the job of the sulphur program of 9 applications in Dr. Mitchell gave the results of an 
Extension Specialists to take the re- the Door County test plots was again experiment on the effect of applying 

commendations to all parts of the very severe—480 injured leaves out of the harvest spray NAA on various 
State. 1,200, compared to less than 100 for parts of the fruit and foliage. The re- 

: all materials excepting Crag, which, sults are shown in this table. 

Insect Control for some unexplained reason, caused 

Dr. ©. L. Fluke and Dr. Don Dever more leaf and fruit injury than Effect of NAA Harvest Spray 
of the Department of Entomology pre- usual. On Duchess 
sented results of work done in test- There were only 7 apples out of Parts Sprayed Fruit Drop 

ing new materials for the control of 1,200 showing scab where a Captan Stem & Cluster Base 11% 
orchard insects. Dr. Fluke gave a spray was used; 8 in the Captan and Foliage Only 9% 
summary of his work on ground Tag and 18 in the straight Ferbam Foliage, Stem & Cluster Base 3% 
sprays for plum curculio and apple program. Where lime sulphur was Check Trees 24% 

maggot control. He said that Dieldrin used in the first part of the season Dr. Mitchell’s paper will be present- 

continues to give good control of cur- and Ferbam after bloom, control was ed in a later issue. 
culio when sprayed on the soil in good with only 15 apples out of 1,200 The New Orcharding 

spring at 6 lbs. and 3 lbs. per acre. showing scab, but with 97 injured The following are some of the com- 

Six Ibs. per acre gave good results for leaves. ments made by Dr. R. H. Roberts, De- 
2 years, but the 3 Ib. rate has only Dr. Moore will present his recom- partment of Horticulture, U. W. in 
been tested for one year when it gave mendations for the 1954 spray pro- his talks on the New Orcharding at 

‘equally good results and may work. gram in a later issue. both conventions. If you have a profit- 
Aldrin also gave satisfactory results Asked the question: “Will any spray able roadside market for your fruit, 
at the same rate but may not last as material kill scab after it has keep only enough trees to supply it— 

long in the soil. Other materials tested started?” Dr. Moore said he doesn’t saw down the rest. Most growers are 

did not give as good results. think so—Puratized, for example, will josing money on the apples they send 
Dr. Don Dever said our insect con- Kill spores on the outer edges of the to the wholesale market. Some grow- 

trol sprays must be improved because scab spots but not in the middle. ers sell their small apples at the road- 
our standards for fruit quality are OUR CHANGING WORLD side market and send the best fruit 

higher than they used to be. He said “Our fruit growing practices are away. That’s really the way to lose 

that the phosphate sprays such as changing rapidly’, said Dr. A. E. money. 

Parathion, Malathion and Metacide Mitchell of Michigan State College in Today folks are paying good prices 
give the best control. Various spread- his talks on the use of Hormone for big apples. School boy size apples 
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Orchard Notes 
will bring only about one half the the code and recommend improve- out. The area between the trees gets 

price of the best grade. ments. the full sunlight and wind and is the 
Some of the things we can do and 2. Study of harvest and tare systems. first to dry out. Furthermore, the roots 

the changes that are coming Dr. James Erickson, Chairman, Baileys of large trees are very likely to be in 

Roberts gave follows. Concentrate Harbor. the rows between the trees, even over- 

sprays are the coming thing, especial- 3. Virus research promotion. Ed lapping. Heavy mulch allowed to ac- 

ly when the machines are improved a Nordahl, Baileys Harbor, Ch’m. cumulate year after year will greatly 
little more. Thinning sprays are do- 4. Pie Baking Contest and cherry help the moisture supply in the soil 
ing a good job. Harvest sprays hold promotion. Frank Barich, Ch’m. and such a mulch between the rows 

McIntosh on the trees if the job is 5. Abandoned orchard removal pro- will be even more beneficial than 
done right. ject. The five directors with Ray Slaby, under the trees. 

Better throw the sulphur sprays out Chairman. Nitrogen fertilizer increases the 

of the window. The organic sprays are —— growth of the grass in the orchard 
better; they give a better finish to MOISTURE FOR THE but if you feel that the soil needs a 

the fruit. In regard to fruit packaging ORCHARD complete fertilizer try out a bag of 
Dr. Roberts remarked that each grow- Fruit trees use an enormous amount feTtilizer such as 10-10-10 to see if it 
er must work out his own method to of moisture. During the warmer sum- __enefits the cover crop. 
suit his needs. The basket is going out. mer months when the fruit is grow- _ 

Relative to growing Red Delicious, ing rapidly is the time when the most COMMENTS ON RED 

he said that they are getting more moisture is required. These are also DELICIOUS APPLES 
profitable because we can now grow _ our driest months. By Bill Luce, In Better Fruit 
them to larger size on old trees in Scientists have found that tree leaves Magazine 

Wisconsin by using the new pruning can steal moisture from growing fruit There is no new apple variety to 

methods. “However, you'd better have in an effort to overcome a shortage of compete with the Red Delicious as 

them on hardy trunks”, he said. moisture in the soil. Fruit actually grown in the Northwest. We grow it 

(To be Continued) wilts before the leaves. During a with good color, size and free from ex- 

period when the tree is suffering from ternal blemishes. It produces heavily 

WISCONSIN CHERRY GROWERS a shortage of moisture the wilted fruit and can be handled in commerical op- 

ASSOCIATION ORGANIZED does not increase in size very much. At erations without showing excessive 

Undertakes Several Important harvest time such fruits will be smaller bruising. These factors make it our 
Projects than if they had not undergone a No. 1 apple by a wide margin. 

The Wisconsin Cherry Growers As- moisture shortage. eee a — Promising 

sociation met during the annual fruit Value Of Organic Matter And Mulch nly it may be over planted 
growers school at Sturgeon Bay on Writes Clarence E. Baker in June fen day just as other varicties have 

: 6 een over planted. But if Red Deli- 
December 8 to discuss projects of issue of the Rural New Yorker: “Any- dio’ are low ‘In’ price, #oitie Of the 

benefit to the industry. thing that conserves or increases the less desirable fruits, such as Winesap, 

Organized in June of 1953, the As- organic matter in the soil usually helps Rome and Jonathan, will be even low- 

sociation elected the following offi- to conserve moisture. Cultivation .. in price. That’s the way it has al- 
cers: President, R. E. Burton, Stur- should be avoided as much as possible 4. heen with the Standard Delicious 
geon Bay; Vice Pres., James Erick- 0M most soils because of its tendency so we see no reason why the Reds 

son, Baileys Harbor; Sec.-Treas., Tom to destroy the soil organic matter will be any exception. 

Palmer, Jr., Sturgeon Bay; and, Di- through rapid oxidation: run-off of New strains of Red Delicious will 
rectors representing the five districts rainfall from cultivated soils often pop up to make our deal more in- 

of the county: District 1, Frank Bar- result in serious erosion. Much of the teresting and we hope more profitable 

ich, Sturgeon Bay; District 2, D. D. soil lost by erosion is composed of to the grower. To the trade and con- 

Palmer, Sr., Sturgeon Bay; District 3, particles of organic matter that floats sumer, however, they will be just Red 

Spencer Eames, Egg Harbor; District away, rather encouraging the disap- policious. 
4, Ray Slaby, Fish Creek; District 5, pearance of organic matter from cul- Occasionally a strain such as the 

Ray Nordeen, Ellison Bay. The Di- tivated soil. If run-off is heavy, mois- Qanoma Red Delicious will appear 
rectors are also Directors of the Wis- ture shortage is inevitably low.” with heavier bearing characteristics 

consin Cherry Commission the parent Grow Cover Crops Throughout than the present strains. It will be an 

organization that originated the Cher- Orchard advantage for some growers to use 
ty Pie Baking Contest in Wisconsin. We have steadily maintained that to such a strain if they need heavier pro- 
Projects adopted for the coming be of greatest benefit a cover crop duction to reduce their costs. The 

year and chairmen appointed are: 1. must be uniformly heavy throughout Okanoma has shown real promise this 

Study of the migrant labor problem in the entire orchard floor. This means year. It has out produced Starking 

camps; Chairman Sid Telfer, Sr, El- that practice of spreading fertilizer better than two to one in the Cam- 

lison Bay. The survey is under the under the branches of the tree is eron orchard near Donald, Washing- 

direction of the Wisconsin Vegetable wrong. The soil under the tree gets ton. Color and size were both satis- 

Commission. The committee will study natural shade and is the last to dry factory. 
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Berries and Vegetables | 
° ° 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 
Pres., Dr. Charles Swingle, Sturgeon Bay; Vice Pres., E. A. Rosenberg, Clintonville; 2nd Vice Pres., Charles Greiling, Green Bay; Sec, 
Treas., E. L. badge lao 147, Fort Atkinson. Directors: Glen Swartz, Keuosha; Charles Braman, Waupaca; Gerald Hipp, Janesville; Elmer 
Whitby, Chilton; Burchell, DePere. H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Ex-officio. 

BERRY AND VEGETABLE Robinson too well but people will buy 
GROWERS HOLD ANNUAL ¥ y AIP A it. Lindalicious is a good variety and 

MEETING uy Mr. Harry Barlament of Green Bay 

There was a good attendance at the a reported he also liked it very well, 
annual meeting of the Wisconsin aa to) Catskill, said Dr. Swingle, did not do 
Berry & Vegetable Growers Associa- [== —<— od too well, but he plans to get virus. 
tion at Fond du Lac, Thursday, No- ~ Ny free plants which may do better; the 

+ vember 12; but many more growers 4 A Re t | iA A | PY same applies to Premier. He has not 

should have attended and listened to decided whether to plant more Premier 

ie very ee ee om —— Gilbert of the Branch Experiment plan = if he can get the virus-free 

lew of TS . 
elected as shown at the top of this ‘Station Sturgeon Bay; and on new py. ‘swingle will discard the Mar. 

getable varieties and cultural prac. hall, Empire, Eri d Ed 

page. Treasurer E. L. White reported tices by John Schoenemann, Exten- aes mp Si ae a len, because a substantial balance in the treasury. sion Specialist in Vegetable Crops. A they didn’t do well. Wisconsin No. 261 
had very good quality but he will not 

Weight Of Berries portion of Mr. Schoenemann’s paper plant it again. Wis. No. 587 is an ex- 

In the discussion on the weight of has already been published as has @ Gonent berry with good red color but 
strawberries, Mr. Gerald Hipp of Paper by Mr. George Klingbeil, Fruit 1. is not planting it due to the yellow- 
Janesville reported that Premier and Extension Specialist, on Observations i, color of the leaves. The Sparkle 
Dunlap berries weigh 20 to 22 Ibs. per 07 Small Fruit Growing Areas.Other j ries are rather on the small side 
case. Mr. Floyd Burchell of DePere Papers will be printed later when the 414 somewhat dark. Dunlap produced 
said that Robinson weigh 18 to 20 Season is particularly timely berries of poor size in later pickings. 
ounces per quart at the first picking, Strawberry Variety Tests Dr. Swingle brought up the question 

22 ounces in mid-season, and the last Dr. Frank Gilbert presented tables of why the strawberry crop was short 
Picking weighed 24 ounces per quart. giving the yields of the strawberry throughout most of the state in 1953. 
The smaller berries weighing the most, varieties tested at the Branch Experi- The opinion was given that it was too 

the average being about 22 ounces. ment Station. Beaver was again the dry in the fall of 1952 and there was 

Mr. Harry Barlament of Green Bay poorest variety in this area, with g poor set of fruit buds in September 

reported that a case of Thomas Temple and RedWing also at the bot- anq October. 
weighed 28 lbs. Mr. Chris Olson of tom of the list. At the top of the list Mulch 

Berlin, said that the Gem everbearer for 1953 were Sioux, Robinson, Wis- Another question which was raised 
weighed 23 ounces per quart the first consin No. 537, Catskill, Dunlap, was “Ig it possible to apply too much 

part of the season and 24 ounces dur- Sparkle, Red Crop, Wisconsin No. 214, mulch on strawberries?” The opinion 
ing a later wet period. In October Thomas and Premier—ranging in pro- seemed to be that it is entirely possible 

when it was very dry, they weighed duction in that order, from 85 quarts to smother plants with too heavy a 
only 20 ounces per quart. Dr. Charles for the area for Sioux down to 50 mulch, especially of materials that are 

Swingle stated that the important quarts for Premier. inclined to pack. Marsh hay does not 

thing is to please customers and that In 1952 conditions were different pack and is therefore, a safe material 

the boxes should look full. Mr. Frank and Wisconsin No. 261, No. 214, and to use. It was pointed out that the 

Gilbert of Sturgeon Bay stated that No. 537 were at the top of the list, principle function of ‘mulch is to pro- 
the boxes are usually well filled at with Robinson, Premier, and Catskill tect the plants in case a very early 

the farm but some stores may change yielding in that order. freeze, coming when the berries are 

them by making three boxes out of Variety Tests On The Farm not yet in a dormant condition. Ex- 
two and shaking up the berries to Dr. Charles Swingle reported ob- periments have shown that after the 
make them appear full. servations on the 24 different varie- plants have become dormant as they 

Mr. Harry Barlament reported that ties of strawberries he grew this past are by January and February, they 
the cucumber worm had been con- year on 12 acres. He said that 24 is are not subject to winter killing from 

trolled and there was no loss this far too many varieties to grow. He the cold in a normal winter. 
year. He thanked Mr. E. L. Chambers favors Wisconsin No. 214 because of It was also pointed out that there 
and his Department for the excellent ts excellent quality, and will plant is danger in leaving the mulch on too 
work done on this insect which caused more in 1954. He also likes the Thom- late in the spring. After growth starts, 
a great deal of loss in 1952. as because the berries sell well, are plants can easily be stunted by 4 

Papers To Be Published Later big, and late—blooms one to two heavy mulch. It was suggested that 

An excellent paper on chemical weed weeks later than others and therefore more tests be conducted on the time 

control was presented by Dr. Frank not subject to frost. He doesn’t like for uncovering. 
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Insect Control A LESSON IN SOILS IN OUR BACK YARD 

Dr. Charles Swingle gave his Questions Answered By James Livingstone, 

method for controlling insects of By Dr. E. T Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

strawberries and pointed out that 

many of our past troubles have been 1. If we compost our oak leaves In our back yard there’s shade and 
due to insect injury. He used 20 lbs. of nd other leaves of deciduous trees trees, _ 

a 5% DDT and 20 Ibs. of Chlordane and dig them into the garden, will There's humming birds and bumble 

per acre, applying the first dust one it create soil acidity? bees. 
week! after uncovering the plants and Answer: Compost made from There's toads and snails, 

another dusting at the beginning of oak leaves and from other decidu- There’s katy-dids and Bobwhite quails. 

the blossoming period. The latter ap- ous trees is usually only mildly nm our back yard there's fireflies; 
plication is especially good against acid. When made from hard ma- There's lots of shrubs, most any size. 
the Tarnished plant bug and Spittle ple leaves, the compost may be ‘There's always song, 

| pug. Relative to injury from heavy practically neutral. Leaves of The song of birds the whole day long. 
applications of DDT on the soil, he the same species of tree will vary If our back yard you could share 

said research has shown that small considerably in their content of bases, Miss Jenny Wren would greet you 

| applications such as 4 or 5 Ibs. of depending on the supply of bases in there. 
actual DDT per acre are all right, but the soil on which the trees are grow- There's things like a vine 
heavy applications may inhibit runner ing. Oak leaves from trees growing That cling and twist and twine. 

development; Therefore the amount on sandy soil are usually lower in 
recommended here is not harmful. bases and make a more acidic com- In our back yard it’s nice to loll, 

Dr. Swingle reported that his Red ost than oak leaves from trees grown To think and dream and watch it all. 

Rich everbearing strawberries were 0n Clay or silt loam soils higher in We watch the trend, i 
very nice this year and produced an lime content. To make a clay or silt The bud, the bloom, the dying end. 
excellent crop as compared to the poor loam soil appreciably more acid In our back yard we let things grow 
crop of “catfaced” berries produced in through use of compost made from For someone else, when we must go. 

1952. He gives the credit to dusting eaves of deciduous trees will probably Some day, some one 

with a 5% Chlordane and DDT mix-_ be a rather slow process in most cases. May undo all that we have done, 

ture before bloom which took care of 2. Will the needles from pine trees But, take a hint from those who know 
the Tarnished plant bug and perhaps and other conifers increase the acidity We'll watch things grow. 
other insects. He said that customers if dug into the soil? For our back yard is full of things 
prefer the Red Rich over the Gem Answer: Pine needles are much low- The things that real contentment 

variety. He plans to set the plants 24 er in bases and make a much more _ Prings. 
inches apart and cut off the runners. acid compost than that produced from In our back yard, we pile manure 

He also reported that he had excel- the leaves of deciduous trees and thus It smells like heck, you may be sure. 
lent results from the project of “Pick it may be possible and practicable to But, take a hint from those who know 

Your Own Berries”. Customers came use compost needles of trees to in- t's first rate stuff to make things 
and picked their own at a reduced crease acidity of soils. The effective- STOW. 
price and they treated the beds just ness of this procedure and rapidity of Editor's Note: Mr. James Living- 

as good as the regular pickers. He action will of course depend on the _ stone is one of our most honored life 

plans on selling about 95% of his crop kind of soil and its reaction to start members of the Wisconsin State Hort- 

on that basis next year if possible. with. It is more difficult to changethe _ticultural Society. He is a past presi- 

Best Strawberries For Freezing reaction of a clayey or heavy soilthan ent, was on its Board of Directors 

Dr. Frank Gilbert of the Branch a sandy soil. for many years, has been given hon- 

Experiment ‘Station, Sturgeon Bay, 3. By digging sawdust into a soil orary recognition by the Society and 
brought in pint boxes of 12 varieties or using it as a mulch, will it acidify is considered by many one of our 
of frozen strawberries. He put them the soil? most authoritative gardeners. We wel- 
on plates and asked everyone present Answer: Digging sawdust into a come this poem from his pen. 
to taste them and mark their prefer- soi] or using it as a mulch is not a 
ence on a card. The votes were feasible method of increasing the 
counted and resulted in the following. acidity of a soil. Sawdust consists Overheard in a Connecticut bus: 

Wis. No. 537 received the highest jargely of cellulose and some lignin “But my dear, it isn’t automatic. You 
number of votes—17, as compared to and these materials disappear almost have to turn a switch.” 

8 votes for Wis. No. 214. Catskill, completely on rotting without leaving 
Sparkle, Wis. No. 261, and Robinson gppreciable amounts of acidic ma- 
all received 7 votes; RedWing 6, and terial, 
Lindalicious 5. Only 1 vote was given a MOULTON 

Dunlap, Sioux, Premier and Beaver. IRRIGATION COMPANY 
This was an important test and in IRRIGATION SYSTEMS FOR SALE Re by 

eee we sad DA Wet oy and me rein aren ot | 
Preference when frozen because so popular makes for sale at all times. . - 

many of our consumers do freeze their Eric Franke, Rt. 5, Sturgeon Bay, Black River Falls, Wis. 
berries. Wisconsin. 
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For The Wisconsin Nurserymen’s Association 

Pres., Robert H. Gieringes; Milwaukee; Vice Pres., John Gartman, Fond du Lac; Sec.-Treas., Thomas S. Finney, Sturgeon Bay; 
Enrror, Leland Jens, Wisconsin Rapids. Directors: L. L. Kumlien, Janesville; Frank Thierfelder, Milwaukee; Vincent Frantel, 
Kenosha; Charles Hawks, Wauwatosa; Howard Anderson, Port Edwards; M. A. Haller, Oshkosh. 

° ° ° 
Highlights of the Convention 

How to grow better nursery stock WW. oneal et increased sales result. The stock igs 

and how to sell it and make satisfied NAN i bas available for planting during the off- 
customers was the theme of the an- Ya Pa lee season. By having evergreens, shrubs 

nual convention of the Wisconsin aed ¢ iu ag and trees available in cans, the cus- 

Nurserymen’s Association at Milwau- an € e tomers can take them at any time. It 

kee on December 2, 3 and 4. apa Pt S leads to increased cash and carry sales, 
At the business meeting, Secretary- Eg. s (3 ihe. Then, too, the nurseryman can stage 

Treasurer Tom Pinney reported a suc- Ba? J F Fa 7 Ara ri a display for the public and create 

cessful year with a balance in the Zr ss ‘idan hia a impulse buying. As a part of the talk, 

treasury and many valuable projects A | 9 eX slides were shown taken at the Hill 

completed. 7 “a ae z Nursery, Dundee, Illinois, on large 

Officers elected for 1954 are. Presi- ‘ 4 blocks of various evergreens in a new 

dent, Mr. Robert H. Gieringer, Mil- Wy i) type of tin container. 

waukee; Vice-President, Mr. John -- rs . 
a : He To Increase Sales 

Gartman, Fond du Lac; Sec.-Treas., = ys) ar on ait a f the Gayl 

Mr. Thomas 8. Pinney, Sturgeon Bay. ba A ©o ta * Co ati oe ¢ Mil aylord 
New directors elected were Mr. How- ntainer Corporation 0! waukee, 

Spencer advertises in the papers on gave another humorous but instruc- 
ard Anderson, Port Edwards, and 
Mr. M. A. Haller, Oshkosh. Friday and Saturday morning. The ad__ tive talk on salesmanship. In Mr. El- 

. ‘iin 2 should feature what people want and _liott’s opinion there is no more. ex- 

Program the price, and also state a good reason _ citing occupation than that of a sales- 
The convention program was ex- for gelling. Don’t list too many var- man. But then, he added, he had read 

cellent. Talks on selling and creating jeties because it is very confusing. the book “Death of A Salesman” and 
satisfied customers were especially ap- tye emphasized the price should not be _ was “surprised to know how many 
preciated by the members. Mr. Elmer high. “Stop and Save” is a good slo- people are in favor of it.” A buyer al- 
Spencer, nurseryman of Springfield, gan. A real nurseryman will get a ways says that you are too high in 

Illinois, highlighted this topic with @ thrill out of visualizing how his stock price. “When you get the price about 

statement — “Give your customers will improve and beautify many homes % of the cost, then the buyer will say 
what they want. They want stock and public buildings. you are getting close to the right 

berg Rtg ci og eons ue ocat cs The Grower's Short Course price”. Many growers, he said, are 
se! i. ie ‘ lik ; The Grower’s Short Course on De- afraid they will lose a sale and so are 

very popular; people just don’t like to afraid to charge enough to make a cember 2 was well attended. From the 
climb ladders and so like the idea of profit. A buyer wants: 1. a bargain, 
small trees that are easy to take care University of Wisconsin came R. D. d 2 hoi 

Schenefeldt, Department of Entomol- ®"@ 2. & choice. 
of and will bear fruit. Potted roses “While we are aware of our cost,” he 

because 8% L. G. Holm, Department of Hor- a ‘ 
are preferred by customers becau: ticult said, “the buyer doesn’t care what 

taking care culture, George Ziegler, Department . 
they don’t have to bother is the cost is. They are thinking of them: 

of Landscaping in the Dept. of Horti- sy of them before planting. selves and interested in a bargain.” culture, Dr. Garth Voigt, and Dr. S. ‘ 
While he admitted that the best way Sometimes it is a good thing to dis- 

landscape his A. Wilde of the Department of Soils, 
for the home owner to landscape David A. Flori. Play your culls and let them compare 

landscape man avid A. Bosley, Department of Flori- 
property is to employ a landscape 1 ; f the 800d stock with the culls. When you 

d then furnish CU! ture, acted as Chairman of the 
to design a planting an give them a choice, they will usually 

he- school. We have already had promises ; 
the material and plant it, he neverthe- buy the best. Let’s not burden our 

. from most of these men that they 
less said that the cash and carry sys: customers by telling them about our 

furnish papers covering their talks 

tem is sweeping the country by storm for publication in early issues. problems and our costs. They don't 
and is an important way of selling want to hear about it, he said. 
nursery stock. It has been presented Canned Nursery Stock 
to consumers as a way of saving Increased sales with canned nursery If Plants Could Talk 

money; it’s an easy way of placing your stock was the topic presented by Mr. W. B. Griem, of the Plant In- 

product in the hands of people who Homer Fieldhouse of Fieldhouse Land- dustry Division, Dept. of Agriculture, 

want it. In selling, use the idea that scape Center, Madison, Wis. He as- in charge of Fertilizer Analysis gave 

you can show them how to save $25.00 sured members that by placing nur- valuable information on fertilizers. 

instead of how to spend $75.00. Mr.  sery stock in cans or other containers Here is a summary of his talk. 
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Wisconsin’s 1952-58 fertilizer con- Use of fertilizer-insecticide mixtures Soil Laboratory, University of Wis- 
sumption was a record high for the receives much discussion. Control consin or have it tested by the local 
state: 417,357 tons. Pre-war usage people recommend caution. Fertilizer High School Agricultural Department 

about 40,000 tons a year. manufacturers not at all interested. or County Agent. 

Fertilizer supplies for next season Insecticide manufacturers push the Sandy soils need more fertilizers 

are in good supply. Increases over ‘dea. Consumers in general like the 14,5 types more retentive of moisture, 
1952-58 estimated at 11% for nitrogen idea. especially nitrogen. Trees and shrubs 
with increased solid forms, 10% avail- _ Use of antibiotics for plant stimu- with an extensive root system are able 
able phosporic acid and 11% potash. lation receiving research attention. to obtain enough phosphorus and 

Granulation, prilling and use of de- Has worked experimentally by treat- hotash from the soil even though it is 
tergents will make for better storage i"& Seed or by injecting into plant. relatively low in these elements. For 
of the new high analysis fertilizers. Soil analysis is very important; also rapid growth of woody plants, nitrogen 
This should reduce spring peak de- >reeding of plants and study of proper ig the fertilizer element most often re- 
‘and, culture. quired. The type and amount of 

New development in acidulating rock FERTILIZERS FOR growth desired can be regulated by 
phosphate with nitric acid will make NURSERY STOCK nitrogen application. Since soil types 

still higher analysis practical and al- The use of fertilizers for “canned” Vaty a great deal each grower must 
go make possible continuous produc- nursery stock as well as stock in the ‘Study his conditions and regulate the 
tion of mixtures. Should reduce costs. field came in for considerable discus- #™ounts of nitrogen used according to 

Foliar Feeding sion. As we see it the problem must the amount of growth obtained. 
be approached from two angles: The Fruit growers have been studying 

Foliar feeding of three primary type of soil used, the amount of or- the fertilizer requirements and growth 
plant foods has limited applicability. ganic matter and natural fertility it responses of fruit trees for many 
Nitrogen in the form of urea is the contains and the type of plants grown years. Articles in this magazine on 
only practical application at this time. and their requirements. that subject should also be of value 

Foliar feeding of minor elements is A soil testing outfit is a valuable to nurserymen interested in fertilizers 
still practical. Two new developments gig to the nurseryman; but if he pre- for trees and shrubs. Evergreens and 

may prove of use in making minor fers he can send samples to the State perennials require special study. 
element applications more practical. 

Water insoluble forms as frits, and 

non precipitating forms as chelates, 

may help solve minor element feeding 

problems. Remember mulching solves 

most minor element problems. TREES FOR YOUR HOME GROUNDS 

If proposed plan for extraction of 
Vitamin B12 from Milorganite is car- BIRCH, WHITE. Ideal for planting 3 to 5 to a group. 
tied through, the analysis and physi- 24” to 30”, $1.00 each. 3 for $2.50. 
cal characteristics of the product will 

iit chenget aldehya : AMERICAN MOUNTAIN ASH. Ideal small tree for borders 
lew urea-formaldehyde resins can ji ; te tailor-made for solubility and avail. and gardens. Red berries loved by birds. 

ability of nitrogen. One application 12” to 18”, $1.00 each. 3 for $2.50. 

per year for nitrogen on turf is pos- = = 

sible. Does not burn foliage. z 5 = 

Direct ammonia applications to soil = 

is being expanded at a tremendous Ne f CLIMBING ROSE EXCELSA NO. 1. Red flowers 
tate. Soil fixes ammonia so that there FA in clusters. Hardiest of all climbers. Ideal 
H.no.lous of ‘nitrogen. as for cutting as well as a showy garden plant. 
Use of defoliants is increasing at a wee 3 Y P . 

rapid rate. Outlook is good for expan- = 2 and 3 Year Transplants, $1.50 each. 

sion in horticultural field. = ic 3 for $3.75. 

Soil Conditioners Si = 

No chemical tests have been de- = mn 
veloped to measure effectiveness of a “ 
soil conditioners or flocculents. Prac- Z = J. J. NIGARD NURS ERY 
tical laboratory tests are not consist- pT 

ent. Products are not effective on 
sandy soils and are not needed on Tip Of Bark Point Herbster, Wisconsin 
soils with high organic content. Prac- 

tical use of light applications above 

seed rows for soil in which surface 
crusts form easily. 
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£ _ the Edit sDesk 
OUR ANNUAL CONVENTIONS ePVe WOMEN’S AUXILIARY HOLDS 
Attendance at both the annual con- fox eS) MOST SUCCESSFUL MEETING 

ponent . mn a. Ore coe he J aw A most enthusiastic meeting was 

our 85th annual convention at Fond Ne held by the Women’s Auxiliary in con. 

du Lac, was larger than in past years. is 2 {GAR nection with the annual convention of 

There were 223 registrations at our a an oN we . at Fond du Lac, Novem. 

annual convention. Programs at these \ AK 
meetings were excellent as was in- APY) é Officers elected for the coming 

terest of the members in them. NX year were: President, Mrs. Marshall 

New Officers Elected (2 R Hall, Casco; Vice President, Mrs, 

At the annual business meeting of _ ioe ee cee Treas, 

the Society, Mr. Marshall Hall of Cas- 

co was elected President, Mr. Arthur Mrs. Donald Kirkland’s talk on 
Bassett, Jr. of Baraboo, Vice Presi- desire to correspond with an Ameri- zinnias and iris was most educational. 

dent, and new Directors, Mrs. Wil- ©" gardener to exchange ideas and She named varieties of each that were 

liam Basse of Muskego, S. S. Mathi- © get some information about horti- best suited as to color, growth, and 

sen, County Agent of Milwaukee, and CUltural methods in the U.S.A. Would their use in the home garden. She 
Phillip Dell of Waldo. The Board of appreciate if you will publish my mentioned that she protected young 

Directors re-elected H. J. Rahmlow, ™#me and address in your magazine trees by the use of nylon stockings as 
Secretary and E. L. Chambers of im the hopes that one of your readers wrappnigs. 

Madison, Treasurer. may write to me”, Mrs. Chester Thomas's talk on new 
The Secretary reported a small in- We hope that some of our members outstanding shrubs for the garden 

crease of membership during the past Will take advantage of this offer. was illustrated with colored slides and 
year. In his annual report he stated not only showed the shrubs, but the 
that he had participated in 92 meet- ORCHARD FOR SALE other plantings used with them. Mrs. 

ings of affiliated organizations For Sale: 18/4 acre bearing apple tomas is a practical gardener and 
throughout the state during the year Fchard of good commercial varieties, 1,2, experience was most acceptable 
on a travel budget of less than $600.00, Wth storage cellars and roadside mar- , per jisteners. 

The Board of Directors seriously et on Highway 12 just South of Bara- 
discussed the financial situation and 00. Good farm buildings. Modern con- Mis, Lilian Moehrke of) the Bond 
the deficit being incurred due to Vetiences—Irish Orchards, Baraboo du Lac Power & Light Company dls- 
steadily increasing costs. The Board Wis. cussed the baking exhibits and gave 

voted to consider increasing the dues 5 ee many hints for improved apple|dishea. 

of affiliated organization members to RAIN WHEN YOU NEED IT She said, “If you are baking apple 
$1.00 per year at the Board meeting YOR SALE—Carter Self Primin dishes, give them the apple flavor, 
next July. In the meantime, the Sec- ' > r i and do not smother them with sugar”. 

retary was instructed to lay the pro- 6” X 4” Pump. Capacity 950 gallons The talk on Festive Lighting for 

posal before various organizations Per minute. 100 HLP. Engine. 1800 ft. the holiday season by Mrs. R. H. 
during the coming months and get 6” and 4” Champion Self Coupling Sewell demonstrated simple arrange- 

their reactions. The magazine cannot Pipe. Perfection Sprinklers. Will put ™ents with lighted glamor. It was 

be kept at its present level of 24 to 32 1” water on 8 acres in 30 minutes. Al- ee at eer ae of ner lis- 
pages on the present dues. We do not eners say, “That’s something I’m go- 

wish to decrease our services or the *° Gould Pump. Capacity 450 gal. per ing to do when I get home”. In fact, 
size of the magazine. Rather we minute. Mrs. Sewell received many compli- 

should increase both, which can be COPELAND NURSERY ments for her fine talk and demon- 

done only by increasing our income. PLATTEVILLE, WISCONSIN stration from members. 

———————— — Attendance was doubled that of 

hie auastet Giasmee” HELP WANTED last year. When joined by the gentle- 

Sie Geeriavd 35 Wineor.id8 Gonigell Pasco ——. foreman he men there were 200 at the tea who 
. Ber Ns SOF, ngella orthern isco) orchard. 

Road, Ellacombe, Torquay, Devon, experience, age and draft status, Ad- sampled the delicious exhibits of ap- 

England, writes: “I am a young gar- dress: Dept 257 Wisconsin Horticul- ple baked goods. All decided the 
dener in charge of a hospital garden ture, 424 University Farm Place, Auxiliary convention was a huge 

here in Torquay. It has long been my Madison, Wis. success. 
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Awards for Distinguished Service 
Three outstanding horticulturists 7 

were presented the Distinguished , i 
gervice Award of the Wisconsin State § 2 
Horticultural Society at the annual = it 
banquet held in connection with the 4 re z 

annual convention November 16, 1953. Psu 

Mr. Gilbert Hipke of New Holstein * 

was presented the award “in recog- 5% 

nition of his leadership in advancing 
the fruit growing and processing in- 

dustry, and for substantial contribu- 

tions to the growth and welfare of 

horticultural organizations”. 

Mr. John F. Swartz of Kenosha was 

presented the award “in recognition 
of his devotion to the successful cul- 

ture of fruits and ornamentals, and 

substantial contributions to the wel- 

fare of horticultural organizations.” 

Mr. Edward L. White of Fort Atkin- 
son was presented the award “in re- Distinguished Service Awards were presented by the Wisconsin State Horti- 

cognition of his many years of devo- cultural Society to (from left) Gilbert Hipke, New Holstein, E. L. White, Fort 

tion to gardening and the culture of Atkinson, and John Swartz, Kenosha. Presentation was made by President Arnold 

oramental plants, and substantial con- Nieman, Cedarburg, at right. 

tributions to the welfare of garden 

clubs and other horticultural organi- 
zations”. After graduation, Mr. Hipke re- Commander of the American Legion 

turned to New Holstein and took Post 124, past Master of the New Hol- 

od ee ke charge of crop production and farm stein Masonic Lodge and has served 
management for the Company. He al- 10 years on the County Park Com- 

podent Arnold. F Nieman who ther took an active part in civic, in- mission, and si Clerk of th 
presented the awards. The biographies pwbars B = ae On, And PIX years as SHersior We 
follow dustrial, agricultural and political af- Board of Education at New Holstein. 

. fairs and organizations. Mr. Hipke is serving his 25th year 

GILBERT J. HIPKE Gilbert Hipke is a past president as Secretary of A. T. Hipke & Sons, 
and Director of the Wisconsin Can- with his father still active at the age 

Gilbert J. Hipke of New Holstein is pers Association and served as Director °f 80 a8 President. In the years 1928 to 
recognized for his leadership in ad- of the National Canners Association. 1931, Gilbert planted and organized 
vancing the fruit growing and proces- the Hipke Orchards, consisting of 90 
sing industry. He was born in Calumet He was organizer and Chairman acres of apple trees to produce fruit 

County and spent his boyhood in New of the County Civilian Defense Pro- for processing and fresh fruit for 

Holstein, graduating from High sram, serving three years as its Chief. sale. The project has developed most 

School there. He worked during the He served four years as Alderman and satisfactorily and is producing quality 

summer months on farms and in the is serving his 19th year on the County fruit. 

canning factory founded by his father, Board of Supervisors. He served four 
A. T. Hipke, in 1898, and now known years as Director, and three years as JOHN F. SWARTZ 

as A. T. Hipke & Sons, Inc. It was President of the Wisconsin State 

originally known as the New Holstein Horticultural Society. He also served Mr. John F. Swartz of Kenosha was 
Canning Company, and the products on the Board of Directors and is now born in 1867. He was the son of John 
Packed were peas, corn, tomatoes and President of the Wisconsin Apple In- J. Swartz who, in 1849 at the age of 7, 
apples—largely of the Duchess variety. _ stitute. came to Wisconsin with his father. 
In the fall of 1916 Gilbert Hipke en- They spent the first winter in Mil- 

rolled in the College of Agriculture, Throughout the past 25 years, Mr. waukee and moved to Kenosha in 

University of Wisconsin. On comple- Hipke has been active in the Repub- June of 1850. 

tion of service in World War 1, he re- ‘ican Party of Wisconsin, serving as After nine years spent in construc- 
sumed his studies at the University, the County organization’s Secretary tion work in Kenosha, the Swartzes 

graduating in 1921, While at the Uni- for 25 years, and six years as Chair- bought a farm and began fruit grow- 

versity, Mr. Hipke took a number of man of the Sixth Congressional Dis- ing. John J. Swartz, the father, and 

courses in the Department of Horti- trict. He is a past president of the lo- his brother enlisted in the Third Wis- 

culture. cal Chamber of Commerce and past (Continued on page 88) 
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KG Walter Axel, Sheboygan 

, e e @ ¢ Leland Shaw, Milton 
YP G. H. Thompson, Manitowoc 

. Ralph Burdick, Edgerton ladiolus Jidings Sk 
u a ) Charles Melk, Milwaukee 

4q John Gates, Two Rivers 

™ Paul Beers, Port Washington 
John Flad, Madison 

For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Otto, Rapestitihe, fn Sueboraan 
President Vice President Secretary Ed Lins, Spring Green 

DR. R. H. JUERS CHARLES MELK MRS. JOHN BAYLESS Jerry Merchardt, Marinette 
Wausau Milwaukee Rt. 2, Two Rivers Bay ee aiaaivowoe 

Treasurer ‘ 
DR. H. A. KASTEN as ianeoe, Maltive, Ex-officio 

315 Washington St., Wausau 
ae 

WISCONSIN HYBRIDISTS— FERTILIZER NEEDS OF and flower production. The nutrient 
THE MELK BROTHERS GLADIOLUS STUDIED supply available during the current 

By Ralph Burdick, Edgerton The Department of Horticulture, Season however, had a oie ete 
Charles and George Melk have been Rutgers, Univ. NJ, carried on re- tion than did the previous years 

growers of gladiolus as cut flowers search on the response of gladiolus to nuit ming » 
- a = cee they found various fertilizer treatments which BP. 

e growing of the new introcutions was reported at the annual meeting ULBS 

so fascinating, decided to try their of the American Society for Horticul- pusT pr ranantl 
hand at hybridizing. tural Science. In response to a question about 
The first crosses were made in 1944 Thirty-five different fertilizer treat- qusting gladiolus bulbs for thrips 

using mostly the new introductions ments based on soil analysis were control, Dr. Julius Hoffman of Michi- 
of that time such as Burma, Spotlight, applied to duplicate plots. The gladi- gan State College, told members of 
Miss Wisconsin, Connecticut Yankee, olyus produced larger flowers and the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society at 

Pink Radiance, Red Charm, Lady Jane, corms at the highest nitrogen con- the meeting in Milwaukee, that a 5 
E. ©. Cole, and Hoosier Lady. Over centration but disease was also greatly or 10% DDT dust was best. Bach 
100 crosses were made and from these, increased by heavy nitrogen fertiliza- corm must have a light film of dust 
blooming in 1946—Honey, Skippy, tion. For good flower and corm pro- on it in order to come in contact with 
Pink Classic, Margery, and Red Radi- quction together with low disease, the the insects. He mentioned that nap- 
ance were selected for further propa- intermediate amounts of nitrogen, thalene flakes have been used suc- 
gation and introduction. Crosses in phosphorus and potash seem best. By cessfully, but do not kill as many 
succeeding years have made more ex- placing corms from heavily fertilized thrips as DDT and cause more injury. 
tensive use of their own seedlings, piots in unfertilized plots and vice If you have not yet dusted your 
producing three to be introduced this versa indicated that the previous gladiolus bulbs, do so now. It is the 
year—Mother Anne, Celestial Rose years soil nutrient supply as reflected one important way in which the in- 

and Fertune. in the nutrient reserves carried over sect is carried over winter to infest 
Selection with an eye to beauty and in the corm, had an important in- next years flowers—and perhaps be a 

commercial value is considered para-  fiyence on the current season's growth menace to your neighbor's plants. 
mount and a great deal of their suc- 

cess has been due to rigid exercise 

of this concept. 

No definite pattern is followed in 

their breeding work. Line breeding 

and inbreeding has been tried with 

no outstanding results. They now be- 

lieve outcrossing offers the best re- ~ 

sults with the added advantage of | 
using varieties that do well under 

widely varying climatic conditions. a 

Anyone who has attended q large j \ , 
show in Wisconsin can testify as to iy 

the professional skill and artistic abil- ee ais ee , - ~ 

ity manifest in the make-up work eee eer a) . 

done on their exhibition baskets. For $ as 

peveral youre baskets ’of Margery have Board of Directors, Wisconsin Gladiolus Society meets in Milwaukee on 
been crowd stoppers at all the large November 1. From left, seated: Gil Thompson, Jerry Merchardt, Mrs, John 

shows and one can count on the bulk Bayless, Dr. R. H. Juers, Charles Melk, Dr. H. A. Kasten, Ralph Burdick and Ed 

of the basket classes being filled by Lins, Standing from left: Walter Axel, Joe Rezek, Arthur Kottke, John Gates, John 
Melk’s bedutiful seedlings. Flad, Otto Kapschitske, Jr., Paul Beers, Ed Schaepe, and Leland Shaw. 
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How We Grow Gladiolus 
Fertilizers and Soil Management Practices 

By Charles Melk, Milwaukee 

Annual Meeting Paper 

There are many opinions on the use . bulb rot and is not recommended. 
of fertilizer on glads. Some believe ea Our experience with organic fertili- 

that the soil should be built up prev- ¥ zers and barnyard manure has been 
jous to planting. Others say that glads ss limited. We have used it on occasion 
respond to commercial fertilizer, es- ee a 7 & in the past. Results have not been 
pecially when water is available. Still consistent. Pulverized sheep manure 
others insist that organic fertilizers has given us best results. This was 

are best. spread on the top of the ground so 
We believe that organic matter is it also helped as a mulch. Barnyard 

necessary but minerals are of equal manure has a tendency to cause fun- 

importance. A soil rich in organic gus diseases, This is especially true if 
matter will respond well to commer- applied at planting time. However, 

cial fertilizers and will retain moisture. -_— we have grown excellent bulbs on land 

Organic matter also helps build soil ser where manure was applied the year 
structure. Mr. Charles Melk of Milwaukee with efore. Fresh manure is perfectly safe 

Fertilizers Used a basket of Red Radiance, one of {or flower production, but can be the 

Our experience with fertilizer on Melk Brothers’ ’53 Introductions. It is C@USe of disease on the bulbs. 
glads is limited to 2 types of soil— aa clear, bright red, without markings. On Sandy Soils 

muck and clay loam. On muck soils Red Radiance took the Champion We have had no experience in 

we used a high potash fertilizer such Basket Award at the State Show in growing on sandy and sandy loam 
as 0-20-20, 3-9-18, and 0-9-27. Muck Two Rivers. soils. 

soils respond to commercial fer- I understand that there is more 

tilizers perhaps better than any other were rye, oats, barley, Sudan grass leaching on those soils so that apply- 
soil, as there is usually enough mois- and alfalfa. The latter proved to be ing all the fertilizer at planting time 

ture and the organic matter is a big the best; but this is a 2 year propo- would not work out well as there 
help. 7 sition. The grain crops were satis- would be too much loss of plant food 

At present we are growing on clay factory but not up to alfalfa as a and a -greater chance of fertilizer 
loam soil. On this soil we use com-  goj] conditioner. burn. 

merical fertilizers such as 4-12-8, Phosphates Used I would not recommend the use of 

3-12-12, and 6-12-12. The latter formula We have used both Super Phosphate amounts mentioned on sandy soils; 

gave good results both for bulbs and and Rock Phosphate as a broadcast but rather more frequent applications 

cut flowers. application in the fall; both at the of 100 pounds or so per acre. 
On bulblets a 10-10-10 fertilizer has rate of about 750 pounds per acre. We glad growers are handicapped 

worked well the past year. Bulblets Some was broadcast on top of the by a lack of information on just what 

seem to require more nitrogen for plowed ground and some broadcast glads require in the way of fertilizer. 

early growth. into the green manure and plowed While we do have some knowledge on 

We use the hand placement method wynder. Not much to choose between their requirements, we do not know as 
of applying fertilizer. In this way the the two, but the former seemed the much about it as is known about 

fertilizer is at the level of the bulb pest, other plants and flowers. This may be 

and 4 to 5 inches to either side of the In addition to the phosphate, 400 to due, in part, to the many different 
tow. We have never had any damage 00 pounds of mixed fertilizer peracre soils on which glads are grown. There 

from fertilizer burn and results have was applied at planting time. A side may also be quite a difference in the 

been satisfactory. dressing of Sulphate of Ammonia requirements of varieties due to an- 

Green Manure when the spikes begin to form has_ cestry. 
On the clay loam soil we used green given excellent results in the produc- ___ ooo 

Manure to some extent. This seems to tion of cut flowers. We believe that Your friends don’t believe you make 

help condition the soil and add or- Sulphate of Ammonia is the best as much as you do; the government 

ganic matter. It is difficult todo much source of nitrogen for use on glads. doesn’t believe you make as little— 

in the way of soil building on a per- The use of this material will drop the Burnett County Leader. 

Manent basis by growing green ma- PH to some extent, which, in turn, 

nure crops. Perhaps the most practi- will make the minor elements more — — 

cal way to handle this would be to readily available. This will help in the Want to be happy? Never set your 

grow green manure crops for 2 years control of fungus diseases. mind on anything which is in the 
and then plant the land to glads. Organic Nitrogen power of others to withhold.—Chetek 

The crops we used for green manure Organic nitrogen is said to cause Alert, 
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HORTICULTURISTS HONORED the Columbian Exposition tending committee of the Society and spent 

Se ee ne Sona ss Pon Astisom where be siests recauacnded tor tons mf mo’ ‘0 m where he and 
Sats ies te ol shale worked for 16 years with the James reported on them. The test plants jp. 

return, John J. was married in 1866, Manufacturing Company. cluded both fruits and ornamentals, 

and John F. Swartz was born on the It was after moving to Fort Atkin- When the AN ecigaee ae. an 
farm which he is still operating. son that Mr. White developed an in- Vegetable Growers ociaton: wa 

His father was-always interested in terest in horticulture which has never 'Sanized in 1948, he was elected to 
fruit growing and immediately planted ceased. He was always very interested their Board of Directors and hy 

served as’ Secretary-Treasurer since 
a 10 acre apple orchard which was in plant and animal life. He joined He has also been a membe 

considered unusually large at that the Wisconsin State Horticultural So- {M49 He has. Chet Weelt Gonal 
time. He also grew cherries, grapes, ciety in 1919 and still has copies of the Aesodiation, Vor several years ie 

currants and gooseberries and was magazine from that time on. He was White sold nursery stock and dig 

the first to introduce red raspberries on the Board of Directors of the So- i k. 
in Kenosha County. They had the ciety during 1944 through 1946, and on landscaping work. 

first orchard sprayer in the neighbor- the Excutive Committee in 1946. In 1922 Mr. White purchased a small 

hood and were able to produce worm- Mr. White was ‘instrumental in or- farm outside of vhs — and his 

free cherries, which were unusual at ganizing the Fort Atkinson Garden ease interest Ta tine this vente 

that time, and so became well known Club; was president the first two Pine et io, an. s tenaive garden : 

for the quality of their fruit. years and is still active in the club. nieh he and Mrs, White grow iris 
At the age of 8, John was given a He served in 1981-32, as vice presi- peonies and chrysanthemums. He has 

few strawberry plants by a neighbor dent of the Wisconsin Garden Club  aigo grown many other varieties of 
and raised a small strawberry bed, Federation and one year as president flowers and has learned a great deal 
and then became interested in propa- of the South Central District of Gar- about their requirements and charac- 
gating fruit. At the age of 21, John gen Clubs. He was a member and teristics. He has grown many varicties 

was given an acre of land by his fath- Chairman of the joint plant testing of fruits, mostly for home use. 
er which he could use for propagat- 

ing fruit. He then went to the Phoenix 

Nursery of Bloomington, Illinois, and 

secured the agency as a dealer for 

Kenosha and Racine Counties. 

He purchased young fruit trees from ° 
the Phoenix Nursery to line out the | Why Wait for Small Trees to Grow Up? 
acre in young stock and use this as 

a sales lot, and sold trees for orchards Plant Larger Trees Save Years! 
throughout the two counties. The . 

price of trees at that time was 25c ‘ a 

each or $18.00 per hundred. The trees —— er : 
cost him 7c each which gave him a a a 
profit of $11.00 per hundred on the Say sale trees. oe 

John Swartz first attended the —_ 
Horticultural Society convention at oa 
Madison in the fall of 1898 and has ee 
missed very few conventions since that . 

time. He was active in forming the ag 
Horticultural Club in Kenosha and . 
was a charter member in that branch. 

In later years, after his sons were 

able to take over the nursery and 

landscaping end of the business, John WE SPECIALIZE IN PLANTING AND CARE OF TREES 
Swartz devoted his time to raising . . . 

strawberries. He introduced the Fruit and Shade Tree Pruning being done now 
Thomas variety to the public, and at 

present is growing about 12 aeres of 

Thomas and Robinson strawberries. Complete Insurance Coverage 

EDWARD L. WHITE Call BLuemound 8-3363 

Edward L. White of Fort Atkinson TREE SCIENCE 
was born in 1878 in Waterbury, Con- — & SERVICE CO. 

necticut. The family moved to Ken- 611 Maywood Ave. Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 
osha in 1888, and to Chicago in 1892. 

In the summer of 1893 he worked in 
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GARDEN CLUB OF WISCONSIN, EXECUTIVE BOARD: Pres. Mrs, Chester Thomas, 7481 N. Beach Dr., Milwaukee 11; Vice Pres. 
Mrs. Harold Poyer, Rt. 2, Ft. Atkinson; Rec. Sec.-Treas. Mrs. E. W. Brismaster, 324 Irving, Oshkosh; Parliamentarian Mrs R. H. Sewell, 
i N. 76th St., Milwaukee; Mrs. Charles Bierman, 1847 N. 69th St., Wauwatosa; Mrs. C. H. Braman, Rt. 1, Waupaca; Mrs. W. N. Craw- 
ford, 151 W. Noyes St., Berlin; Mrs. Allen Ley, Rome; Mrs. George Willett, Iola; Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, Exec. Sec. Ex-officio. 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE MILWAUKEE REGION HOLDS 

By Mrs. Chester Thomas, Milwaukee N AN |) FLOWER ARRANGEMENT 
January of a new year, a time when Da i N WORK SHOP 

most everyone looks forward with re- lange 7A Ay The Milwaukee Region, Garden 

newed hope and opportunity for pro- = (a Bs) ; as Club of Wisconsin, held its annual 
gress and accomplishments. To the Sn cA yi XN flower arrangement Work Shop at the 
gardener it is time to appreciate the veg . Yond” YWCA on November 30, 1958. The 

lengthening day, to wait and watch ae program consisted of a demonstration 

for the arrival of those harbingers of A. Course of study, includin, on making wreaths by Mrs. Victor 
spring, the seed catalogues in gay topics related to gardening mach, Schmitt; Christmas tree ornaments by 

and colorful dress and to joyously give as nature, conservation, roadside or Mrs. S. Stratton; Christmas party 
thought to the planning of the year’s civic beautification. favors by Mrs. P. Colosimo, 

garden. B. A named, authoritative speaker. Following the luncheon, tree orna- 
Garden club members are truly a C. A garden tour. ments, (plastics and metalics) were 

privileged people and we of the Gar- demonstrated by Mrs. E. Verberg; 

den Club of Wisconsin can look upon D. A supplementary list of ma- Christmas corsages by Mrs. R. Lar- 
the month ahead with confidence in eTial related to program topics to be 4, he day ended with a demonstrat- 
the plans being made for our con- Compiled by program chairman. tion on Christmas tables and pack- 
tinued progress in the field of horti- 2. SPECIAL ACTIVITIES OF THE ages. There was also a display of ar- 
culture, cultural endeavor and artis- CLUB—15 points. rangements. 
tic achievement. A. A listed club project (at least wa 

Your President has fully enjoyed one) WAUSAU GARDEN CLUB NEWS 

the opportunity given her to be a part B. Participation in a flower show. We started our year out right with 
of our activities and she is grateful C. Work shops for flower arrange- 16 members going to Scandinavia for 

beyond words for the cooperation and ment, landscape, plant exchanges, the Fourth Annual Meeting of the 
splendid support given by all, which si. or slides. Central Region, Garden Club of Wis- 

brought eestis «iG ae sie 3. FORM—10 points consin. We all felt it was a wonder- 
of our ‘organization. To attend our fully instructive day and the luncheon State and Regional meetings is always A. Convenient sized book (origi- eoinan'e have: been "better: 

adelightful and wholesome experience, nality, neatness of design) Our next meeting was on birds and 
where pleasant associations and excel- B, Name of club and date on front bird sanctuaries and the speaker was 

lent and inspiring programs are en- COVer. a member of the Wausau Bird Club. 
joyed by all in attendance. C. First page: date of organization; At our December meeting, our last 

Plans for the year’s programs are affiliations; names of all officers. year’s President showed movies of all 

now in the making and we can all be D. Membership list: name, address our garden club members in their own 
assured of many interesting and ed- and telephone numbers. gardens. Some of the girls didn’t real- 
ucational activities for our welfare and — ize they were having their pictures 

enjoyment. CONTEST YEAR BOOKS must be in taken. It was fun and a surprise to 
To each and every one of our dear the hands of the Year Book Commit- many. At our January meeting we will 

members, may I express a sincere tee before August 1, 1954. Send to the have Mr. Kenneth Altorfer of the Mc- 

thank-you for your continued support. Chairman: Mrs. Severin Swensen, 2230 Kay Nursery Co. talk on landscaping 
And may our Garden Club of Wis-  §. 106th St., Milwaukee 14. in its pictorial aspect. In February we 
consin be that symbol of inspiration 

whereby we can add to our member- 

ship more devoted gardeners and more 

fine garden clubs. § A V E T R E E § 

—————_——. COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
SCHEDULE FOR SCORING 

By The Garden Club of Wisconsin 

Aftiliated with the Wisconsin State GARDENS 

Mortouttaral: Sector WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
ECONTENTS OF YEAR: BOOK— 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 
% points : 
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plan to have something quite differ- BLAZE ZINNIA WINS grow, zinnias even easier than pp. 

ent; the subject will be “Information ALL-AMERICAN AWARD tunias, and produce better plants anq 

Please”. Four girls will be on the _ sia flowers if grown in place, without 
panel and we will have one as a mod- 4 transplanting. 

erator. We will talk on all phases of a 

gardening. HOW TO ROOT CUTTINGS oF 
We plan to celebrate our 20th an- AFRICAN VIOLETS 

niversary in March with a tribute to 

those who organized the club and that One of the largest green houses in 
will be followed by a book review. the country ‘where thousands of euj; 

Our annual get-together of all of tings of African violets are made each 

the four clubs in Wausau is always month of the year makes these recom. 

sponsored by one of the clubs at a mendations for successful rooting of 

luncheon in April with Mr. H. J. cuttings. 
Rahmlow as our guest speaker. We Select only large leaves for cuttings, 

look forward to this meeting as Mr. c * The length of the petiole makes no 

Rahmlow always brings us much ma- i “3 difference and they use different 

terial we can use. lengths, although the shortest sug. 
In May we will have a garden pil- . gested is % inch and the longest 2 

grimage to member's gardens. Always inches. Do not trim the leaves. 
at this meeting each member brings Some . 

growers prefer clean, sterilized 
seeds and a flat ready for planting Blaze Zinnia. This is the only new sand. Others prefer vermiculite. 

and we show how to plant seeds in- annual flower awarded the All Ameri- Cuttings are placed not closer than 
doors in flats. In June we will have a a election for 1954. It is a giant % inch apart in the mixture and deep- 

talc on interior design and composi- yybriq zinnia in flame-orange color ly enough so that they can properly 
tion in harmony with flowers, by Mr. hor th Ives; but they d 

Karel Yasko, a local architect. Our USeful for the garden and cutting. It Snchor themse ves; but they do not 
. " submerge the entire petiole. 

July meeting should be most interest- is easy to grow and has a long bloom- | 

ing. We are going to have a floral hat ing season. Cuttings will root in about 6 weeks; 

parade. Each member will wear their a sometimes less, and sometimes more 

creation made of flowers, fruits, vege- than that. The sand or vermiculite 
: 4 Sta: , Bl 

tables or foliage. One member will be 7, — arias * barca ten must be watered often enough to 
the judge innia, wins the only -America keep it damp at all times. 

* Selections flower award for 1954. 
‘Our August meeting will be on Potting African Violets 

flower arrangement with “two right Really flame or fire colored, Blaze ui 
and two wrong arrangements made brings this new scarlet-orange color sually a 2% inch pot is used for 

with identical flowers”. In September to the new giant Fantasy-type zinnias. planting the cuttings when the young 
we will have a play, “A gardener old Up to five inches across, like the plants appear, making sure that the 
and a gardener new, meet and give largest Dahlia-flowered favorites, Crowns of the tiny plants are kept 
you each one’s view’. By Mrs. ©. H. Blaze seems the truest, most uniform close to the surface of the soil. One 
Brimmer, Wausau Garden Club. in color, plant and size of this popu- must be careful not to set the plants 

lar new class of zinnias. too deeply or the new crowns will 

find difficulty in emerging. 
SHEBOYGAN GARDEN CLUB An authority remarked that its ene 

The outstanding event of the past 00d cutting stems and remarkable Saintpaulias seem to like s soll mie 
year for the Sheboygan Garden Club doubleness of the flowers make every ture with a pH of 6 to 6.5 when first 

was the project of staging “Table set- bloom a specimen for cutting. We can potted which is slightly on the acid 

tings and floral arrangements through accept that as very generally true. side. hater when they are repotted 7 
the year” during the city’s Centennial The terminal flowers are borne on 8 oF neh ‘pots, the: preferra 

lebration in August. The club has pH seems to be from 6.5 to 7—in other 
celebrat gus e cl ‘as strong stems and free-blooming, bushy words they seem to like a slightly 
held regular mettings and has had 

ae Plants reach 2% to 8 feet tall. acid to nearly neutral soil. A good 
excellent programs. The speaker for . 
the October meeting was H. J. Rahm- Blaze uniformity and colorfulness soil mixture is two parts soil, two 

“low, Secretary of the Horticultural create @ sensational mass display in parts sand, and 2 parts of leaf mold. 
Society. By Mrs, N. Palmer, Sec. bed or border, also bringing accent to African violets are not heavy feed- 

—___—___—_, any place in the garden or home. ers and the cuttings or young plants 

If you want to stay young, associate Its introducer calls this new type should not be fed until they are mak- 
with young people. If you want to feel Giant Hybrid Zinnias, the loveliest ing vigorous growth. Overfeeding may 
your age, try to keep up with them.— _ new flowers ever created. That shows 40 considerable harm as the feeder 

Marion Advisor. . real enthusiasm for these easily grown roots are burned so that the leaves 

— flowers and maybe he is right. After cannot be provided with moisture. 
‘One reason the dollar doesn’t do as_ all, petunias and zinnias are the most A completely soluable fertilizer is 

much for us as it did 10 years ago useful and widely planted flowersfrom best—the plant food being given in 

may be because we don’t do as much seeds, They come in several types, the water at regular intervals such a 

for the dollar.—Viola News. sizes and colors. They are easy to ten days to two weeks. 
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Principles Of Good 

e 
Design In 

e e e e 

Distinctive Table Setting 
. By Mrs. Edward Ray, Lancaster, Ohio 

The Flower Arrangement placed within a container or on a suit- 
The artistic arrangement should be able base or mat rather than built di- 

scaled to the table setting—not so small _rectly on the table covering. 

as to be insignificant nor so large that Period Settings 
it may extend into the place settings. Its Period settings call for close adher- 

height should be controlled so that the ence to the use of plant materials and 

diner’s view across the table is not ob- appointments of the time. Modern liv- 
structed. ing customs are so diverse that much 

Variation in heights can be obtained freedom can be allowed in the decora- 

by glasses and by candles if they are to tive schemes suitable for present day 

be used. This problem is more easily conditions. Beauty and good taste are 
sy solved in buffet or tea table settings always primary factors. 

ne we : since the range in the size of fittings Conventional settings are usually 

ge is greater. But in buffet and tea settings symmetrical but less formal plans fre- 

ea se a Sree i placement of the different factors com- quently encourage the use of compli- 

Fy om ae exe baa Ee, mand particular attention so that spot- mentary arrangements at the ends of 
ce Be EH red Cf oe as tiness is avoided and good balance and the table or the use of a three sided ar- 

“¢ : Te Ce ‘iges ~~ ~—unified effect achieved. rangement when the table is placed 
3 nie Ge aS -— Candles which should be used only against a wall. 

3 Ses ee <2 ee for evening affairs (exception: tradition- In some shows a complete table set- 

Lk ae a al Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners) ting for six or more people is done 
cs : can complement the color scheme. White and scoring includes the etiquette of 

candles can be a jarring note if white table setting. In fact, in some instances 

is not used elsewhere within the com- the exhibit is frowned upon unless ade- 

position. Burning of the candle tips is quate service for an entire course or a 

an accepted practice. Since the flame complete buffet meal or tea is displayed. 

“Tea For Two” is the title of this of the candle should not interfere with However, from both the angle of 
handsome table setting which was a the vision of the diners, the candles presenting a stimulating artistic ar- 

winner at the show in Dayton, Ohio. should either be above or below eye rangement in keeping with the com- 
All the pleasure that a flower arranger _ level. position and the beauty of the display 

experiences in creating a delightful floral The arrangement itself ought to be itself, the uncluttered look obtained 

«picture is intensified when the principles of 

good design, color harmony, and proper re- es ae oe 

lationship of textures are applied to com- Phe Bg ; 2 ‘Sts laa 
binations that make for distinctive table ee ee 3 ee 

settings. . be eee a 
The artistic arrangement is not an exhibit 3 he eee ate eee ah ae oe 

within itself but becomes one of the parts i be a a ee 
iti : ‘ be, Pr eee 

of a composition. It needs to be in good Ca Fh oe 

relationship to the table wares and to the SB i bi ene 
setting as a whole as to size, style, color, es 
texture and quality. : 
The type of glassware, table covering, ~ 

accessories and flower container will prob- — Ran as ae ics 
ably be determined by the color, texture, rane : = es aed 
quality and design of the dinner ware. The a 
color or pattern of the plates will likely 

indicate the choice of plant materials for 

the artistic arrangement. 

The color influence on table settings is 

perhaps stronger than any other element. Skillful use of plant materials—a harmonious mass of red roses, 
Textural qualities are also quite important delphinium, wheat spikes and pansies make an effective combina- 

for good unity. Matching ware throughout tion with a deep blue cloth, red and white napkins and ruby 
is not necessary as long as the qualities glasses, Use of silver permissable because it was done for a small 

produce harmony. intimate gathering. 
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with fewer place settings and by the GARDEN NOTES FROM 1952 WANTED — COLORED SLIDES 
restricted use of table furnishings is PUBLICATIONS OF GARDENS 

quite desirable. A timely commentary on “The Many members of Wisconsin Garden 
Some of the finest exhibits showing American Garden” by Chester P. Hol- Clubs take colored pictures of their 

floral decorations in keeping with table way in the July 1952 issue of Horti- gardens and individual plants in it. 
service constitute those done without a culture (p. 263) criticizes the often Would it not be wonderful if these 

great array of furnishings. Place settings “outrageous” attempts of architec- members would send in good slides to 

at either end of a narrow six foot table. tural designers and interior decora- make up a collection which could be 

a _ — a a = — tors to present to owners of contem- loaned to all garden clubs for their 
and buffet or tea tables developed witl porary homes, gardens in the form of programs. 
just enough service to establish a theme “yards turfed with concrete and ac- 

and portray a definite feeling seem more cented with a few plants stuck in pots If this appeals to you, we suggest 
in keeping with the promotion of the and boxes”. Such an arrangement may that you send slides to the Wisconsin 

better use of materials in this connection. be efficient and utilitarian, but, com- raia iota man an ig 
a i» Vert ‘arm Place, mn 6, Wis, 

donate te conection bat ie Bei een” and we will make up 8 set, propare¢ i - — ‘ 
_ d mail . 

nitely the focal point of the setting. A “Naturalism”, the new American ears and mall cut the set of alldes 
sure to mark the names of any 

distinctive table setting of character can taste trend, is the theme presented in 
il be icf House Beautiful (October, 1952 p flowers on the slides and on the re- 

‘we aitopic for conversation. di6), A. new, setae. of freedom, free. VeTse Side the name and address of the 
Condensed from “The Garden Path”. dom of taste: ‘flows ‘from natur alism, %@Tdener. Descriptions of the garden 

a iy Ohio Association of creating a = feeling for sim le or plants ‘should: be: sent jn..order to 
Garden Clubs. . . prepare a lecture with full details. 

flowing lines, textural contrasts and 
TT th ¢ ‘nature’ 1 Tit “aiid: Duplicate slides of plants will be re- 

BOOKS FOR THE INDOOR e use of nature's colors. In land- og 
GARDENER scape design peace and ease dominate 

These books will be found in many ‘he style trend—with emphasis on 8 syong DAHLIAS CAREFULLY 
strong indoor-outdoor relationship. 

public libraries. Ask your librarian If your storage facilities are ade- 

for them. If you do not have access to Are you a garden snob? If you re- quate, no trouble should be experi- 

a public library, you may send your ring dahli: ts th 
request directly to the Traveling Li- fuse to assess plants at their in- enced in storing dahlia roots through 

brary, Madison 2, Wis. trinsic value, and grow only those the winter. They keep best at a tem- 

r , materials which are rare and exotic, perature of about 40 degrees and a 

Abbott, wore * The indoor garden- yoy are guilty of garden snobbery of relative humidity of 60 to 70 per cent. 
er. 1089. Univ. of Minn. Pr. the worst kind. The fact that a plant If you have your dahlia roots dug by 

A small handbook to aid the person jg easy to grow and commonly used this time, clean the old dirt off them, 

who wishes to raise house plants. Ad- should not discredit it. For if it has but do not divide them until spring. 
vice is given on selection, care, and eal merit it deserves continued use. If your storage cellar can provide the 
propagation. Both the Green Thumb (Feb., 1952 p. correct temperature conditions the 

Ashberry, Anne, Miniature gardens. 29) and Country Life (English) (May plants can be stored simply in flats 
1952. Van Nostrand. 9, 1952, p. 1896) have more to say on or crates. 

A book for the beginner who wishes this subject. If, however, the cellar is inclined to 
to make a miniature garden, or those — run on the dry side, pack the dahlias 
who already have one and wish to “The Great American Litterbug”,an in dry peat or sawdust. Normally they 
know how to care for it. illustrated article by Annette H. will keep well in this way. If you 

Free, Montague. All about house Richards in the May, 1952 issue of have experienced trouble even with 

plants. 1950. Doubleday. Natural History (p. 200), the magazine this treatment, try the paraffin meth- 

The selection, culture, and propaga- °F the Ameriean Museum of Nanwe od, melting enough parattin on topet 
tion of house plants, with suggestions story, N. ¥., reveals the aarming a pail of water to provide a layer one- 

: extent to which vandalism has in- hajf inch or so deep. Have the water 
for their decorative value. 

Gannon, Ruth T. Decorating with creased within our national parks and just warm enough to keep the paraffin 
hows , ta: 1982 Crowell e forests. Although park officials esti- melted. Dip the roots in and out of the 

plant : ae mate that only 10% of the visitors pail quickly, and a thin coating of 

How to grow and care for flowering are guilty of serious offense, one {8 paraffin will adhere to them, provid- 
and foliage plants indoors. Interest- shocked by the depredations com- ing a good protective covering. —From 

ing suggestions are made for their mitted by this minority. For, not ‘The Florist Review. 

use in decoration. only do they deface and destroy ir- pees 
Hersey, Jean. Garden in your win- replaceable works of nature, but care- 11 tel hat tl are 

dow. 1949. Prentice-Hall. lessly spread litter and rubbish where- wont, more an ee we with se 
The essential information for pur- ever they go. By KE, L. Kammerer. e 

suing that fascinating hobby of rais- Bull. of Pdpular Information By the the remaining few set about proving 

ing plants and flowers indoors. Morton Arboretum. Ill. it—Spring Valley Sun. 
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SONNET TO A WISCONSIN 5 0D WILSON CLOVER 

QUEEN y Wilson clover produces nectar more 

Royal by birth, on royal jellies fed, ae than commen ae oe clover 

The queen emerged. I marked her pa aid ce p a ee 
virgin flight Dae le. e% . 

to celestial realms beyond my Kruse grew a small acreage of Wilson 
nl EC 7 clover and observed that the bees 

To jheaven—the rightful place for ‘2 a & worked on the blossoms in large num- 
ed Os p bers. Consequently it is his opinion ueens to wed. p Ss . 

Ie cient, golden drone swift-follow- Bo: that this clover would be profitable 
ing sped. i for farmers to grow because it will 

Nuptials of death. The thought did produce several times as much seed 

not affright per acre as the ordinary Red clover. 

Nor swerve him from the moment's Wilson Clover was named in honor 

brief delight of Professor H. F. Wilson, formerly 

The sun his priest; a cloud, the Dept. of Agronomy, but it lacks root Chief of the Department of Entomol- 

bridal bed. ogy at the University, and in years 
development and is not as large as 

gone by one of the leaders in promot- 
normal. The great danger will be to 

How brave the kirn child that he ing beekeeping in Wisconsin. Accord- 
bef have the soil remain dry and with a 
never sees! ing to Dr. James Torrie, of the De- 

: light snow cover. Then, if we get low 
Bright blossoms cherish ripeness soon tel tures, there may’ be heavy partment of Agronomy, University of 

to come; 1 ae a @inter injur: y Wisconsin, who does research work 

Sweet mead invites, its goblet holds °°" “T° me with Red clover, ie Woe a * 
no less; COs’ quite similar to the common 

The ruddy apple lies with purpling Fete LNG oF aati clover in most respects excepting that 

plum— it has white blossoms. It has been 
All these results from mating of the A number of surveys have been  saiq that the corolla tubes of the Wil- 
bees! made in various states to determine on clover are shorter than those of 

The man is bold who would compute the cost of producing honey. They common Red clover and consequently 
| the sum. have brought out the fact that it pees can work it more readily. Ac- 
|Written by Fidelia A. VanAntwerp, °°Sts more in many cases than is re- cording to Dr. Torrie, no one has made 
87 Vine Street, Wisconsin Dells, Wis. Ceived when honey is sold at whole- actual measurements nor has made 

——— ee sale prices. a study of the nectar secretion of 
OUR NEXT YEAR’S HONEY CROP Since most of us are at a loss to Wilson clover so we do not have 

Q 1 know how to go about getting a high- scientific data on these points. How- 
ton: Hise te ato —— er wholesale price than the prevailing ever, it may be of interest for bee- 

aflected the clover arth paar market, we turn our attention to keepers to try the Wilson clover to 

meg Ot 8 Reed crop ‘ef Money other ways of making a profit. see if it will yield nectar under their 
. Dr. C. L, Farrar in Circular No. 702, conditions. If so, it would be of great 

Answers: ‘According ‘to: agronomists states: “In surveys, the colony yield help to beekeeping if the second crop 

Tien’, University of Wisconsin, con- was the basic factor influencing pro- of Red clover produced a good crop of 
ditions at Thanksgiving time were quction costs. The cost of producing a tha. besa Gworlk the’ Blosasiaa 
not much more serious on heavy soils pound of honey in the apiaries giving ioney. ecttucy Gi a : 

than in the fall of 1952 when it was ow yields was 5 to 9 times the cost ‘reely for nec! ey Iso ~ 

‘so dry in many parts of the state. in apiaries with high average yields. enate them and so a good crop o 
On some light, sandy soils, new seed- When it is recognized that most seed should be produced. 

ings of alfalfa and clover have been apiaries show average yields only % SS 
killed and conditions are serious. as high as those obtained from the 

f develo: 
White clover was in fair shape on most productive colonies, the beekeep- There is no danger o: ave _ 

heavy soils at Thanksgiving time ac- er is challenged to increake the ef- ¢yestrain from looking on the brig! 
‘rding to Professor Dale Smith, ficiency of his management”. side of things. 
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e ° Our Convention Programs 
1953 Apiary Inspection Report Are We Going Astray 

Programs have been going astray at 
By John Long, Chief Apiary Inspector State and District meetings in the 

. past few years. Instead of helpfy COLONIE! 
Apiaries OLONYEE ee ite 2,078 “4 talks on how to overcome the vita 

County Active nerery ae 99) 04 1,215 96 problems of concern to each individ. 
Barron 44 i 4 65 «TOT, ual beekeeper, we have concerned our. 

Brown 17 267 LS 2,514 31,870 1,808 selves with affairs which are no! very 
Buffalo 38 307— _ helpful. 
Calumet 73 1,020 3 ADDITIONAL CONVENTION NEWS Instead of listening to talks b; 

pew! 549 v . y 
pe > = on 480 2 Wisconsin Beekeepers Association scientists who are carrying on vital re. 

Columbia 15 218 18 The Women’s Auxiliary held avery search to solve our problems, we 

enjoyable program and as a result waste our time at meetings with Crawford 38 408 6 ‘ a 
are looking forward to a better at- “business” which could well be han. Dane 65 57565 i 

Dodge ov 729 +51 ‘tendance andanother good program at dled by Boards of Managers, Direc. 
Door 35 258 39 the convention in the Retlaw Hotel, tors or officers. 

Dougias 58 359 29 ‘Fond du Lac, next year. Officers have So, we saw at the last convention of 
Dunn 10 449 16 «Steady begun working on the details. the Wisconsin Beekeepers Association 
Eau Claire 18 664 2 HONEY LABELS. Do not send or- the sad spectacle of speakers who had 

ders for Association Honey labels to been asked to prepare talks, and who 
Fond du Lac 46 536 30 
Giwat’ 72 gig 62 Toney Acres. The labels have been are not otherwise available for County 
Green 10 486 , ‘transferred and further notice as to or District meetings, being practically 

where to send future orders will be “pushed off” the program, by “Busi- 
Green Lake 17 1040 — 1» 
Towa 6 418 published when available. ness”, 

‘ackson 25 389 18 NEW SECOND VICE PRESIDENT The first dutylof an organization and 
is Mr. Harold Richter of Whitehall Jefferson 66 900 26 {8 MF. aro chter 0! tehall, its officers is to help its members, 

Juneau 1 26 __ Wis, Mr. Joe Mills had been nomi- Failing in that, it has no purpose. 

Kenosha 66 699 68 meee by sou e soe but tnt ed. Let us get back to our fundamental 
‘Kewaunee 4 224 4 le convention voted appropriations purpose, that of learning more about 

and salaries as follows. Corresponding beekeeping and in the modern. way. 
La Crosse 1% 647 14 See! d Rei Sec ‘ping 
Lafayette 18 200 9 retary an cording retary Today we are no longer satisfied to 

cel alaries to be $200.00 each. a7 CBMaries to be WO per year ' listen to a beginner tell us about his 
Langlade 2 To the American Honey Institute Lincoln 40 221 — $100.00: to the Ameri Beckoevi experiences. This is a modern age 
Manitowoc 35 552 7 O0; to the erican eeping when all branches of agriculture and 
Marath 36 556 «60 Federation, $25.00. all industries are guided by the find- 
aenon Auditing Committ rted th 

Marinette 30 305 6 ne ee repo! @ ings of research by competent scien- 
books of the Association correct and tists, It must be the same in beekeep- Milwaukee 100 715 63 i rd 

Monroe 42 544 63.-—«C-« BOO order. ing if we are to prosper. 
Oconto 26 361 25 Report of Resolutions Committee SS 

Outagamie 60 1,024 27 The Resolutions Committee reported THE AMERICAN HONEY 
- Ozaukee 32 251 8 the following resolutions which were INSTITUTE ON THE JOB 
Pepin 7 44 — adopted. 1. That the Women’s Auxil- The November Newsletter of the 

Pierce , 34 689 47 iary meeting be held in the same American Honey Institute, 114 North 
Polk 36 596 29 building with the meeting of the Carroll St. Madison 3, Wis., states that 

Portage 4 55 2 State Beekeepers Association. 2. That about $2,500.00 worth of literature is 

Price 1 50 — the Wisconsin Beekeepers Associa- sent out free of charge to answer re- 

Racine 29 210 37 tion express its sympathy to Marvin quests not including postage. Many 
Rock 35 798 26 Kosanke of Ripon because of the successful honey business men dis- 

Rusk 11 129 1 tragic death of his mother. tribute material prepared by the In- 

. St. Croix 18 654 13 The American Beekeeping Federa- stitute and attribute their success to 

Sauk 22 408 15 tion will hold its annual convention it. One man ordered $550.00 worth of 

Shawano 49 618 18 in Baltimore, Maryland, January 25, books and material in October. It 
Sheboygan . 69 907 +11 £1954. Mr. John Lis of Des Plaines, takes the full time of one girl in the 

__ Illinois and Mr. Allan Vosburg of office to answer requests for honey 

teaver ne 1188 Fort Atkinson w nominated inf ti ere nominat as information. 
Trempealea 45 502 69 

2 = delegates. The American Honey Institute is 
Vernon 47 629 10 
Walworth 21 m7 42 Mr. Clarence Pfluger of DePere working for beekeepers every day of 

- and Mr. Cornelius Meyer of Appleton the year and the only thing that is 

Washington 24 439 3 were elected by the Board of Mana- keeping them from doing more is 
Waukesha 18 118 4 gers to serve on the Executive Com- lack of funds. Why not enable them to 

‘Waupaca 86 923 16 mittee with the officers for the com- do twice as much by giving them the 
‘Waushara 40 TAT 4 ing year. money to do it? 
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WHAT’S NEW HONEY LITERATURE AVAILABLF: 
Disease Control With Chemicals To help beekeepers increase the sale (is 

Fully Established of honey throughout the land, the oney 
Early last year the American Bee American Honey Institute, 114 N. Car- . 

Journal devoted an entire issue to the roll St., Madison 8, Wis., has prepared Co t 
control of American and European a number of circulars which may he n GuIners 
- ae oo. on purchased at cost prices. The following oe et * — - Also 

and antibiotics. e T are recommended. ered ke “immedi = 
issue < sangre in ay oe cae oe In celebration of our 25th year, de- lan We cas 
I.E. Ee Iniversity o! orn: Cak 
mgorts on experiments in that State. 150 for $100, Assorted Honey leaflets | Comet, line of, bee, supplies 
He makes this significant statement. @ 195 for $1.00. Honey Recipes Boxes We are always in the market for 

“Briefly, we have found it possible @ 2 for $1.00. Delicious Treat—Honey Honey. 

Oe Gin inigiea the ts & ce on Ice Cream posters 17’x11” @ 8 for me will buy your beeswax or trade 
) €X-  25c, 1953 Calendars @ 200 for $1.00. supplies, 

tracting the honey from all combs [t's Sell Honey @ no charge. Write for complete price list. 
oa ae eit beck: oo een Two new posters, one featuring 
the honey and feeding a honey being poured on ice cream, and ial y A 
diseased colony after adding 14 gram the other of honey being spooned on one cres 
of sodium sulphathiazole to each gal- pranefruit will soon be ready. These Menomonee Falls, Wis. 

Jon ot syrup (sugar syrup can be gr. the most colorful posters the In- 
ls Sie ~— colony stitute has put out and will be kept 

by ae: sieht 8, when nec- ow in price so you may distribute 
essary; 4) establishing a colony in them. Send $1.00 for 12, or 25c for 3. 
each hive body of combs to hasten “LETS FLOOD THE COUNTRY 

° 
the cleaning process when the infect” wart ‘THESE SIGNS” says Mrs. Har- Best Wishes 
ed colony is in more than one story; Het Grace, Director. 

5) getting brood rearing in all cells by , * 
working the outside combs through HONEY CROP REPORT WE WISH TO TAKE THIS OPPOR- 

the center of each brood chamber he USDA, De tof Produe- | TUNITY TO THANK ALL OF OUR 
while the colony has access to sulpha e partment of Pr 
stores; and, 6) continuing feeding un- tion and Marketing in its November 2 CUSTOMERS FOR THEIR PA- 

til brood has been reared in all combs %¢™i-monthly crop reports states that 

and all signs of disease has disap- ‘°F the 11 week period ending October TRONAGE, AND TO EXTEND 
peared”, 26th, there was less than 50% of nor- 

In principle then, American Foul ™@! oy on hes about —— is 
Brood can be eradicated from a col- Country and there we: er : 
ony if 1) they receive constant source ®"e@8 with less than 25% of normal, New Years 
of honey or syrup containing 14 to 1 ae a rg reetiees Lies 
gram of sulphathiazole per gallon and ° esourt, mos o south 7 
2) that they have a chance to clean °™™ Minnesota. White Dutch clover is Greetings 

up all cells in the hive by working in ied te vung attedl wont yale honey 
them during the period that they re- ’ 
ceive the aalsha. Rene ey flow. Large bulk lots of extracted To All 

We think that the best way for pes TS taut conta —— fe 
feeding the sulphathiazole syrup con- ™®™ sional aata ay aren a 
tinuously during this cleanup process Wisconsin the report states there has AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 

Kiem thee soc cama ono aa 
In that that all bee: 

| will ceocioe, ane of the sulpha. . 25% of normal which may affect the Manufacturers & Jobbers 
| The next step is for all Inspectors clover. Bees are in good condition for Bee Supplies 

| in Wisconsin to learn to advise bee- winter and hives are full of food. BOYD, WISCONSIN 

| keepers wishing to treat colonies how 
| to do it properly and effectively. HONEY WANTED 
| Sulpha-Resistant Strains WANTED Wisconsin honey in all — 

Only one worker has reported having stades. Highest cash prices paid. Sub- 
encountered sulpha-resistant strains ™mit samples. Schultz Honey Farms. 
of American Foul Brood in colonies, Ripon, Wis. HONEY VANTEI 
and these were cured with terramycin TT fs 

according to Dr. Eckert. He adds, “In HONEY WANTED N 
our 8 years of using sulpha compound State color, flavor and amount you 

in the cure of colonies infected with have in first letter. Will pick up and 

AFB, we have not encountered any pay cash. M. HL Lyons, Logansville, 
Tesistant strains of B. larvae.” Wisconsin. 
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trees—complete coverage with less material. Marshall Hall, | Pres.-———--——-——-—--_Caseo 

The Niagara Liqui-Duster requires much less water than a H. J. Rahmiow, See. 2/-------- Madison 
big sprayer. The lighter weight makes it easy to maneuver, BE ee, Tee 
even in heavy going. One man can readily control this machine Board of Directors 
from the seat of a medium duty tractor. lidiees* Goaneii________. Slanoenosl 

The large acreage capacity of this machine permits quick Laie Meyer_————_—_——__-------Mllwault 
: insome Severson_.........--.-Sturgeon Bay 

coverage of extensive orchards. Carroll Krippner_-------------Fort Atkinson 
_ earls | Babee ——_-—-------—-- Sturgeon, fered 

ae Mrs, William Basse__-—~2_~1-__~Muskeso 
ae — Phillip Dell --------------------------Waldo 

a & ; 8. S. Mathisen___----—-----------Milwaukee as AS Dr. Charles Swingle, Pres. Wis, Berry and 
Pat Vegetable Growers Ass’n,....Sturgeon Bay 

‘ William Judd, Pres. Wis. Beekeepers 
BEDG eeineiiiecceeicnccns OUT 

R. H. Juers, Pres. Wis. Glad. Soc.....Wausa 
Robert H. Gieringer, Pres. Wis. Nursery- 

Wg men’s Ass’n,-.-__-_-----__--Milwaukee 
Prof. O. B. Combs, Chairman, Dept. 

Horticulture ~-.--.-------_--------Madison 

> <a 
¥ Subscription by membership in the Wiscon- 

oe BE aaa eee rT oe 
bers or more may affiliate at special rate 
which will be sent on request. 

. hie 7 7 
SONiagara c CHEMICAL DIVISION 

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
Ponsa pe vein gi atagg rete edn ag thea 2 
Wyoming, | re rea bee age a Ng =) 

Cenadian Associate: NIAGARA BRAND SPRAY CO., LTD., Burlington, Ontario. 
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FOR BETTER QUALITY FRUIT . 

WE MUST 

Prune The Old Apple Tree 
There are thousands of old apple i 8 et cat a a 

trees in Wisconsin that are too tal, Teh oe 
too crowded, and contain too much a oa 

weak wood for profitable fruit pro- Rie y 
duction. , 5 ih 

You can’t make money growing ap- day 

ples on a tree that can’t be picked 

with a 12 foot ladder; that has so 

many branches the spray material 

will not do a good job of covering the 

leaves or the fruit, or has so much 

weak wood that it bears a large per- 

centage of small apples. 

It is possible to overcome these 

faults by proper pruning. Figure 1, 

shows a neglected apple tree after it 

was pruned and had received an ap- 

plication of nitrogen fertilizer. Large 

branches were removed as shown by 

the arrows and with the letter “A”. 

Cutting out these tall branches, there- 
by lowered the height of the tree Figure 1. This tall, neglected tree was lowered in height by cutting off 3 main branches 

and opening the top so the sun can shown at “A”. It is still somewhat tall, and in future years will be lowered further. .A 
shine on the leaves of the lower number of downward-hanging shaded branches were also removed. In the spring, an ap- 

branches make them able to produce plication of nitrogen was given and mulch applied. This treatment rejuvenated the tree to 

good fruit. vigorous annual bearing. 

Remove “Weak” Branches 

Figure 2. shows a portion of an old - = . Aik 

Wealthy tree in which “weak” or cull 

wood branches have been removed at 

points indicated by arrows. The & 

branches shown at “A” are upright in 

growth and of good length and 

diameter and will produce large sized 

apples. . 

Lowering an old tree should not ’ 

be done too severely in any one year. * p 

Two or three cuts can be made. The ie Ky Le 

suckers which result will replace the No AN 
worn-out fruiting branches. It will be vy NY 
necessary the following year or two, y : bs 

to thin out the suckers and space oh 
them. The suckers may need to be < 

spaced again in 2 or 3 years, leaving Fae SoS 
only the strongest at about 3 to 4 Pi ire Mes aia 
feet apart. oe : 

Want Low Trees ‘ Me 

The trend among orchardists today OF ee Ny 

is to prune for low spreading trees. 

One reason for this is that pickers Figure 2. A portion of an old Wealthy tree showing where cuts have been made (at 

do not wish to climb 30 foot ladders; arrow point) to remove weak wood or cull wood. Such wood usually bears small, poorly 
not only because it is dangerous, but colored apples and creates such a crowded condition that neither sunlight nor spray material 
because they cannot make money an penetrate. 
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picking apples so far from the Fround and having to move heavy What Can We Do About 

ge Neglected Orchards With the advent of the one-man type eg ecte re. ar 
of spray machine, our pruning prac- 
tices of the past must be completely By Philip W. Smith, Wisconsin Department of Agriculture 

iso epee pool iia aS A copy of Wisconsin statute 94.57 propriations for the enforcement of 

Sats Ghd cover all the ‘leaves and pertaining to infested and infected the law. 

Gai. 1S ia ancther reason for lower orchards appeared on page 35 of the Copies of this statute may b> ob. 

ing the height of the tree. October 1953 issue of Wisconsin Hor- tained from the State Entomolocist’s 

Gl tices witch have not been ticulture. Office at 315 N. Carroll St., Madison, 

pruned for years are usually filled | This law has been in effect since Wisconsin. 

with branches of thin diameter, and the Wisconsin Department of Agri- 
hanging downward. This is especially Culture was organized in 1915. It dele- THE MICHIGAN ORCHAR) 
true with Wealthy. Such branches 88tes authority to the ee CLEANUP 

entomologist for the abatement of 

eae | —. ao et beg orchard insect and disease problems Robert Wilkinson 
tree. They usually have very weak nd is designed to protect the con- Wis. Dept. of Agriculture 
spurs and produce apples of less than ‘%Cientious fruit grower by minimiz- In 1945, backed by Michigan fruit- 

2% inches in diameter, and unprofit- ing the possibility of spreading harm- growing interests, a stringent public 

able to grow. All these branches ‘ful insects and diseases from neg- act was passed giving authority for 
should be removed. lected orchards. It has been used only a state department of agriculture pro- 

Sy removing the thin wood: and occasionally either on a community- ject (supported by an annual appro- 

thining out the branches as shown in wide basis for the purpose of com- priation, to lessen the spread of dan- 
Figure 2, light conditions in the lower batting a pest that threatens an area gerous insects and diseases from 
part of the tree are improved and ok satisty a — complaint neglected orchards. 

the spray can cover all of the leaves agains: “a ispes poner To eliminate the most trouble 
and fruit. There have been general complaints some spots, priority for action was 

by commercial orchardists who feel ——— given when written complaints were 

neglected orchards cause losses, but received from commercial growers. Ad- 
TREE REMOVAL PROGRAM there have been few specific com- ditional cases of neglect au 

lect were also 
Greater support is needed from the plaints requesting the state entomolo- uncovered during regular cherry and 

gist to take action. It is a well known 
apple industry—its organizations and + peach orchard inspections each sum- fact that Wisconsin has thousands 

influential members, in support of of orchard trees which under the mer. 
the neglected tree removal program. jaw would be classified as insect in- The negligent owners were asked 

Already the Door County Fruit fested and diseased. to sign agreements to correct condi- 

Growers are on record in support of The law appears adequate. How- tens MY et cain "te ae ~ ° 
- yy the state. In 

tree removal and will carry on an ac- S10" | 7 ie wees ah mead the last case, only solid blocks of 
tive program during the coming year. tree removal like Michigan's. Existing tWenty-five or more trees which were 

County Fruit Growers Associations funds have been sufficient to take f0Und to harbor dangerous pests and 

will be asked to pass resolutions this care of the few instances where the ‘iseases, which had been neglected 
spring supporting the movement. law has been used. It would be for some time, and which were locat- 

necessary for money to be appro- ed within one mile of a commercially 

Without public approval and the priated in order to investigate numer- C@red-for orchard were eligible for 
support of fruit growers the program 44, specific complaints or to insti- bull-dozing at public expense. 

cannot succeed. Last year one of our tute a systematic orchard tree re- Costs of state tree removals, car- 

leading growers attempted to have a moval program. ried out by private operators under 

neglected orchard removed that was A tree removal program involves contract on an hourly basis, aver- 
‘really a menace to his orchard and ther factors besides an appropri- aged about 17c per tree with one 
found himself condemned by his 2tiom- Would all neglected orchard million nuisance trees being uproot: 

trees be removed or only those close ed to date, approximately one-fifth 
neighbors to the point where-he was to  commiercial orchard? Would it by the owners. Overall cost per tree” 
on the verge of giving up. In the ar- be possible to remove neglected trees WaS less than 25¢ including some 

ticle below on the program in Michi- as rapidly as new ones would ap- necessary cutting with hand tools. 
gan, we can see what our neighboring Pear? Many home owners purchase After eight years of inspection, ed- 

a few fruit trees but never control ucation, eradication, anu  growel- 

srates, have accomplished, “= These the pests. These pests may interfere owner cooperation, the chore is 

papers were presented at the Door with the economics of quality fruit thought to be half completed. A more 

County meeting of growers last De- production sufficiently that an in- moderate maintenance program is 
cember.—Editor. creased population may demand ap- planned when the big job is done. 
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WISCONSIN APPLE MARKET In The World ORCHARD FOR SALE 

A large red and white sign with the We ate luncheon in this restaurant 

words “Wisconsin Apple Market” and and kidded the waitress about the ad 30 Acre operating orchard a few 

apicture of a large red apple may be by saying: “How can you have the miles from Green Bay. 2,000 apple, 20) 
geen for more than % mile on the best apple pie down here in Florida plum trees. Speed sprayer, Trescott 

main highway between Clearwater _e you don’t grow any apples.” Grader, Caterpillar in excellent shape. 
and St. Petersburg, Florida. In a fine e replied that they really feel their Part of an estate. Can be sold very 

new building with the words “Wiscon- apple pies are the best in the world 

sin Apple Market” repeated in red because their cooks know how to reasonably. Will J. Platten Estate, 407 
Ietters will be found Mr. and Mrs. bake them. Dousman Street, Green Bay, Wis. 

William Connell of Menomonie, own- One may wonder why this restaur- 

ers of Sunridge Orchards, selling Wis- ant finds it profitable to advertise 
consin apples. apple pie in a state where no apples 

The Editor visited the Connells at are grown. The answer is that apple This 
the apple market just before Christ- Pie has in the past been the most 
mas and found them very happy with popular of all pies and people wil! Apple Orchard 
their venture. Business was fair and like it whether at home or away from | F Ss | 

was expected to improve as the tour- home. So this restaurant capitalizes s For sale 

ist season developed. However, the 0n that preference. Just what you've been looking for! 12 
1 acres. . . . Cortland, Mcintosh, Northern Connells are spending the winter in a Spy and other varieties, and a lot of 

fine climate in addition to selling a Pear trees. They're all beari ‘And 
WANTED ae good percentage of their crop. if yee need it . . . there’s a Friend 300 

The Best Apple Pie ORCHARD MAN gal sprayer and equipment, in good 
Over a prominent restaurant in St. | ————————— = shape. it's ia Vernon County, just off 

burg you will find a si; hich Experienced. For large Michigan Orchard ohwey 56 m_ Viols aad Viegse: eeranare ¥ Bn wited | near Detroit. Perm. Good salary. Home | | Price—$1075 for the orchard. $1575 with 
reads: w provided. | Excellent gurroundings, Must equipment. Write: 

fe Serve The ave references. Give full particulars. 

BEST Soro Seibert Wabas Are KARL OM 
APPLE PIE Chicago 1, Il. . 1100 Linden Avenue _Bellwood, Illinois 

— FRUIT GROWERS - 
IT IS NOW TIME TO THINK OF ORDERING YOUR SPRING REQUIREMENTS FOR 

YOUR ORCHARD. 

AMMONIA NITRATE — 3312 % — FREE FLOWING 

Spray Materials Miscellaneous: 
Do +S . Sulph Arsenate Lead Dithane D14 

emai Peay: eipnurs: DDT—5OW & 75W Z 78 
DN 289 Lime Sulphur Chlordane Black Leaf 40 
Spray Oil Magnetic Sulphur Dieldrin Armite 

Elgetol Kolo Fog Rothane 
Krenite Rare prey PRUNING EQUIPMENT 

- sp Power Portable Pruner & Saws 
Micro Fine Sulphur Pole Saws 

NURSERY STOCK Grafting Knives & Tape 
Trees — Berry Bushes Hand Saws 
Rhubarb — Asparagus Hand Snips 

Miscellaneous Equipment 
Portable Conveyors — Apple Grader & Cleaners Sprayers—all types from the smallest to the largest 

WRITE FOR LITERATURE & PRICES 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
227-29 Cutler St. 

P.O. Box 535 Telephones: 

Waukesha, Wis. Waukesha 4107 or 8716 
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COUNTY FRUIT GROWERS 

ASSOCIATION MEETINGS 

The program for meetings of 1 

USED S p R A Y ly RS Wisconsin County Fruit Growers As. 

sociations during February ang 

March’ will feature these subjects; 

the 1954 Spray Program with em. 

Sprayers with new sprayer phasis on the latest developments jn 

scab, apple maggot and other insect 

Guarantee control. Apple advertising and selling, 
What can we do to sell more apples 
What’s new in strawberry growing; 

our virus-free plant program. New 

developments in orchard manage. 

BE AN 500 Gal Royal 35 ment emphasizing pruning, fertilizing 

. * and thinning. Annual business meet- 

Engine Powered ings will be held with election of o0:- 

——— SSS = ficers. Two colored movies will be 

shown. 

BEAN 2 0 0 G | Little Giant Speakers will be Proressor George 
al. Klingbeil, Extension Specialist in 

Power Take Off Fruit Production, H. J. Rahmlow, 
Secretary of the Wisconsin State 

Horticultural Society, County Agents 

and local growers. All growers in- 

BEAN 300 cal i od . Engine Powered Meeting Schedule 
Friday, February 19. Rock County 

Fruit Growers at the Court House, 

. Janesville. (Afternoon meeting) 
MYERS 300 Gal 20 Gal. per min. Tuesday, February 23. Milwaukee 

i . Engine Powered County Fruit Growers at Greenfield 
' Town Hall 

| SS Wednesday, February 24. Racine 

| . County Fruit Growers at the School 

| FRIEND 200 cal. 13ce!,zermin | ein EO \ ‘ y, February 25. Wauke: 
\ Power Take Off County Fruit Growers at the South- 

| eastern Supply Co., 227 Cutler St, 

| Also Bean, Myers & Friend P "pucsay \ so ean ers rien um Ss Tuesday, March 2. Washington 

, ’ Y P County Fruit Growers at the Town 

Hall in Jackson. 
Save $100 on new Bean Royal 15 Pump Wednesday, March 3 Ozaukee 

County Fruit Growers at Mequon 

Town Hall. 

Thursday, March 4. Sheboygan 

; e County Fruit Growers at City Hall, 
All completely overhauled and guaranteed in good Plymouth. 

é d R d d P @ Friday, March 5. Manitowoc County 

running order at Reduce rices Fruit Growers, Lincoln Park Field 

House, Manitowoc. 
Tuesday, March 16. Outagamie 

‘ County Fruit Growers. 

Wednesday, March 17. Shawano 

County Fruit Growers, Utility Bidz. 

1 BL N. Ford Garage, Shawano. 

Thursday, March 18. Calumet Coun- 

ty Fruit Growers, Town Hall, Potter. 
STURGEON BAY, WISCONSIN Monday, March 22, Jefferson, 

County Fruit Growers, at Community 

Building, Fort Atkinson. 
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$1.00 per box more on apples... 

Cherry Brown Rot and Cherry Leaf Spot control 
° 

practically perfect... 
° ° ° 

Strawberry selling price increased 50 per cent... 

Oe ae sipeceumn Y Fs ogi cahs:. a . 

> Michigan Apple Grower Shows Big 

| way Profit Increase with ORTHOCIDE 
y Melvin Andrus of South Haven, Mich., used ORTHOCIDE on 80 acres of his 

Jonathons, McIntosh and Red Delicious, and sulfur on the remaining 80 

acres. He reports that yield from his ORTHOCIDE—sprayed acreage was 

14,00C bushels; yields from the sulfur-sprayed acreage only 12,000 bushels. 

POY All of the ORTHOCIDE-sprayed apples were uniformly fine, both in size 

Ase he and finish. 
vis ie), 

Fs eS . “Got a lot nicer-looking apple with this new spray,” 

ay > aa. Mr. Andrus reports. “Sold them orchard-run and saved 
. about $1 per box in sorting and grading costs.” 

‘ Mr. Andrus spent $270 more for his ORTHOCIDE program than for his sulfur 

“ program. The return on this investment ($1 per box savings on 12,000 boxes 

hi plus the return on 2,000 extra boxes) ran well into five figures. 

° 
Sour Cherries Larger. ‘ ‘ 
B Colored ger, Ups Both Yield and Price 

etter Colore 50% on Strawberries 
Alton Boyle, Medina, New York, reports: “Il used a complete schedule of . . 

ORTHOCIDE on my Sour Cherries in 1953. The foliage was larger and greener On 5 acres of Robinson strawberries in 
than ever before and the cherries were larger, better colored and ripened ee N. J., Ambrosina Bros. used 4 
evenly. Control of Brown Rot and Cherry Leaf Spot was practically perfect. 2 s. ot ORTHOCIDE per joe lbs., every 
Although there was considerable leaf loss of other cherries in my vicinity, wee! , 5 covers The result—yield 
my trees kept their large dark green foliage until later than usual.” was up by at least 50% due to control 

of rot, and selling price was increased 

50% due to improved size, firmness and 
For other grower reports, and further in- color of fruit. Use of ORTHOCIDE 
formation on the use of ORTHOCIDE in your caused the second year crop to be better 
area, contact your local ORTHO fieldman than the first year crop—a reverse of 

the normal situation. 

iforni hemical C California Spray-Chemical Corp. | 
District Office—Maryland Heights, Mo. 

- Branch Office—Janesville, Wis. 
Home Office—Richmond, Calif. 
Other Branches Throughout the U. S. A. 

TM’S ORTHO, ORTHOCIDE, REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. SCIENTIFIC PEST CONTROL 
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Berries and Vegetables 
° ° 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 
Pres., Dr. Charles Swingle, Sturgeon Bay; Vice Pres., E. A. Rosenberg, Clintonville; 2nd Vice Pres., Charles Greiling, Green Bay; Sec, 
Treas., E. L. White, Box 147, Fort Atkinson. Directors: Glen Swartz, Keuosha; Charles Braman, Waupaca; Gerald Hipp, Janesville; Elmer 
Whitby, Chilton; Floyd Burchell, DeVere. H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Ex-officio. 

WEED CONTROL IN CON URE PIN for three consecutive years in a plant. oa CO ys: BAY ing of Latham raspberries without ie \ Wi a Fy apparent injury to foliage, canes or 
ent’ of Hie a. 1 ; wi new sucker growth and yields have 

—. State College i} ee , been reduced compared to the hand 
w. ea sts Mataer writ ile i err. -- weeded check. Chemical weeding with 

potuction of strewherrica nd ralp- hak MenGbacdal plik eed P ck raspberries 
berries. Greater efficiency is needed — P Hh, good resulta 
in the production of these crops to GRag Herbicide 1 applied to the Execantlons, 

reduce the high costs involved in the surface of a dry soil, such as encount- There are certain precautions to 
use of currently expensive labor. One req under drouth conditions, is not *°eP in mind when using this chemi- 
of the serious problems in small fruit fective in keeping down weed growth ©#! weed killer. They are as follows: 
production is controlling weeds effec- probably because moisture is needed 1. Be sure the strawberry or rasp- 
tively for maximum yields, without  ¢, conversion to the active form. An- erry planting is free of weeds at 
great expenditures for labor. The other instance in which this chemical the time of application. 
relatively new field of research in seems less effective is in early spring 2. In strawberry beds, spray may 
herbicides or weed killers offers a application before the soil tempera- be applied before fruiting and again 
possibility for solving this problem on tyre has risen sufficiently. It is not ®fter the picking season is over. 

the basis of research findings in re- 4nown whether this is due to low 3. Raspberries may be sprayed dur- 
cent years. Our experiments at Ames, tomperature. itself or to reduced bac- ing fruiting but the spray should be 
pits — sens four — neve terial activity at low soil tempera- directed toward the base of the canes 
shown at effective weed control tyros, and not on the fruit. 

i Hhrough tie! use: of During the first year the principal cme pore Wile sees 4 

“The material which has given weeds were purslane and pigweed spray covers soil. 

generally good results has the chemi- whichi ‘were! ‘very, effectively: oon- 5. It appears useless to spray un- 

cal name, Sodium 2, 4 dichlorophen- trolled, Tn. an Sxpertment “with He ase drouth conditions pe - a 
oxyethyl sulfate, and is available Robinson) variety ithe next iyear, the tion is used. . 

most serious weeds were annual . 
on the market as CRAG Herbicide 6. Handle as a chemical. Wash the 
1*, Although this herbicide is a rela- STasses and the weed control was terial off the hands and do not al- tive of 24 D, its action is quite ait °8%im very effective. CRAG Herbicide iow ie he, ek into in a a. leek 

ferent. It attacks weeds through the 1 was also applied to four varieties of contact ite the ehataieal’ nia cause 

soil and kills them during the seed everbearing strawberries grown with skin irritation for some peo, 1) 
germination stage. When sprayed over close spacing (12 inches), runner re- people). 

th moval, and a chopped corncob mulch. 7. Do not spray on the fruits. It 

lo: Foliage of iatraw berries ‘and rasp: Yields of the fall crop were increased 40esn’t seem very toxic, but it pays to 
editiee imiocinn ‘enppenmiis significantly over the hand weeded '>¢ cautious. 

itiactive aé an’ herbicide when a: check plots and the labor needed for 8. Do not apply to the vegetable 
plied den and avoid spray drift to other 

and is believed to be converted to an Weed control was decreased by 88%. 88° P crops. A suggested program for chem- 
active form by bacteria or other mi- Herbicide applications were also i041 weea control with CRAG Herbi- 

crooganisms in the soil. It is essen- made to renovated beds of strawber- cide 1 consists of repeated applications 

tial that small fruit plantings be weed- ries and greatly decreased the amount as necessary during the growing sea- 

free at the time of spraying since it of hand labor required for weed con- 4, followed by a fall application to 
has little, if any, effect on weeds that trol. It has been found that 4 Ibs. per control fall weeds and possibly spring 
are already present. acre is sufficient for effective weed weeds. 

The effect of this weed killer control on heavy soils and rates of 4, .4ou1a not be expected that 
“wears off” in three to four weeks 2 to 3 lbs, are adequate for sandy 41. yical weed vontrol in small fruits 
with normal rainfall. In periods of 80ils. This chemical is now being used will completely eliminate the need 

dry weather following its activation ®8 @ cultural practice in our seedling foe Cultivation aad hand labor, How 

in the soil, it will continue to hold selections of the breeding program 4... it can represent a great saving 
down weed growth for a longer time. nd in variety trials. in labor when properly used. Even 
It has been observed recently that CRAG Herbicide 1 has been used Continued on page 105, Col. 3. 
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Some Newer Cultural Practices For The 

Vegetable Growers Berry Plant 

By John A. Schoenemann, Department of Horticulture, U.W. Market 

| Chemical Weeding of Vegetable Crops for building up high levels of excess STRAWBERRY PLANTS 

Chemicals can help to make pos-_ soluble salts through the use of large Superfection, Premier, Wis. No. 214; 

sible more efficient production of quantities of fertilizer each season are No. 587 and No. 261; Empire and 
vegetable crops by decreasing labor much reduced when using high analy- Robinson. Also Durham fall bearing 

requirements and operational expense. sis grades. red raspberry plants. Al Kruse Nurs- 

These chemicals, however, are not a Direct Seeding ery, 615 Effinger Road, Baraboo, Wis. 

substitute for usual good farming Direct seeding, instead of usual field — 

practices. The importance of good transplanting of such crops as cab- BERRY PLANTS AND 

tillage, proper seed bed preparation, bage, celery, lettuce, has been suc- NURSERY STOCK 

timely cultivations and other means _ cessfully used by a number of grow- Beaver, Premier, Catskill, Robinson, 

of minimizing the weed problem ers in Wisconsin in recent years. Cab- Dunlap Strawberry plants. 100 @ 

should not be overlooked by the grow- _bage and celery perhaps are the most $2.50; 200 @ $4.95; 500 @ $9.00; 1,000 

er. outstanding examples. Here the crop @ $17.50. Gem Everbearing, 100 @ 

There are chemical weeding meth- is seeded directly in rows the de- 359, 

ods available at present for controlling sired distance apart. Later when the Durham everbearing red raspberry 

weeds in asparagus, snap beans, lima plants are a few inches tall, the rows plants. Transplants, 12 @ $1.75 25 @ 
beans, red beets, carrots, dill, par- are blocked and thinned down to the 3.75; 50 @ $7.25; 100 @ $14.00. 

snips, parsley, onions, peas, potatoes, desired stand in the row. B2cause this Latham, 25 @ $3.00; 50 @ $5.50; 100 @ 

and sweet corn. Materials and meth- system eliminates “transplanting  ¢19,09, 

ods will vary with the type of soil and shock,” direct seeded cabbage, for in- Cumberland Black Raspberry, 25 @ 

kind of crop involved. Complete in- stance, has been known to reach ma- 2.50; 50 @ $4.75; 100 @$9.00. 

formation on weed control chemicals, turity as early as, or earlier than, Mary Washington Asparagus roots, 

their methods of use, amounts, etc, plants set out on the same date. 2 yr. old, 25 @ $1.00; 50 @ $1.95; 100 

by crops, is available by writing the Rolling Onion Tops to Hasten @ $3.50. 

Department of Horticulture, Univer- Maturity Not Recommended ALL POSTPAID. 

sity of Wisconsin, Madison 6. Getting onion tops to mature down Evergreens, Fruit trees, shrubs, 

High Analysis Fertilizers is a problem in some seasons. Rolling shade trees. Send for price list. 
Fertilizer grades have changed down onion tops is still popular in HALL NURSERY 

rather drastically in recent years. The Spite of the fact that research has ELWOOD, WISCONSIN 
trend is toward “packing” more units proven that this practice reduces both Sas 

of the major plant food elements—ni- yield and storage quality. In some WEED CONTROL 
trogen, phosphoric acid, and potash— seasons a hastening of maturity is Continued from page 104 
in each bag of fertilizer. This trend is noted when tops are rolled; however, with herbicides we can’t overlook 
of benefit to the grower for a num- Yields are reduced and storage trou- good cultural practices that aid in 
ber of reasons. First, it means a low- bles such as neck-rot may be en- weed control. Avoid bringing in weed 
er cost per unit of plant food for the couraged. and crop seeds with the winter mulch. 
fertilizer user. For instance, each Some Wisconsin growers have used (Control weeds in adjacent areas 

pound of actual nitrogen, phosphoric pre-harvest sprays of Dinitro mater- which spread by wind-blown seeds. 
acid and potash contained in a ton of ials for killing down both onion tops wow and burn weeds along fence 

5-20-20 will cost the grower less than nd late infestations of weeds to speed rows, roadways and irrigation lines. 

each pound of N, P. and K contained maturity and facilitate harvesting. tr an area to be planted to small 
in a ton of 3-12-12. Incidentally, just From observations in the field and fruit is known to have many weed 

recently a 12-12-12 analysis has been some limited research work, this eqs present, it may be desirable to 
announced by the fertilizer trade. practice seems to be working out so such practices as cultivated row 
This should replace 8-8-8 and 10-10-10 very well. Where used, the practice (195. or even a fallow prior to plant- 
in the near future. has been to put on one spray of a ing. 

Vegetable growers, accustomed to mixture of 1-2 quarts of Dow General 
using large amounts of fertilizer pe: Plus 5 gallons of fuel oil in 50 gal- 
acre, will find that the high analysis ons of water per acre. Regular weed 
grades will mean having to spread spraying equipment is used for appli- MOULTON 

fewer pounds per acre to supply the cation. IRRIGATION COMPANY 
desired amount of actual plant food 

per acre for crop production. IRRIGATION SYSTEMS FOR SALE Represented by 
Along with lower unit cost and less New and used irrigation systems of H. D. Roberts 

handling expense, growers will find popular makes for sale at all times. . 
at least one other advantage from us- Eric Franke, Rt. 5, Sturgeon Bay, Black River Falls, Wis. 

ing high analysis grades. The chances Wisconsin. 
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Nursery News & Notes 
For The Wisconsin Nurserymen's Association 

Pres., Robert H. Gieringer, Milwaukee; Vice Pres., John Gartman, Fond du Lac; Sec.-Treas., Thomas S. Pinney, Sturgeon Bay; 
Enrror, Leland Jens, Wisconsin Rapids. Directors: L. L. Kumlien, Janesville; Frank Thierfelder, Milwaukee; Vincent Frante, 
Kenosha; Charles Hawks, Wauwatosa; Howard Anderson, Port Edwards; M. A. Haller, Oshkosh. " 

Dwarf Shrubs For The Modern Home 

By George Ziegler, Department of Horticulture, U.W. 

“The need for dwarf varieties of ws ene a ing by a well planned and well plant- 

shrubs is increasing as houses are be- Le ban \\. f JM ed landscape job. 

coming horizontal in design. The x W Ny The modern house stresses mobility 
ranch type home has really opened a se ao NY Ni 4 —an openness—an informality, and 
new field in landscape design—par- pia AN tf: ayn strives but not always succeeds in 
ticularly for the foundation planting Tom fiat \ NS bcs making the out-of-doors a part of the 
of the house. b ger? Bu AN oe interior planning. Very often th? 

Dwarf shrubs have always been ‘ ot i 3 kitchen, utility room if there is one, 
scarce—new shrubs of sufficient Nias aug SHERI EZ 3 is toward the front entrance—while 

hardiness for Wisconsin are| more a ee the living room faces the rear. So we 
scarce, so in general we must rely on How To Use Dwarf Shrubs must consider in our general land- 
old stand-bys but take more care in Now how should we use these shrubs scape plan—from where is our fin- 
using them. However, here are a few with our modern house and are dwarf ished product going to be viewed? 
new ones which might work out, and low growing shrubs the answer From the street looking toward the 
hardiness has not been proven in for landscaping the ranch type home? house or the opposite, from inside 
Wisconsin but experiments would in- First, I suppose it would be a good looking out or perhaps both. 
dicate good chances of successful idea to clear up exactly what is meant 
growth here. Goldenleaved Japanese py the modern house. In a sense al) Changes In Ideas For Landscaping 
Barberry (Berberis thunbergi aurea) houses which are built according to With this modern house, and its dif- 

height 3-314 ft. Low Tatarian Honey- our concepts of comfortable living are ferences in design and appearance 
suckle (Lonicera tatarica nana) 5- modern—but we have to go a little must come some changes in our ideas 

6 ft. in height. Clavey's Dwarf Honey- farther than that—let us regard mod- for landscaping this house. No longer 

suckle (Lonicera clavey’s). ern—at least during this discussion, as  ©#" you lay down a few principles and 
Here are a few older ones worth those present day houses built pri- ™é#ke them work. You can’t say—use 

looking into:—Dwarf Bushhoney- marily for convenient family living in- tees in front for enframement—em- 
suckle (Diervilla lonicera or trifida), doors rather than symmetry and bal- Phasize the front door with a rather 

Dwarf Cranberrybush (Viburnum ance outside. We are considering what heavy balanced planting—use taller 
opulus nannum), Dwarf Japanese is known as the ranch type house. and more massive material at the 

Quince (Chaenomeles japonica al- This term includes almost anything Crmers. Too many things interfere 
pina), Kelseydwart Redosier Dog- which is built on one floor with a With this stereotyped answer to all 
wood, Mentor Barberry (Berberis flat roof or low gable. landscape problems. The door is no 

mentorensis), Jerseytea (Ceanothus Need For Well Planned Job longer in the center, the windows may 

americanus), Dwarf Ninebark (Physo- This type of house may be beautiful be at the corners, the garage has 

carpus opulifolius nanus), Avalanche in design, well located on the lot, and ined more prominence than the 
Mockorange (Philadelphus lemoinei- present a pleasing picture to the eye, front entrance. Sometimes this mod- 

avalanche), Fragrant Sumac (Rhus so that the nurseryman’s job is to €™ house is 70 or more feet wide 

aromatica), Alpine Currant (Ribe al- dress up the foundation a bit and pro- Cross the front. No trees can en- 
pinum), Froebel Spirea (Spiraea vide shade and in general a simple frame that length adequately. A leng:h 

bumolda froebeli) Indiancurrant landscaping setting. On the other ex- Such as that needs breaking up and 
(Symphoricarpos orbiculatus), Maple- treme—the house can have no balance, ‘°ftening—so large plant materials 

leaf Viburnum (Viburnum . aceri- no symmetry, no unity. Just a house need to be used in connection with 
folium) and some of the smaller with different sized windows placed the foundation plantings. A doorway 

Weigelas, and evergreens such as anywhere—corners and angles which most hidden must be pointed up in 
Pfitzer Juniper, Oldfield Common outwardly seem to make no sense. In 0me subtler way than an upright 

Juniper, Meyer Juniper, Hitz Juniper, this case the nurseryman’s work is ¢Vergreen on either side. Maybe it is 
Mugho Pine, Spreading and Dwarf more or less a camouflage job. By 0t the doorway that deserves the 

Yew, Globe arborvitae, Sargent Juni- this I don’t mean to plant the house ¢™Phasis in front, perhaps it is a par- 

per, Andorra Juniper and others of th: out. I mean where there is no balance ticularly interesting window or wall 

creeping Juniper type. and unity—you must bring it into be- detail. 
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 pyenanzexs FOR THE FUTURE WISCONSIN AGRICULTURAL mately 70 active groups, and that in a 

There is no danger of a shortage COUNCIL LAUNCHED period of about 5 years it has risen to 

evergreen trees for the Christmas one of the most respected and influ- 
se tS tha near future according to On December 10 a meeting was held ential organizations in the state. 

in Madison for the purpose of or- 
teland Jens, Jens Nursery & Land- He explained that the Michigan 

ganizing a new union of agricultural 

| sape Company. Wisconsin Rapids. organizations to be known as the Wis- Council ‘consists: of; © classes; of .ag- 
On his return from the meeting of consin Agricultural Council. ricultural groups as follows: 1, gen- 

the Ohio Nurserymen’s Association, . eral farming; 2, farm crops; 3, live 

Mr. Jens stopped at the office of the Background for the meeting and or- stock; 4, horticultural; 5, processors, 
Horticultural Society to plan for fu- ganization was the success of a simi- jy anufacturers and distributors. 
ture articles and discussed the ever- Jar council in the state of Michigan. It was brought out that the present 
green situation.. Spearheading the movement are Mr. Wisconsin Council of Agriculture is 
He said that when Poplar trees are Tom Pinney of Sturgeon Bay, Secre- an organization of cooperatives and a 

taken out for pulp in the cut-over ‘t@'Y of the Wisconsin Nurserymen’s great many farm organizations in the 

sections of the State, Balsam comes 8S0ciation who acted as Secretary of state are not eligible. It was the con- 
in so thick one can hardly walk the meeting, and Mr. 8. C. Foll, Sec- census of opinion that a Council would 

through it, In fact Balsam are com- ‘etary of the Wisconsin Florist’ As- 1) a yery definite need in Wisconsin. 
ing in faster than they are being taken ®°Ciation who presided as temporary 4 temporary organization was formed. 

| out. There should be more thinning chairman. The meeting adjourned after agree- 
done to enable remaining trees to Mr. Bernard Ward, Sec.-Treas. of ing to hold an organization meeting 

grow faster for pulp wood. Thinning, the Michigan Association of Nursery- on March 18, 1954 at the Park Hotel 
| he said, is being studied intensively men and on the executive board of in Madison. Invitations will be sent to 

by all engaged in the pulp industry. the Michigan Agricultural Council, a great many organizations. 

Unless proper thinning is done the came from Lansing to speak about The Wisconsin State Horticultural 

trees make very slow growth. the Michigan organization. He said Society was represented at the meet- 

| The country as a whole had an over the Michigan Council has received ing by Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, Secretary, 

supply of Christmas trees this past tremendous support from Michigan and the Wisconsin Apple Institute by 

season—especially in Chicago, North- agricultural and horticultural organi- Mr. Gilbert Hipke, New Holstein, 

ern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin. Zations; that there are now approxi- President. 

Perfect weather during the cutting 

season enabled shippers to cut a large 

number of trees. Balsam in large 

supply came in from Nova Scotia. 

The best retail seller, he said, was TREES FOR YOUR HOME GROUNDS . 

Spruce, but Balsam is still the leader 

in volume in-the midwest. Douglas Fir BIRCH, WHITE. Ideal for planting 3 to 5 to a group. 

is not in large supply. Pines are in- 24” to 30”, $1.00 each. 3 for $2.50. 
creasing in popularity but this year 

the Norways’ didn’t have good color AMERICAN MOUNTAIN ASH. Ideal small tree for borders 
7 were mightly yellowish: Norway Fine and gardens. Red berries loved by birds. 
should be cut early and left in a i i 

shady spot in the forest until shipped. 12" to 18 ' $1.00 each. 3 for $2.50. 

Those so handled this year had good — ae 

green color. Scotch Pine is in short he aah 
supply and would be used more if ay a 

svallable. Prices were.down somewhat | jay S CLIMBING ROSE EXCELSA NO. 1. Red flowers 
ine to on oe eee Stock aa in clusters. Hardiest of all climbers. Ideal 

J h— . 
At the meeting of Te Biio Nursery- F a for cutting as well as a showy garden plant. 

men’s Association one of the prin- = 2 and 3 Year Transplants, $1.50 each. 
Shrubs and trees are grown for 2 

nursery stock in tin cans. This prac- 7 fo 3 for $3.75. 

tice is becoming very popular and is = Z == 
being studied by some of our largest = = 

nurseries. pt “4 
Shrubs and trees are grown for 4 Be J. J. NIGARD NURS ERY 

about 2 years in tin cans. They then a bat 

develop a “bound” root system, and if 

Properly grown will, when planted in ; Tip Of Bark Point Herbster, Wisconsin 

their permanent position, really “go A 

to town”. Mr. Jens plans to have ar- " 

ticles on this subject for future is- 

sues, ee 
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OUR COVER PICTURE . THE STATE AND NATIONAL 

Mary Stewart, 16, of Walworth, CHERRY PIE BAKING CONTEST 
Wisconsin, won first place in the . 
Madi Bal 2s The Wisconsin Red Cherry Com. 

Co! sg “eo ia Sou *; Sh ee a mission is the parent organization that 
ne i os Se hore . na A y originated the Cherry Pie Baking 

hing oh i Of trasie: th C Gp Contest in Wisconsin. It is the big 
ee course, tle el Ue event for February in the cherry in- 

judges had messed it up a little by ol} = - dustry. Regional championship con, 
= = e . 

WA ola ad sae a but what don't af tests have been held. The state coz- 

asic canes oh ™ we it bain ak a \ Ea test will be held in Sturgeon Bay on 
ae eeth ctin, in aes \ February 18. The winner of the State 

but wasn’t able to stay long enough contest will go to Chicago and there 

to eve = teste: compete for the National crown on 

Mary showed a lot of originality in Wisconsin apple growers express Washington's Birthday. On our cover 
the way she displayed her recipe their appreciation to the Department picture is the winner of the southern 
on a colorful poster which she placed for this help to the Industry. An- district contest of which Mr. Ransom 

at ‘the back of the working table. nouncements were continued through- Severson, Sturgeon Bay, had charge. 

bel u dl gaa “thie eo aed out the; season: Some of the rules of the contest ut ul] is si and rei 
it ae agin: ee eeeatved a shock. —————— are: the contestant must be between 

the age of 15 and 21. The contestant 

=: had eras Liphe the words NEW BOOK ON is eautied to bake a lattice pacer 

flurry_she rushed nn u ——s STRAWBERRIES AVAILABLE pie, using only commercially _pro- 

bought some white ink and wrote in The How-To Book On Strawberries C°8sed red cherries or frozen red 

the line as you see it. is a new book by Robin Wyld which Cherries furnished by the Wisconsin 
We'll let you know if Mary won the will be of interest to many of our Red Cherry Commission. Contestants 

State Contest in our March issue. The mateur and semi-commercial grow- furnish their own ingredients and 
photograph was furnished through the TS. — ne winweneen Vii 

courtesy of the Capital Times, Madi- It is published and copyrighted by $500 ‘Avid $2.50) the whiter to warnpte 
son. 7 50, 

ee Bisbee syd Patch, Honeoye Falls, N-¥., in the State Championship contest. 

IN APPRECIATION “ On the score card, 150 points are al- 
Wisconsin De; ent of Agriculture Mrs. Wyld states in the introduction owed in preparing the pie, 150 points 

' Helps In Apple Promotion that she has drawn upon the infor- for the quality of the pie as to color 
mation available through the Agri- and surface, and 250 points for tex- 

Mr. Frank Wing, marketing spe- cultural Extension Service, various ture and flavor of the crust. Another 
cialist for the State Department of  Ioxperiment Stations and grower’s ex- 950 points are given to the filling— 
Agriculture has sent us releases of periences in writing this little book. flavor and consistency. Personal quali- 

announcements which will be made It is, she says, a primer or first read- fications, such as ability to express 
during basketball games of the Uni- ya simple treatment of a popular herself, posture, natural poise and 
versity of Wisconsin during the 1953- garden subject for those many of you grooming, are given 200 points. 
54 season. These announcements who make a hobby of growing straw- 
cannot help but create consumers of _perries, ~ _ 
apples. Here is a sample. Let the woman dearest to a man 

- “Can you think of any fruit more In the table of contents we find say tenderly: “You were so handsome 

versatile than the apple? For ex- chapters on these subjects. Where to tonight, dear. I was proud of you.” 

ample, apples can be eaten as they plant strawberries. How to fertilize Then see his face light up with noble 

are, in salads, desserts or hot dishes, 8tTawberries, How to select varieties. unselfish joy, because he has given 
The number of uses are almost end- When and how to plant. What sys- pleasure to others. 
less—and each is an appetizing way ie . use. age = . es cs 
to good health. The Wisconsin De- *°W ‘© Carry the patch over. How ; 

grow everbearing strawberries. How When telling an alleged funny story, partment of Agriculture points out i fi al a ee bie, If 

that Wisconsin apples are suited to to diagnose, cure and prevent disease I 
all the various uses to which the and pest problems, and several others. you build it up and stretch it out, 

‘King of Fruit’ can be put”, etc. This There are many in Wisconsin who You give your listener time to think of 

is about one-half of the announcement. will find this little book of value. @ worse one to tell you. 
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VEGETABLE AND FLOWER 

SEED PRODUCTION 

New Book Published On Production I 9 N — an. 

Of Vegetable And Flower Seeds ts- ott Inlomne Y) 
“Vegetable and Flower Seed Pro- ( til: Ite Pp 

duction” by L. R. Hawthorn, Horti- U UCT, 4 S | ted 
culturist with the Division of Vege- ( 7m) pe pe A, Mi et 
table Crops, USDA, and L. H. Pol- MU ae SE 
lard, Head Dept. of Horticulture, STD ee SS ~ ieee 
Utah State College, has just been SAAS as ay Pay a SERN Be Na “_ 
published by the Blakiston Company, * EEN “yy SSS 
Inc, 575 Madison Ave., New York 22, A « GH cn {ary SANIT] aT a 
NY. (Price $7.50). pie Ste ea 4, ; ‘| AN TS VN Atle 

Wy na da: ii RO: eR ig: Se eae 
The material on seed production in | id eee Ee Rt eee = ma. 

A 7 PEt eR he Eta pe Teta 
this book has not been available Eee Seis Thy —— Regt al eS 

heretofore in book form and seedmen, TNO, | Fe SSN Ace SMe Te 
farmer growers, seed companies, met : Soh ae aK Gtinon, 
County Agents, agriculture teachers Sti Shan ee 
and others will find it an invaluable 

text book. Let McKay’s Landscape Architects Help You 
The book is in 3 parts. The, first 

dealing with the vegetable and flower f 

seed industry—the business of seed “A H Just picture your home in a setting 

growing, development of the industry, <A b a) of natural beauty — beautifully 
environmental factors relating to seed (Gis a ye landscaped from the far corners to 

production and breeding. Part Two i <= BON ee the front lawn at the road’s edge. 

deals with vegetable seed crops and ‘ si That's the McKay way — taking 
how to produce them. Part Three } a oe full advantage of every oppor- 
deals with flower seed crops, and Part g | tunity to create for you a comfort- 

Four with handling the mature crop, Ne i? able “outdoor living room.” 

with chapters on harvesting and mil - X aA 

ing equipment, seed storage, handling 

and marketing. The book has 626 

pages and is well illustrated. For Comfort 

An “ a m,”” with i 
By speeding, some motorists may outdoor living roo £ with its 

beautiful natural furnishings, 
save a lot of time which they wish they 
had ething to do with—Menom- adds value to your property and 

case Fall, Ni gives you pleasure unlimited. 

For Beauty 

TOM THUMB FLATS Your front lawn is the real show 

Orr ahr ee hee window of your home. McKay's 
; Nourish new plants, pre- experts will help you accent its 

Nc vent root shock when " 
& transplanting. Gain 1-3 natural lines of beauty. 
‘ J weeks’ growing time, 
Uy Lay, Flat size 8” x 612" 

, Fx 214". Flat and 12 bands, 
30¢. 5 for $1.25. 10 for $2.00 postpaid. - 
SNAPDRAGON GARDEN For complete information consult your local McKay Representative 

Beautiful tall spikes of rust-resistant snap- or write to our Madison office. 
dragons. One full-size packet of A 4 

such of follewing colors: roe white, if eR / 
pink, crimson, yellow, ci Ie y fy 

Ais packets portpatd.- 2OC Seraugs WISCONSIN’S GREATEST NURSERY 
Send Today For Your vere 

FREE SEED CATALOG 22 
Our 67th year. Big free 80-pase Hi Old Seeds 
catalog features many new items. bbe scence Meet | McKAY NURSERY Zinnia Blaze, 25¢ pkt. (2 pkts. 45¢) [pamgianed s ine ie a a 
Dells of ireland, 20¢ pk. (2 pkts.35¢) EER OFFICE NURSERIES 

L. L. OLDS SEED CO Cas 1919 Monroe St. Waterloo, 
y lll thie Madison, Wis. Wisconsin 
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Highlights Of The Convention 
By Dave Puerner, Milwaukee 

Carl Melk and I made the trip to Next day, when I asked about the 
the NAGC Convention in Baltimore prints I found the picture had been 

by train and we had enough conver- Pi taken by a photographer like myself 

sation to last us for the long trip s : —he had the film pack in backwards, 

both ways. Seems our gladiolus busi- __i So my opportunity to be able to 

ness has more to talk about than aos boast to you went for naught. 
world news. Other members attend- ? ned) p_\ TT 

ing from our Society included Mr. Jd hd MARATHON COUNTY 
and Mrs. John Flad and their son, CHAPTER MEETING 

Ted Woods, and Dr. and Mrs. F. X. ‘ Show Committees Appointed 

Graff. The Marathon County Chapter of 

There were talks on weed killers WINE | FE the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society at | 
and the conclusions are, as in the A Ls their January 14th meeting made | 

past; most growers fear to use them plans to hold their annual bulb auc- 

on valuable bulb crops even though I don’t know if other trial gardens tion on March 4. | 

experimental plots show quite definite had the same tough growing con- The bulb auction committee ap- 

promise that they can be safely used. ditions as we did, but I do not be- pointed by President A. W. Schulz are: 
The most interesting business at lieve an All America Selection should Ch’m, Ed Schaepe, assisted by Julius 

the meeting was the selection of the receive any special care. I would like Birr and Dr. R. H. Juers. 
ALL AMERICAN GLADIOLUS SE- it to be an easy growing variety Plans were also made for the meet- 
LECTION. The first meeting Wednes- which would do well under any ad- ing of the Gladiolus Coordinating 

day evening January 13, lasted 4 verse conditions under which it would Council at Wausau on April 25th at 
hours; on Friday from 9:30 p.m. to be grown by thousands of people. the R.R. Women’s Club House on East 

‘me siiee atlotaeni os ux. ean Our good friend Merle Doty was Scott Street. q chair 

mg’ Eevee’ ? » again elected President of the NAGC, Dr: HH. Juers ‘waa named, chal 
see where I spent most of my time. man of the State Gladiolus Show to be 

and Lloyd Weeks, President of the pee 
The first selection has been made but held in Wausau at the Youth Building 

Commercial Growers Section. There 
details will not be made public until on August 14 and 15. Dr. Juers named 

were 3 bids for the 1955 Convention. . 
January, 1955, providing bulb stock the following chairmen to assist him: 

On the final voting, between Toronto 
passes inspection for disease and Ed Schaepe, supervisor of clerks; 

and Michigan State at East Lansing 
there is sufficient stock available for Archie Spatz, schedule chairman; 

resulted in the latter winning. Every- 
introduction. Mrs. Albert Scholtz, Mrs. Archie 

: one you talk to at these meetings 
' As I recall, 21 out of 25 judges Spatz and Mrs. Ed Kramer were ap- 

recalls the good time they had at + 
scored the All America Seedling 90 pointed to assist with the arrangement 

Milwaukee and would return here at 
points or over. My own score was 90. the drop of a hat, I think we should schedule. 
I had also scored the 3rd highest invite a at the near future. The next meeting of the chapter 

correctly, but missed the one which . will be held March 4th in conjunction 
rated 2nd—that seedling was scored The Governor of Maryland spoke with the bulb auction. By Mrs. Ed 

by one of our |groups. In looking briefly at the Friday evening session Kramer, Publicity Ch’m. 
over my scoring, it is apparent that and was very impressive. You will a 

we are much more critical here than recall he nominated President Hisen- As I understand the doctors, you 

in other sections of the country. I hower in 1952. I was introduced to can live much longer if you will give 

was from 5 to 7 points lower than him and received his autograph— up everything that makes you want 

others. even had my picture taken with him. to. 
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IN 1954—IT'S THE 

e ° ° 
Silver Anniversary Gladiolus Show 

In 1954 the Wisconsin Gladiolus So- ing varieties as did Edwin Ristow of The 10th show was held in the Rip- 

ciety should observe its Silver Anni- Oshkosh. George Morris won several on College Gymnasium at Ripon. 

yersary State Gladiolus Show. The So- of the highest premium awards on The 1940 show was held at Columbus 

ciety has held a successful show every his exhibits. Professor J. Thomas, in the High School Gymnasium which 

year since 1930—24 of them. Lodi, one of the Directors exhibited was another excellent hall for this 

At the suggestion of Mr. Dave ew seedlings. show. 

Puerner, Milwaukee, we went into Early Wisconsin Gladiolus Shows ‘Those of “you ‘who’ remember thé 

the history of Wisconsin Gladiolus Our members will be interested in early shows will recall that they 

li and a in tees some succeeding shows staged by the were fully equal and some were larger 

om acct, feongn morweust® Wisconsin Gladiolus Society. than the shows held in late years. 

The second show was even “more All of them were very friendly meet- 
First State Gladiolus Show successful than the first”. There were ings and the growers always had a 

Decided Success almost 1500 different exhibits and 00d time. 
“The first annual Gladiolus Show over 700 different entries. The show —— 

staged by the Wisconsin Gladiolus was held at the Retlaw Hotel, Fond INSPECT GLAD BULBS NOW 
Society was held at the Loraine Hotel, du Lac, and W. A. Sisson of Rosen- Check and discard any gladiolus 

Madison, August 15, 16, 17, 1930. In dale was elected President of the So- bulbs which show fusarium rot, at 

spite of the extreme heat and _ ciety. The largest show of all was once, Mr. George Hafstad, Pathologist 

drought conditions which at first held at Kohler on August 19-21, 1932. with the State Department of Agri- 

made it appear as if the show would There were 6,650 spikes exhibited, 26 culture, advises. Quite a bit of it has 

not have many exhibits, a surprising- dinner tables and 18 shadow boxes. heen found in some storages recent- 

ly large number of growers and ama- Walter Miller of Sun Prairie ex- Jy, especially where there was heavy 

teurs turned out with flowers of hibited 250 varieties and 7 seedlings. irrigation last fall. Fusarium forms a 

wonderful quality. A band concert and tour of the model slightly depressed buff-brown area 

The entire ballroom of the Loraine Village and homes featured the show. with definite concentric rings. It is 
Hotel, 60 x 100 feet in size was filled At this show a large profit was made q gojl fungus and will spread in the 
with beautiful gladiolus.” which helped the treasury for some bulbs if the storage is warm and 
The Wisconsin Gladiolus Society Ye@rs to come. Mr. H. J. Rahmlow of humid. Best storage temperatures are 

had been organized the year before. Madison, was elected show manager, from 38 to 40 degrees F. Most sus- 

The 1981 annual meeting was held in which position he held for many years ceptible varieties are Picardy, Lead- 

the Public Library, Milwaukee, on afterwards. ing Lady, Corona and Spotlight. 

Saturday, January 24, with 40 mem- The 1933 show was held in Ft. At- — 
bers attending. At that meeting the inson with 2,000 entries and 7,400 TWIN CITY GLADIOLUS 

Society voted to affiliate with the SPikes shown. CHAPTER ELECTS OFFICERS 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society The fifth show was held at Hartford The Twin Cities, (Marinette, 

and adopt this magazine as the offi- and 2 large halls were filled in the Menominee) Gladiolus Chapter met 

cial organ. Municipal Building. on January 28th and elected the fol- 
The officers of the Society in 1930 In 1935 the State Show was held lowing officers: President, Art Kottke, 

were: Robert’ C. Leitsch, Columbus, for the first time in the University Oconto; Vice President, Arnold Sar- 

Pres.; W. A. Sisson, Rosendale, Vice- Field House, Madison, on August 17- torius, Porterfield; Sec. Mrs. J. 

Pres; George C. Morris, Madison, 18. We find in the September 1935 Jozwiak, Menominee; Treas. Jerry 
Sec.; and Walter F. Miller, Sun_ issue of this magazine, the statement: Merchart, Marinette. Directors for 2 

Prairie, Treas. Of these officers only “Visualize a building 200 feet square years Mr. and Mrs. Sommerfeldt, 

George Morris of Madison is still with a ceiling 150 feet high and 112 Marinette. 

with us. foot tables all filled with beautiful County Agent Victor Quick gave a 

Large exhibitors at the first show flowers.” It was at this time that very interesting illustrated talk on his 

were Walter F. Miller, Sun Prairie, thrips began to show up and before trip through Canada and the Eastern 

who had four large tables of speci- any satisfactory control had been de- part of the United States. We plan 

mens; Ray Bicknell. Ft. Atkinson; veloped, but the growers still came to carry on our 4-H Bulb Project this 

G. M. Johnson, Madison; Dr. A. J. through with flying colors. year.—By Arnold Sartorius. 
Nelson, Stoughton; and F. M. Pal- The 1936 show was held in Kenosha et 

miter, Janesville. W. A. Toole, Bara- —YMCA gym. Sales Person: “But madam, this hat 

boo, had a nice display of perennials The 1937 show was held in the goes perfectly with your delicate com- 

and rock garden plants while William Eagle’s Club, Oshkosh. plexion.” 

leonard, Ft. Atkinson, also exhibited In 1938 the show was held in the Customer: “Maybe it does, but my 

gladiolus. Mr. J. H. Heberling, Easton, Eagles Hall, Sheboygan, with Otto complexion wasn’t delicate until you 
Illinois, sent specimens of outstand- Hagedorn as show manager. mentioned the price.” 
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Sea SE ROR ee De ali A ee, ford, 161 W. Noyes St, Berlin; Mrs, Allen Ley, Rome; Mrs. George Willett, lola; Mr. Hi. J. Hahmlow, Exec. ‘Sec. Eeotfiae. VS” °™ 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE pO! ELKHORN GARDEN CLUB NEWs 

The Garden Club of Wisconsin is a in f > The principle projects of the Elk- 

growing organization and we do want ‘ 2 N horn Garden Club for 1953 were: 

to add to our number persons espe- pb) ee WN d 1. Transplanting trees planted some 

cially interested in horticulture and CA a @ A) N 5 years ago in beds, to their perma. 
gardening. Cio be \ “Py nent location in our Sunset Park, 

Members of our clubs are dedicated ve eax) £4 Purchase and planting of other 
to the ideals of the best in horticul- acid shrubs and trees according to our 
tural development, artistic design and sukee 14; Mrs. Val Suttinger, 6709 landscaping plan for our new park 
arrangement of flowers and other hor- Ww. yonona Pl, West Allis 14; Mrs. which is being built on a former city 
ticultural material in home beautifica- yyron Erickson, Iola; Mrs. W. N. dump site. - 
tion and in landscaping. Crawford, 151 W. Noyes St. Berlin; 2. A garden therapy project whereby 
Every one of our members should d Mrs. Sylvester Froelich, Sullivan, the club supplies favors, candies etc. to 

be alert to recognize the interest and aie , inmates of our County institutions Year Books: Mrs. Severin Swensen, 
ability of those to whom we can tell 50) 5 y0gth St, West Allis 14, Ch’m; each month. This project will be re- 

py , ' ited in 1954. of the benefits and advantages of our Mrs. John Kiesling, Rt. 1, Ft. Atkin- Peat 

organization. It is important that we We will also have a member dem- 

add new clubs to our membership . oon aie a — arrangement or 

so that we can plan more outstandin; ‘wo, wrapping, etc. at our meet- 
activities. P . oaeeer eee eee ings each month. We have a number 

With the fine organization we now UB, of new members.—By Grace Morris- 

have and with its record of splendid The Home Garden Club ended 1953 sey, Sec. , 

accomplishment, let us tell others of with a very enjoyable Christmas party; <a ae 

our good work and purpose and make the theme being “Make glad our homes NEWS FROM THE HOME 

possible a larger Garden Club of Wis- with Christmas cheer.” Each mem- GARDENERS OF WEST ALLIS 

consin in this year of 1954—By Mrs. ber brought an original Christmas In reviewing the interesting pro- 

Chester Thomas, Milwaukee, President. decoration and these were displayed grams held in 1953 by the Home 

ee throughout the house. Gardeners of West Allis the follow- 

PROJECTS AND COMMITTEES The new programs were given out ing stand out as being most success- 

OF THE and plans for 1954 discussed. Berlin ful. 
GARDEN CLUB OF WISCONSIN is engrossed with a new project, the At our October meeting we present- 

Birds: Mr. Charles Braman, Rt. 1, building of a park on the bank of ¢d Sister Gladys Robinson, Pharma 

Waupaca. Fox River which runs through the cist from the miiiwaukee! Hospital, 

Crafts: Related to Flower Arrange- City. Our club is planning to do their weer on eke was aunt me 

ment and Holiday Decorations. Mrs. P#rt in the “park development” whe. u i rticult hey £ ena t of 7 
Victor Schmitt, 1717 8. 82nd St., Mil- things have progressed that far. The arte of the. world. ua a i seein 

waukee 14; Mrs. Peter Colosimo, 3906 park is going to be a recreational ae dicines ‘ihe sapctiog ww n held . 
N. Cramer, Milwaukee 11. center as well as a spot to relax in the West ‘Allis Publin Libra el sai 

Horticulture: Mrs. Donald R. Kirk- 4 enjoy nature. was open to the public i 
land, Ch’m., 729 W. County Line Rd., Mrs. A. J. Wiesender, a member of Ta December an all-taeinber par- 

Milwaukee 11; Mrs. Charles Braman, the club, spent several months last ticipation meeting was held, the topic 
‘Rt. 1, Waupaca. year on a European tour and on the being “Gardens of the World Send 

Highway and Wayside: Plans for program for January she presented Us Holiday Fruit”, Each member was 

Planting. Mr. E. L. White, Box 147, ® “European Gardenlogue”. assigned a different fruit on which 
Ft. Atkinson, and Mr. Harold’ Poyer, We go on through the year with to report. An outstanding cornu- 

Rt. 2, Ft. Atkinson, Chairmen; Mrs. guest speakers and member participa- copia arrangement of all of the vati- 
George Willett, Iola; Mrs. Ray tion. In July the subject is “Pageant ous fruits was presented by onc of 

Luckow, 935 S. Apple Tree Lane, Mil- of the Rose” with a Specimen Rose the members. 

waukee 14, Show by members. This should give At one of our summer out-door 

Judging School: The Art of Flower every one an opportunity to prove meetings a Horticultural Scavenger 

Arranging. Mrs. Charles H. Brimmer, their skill at gardening and how bet- Hunt was planned by the hostesses 

Ch’m., 3114 N. 7th Ave., Wausau; Mrs. ter than by displaying a beautiful with prizes offered to the most suc- 

L. G. Stewart, 2157 S. 87th St. Mil- rose. By Mrs. Alfred Huebner, Sec. cessful By Ruth Krebs, Sec. 
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FORT ATKINSON plant sale; June 27th a picnic at the NOTES ON GROWING 
GARDEN CLUB NEWS home of Mr, and Mrs. August Peter; SANSEVERIA (SNAKE-PLANT) 

in July and August a tour of mem- 
The Fort Atkinson Garden Club jers gardens. On September 21 will The Sanseveria will withstand 

has planned a number of interesting joye our annual dinner with Mr. H. ™any adverse conditions in the home 
programs for the coming year, In J. Rahmlow giving an_ illustrated and that is the reason it is grown to 

March the topic will be “Gardens of {21 on “What's New In Horticul- Such a great extent in this country 

Other Lands” by Mrs. Flora Cush- tro” and our annual flower show. 28 8 house plant, according to David 
man, Sullivan, Wis.; in April, “Shrubs 6, October 19 a talk on African A- Bosley, Extension Specialist in 
For Home Landscaping” by Harold ioiets by Guy Barreu and election Floriculture, at the University. 

Poyer, Ft. irae In May, a dem. of officers; in November a tour of The Sanseveria, however, should be 

ages “i wie Oak 1, Mitchell Park Mum Show; and, in  yept fairly dry at all times and treat- 
a a Festival” by Mrs. Roy a a —— Party.—BY ed like a cactus plant. If overwatered 

H. Sewell, Milwaukee; in July, Tour t continually, it will eventually rot at 

Saat aises i kage "fe, NOW 50 GANS OR acer mms cag ti basket inner; in igust, 10" r. osley suggests 

Arrangement Workshop” with buffet A: CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT plants in a florist’s clay pot provided 
supper. The question as to how to carry with drainage in the bottom. Metal 

In September the topic will be ©V¢F @ 8reenhouse chrysanthemum containers without a drainage hole 
“Dahlia Culture” with slides by Prof. plant was asked of Professor G. E. usually do not provide enough drain- 

Herbert Hadow, Milton; in October, Beck, instructor in Floriculture at the age for successful culture of San- 

“Birds” will be the topic by Mrs. University and he gives the following severia. Cuttings may be made of 

Kathrine Flanagan of Whitewater. advice. plants and rooted in moist sand and 

In November we will have a conser- If the plant is a greenhouse variety potted in clay pots when roots are 
vation topic andin December aChrist- it will flower late which means that about % inch long. The plant prefers 

mas party with games and exchange you have to bring it indoors before very good light conditions and should 

of gifts. — By Mrs. J. L. Kiesling, frost. Then, if the plant is exposed to be placed in a southern or eastern 
Program Ch’m, artificial light after sundown or be- window during the winter. 

ee fore sunrise, the flowers would be __ 

WAUWATOSA GARDEN greatly delayed or inhibited and never HOW TO KEEP THE SOIL ACID 

OLUB NEWS bloom satisfactorily. However, if you FOR ACID-LOVING PLANTS 

At our October meeting Mr. Hugo wish to keep the plant over, when it 

Brossmann, superintendent of the has finished flowering, move it down For plants which require an acid 
Mitchell Park Conservatory talked to to a basement window where it will soil such as gardenias and azaleas, 

us on “House Plants and Bulbs”, In still receive as much light as possible water the plants once each 

November we held a workshop at but have cold temperatures, prefer- week with a vinegar solution 

which Mr. Ray Greiten gave helpful ably somewhere between 35 and 50 using ten drops of vinegar to a quart 

suggestions on decorations for the ‘¢srees F. Although it will take much of water, is the advice of Professor 
holidays and Mrs. N. Stratton showed less water than previously, it should G. E. Beck, instructor of Floriculture 

how to make wonderful ornaments not be allowed to dry out, and the at the University. 

out of tin can tops. In December we /#Fe Stems should not be allowed to = ¥y_ Wisconsin where most of the 
held our annual Christmas party Wither. water is very hard, it is probably ad- 
which is always enjoyed immensely. In spring, after danger of frost is visable to use the solution for one of 

Gifts relative .to gardening were ex- over, cut back within 2 or 8 inches of the waterings on most all house 

changed, carols were sung around the soil level, re-pot it and work in plants once every four weeks. 

the Christmas tree and Mr. and Mrs. some rather rich soil around the root SSS 
Anthony Wuchter entertained with system. Sink the pot to rim-depth in You can always feel rich by living ia 
Piano and violin selections. Refresh- a location where it will receive full a house smaller than you could afford, 

ments were served. sunlight. Keep the new shoots pinched and running only one car when ycu 

Our club’s projects for 1954 are until mid-August. could have two. 

helping in the upkeep of the grounds 
of historical Damon House; bird pro- 

jects, flower show and photography 

moject. SAVE TREES 
In January Mr. August Peter will COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

show a film. In February we will TREES 
have a talk on Iris by Louis Le 

Mieux; in March, “Planting and LAWNS GARDENS 
Pruning of Trees and Shrubs” by 
Frank Fonda; on April 20th, a talk WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 

m “Birds in Our Gardens” by Mrs. 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 
Charles R. Decker; on May 18th a 
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6ey 2 99 ‘Looking Flower-Ward 
When The Seed Catalogues Come 

Can Spring Be Far Behind 
By Mrs. Donald R. Kirkland, Milwaukee, Horticultural Ch’m. 

The seed catalogues are most fasci- ‘ seeds sprout, gradually add more soi] 

nating not only for the illustrations >) M) Voss until trench is filled. It takes about 

and descriptions of the flowers but Sy = 6 weeks for seeds to germinate. 
also for the “anticipation” which they y Po TN T want to try the new extra carly, WZ Al) Pn . 
create. = A +> Ls long-stemmed Asters. 

Blaze Zinnia Ty. eve Ir Cay Marigolds ‘ 
In paging through the catalogues, Y Fe \ mee AWS There is no doubt that Marigolds 

it seems our tried and true friends Vs oe tu ) will be very popular this year not 

the Zinnias are occupying the lime- aes J 3a * 4 only for their garden value but for the 

light again and this time the spotlight interest created by the new Man-In- 
is on Blaze, the All-American winner Salmon dwarf Pink Sensation, tall The-moon Marigold which is the 
and best new flower for 1954. Blaze, White Wonder. There are a great nearest approach to white. The 

a brilliant orange-red is the only an- ™any Salmon Pink petunias now and Burpee Company is offering $10,000.00 
nual flower to receive an award. The you'll probably want to try some of 4 anyone who produces a pure white 
flower measures 5 inches across. It them with blue Ageratum, Lobelia, or yarigold from plants in your garden 
is the “shaggy” type and has good Dwarf Blue Morning Glory. We are which are grown from seeds of Man- 
strong stems for cutting. planning a low border of dwarf Sal- tyThe-Moon. It is expected there will 

In the zinnias we plan to grow mon petunias, blue Lobelia, Forget- he some whites from this plant which 
Blaze, California Giants, Cupid, Dahl- ™e-nots, Royal Carpet Alyssum and jig pale, creamy yellow. It could hap- 
ia Flowered, and Fantasy in the pas- white Candytuft for the North side pen in your garden. 

tel colors because these blend well Of our house. This is just an idea of the wide 
with our interior decor. Peppermint Tall Plants For The Border choice of plants we will be able to 

Stick which delighted us last year For the border of taller plants, I choose from this year and it should 

will also be included. We are omitting am anxious to try the new giant prove to be an interesting and happy 

Sanvitalia or Creeping Zinnia because Steeplechase Annual Larkspur. The gardening year. Best wishes to all of 
it is too weed-like. It is not a true flowers are very large, spikes are you! 

zinnia but last year we grew all kinds longer and stronger and the colors a 

of zinnias for the project. are light and dark blue, salmon rose, LILIBET, 1954 ALL-AMERICA 

Petunias and white. How nice to have these ROSE SELECTION AWARD 
An outstanding new petunia Cru- blooming when the Delphinium have WINNER 

sader is being introduced this year. Ceased to bloom. Imagine a tall ar- Lilibet, the 1954 rose, named to 
It is a large white ruffled flower Tangment of these Larkspur and  jonor the princess who became Queen 

with brilliant rose stripes. I think Bells of Ireland. Don’t forget the spec- fizabeth II of England, was the All- 
it is well-named, don’t you? tacular Spider Plant or Cleome which america Rose Selection award win- 

Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower, a ‘8 80 easily grown from seed. ner for 1954. 
dwarf mid-salmon petunia would The Annual Phlox is a dainty plant Lilibet was originated by Howards 

make an ideal edging plant for the 29d a must for those who enjoy do- o¢ temet, California. It is a flori- 

border because it spreads to 30 inches ing flower arrangements. The colors pynda and an ideal plant for hedges, 

and is about 16 inches high. This is re beautiful pastels and the foliage orders and bed planting. It produces 
an All-American Silver Medal winner. ® fresh green. bouquets of fragrant, radiant pink 

Other all double F-1 Hybrid Petunias Sweet Peas blossoms. 

are: Colossal Shades of Rose, Allegro, The new heat-resistant Sweet peas Robert V. Lindquist, one of rose- 

‘America, Sonata; and also all double are worth while planting. I tried some dom’s youngest hybridizers, is respon- 

Victorius which contains all colors last year and was delighted with the sible for Lilibet. He heads the rose 

mixed including white. Why not have intense colors. They bloomed until research department at Howards of 

a Patriotic flower bed of red, white coming horizontal in design. The Hemet, and is the man behind the 

and blue petunias? There is a special in tepid water for a few hours until. new and popular “Story of All- Ameri- 

blend of seeds for this purpose. Start the outer skin breaks open. I plant ca Rose Selections”, a full color, il- 

the seeds indoors set the plants out them immediately in a trench which lustrated booklet which tells how All- 

as early as possible and by July 4th has been dug 6 inches deep. Place 2 America Rose Selections was formed 

you'll have your “Old Glory” bed of inches of rotted manure in the bot- and how it selects winning roses. The 

petunias. tom, cover that with 2 inches of fine booklet is available through Howards 

Other petunias which will be in- soil, then place the Sweet Pea seed in of Hemet, Calfornia, for 10c to cover 

teresting to try are Ballerina, single this fine soil. Press down, and when handling and postage. 
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1954 Garden Club Directory 
Executive Board, Garden Club of Berlin Home Garden Club Fort Atkinson Garden Club 

Wisconsin Pres.: Mrs. J. C. Ziehm, 145 Spring Pres.: Mrs. Roy Baker, Rt. 2, Ft. 

Pres: Mrs. Chester Thomas, 7481 St. Berlin. Atkinson. 

N. Beach Dr., Milwaukee 11. Sec.: Mrs. Alfred Huebner, 24) Sec.: Mrs. Herbert Wisch, Rt. 2, 

Vice Pres.: Mrs. Harold Poyer, Rt. Mound St., Berlin. _ Ft. Atkinson. 

2, Ft. Atkinson. Brookfield Garden Club Iola: Clara Larson Garden Club 
Rec. Sec. Treas.: Mrs. E. W. Bris- Pres.: Mrs. Fred Mueller, Rt. 4, Box Pres.: Mrs. Myron Erickson, Rt. 3, 

master, 824 Irving St., Oshkosh. 469, Waukesha (Pro-tem). . Tola. 
Exec. Sec: H. J. Rahmlow, Ex- Sec.: Miss Flora Harlos, 2420 East- Sec.: Mrs. E. A. Lutz, Rt. 3, Iola. 

officio. wood Lane, Milwaukee 10 (Pro-tem). Jefferson Garden Club 

Parliamentarian: Mrs. Roy H. Brookfield: Meadowview Pres.: Mr. S. S. Moore, 821 First 

Sewell, 7841 N. 76th St., Milwaukee. Garden Club Ave., Jefferson. 

Mrs Allan Ley, Rome. Blackhawk Pres.: Mr. Milton Waltersdorf, Rt. Sec.: Mrs. Hilmar Bornschein, 1311 

Region. 2, Box 127V, Pewaukee. Pleasant St., Jefferson. 

Mrs. Charles Braman, Rt. 1, Wau- Sec.: Mrs. E. G. Sayle, Rt. 7, Box Jefferson: Green Thumb 
paca, and Mrs. George Willett, Iola. 665, Milwaukee 16. Garden Club 

Central Region. Burlington Garden Club Pres.: Mrs. Allen Lay, Rome. 

Mrs. Charles Bierman, 1847 N. 69th Pres.: Mrs. Robert Bayer, 363 Ran- Sec.: Mrs. Howard Smith, RFD, 
St. Wauwatosa 13. Milwaukee Region. dolph St., Burlington. Lake Mills. 

Mrs. W. N. Crawford, 151 Noyes St., Sec.: Mrs. J. L. Wanasek, Rt. 5, La Crosse Garden Club 

Berlin. Winnebagoland Region. Burlington. Pres.: Mrs. Barney Spangler, 2205 
Blackhawk Region Clintonville Garden Club State St., La Crosse. , 

Pres.: Mrs. Harold Poyer, R. 2 Ft. _Pres.: Mrs. Marlin Steinbach, Rt. 1, —Sec.: Mrs. Alice Cronon, 1013 State 

ene “parse 1 Smith, 173 S. Madi: a Vice Pres.: Mrs. Allan Lay, Rome.” c.; Mr. Carl Smith, 173 S. ison 

Sec.: Mrs. William Slater, 308 S. St., Clintonville. Pisa ee ‘laa Orne 540 

4th St., Ft. Atkinson. Colby Blue Sky Garden Club 8. Jackson Bt, Lancaster. , 
Treas.: Mr. Clarence Fromader, 514 Pres.: Mrs. L, Justman, Colby. ‘Bee. Mi Mt . 

Fourth St., Jefferson. Sec.: Miss Mabel Neumeister, Colby. c.: Miss Margaret Taylor, 204 N. 
Colman: Friendly Garden Club ‘Tyler Be: Lancaster; 

Central Region 
Pres.: Mrs. George Willett, Iola. Pres.: Mr. Owen Rocheleau, Cole- | Lod! Garden Club 
Vice Pres.; Mrs. George Hathaway, ™®"- hie Ara. Eve Groves: Lodi: 

King. Sec.: Mrs. Alvin Kozlovsky, Cole- Sec.: Mrs. Isabell Cook, Lodi. 

Sec.: Mrs. E, A. Lutz, Iola. man. Loyal Garden Cin 
Treas.: Mrs. Inez Iverson, Amherst. Orivitz: Nearnorth Garden Club Pres.: Mra. C. E. Gorsegner, Loyal. 

Milwaukee Region er Mrs. Arnold Sartorius, Por- Sec.: aide a a 
terfield. er 

roe Anchen MT Cae ra rank span mt 2 Err ah Been, a : " : Crivitz. 4» Madison. 
ara aa Eau Claire Garden Club Sec.: Mrs Ida Patterson, 2605 Van 

Bet: Mra. J we Dooley, 724 W. Presi: Miss Jean Wachuta, Rt. 29, Hise, Madison. , 
Rogers St West Allis 14. * Bluff Crest Dr., Eau Claire. Manitowoc: Men’s Garden Club 
Treaa: ” Mrs Avthir . Knorr, 2410 Sec.: Mrs. C. W. Chatterson, 532 Gil- Pres.: Mr. Jess Hamilton, 530 8S. 

Eastwood Lane, Milwaukee 10. bert, Aves: Hau Claire: ne Ow oe ’ . Eau Claire: Elk Creek Lake Sec.: Mr. Otto Engel, 1227 8S. 12th 

Winnebagoland Region Garden Club St., Manitowoc. 
Pres.: Mrs. E. W. Brismaster, 324 Pres.: Mrs. C. W. Chatterson, Rt. 2, Marinette: Twin City Garden Club 

Irving St., Oshkosh. Elk Creek Lake, Eau Claire. Pres.: Mrs. G. E. Pestrui, 1522 

Vice Pres.: Mrs. W. N. Crawford, Sec.: Mrs. Irving Pire, Jr. Rt. 2, Grant St., Marinette. 

151 W. Noyes St., Berlin. Elk Creek Lake, Eau Claire. Sec.: Mrs. C. W. Skowland, 1309 
Amherst Garden Club - Elkhorn Garden Club Merryman St., Marinette. 

Pres.: Mrs. Ray Hemingson, Rt. 4, Pres.: Mrs. Roy Sanders, 401 W. Mauston Garden Club 
Waupaca. Walworth, Elkhorn. Pres.: Mrs. Martha Otto, Mauston. 

Rec.: Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. Inez Iver- Sec.: Miss Grace Morrissey, 406 N. Sec.: Miss Mary Troy, Grayside 

son, Amherst. Broad St., Elkhorn. Ave., Mauston. 
Antigo Garden Club Ellsworth Garden Club Milwaukee: Blue Beech Garden Club 

Pres.: Mrs. Minnie Helbick, 1008 7th Pres.: Mrs. Stanley Shefveland, Ells- Pres.: Mrs. Arthur Leidiger, 618 N. 
Ave. Antigo. worth. 65th St., Milwaukee. 

Treas.: Mrs. Harvey Leiterman, 812 Sec.: Mrs. Clarence Meyer, Ells- Sec.: Mrs. Frank Courtenay, 3461 

Pine St., Antigo. worth. N. Shepard Ave., Milwaukee 11. 
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Milwaukee Westchester Garden Club Sec.: Mrs. W. G. Jenkins, 705 Green GARDENING AS A THERAPY 
Pres.: Mrs. H. D. Poser, 1050 S. Ave., Park Ridge, Stevens Point. How a Boy Was Saved by the 

Hawthorne Lane, Milwaukee 14. Waupaca Garden Club Healing Influence of Gardening 
Sec.: Mrs. J. A. Gifford, 1000 8. Pres.: Mrs. E. D. Baker, Berlin St., In the Journal of the Royal Hor. 

Forest Lane, Milwaukee 14. Waupaca. ticulture Society Professors Donald 
Mukwonago Garden Club Sec.: Mrs. Julius Johnson, 319 S. P, Watson and H. B. Tukey, Michi- 

Pres.: Mrs. Archie Koeffler, Muk- Washington St., Waupaca. gan State College, go into this sub. 

‘wonago. Wausau Garden Club . ject in their article, “Horticulture as 

Sec.: Mrs. Lester Buell, Box 72, Pres.: Mrs. R. H. Kelly, Forest Therapy.” Among the projects that 

Mukwonago. Park, Wausau. they discuss as suitable are seed ger- 

New Holstein Garden Club Sec.: Mrs, Raymond A. Sell, 902 mination practices and studies, plant 
Pres.: Miss Emma Dumke, 2117 Washington St., Wausau. flower arrangement projects, the 

Monroe St., New Holstein. Wauwatosa Garden Club giving of talks and demonstrations 

Sec.: Mrs. William A. Reiser, 2313 Pres.: Mr. George Kruell, 2564 w. ‘© Other patients, outdoor gardening 
Illinois Ave., New Holstein. 80th St. Wauwatosa. operations, greenhouse gardening, 

North Prairie Garden Study Club Sec.: Mrs. Bertha Haasch, 8536 Ww. 24 for the more advanced patients— 
Pres: Mrs. Leo Byrnes, 210 W. Chestnut St., Wauwatosa. plant breeding, and plant nutrition 

State Rd., North Prairie. studies. 
Sec.: Mrs. John L. Heintz, 318 N. West Allis Garden Club An illustration of the value of the 

me : " : Pres.: Mrs. Victor Schmitt, 1717 8. 
healing influence of gardening comes Main St., North Prairie. 82nd St., West Allis 14. 

Ogdensburg: Town and Country Ae from Brentwood Veterans Hospital in 
* Sec.: Mrs. Otto Rupnow, Dist. 763, Garden Club California. It is quoted from Golden 

Box 547, Milwaukee 14. Pres.: Miss Carrie Rode, Ogdens- Gardens, the official publication of 
burg. West Allis: Green Gardeners the California Garden Clubs. 

Sec.: Mrs. Bertha G. Rasmussen, Pres.: Mrs. Roberta Mitchell, 1134 “This is the story of one of the 

Ogdensburg. S. 77th St., West Allis. boys who has been out of the hospi- 
Oshkosh Horticultural Society Sec.: Mrs. Jeanette Hoehnke, 7801 tal for two years. When he was first 

Pres: Mr. Paul Lentz, Rt. 1, Osh- W. Beloit Rd., West Allis. allowed the liberty of working out 
koa. West Allis: Hillcrest Garden Club. with the rest of the crew, he wouldn't 

Sec.: Miss Viona D. Zentner, 374 Pres.: Mrs. Roland Beaudry, 6611 talk to anyone or do anything. He 

Revere Pl., West Allis 14, even seemed to resent being talked 
Merritt St., Oshkosh. 

Pewaul en Club Sec.: Mrs. J. Klink, 1979 S. 86th St., to or being asked to do things. 

z West Allis 14. “His first task was that of screen- 
Pres.: Mrs. Roy P. K. Johnson 4440 

West Allis: Home Gardeners ing dirt. For the first two or three 
Parkside St., Pewaukee. . 

Sec.: Mrs. Glenn D. Cook, 306 Oak- Pres.: Mrs. Frank Wittberger, 2028 months, he just stood and glared at 
ton’ Ave: Pewaukee ’ S. 82nd St., West Allis. everyone. Finally, when he began to 

Plymo uth Garden Club Sec.: Mrs. L. J. Krebs, 2170 S. 87th realize that his attitude was accept- 

Presi: Mrs. Conrad Goclser, 614 St., West Allis. ed instead of criticized, he changed. 

* . , West Allis: Lincoln Manor His next job was planting a hedge. 
Western Ave., Plymouth. 

Sec: Mrs, William Curtiss, Rt 1 Garden Club It was so carefully done that it took 

Pt cneuith . co Pres.: Mrs. William J. Smeddick, him a menth and a half to do it. 
¥ Ripon Garden Club 2078 S. 107th St., West Allis 14. “As he progressed, he found it nec- 
Sirsacy Meee: 3: C. Miller, ‘Rigen, Sec.: Mrs. George Arnold, 2060 8. essary to keep going back to take 
8 ou a * B ma ai . 108th St., West Allis 14. care of the plants he had already 
Ot ee ‘ur on Ch pon. pa planted besides planting new ones, 

oahols Garden: ‘Cinb One of the saddest things in life is 80 he had to have help from other 
Pres.: Mrs. Russell Wrolstad, to see a man who is stumped by a Patients. This made him a supervisor 

Rosholt. leaky faucet trying to repair the TV of these others, and the thing got to 
Sec: Mrs. Norman Rosholt, ek. be a project. Here the social aspect 

Rosholt. - of his convalescence really started. 
= Sean oe Club Gossip is like mud thrown against From there, the next step was car- 

es: Mrs. A. O. Lee, Rt 1, 4 clean wall. It may not stick, but it ing for a whole section of garden and 
‘Scandinavia. leaves a mark. the satisfaction and _ self-awareness 

Sec.: Mrs. Erich Kleditz, Rt. 4, F that comes with overseeing an im- 

Waupaca. A vacuum cleaner salesman: scat- portant piece of work and getting 
Sheboygan Garden Club tered a sack of dirt on the best rug it well done. 

Pres.: Mrs. Albert Stoltzmann, 723 in the farm house parlor. “Finally, his family was contacted 
Superior Ave., Sheboygan. “Madam,” he said to the lady of. by the Social Service and a leave of 

Sec.: Mrs. John Palmer, 724 Unin the house, “I will eat every bit of the absence was arranged. The last step, 

Ave., Sheboygan. dirt this wonderful electric sweeper of course, was his complete discharge 
Stevens Point: Park Ridge won't pick up.” from the hospital as ready to 

Garden Club ‘Tll get you a spoon, then,” said resume his place in the community.” 
Pres.: Mrs. George Irwin, Rt. 2, the housewife. “We haven’t any elec- —From Bulletin of the Extension 

Park Ridge, Stevens Point. tricity here.” Service U.S.D.A. 
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2 DISTRICT CHAIRMEN: 

2 Newton Boggs, Viroqda 

ees ee @ 0 nr Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 
2 

M. L. Osborne, Beloit 
+ Len. Otto, Forest Junction 

Herbert Reim, Watertown 

Official organ of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association E. Schroeder, Marshfield 

” oma! Box 60, M Harold, Richter, | Whitehall, 
William Judd, Stoughton, President irs. Louise pegs » Me - ice-Pres. 

kee, Vi nomonee Falls, Secretary- Alan Vi » Rt. 1, Ft. Atkinson, ve iS, Howard, Milwaul jce- : lan eevane, 3 

Ss—_—_— 
LT 

FEBRUARY IN THE APIARY \il | / ing National dues of 4c per colony 

It is gratifying to know that so Ww Mh yy with a minimum of $1.00. This in- 

many Wisconsin beekeepers have, dur- S Co cludes the news letter. The fees can 

ing recent years, become familiar i be paid either directly to the Federa- 

with the way in which bees winter. i _N tion secretary, or to Mrs. Louise 

How well we remember the criticism un " Coa Brueggeman, Sec.-Treas., Wisconsin 

of an old-time beekeeper who wrote IN: WN <> Beekeepers Association, Rt. 1, 
. 4 Menomonee Falls, Wis., wno will re- an article in which he said: “Every- ‘4 

one knows that if you disturb a : r mit to the National secretary. 

colony in mid-winter, heat will be J The balance in the National Fed- 

generated and the colony will start om eration treasury on December 31 was 

to raise brood and die.” 4 $3,400.00 with all bills paid, accord- 

=I ing to Mr. Schaefer. 
Today, at beekeepers meetings we ( =F 

hear discussions as to when the queen e > ee - DISTRICT BEEKEEP: 

started laying and how much brood = o= MEETINGS BES 

was present in normal colonies on with. ia, spt: 
prinkling can into empty Wisconsin Beekeepers Association 

pred es "ae real- combs. If you can find combs with Tine and Place 
ize in January an ‘ebruary pollen, place them within the winter s i M: 

when brood rearing starts, consider-  ciistor ike the nurse bees can : as: je atheran 
able honey is consumed and that dur- ooo, it; otherwise feed a pollen sup- Church Beaver Dam. 

ing cold weather honey must be avail- plement. Saturday, March 20. Janesville, 

able within-the winter cluster or the For Beginners YMCA. 

bees will starve. They also know that We have seen beginners attempt to ee March 30. Appleton, City 
the nurse bees must have pollen avail- . 

feed bees with an entrance feeder 
able in order to be able to continue Wednesday, March 31. Marshfield. 

using a mason jar full of syrup. We Thursday, April 1. LaCrosse. 

feeding larvae, and when the supply must remember that bees cannot no 
is gone, they will be unable to feed j..4¢ the winter cluster to carry in Thursday, April 29. Barron. 
the larvae properly and brood rearing ot jeg during cold weather. The Friday, April 30. Superior. 

will almost cease. When this happens All meetings will begin at 10 am. 
colony can easily starve even though On the program will be Mr. William 

in March and April there is conaider- they have a bottom board feeder full pms 
able dwindling as the number of old Judd, Pres., State Association, on the 

of syrup present. Even a pail full of outlook for 1954. The District Presi- 
bees “thia't idie greatly excseds, ‘the syrup fed above the cluster is not as dent will lead the discussion on “Pres- 
number of young that hatch out. a ri directly int en! ea le 

good as pouring syrup directly into ent condition of bees and winter 
Check Your Colonies Now the combs during the cold, late winter jogseg”, There will be a movie film 

So we again advise beekeepers to 2nd spring days. entitled “Package bees easy to man- 

check colonies on days when the age”. Mr. Allan Vosburg will discuss 
weather is suitable—when there is NEWS ABOUT THE NATIONAL “Your State Association”. Mr. Art 
sunshine and no wind and the tem- BEEKEEPING FEDERATION, INC.  xKehi of the G. B. Lewis Co., will give 

Perature above freezing. We need not Mr. H. A. Schaefer writes that the report on the plans of the adver- 

pull out frames, but can check the when the Wisconsin Beekeepers As-  tising committee. 

Presence of stores from above and _ sociation affiliated on a voluntary “Easy Requeening and swarm pre- 

below. Often we can see whether basis with the National Federation vention” will be discussed by either 

there is brood present by looking be- with a payment of $25.00, this action Mr. Henry Schaefer or Mr. Harold 

tween the combs. If you wish to in- canceled the need for the Wisconsin Richter. “Bee diseases in this district 

spect for AFB this is a good time to Federation and that organization was and plans for 1954” will be given by 

do it—if done quickly. If the combs disbanded. Mr. John F. Long. Mr. H. J. Rahmlow 

adjoining the brood area are empty, Wisconsin Association members’ will show a movie at some of the 
look them over and replace them with who desire to join the National Bee- meetings on “Beekeeping throughout 

Combs of honey or feed sugar syrup keepers Federation may do so by pay- the year”. 
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Bee Diseases 
: To Treat—Or Not To Treat Them With 

/ New Chemicals—That's The Question 

Not for many years has there been The Use Of Sulpha In AFB Control old brood chambers and supce's on 

a question as perturbing to members On the question “Are you in favor each colony.” “I am in favor « the 

of the beekeeping industry as the of sulpha and other drugs for AFB use of sulpha. I began using it i: 1945 

question of whether or not it is ad- control, the.answers were: 11 voted when I had a bad outbreak; alti ough 

visable to feed sulphathiazole to bees ‘yes’ and 7 votes “no.” I didn’t find the source of the infec. 

in the control of American Foul Deserving our consideration and _ tion, I cleaned up and have been «lean 

Brood. further study are the answers of a for three years.” “Yes, we believe in 

There is such a serious difference umber of the beekeepers giving their the use of sulpha, and the beek -eper 
of opinion that it is our long-con- Pinions on the use of sulpha. Since should follow the recommendittions 

sidered decision to try to bring the Wwe had agreed to withhold the names derived from research rather than 
problem out into the open; find out nd asked them to make a frank propaganda or unsubstantiated state- 

what the beekeepers actually think, ‘Statement, they did so. Here are the ments. The world of beekeeping moves 
and why they think as they do; and ‘Statements of those who answered ahead, but Inspectors have not 
from this knowledge, try to bring in detail with comments. changed since its initiation.” 

about a unanimity of decision result- Commonts‘cf ‘These Favoring a o a. ae The 

amy in more harmony’ ‘and ‘edyance- Use of Sulpha Here are statements of beekee, 
ment of the industry. pers 

“I believe sulpha has a very definite who oppose the use of sulpha. “Am 

Our method; may be right or wrong, place in AFB control if properly used. not in favor of the use of sulpha or 

but it is an honest attempt to do [ think we should be careful that other drugs in AFB control.” “No, 

something about the problem that there is no possibility of a trace of not until we have definite proof that 
is dividing our industry into different sulpha entering the surplus honey.” it will cure AFB.” “I don’t believe in 
camps. This should not be. In this “yes, I think the time has come when using sulpha or other drugs for AFB 
day, Experiment Stations with scien- we should approve the use of sulpha control because it has not cured the 
tific research are able to solve prob- for AFB control. I have not used it disease as far as I have heard.'I be- 
lems of this kind and with the availa- myself but have been watching and lieve in burning diseased colonies.” 
bility of information that we have, reading what has been done and I “No, I am not in favor of using sulpha 
beekeepers should be able to make believe we should no longer oppose or other drugs in the control of AFB.” 
up their minds as to what is right or its use”. “We believe sulpha may be “I do not think we know all the an- 
wrong if they will honestly study the used for preventative feeding which swers or all the complications that 

facts. may keep the first cell of AFB from may arise concerning the use of sul- 

In this issue we attempt only to ever showing up. Except in the hands pha. The constant use of sulpha may 

present to you the situation that of careful operators, I do not think develop immunity and a more viru- 

exists in the minds of the beekeepers: We should attempt to cure the disease lent form of the disease may result.” 

.what they are thinking and why. with drug feeding.” “No, not until such time as it can be 

“Yes, the use of sulpha drugs, es- proven safe.” 

The Questions pecially sodium sulphathiazole, has a Well, folks, here you have it. Some 

In December we sent about 80 bee- definite place in the prevention and of our beekeepers have been looking 

keepers, both large and small, located control of AFB. The effect of sulpha for more articles from beekeeper 

in various parts of the state, a ques- UPON AFB has been well established. members of the Association—more in- 

tionaire on several problems. In this Only conservatism among the bee- teresting articles in this magazine as 

issue we will discuss only 4 of them. keepers and inspectors alike is pre- a result of the opinions of members. 

venting its use at present. Much The above statements will provide 

Approve Work Of Inspection needless waste of potentially produc- fuel for many a discussion around the 
. Department tive colonies and equipment could be fires these cold winter evenings. 

avoided by its use, and this would These discussions, however, are all 
By an almost unanimous vote the mean money in the beekeeper’s to the good. They bring out the facts 

beekeepers approved of the work Of pocket as well as a saving of valu- when facts are available. Let’s iron 
the Bee Inspection Department. Sev- apie pollinating insects for the farm- this thing out. 
eral wrote that funds were not ade- ..» Should The Law Be Changed To 

quate to do a good job. “Yes, we treated several colonies Permit Use Of Sulpha 

Also, by almost unanimous vote, that were infected according to the This was the next question asked 

they went on record as advocating atest in instructions and after one the beekeepers. Some very “right 
that we should help to get more funds season of treatment, they were cured from the shoulder” answers wert re- 

for the Inspection Department to because this last year no disease ap- ceived on this one, which will be dis- 

clean up diseases of bees. peared even though we had all of the cussed in our next issue. 
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RESEARCH SHOWS THAT HONEY pers there was much building’ of ex- 
CAN IMPROVE QUALITY OF tra comb, and the plan was abandoned. 

BAKERY PRODUCTS Approximately twice as much honey Honey 
dy Ugita borey to replace part of was stored when the extracting su- e 

y ers were supplied with drawn combs 
the sugar in baking formulas, com- te when inaoiicd with foundation Containers 

mercial bakers can produce better only (145 compared with 82 Ib. sur- 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib, pails, Also 

bread, cakes, cookies, and other pas- 14s). Other conclusions were that it 5 lb., 3 Ib., 2 Ib,, 1 Ib., and 8 oz, = 
tries, say researchers of the Kansas ji, etter to have an excellent young ies, We can make immediate 
Agricultural Experiment Station. queen with 14 frames of brood than a 

In a 3-year study made under con- poorer queen with 8 frames of brood Comgion ioe ot ce. 

tract with USDA’s Eastern Regional to which 6 frames of brood are added. We ‘are alwa in the for 

Research Laboratory, the State scien- Reported by V. G. Milum in Bee | Honey, ys market 
tists found that honey improved the World, England. We will buy your beeswax or trade 

color, flavor, and texture of most bak- for supplies, 

ery products, increased their ability to Write for complete price list. 

hold moisture, and so helped them IS BEEKEEPING PROFITABLE 

CS Sew, foe caainyla . bree So many beekeepers have given the Honey Acres 

flavor and superior slicing quality. opinion. in late ‘years that beekeeping Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
is not profitable that one rather ex- 

L. B. Smith and J. A. Johnson of pects to hear that kind of opinion. 
the Kansas experiment station have It is rather refreshing, therefore, 
determined the most suitable types of when we visited with an old beekeep- 

honey and the proper quantities to use er friend during a recent vacation 

in different baked goods. Desirable trip to find he had a different kind 
amounts range from about 5 percent of story to tell. He had rented his bees TAKE 
of the total sugar content of bread to his son, and I asked whether he 

and cookies to 40 percent or more thought his son would stay in the 

of the sugar in cakes. business. His remark was quite opti- INVENTORY 

It was long believed that normal ‘istic. He said: “Where can a young ‘ 
variations in honey’s chemical prop- ™@? make a better living today than of your bee supplies 

erties would severely limit the use of in beekeeping. It is the most profitable 

this natural sweet in baking. Smith business I know of.” He then said that 

and Johnson found, however, that only is son had sold almost $9,000.00 ORDER 

the flavor and color of honey have Worth of honey from the somewhat ITEMS . 
much effect on the uniformity of bak- Ver 500 colonies he ran this past n 
ery products made with it. And if the year. He did all the work himself 

honey is properly selected, according Nd the father expressed the opinion to complete your needs. We 

to specifications they have developed, that he must have cleared almost 7 carry a complete line of Sections 

its general use by commercial bakers thousand dollars because his expenses | and other beekeepers’ supplies 
should give good results. were not very high, and remarked: | and are anxious to be of service. 
From Agricultural Research, By the “Where else could a young man make 

2 that much money?” The father re- 

U. 8 Dept. of Agriculture. tired several years ago but is a born 

A beekeeper. He just had to have some AUGUST LOZ COMPANY 

bees and so gradually increased until 

HONEY PRODUCTION TESTE now again has about 100 colonies and Manufacturers & Jobbers 
By L. A. M. Barnette, Texas produced a good crop last year. For Bee Supplies 

When an estimated sufficient num- an an cat wee ef physical BOYD, WISCONSIN 

ber of supers for the honey crop was work, beekeeping can be highly re- 

Placed on the bottom board, with @ commended. Incidentally, one could " 
queen excluder separating them from carry on this hobby if he plans to re- 

the double brood chamber at the top tire in California, Arizona, or Florida. 
(with an upper entrance), honey was é 2 

stored no faster than with top super- a 

ing; moreover excessive amounts of HONEY WANTE 

Polien were stored in the extracting HONEY WANTED (< 

os = rl aia Cant me State color, flavor and amount you LN 

ne production resulted from using 

18 instead of 20 brood frames in the have in first letter. Will pick up and 
double brood chamber. With 7 frames Pay cash. M. H. Lyons, Logansville, 
of fully drawn comb in 10-frame su- Wisconsin. 
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! SISSON’S 
\Qg00° J. H. Phillips, Mgr. 

TYPEWRITERS 

ADDING MACHINES : 
Either p 

Standard or Portable é 
Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection 

ORGANS 
4 We Rent Portable Organs 

Anywhere in the U.S.A. by 
the Month. 

3 to 5 Octaves 

PEONIES 
’ oN. Ne the a re Phillips ph =. 

T and Largest Selection in Wis- lug up one peony 
“i Faas a consin. “Over 2,000 Varieties plants from which he will make 

Adding Machines Rented to Select From. divisions for filling orders. 

or Sold ‘An Over the U.S.A. WRITE 

® S I S S O N , S Rosendale, Wisconsin 

‘ WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE :1928 

ly 

® . iy, F BE SURE you are getting the most for 

t your money by buying Root Quality 

i Bee Supplies. They are built to last 

1 = for years. 
" 

i 

: - Bee Suppiies 
Your Wisconsin Root Dealer will be 
pleased to serve you. 

Mt. Horeb—Ranums Bee Farm, R. 3 

Oshkosh—H. E. Greenwood, 1620 Delaware St. 

}} Kewaskum—A. H. Seefeldt 

The A.I. Root Co. Medina, Ohio 

Library 
i College of Agriculture 
: - Madiegn, Wisconsin 
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COROMERC, a new mem- a enn eee EEE 

ber to the Corona family of _ 

agricultural fungicides, is a TABLE OF CONTENTS 
oy dry, Bag -wi Lange eins The 1954 Spray Schedule ........... 123 

ma» ble product. Tests at Agricul- nip Pruni 
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gions have shown this partic- Berry Plant Market 180 
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Gq | e control of apple scab. : 

= if 4 Corona for the first time How We Plant Gladiolus .......:.. 14 

\ Y offers this mercury fungicide Gladiolus Scab Control .................. 19 

¢ > for safely burning out pri- Garden Club News .._..................... 191 
WS mary scab lesions should this Garden Questions... 189 

\ | disease get a foothold during a Vegetable Varieties 0 
warm, wet spring when other types of fungi- Rocks — ai 

VY cides are unable to hold the disease in check. Wiseonsin oping 
—4 el J Recommended for use during the early grow- Fumagillin For Nosema 

ing season, and at 14 lb. per 100 gallons of ee 
! spray solution, Coromerc is packed in 1 Ib. and 

1} |b. cannisters for direct addition to most OFFICERS 
~ \ spray tanks. Executive Committee 

Zz Competitively priced. Write for Literature. Arion i Basel irs View Viera Boon 
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To ce ee a Pian Sin, Bess Wi Ser By 
Some folks are like owls. They get * Apple Maggot William Judd, Pres, Wis. Beskeepers we = ieee Aiea elneliprtermney 00: 

a reputation for being wise just by The apple maggot continues to be a BR. E Juers, ere Wis. Giad. ‘Soc.——--Waus 
hooting at everything—Menomonee constant insect pest of Wisconsin or- sea’ Re eae ais 

Falls News. chards. It attacks the sweeter non- Pref._0. B. Combs, Chairman, Dept. | sig 
acid varieties of apples, including Tol- . — 
man Sweet, McIntosh, Wealthy, Snow, — —C 

There’s something pathetic about Northwestern Greening, Dudley, and Subscription by membership in the Wiscon- 

a horse fly sitting on the radiator of Delicious. Control will be given in our “ fae Foor Seng. Ares! 
a truck.—West Allis Star. June issue. bees oe nore may Sen as specie - 
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To Grow Clean Apples Consider Well 

Prepared by G. C. Klingbeil, D. A. Devers and Earl Wade, Univ. of Wis. 

The 1954 apple spray schedule is The following spray program is suggested as a basic schedule. It may be necessary 
designed to provide satisfactory con- to apply additional sprays depending upon varieties, local situations, or seasonal 
rol of apple scab as well as of each ©°nditions. 

insect pest of apple. Since certain Time of Application Materials and Amounts Per 100 Gallons 
insects are more troublesome in some 
areas than in others, alternate in- 1. Dormant (insecticide) DN-289 | or Elgetol 318-!4 gal. Elgetol or 

idee are tn “60 Krenite-34 gal. (For control of mites, bud 
sectic’ he fi Mao cigs <ge moth, aphids, and casebearers.) 

sprays. © FOmOwsne Pe phe are 2. Dormant (fun y ragre F gicide) Elgetol, Krenite, Elgetol 318, or DN-289-4 
included to assist you in the choice gal (For apple scab control—applied as a 
lof materials: ground spray at 600 gals. per acre.) 

thea Saar ~~ tacaied 3. Green tip Liquid lime sulfur, 2 gals. No insecticide. 
e dormant spray is again includ- 4 ¢ 

5 siee of the insurance” provided Closed cluster Liquid lime sulfur, 2 gals. Lead arsenate, 3 Ibs. 

against a build-up of red mites as 5. Open cluster Liquid lime sulfur, 2 gals. Lead arsenate, 3 Ibs. 

well as the high degree of control ob- or Metacide (50%). 8 oz. 
ed for bud moth, aphids, and case- 6. Bloom (To be applied only in Wettable sulfur, 6-8 Ibs.; or ferbam, 114-2 

, , protracted blooming period _ |bs.; or liquid lime sulfur, 2 gals. No insecticide. 
bearers. that would give more than 10 

Pre-bloom Sprays days between open cluster and 

| An insecticide is needed before petal petal-fall applications) 
b and the number of sprays will de- 7. Calyx or petal-fall De aa Pe ibe, ot {eben 14 ee 
pend on the choice of the insecticide. ie! lo) + . and lead arsenate, 3 

‘if lead arsenate is used, it should be or Dieldrin (25%), 1 Ib. and DDT (50%), 2 
included in both the closed and open 8. Ist cover Wettable sulfur, 5-6 Ibs.; or ferbam, 114 lbs. 
duster. If Metacide is used, only one (about 10 days later) DDT (50%), 2 Ibs.; or Metacide (50%), 8 oz.; 
insecticide spray is necessary and or Parathion (25%), 1% lbs. 

should be applied any time between 4 2nd cover Wettable sulfur, 5 lbs.; or ferbam, 1 lb. DDT 
the closed and open cluster stage. The (about 10 days later) (50%), 2 Ibs.; or Metacide (50%), 8 oz. 

selection of ‘Metacide may mean a Parathion (25%), 11% lbs. 
separate spray since Metacide is not 10. 3rd cover Wettable sulfur, 5 lbs.; or ferbam, 1 lb. DDT 
compatible with lime sulfur. However, — (about 10 days later) (50%), 2 Ibs.; or Metacide (607%). 8 oz. 
the excellent results obtained with or Perethion (25%), 1% Ibs.; or lead arsenate, 

Metacide usually wil : of the aaitiennl -i aa the scat 11. 4th cover Wettable sulfur, 5 Ibs.; or ferbam, 1 lb. DDT 
PP . (about 10 days later) 20%). 2 \bs.; or Metacide (50%), 8 oz. Calyx arathion (25%), 114 lbs. 

The calyx spray is important from 12. 5th cover _  Wettable sulfur, 5 lbs.; or ferbam, 1 lb. Meth- 
the standpoint of plum curculio and (about 10 days later) oxychlor (50%), 2 lbs; or Metacide (50%), 
oyster shell scale control. Dieldrin is 8 oz.; or Parathion (25%), 1% Ibs. 

excellent for plum curculio control, 

but it has little or no effect on other © AAA A 
pests. It is necessary, therefore, to 

add lead arsenate to the spray con- DDT in the first cover spray. If it in the 3rd cover spray and switch to 

taining dieldrin. If oyster shell scale was not used in the calyx spray and another insecticide again in the 4th 

is a problem, DDT should be substi- oyster shell scale is a problem, it cover spray. This procedure should be 

tuted for lead arsenate. If the season should be used in the first cover continued until the last cover spray 

is late, it may not be necessary to in- spray. The other materials recom- is applied. This plan is recommended 

clude the DDT for oyster shell scale mended (DDT, Parathion, lead ar- because repeated applications of the 
control until the 1st cover spray. It senate, and Metacide) are all effective same insecticide allow the insects to 

May not be necessary to use all of insecticides against the pests en- build up resistance to the insecticide 

these Insecticides, and they can be countered at this time of the season. being used. 

included or omitted, depending on the It is advisable, however, to alternate Mite Build-Up 

nature of the insect problem. insecticides (at least two) instead of Mite populations may build up dur- 

Cover Sprays spraying repeatedly with any one ma-_ ing the summer. Spraying with one 

With one exception, the selection of terial. For example, if DDT is used in of the phosphates (EPN, Parathion, 

the insecticide to be used in the cover the 1st cover spray, use Parathion, Metacide) is usually effective at this 
Sprays is at the grower’s discretion. lead arsenate, or Metacide in the sec- time. However, miticides such as 

The exception is the possible use of ond cover spray. Then go back to DDT Karathane, Ovatran, or Dimite are al- 
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#0 available. Each of these materials * * ‘ . 
should be used according to the man-  Snipping Gives Old Orchards New Life 
ufacturer’s directions. 

Preesetions Dr. R. H. Roberts, Department of inch growth, apples of about 2: inch. 

1 sna ft ‘edi Horticulture, University of Wiscon- es, while a growth of 10 inchs pro. 

i 5 ona See ccs rec- sin, has chosen the term “snipping” to duces large apples, 2% inches. 
ions for safety when using Parathion, describe his pruning method, described 

ide, or r phosphates. at past conventions and fruit growers How Snipping Is Done 
2. Do not apply DDT later than one meetings. “It is present practice with middle. 

month prior to harvest on any var- aged trees to maintain fruit size by 

iety because of possible residue SE Ra Se pruning out the weak wood which 
hazards. Re ws . et ~ 9f\ accumulates with age. 

3. Do not use Parathion or Meta- ©. ¢ Wee Rae R aE any pe i! When this kind of pruning has been 
cide on McIntosh, Cortland or related oe i. oe ae Lf, done over a period of years, it results 
varieties in warm, humid weather, as (= | Ys . fin a tree that has too few good 
they may cause injury at that time. bg at Ba! Bieta Me ot branches—not enough “good wood"— 

Ts eee <4 for full production. Sprays For Fire Blight Control Re te Pes dee production 
Fire billaht. lik b i rail z é g % eA The problem, then, is how to tum 

re blight, like scab, is generally a LOM os: : > the small weak branches into produc- 
most troublesome during cool, damp. . ] . “> ing wood. 
seasons, especially on the more sus- |, ee ; = . 
ceptible varieties like Yellow Trans- = { tt ae Snipping seems to be the answer, 
parent, Wealthy, Transcendent Crab, * 7 ooh , Instead of cutting the branches out 
Tolman Sweet, and Snow. Where fire 2 you simply cut them in half. Here's 
blight is or has been a problem two + ¢ an illustration that shows where snip- 

special fungicide sprays should be ap- : | > ae ping is done and how.” 
plied in bloom—one at one-tenth Bs i . fs “Snipping invigorates the apple tree. 

bloom and one at full bloom. Use =. # « : “The results are strong early season 
zineb (Dithane Z-78 or Parzate pow- | '* = growth, large leaves, and large blos- 
der), 2 pounds per 100 gallons of water. iets ee Wg 2 Be = soms. Although as many as two-thirds 

A spreader-sticker, such as Triton B- nt, OMA: ee of the growing points are cut off, 
1956 or Du Pont Spreader-Sticker, Ease wet" KX syields are actually improved because 
should be added to the spray—one % ee eee seve os °=—Sséof':«‘ibetter sets and uniformly larger 

ounce per 100 gallons. Orthocide 50 al- ~ a apples. 
so shows promise, and if desired, this Old weak branches of Golden De- Snipping costs more than ordinary 
fungicide may be tried in place of the Below when cut in alla shown, make pruning. It takes about an hour and 

zineb. For further information on fire apples. Left ee ae oy large a half to snip a 20 year old tree. 

blight prevention and control, consult apples. At harvest time, investment of time 
Circular No. 200, “The Apple and Pear is returned to the growers because 

Fire. Blight Disease”. Circular 468 entitled “Snipping Gives Picking and handling costs of small 
Sprays For Cedar-Apple Orchards New Life” is now available ®PPles are avoided. 

Rust Control = 5 oe decal a renee Use More Fertilizer 

Some control of cedar-apple rust lege oO! ricuiture, versity 0! 
can be expected by the regular apple Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. It is illus- oe a pith . pee con ee 

scab spray schedule. However, the use trated with several pictures and every gon footilizer th & Maual 6 wsied 
of 114 pounds of ferbam to the open fruit grower should send for a copy a 

, Snipping alone will not do the job. 
cluster spray in addition to the lime oF get one at the County Agent’s of- ; 
sulfur is recomended where rust is fice: It is also necessary to cut back every 

a problem. Where ferbam is used The bulletin states: “Yi 1 weak or small branch. Any that sr 
3 oung apple left will produce small apples. 

throughout the spray schedule instead be: » rees bear good sized apples. It’s only Thi F " 
of a sulfur fungicide, no additional e main effect of snipping is tha 

as the tree gets older and grows less it The 
amount need be added for the open thot it begins to produce small gives new life to an old tree. 
cluster spray. mato: produce er ones. tree has a growth condition like it 

The reason for this is that apple size had at 8 or 10 years of age. 
Russeting On Golden Delicious is related to the length of new growth. The year after snipping is done 

The Golden Delicious variety is very The longer the year’s growth on a gome thinning may be needed.” 
subject to russeting from the use of branch, the larger the resulting ap- 

most fungicide materials. The fungi- ples.” oe 

cide, Orthocide, (Captan) is an ex- SPRAY TANK SALE 
ception and it is recommended that 4 Chart illustrates that if the length _s FOR 
this material be substituted for lime of the new growth is only % inch, A 800 gallon wooden spray tank, like 
sulfur, wettable sulfur, and ferbam in the average diameter of the apple will mew, with spray deck and agitator 
all of the sprays when spraying be about 2 inches. A 1-inch growth Price $45.00. Haas Orchards, South 
Golden Delicious plantings. produces apples of 2% inches. A 4- Milwaukee, Wis. R. 1. 
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WINTER WORK AT One yard of rock cover approximately ORCHARD FOR SALE 

SACIA ORCHARDS re sq. ft. to a depth of 3 inches deep. 30 Acre operating orchard a few 

Elevated Platform Used For Pruning fo yards up to 14 feet. The cost of Green Bay. 2,000 apple, 200 
By Fred Sacia, Galesvill the rock is $2.25 per yard. I expect 

the rock to smother the quack and Plum trees. Speed sprayer, Trescott 
My son Ethan Sacia, has built and make underlying soil crumbly and Grader, Caterpillar in excellent shape. 

ee oliy tren Tae yiliauns ie Seu moisture receptive and retaining. Any Part of an estate. Can be sold very 
a 5 water falling or applied passes nabl: tate, 

2X 6 feet and elevated 10 feet dt through the rock quickly. At a time of De oer Gounilliy, WE. a“ 

rectly ata ‘ii John Deere crawler no rain, a bit of irrigation would be — nore x * 
cee oon — pagel aga a feasible. I expect earlier bearing and ere 

end to the little bull-dozer which is the care of the trees to be reduced to ORCHARD FOR SALE 

on the front end of the tractor. This ® minimum. Time will tell if we are 14-acre bearing Cherry Orchard in- 

pull-dozer is hydraulically operated so Tight or wrong. cluding a few apples, plum and pear 

that the platform can be kept level trees; also 11 acres of cultivated land 

according to the lay of the land. and timber. Price: $3,500.00. 

Our trees have been “ladder-way” or The old Wickman Homestead of 11 

“wedge” pruned. The little tractor is BES-BLO FOR SALE rooms, partly modern. A beautiful 
highly maneuverable and the platf. view overlooking Detroit Harbor and 

tacked to the wed Pee Bes-Blo for sale—15,000 cfm. | the mainland. Could be used as a sum- 
eo A variety oe oe _— with a Wisconsin air-cooled motor. mer resort. 80 acres of land with a lot 

ried on the platform. Used only 2 seasons. In perfect con- of sugar maple trees. Reason for sell- 

i ii and health. 
I placed crushed rock around some aislen: (Will) sell at; Malt price: Sohn me eee 

trees as an experiment. We have had Van Elzen, Route 4, Appleton, Wis- Will sell part or all, reasonable. 

trouble with quack grass and poor | consin. Arthur Wickman, Washington Island 
results from fertilizer applications. Door County, Wisconsin 

~ FRUIT GROWERS - 
IT IS NOW TIME TO THINK OF ORDERING YOUR SPRING REQUIREMENTS FOR 

YOUR ORCHARD. 

AMMONIA NITRATE — 3312 % — FREE FLOWING 

Spray Materials Miscellaneous: 
Do . Arsenate Lead Dithane D14 

rmant Spray: Sulphurs: DDT—5OW & 75W Z 78 
DN 289 Lime Sulphur Chlordane Black Leaf 40 
Spray Oil Magnetic Sulphur Dieldrin Armite 

Elgetol Kolo Fog Rothane 

Krenite Kolo Spray PRUNING EQUIPMENT 
me ouipnur Power Portable Pruner & Saws 

Micro Fine Sulphur Pole Saws 

NURSERY STOCK Grafting Knives & Tape 
Trees — Berry Bushes Hand Saws 
Rhubarb — Asparagus Hand Snips 

Miscellaneous Equipment 
Portable Conveyors — Apple Grader & Cleaners Sprayers—all types from the smallest to the largest 

WRITE FOR LITERATURE & PRICES 

- SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
227-29 Cutler St. 

P.O, Box 535 Telephones: 
Waukesha, Wis. Waukesha 4107 or 8716 
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MINNESOTA CHANGES FRUIT 
: VARIETY RECOMMENDATIONS 

a THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS IN Ten, tele _varetes were 2a 
. from the 1953 recommended list ang 

3 new varieties added, according to 
Used Sprayers Professor J. D. Winter of th: De. 

partment of Horticulture writing in 

the January issue of the Minnesota 

Horticulturist. 46 ” . : FRIEND” 35 gallons per minute, Power Takeoff, “ealine Weta! wan eel 

mounted on rubber, 400 Gallon tank, complete with because we now have a much ‘etter 
. extra early variety in Mantet. Red Spray Mast—$1,500.00 value; now at the special low | Vanmuren was removed because of te 

price of $750.00. poor performance of this varicty as 
compared to Red Duchess. 

ED “Dolga Crab” was changed from 
commercial to home use because of 

MYERS—4 cylinder Pump, engine powered, 300 gal- the high cost of picking this variety, 
| k t d bb R d d f thi | Virginia Crab was removed because it 
on tank mounted on rubber. eauce or this sale is much inferior to Chestnut and as a 

to $375.00. suggested under stock because of poor 

results during recent years in Minne- 
SSS sota and other areas. 

“The Fall-bearing raspberry Sep- 

FRIEND PUMP, Bean Pump, Myers Pump $50.00 tember was added for trial as hardy 
in all districts. Superfection straw- 

"ort berry was put on the recommended 
list because of favorable performance.” 

WE WILL HAVE OTHER SPRAYERS AVAILABLE WHICH is 

COULD NOT BE LISTED BEFORE COPY WENT TO PRESS FRUIT VARIETIES IN 

“i WESTERN WISCONSIN 

Be sure to see us before you buy. Mr. Stanley Hall of the Hall Nur- 
Remember—every used Sprayer is completely reconditioned and series, Elmwood, Wis. (Pierce County), 

sends the following comments on 

has a new Sprayer guarantee. strawberry and apple varieties for his 

Phone or write us for particulars. locality. 
“We find the Durham raspberry the 

best of all of the everbearing varie- 

S A M GO LD M AN ties. Early fruiting makes this variety 

useful as a fall crop in the home 

. 4 garden. Minnesota No. 821 may prove 
Wisconsin’s Largest Dealer In Sprayers a good early one crop variety. 

Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin “As in the past, we found the Beacon 

Phone 436 apple our best selling variety. This 
may be contrary to general opinion, 

but our customers ask for it by name 

after it has been replaced in season 

: COMPLETE FERTILIZERS faster and improves the size of the by more popular varieties. The quality 
FOR THE ORCHARD fruit. Adequate fertilization produces of the apples were much better than 

“Fertilizers can do a lot to put life darker green leaf color, thicker leaves, usual this past season, with good color 

into a tired orchard” according to feat Kg growth, much larger on such varieties as Fireside. The 
Dr. Frank Gilbert, Supervisor, Branch better eran a se ae finish ae latter needs wide spacing in the or- 
Experiment Station, Sturgeon Bay. He onoks Boning seems to chard and thinning to produce top make fertilizers more available. 
reports that complete fertilizer has quality fruit. Prairie Spy is a very - As we have recommended before, perked up orchards in the Door Coun: d apple but se to lack hardi- 
ty area and are being tested in Bay- if you are wondering whether or not goo PP ems ac . 

field on soils that are low in fertility, ‘© ®PPly complete fertilizer to your "ess In our section. Vietory and Ket 
"orchard, make a test application be- Well have good appearance and trees 

Dr. Gilbert reports that fertilizers tween several rows of trees and watch seem hardy, but in our location are 

make apple trees on these soils grow results. not as well liked for flavor.” 
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$1.00 per box more on apples .. . 

Cherry Brown Rot and Cherry Leaf Spot control 
° 

practically perfect... 
° ° ° 

Strawberry selling price increased 50 per cent... 

. a cae . 
“ae Michigan Apple Grower Shows Big 

5 ' 
=a Profit Increase with ORTHOCIDE (Captan) 

Melvin Andrus of South Haven, Mich., used ORTHOCIDE on 80 acres of his 

Jonathons, McIntosh and Red Delicious, and sulfur on the remaining 80 

acres. He reports that yield from his ORTHOCIDE—sprayed acreage was 

14,000 bushels; yields from the sulfur-sprayed acreage only 12,000 bushels. 

Fs a All of the ORTHOCIDE-sprayed apples were uniformly fine, both in size 

Ctr Weve and finish. 
. bd, 

‘ hie “Got a lot nicer-looking apple with this new spray,” 

Mr. Andrus reports. “Sold them orchard-run and saved 

about $1 per box in sorting and grading costs.” 

‘ Mr. Andrus spent $270 more for his ORTHOCIDE program than for his sulfur 

program. The return on this investment ($1 per box savings on 12,000 boxes 

plus the return on 2,000 extra boxes) ran well into five figures. 

° 
Sour Cherries Larger. . . 
B Colored Ber, Ups Both Yield and Price 

etter Colore 50% on Strawberries 
Alton Boyle, Medina, New York, reports: “Il used a complete schedule of °. . 
ORTHOCIDE on my Sour Cherries in 1953. The foliage was larger and greener Kes 5 acres of Robinson strawberries in 
than ever before and the cherries were larger, better colored and ripened eyport, N. J., Ambrosina Bros. used 4 
evenly. Control of Brown Rot and Cherry Leaf Spot was practically perfect. Ibs. of ORTHOCIDE per 100 lbs., every 
Although there was considerable leaf loss of other cherries in my vicinity, 2 weeks for 5 covers. The result—yield 
my trees kept their large dark green foliage until later than usual.” was up by at least 50% due % control 

of rot, and selling price was increased 
50% due to improved size, firmness and 

For other grower reports, and further in- color of fruit. Use of ORTHOCIDE 
formation on the use of ORTHOCIDE in your caused the second year crop to be better 
area, contact your local ORTHO fieldman than the first year crop—a reverse of 

“ < a the normal situation. 

California Spray-Chemical Corp. 
District Office—Maryland Heights, Mo. 
Branch Office—Janesville, Wis. 
Home Office—Richmond, Calif. 
Other Branches Throughout the U. S. A. 

TM’S ORTHO, ORTHOCIDE, REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. SCIENTIFIC PEST CONTROL 
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KOLODUST 

FOR KEAL FRKOTECTION WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST! 

Wet weather is scab weather. That’s when And Kolodust goes on fast. With a powerful 
spores are shooting, when danger of severe Niagara Liqui-Duster you can Kolodust a large 
infection is greatest. And that’s just when acreage of orchards in a very short time. Re- 
dusting in the rain with Kolodust gives your member, you can Kolodust when bad weather 
trees protection you can get in no other way! bogs down heavy sprayers and keeps them 

Kolodust is the only material that penetrates in the barn! 
rain drops and adheres to foliage, buds or fruit So stop scab troubles befote they can start— 
both during and after the rain. With a Niagara this spring, and every spring from now on. 

. orchard duster and Kolodust you are no longer KOLODUST in the rain for real scab protection 
at the mercy of the weather. when you need it most. With 

Kolodust is absolutely safe, permits your such ‘“on-the-nose” timing, 
trees to function normally, producing finer fruit you’ll profit in bigger, finer SQ 
finish and more buds for next year’s crop. packs of more profitable fruit! QV 

® ae p 
lal ara INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, ET 

ORCHARD DUSTERS ; Mabie: — 
Niagara Chemical Division 7 SAC es ia ‘an 

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION rs leds OL 

Middlepert, N.Y., Richmond, Calif., Jacksonville, Fla., Tampa, Fla., Pompano, Fia., & annette es edtore | 
Wyoming, ll. New Orleans, La., Ayer, Mass., Greenville, Miss., Harlingen, Tex., ie ‘trovah pane : 

Pecos, Tex. Yakima, Wath, Subsidiary: Pine Bluff Chemical Co., Pine Bluff, Ark. ne ene I we ggg gn eneed * fol 
Canadien Associate: NIAGARA BRAND SPRAY CO., LTD., Burlington, Ontario. Od a. 

Trade Mork ee a 
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' Berries and Vegetables 
° ° 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 
Pres, Dr. Charles Swingle, Sturgeon Bay; Vice Pres., E. A. Rosenberg, Clintonville; 2nd Vice Pres., Charles Greiling, Green Bay; Sec.- 
Treas., E. L. wus Box 147, Fort Atkinson. Directors: Glen Swartz, Keuosha; Charles Braman, Waupaca; Gerald Hipp, Janesville; Elmer 
Whitby, Chilton; yd Burchell, DePere. H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Ex-officio. 

PREVENTION OF STRAWBERRY ANNUAL MEETING 
RUNNER PLANTS WITH ‘WISCONSIN BERRY & VEGETABLE GROWERS ASSOCIATION 

CHEMICAL SPRAY OSHKOSH — COURT HOUSE, THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1954 

By R. F. Carlson Berry Growers Program 
Horticulture Department, Michigan 10 A.M. Spring meeting. Board of Directors. 

State College, East Lansing, 11 A.M. Oper meeting begins. 
Michigan Call to order by President Charles Swingle. 

Growers report on conditions in the field. Strawberry and Raspberry wintering. 
The fact that strawberry mother Crop prospects. Planting stock. Conducted by H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. 

plants are more productive than run- 12 M. Luncheon. (To be announced) 

ner plants has been known for some 1:30 P.M. Our Wisconsin strawberry varieties and how they perform. Ques- 
time. Since that is the case, the prob- tions on culture and raspberry pruning. By Dr. R. H. Robert, Department of Hor- 
lem is to keep runner plants off the  ticylture, Madison. 

planting and instead concentrate on 215 P.M, Recommendations on chemical weed control in berries. 
the mother plants for producing the 3 P.M. Insect and disease control program for berries. 
strawberry crop. However, the prob- 3:30 P.M. The virus free plant project. 
lem is not as simple as it looks. Speakers to be announced. 

_ First possibility is to remove by 

| hand all runners before they have a 

| chi nce to become established. If that cations at 5 pounds per acre each; ommend full-scale spraying for pre- 

| is done, the mother plants should be Phenoxyethyl trichloroacetate, two ap- vention of runners, but merely to in- 

i le planted closer together originally plications at 3 pounds per acre, or form that it can be done. Interested 

| 80 as not to waste too much land, or 2,4-D, two applications at 114 pounds growers might want to try a row or so 

‘ss ce formerly allowed for runner per acre. These chemicals will also to start with. The approach of con- 
| Plants. A second possibility is to grow control many of the weeds at the same trolling runner formation by chemical 

iy wieties that inherently produce few time. means is new and much is yet to be 
to no runners. Incidentally, such Timing Is Important found out about it. 

‘Plants with no runners are often ob- Timing the spray is one of the most Editors Note: This abstract was pre- 

served among seedling strawberries. A important conditions for satisfactory pared by Prof. Carlson at the request 
new problem is confronted in obtain- funner prevention. Generally, the of Dr. Chas. Swingle, Pres. of the 
ing a combination variety with ac- first application should be made when Wis. Berry and Vegetable growers 
ceptable fruit and with few or no the runners are in the “bud-stage.” Ass'n. It will be of interest to those 

runner plants. And then, a further after a runner-shoot has attained a Who wish to try the new method of 
problem—how to propagate the varie- length of over one inch, it is hard to intensive planting for high per acre 

ty if it does not produce any runners. stop since the runners are being Yields. 
A third approach to the problem is to formed during a period of about two 

hee or inhibit runner plants by sonths, two applications are needed. 

chemical: sprays. Age of planting must be considered. IRRIGATION SYSTEMS FOR SALE 

A recent publication, “Inhibition of For example, in the first year plant- New and used irrigation systems of 
on Paes B a Se ing, the first application should be popular makes for sale at all times. 

‘agaria spp. y emic. reat- made in early June and in the older Frank " 
ment,” (1) describes in some detail plantings ae the middle of July. Erio 1 RG BS m Bay, 

how to prevent runner formation by A close watch of the progress of run- Wisconsin. 
Proper timing of chemical sprays. In ner formations is needed for correct 
some cases 80 per cent of the runners timing of the spray. 

were inhibited. Some strawberry varieties respond- MOULTON 
() Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci. Vol. ed more favorably to the runner pre- IRRIGATION COMPANY 

61, pages 201-217, 1953. venting chemicals than did other var- 
Over a period of three years, several ieties. In some instances, the plants Represented by 

Chemicals were tested, both in the were temporarily stunted but soon re- H. D. Roberts 

$reenhouse and in the field. The chem- covered when satisfactory growing 
icals that were most effective in these conditions were provided. Black River Falls, Wis. 

tests were: Dichloral urea, two appli- This article is not intended to rec- 
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EXPERIENCE WITH VIRUS FREE 
STRAWBERRY PLANTS The Berry Plant Market 

Mr. Harvey Kamnetz of Kamnetz i 
Strawberry Nursery of Cumberland, CERTIFIED BERRY PLANTS CERTIFIED STRAWBERRY 

Wisconsin, obtained some virus-free FOR SALE clear 
strawberry plants from the W. F. Al- We have the following plants for Robinson, Catskill, Beaver (ori; ing) 

len Co., in the spring of 1953. He sale: Gem (Everbearing); Premier, strain) 100 @ $2.75; 500 @ $8.50; 100 

sends a letter reporting on his experi- Robinson, Dunlap (Junebearing; at @ $15.50. Postpaid. Also a limited 

ence with them as follows: $15.00 per 1,000. $2.00 per 100. number of Sparkle and Catskill pl.nt, 
“In the spring of 1953 we purchased Superfection and Streamliner (Ever- from virus free foundation stock 10 

Sparkle. Premier and Catskill virus bearing); Catskill, Thomas, Beaver @ $3.50 Postpaid. Quality plants fr-sh- 
free plants from the W. F. Allen Co, 9d Fairfax (Junebearing), at $18.00 ly dug just before shipment. K\M. 
Salisbury, Md. The vigor of these PeF 1,000. $2.25 per 100. Webster (Ever- NETZ STRAWBERRY NURSERY, 
plants was outstanding. Not a single bearing) at $4.00 per 100. All postpaid. Cumberland, Wisconsin. 

plant died after setting them out al- Latham raspberries at $40.00 per — 
though most of them were set by ma- 1,000, F.0.B. Bayfield. $5.00 per 100; STRAWBERRY PLANTS 

chine. The Premier variety produced $8.00 per 50; $1.75 per 25, Postpaid. We again offer the following varie 
the most plants per row—a solid 30” Viking raspberries at §25.00 per J. oe high grade plants. Robinson, 
row. The Catskill variety produced a 1000, F.0.B. Bayfield. $3.50 per 100; Dunlap. Blakemore. Catskill. Premier, 
24” solid row of plants. The Sparkle $2.00 per 50; $1.25 per 25, Postpaid. Beaver, the original. Oan’t be beat, 
variety is a sparse plant maker and __ John Krueger, Route 1, Bayfield, yi. ivy 014, 261 and 587. Our 537 is 
so, of course, there were less plants Wis. dark green. Gem and Streamliner 

on this row, although it would be —_—_—_ Everbearing. 

considered satisfactory for a fruiting STRAWBERRY PLANTS FOR SALE 

row. There was a definite superiority Strawberry Plants; State Inspected. We do not boast when we say— 
of the virus-free varieties over the Robinson, Premier, Dunlap: 25 @ “When better plants are grown, Ped. 
standard varieties. More plants were $1.85; 50 @ $2.35; 100 @ $3.25. Wis. 214, ersen will grow them.” H. H. Pedersea 
produced and they appeared to have Thomas, Catskill: 25 @ $1.45; 50 @ Fruit & Plant Farm, Warrens, Wis 
more vigor. $2.50; 100 @ $8.50. Erie, Empire: 25 @ consin. 

“All of our plants looked excellent $1.95; 50 @ $8.25. Everbearing, Super- 
this fall. Approximately 3 inches of fection: 25 @ $1.95; 50 @ $3.25; 100 @ STATE INSPECTED PLANTS 
water was applied to all fields by $5.50. Postpaid. FOR SALE 
irrigation. As there was only .6 inch Charles W. Hein Nursery. 1134 4th Premier; Wis. No. 214, 587 and 261; 
of precipitation in this area during St. Baraboo, Wis. Empire; Robinson; Junebearing pe 

September, October and up to Novem- -_—— erbearin; 

ber 19, strawberries could not set CERTIFIED STRAWBERRY ao Gans erica oma 
fruit properly or build a reserve for PLANTS FOR SALE plants. Al Kruse Nursery, 615 Et 
the winter months. Therefore, supple- Catskill, Thomas, Improved Senator finger Road, Baraboo, Wis. 

mentary water was necessary if maxi- Dunlap, Wis. No. 214 and 261. Hill- 

mum production is to be expected fruit Dairy Farm. Victor Heinz, Cleve- : 

next year.” land, Wis. BERRY PLANTS AND 
NURSERY STOCK 

Beaver, Premier, Catskill, Robinson, 

Dunlap Strawberry plants. 100 @ 

GUARANTEED BERRY PLANTS FOR SALE St, fer ene a 6 
Strawberry Plants Postpaid - se mm mven i 100 @ 

MISS FREDA SCHROEDER Durham everbearing red raspberry 
c/o KRAHN-SCHROEDER NURSERY, LOYAL, WISCONSIN plants. Transplants, 12 @ $1.75 25 @ 

VARIETY 25 50 100-250 ~—«500__1000 $3.75; 50 @ $7.25; 100 @ $14.00. 

Dunlap eccccccesccceeeesereeeee$ 1.35 $1.85 $2.85 $5.85 $9.85 $17.25 Latham, 25 @ $3.00; 50 @ $5.50; 100 @ 
Premier, Robinson, Sparkle... 1.45 2.10 3.25 6.95 12.25 19.75 $10.00. 
Wis. 214, Armore, Vermillion 1.50 2.25 3.95 7.95 14.00 22.75 Cumberland Black Raspberry, 25 @ 

EVERBEARIN( : : : 
20th Century NG 3.50 625 9.35 20.85 HARE: PONG OTE; 180 ONR.N. 
Red Rich oiccnccnenen 5.00 8.50 15.00 Mary Washington Asparagus rovts, 
Streamliner, Superfection ......... 2.25 3.85 5.00 9.50 16.00 2 yr. old, 25 @ $1.00; 50 @ $1.95; 100 

RASPBERRY PLANTS—2 year heavy B00 140 @ $3.50. 

Sunrise 2 slo0 6.00 12.60 ALL POSTE AID: 
INNIA ‘Write for price list. Astolat Delphin Vi 1 ee Send fo cunae” se 

PERE] NAS ba Delphiniums, Phlox, Carnations, Hardy “Aster, shal Sete x peice Ha: 
Cherie, Blue Rhythm, Technicolor, Picardy and many others. HALL NURSERY 

ELWOOD, WISCONSIN 
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Nursery News & Notes 
For The Wisconsin Nurserymen's Association 

Pre», Robert H. Gieringer, Milwaukee; Vice Pres., John Gartman, Fond du Lac; Sec.-Treas., Thomas S. Pinney, Sturgeon Bay; 
Epr2R, Leland Jens, Wisconsin Rapids. Directors: L. L. Kumlien, Janesville; Frank Thierfelder, Milwaukee; Vincent Frantel, 
Kenosha; Charles Hawks, Wauwatosa; Howard Anderson, Port Edwards; M. A. Haller, Oshkosh. 

° ° 
Good Maintenance In Landscaping 

By Leland Jens, Wisconsin Rapids 

The first consideration in the land- vig little flower beds, unless a home own- 

scaping of a property, whether new or \ \ fy 7 er has sufficient time and interest to 
old, is the creation of a thing of beau- S a 4 maintain them. Generally a good sized 

ty. The next most important requisite “N } \ perennial border is easier to main- 

in the planting is to achieve a high A y _— tain than a number of small individ- 

degree of simplicity in the mainte- _ ca cae ual beds. The greatest handicap the 
nance of property. Maintenance has ARO Aaa home owner faces in the matter of 
been too often overlooked in the last . ) Ie shearing, trimming and pruning is 

ten year period of nursery and land- «tS Noy, ‘A "yy iS PLANTED his own fear that he is likely to dam- 

seape activity. Home age his plants in doing it. If, at the 
Maintenance is one of the things time of planting, a simple statement 

the landscape industry will have to Recently a number of products have jg given the property owner setting 

give greater emphasis to. It is not reached the market that can be forth the nature of trimming and the 
enough to achieve good results in the pushed into the ground to prevent the time of shearing, he is more likely to 
original planting. To be a continuous encroachment of grass. Used around maintain a more desirable appear- 

advertisement for the industry and a trees and beds, a neat edging 18 ance in his shrubs and trees. A few 
stimulus to further sales, a landscape achieved and hand trimming of grass aqded suggestions on fertilizing and 
planting must offer beauty year after eliminated. An occasional working of watering will also be appreciated by 

year. Some nurseries and landscape the ground within the barrier to the home owner. A little consideration 
nurseries offer a property mainte- eliminate weeds is all that is neces- to the type of spinkler and the de- 

nance service in connection with their Sary. velopment of a pattern of sprinkling 

business but this is the exception Reduce Labor can change the watering problem 

more often than the rule and there Simplicity of maintenance also re- from a haphazard, frequently neg- 

are a good many reasons why this is quires the elimination of a lot of (Continued on page 136) 

not a natural phase of the nursery 

business, cna ; 

Simplicity of Maintenance 

Simplicity of maintenance should — 

be uppermost in our minds. One of 

the easier things to accomplish is to 

eliminate so far as possible the hand 

trimming of grass. There are a few 
simple things that can be done in 

meking the original plan that will 

help effectively. Picket fences, for ex- 

ample, require repainting, renailing ssi pi 

an’ straightening and usually the ES oe See 
pickets are too close to the ground to is Brita ab oa 7 i 

Pe:mit machine mowing underneath. dime st iad 
A -hrub border generally can be used om Pee F 

mcre effectively to create a separa- i 

tic with a good deal less mainte- CR ~ ene 

at walk ordloarty conte kan” eet THE CLASS IN HOME GROUNDS DESIGN AND PUBLIC GROUNDS 
ming is a help. If there are sides of Courses being given each year by Professors William Longenecker and Joseph 

th: house with too little room for a _Ellfmer of the Department of Horticulture include: Plant Propagation and Nursery 

foindation planting, a 4 or 5 inch Practice; Principles of Landscape Design; Home Grounds Design; Seminar; Special 
stiip of blacktop along the foundation Problems; and, Research, On alternate years: Lands and Grading; Landscape Con- 
of the house will permit mowing the struction Problems; Advanced Home Grounds Design; Public Grounds; Woody Land- 

g11ss without hand trimming. scape Plants; and, Herbaceous Landscape Plants. 
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‘tor's Desh 
MARY STEWART WINS STATE BEWARE WHEN BUYING 
CHERRY PIE BAKING CONTEST §iWi% (Pid iis ease HORTICULTURAL MATERIA), 
Th ea Fany Nae Ath aay) e cover picture on the February aw fea TCH Buy From Reliable Dealers 
issue of Wisconsin Horticulture ies { \ >t gat "| “Let The Buyer Beware” might he 

showed Mary Stewart of Walworth, ; Wis ' ee a good warning for all members of the 

who went on to win the State Cherry \"" A Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
Pie Baking Contest at Sturgeon ~~ —~ at this time. We hear of a program 
Bay, February 13. Her pie was superb MARCH to sell a lawn seed at a very low price 

—we know because we tasted it a quet and Master of Ceremonies, R. V. —but the seed does not contain any 

number of times as one of the judges. Jacks; State Pie Contest arrange- Kentucky Blue Grass which, by the 

A number of homemakers have told onts and stoves, Ransom Severson way, sells at more than $1.00 per pound 
us that her recipe, shown on the Feb- assisted by Don Palmer; Transporta- wholesale, and is the only grass that 

ruary cover, is outstanding. So we tion, James Erickson; Cherries for will live over for many years in our 

hope you will all try it. the contest, Roy Lehnert; Publicity, lawns. This new seed will sell for less 

Mary said she used canned cherries Jules Parmentier, Jr.; and, favors for than 60c per pound, displayed in a 
because at the contest the frozen contestants and judges, Ina Taylor. beautiful package. It will contain 

cherries are sometimes not thoroughly Door County was well represented three different varieties of grasses, 

thawed. In that case, you come up at the National Contest at Chicago on none of which will produce a lasting 

with a juicy pie. The secant: ata February 19. Attending were: Mr. and lawn. One of them is an annual which 

pie was made with frozen cherries, 4,5, R. E. Burton, Mr. and Mrs. Don will die the first winter. Another is 
oe, a eee good. Palmer, Sr.; Mr. and Mrs, Frank a biennial which will probably live 
oo ote wavean ise tn oe Barich, Mr. and Mrs. Alric Erickson, for two years. However, the combina- 

rae Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Writt, Mr. and _ tion will give a nice showing of green 

Rib Lake High School, and third to 141, sam Goldman, Mr. and Mrs. D. the first summer, and then, of 
Shirley Ann Holman of Washburn “** man, Bit. ane Sire. BESee mI ’ en, © 

W. Reynolds, William Volkman and course, you can always remake your 

High Bhool. Ransom Severson. lawn and plant it ain thi xt s plan over ag e ne? 
National Winners we year—if you want to get ped. 

Mary Stewart went on to win the MAY CURE ULCERS WITH sypped. 

Central Region Title at the 22nd An- CABBAGE JUICE Ethics In Horticulture 
nual National Pie Baking Contest in Mr. Leland Jens, Jens Nursery and 

Chicago on February 19. However, Fresh, raw cabbage juice as well as Landscaping Company of Wisconsin 
she couldn't edge out 18 year old Bev- the juice of some other vegetables Rapids, gave. a very pointed paper 
erly Jones, of Ogden, Utah, the Na- contains a substance which helps pre- before the Wisconsin Nurserymen’s 
tional winner. vent stomach ulcers and cure them. Association on this subject, pointing 

More than 50,000 girls competed in according to a group of University of out the obligation of nurserymen 

the coast to coast contest sponsored Texas scientists. towards the public. We agree with 

by the National Red Cherry Institute The scientists say that they have Mr. Jens when he says there has been 
and, in this state by the Wisconsin found these juices contain the same great progress, after all, in American 

State Cherry Commission. . properties as those attributed to a business. He says: 

Officers of the Wisconsin Red Cher- supposed vitamin U which seem to “There was a time when we idealized 

ry Commission are: J. R. Writt, Ch’m.; prevent and heal stomach and other such men as David Harum who, al- 

R. V. Jacks, Sec.; and Jules M. Par- types of peptic ulcers. though interesting, had as his only 

mentier, Jr., Treasurer, all of Door Fresh raw cabbage was diced and claim to fame his ability to treat a 

County. put through a grinder, pulp was  heavey horse in such a way that the 

District Chairmen in charge of the filtered through cheese cloth to ob- symptoms would not show until the 

State Contest were: Ransom Sever- tain, pure juice. Other fresh, raw vege- transactions were completed. Even 

son, in charge of the Madison con- tables—turnip greens, peppers, carrots, that great hero Horatio Alger was 

test; Ina Taylor for Milwaukee; Sam _ onions, lettuce, were treated the same noteworthy for his acquisitiveness, but 

Goldman for Fond du Lac; J. R. Writt way. Cabbage was found to be the we worshipped him. We glorified 
for LaCrosse; James Erickson for Eau most useful. The report is given of a pure acquisitiveness and we sent the 

Claire; R. V. Jacks for Rice Lake; woman suffering from an ulcer which timber barons to Congress. There was 
Roy Leonard for Maple; Frank Bar- was quite marked. Customary treat- a time when the primary object in 

ich for Wausau; Jule Parmentier, Jr. ments had failed. She began drinking doing business was to skin the next 

for Marinette; and Don Palmer, Jr. for about 6 glasses of cabbage juice a day. man, and a competitor in your busi- 

Sturgeon Bay. On the 4th day her pain was gone and ness had to be your worst enemy. 

Committee Chairmen were: Ban-_ on the 9th day the ulcer had healed. Around the turn of the century, t1e 
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atmosphere changed. “Let the buyer 
beware’,—began to give way to that 

great American mercantile expression 

of “Can I help you, Ma’am?” It’ Ni taal ao 
On a national scale however, there Ss © a One ) 

is again evidence that the buyer must ( U; till It’ Plan a 
beware. It appeared in fertilizer ads \ ae a S 2X a> 

last year; in the ads for the Christmas C yy os BO AEX GBS pra 
Rose and the Blue Rose. ks ee tages 
Deal with your reliable nurseryman, yee Poo wi Ne a Py Se . a io a 

seed and fertilizer store. Pay an hon- esata KN ya f Ww on oe ae 
est price for honest goods and you pein at la oy iN EN, amg 

piper ge py Vie! ut are (min TTA 
We would like to ask all garden a eriea: aly ae URS I, Hi 

clubs to undertake the project of vi Foe Rill dhe ei ae a. 
ae a a warning gardeners in their communi- OE ee Sir cor LE SE Dy rl ata 

ties about misleading advertising. RN EU cl re. \ os aS 
Wisconsin gardeners and horticul- oe ey a Ra cme 

turists must be especially careful when a i ean, Res. 
reading statements in national maga- on aa 

zines and papers which maintain that « 
certain plants are hardy—tfully hardy. Let McKay’s Landscape Architects Help. You 

A plant may be hardy in States to 

the south of us, but not in Wisconsin. f . 
An illustration is: “The best time to ““ . J Just picture your home in a setting 

plant roses is in the fall”. This ap- a > of natural beauty — beautifully 
Geire-ei many Sagastied every tall: al sa ‘ landscaped from the far corners to 

but certainly does not apply to Wis- (( cies. Ry Z me pot ue at the road's edge. 
consin where it is very difficult to : pede, fan 4 e McKay | an =. taking 
protect, well-established roses so they a c / = ! eovemege fe every, er, 
will not winter-kill, let alone those f - Dinca: hang@eeae 
that are newly planted. ee ta able “outdoor living room. 

“My wife has been using a flesh-re- 7 

ducing roller for nearly 2 months.” 

“Yes? And can you see any results?” For Comfort 

“Sure, the roller is much thinner.” Wi 53 Pa 
__ An “outdoor living room,” with its 

Girl, to date, as they pass Drive-In beautiful natural “furnishings,” 

Theater: “Oh, let’s go see this picture adds value to your property and 

ri — * = night when I was gives you pleasure unlimited. 
— — For Beauty 

GES ACTUELLE ES Nie CEL Your front lawn is the real show 

TOM Uh Lh iaihetorlled window of your home. McKay's 

‘Nourish new plants, pre- experts will help you accent its 
N vent root shock when Ili f 

UL transplanting. Gain 1-3 natural lines of beauty. 
7 J weeks’ growing time. 

Acs ; Flat size 814” x 612” 
5 x BY;°. Tet ced 12 bom 

506. 5 ter, 81-28. 10 . . For complete information consult your local McKay Representative 
SNAPDRAGON GARDEN comp: y' ep! 

Beautiful tall spikes of rust-resistant snop- or write to our Madison office. 
G-agons. One full-size packet of A 4 
sch of following colors: rote, white, i 

Lis pace’ pecnaid + 2OG ad WISCONSIN’S GREATEST NURSERY 
Send Today For Your th esis 

FREE SEED CATALOG 22 
Cur 67th year. Big free 80-page fy Olds Seeds 
catalog features many new items. [ahem ieee et | McKAY NURSERY CO Zinnia Blaze, 25¢ pkt. (2 pkts. 45¢) [pam s 
\isconain Golden 900 Hybrid Sweet bee Sy 

Salvo elena 206 9k1-(2 pki. 356) [ed ae OFFICE NURSERIES 
Lay tol aa) a= 1919 Monroe St. Waterloo, 
cae i ara Madison, Wis. Wisconsin 
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How We Plant Gladiolus 

By John Flad, Madison 

Spring is almost here and the plant- easy. A side dressing after bulbs are 
ing season will soon be upon us. Be- J A A ) ( planted is the safest method. Short- 

fore you think about planting, make [ LY ly after the spikes emerge from the 

sure that all your planting stock and GO a Qe soil, it is well to start spraying every 

bulbs are in the proper condition and < Di ca week or ten days with a combination 

free from diseases. A healthy bulb “ANN es of insecticide and fungicide. There 

that is properly. stored will grow much ss ” are various brands and types of 

better and give you a great deal more Yo chemicals that may be used. Para- 
satisfaction than one that is thrown . thion and DDT are the most common- 

oe corner of the basement in a ANNUAL SPRING MEETING ly used insecticides today. Dithane 

elter-skelter manner. WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY ag eee and other fungicides can 

It has been the custom for many used, 
years to dip bulbs before planting. Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac Insects are the cause of most dis- 

In recent years we have changed this Sunday, May 2 eases in glads, therefore, it is very 

method and have treated our bulbs Excellent program and Bulb Auc- essential to properly spray at regular 

immediately after they are dug in tion, Board of Director’s meeting in intervals in order to get good blooms 
the fall and have stored them in a cool d id dis i wu: teh. 
bulb room at about 40° temperature. forenoon, ane eve earee en eee ee 

About a month before planting sea- Program in April issue. Regarding watering—it is well to 
gon we remove the bulbs from the keep in mind that gladiolus need con- 

bulb room into a warmer room in or- SSS siderable water; however, they should 

der to wake them up a bit. Chemical Weed Control not be watered any more than once a 

week and then thoroughly. 
Soil Preparation After covering the rows, we use a 

The preparation of soil is most im- ‘eed killer spray, consisting of 24D TT 
portant. The type of soil does not and TCA. We use an ordinary garden 

make a great deal of difference. Glads 8Ptay for this purpose. This soil must re 
will grow on any soil if they are giv- not be disturbed by cultivation be- As this is the 25th anniversary of 

en enough water and sunshine. The C®USe you will lose the effectiveness the Wisconsin Gladiolus Show. Why 
plot on which you plant your glads of the spray. Our experience for the not make our show this year the best 

should be thoroughly worked and cul- Past few years has proven that this shov~ of all time. We can do it if we 
tivated at a depth of at least 6 inches. method will save considerable labor ll put our shoulders to the wheel and 

Rows can vary in widths of 2 to 3-% because weeds will not grow in the show our glads at the State Show on 

feet, depending upon location and size OW with the glads until they have August 14-15 at Wausau, 
of your plot, Large bulbs should not Teached considerable height and then Let’s make this a great show—all 
be planted any closer than 4 inches ®Fe Of very little nuisance. We do not ogysmercial growers as well as hob- 
apart. Small bulbs may be planted a Se weed killers between rows be- ; 

Di 'y PB byists are invited to exhibit. As Chair- 
little closer. There are two methods of C@US8e we feel it is wise to cultivate man, will to it th have:.s 
planting in the rows; one is in a ®"d keep the soil in a mellow con- - see at we have 

single row and the other is stagger dition. en a 4 ‘There ‘will be aut 

the bulbs in the row. The latter meth- It is well to keep in mind that glads e ae. tn. store ‘for: all who eo 

od is usually employed when you are need a full day of sunshine when- V?US#U for the show. 
short of space. When planting bulb- ever possible and so do not plant We especially hope that commer: ial 

ets plant them about an inch below them near shrubs and trees. Some growers will make displays—By Jr. 
the surface and not too thick. form of fertilizer is desirable but go R. H. Juers, President. 
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° promise as the roses arrived on De- 

Gladiolus Scab Control cember 19—when there was 14 feet 
of snow on the ground. 

Fungicide-insecticide mixtures in drin and Heptachlor to corm treat- : It’ t illustration of what may 
preplanting corm treatments gave ment mixtures resulted in significant 5 Just an of 

good control of bacterial scab of gladi- decreases in the incidence of scab happen when you answer some 

oli according to Roy A. Young, of the and had no deleterious effect on these advertisements. Better stick to 
Oregon agricultural experiment sta- gladioli that could be measured by your local nurseryman. 

tion. Results of his experiments were emergence, flowering or yield com- 

published in the Plant Disease Re- parisons—From the Florist Review 

porter, Volume 38, No. 1. Feb. 18, 1954. 

The frequent occurrence of scabby EREMURUS 

corms in soil infested with wireworms THOSE HIGHLY ADVERTISED 

suggested that these or other insects ROSES ORDER NOW AND SAVE 

might influence the incidence of bac- Unusual perennial; very hardy; grows 4’ 

terial infection. Experiments were per- Mr. L. C. Ayres, Extension Horti- to 10’ tall. Blooms in May or June. 
formed to find out if the addition of Culturist for South Dakota, writes in 

an insecticide to the preplanting treat- Dakota Horticulture, about a call he HALF-PRICE COLLECTION 

ment mixture might reduce the inci- Teceived from a lady who wanted to 3 mature roots Regular price 

dence of scab by killing or repelling ‘now what she could do with some {our selection at iloast y pening. “ ONLY $3.00 $2.00 each 
soil insects capable of wounding the Plants of the highly advertised “Blue Add 60c ship. SO GATeD 
surface of corms and providing points Rose”. It was found that she had chg. SUPPLY LIMIT! 
of entrance for the bacteria. ordered them in the summer to be Cash with order ORDER EARLY 

delivered in the fall, as a result of 

ee trial, nat caer some high powered advertising she Complete price list sent upon request 
seabby corms, was conduc in * heard on the radio. Well, f 
In 1952, four New Improved Ceresan nq winter begins on Doreter a6 MONTGOMERY GAROONS 
insecticide combinations were tested perhaps the company had fulfilled its P. O. Box 246-W = Colville, Wash. 
in a larger trial. Six groups of Snow 

Princess corms were each given one 

of six treatments, then planted in soil 

where fusarium rot had been preva- 

lent. Dips used and percentage of new 

corms found scabby when harvested TREES FOR YOUR HOME GROUNDS 

were: New Improved Ceresan, two 

ered Oe 100 eee 58.3; new a BIRCH, WHITE. Ideal for planting 3 to 5 to a group. 
prov resan plus two pounds o: 24” to 30", $1 ach f 2.50. 
per cent Aldrin, 24.2; New Improved , $1.00 each. 3 for $ 

Ceresan plus one pound of 20 per cent 

Aldrin, 641; New Improved Ceresan AMERICAN MOUNTAIN ASH. Ideal small tree for borders 
plus two pounds of 20 per cent Hep- and gardens. Red berries loved by birds. 

tachlor, 17.6; New Improved Ceresan 12” to 18”, $1.00 each. 3 for $2.50. 

plus 5 per cent Lindane at the rate _ _ 

of 10 cc. per gallon, 56.5, and no treat- ia =F : = 

ment, 71.9. None of the treatments y ; ee 
significantly affected the quality of tog SSI 
the stand, number of corms. harvested We : CLIMBING ROSE EXCELSA NO. 1. Red flowers 

or weight of corms. Yee in clusters. Hardiest of all climbers. Ideal 

‘The present recommendations for ‘TF c for cutting as well as a showy garden plant. 

preplanting treatment of gladiolus : \ 2 and 3 Year Transplants, $1.50 each. 
corms for scab control in Oregon is =. , 

a 30-second dip in a mixture of two 4G y 3 for $3.75. 

pe inds of New Improved Ceresan, two Wa —— 

Po inds of 20 per cent Aldrin or Hep- 4 = Re: 
ta-hlor, and one-half pint of Triton a in 

19:6B or Du Pont Spreader-Sticker in ie a J. J. NIGARD NURSERY 
10: gallons of water. This recommen- 

dacion is based on experimental trials * Tip Of Bark Point Herbster, Wisconsin 
in 1951 and 1952 and observations of SE > 

Successful scab contro] in a commer- " 

ciul planting in 1953. In three ex- 

Perimental trials, the addition of Al- 
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GOOD MAINTAINAN ° 
IN LANDSCAPING Books On Improving The Home Grounds 

(Continued from page 131) 

lected matter into a simple routine. These books will be found in many scape your grounds. 2nd ed. 1950. De 

To the ardent hobbyiest mainte- pypblic libraries. Ask your librarian La More, $3.50. Information on im. 

nance is no problem—he enjoys it.But for them. If you do not have access to proving your garden soil, lawn ‘on. 
to many home owners who have a de- 4 public library, you may send your struction and pruning of shrubs. 
sire for beautiful grounds, but whose request directly to the Traveling Li- Levison, Jacob J.The home bool. of 

hobby takes place in front of the TV brary, Madison 2, Wisconsin. trees and shrubs. 1940. Simon & Schus- 
screen, maintenance must be reduced = 44) Fenry B.—How to beautify and ter, Subtitle: “A layman's guide to the 
to a few simple routines if a desir- i e your home ground. 1949. design, planting and care of the home 

able Femult 16 to be “achiipved: The! sp- Sheridan, $3.50 Plans and descriptions grounds, with information on lawns, 
plication of a little thought to the that are practical in giving the small woodlands, flower borders, garden ac- 

question can reduce maintenance, if and average-sized property owner cegsories and the identification of 
Properly planned initially, to a few ideas that will help him improve his trees,” 
simple routines. 

grounds. Ortloff, Henry C. and Raymore, 
wo Farnham, Richard B.—Grounds for Henry B.—Color and design for every 

THE BLUEGRASS SEED living. 1946. Rutgers Univ. Pr. A col- garden, 1951. Barrows, $3.50. ‘The 
SHORTAGE lection of articles about the home authors have written this book to help 

grounds written by specialists in the you plan your first garden or per- 

Let The Buyer Beware various fields covered—the home set- haps remake an old one. Principles of 

With the dissapointing bluegrass ting, the lawn, and shade trees among — grrangement, plan for succession, and 
harvests last summer the grass seed thers. regional plantings are only a few of 
houses find themselves somewhat in Johnson, Loyal R.--How to land- the areas covered. 
the position of the coffee houses where 

an inadequate supply has_ forced 
prices of good brands of lawn seed 

considerably higher than a year ago. 
Harvests were off in practically 

every major bluegrass producing - 

area which together with an insuf- 

ficient carryover created a rather 

serious shortage of good seed mix- 
tures at an increased price. However, 

this has opened the way to the less 

scrupulous companies and it looks as 

if the spring of 1954 will be marked by 

an abundance of grass mixtures of a 

temporary nature at a comparatively 

low price. Stories are current of forth- ® Foliage and Dormant Spraying 

coming promotions of poorer quality : . . 

gress seed mixtures which will be a ° Pruning and Vista Cutting 

very poor buy even though they will © Fertilizing and Root Treatment 
be marketed at a low price. © Tree Removal 

Robert H. Geirenger of Milwaukee, ¢ Bracing 
president of the Wisconsin Nursery- @ Wound Treatment (Surgery) 
men’s Association warns the public to © Evergreen Care 
be sure to purchase their planting © Large Tree Planting 
needs this spring from established, re- e Effective Weed Control with 

liable companies, whether it be of Sovecialized Eauipment 

grass seed or nursery stock. Geiringer 

states, “We are especially plagued by . 2 

outfits who use radio advertising and Complete Siance Coverage 

great promises to get the consumers Call BLuemound §-3363 

dollar in exchange for relatively | 

worthless nursery stock.” “As an as- TREE SCIENCE 
sociation,” Geiringer says,” we have unuacef & SERVICE CO. 

been doing our utmost to drive out 611 Maywood Ave. Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 

the unscrupulous but the best advice 

to the public is to deal with estab- 

lished, reputable dealers.”—L.J. . _ 
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EN CLUB OF WISCONSIN, BOARD: Pres. Mi Cheste: 81 N. fon . i Ped eri nae Ae Sai tng alae Wt raceme, etnigacae Mee, He Spe le u 5 auwat Le 'y e . le ford, 161 W. Noyes St, Berlin; Mrs, Allen Ley, Wowace; Mra. George Willett, Tolay Mrs H. J. Rabalon” ese. Sa ethan Craw 

GRAVES IN MY GARDEN —_S In the past, Wisconsin has only had 
Reginald Arkell, in his book Green about $20,000.00 for roadside beauti- 

Fingers, sums up some of our ex- fication, an entirely inadequate sum. 
periences very nicely in his poem > 5) The project of namin; 

” g a northern 
— In My Garden” when he — Wisconsin highway a “Paul Bunyan writes: F . y = Highway” was thoroughly discussed. “ Sf pcre flighting oN By L Mr. Williams stated that the idea of 

ees order ae / FG naming a highway had not been ap- 
Fir See anil kecder: ait =s = nla proved by the Wisconsin Highway 

, :, . ho, Commission. I it, i 
Then wrote a label, with great care, °The winds of March cleaning away the débeis ° jeation co —_ no! Pert any a befor At an Cole rgan © place any markers on 
To tell me what the flowers were. appear. the highway right-of-way. 

A month or two went by; ——________4 motion was made, seconded and 
I saw with consternation ROADSIDE IMPROVEMENT passed that “the Paul Bunyan high- 
That not a single seed COMMITTEE MAKES way idea be dropped for the present Had arrived at germination. RECOMMENDATIONS due to the policy of the Wisconsin 
And so the label I had penned Garden Club Of Wisconsin To Develop Highway Commission not to conflict 

Became a tombstone in the end.” Wayside Parks And Historical with Federal and State markings”. 

————— Markers Wayside Parks 

ANNUAL MEETING— The Roadside Improvement Com- Considerable discussion followed on 

BLACKHAWK REGION mittee of the Garden Club of Wiscon- the subject of Waysides of which Wis- 

Thursday, April 29 sin met at the home of Mr. and Mrs. consin does not have as many as some 

The annual spring meeting of the 1, White of Fort Atkinson, on of our neighboring states. Mr. Wil- 
Blackhawk Region, Garden Club of february 17. Present were Co-chair- liems stated that often someone has 
Wisconsin will be held on April 20th j,2n Harold Poyer and E. L, White, a piece of land available which may 
in the Federation Room of the Com- ith Mrs. Poyer and Mrs. White, Mrs. be donated or “willed” to the State, 
munity Building, Fort Atkinson, fol-  Cposter Thomas, State President, suitable for a wayside. After consid- 
lowing a 6:30 p.m. Pot Luck Supper. w+. Ray Luckow, Milwaukee, H. J. erable discussion the following motion 
Everyone invited. Program in OUr Rahmlow, Madison, and R.L. Williams was made, seconded and passed. “That 
next issue. of the Wisconsin Highway Depart- we recommend that each Region of 

ment. the Garden Club of Wisconsin try to 
SPRING MEETING Mr. Williams gave a very encourag- locate a suitable site for a wayside 

CENTRAL REGION— ing report on the Highway Improve- park to be presented to the State 

GARDEN CLUB OF WISCONSIN ment Program which will now take Highway Commission. The Commis- 

Methodist Church, Waupaca, Wis. place as a result of the appropria- sion is to provide the tables, signs 
Tuesday, April 20, 1954 tion made by the last Legislature of and maintainence of such waysides. 

A most interesting program begin- 999,990,090 for roadside development. All plans are to be presented for ap- 
ning at 10 am. Luncheon at noon. 47, outlined to the committee the proval to the Co-chairmen of the 
Make your reservations with Mrs. .,,ious projects which have been ap- Roadside Improvement Committee of 
oe Hathaway, Sanat se Wie proved which were most interesting. the Garden Club of Wisconsin, Mr. 
‘ing, Wis. Program will feature Mr. 

and Mrs. Brimmer of Wausau on 

Tuberous Begonias; Mrs. Victor 

Schmitt on flower arrangement in the § A V E T R E E § 
afternoon; several motion picture Ai nok cee aie Pree OF COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
tails in the next issue. It will be an TREES 
outstanding meeting. LAWNS 

—_ GARDENS 
Courtesy: The quality that keeps a 

woman smiling when a _ departing WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
Suest stands at the open screen and 3373 N. Holtom Street Milwaukee 
lets the flies in—Walworth Times. 
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Harold Poyer, Route 2, Ft. Atkinson, FOR IRIS LOVERS WESTCHESTER CLUB PROMOTES 

si es Ht: WI Bie AT, AE iy Sais. Denaid i. Hiridoad, PLANTING PROJECT 
moet. x ‘is Milwaukee. Horticultural Ch’m. The Westchester Garden Club ‘as 

A suitable site should be on a lake A. sensetionsl ‘new ‘double Iris has ree tae ond ane : just been introduced for 1954. ery 
or stream if at all possible, or on planting in the subdivision by com»il- 

some scenic spot. It must be on a __ It is named “Double Hagle” and was ing a Westchester Directory of .d- 
State Trunk highway, have shade or developed by Samuelson. This Iris has dresses and telephone numbers. 

a beautiful view. There must be space unusually heavy, well-branched, 40 Members of the Westchester Ciub 
for turning off the road and parking. inch stems, carrying huge buds. The ,., very active in garden work. The 
Areas near cities or villages are not first buds open with the usual 3 cubdivision is located between Mil- 
desirable, so the location should be in Standards and 3 falls, but the later \onee and Waukesha in a heavily 
a rural area. buds cpen to mammoth flowers silted wooded atea: 

from 6 to 12 standards, beautifully ee 
* ne Bunyan et ee ae ruffled and waved. This new Iris, a FROM THE AMHERST 

ot mot paola passed that members coppery chartreuse color, is sturdy GARDEN CLUB 
n Club of Wisconsin and very hardy. Mr. Samuelson has . 

search for a suitable site of legendary tested it for 6 years and it does not Our projects for this year are a 
interest to commemorate Paul Bun- revert to a single type. It is the first flower show, planting a flower bed in 

- a evepone of petting “ss really double Iris. i park, —, ar a wayside, a 
storical marker on such a site. oe garden tour, a coloring weed project 

suggestions for a site should be pre- WAUV.ATOSA GARDEN and a flower exhibit at the County 

sented to the Roadside Improvement CLUB NEWS Fair. We will send flowers and treats 

Committee addressed to Mr, Poyer or to the Convalescent Home at Nelson- 
Mr. White. At the January meeting of the  yijle. 

A suitable legendary site would con- Wauwatosa Garden Club W. Peter- One of our outsanding projects of 
sist of subjects or places associated ™an showed colored movies of a trip last year was our donation of $50.00 

with Paul Bunyan legends. to Yosemite National Park at Cali- to the Portage County Fair Associa- 

The Committee unanimously adopted fornia, and our picnics of the Past tion and the beautiful floral exhibits 
a resolution thanking Mr. R. L. Wil- cveral pears. we had at the Fair. We had a Hallo- 
liams of the State Highway Commis- Mr. August Peters spoke briefly ween party, and slides of home gar- 
sion for valuable suggestions made showing colored slides of his beauti- dens were shown; also a Christmas 
end cooperation in formulating plans fy] garden, mostly of roses. The first party with exchange of gifts—By 
for the Highway Improvement Pro- blossoms are those of a large mag- Mfrs. Lester Anderson, Sec. 
jects. nolia tree on the south side of the __—__ 

a heme. These are followed by the crab- [ROM THE HILLOREST GARDEN 

IOLA GARDEN CLUB NEWS apple—Dolga and Whitney, then a CLUB OF WEST ALLIS 

The Clara Larson Garden Club of C8? tree, red hawthorne and flower- 

Iola will have a new project this ‘'"8 Slmond. In spring, a border sa het "Ob Bl 
year: photography of local gardens. round the entire garden features tu- | a committee has planned In March we will study planting of lips of the earliest to the latest vari- a dee tntanaang ealentay oe pro- 

evergreens, starting flowers from cut- eties in vivid colors, followed by tree grams and.:projects, 

tings. In April there will be a book peonies of which he has a number of . 
review of Conway's Flower Arrange- Peautiful specimens. Mr. Peters told In February we held our Anniver- 
wacat of the importance of not planting too 82ry Buffet Lucheon at the home of 

" . closely. Plants need room. There are Mrs. R. Beaudry. In March will be our 
A flower show is planned for June, many climbing rose bushes, especially Seed Fiesta, a talk and exchange of 

2 garden tour and picnic in July. pauys scarlet, which show up beauti- flower seeds. In April, Mrs.H. Krueger 

The study of birds will be resumed funy held upright with metal props. Will give a talk entitled “Lady Bugs’. 
again this year and a study of con- 4 10. of tree roses leading to the In May there will be a tour of Esta- 
servation with motion picture films. garden draws marked attention. A bed brook Park conducted by Dr. Wiener 

There will also be slides of Iola gar- o¢ Regal lilies held their own near a and in June a Rose Flower Arrange- 
dens and flowers, In October, trays jaranese Quince, the parent tree of ment, talk on rose care and hints on 
of vegetables will be displayed. which dates back to 1884, Hibiscus Toses by Mrs. F. Wrobbel. 

At each meeting we have a general make a wonderful background for In September we will have a talk 
discussion af gardening during the perennial beds of phlox, California on shrubs by Mrs. R, Meyers; in Oc- 
current month by all the members. A poppies and delphinium. These pic- tober, Harvest Arrangements; in No- 
workshop is planned during the sum- jyjes were followed by those of color- vember Christmas Wreath demon- 
mer.By Mrs. E. A. Lutz, Sec. ful begonias, a dwarf dahlia bed, and strations; in December a Christmas 

feces lastly, chrysanthemum on the south party; and next January, a book re 

side of the house planting in contrast port by Mrs. L. Horton. 
Only people to get even with are ith light against the dark, The last | A few highlights of our 1953 pro- 

those who have helped you.—Colby picture showed the snow-laden ever- gram were: a luncheon and trip to 
Phonograph. greens.—By Martha Getzlaff Koch. Whitnall Park with tour. Demonst:a- 
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tions of dried arrangements and slides * 

on Mexico by Mrs, M. Krautschneider. Garden Questions Answered 
A demonstration of the making of 

a a pig hag t of tin Question: Is the Pfitzer Juniper the as possible in order to have well-es- 

cans . . ° best evergreen for foundation plant- tablished plants by garden planting 
ing? time. 

CLINTONVILLE GARDEN 
CLUB NEWS Answer: The Pfitzer Juniper is one Question: What are your favorite 

of the most important and widely  innias? 
The Clintonville Flower and Gar- seq of the Chinese Juniper family. 

den Club is planning a diversified 1 i, a favorite for foundation en- Answer: Your Editor’s selection for 
program this year. We try to include trance and bank planting. his own garden—with which many of 
topics of interest to everyone. We will you may not agree, fortunately, are: 

have a picnic in July; a flower show __Junipers do well in full sun and Zinnia Blaze; Zinnia Fantasy Rosalie; 
in August, and plan to have our sum- fairly well in part shade, but should Cactus Hybrid Riverside Beauty; 

mer meetings at different homes. We 0t be used on the north side of the paniia type Exquisite; and Illumina- 
are planning at least one trip to a house. Here the Japanese Yew will tion; Fantasy type Peppermint Stick. 

point of interest. be the preferred evergreen. Your selection will depend upon your 
Our programs will include talks on Question: Is the Japanese Yew hardy choice of colors and there are a great 

spraying, vegetable growing, bird in Wisconsin and can it be used for ™any wonderful new zinnias available. 

houses, floral arrangements, winter various garden effects in addition to : 
bouquets and other topics with mem- foundation planting? . Question: What are your favorite 

varieties of petunias? 
bers participating. 
Have appointed a telephone com- Answer: The Japanese Yew is hardy Answer: Again our own preference 

mittee this year whose duty it will in most of Wisconsin especially in a is: Comanche; Improved Silver Medal 

be to notify members whenever there somewhat sheltered location and in Linda; Rose Charm; Ballerina; Snow 
are plants of interest to be seen in part shade during the hot summer  gtorm— white. Again, you may wish 
members’ gardens, giving the time months. In the southern part of the to grow more of the fringed and some 
the gardener will be home to welcome state it is quite successfully used for of the all double strains. 
visitors.By Mrs. Marlin Steinbach, foundation planting on the north side 
President. of the house. The Yews are most ver- TT 

satile and can be used for hedges, REDUCE §' 'T NOISES BY 

lwarfed edging shrubs, tall accents, 

AN AUDUBON SOCIETY in addition to foundation planting. PLANTING TREES 
CAMP IN WISCONSIN Nurserymen have a dozen types. The value of homes adjoining busy 

Plans to establish a nature and con- Question: Can you recommend streets can be greatly increased and 
servation training center in Wisconsin a . y made more desirable for living by 

have been announced by the National W@rf apple trees for planting on pianting trees and hedges to reduce 
Audubon Society. It will be located on ‘He home grounds in the city? street noises, according to the Amer- 
a 300 acre tract near Spooner, will op- = Answer: Yes, they will do well, at ican Association of Nurserymen. 
erate summer sessions for teachers, east in the southern half of the state The organization points out that the 

youth leaders and other adults for and if a hardy root stock and hardy automobile is so important in our 
field instruction from trained natur- varieties are chosen will do well in the everyday life that traffic cannot be 
alists and conservationists in an “out- colder sections. However, the trees reduced, so the only solution to the 

door classroom.” require the same spary program as is noise problem is the widespread use 
This will be the first Audubon camp recommended for the orchard in or- of “plant buffers” to abate the noise. 

in the mid-West. The site has already der to obtain clean fruit, If you are 

been donated by Miss Frances An- not prepared to spray for scab and A double row of evergreen trees 
: along the highway will reduce noises drews of Minneapolis. $18,500.00 has insect control, it will be better not all year round. If the noise is trouble- 

been contributed and committees are to try to produce apples. some mainly in the summer, a planting 

now seeking to raise the remaining Question: Can the Coleus be used for of deciduous trees may be sufficient. 

$0,000.00 needed to finance the con- garden planting in both shade and The noise is reduced in direct pro- 

struction of buildings and equipment. sun, portion to the depth of the planting 
Mrs. Chester Thomas, President, and the denseness of the foliage. 

Garden Club of Wisconsin, has been Answer: Yes, while it will have more 

askéd to be a member of the Finance _ brilliant markings in the sun, it will The “plant buffer” will also tend to 
Committee and to contact all clubs do well in shade and can even be used guard your home against dust and 

and members. She urges each club and as foundation planting on the north fumes in street or highway. In a test 

each member to make a contribution side of the house, thereby giving us in New York City on the leeward side 
at your next club meeting. Send the bright colors against a background of of tree-covered Central Park, it was 
amount directly to the National Audu- evergreens or shrubbery. An excellent found that dust was reduced by 75%. 

bon Society, 1000 Fifth Avenue, New variety of coloring can be obtained by Overalls sound reductions estimated to 
York 28, N.Y. Mention your club and planting seed, which should be sown be from 45 to 60% depending on the 

the Garden Club of Wisconsin. indoors in a box, pot or pan, as early type of roadway. 
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rer .-BIRDS—AN ENJOYABLE HOB3y 
Vegetable Varieties For The Home Garden ©, chasies Braman, Waupace 

By the Department of Horticulture Wee 
University of Wisconsin I believe all horticulturists are of 

a necessity, bird lovers, observers, and 
One of the first requirements for CHINESE CABBAGE: Michihli. conservationists. I say this for the ea. 

successful home vegetable production CUCUMBERS: (Glicing) Straight son that it is difficult to practice lor 
is the careful choice of varieties. The Hight, Cubit, Marketer, Niagara ticulture without observing and be 

following list is suggestive only and (mosaic resistant) (pickling) Nation- coming bird lovers. 
is confined to varieties known to be qj Pickling, Yorkstate Pickling (mo- Through this observation one can- 
adapted to Wisconsin conditions. Var-  gnic resistant), Wisconsin S. R. 6 not help but notice the daily practice 

jeties marked with an asterisk (*) (scab resistant). of some birds eating their favorite 
are suggested especially for the north- EGGPLANT: Black Beauty. bugs, worms and insects; others are 

ern portion of the state, which, for KALE: Dwarf Green Curled. after weed seeds, but all contribute 

ied oe are. oa Ss KOHLRABI: White Vienna, Purple their help in the destruction of obnox. 
* Vienna. ious weeds, insects and other garden 

Croix Falls to Marshfield to Mari- LETTUCE: (leaf) Black Seeded Pests. 
nette. These earlier varieties can be Simpson, Grand Rapids, Oakleaf. Bird: definitely hobby f 
used in the southern portion of the 4 Aan me 0 ee ey eye 
state, but may not always give re- Salad Bowl. (butter-head) Bibb various reasons, such as_ beauty, 

- (Limestone) white Boston. (crisp friendliness and economic value. We 
sults equal to later varieties which head) Great Lak all tate thele beauty: 

produce satisfactorily farther south. . ig can soprecne oe eu 
MUSKMELONS: Delicious*, Mil- can, if we practice it, appreciate their 

Varieties suggested for freezing are waukee Market, Honey Rock, Pride friendliness and true companionship. 

underlined. of Wisconsin, Craig, Iroquois. Their economic value may not be ap- 
ASPARAGUS: Mary Washington. ORKA: Clemson Spineless. preciated by us unless we stop to 

BEANS: (bush, green) Tendergreen, ONIONS: (sets) White or Yellow. realize all they do for us. For example, 

Contender, Processor, Topcrop, Wade, ‘2¢ed) Early Yellow Globe*, Autumn Chicadees, Blue Birds, Wrens, Fily- 

Ranger, Rival, (bush, wax) Brittle or Spice*, Autumn Glory, Brigham Yel- catchers, Purple Martins, to mention 

Round Pod Kidney Wax, Pencil Pod low Globe. (transplants) Sweet Span- just a few, eat daily from 200 to 

Black Wax, Cherokee. (pole, green) ish, Bermuda for late summer and 4,000 insects or worm eggs. By care- 
Kentucky Wonder. (pole, wax) Golden early fall use only. fully estimating the birds in several 

Cluster Wax. (bush, Lima) Henderson PARSLEY: Moss Curled. areas, we find that in a state of 10,000 
Bush*, Fordhook 242, Thorogreen, PARSNIP Hollow Crown. square miles, there are not less than 

Clark’s Bush. (dry) Michelite*, Great PEAS: (dwarf) American Wonder, five insect eating birds per acre, 
Northern*. Freezonian, Pride, Little Marvel, Wan- which is low; thus a state of this size 

s do. (tall) Alderman. has a useful bird population of 32 

reteedh fuiede Gee mane maaeee PEPPERS: (Mild) Wisconsin million, which, for each day’s menu, 

BROCCOLI: De Cicco, Green Lakes*, Vinedale*, Pennwonder. requires 3 billion, 200 million insects. 

Sprouting * ’ POTATOES: (early) Red Warba, Thus it seems that daily consump- 

. Irish Cobbler. (medium late) Chippe- tion of obnoxious insects in a state this 
CABBAGE: (varieties resistant to a, Cherokee. (late) Katahdin, Rus- size would approximate 25,250 bushels. 

yellows) Jersey Queen, Badger Mar- set Rural, Kennebec, Sebago (white Therefore, encouragement of birds in 
ket, Wisconsin Golden Acre, Resistant or russet). your garden is a direct challenge to 
Detroit, Racine Market, Marion Mar- PUMPKIN: (summer “squash”) every horticulturist, gardener, boy or 
ket, Wisconsin All Seasons, Wiscon- farly Prolific Straightneck, Caserta, girl in Wisconsin. 
sin Ballhead, Red Hollander. (varie- Dark Green Zucchini, (fall ‘squash”) To help meet this challenge and en- 
ties not resistant to yellows) Golden Green Table Queen, Uconn. (pie) courage our birds, it is my suggestion 

Acre, Jersey Wakefield, Copenhagen Small Sugar, Winter Luxury. that we do all we can to help our 

Market, All Seasons, Danish Ballhead, RADISH: Cavalier*,Comet*, Cherry feathered friends by controlling their 

Mammoth Rock Red. All varieties list- Belle*, Early Scarlet Globe*, White enemies, by providing food durinz 
ed in order of earliness. Tcicle.* severe weather, nesting places, bird 
CARROTS: (half long) Nantes or RHUBARB: McDonald, Canada _ baths and through proper shrub 

Coreless or ‘Touchon, Red Cored  Red,. Valentine. plantings—the berry type, such a! 

Chantenay, Royal Chantenay. (long) RUTABAGA: Laurentian. Mountain Ash, Euyonomus, Vibernum, 

Imperator, Morse’s Bunching, Imperi- SALSIFY: Sandwich Island. Sumac, Bittersweet and Juniper. 

da, Gold Spike. SPINACH: Long Standing Blooms- And as a suggestion, spend a day 
CAULIFLOWER: Early Snowball, dale, King of Denmark, Giant Nobel, in the woods on foot, far out of the 

Snowdrift, Super Snowball. America, New Zealand “spinach” for sight of any garden. You'll be <ul 
CELERY: Golden Plume, Golden summer use. prised at what a “refresher” such 4 

Self-Blanching, Cornell 619, Summer SQUASH: Buttercup*, Green Gold*, trip will prove to be. Try it and I'll 

Pascal or Emerson Pascal for green. Sweetmeat*, Golden Delicious, Golden guarantee that you'll be rewarded by 
~CHARD: Large White Ribbed, Hubbard, Green Hubbard, Butternut renewal of interest, inspiration and 

Fordhook Giant, Rhubarb. cushaw. energy. 
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Wi ° DISTRICT CHAIRMEN: 
e Newton Boggs, Viroqua ates eeke e PING. Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 

. 
M. L. Osborne, Beloit 7 
Len. Otto, Forest Junction 
Herbert Reim, Watertown 

A Official organ of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association E. Schroeder, Marshfield 

=a Harold, Richter, Whitehall, 
Vernon G. Howard. Milwaukee, Vice Miomonee "Falls: Wecording Secretary. Alan Vouburge Reni, Ft. Atk President . , ‘Treasurer. Corresponding Secretary © Sm" 

NE 

MARCH IN THE APIARY i, “ —— | trance and top of the frames in the 
Reports from beekeepers around | ACTIVITY or me HONEY Bra) hive, we can suspect Nosema. How- 

the state indicate that wintering con-  |}} During he ng Lie of. "3 Weeks. r ever, colonies may sometimes show 
ditions have been favorable and peri- | re hee, ee spotting if they are on the verge of 
ods of mild weather induced active | a fa of hata a Starvation. Just before they starve, 
brood rearing during February. That |} WN ee Leases pas re they seem to discharge within the 
means normal colonies have good |} en i ee nT, ‘3 hive or around the entrance. During 
populations at this time but will have ipa ~~ very cold weather, when the cluster 
used considerable of their honey i ; ES Ts. does not break up for a number of 
stores and pollen. i aoe eae ee days, the bees on one side of the 
Actually more colonies are lost dur- eh Lamiley cluster may starve or Partially starve 

ing the month of March than during a pee wa? if honey is not within reach. 
our coldest weather in January and ee At any rate if you find a colony 
early February. Colonies therefore do ee og showing excessive spotting around 
not die from the effect of low tem- ‘ the entrance, immediately examine it 
peratures but from starvation. The to see if there is food available to 
bees will have consumed the honey in the cluster. 
and close to the cluster area and if Se 
we then have a period of very cold BEES ARE TOLERANT OF 
weather lasting for a week or more, WEED KILLING SPRAYS 
the bees will not be able to reach This poster was prominently dis- Several investigators have tested 
their stores and will starve. Played in the exhibit of the Depart- the effects of weed killing sprays on All colonies should now be inspected ment of Entomology of the Univer- jees. The Ontario Agriculture Col- 
to see if there is honey within the sity of Wisconsin at the Stock Pa- lege at Guelph, reports feeding solu- 
cluster. Place combs of honey next to _vilion during Farm and Home Week. tions of active ingredients of the 
the combs containing brood. If none We congratulate the Department of weed killer 24-D and 2,4,5,-T. They 
are available, sprinkle sugar sirup in- Beekeeping on this excellent educa- report: “Since bees are fairly tolerant 
to empty combs with a sprinkling tional poster. It was viewed by thou- of these compounds it is not consid- can. Use at least one and one half sands, The bee, mounted on a lever, cred lilely that under field conditions 
parts of sugar to one of water and went down to the flower and then they would ever pick up sufficient 
have it hot to the touch when sprink- flew up thereby attracting a great residue to harm them. These results 
ling so it will enter the cells readily deal of attention. cenfirm the findings of other investi- 
—but not hot enough to soften the es gators.” 
wax, Such filled combs should then be . | pe 
placed adjoining the combs of brood. but on the moist side, like a cake DISTRICT BEEKEEPERS 
Feed Soy Bean Flour Supplement dough. About a pint or so should be MEETINGS 
Active brood rearing also means placed directly over the combs con- Wisconsin 1s 

rapid use of pollen reserves, Inspect #ining brood where the bees will Time aan PI on 
the colonies to see if pollen is avail- be able to consume it at any time. 
able to the nurse bees. Without it Never place the mixture on combs Saturday, March 18, First Lutheran brood rearing will not continue at from which you do not have to re- Church, Beaver Dam. 
this very critical time. If combs of Move some bees before putting it Saturday, March 20. Janesville. 
pollen can be found, place them down. Many beekeepers feed the soy YMCA. 
where nurse bees can reach the pol- bean flour throughout the month of Tuesday, March 30. Appleton, City 
len in cold weather. Otherwise, feed April and into May depending on Hall. 

soy bean flour cakes, made by stirring how much pollen is brought in from Wednesday, March 31. Marshfield. 
the flour (made by the expeller pro- the field. Central State Bank-Basement Room. 
cess) into heavy sugar sirup—2 parts Dysentery Thursday, April 1. LaCrosse, City 
of sugar to one of hot water. The Council Chambers, Evening meeting. 
mixture should not be so thin that it If we find a colony which shows Thursday, April 29. Barron. 
will run down between the combs, considerable spotting around the en- Friday, April 30. Superior. 
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opye 
Fumagillin For Nosema Control In Package Bees 

Dr. C. L. Farrar of the Central infected, compared with only 2.3 per- spring, especially April and May, 

States Bee Culture Laboratory, USDA, cent among those treated. The infec- should test the effect of fumagillin by 

has done an outstanding piece of work tion in the treated colonies may be feeding a gallon of treated sugar sirup 

not only in calling attention to the due to the bees’ failure to take the during March or early April. 

losses sustained by beekeepers from sirup.” 
Nosema but also in carrying on re- mitted produc- 

search on the control of the disease war nel e cau igalegting DIVISION OF LABOR IN 

with fumagillin. an average of about 30 pounds of THE HONEYBEE COMMUNITY 

A report of the work was published honey in favor of the treated colonies. By C. R. Ribbands, Bee Dept. 

in the American Bee Journal for All cooperators but one were im- Rothamsted Exp. Sta., England 
February and also Gleanings in Bee pressed by the difference in initial 

Culture. Since so many of our mem- _ build-up between the treated and un- a a tee Cutten uate weeks 

bers receive these magazines we will treated colonies. 
not publish a full report here. dividually marked, and their foraging 

Recommendations For The Use Of studied by observation of the hive en- 
Dr. Farrar emphasizes the loss Fumagillin trance. No one consistent trend in 

sustained in package bees as follows. = «phe most effective point of attack pollen collection was found. About % 
“Nosema disease is the greatest on Nosema with fumagillin seems to of the bees gathered little or no pol- 

single deterrent to the development pe the colonies from which package en at various times in their foraging 
of productive colonies from package bees are shaken. lives. The average life was 33.6 (range 

bees. The disease causes more con- “For the production of Nosema-free 22-40) and 34.8 (range 17-40) days in 
spicuous losses in package colonies ockage bees, each colony should be the two experiments. Bees which be- 
than in others because packages are eq the equivalent of at least two gan foraging late lived slightly longer 
started with small populations and 149.pound pails (7 quarts) of fumagil- (but foraged for a shorter period) 
have no young bees: emerging for a jin sirup during the 4 weeks prior than bees which began to forage 
period of 3 weeks. to the shaking period. The treated early: the average age at commence- 

On the effect of Nosema Dr. Farrar sirup should be divided into two or ment of foraging was 20.1 and 192 

state: three equal lots to provide a more days in the 2 experiments (range 11- 

‘Nosema disease shortens the life continuous supply. A heavy sirup 32 and 9-35 days). After taking 8-day 

of bees onsen producing behavior (2:1) is better than thin sirup. running means, to eliminate weather 

On ee ao occu Goawi: “Fumagillin should be included in variation, it was found (experiment 1) 

i 7 all the sirup fed to queen-mating that there were 3 peak ages for com- 
ing bees are symptomatic of Nosema 
infections only during the first few nuclei. Not only will the young queens mencement of foraging, around 13, 21 

d 27 days old. This is taken to indi- 
days of a heavy honeyflow. Prior to receive protection before shipment, an 
a flow more severe infections fre- Ut the small populations of nuclei cate that the early-foraging bees 

quently occur without the bees show- will receive protection against abnor- omitted some major hive duties. 
ing abnormal symptoms. The heavily mal mortality. This treatment should A theory of the method of division 

infected colonies, however, usually materially reduce the amount of labor  4¢ tabor is advanced. It is suggested 

have less brood and show a subnormal 274 extra bees needed to keep the that the duties of any individual are 
rate of build-up.” queen nuclei in full production. primarily determined by the needs of 

In the spring of 1953, 2,340 packages “Beekeepers who use packages the colony, as well as the age of the 
were made available for fumagillin Should feed fumagillin sirup when individual. Each task in the colony is 

tests by commercial beekeepers; four the colonies are established. The performed by a group of bees of vary- 
in Wisconsin, one in Iowa and three in ¢@uivalent of a 10-pound pail of sirup ing ages. Any surplus of food would 

Minnesota. One package producer in ‘8 recommended. Several years of ex- he appreciated by the individual as a 

Louisiana supplied 520 packages pur- Perience in the use of fumagillin may result of the rapid sharing of incom- 

chased by the Iowa cooperator for be needed before producers can guar- ing nectar, the impact of such a sur- 
testing 8 treatments in 8 combinations. "tee Nosema-free package bees.” plus being greatest upon the oldest 
Cooperating beekeepers not only pur- Editor’s Note: We are informed that members of the group who then turn 

chased the bees and the sirup fed, but fymagijllin will be available from bee to whichever of the subsequent duties 

gave generously of their time and supply companies in the following in the age scale is most in need of re- 

kept records. The Abbott Laboratories amounts: a package of fumagillin, cruits. Reported by A. D. Brian in 
supplied the fumagillin and other enough to make 50 gallons of sirup at Bee World, England. 
special items. $28.50. s . 

“The level of infection in the un- 
A package of fumagillin, enough to 

treated colonies increased in 3 weeks 
from 27.5 to 72.8 percent but decreased ™#Ke one gallon of sirup, 81c. sone meee aay tae ving his 
from 23.5 to 17.9 reent in those Beekeepers who have observed losses 

treated. Of the anticated colonies from Nosema (crawling bees) during Competitors much competition 
512 percent were medium to heavily a period of cool, wet weather in late Bonduel Times. 
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HONEY PRODUCTION IN Deyell was promoted to Editor of 

THE UNITED STATES Gleanings. i 
Beekeepers in the United States pro- We congratulate our good friend oney 

duced 224,126,000 pounds of honey in Jack Deyell on this event and wish . 

1953, which was 18% less than 1952 him many more years of success in his Containers 

and the smallest crop since 1948, ac-_ field. na <a ta &. cals Ado 
ding to the U.S. Dept. of ieul- ee eS cane, ? 

Rie Peedecion per ane = 40.5 IN SEARCH OF THE BEST Dag eee a oo 

pounds, also the lowest since 1948. In STRAINS OF BEES ment. 

mid-December producers had about Brother Adam of St. Mary’s Abbey, Complete line of bee supplies. 

53 million pounds of honey for sale Devon, England, has written an ac- (also used equipment). 

which is 24% of the total production. count of his visits to bee breeding and We are always in the market for 

The 1953 honey crop was produced by research stations in France, Switzer- Honey. 

5,533,000 colonies of bees, slightly more land, Austria and Germany. His find- We will buy your beeswax or trade 

than in 1952. ings are condensed by Professor V. for supplies, 
Beeswax production totaled 4,093,- = ena Illinois, in the Bee World, Write for complete price list. 

000 pounds compared to 4,825,000 “ onows: il a 
pounds in 1952—a decrease of 15% ‘The personnel and research of each oney cres 

station are discussed, as well as the 
Production was down 13% in the races and strains of bees produced in Menomonee Falls, Wis. 

Central States because of smaller each country. In the conclusion, con- 
crops in Minnesota, Iowa and Nebras- demnation is made of the Koerung 
ka. The leading honey producing system of selection based on the as- 
states in 1953 were California, Minne- sumption that certain external char- 

sota, Florida, SS recta Texas, acteristics of the bee, and not its 
New York, Ohio, ichigan, Idaho, honey production, are an infallible 
Arizona, Indiana and Colorado. These hallmark of its value as a honey AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
states produced 68% of the total crop. producer. Due to a narrow basis and 
Yield. per colony averaged 67.4 ¢rroneous suppositions, deterioration MANUFACT URERS 

pounds in the West North Central instead of improvement of strains has 

States. Hot dry weather over much of re lave ra “ ear onaaae roa of 
of the variations in uniformity of off- 

“a nr reduced yield’ per spring, it is recommended that 3 or THE FINEST HONEY 
4 colonies be used to produce drones 

Wisconsin Production at each mating station, thus providing SECTIONS 
Wisconsin had 200,000 colonies of wider variation and selection.” 

bees in 1953 compared with 194,000 es 

the previous two years. The average HONEY EXTRACTOR WANTED We also carry a complete 
production was 78 pounds per colony Wanted: Radial Honey Extractor. 

in 1953 compared to 82 pounds in 1952 ynirty frame or larger. Oliver Stelter, line of Beekeepers 
and 75 pounds in 1951. California had pai, Water Wisconsin. 
the largest number of colonies of any Supplies 

state with 537,000 colonies which pro- BEE PLIES WANTED 

os an average of 44 pounds per w aie. Laxge' ‘tise ‘extractor Write for Our 1954 Price List 

. and other beekeeping equipment. 

= Write to Lloyd E. Turrittin, 4104 West 
“JACK” DEYELL CELEBRATES — Kiehnau Ave., Milwaukee 9, Wiscon- * 

20TH ANNIVERSARY aim; 

Mr. M. J. “Jack” Deyell will cele- —_—_—_—_—_—_—_—— 

brate his 20th anniversary as Editor of BEES WANTED FOR ORCHARD BOYD, WISCONSIN 

Gleanings in Bee Culture, Medina, Wanted to rent, 50 75 colonies of 
Ohio, in April, 1954. At that time he bees for orchard pollination. Can help 
will have been responsible for 240 is- haul them if desired. We don’t use in- 

sues of Gleanings. secticides while bees are in our or- 

Deyell started working for the A. I. chards. F. Sacia & Sons Orchards, “ 
Root Company in 1911. After 4. years Galesville, Wis. 
he took a leave of absence to take up —— 

commercial beekeeping in Michigan. HONEY WANTED 
In 1919 he returned to Medina to be- State color, flavor and amount you 

come Foreman of the Root Co. apiar- 

ies—at one time numbering nearly 1500 have in first letter. Will pick up and 

colonies. Upon the sudden death of PAY cash. M. H. Lyons, Logansville, 
George Demuth in March, 1934, Mr. Wisconsin. 
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| SISSON’S | 
IJg0e J. H. Phillips, Mgr. | 

TYPEWRITERS | 

ADDING MACHINES 
Either | 

Standard or Portable 
Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection 

ORGANS | 
We Rent Portable Organs | 
Anywhere in the U.S.A. by 
the Month. 

3 to 5 Octaves | 

PEONIES , 
One Deel os the Raeet hes ds ub ke 

All Makes and Types an rgest Selection in Wis- up one peony 
fT i id in. Over 2,000 Varieti plants from which he will make 

Adding Tiechiace Rented to "Select From. see divisions for filing orders. 
or Sold All Over the U.S.A. WRITE | 

S I S S O N , S Rosendale, Wisconsin 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

3 Qi, BE SURE you are getting the most for | 

your money by buying Root Quality 

Bee Supplies. They are built to last | 

for years. 

| 

- Bee Suppuies | 
Your Wisconsin Root Dealer will be | 
pleased to serve you. | 

Mt. Horeb—Ranums Bee Farm, R. 3 | 

Oshkosh—H. E. Greenwood, 1620 Delaware St. | 

Kewaskum—A. H. Seefeldt | 

Kenosha—Albert F. Lidik, Rt. 1,.Box 418 | 

Richland Center—Nicholas F. Rott 

| The A.I. Root Co. Medina, Ohio | 
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en 
ee) es a7 jay _ CHOOSE YOUR AIR-TYPE SPRAYER 

Ba 7h p us mS: FROM THE COMPLETE JOHN BEAN LINE 
MODEL == _) Za ST Sree ome ee VO wae (2) | YE 

SPEED sparen WE —5 eg OD 2 & 

a 
MODEL 29.w Wl =f y = = ‘ 

SPEED SPRAYER wre ~ 
WHATEVER YOUR Sa SS 
SPRAYING NEED—there SS owe = isa John Air-T MODEL 28- Ra orn 6 
that’s right for the we Path SIX SPeEDETTE Mi | zzz pe S 

! MODELS to choose from, you can select MS WE 4 we) the sprayer that fits your orchard or grove. Sif Madea S\\ <gf Z = 
It’s a waste of money to buy a sprayer that’s too { SY a large or too small. You save when you buy and you save MODEL 28-TR \ Ke rie when you use the John Bean sprayer that’s tailored to SPEEDETTE Ne i Y] ; = - your needs. Ask your John Bean dealer for a free demonstra- Ween BaF 

_ tion. Write for free descriptive literature. Ay ee pb Uf >) VW Ag ry 

JOHN BEAN DIVISION La eeronaion Tanne aL wooet se 

SEE YOUR LOCAL BEAN DEALER 

OR WRITE 

MR. LEON MILLER, District Sales Manager 

OKAUCHEE, WISCONSIN 

a
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COROMERC, a new mem- 
ber to the Corona family of 
agricultural fungicides, is a 

oY dry, granular, water solu- 
s are) ble product. Tests at Agricul- 

— i: , i) tural Experimental Stations 
nt in various apple growing re- 

gions have shown this partic- 
. ular mercury formulation to 

i U Uy 9) be an excellent fungicide for 
- c | the control of apple scab. 

i 4 Corona for the first time 
\ YY) offers this mercury fungicide 

< \—> for safely burning out pri- 
WY mary scab lesions should this 

\ | disease get a foothold during a 
warm, wet spring when other types of fungi- 

lf cides are unable to hold the disease in check. 

— eal BI Recommended for use during the early grow- 
ing season, and at 4 lb. per 100 gallons of 
spray solution, Coromerc is packed in 1 lb. and 
1} |b. cannisters for direct addition to most 

~~ SL spray tanks. 

=— Competitively priced. Write for Literature. 

‘EY Qrtunance Setter Cusos/ 
eects o 

NZ CORONA CHEMICAL DIVISION 

iP. PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. MOORESTOWN, N. J. 
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Chemical Thinning of Apples 
Small Apples Are Of Value Only For Juice. Thinning Is Necessary 

For Profitable Orcharding. 
BY ARTHUR E. MITCHELL 

Dept. of Horticulture, Michigan State College 

Annual Convention Paper 

Blossom and fruit thinning of cer- som and fruit thinning of the varieties applied as a separate application. It 

tain apple varieties with chemicals in each group are merely guides and is up to each individual grower to 

during the period of bloom until First should be considered as such. The de- work out his own program. It is sug- 

Cover has become a “must” for the gree of thinning accomplished with gested that thinning sprays be ap- 

Michigan fruit grower. The consumer, these concentrations of NAA is de- plied in the same manner as pesti- 

Mrs. Housewife and the processor, de- pendent upon such factors as (1) the cide sprays. In this way the grower 

mand apples 2% inches and larger. vigor of the tree; (2) Weather condi- has a known rate of application and 

Small apples today are of value only tions at the time the spray is applied; he can vary his results by increas- 
for juice. and (3) the amount of spray applied ing or decreasing the concentration 

Thinning before First Cover is de- per tree. Vigor of trees vary from or- of thinning agent used per 100 gal- 
sirable for two reasons: (1) to make chard to orchard and even within lons of spray mixture. 

it possible to thin with chemicals; and orchards and weather conditions vary For those wishing to apply thin- 
(2) to promote annual bearing. from day to day. Thus each grower ning chemicals in concentrated form, 
There are two growth regulating must determine for himself by trial a good starting point is to use 3x con- 

chemicals that have become commer- the concentrations of NAA that are centrations and apply one-fourth the 

cially important for thinning, naph- best suited for his conditions. amount of spray mixture per tree as 
thaleneacetic acid compounds which It has been shown by studies carried used in conventional spraying. Here 
will be referred to as NAA and naph- on in Michigan by C. A. Langer that @8ain the results can not be pre- 

thaleneacetamide which will be re- blossoms and fruit borne on the small- dicted but have to be determined by 
ferred to as Amid-Thin. NAA has been or, weak spurs of trees are removed ‘trial. Thus the grower should start 
used extensively in Michigan for apple easily by spray thinning with NAA ‘Such a program in a small way to 

thinning since 1947 but Amid-Thin was while the blossoms and fruits develop- ‘etermine what can be expected from 
first tried by growers in 1953 which ing on the larger spurs are less casily the concentrated method of applica- 
means there is a great deal yet to be thinned. It is these fruits on the larger tion. The writer has used concen- 

learned about this compound. spurs that continue to grow and be- trated solutions as high as 6x using 
Varieties of apples vary consider- come the crop. However, concentra- one-eighth the amount of spray mix- 

ably in the ease by which they may be tions of NAA which are too high will ture required in conventional spray- 
thinned with NAA. Thus the follow-  ;emove almost all developing blossoms ing, with favorable results. In this 

ing table has been prepared grouping nq fruits. case only 1% gallons were applied per 

the varieties by the ease which they tree as compared to 12 to 14 gallons 

may be thinned with NAA at the time When Spraying at Full Bloom which would have been used in con- 
of Petal Fall. When applications of NAA are made ventional spraying. 

Amounts of NAA To Use at Full Bloom, the amounts given in Amid-Thin 

(1) Those varieties easy to thin: Jon- Table 1 may be reduced by one-fourth. Amid-Thin will be tried more ex- 

athan, McIntosh, Red Delicious It should be remembered that it is ensively in Michigan in 1954 as it 
(including red selections), North- better to “under-thin” than to “over- appears to have a place for thinning 

ern Spy and Rhode Island Green- thin”. varieties easily injured by the use 

ing. Use 10 parts per million of The results of thinning may be de- of NAA. These varieties include Yel- 

NAA which is 4 grams of actual termined 7 to 10 days after the thin- low Transparent, Oldenburg (Duch- 
NAA per 100 gallons of water. ning spray is applied by observing the ess), Early McIntosh, Wealthy and 

(2) The intermediate group: Olden- developing fruit clusters. Those fruits Northern Spy. The first favorable 

burg (Duchess), Fameuse (Snow) affected by the chemical thinning results of thinning with Amid-Thin 

Grimes Golden, Hubbardston and treatment will not have enlarged but was reported by Hoffman of New 

Wagener. Use 15 parts per Million will be the same size as at the time York in 1952 so the use of this com- 

of NAA which is 6 grams of ac- of the thinning application. Those pound by growers in 1953 was ex- 

tual NAA in 100 gallons of water. fruits not affected will have con- ploratory. 
(3) Varieties hard to thin: Yellow’ tinued to grow and will be larger in The concentrations and directions 

Transparent, Wealthy, Golden De- size. If the crop is still too heavy, a to be used for thinning of the dif- 
licious, Baldwin and Rome Beauty. second application of NAA may be _ ferent varieties are given by the 

Use 20 parts per million of NAA applied. manufacturer and these directions 

which is 8 grams of actual NAA Many Michigan growers include the should be adhered to by the grower 
an 100 gallons of water. NAA with the pesticide sprays. experimenting with this method of 

It should be remembered that the Others feel that results are more re- chemical thinning. 

amounts of NAA suggested for blos- liable when the thinning chemical is On thing very important is time of 
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application. Mr. Ellis Gilson, located THE SUBSOIL CHISEL they had bog-down trouble. Obvicus. 
in the Peach Ridge area of Michigan, Has Several Advantages ly, this practice helps rid excess water 

used Amid-Thin on a few large, bear- When Used In The Orchard yet also makes it possible to. store wa. 

ing Red Delicious trees which had a ter at the lower depths during the 
heavy set of fruit. He made the ap- A number of Wisconsin orchardists winter, 

plication after First Cover with the are using the Subsoil Chisel for cut- The chiseling practice, where 

result that the fruit were not thinned ting down weeds and opening the soil 1,44 rocks are not a problem, prob- 

but were stuck on the tree. He fol- in the orchard. ably will be used increasingly in the 
lowed with a second application ap- Norman F. Childers (in the “Rural fyture. We are almost forced to use 

proximately 10 days later and the New Yorker”) has this to say about some such method to break up the 
fruit were made to stick even tighter. the Subsoiler. heavily packed row middles due to 

As a result no “June-drop” occurred A number of growers in New Jersey heavy spray and other equipment 
on these trees and at harvest time us. this kind of chisel each Fall, go- anyway. And alternate row cultiva- 
the fruits were about the size of ing in one direction only at the out- tion to early mid-summer is a good 
plums and just as numerous. Owing  .ige drip of the branches. In low practice in sod orchards to store 

to this treatment, the trees were areas, a ball is pulled behind the moisture during the growing season, 
thrown out of commercial produc- chisel at the deeper depths to open After 2 to 4 years of cultivating al- 

tion for two years, 1953 and 1954, as drainage tubes in the soil. Some grow- _ternate rows, they can then be seeded 

the 1968 crop had no commercial ers who used the chisel a year ago down and the other middles culti- 

value except for juice and in 1954  soung during the Winter and Spring vated. Ladino clover has been used by 
the trees will have very few, if any, that they could get through areas some growers to seed these middles 

blossoms. This practical experiment with spray machines where formerly and it has worked satisfactorily. 
performed by Mr. Gilson was very 

important as it emphasized the im- SS 

portance of time of application when 1 
using Amid-Thin. CHERRY SPRAY SCHEDULE 

Results of “Amid-Thin” applied at BY D. A. DEVER AND J. D. MOORE 

Petal Fall by Michigan growers in The cherry spray program is designed to provide protection from each of the 
1953 were very promising. No in- maior pests. It is similar to the 1953 schedule except for the inclusion of Metacide 
jury to the foliage was observed in the calyx spray for plum curculio, control, and the inclusion of a dormant spray 

which was not the case when NAA for disease control (where necessary). 
was used on Yellow Transparent, 

Oldenburg (Duchess) and Early Mc- Time of Application Materials and Amounts per 100 Gals. 

Intosh. Generally, however, the ma- Dormant? 
terial as used did not thin enough. Pre Bloom No insecticide’ 

In 1954 many growers in Michigan Petal Fall Lead arsenate, 3 Ibs. or Metacide (50%), 

will experiment using higher con- 8 0z.,4 and Bordeaux 6-8-100. 

centrations of Amid-Thin than sug- Ten to fourteen days later DDT (50%),5 2 Ibs. or Methoxychlor (50%); 
gested by the manufacturer in hopes 2 Ibs. or Metacide (50%), 8 oz. and Bordeaux, 
of increasing the amount of thinning. 3-4-100 or ferbam, 11% lbs., or ferbam 11 Ibs. 

_ 2 ‘will Be! Gasrie’ Ten to fourteen days later Methoxychlor (50%), 2 Ibs. or Metacide 
sing a few trees or a small (50%), 8 oz. and Bordeaux, 3-4-100 or fer- block of trees so as not to experienec bent 1% Ibs. . 4 

a large economic loss if results are After Harvest Bordenaz 3-4-100 
unfavorable. It was by this same ap- 

proach that Michigan growers de- 1 Metacide and DDT are not compatible with Bordeaux and should be used with 

veloped the use of NAA for blossom ferbam only. Methoxychlor can be used with Bordeaux or ferbam. 

and fruit thinning into s very im- , If brown rot has been a problem it may be necessary to apply a dormant and a 

portant part of their fruit production prebloom fungicide spray. Growers should consult the Plant Pathology Depart- 

program, In Michigan thinning is a ment, University of Wisconsin, for information concerning the time of application 
“must” because apples 2% inches and and the correct fungicides. 

smaller ‘usually’ have very: little eco 5 In some years fruit tree leaf roller has been extremely damaging and total crops in 
nomic value. certain orchards have been destroyed. If fruit tree leaf roller has been extremely 

TT damaging, a DDT spray applied one week after bud break, but before blossom, 
Sprayer for Sale will control this pest. 

4 Metacide is included here for plum curculio control. It should be used if plum 

Orchard sprayer for sale. Friend, 18 curculio has been repeatedly injurious in past years. It also controls bud moth, 
GMP, 850 gal. tank, on rubber. Motor fruit tree leaf roller, and red banded leaf roller. 

and pump overhauled. Meyer Or 5 nn is excellent for fruit tree leaf roller control and should be included in this 
chards, Rt. 2, Box 318, Milwaukee 15, spray if Metacide was not used in the calyx spray and is not going to be used ‘n 
Wis. this spray. 
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THE SAWDUST MULCH QUESTION ficient to give moisture conservation due to the fact that where no nitrogen 

Fruit growers are quite well con- and soil cooling effects. A thicker fertilizer was used, it depressed plant 
yinced of the beneficial effect of covering will not be of much addition- growth for a time. While decomposing 

mulch and many of them are using 4! benefit. @ 
. bacteria of decay took nitrogen from 

various materials with success. The Experimental evidence points out thi a Ebi “ft ‘i lasts 

big drawback is the availability of that any type of sawdust, whether le soll, robbing rom the plants. 
mulching material at a cost the grow- hardwood or softwood, may be used THiS can be overcome by giving addi- 

er can afford to pay. in either a green or weathered condi- tional nitrogen fertilizer. 
Sawdust An Excellent Material tion. Sawdust that is partly decom- 

With the availability of sawdust in Doved = _ less nitrogen oe — 
arts of the state, it shoul ciency than will the fresh material. many Pp ate, should be oro FOR 5. 

used to a much greater extent. We A one-inch mulch covering requires 

know of communities in northern Wis- 134 cubic yards of sawdust per acre. 30 Acre operating orchard a few 

consin where there are huge piles of When the sawdust in incorporated 
‘rom Bay. 2, 2 

sawdust and it is available free of with the soil, heavy soils will become antes 5 Green. 1000 apple, 20 

charge, but growers haven't been con- lighter and easier to work, while light plum trees. Speed sprayer, Trescott 
vinced of its value or are worried soils will have a higher water holding Grader, Caterpillar in excellent shape. 
that it might have some detrimental capacity. Part of an estate. Can be sold very 

effects. The idea that sawdust causes a reasonably. Will J. Platten Estate, 407 

A one-inch layer of sawdust is suf- “sour” condition of the soil, is no doubt Dousman Street, Green Bay, Wis. 

° 
Have You Ordered Your Requirements for the year 1954? 
a eT 

COC S — Sprayers 
fc | 
i= : : : | We have all models of John 
ic Lhmrt~*”Q ae Bean Sprayers from the small- 
ig — ce be ee ai dk est to the largest. The cut 

_ 8 shown at right is of a Speed- 
— — a - aire—which takes the hard 

8 — fi work out of spraying and 
_. | gives you a complete cover- 

. fr age with less material. One 
4 - man operation. 

(ee Pruning Equipment 

ies % is Power Portable Pruner & Saw 
Pole Saws 

Grafting Knives & Tape 

MODEL 10—SPEEDAIRE Hand Saws — Hand Snips 

Spray Materials See Complete List in March Issue 

Power Sprayers — Portable Conveyors — Power-Pac Steam Cleaners 
Apple Grader & Cleaners — Roto Mulchers 

WRITE FOR LITERATURE & PRICES 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
P.O. Box 535 227-29 Cutler St. Telephones: 
Waukesha, Wis. Waukesha 4107 or 8716 
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Fruit Growers Hold Meetings 
Associations Endorse Neglected Tree Removal. Favor Apple Dessert 

Contest. Support Wisconsin Apple Institute. 

Twelve Wisconsin County Fruit test and contestants will appear on and we hope to be able to get a few 

Growers Associations held meetings radio and television giving their win- more next year. Interest in McIntosh 

during February and March. The pro- ning recipes. County Associations crosses of good color and quality con. 

grams were excellent and the lunch- voting to join are: Milwaukee County; tinues in Wisconsin, especially along 

eons were delightful. Everyone had a Racine County; Waukesha County; the eastern side of the state. 

good time. Two movies were shown. Washington County; Ozaukee County; ——————— 

County Agents, officers of the Asso- Sheboygan County; Outagamie Coun- ORCHARD FOR SALE 

ciations, speakers and growers all ty; Shawano County; Calumet Coun- 14-acre bearing Cherry Orchard in- 

helped to make the days worthwhile. ty and Jefferson County. cluding a few apples, plum and pear 
A new organization, the Rock Coun- Sparton Apple Test Continues trees; also 11 acres of cultivated land 

ty Fruit Growers Association. was or- There was a demand for continua- "4d timber. Price: $3,500.00. 
ganized at Janesville under the di- tion of the test of Sparton apple in- The old Wickman Homestead of 11 

rection of County Agent Frank Camp- troduced by the Canadian Experiment rooms, partly modern. A beautiful 
bell. They are planning a summer stations, The Wisconsin State Horti- view overlooking Detroit Harbor and fy 
meeting and a visit to the Albert Ten cultural Society was fortunate to se- the mainland. Could be used as a sum- 
Eyck Pine Bluff Fruit Farm at Brod- cure 100 trees this year from nurseries mer resort. 80 acres of land with a lot 

bead: in British Columbia. Orders were tak- of sugar maple trees. Reason for sell- 
‘The Honor Hell en at the County Association meetings ing is age and health. 

All of the older organizations again ang this small number of trees were Will sell part or all, reasonable. 
voted to help the Wisconsin Apple In- entirely sold out before the last three Arthur Wickman, Washington Island 
stitute in its apple promotion program meetings were over. Trees are scarce Door County, Wisconsin 
by giving as much money as they 

could afford: Milwaukee County voted 

$50; Racine County. $25; Waukesha ogee i t 

voted $25; Washington County gave 4 b sme SA aa. er 

$25; Ozaukee County, $50; Sheboygan ‘al com Bs saci ue g: Sao ee. + Ta 
County voted $15. Several of the or- 1 4 m i 0 es: a : 
ganizations “passed the hat” and ~ 99a  —~_ oa By of ‘ 
members gave almost the amount |] Ba ad a oa 

voted. Jefferson County gave $50.00. ‘a 5 eke Bad ® 
Neglected Tree Removal bs ee sa % 

Program Endorsed ‘ 2 
All the County Associations voted 

to recommend pushing the neglected 

tree removal program in Wisconsin. 

Publicity to inform the public of the q 

danger of harboring insects and dis- a 

eases in neglected fruit trees which 

sometimes makes it impossible to grow 

clean fruit in adjoining orchards is 

the first important step. Owners of 

neglected trees should be asked to 

either spray them to control pests or i) 

cut them down. If they refuse to do 

either and it can be proven that the 

trees are detrimental to adjoining o:- 

chards, the trees can be cut down as 

provided in the Wisconsin Statutes 

and the cost assessed to the owner. Apple pie featured at fruit growers ing of the Ozaukee County Fruit 

Apple Dessert Contest Favored meetings. This picture shows a typi- Growers Association. At left: Vice 
The plan submitted by the Wiscon- cal scene at the annual meetings of 12 President Roland Nieman, Cedarburg; 

sin Apple Institute to hold an apple County Fruit Growers Associations Prof. George Klingbeil; Secretary- 

tes ea in the oe ie of . an pela ee ee a. ae ce Treas. Armin Frenz, Cedarburg; 

monstration was favored by most tue! 8 lots of apple pie " 
organizations. Local county contests were prepared by the ladies at al- President Armin Barthel, Thiensville; 

will be held. Winners in the county most all of the meetings. Shown here H. J. Rahmlow, Sec., Wis. Hort. So- 
contests will compete in the state con- are officers and speakers at the meet- ciety. —Ozaukee County Press Photo. 
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$1.00 per box more on apples... 

Cherry Brown Rot and Cherry Leaf Spot control 
° 

practically perfect... 
° ° ° 

Strawberry selling price increased 50 per cent... 

, . oe ene 7 
ee ay Michigan Apple Grower Shows Big 

P + Profit Increase with ORTHOCIDE (Captan) 

( Melvin Andrus of South Haven, Mich., used ORTHOCIDE on 80 acres of his 

Jonathons, Mcintosh and Red Delicious, and sulfur on the remaining 80 

acres, He reports that yield from his ORTHOCIDE—sprayed acreage was 

14,000 bushels; yields from the sulfur-sprayed acreage only 12,000 bushels. 

" All of the ORTHOCIDE-sprayed apples were uniformly fine, both in size 

Ia 5 and finish, 

\ ¥ “Got a lot nicer-looking apple with this new spray,” 

- Mr. Andrus reports. “Sold them orchard-cun and saved 

about $1 per box in sorting and grading costs.” 

n Mr. Andrus spent $270 more for his ORTHOCIDE program than for his sulfur 

program. The return on this investment ($1 per box savings on 12,000 boxes 

plus the return on 2,000 extra boxes) ran well into five figures. 

° 
Larger. . . 

Sour Cherries ger, Ups Both Yield and Price 

Better Colored 50% on Strawberries 
Al Boyle, Medina, N York, reports: “I used a complete schedule of 

ORTHOCIDE on ty Sour ‘Cherries in 1953. The foliage was larger and greener or 5 a. ‘ soeaon siewberiee / 

than ever before and the cherries were larger, better colored and ripened lee et  SaTiGC DE rosi ee u 

evenly. Control of Brown Rot and Cherry Leaf Spot was practically perfect. a4 cake fe 5 per ae es ae 

Although there was considerable leaf loss of other cherries in my Nicinity, wart a rege leest 50% prizes it—yi - ; 

my trees kept their large dark green foliage until later than usual. of rit as selling price wea Yes 

. 50% due to improved size, firmness and 
For other grower reports, and further in- color of fruit. Use of ORTHOCIDE 
formation on the use of ORTHOCIDE in your caused the second year crop to be better 
area, contact your local ORTHO fieldman than the first year crop—a reverse of 

. . a the normal situation. 

California Spray-Chemical Corp. 
District Office—Maryland Heights, Mo. 
Branch Office—Janesville, Wis. 
Home Office—Richmond, Calif. 
Other Branches Throughout the U. S. A. 

TM’S ORTHO, ORTHOCIDE, REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. SCIENTIFIC PEST CONTROL 
araun aurora 
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KOLODUST 

FOR KEAL FROTECTION WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST! 

Wet weather is scab weather. That’s when And Kolodust goes on fast. With a powerful 
spores are shooting, when danger of severe Niagara Liqui-Duster you can Kolodust a large - 
infection is greatest. And that’s just when acreage of orchards in a very short time. Re- 
dusting in the rain with Kolodust gives your member, you can Kolodust when bad weather 
trees protection you can get in no other way! bogs down heavy sprayers and keeps them 

Kolodust is the only material that penetrates in the barn! 
rain drops and adheres to foliage, buds or fruit So stop scab troubles before they can start— 
both during and after the rain. With a Niagara this spring, and every spring from now on. 
orchard duster and Kolodust you are no longer KOLODUST in the rain for real scab protection 
at the mercy of the weather. when you need it most. With 

Kolodust is absolutely safe, permits your such “on-the-nose” timing, 
trees to function normally, producing finer fruit you'll profit in bigger, finer SQ. 
finish and more buds for next year’s crop. packs of more profitable fruit! EE 

@ — “ 
ia ara INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, a Se 

ORCHARD DUSTERS His ett ae 

Niagara Chemical Division ie : 
~ FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION f , 

Middlepert, N.Y., Richmond, Calif., Jacksonville, Fla., Tampa, Fla., Pompano, Fla., & Ps | | 
Wyoming, ll, New Orleans, La., Ayer, Mass., Greenville, Miss., Harlingen, Tex., eS Py ; 
Pecos, Tex. Yakima, Wash, Subsidiary: Pine Bluff Chemical Co., Pine Bluff, Ark. Lo ret ee lal ages ee f 
Canadian Associate: NIAGARA BRAND SPRAY CO,, LTD,, Burlington, Ontario. —— 
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° ° DIRECTORY OF OFFICERS 
What Our Orchardists Are Doing COUNTY FRUIT GROWERS 

Report On Management Practices By Growers ASSOCIATIONS 
CALUMET COUNTY: Pres. Ervin 

In March a questionaire was sent Orchard Fertilizer Program Winkler, Brillion; Vice Pres., Peter 

= eth ye ine aad 7 _ Another question asked fruit grow- Woelfel, New Holstein; Sec.-Treas., 
.. ie gets bh ore of what some °T? Was: “What is your fertilizer pro- Melvin Buboltz, Brillion. 

of our commercial growers are doing STe™ for the orchard. What Kind did CutPPEWA COUNTY: Pres. John 
in the way of orchard management emne of th . McIquham; Vice Pres., George Gan- 

practices. Their replies are interesting. oO SHEWEES. non; Sec. L. G. Horne; Treas., James 

The first question “will you ap- 1, Ammonium nitrate, 6 to 10 Ibs. per + McIquham. All of Chippewa Falls. 
tree. Al 60. (I Coun- ply a ground spray for the control of 44) 2 Teel peteeh Do paar Coun” JEFFERSON COUNTY: Pres, Wil- 

apple scab?” trogen in the spring. Amount depends liam senna vice et ee, 

In the answers received, only grow- on soil analysis. (In Door County). Boese; Sec.-Treas., Carrol tippner. 

ers in Door County and Bayfield ex- 3. Used 300 Ibs. 10-10-10 broadcast an- “I! of Ft. Atkinson. 
pected to use the ground spray. One nually and up to 2% lbs. ammonium MANITOWOC COUNTY: Pres., Al- 
grower mentioned that Dr. J.D. Moore nitrate in the spring. Used 3 sprays pert Mueller, Mishicot; Vice Pres., Al- 
highly recommends the ground spray containing 5 Ibs. Nu-Green to 100 den Kolb, Cleveland; Sec.-Treas. Ervin 
for Door County. A Bayfield grower gallons. 4. We use ammonium ni- ‘yma, Cato. 
wrote: “I expect to use the ground trate, 100 to 250 lbs. per acre depend- 

spray in that portion of the orchard ing on size of the trees. 5. On average MILWAUKEE COUNTY: Pres., Ar- 
where Orthocide is used.” trees we use 5 lbs. of ammonium ni- thur Brunn, West Allis; Vice a 

trate per tree. 6. We used 383% am- Frank W. Meyer, Milwaukee; C.- 
b; fe 

ee ce fixie worey. wre: Be nal monium nitrate applied at 4 Ibs. per Treas., Alfred J. Meyer, Milwaukee. 

have equipment for it and the cost ceci bearing age; small amount on = gy AG AMIE COUNTY: Pres. 
is high. Will depend on good pruning Sat ae ee en Pa ni- Reinhold Harp, Hortonville; Vice 
and the complete spray schedule.” ie he a hi t y an i parts of the Pres., John Van Elzen, Appleton; Sec.- 

Another wrote: “I am unable to get OrCR@rd, but by machine broadcast Treas, Harvey Jamison, Appleton. 
through the orchard and do a thorough with some commerical fertilizer in 

job.” “I have too much scattered area some parts easily accessible. Use OZAUKEE COUNTY: Pres., Armin 

id rough ground to make a ground about 7 Ibs. per tree. (Waupaca coun-_ Barthel, Thiensville; Vice Pres., Ro- 

spray practical” ty). 8. We use 3 to5 Ibs. of 33% percent land Nieman, Cedarburg; Sec.-Treas., 

. ammonium nitrate broadcast with a Armin Frenz, Cedarburg. 

Fungi: For Scab 1 spreader. Have mad trial lica- 

cites Fer °° mre tion of 10-10-10 fertilizer. 9. We use _ RACINE COUNTY: Pres, Marvin E. 
The next question was: “What fun- 1) 1419 at the rate of 8 Ibs. per tree, DeSmidt, Racine; Vice Pres, V. J. 

gicide will you use for scab control in + Be * Konicek, Racine; Sec.-Treas., Harold 

1954?” Proeber, Jr., Franksville. 

A number of growers will use the ROCK COUNTY: Pres. Albert A 

regular spray program recommended Ten Eyck, Brodh a. ic P : 
in the spray bulletin put out by the KROP-SAVERS i. dekh uae bs Uke, Bae 
University of Wisconsin of Lime Su'- Z 0 . ” 

| phur befare bloom, followed by Wet- Crag Herbici Dust or Spray Campbell, Janesville. 

table Sulphur and Ferbam. Some plan Insecticides and Fungicides for SHAWANO COUNTY: Pres. Roman 

to use Orthocide, especially where they Fruits and Vegetables Muskavitch, Shawano; Vice Pres., 
have Golden and Red Delicious. Here Elmer Teske, Clintonville; Sec.-Treas., 

are some other programs mentioned. s, Crag 341 and Captan for Fruit Louis Krohn, Shawano. 
‘Lime Sulphur, Puratized and Ortho- pray 
cide.” Another wrote: “Last year I Aldein or Chloedane in fertilizer for SHEBOYGAN COUNTY: Pres. Ar- 

used Puratized. It is more expensive. Goat Cont no Meyer, Waldo; Vice Pres., Phillip 
Used it for two pre-blossom sprays ‘White ‘ ae oe: ee Bernard Hal- 

and calyx spray. After that I used imerae Piss ig, Sheboygan Falls. 
Niagara Kolo Carbamate. Expect to WASHINGTON COUNTY: Pres. 
follow the same schedule. Crop-Saver Chemical Joseph Morawetz; Vice Pres. John 
Some other statements: “Will use C I Kopp; Sec.-Treas., E. E. Skaliskey. All 

Crag and Tag combination through ompany, inc. of West Bend. 
Calyx. Crag after Calyx. Trial plot of 400 South Winsted Street, 
Orthocide.” “Early Liquid Lime Sul- WAUKESHA COUNTY: Pres. John 

Phur followed by Kolospray and Kolo- Spring Green, Wisconsin Tel. 195 | Lyon, Waukesha; Vice Pres. W. H. 

fog.” “We use lime sulphur and Fer- Basse, Muskego; Sec.-Treas., Mrs. 
mate, Lester Tans, Waukesha. 
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Orchard News 
FROM THE WISCONSIN APPLE enjoyed seeing them. Business con- WHY REPLANTED FRUIT TREES 

MARKET IN FLORIDA tinues to be good, though tourists do FAIL TO GROW 

William Connell Appreciates Value not seem to be as interested in apples Young fruit trees when replanted 

Of Wisconsin Apple Recipe Books as are the local people or those here co old aprotinin emg eat coat 

. for the winter. I might mention that O. Stow: SELIEAIONY: Prob: 

Mr. William Connell who built the lem has been studied by Frank N. 
“ » We made it a policy to give a copy of Heweston of the Pennsylvania Station, 

attractive “Wisconsin Apple Market’ the booklet “Use Wisconsin Apples 58 te was interested in the problem of 

near Clearwater, Florida wrote in New Ways” to every one from Wis- replanting peaches on favorable sites 

March ‘as follows. (ocndensed) consin who visits us, and have not Where an old orchard had been re- 

“A number of Wisconsin apple grow- encountered any one who has seen _— = oe oa 
ers have stopped here during the sea- such a book or has one in their home. tho presence of "me Qlecane et 
son. Among them Mr. Bigelow Lourie Really the books are wonderful and gms, poor physical conditions of the 

of Gays Mills, the Albin Youngs of it seems too bad that money is so_ soil, poisonous subtances from the 

Galesville, the Roland Niemans of short for the good work that distri- old tree or injurious soil insects were 

Cedarburg, their son and daughter-in- bution of the recipe books could ac- the cause of the poor growth. The 
7% treatments used were the old soil from 

law, and Fritz Meyer of Waldo. Have complish with the housewife. the planting hole mixed with (1) dry 

10-10-10 commercial fertilizer, (2) li- 

quid fertilizer, (3) manure, (4) Bor- 

deaux, (5) Peat moss, (6) BHC, (7) 

water, (8) the old soil alone (9) new 

soil and (10) a new site. 

2 By mixing a liquid fertilizer with 

' ral adh: a the old soil better growth of the 

sy a TH: fungicides young trees was secured than with 

: any of the other methods including 

= : = , those on new sites or with new soil 

MAKE 0 it 1) ] n at | 0 | | | ) | around the roots. "The manure treat- 

i ment was second best. The use of 

f dry fertilizer, peat moss, Bordeaux and 

s V ai}! BHC had very little effect as measured 
; N Wy [ d \ Vy I 0 $ r c m S 0 i by increased growth. The experiment 

ae with liquid and dry fertilizers and 

TT, ™ f ae ik BHC were repeated in another orchard 

] t H | > Wy @ Cl Lt Hts e ) the following year with similar re- 
sults. The liquid fertilizer was pre- 

pared by dissolving one-fourth pound 

er of a high analysis soluble fertilizer in 

2% gallons of water. The fertilizer 

00s used was one of the mixtures used as 

suc a starter for vegetable plants. 

While other factors may at times 

prevent satisfactory growth of re- 

plants, one of the most important ap- 

pears to be the low supply of readily 

available plant food.—By Aubrey D. 
Hibbard, In Horticultural News, Mis- 

souri Hort. Society. 

Food at the roadside cafe was good, 
but the music! When a waiter dropped 
a tray of dishes everybody got up and 
started dancing.—Forest Republican. 

lj —- 

a att | ji Man who falls down usually gets up 
a lot quicker than the man who lies 

down.—Iron County Miner. 
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GROWERS ACCLAIM IT: . 
THE GREATEST . 
ORCHARD TOOL Let Us Show You The EDWARDS 
OF THE TIMES 

Does the kind of mulching job you have always wanted done 

in your orchard but never had anything to do it with. 

It is the answer for the perfect mulching tool on 

GRAIN' — LEGUMES — GRASSES — WEEDS 

Without injury to your sod—tLevel Your Orchard Like a Lawn 

A REAL SOIL a= SAVES EQUIPMENT 
BUILDER — SAVER TIME — MONEY 

ELIMINATES THE NEED CONSERVES 
OF MOWING — DISCING © MOISTURE 

Don’t Burn Your Brush! It Is Worth $18.00 Per Ton! 

Put It Back Into the Soil Through the Use of a Culti-Cutter! 

Your Brush Is an Important Humus Forming Soil-Building : 

Material . . . Don’t Burn If! 

The “8 in 1” Tool — Use It The Year ‘Round 

@ Cuts Brush @ Aerates 

@ Cuts Cover Crops @ Mulches . 

@ Levels—every time you use it @ Controls Mice 

@ Prevents Erosion—absorbs rainfall @ Harrows 

No Orchard Tool Is In Such Great Demand as THE CULTI-CUTTER 

Write for Literature—Ask for a Demonstration 

oO e 

Wisconsin Orchard Supply Company 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin Telephone 825 

MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF PRODUCTION AND MARKETING EQUIPMENT 
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Berries d Vegetables 
2 Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 

aE Sais de Ra a Pate Bele Boer Smet Es Wi te SENS, te 
SUMMER MEETING AND TOUR - ORGANIC MATTER AND 

WISCONSIN BERRY & eT FERTILIZERS FOR 
VEGETABLE GROWERS Pcs pac 5 STRAWBERRIES 

ASSOCIATION pipes Pais r “My experience has been that 

Friday, June 11—Milwaukee County Eee : SAW) . manure is the best all-purpose fer- 
Reserve Friday, June 11 for a tour 7 tilizer for strawberries” writes Har- 

of Milwaukee County berry and vege- Wik IKE vey Kamnetz, strawberry grower at 
table plantings. Assistant County “GZ \ Cumberland, Wis. He adds. 
Agent E. B. Stiefvater has arranged Chal “As barnyard manure is not avail- 

for special demonstrations and plant- i able in any quantity in this area, 
ings of virus-free stock, new vari some suitable substitute is sought. 

a which will be of interest ak WHEN REMOVING SEEDLING We have used Monroe soy beans, 
growers. fron oa AVOID RIGTURE- oats and hay crops as green manure, 

There will be a Brave’s baseba'l PLENTY SOIL WITH IT. \ then fertilizing with commercial fer- 

game that evening. Get your tickets tilizer. Have found that oats sown 

early. . very early in the spring, followed by 

v es iG net, a soy beans about June 10th, followed 

ELIMINATION OF VIRUS growers will carry on a systematic >Y @nother quick growing green 
DISEASES IN STRAWBERRIES spray program for strawberries the CTP in ithe fall stich ies ‘oats or Te 

WILL BE A BIG FACTOR IN same as apple growers do for their bas igiven quitea: satlstactory supply 
INCREASED PRODUCTION fruit. of organic matter. As we have irri- 

Dr. George M. Darrow of the U.S. Fortunately, due to the work of gation available; tne ‘soy’ beans, are 
Department of Agriculture presented a the Peninsula Branch Experiment about hip-high all over the field even 

paper at the meeting of the American Station at Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin when they are sown at the rate of 2 

Society for Horticultural Science in growers may soon have virus-free bushel per acre broadcast. Each green 

Madison during September on the sub- plants available. manure crop was fertilized with an 

ject of “Virus-Free Strawberry Plants”. —_ application of at least 300 pounds per 
He posed these questions. Are virus ADVERSE WEATHER AFFECTS ten es ee ick other isan 
free stocks superior to infected STRAWBERRY PLANTS ypes. It seems that a gradu . 
stocks? Will they remain substantially . up of fertility gives much better re- 
virus-free long enough to pay. He Philip W. Smith sults for strawberries than one or 

stated: “Growers of the Marshall Wis. Dept. of Agriculture two very heavy applications of fer- 

strawberries know that they must Drought-like conditions in Wiscon- llizer: ‘the iyear: that ‘the: plants; are 

have virus-free plants to obtain high sin during the 1953 growing season oe i will have 

yields and continue to grow straw- are responsible for poor stands of 8 acres a  atrawhertiog Tneiudinig the 

berries. Many eastern growers of Cat- strawberry plants. Plants did not a 

skill also know this to be true. Fair- send out as many runners as is nor- new, settings. 

fax and Midland infected by certain mal, and plants formed at the ends CRAG HERBICIDE CONTROLS 

viruses make almost no runners and of these runners did not get enough WEEDS IN LATHAM 

virus-free stocks of these are a neces- rain for them all to become firmly RASPBERRIES 

sity. Recent findings indicate that vi- rooted before winter. In our February issue, Professor E. 

rus-free stocks of Blackmore, Premier Reports from eastern United States L. Denisen of Iowa State College dis- 

and Sparkle may produce 8 times as indicate drought also has caused a cussed weed control in small fruits 

many plants as some nursery stocks shortage of plants and that the 1954 and stated that Crag Herbicide 1 has 

of these varieties. Infected stocks of fruit yield will be lowered. been used for 3 consecutive years in 
these varieties are a menace to virus- Growers in Wisconsin are not ex- a planting of Latham raspberries with- 

free stocks of other susceptible varie- pected to have normal fruit yields. out apparent injury to foliage, canes 
ties unless aphids are fully controlled.” However, those growers who had ir- or new sucker growth and that yields 

He stated that since virus-free rigation equipment and used it to ad- have not been reduced compared to 

stocks produce more plants they can vantage are expected to come through the hand weeded checks. 

soon replace infected stocks and may with both plants and fruit; but their There was an error in the article 

be kept virus-free by controlling the combined acreages probably will not in the February issue; the word 

insetts that carry the viruses from be great enough to satisfy demands “not” was omitted, giving it a different 
one plant to another. for plants and fruit. meaning. 
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STRAWBERRY PLANTS FOR SALE CERTIFIED BERRY PLANTS CERTIFIED STRAWBERRY 

State Inspected plants. Free of dis- FOR SALE PLANTS 
ease. Catskill, Robinson and Premier. We have the following plants for Robinson, Catskill, Beaver (original 
1,000 @ $18.00. 100 @ $2.25. Postpaid. ‘sale: Gem (Everbearing); Premier, strain) 100 @ $2.75; 500 @ $8.50; 1000 
Milligan Orchards, Bayfield, Wiscon- Robinson, Dunlap (Junebearing; at @ $15.50. Postpaid. Also a limited 

sin. $15.00 per 1,000. $2.00 per 100. number of Sparkle and Catskill plants 
eee ee renner Superfection and Streamliner (Ever- from virus free foundation stock 100 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS baer Catskill, Thomas, Beaver @ $3.50 Postpaid. Quality plants fresh- 
and Fairfax (Junebearing), at $18.00 jy dug just before shipment. KAM- 

For Sale: Certified strawberry per 1,000. $2.25 per 100. Webster (Ever- NETZ STRAWBERRY NURSERY, 
plants. Wis. No. 214; Wis. No. 261; bearing) at $4.00 per 100. All postpaid. Cumberland, Wisconsin. 
Premier; Catskill; Wis. No. 537. 50 @ Latham raspberries at $40.00 per 

$1.75; 100 @ $2.75; 250 @ $6.00; 500 @ 1,000, F.O.B. Bayfield. $5.00 per 100; TRA LANTS 
$9.50; 1000 @ $16.00. $3.00 per 50; $L75 per 25, Postpaid. STRAWBEREY: 
Senator Dunlap and Robinson. 50 @ Viking raspberries at $25.00 per We again offer the following varie- 

$1.60; 100 @ $2.50; 250 @ $4.50; 500 @ 1,000, F.0.B. Bayfield. $3.50 per 100; ties of high grade plants. Robinson. 

$7.50; 1000 @ $14.00. $2.00 per 50; $1.25 per 25, Postpaid. Dunlap. Blakemore. Catskill. Premier. 
Add postage on orders up to 250 John Krueger, Route 1, Bayfield, Beaver, the original. Can’t be beat. 

plants. Over 250 plants by Express wis, Wis. No’s 214, 261 and 537. Our 537 is 

Collect. Be sure to list your Express Se dark green. Gem and Streamliner 

office. Everbearing. 
CERTIFIED STRAWBERRY 

— — omg’ beer _ PLANTS FOR SALE We do not boast when we say— 
mate iene date of ship- Catskill, Thomas, Improved Senator “When better plants are grown, Ped- 

Dunlap, Wis. No. 214 and 261. Hill- ersen will grow them.” H. H. Pedersen 
THE ZIMMERMAN NURSERY, » Fruit Pp F e- 

1015-2nd Street, Baraboo, Wisconsin. fruit Dairy Farm. Victor Heinz, Cleve- & Plant Farm, Warrens, Wi 
land, Wis. consin. 

RASPBERRY PLANTS PeReY PLANTS Tt ee 
LANTS TATE Ranpberry Pants For Sale, Latham ae Bas ese knead 

State Inspected. 00 100. Post 
Paid. John G ee te L Bo ‘os Primier, Beaver and Bearmore Premier; Wis. No. 214, 587 and 261; 

fol riffin, Route 1, Box 273, Strawberry plants for sale. All State Empire; Robinson; Junebearing and 
Hales Corners, Wis. Inspected. I. H. Bowen, Alma Center, uperfection everbearing strawber- 

Wis. ries. Durham everbearing rapsberry 
TTT plants. Al Kruse Nursery, 615 Ef- 

BERRY BOXES BERRY PLANTS FOR SALE finger Road, Baraboo, Wis. 
For Sale. Berry Boxes and Crates. STRAWBERRY PLANTS: Catskill; we 

For Price List write Ebner Box Fac- | Premier; Robinson; Wis. No. 261; BERRY PLANTS AND 

tory, Cameron, Wis. Thomas—very late and excellent qual- NURSERY STOCK 

ity. 100 @ $2.75. 1,000 @ $17.00. Not P i Catskill 

postpaid. For larger amounts pene! aca wibetey oa. oe. 

NEW STRAWBERRY— write for prices. In 100 lots’ only: $2.50; 200 @ $4.95; 500 @ $9.00; 1,000 

THE PARISH PERFECT Wis. No. 587, green type, no yellowing @ gino Gem Everbearing, 100 - @ 
of leaves; Vermillion. 100 @ $3.00. m 

A new June-bearing strawberry has $3.50. 
RASPBERRY PLANTS: Latham 

been named Parish Perfect. A limited Dunham everbearing red raspberry 
No. 1 and No. 2 @ $8.50 and $7.00 per 

supply of the plants will be offered plants. Transplants, 12 @ $L75 25 @ 100. For larger amounts write fcr 
for sale this spring by Gordon J. Suth- prices. $3.15; 50 @ $7.25; 100 @ $14.0. 

ef gumers Moundvien Novy? MHL B. BLACKMAN, 286 8, Union Tatham, 35 @ S80; 50 @ BEan; 10 @ eee NES > St., Richland Center, Wis. $10.00. 
censee of the introducer. Cumberland Black Raspberry, 25 @ 

The plant was discovered in south- $2.50; 50 @ $4.75; 100 @ $9.00. 

western Wisconsin and grown from M Washington 
a single plant. The berry has a deep MOULTON 2 yr. old, 25 ; ee @ as 
red center and grows quite large on IRRIGATION COMPANY @ $3.50. , , 
stout upright stems. by ALL POSTPAD. 

Mr. Suthers writes that they wel- Evergreens, Fruit trees, shrubs, come visitors for inspection of this H. D. Roberts 

new berry at the Nursery. Those in- shade trees. Send for price list. 

terested in trying a new variety should Black River Falls, Wis. HALL NURSERY 
contact him. ELMWOOD, WISCONSIN 
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QUESTIONABLE HORTICULTURAL | APPLE DESSERT CONTEST 

ADVERTISING <7 yf County Fruit Growers Associations 
Of interest are some caustic com- < A”, Vote To Carry On County And 

ments by Harry Graves, Extension oy State Apple Dessert 

Horticulturist in North Dakota who i ‘ Demonstration Contest 
writes this in his column in Dakota : Sponsored by the Wisconsin Ap- 

Horticulture. Ze ple Institute a County and State- 
“Editor George Kelly of The Green ey” wide Apple Dessert Baking Contest 

Thumb (Colorado) has taken a hard to select a queen will be held in 
look at questionable horticultural ad- Ss August and September of this year. 
vertising. Roses and tulips came in A number of County Fruit Growers 

for his special scrutiny. Especially a Puy Bink Associations voted in favor of the 

roses guaranteed to grow fifteen feet es x 1 Gy contest and to hold local demonstra- 

in one season with hundreds of blooms 5 a. tions to select a County Queen. The 
all summer long and tulips—100 bulbs S wees ST a Wisconsin Apple Institute will con- 
for $1.98. The average bloom from Xt fod duct the State-wide contest giving 
100 bulbs in one of these “deals” was sponsorship and prizes. 
six! We know just what George is Objectives of the contest are to 

talking about. It seems that some of with these birds sooner or later—we provide local and state-wide promo- 

the Medicine Men who once sold hair hope it is sooner! We are glad none of tion of apples during the harvest 

tonic have become horticulturists “for this horticultural hocus-pocus has season. The winning contestants will 

a day.” Let’s hope the American As- been staged by our own nurserymen. demonstrate over radio and_ tele- 

sociation of Nurserymen catches up We better stick to them.” vision. 

PREPARING SMALL AMOUNTS OF SPRAY MATERIALS 

Many home orchards are not large enough to require mixing sprays in 100 gallon lots. The following 
table gives the amount of spray materials needed to prepare various sprays in one and five gallon lots. 

pec tiers ABest enh eth 
Amount needed for 

Material 1 gal. spray 5 gals. spray 100 gals, spray 

Liquid lime sulfur 5_ tbsp. 1 cupful— 8 tbsp. 2 gals. 
Dry lime sulfur 43 tbsp. 1 cupful—5 tbsp. 8 ibs. 
Wettable micronized sulfur 2% tbsp. ‘ 124% tbsp. 5 Ibs. 
Ferbam, 76% 6 tsp. 10’ thsp. 1% Ibs. 
Zineb, 65% 
Parzate Bowder 8 tsp. 13 tbsp. 2 Ibs. 
Dithane Z-78 4 tsp. 61% tbsp. 2 Ibs. 

Captan, 50% 5 tsp. 813 tbsp. 2 Ibs. 
Bordeaux mixture 

(6-8-100) 
Instant copper sulfate 8 tsp. 134% tbsp. 6 lbs. 

(aio lime (fresh) 7 tbsp. 2% cupfuls 8 lbs. 

Instant copper sulfate 4 tsp. 6% tbsp. 3 Ibs. 
Hydrated lime 3% tbsp. 1 cupful—2 tbsp. 4 Ibs. 

Insecticides 
Methoxychlor, 50% 5 tsp., 814 tbsp. 2 Ibs. 
Arsenate of lead 2 tbsp. 10 tbsp. 3 Ibs. 
BOT wettable 2 tbsp. 10 tbsp. 2 Ibs. 
DDT—75% wettable 1% tbsp. 7¥% tbsp. 1% lbs. 
Nicotine sulfate, 40% 1% tbsp., 5 tsp. 2 tbsp., 4% cupful % pint, 24 ats. 

dissolved soap dissolved soap dissolved soap 

tbsp. = 1 level tablespoonful; tsp. = 1 level teaspoonful; 3 tsp. = 1 tbsp.; 16 ay = 1 level measuring cupful. 
Use a regular set of measuring spoons for measuring out the above chemicals. Loosen up the powder in the 
containers before measuring out the required amounts. 

Prepared by: G. C. Klingbeil Department of Horticulture; D. A. Dever, Departraent of Economic Entomology; Earl Wade, 
Department of Plant Pathology; 2/54 
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WISCONSIN IRIS 

SOCIETY OFFICERS 

The Wisconsin Iris Society has 9 — ae 
grown into an influential, strong or- Itt AN ic Toh y 

ganization, and the membership has § oO a ° oa ) 

increased steadily. Officers for the ( \ j it l tt Plant al 

coming year: are: Pres. Mrs. Arthur Ley Tm i } SS) * weun foe 

Blodgett, Waukesha; Vice Pres., Mrs. | se. FY 
Howard Goodrick, Milwaukee; Sec., - ee | As oo IRD gS | ae 

Mrs. Robert Baumgartner, 3742 W. Re 7 Bene ea aes SS +e ee 
Dorothy Pl, Milwaukee; Treas., Mr. - * Lee Le : 
Alfred Mueller, Elm Grove, Wis. Chair- ee yA mH Se 
man of the Show Committee is Mr. " AS oon ae) | aS Gi NS a 
Arthur Blodgett. vr Paget mae eI Mh Ad 
The Society holds regular monthly 4 pcm] o> reg eee. el " 

ee JTRS: ca on ae ee re am i ae 

MOST POPULAR ANNUALS ime x Sg 

Petunias and zinnias are the most uO, nee 

satisfactory and popular annual flow- 

ers, They bloom all season and they Let McKay’s Landscape Architects Help You 
provide types to suit all tastes. Minia- 

ture to tall plants produce single or 
double, small to large flowers of many i Just picture your home in a setting 
colors and shapes. <A aan) ae of natural beauty — beautifully 

mei Ue a landscaped from the far corners to 
Blass Zinuls, only 1964 All-America f \ at = the front lawn at the road’s edge. 

Selection, is a giant in size but with i \ A eee : 
v4 That's the McKay way — taking 

quilled and curled petals to show Z a full advantage of ever 

airiness and good taste as cut-flowers 5 r 2 9 yep 
4 | tunity to create for you a comfort- 

in arrangements. Its color is flame- a ” 
| able “outdoor living room. 

orange. 

Last year’s All-America winner, ~\ A 
Comanche petunia, is the outstanding 
scarlet red and one of the finest of all For Comfort 

petunias. Silver Medal petunia is a 

similar favorite in salmon pink. An “outdoor living room,” with its 
beautiful natural “furnishings,” 

— eee adds value to your property and 

gives you pleasure unlimited. 

Grow plants with ease — use For Beauty 

come ew . 
Or dhe 9G a eee Your front lawn is the real show 

Nourish new plants, pre- window of your home. McKay‘s 
vent root shock when f y 

UY transplanting. Gain 1-3 experts will help you accent its 
weeks’ growing time. 

’ 

Flat size 81,” x 614" natural lines of beauty. 
p x 2%", Flat and 12 bands, 

30¢. 5 for $1.25. 10 for $2.00 postpaid. 
SNAPDRAGON GARDEN 

Beautiful tall spikes of rust-resistant snap- For complete information consult your local McKay Ri ntativ 
a f Af epresentative 

cock folowing eolr rove, white, # bs or write to our Madison office. 
ink, erimson, cherry. ES 

all @ pect pond 25c te a nl 
Send Today For Your PES 

rnae toed catoe La WISCONSIN‘’S GREATEST NURSERY 
Our 67th year. Big free 80-page ff Olds Seeds 
catalog features many new items. lala 
Hereare just afew: Cactus Flowering PN oea 
Zinnia Blaze, 25¢ pkt. (2 pkts. 45¢) [ream aees M 
Wisconsin Golden 900 Hybrid Sweet bagi ae Cc 

Com - - - 15¢ pkt. (2 pkts. 25¢) iach i em a 
Bells of Ireland, 20¢ pkt.(2 pkts.35¢) eam a 

L. L. OLDS SEED Co. OFFICE NURSERIES 

Lal 1919 Monroe St. Waterloo, 
Madison, Wis. Wisconsin 

ae 3 
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For The Wisconsin Nurserymen's Association 

Pres., Robert H. Gieringer, Milwaukee; Vice Pres., John Gartman, Fond du Lac; Sec.-Treas., Thomas S. Pinney, Sturgeon Bay; 
Eorror, Leland Jens, Wisconsin Rapids. Directors: L. L. Kumlien, Janesville; Frank Thierfelder, Milwaukee; Vincent Frantel, 
Kenosha; Charles Hawks, Wauwatosa; Howard Anderson, Port Edwards; M. A. Haller, Oshkosh. 

MEET THE PRESIDENT prove their bloom when cutting is 

The fellow who looks like a banker done. 
in the picture is actually one of the Flowering Crabs 

hardest working dirt farmers in the The flowering crabs could be more 
Wisconsin Nurserymen’s Association. widely used in Wisconsin not only be- 

Robert H. Gieringer, President of cause of their tremendous display but 

the Wisconsin Nurserymen’s Associa- because it is one of the better small 
tion, was born in Pittsburgh, Penn- trees needed so much with the in- 

sylvania, 46 years ago . . . came to co crease in one story houses. Hopa and 

Milwaukee two years later and has ae Bechtel are the older favorites but 

lived there since. He started work- DT de some later introductions bid fair for 

ing part time when 12 years old for % leadership. 
Eschrich’s Truck Gardens—kept on Forsythia, the harbinger of Spring 

into full time. Didn't marry the boss’ is excellent for cutting. This is es- 
daughter but married the boss’ uncle’s [7 pecially true of Spring G!ory, a new- 

daughter, Viola Eschrich. They just a comer, which blooms in a much light- 
celebrated their Silver Anniversary. er shade of yellow and it is also true 

. Robert ringer, Milwau- 
Bob opened up for himself in truck Mr. H. Gio = of Spectabilis. Another one in the 

gardening in 1929 which, he says, may ‘ee, President, Wisconsin Nursery- oariy spring class, Japanese Quince 
have been what started the depres- men’s Association. makes a beautiful bouquet and hy- 

sion. With truck gardening he devel- bridizing has made this available in 

oped an annual and perennial busi- ; various shades, but the shrub is slow 

ness and in 1934 broadened into land- FLOWERING SHRUBS AND TREES growing and compact and care must 

scaping. Bought present real estate By Leland Jens, Wisconsin Rapids. be used in choosing the branches for 
in 1943 and has been building ever cutting. The flower of the beauty 

since. Annuals and perennials are sti‘l It is seldom that a flowering shrub Bush lends itself well for bouquets. In 
the major part of the business, follow- or flowering crab is sold when the some parts of Wisconsin this plant 

ed by roses (9,000 in ’53) and ever- customer is seeking something he can suffers from winter dieback but soon 
greens and shrubs. Supplies quite a use for cut flowers or bouquets. When recuperates. The older and better es- 

few roses to Whitnall Park. All plants he has a shrub that makes good bou- tablished the plant is the less the in- 

are started in steam-sterilized soil; quet material it is usually by inadvert- jury, 2 

7 acres of river-bottom land under ance rather than by design. Many = 4404. oranges are also frequently 
irrigation. Cash and carry of the stock People have chosen to use their picture chosen for this purpose and have the 

he grows is the backbone of the busi- Window as a frame for a bouquet and a vantage of exceptional fragrance. 
ness. He is one of the few who grows the use of shrubs in landscaping that | 012. biooming shrubs are not num- 
a complete line of annuals in straight Will also supply a source of flowers 1. nut one of the best in this class 
colors. that can be used with the gladiolus, is the butterfly bush. Here again cut- 

peonies, and others is an item worth ting for flowers actually im 3 the 
Son Bob is now part of the business considering. Many shrubs and small ; a t tor new flowee Ta re on 

organization, and son Bill is headed trees produce an abundant supply of cack adds cf the ehece tah is area 

that way when he finishes High fiowers and most of them produce ae Dele sae ous. 
School. No discussion of blossoming ma- 

blossoms in such quantity that a few 
terial from shrubs would be complete 

He says the nursery business is a branches removed for bouquets will 
. without mention of the lilacs but the 

good way to spend a lifetime if you’re not noticeably effect the appearance. 2 
lilacs are so frequently used that dis- 

willing to work, and suspects business This is important for taking cut flow- 
cussion is hardly necessary. They are 

will get better all the time for those ers from many of the perennials and 
unsurpassed both for beauty and fra- 

who are in it because the people who annuals reduces the beauty of the 
grance and the only mention that need 

are willing to work seem to get plant itself. be made is to use a variety, if possible 

scarcer all the time.—By Leland Jens. Many of the flowering crab apples for greater interest in the bouquets. 

Se are good plants from which to cut With the highly desirable trend 

A tree is a living thing. Protect it. bouquets. They are not only floriferous toward unifying the outdoor and the 

but usually quite twiggy and the trees indoor greater emphasis can well be 
~ will benefit from a light pruning. Some _given to flowering shrubs that have a 

Beauty seen is never lost—Whittier shrubs, such as the lilacs seem to im- dual value. 
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' GREENHOUSE RESEARCH on Wisconsin sandy soils, as in its planted trees may be injured by 

CENTER ESTABLISHED BY natural range, but color variation of droughty weather; therefore should be 

HOLTON & HUNKEL COMPANY the foliage is more pronounced, still cultivated and watered during the 
The Holton & Hunkel Co., 8951 N. Making it a valuable tree for beauti- first season or two after planting. 

Cedarburg Rd., Milwaukee (at Brown fying the yard or used as a Christmas There has always been a good de- 

Deer), has built a new experimental tree. Colorado Blue Spruce likes lots mand for the “blue” trees, but seeds 

greenhouse. Mr. Stanley Foll is tech- of sunlight, and is sensitive to crowd- Collected from even the bluest trees 
nical director and states that all types ing from other trees. These factozs Produce only a small percentage of 
of problems involving plant growth, should be born in mind when selecting “!ues”, and therefore the “blues” are 
disease and insect control, will be planting site. On sandy soils, newly Continued on page 172 
investigated. The Center will be set up 

by H. V. Hunkel Memorial Research 

Foundation established in honor of 
the founder of the giant company, the 

world’s largest producer of miscellan- 

lants. PAWS / r) 
cout potted» . <0 | a4 TIME TO STs: TEM 

Will Test Fiber-G'‘ass Pe sel Ae : 

One section of the greenhouse will - 

be built with translucent fiber-glass j: 

to compare it with regular glass. The 4 AOS 

fiber-glass is 1/16 inch thick and is \ 
said to admit 85% of available light 

compared to 92% through clean g’ass. re 

There is no danger of breakage from si Ps 

hail and the upkeep is said to be low- a e i pa 
er although the original cost of th> / mo Naf es. : 
fiber-glass is much higher. There are i {4 ———— 

practically no shadows under the —o Pi: FO 

fiber-glass and multiple tiers of bench- REQUIRE 
es will be tested because there will rey de 
be about as much light under the ECUr * 
benches as on top. 14 \ 

MORE ABOUT BLUE SPRUCE , . 
By Allen Troemmer, Quincy Nurseries, 200-bushel corn yields are 

Friendship, Wis. consistently obtained with 
Often the true Blue Spruce is con- sprinkler irrigation. 

fused with our native Black Spruce @ 

which grows in swampy areas over Nation’s outstanding high 

Black Spruce often exhibits a bluish sprinkler irrigated pastures. Rannaager: ler. a as pler with the 
cast on its needles. e gasket that protects the tub- 
The real Blue Spruce comes from Better seed stands and top ing. Available in “Bolt-on” 

the Rocky Mountains of Colorado and quality truck crops with or “Press-on” styles, 
Utah. Colorado Blue Spruce, named faster germination from 
after the state in which most of its sprinkler irrigation. Ca 
natural range is located, is a rather Aptian? 
long sharp needled, deep rooted ever- treco Equipment plus Irece Engi- Can / rH ORE 
green, and grows well under a wide meering insures these results nan@iien ‘a wioey 
range of conditions. This is the major with lowest operating costs! \ARAKE GA ron 
teason it has been adapted for orna- e ——— 
mental planting over a larger part of 

the United States, Canada and even Always New Systems and Frequently Good Used Systems Available 
Europe. For many years Colorado 

Blue Spruce has been a very popular Gorman-Rupp, Goulds and Marlow Pumps 
tree with folks who want to plant and 

beautify their home grounds. The nar- pg ge ERIC P. FRANKE 
shinglng effect of the branches, and in 

& few cases, deep blue, is appreciated R. R. 5, Sturgeon Bay, Wis. Phone 1867F21 

by many tree lovers. 
The tree ‘probably isn’t as long lived 
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‘ DIRECTORS 
KG Walter Axel, Sheboygan 

f ®@ e e Leland Shaw, Milton 
G. H. Thompson, Manitowoe ladiolus Jidings : Senet us ~ Dr. R. H. Juers, Wausau 
Charles Melk, Milwaukee 

4 John Gates, Two Rivers 
a — a Port Washington 

For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Otto Kapechitake, 3r., Sheborgan 
President Vice President Secretary Bi Ling ‘Gpring Green 

DR. R. H. JUERS CHARLES MELK MRS. JOHN BAYLESS Jerry Merchardt, Marinette 

Wausan Milwaukee Rt. 2, Two Rivers Ray Quady, Minoqua 
Treadaxée Joseph Rezek, Manitowoc 

DE. 3A, KASTEN He J tehstiow, Madison, Bxofficio 
315 Washington St., Wausau “ . . 

ee 

SILVER ANNIVERSARY make up @ corsage the way they do it 
WISCONSIN STATE GLADIOLUS Bs i...) at the shows and then take one along 

SHOW 1} 3 an in the car when you're delivering 
Wausau—August 14-15 AS Prt S at q standard varieties to your florist pa- 

Committees appointed by the re c urs iM WHT trons? Take along a bunch or two of 

President: Chairman Schedule W ue nN 4 ow your miniatures to hand to him with 

Committee: Archie Spatz, Scho- p bot) OFs your best compliments but leave the 
field, Wis. Supervisor of Judges, as . corsage in the car. Maybe he’s already 
Ralph Burdick, Edgerton. oe wise to their versatile, lovely worth. 

_ planting the bulb in good soil and giv- 

ANNUAL SPRING MEETING ing it a top dressing of manure the But just let him shrug off those 

WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY previous year. At planting time, I give miniatures! If he does, ask him to 

Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac bulblets a feeding of balanced ferti- Wait @ minute. You forgot something. 
Sunday, May 2, 1954 lizer such as 3-12-12 or 5-20-20, placed Run out to the car and get that cor- 

10 am. Meeting of the Board of at the bulb level. oar and reurning pe = = 

what an amateur can do wi em 
ee Wisconsin Gladiolus Socie- 3 _ Ee ae hae ihe ee he |. . how exquisite it would be if HE 

12 M. Luncheon, Retlaw Hotel. ro, ally enjoy watching them. send up had made it with HIS skill and know- 

Main Dining Room. that fine green foliage and straight how. And with these orchid-like little 
1:15 pm. Short business meeting. spikes on which you may take a blue glads (the ones you just handed him 

Report of action taken by Board of ribbon or a championship rossette. But for: free)! 
Directors. the true gardener’s enjoyment does Ask him to visualize a bridal bou- 

1:40 p.m. Colored movie on gladi- not end there. Through the winter as quet ... bouquets for the bridesmaids, 
olus varieties and culture. By John yoy handle those plump, high- Corsages for the bride’s mother, the 

Flad, Madison. crowned, clean, disease-free bulbs, you other of the groom .. . could he 

2:15 pm. Our favorite gladiolus wil) stop to think of the wonders of order anywhere, more suitable or 
varieties and why we like them. 10 nature, the mystery in that a bulb  lovelier material with which to produce 
minutes each. Jerry Merchardt, Mari- possesses the spark of life to again his masterpieces? They're so dainty 
nette Chapter; Ralph Burdick, Ed- produce a beautiful spike of gladiolus. - - - 80 just-the-right-size! Even colors 

gerton, Director at Large; Jack yes it makes one think, and as we do to match or harmonize with the gown! 

a Two Rivers, Manitowoc Chap- ptablema oa everyday cares and If you're interested, try the tiny 

2:45 pm. Bulb Auction. » : bbe acon’ a 1inch, snow-wiite 
. e-up which, among many other 

do ba Wek ae baal une I SELL MINIATURE GLADS uses, could scarcely be equalled for 
: , 15 BAL TO FLORISTS Charles Melk. wedding table decorative use. Bridal 

By W. J. Mohan, Stratford, Ont. Table is another tiny cream white that 

GROWING A 6 FOOT GLADIOLUS There’s quite a bit of talk pro and Performs unusually well in our gar- 
By Arnold Sartorius, Porterfield con about the future of miniatures den, increases rapidly, and also sug- | 

Last season I grew a seedling and fom the point of view of saleability. gests bridal table uses. Both would 
it stood 6’ 6” tall, white, slightly Will florists take them? Will they ™ake up well in, bridal bouquets, and 
flushed, and apparently healthy. It was move in bunches from roadside the flowers are ideal for flower girls. 

definitely not a crook. When I saw stands? Flower Basket (originally introduced 

it I investigated as to what made it so. Certainly wide acceptance by flor- 98 Flower Girl, but changed to present 
It had a nice healthy bulb that had ists would open up a whole new field ame to avoid confict with another 
been well-fed the previous year. for commercial growers, for their use glad similarly named) is another use- 

I don’t believe it was hybrid vigor Would largely supplement rather than able 247 face-up, with 2% inch pink 

that made it grow so tall. I like to oust, present uses for glads. and white florets. Condensed From 

think I helped it grow that way by What's wrong with learning how to Gladiolus Magazine, NEGS. 

| 
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Varieties Old And New | 
By Wesley Patience, Millville, New Jersey 

N.A.G.C. Convention Paper 

What are we trying to accomplish many of us are not growing it just which are out of this world, and that 

in breeding new varieties? On the because it is not fashionable or be- for a 20 year old bachelor. 

basis of the judging of American cause we can no longer make it per- Buckeye Bronze after 14 years on 

Home Achievement Awards in the form as we know it should? the scene still rules its color class al- 

mosquito circuit as well as the scor- Red Charm is 15 years old and still tho it never grows tall for me. 
ing of seedlings I would say that we probably Butt’s best introduction his Again note the oldtimers that have 

are anne —-* ee ae excellent miniatures not withstanding. = aa _ nesses 
ferent and out ingly superior to ion to the ex! 
present varieties. I participated in fe al te aed tee - hg ae have already called to your attention: 

three shows this year where no Ameri- class. Year 

can Home award was made on that ni PHINCeSS on. eeeceecceeeeeeeeeeeeeee---? 39 

basis and yet it was not for lack of Elizabeth the Queen is 13 this year Laay TAME ccc cecceeceeseeeceeeceeseeeeeeeeneeee’ 41 
and the source of many outstanding i 

superior entries which two or three Chamounny oan eeecccseseeesseeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeees BB 

ears ago we would have selected new varieties as well as being the 
” standard in the lavender class. Long Live The Queen 
without hesitation. We are getting to Now off with the old and on with 

be a lot more critical, tougher if you rs the new. The King is dead! Long live 

will, and rightly so I believe. If most Years and ¢, well grown Srecimen trom the Queen. What’s new! What are the 
of us would lavish as much attention Young stock is a thing of admiration. latest fashions from the houses of 
on new stock of old varieties as we do Sandman after 12 years is still hard Roberts, Kadel, Arenius, Butt, Rich, 

on some pet seedling or recent intro- to beat altho good stock is hard to Fisher, Larus, Palmer, Woods, Harris, 
ductions a great many new varieties come by. Wilson, Farchild, Hitchcock, Tyndal, 

would never sees show table or’ be Every year or so, someone brings Leffingwell, Melk, Jack, Pierce and 
subjected to the rhapsodies of the +) 9 show spikes of Vagabond Prince their scores of competitors. Here I 
bards of catalogers. 

Exhibition Favorites 
In approaching the old varieties I 

know of no better guide than the re- 

port of our own symposium committee TREES FOR YOUR HOME GROUNDS 
and with due credit to them I would 

tefer you to their report in the De- . 
senior Galictin Ae well ta in the Janu- BIRCH, WHITE. Ideal for planting 3 to 5 to a group. 
ary issue of both Popular Gardening 24” to 30", $1.00 each. 3 for $2.50. 

and Flower Grower. I would like to 
comment briefly on the fact that the AMERICAN MOUNTAIN ASH. Ideal small tree for borders 
ten most popular varieties in the ex- and gardens. Red berries loved by birds. 

hibition group regardless of color 12” to 18”, $1.00 each. 3 for $2.50. 
class were in order: 

Year i = 

Votes Introduced yy = 

214 Spic & Span 2... 46 ia 4 

VU4 Burr ones cece cence eee AB Ne CLIMBING ROSE EXCELSA NO. 1. Red flowers 

vs ro a Aenea othe in clusters. Hardiest of all climbers. Ideal |. 
9 Mid Aneica 41 ae for cutting as well as a showy garden plant. 

188 Ravel ...eccecceccccceseeeeccseeeeeeeeeeee AT Sp E 2 and 3 Year Transplants, $1.50 each. 
181 The Rajah 2... = 
180 Red Wing onc eeeeneneenn 48 E 3 for $3.75. 
129 Red Charm 0... ..cccccecceneeen' BD } = 
129 Polynesia. ec-eceesoceseeeeeeeeeeeee!5O 4 : 
But note the continued popularity tS x 

of varieties which have been around = J. J. NIGARD NURSERY 
for 10 years or longer. . : 
Leading Lady introduced in 1942 and 

still the leader of its class as well as Tip Of Bark Point Herbster, Wisconsin 
one of the best commercial glads re- 

gardless of color. 

Picardy introduced 23 years ago and 
still the florists bread and butter. How 
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am indebted to the much traveled WHITE GRUB CONTROL in 5 gallons of water. They applied 1 

Mike Sherman and others for their ob- White grubs can be controlled in pint of this solution per square foot 

servations to supplement my own show strawberries by spraying the soil with around each plant. The plant should 

and field experiences. We shall large- either Dieldrin or Aldrin according be watered thoroughly before and af. 

ly confine ourselves here to the in- to the Minnesota Experiment Station. ter each application. The 5 gallons of 

troductions of last year and those The Station recommends one table- water should treat about 40 plants, 

scheduled for this year and take them spoonful of the 2-lb. emulsible con- Reddening or browning of the leaves 

up by color classes. centrate of either Dieldrin or Aldrin often indicates that grubs are at work. 

White 
Here we have Cathedral tall and 

ruffled altho it has an occasional pink 

flush. 
Crusader a thing of beauty with its site seek bos Gen eee AGICIDE FRUIT TREE SPRAY 

fails to place at shows. Ideal for Small Orchards 
Snowdrift also from Carl Fisher per- ¥ | 

tons well constantly, Tt auld se | Gee he lanes 10 Gul: Comptons sonar, Camron Cok: GEN 
tract the exhibitor with its velvety is disease on fruit trees such as: Apple, cherry, peach, pear, plum, etc. 
ruffled florets a 22 bud spike and 8 Ask your dealer or order by mail from 

open. iS HN R . 
Sparkling Eyes From Milton Jack rs istleen Wit Ib $110 Peabald 

with a violet blotch, ruffles, 24 buds Bice Mfg. by 

and 8 open and easy culture has been i ° 

admired by many. — 
White Sails of Arenius should tickle AGICIDE, INC., RACINE, WIS. 

the fancy of all who admire the good 

qualities of its parents and it appears 

to offer considerable possibilities in 

the commercial field. Not to forget the 

smaller varieties I would like to call 

your attention to Daintiness on which 

there was the minimum of advertising : 

but which I feel is the best white in powd 

the small class, and the best new 

small variety. Polar Club in the 200 

class is not well distributed and as we = 
saw it in New Jersey, is soft and not 

too good a keeper but it certainly can 

open 10 and will win plenty of show 

prizes on that basis. I suspect the 

show specimen we saw may have been . . 

an icebox job. © Foliage and Dormant Spraying 
To Be Continued © Pruning and Vista Cutting 
—_— © Fertilizing and Root Treatment 

maitoes ‘Nete © Tree Removal 
We are indebted to Mr. Patience for © Braci 

this paper, presented at the annual iS 

meeting of the N.AGS. © Wound Treatment (Surgery) - 
In coming issues the varieties he ® Evergreen Care 

lists in color classes will feature the © Large Tree Planting 
introductions of a number of Wis- e Effective Weed Control with 

consin Browers. Watch for them. Specializ ed Eauibment / 

HOME GARDENERS USE . 
MOST VEGETABLES 

Home gardeners not only eat more Complete Insurance Coverage 

vegetables but buy more vegetables Call BLuemound 8-3363 
than non-gardeners, according to 

surveys as reported by the All- Ameri- TREE SCIENCE 
ca Selections Council. Market garden- — & SERVICE CO. 

ers, shippers and processors of vege- 611 Maywood Ave. ‘Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 
tables should encourage home garden- 

ing Yor their own benefit as well as 

for the health of the nation. 
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at RET RN Sa er hatch Mae 
BA Win We Noyes BC, Berliny Mra: Allen Lay, Homes Mra, Georte Willett, Talat Mr. H. J. Hahmlow, Exec. See: Heofiices” NT = 

SPRING MEETING =) SPRING MEETING 
CENTRAL REGION— PE BLACKHAWK REGION— 
as tae, ee INSIN rt } ol tilts \i \ GARDEN CLUB OF WISCONSIN 

pace. 1 ase iat if i Municipal Building— 
Tuesday, April 20 y [Ke ax Hla FE Federation Room 

9-9:45 AM. Registration. 3 teal aan Fort Atkinson Thursday, April 29. 
10 AM. Call to order by Regional a 7) "4 Bs The Blackhawk Region of the Gar- 

President, Mrs. George Willett, Iola. ea ‘Ss es a den Club of Wisconsin will hold their 

Words of Welcome by Mrs. Earl Bak- af Cus annual spring meeting in the Federa- 

er, Pres. Waupaca Garden Club. - tion Room of the Municipal Building 

“Our Interest In Conservation”. By . on Thursday evening, April 29, be- 

Mr. M. Drozd, County Agent, Wau- ce = 324 E. Irving, Osh- pinning with a 6:30 p.m. Pot Luck 
paca. . . Supper. Everyone should bring a hot 

“Tuberous Rooted Begonias—H o w Mrs. Chester Thomas, State Pres:- dish, sandwiches, etc. It will be a 

we Grow Them.” By Mr. and Mrs. dent. very enjoyable meeting and an ex- 
Cc. H. Brimmer, Wausau. SSS cellent program is being prepared by 

Music. Solo By Mrs. R. Holliday. DON’T DUMP THINGS the committees and officers. All gar- 
11:15-12 M. Business meeting. Re- ALONG THE HIGHWAY— den club members in the Blackhawk 

port of officers and committees. Roll IT’S THE LAW area of the State are welcome to at- 
call of clubs. Introduction of distin- Many horticulturists will be happy tend. 

guished guests. to know that at last we will have some eenyacay asa woneanun, 
12:30-1 P.M. Luncheon.Methodist control over the unsightly dumping GROW RAINBOW 

Church Dining Room. Tickets, $1.00. of tin cans and rubbish along the STRAIN OF COLEUS 

Reservations should be sent to Mrs. highway or throwing out lighted cigar- A number of acodemien are putting 
George Hathaway, King, wis. ettes which will start forest fires. out. this year & “Rainbow strain” of 
1:15-2:15 P.M. Colored Movie. Garden The Wisconsin Conservation Com- Ceus—an “ideal annual for both 

Clinic. By Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, Madi- mission made this statement in March: *H@de and sunny places in the garden.” 
son, “You are now subject to t if The advantage of the Rainbow strain 

2:15 P.M. Music by Women of Wau- you throw anything on or along any &'°W" from seed is that we get a 
paca. Poem by Miss Carrie Rode of public highway, parkway or railroad wide variety of lively, bright shades 

Ogdensburg. right of way anywhere in the state of yellows, pinks and rich reds. 

2:80 P.M. Lessons in Art and Flower under a new law enacted by the last Many plant growers are planting 
Arrangement. By Mrs. Victor Schmitt  jegislature.” seeds of the Rainbow strain and plants 

a West! Allis, The law says: “No person shall alle liga oieel com eaunity: ee ee a : lant them around the house for more 
COLOR CHART AVAILABLE throw or otherwise deposit any match, attractive and colorful landscaping. 

A most wonderful Color Ct giv- lighted cigar, cigarette, burning tobac- aaa ene 

ing 6 color harmonies and 5 cut-out co, or other burning material or empty AFRICAN VIOLETS 
shields and an outline on the use of any lighted pipe or any other type of I welcome you to visit my African 

the Color Chart is now available. debris, including bottles, beer cans, Violet display. Over 200 new and old 

Mrs, Victor Schmitt, President of garbage, or waste materials on or varieties. Reasonably priced. Mrs. 

the West Allis Garden Club and a along any public highway, parkway, Frank Sperka, Rt. 2, Crivitz, Wis. 13 

lecturer and teacher of art and flower °T railroad right of way in this state.” miles West on Highway W. 

arrangement, gave generously of her 

time and talent to compile this in- 
formative pamphlet on Color. We ex- 5 A Vv E I R E E 5 

tend to her our sincere thanks and COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

gratitude for a most worthwhile con- TREES 
— to the Garden Club of Wis- LAWNS 

The Color Chart will be a valuable GARDENS 
aid to every one of our members and WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
can be purchased for the price of 3373 N. Holtom Street Milwaukee 

$1.00. Write our State Treasurer, Mrs. 
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Garden Club Reports 
WELCOME ARLINGTON A FLOWER NEARNORTH (CRIVITZ) 

GARDEN CLUB GARDEN CLUB NEWS 
The Arlington Garden Club affili- BY Virginia Voelker, Pound, wis. Tal 1068 this’ eanaety(Gasden Clan 

ated with the Wisconsin State Horti- The sweet damp earth sponsored a flower arrangement booth 
cultural Society in March. Our Board The lessor of its worth at the Marinette County Fair. It was 

of Directors extends a hearty welcome the first time such a booth had been 
to club members. The dry dull seeds exhibited. This year we hope to enter 

Officers of the club are: President, The do’er of its deeds a still larger booth. 
Mrs. Walter Vogts; Vice President, 

Mrs, Cormel Swalheim; Secretary. The small green plants 8 daning § eile AES at Titoen 
Treasurer, Mrs. Si Swalheim—all of The welcome friend of man and vegetables with demonstrations 

Arlington. and discussions at each monthly mect- 
ae The tall slender bloom ing. 

WELCOME MAZOMANIE Whose end will come too soon 
GARDEN CLUB We also plan a Wayside with our 

The Mazomanie Garden Club joined (Editor’s Note: Virginia writes: “I Sears sean con and . ee 

the Wisconsin State Horticultural So- 4m 16 years old and a member of the U7Sr uu ME PE the ax oe 
ciety and the Garden Club of Wiscon- Friendly Garden Club of Coleman. ws On, oe ares: By 

sin in March. The Boards of Directors Your magazine is the first to which Mrs. Frank Sperka, Sec. 

of both organizations extend a hearty I have sent any compositions. I’ve 
welcome to this club and wish them been reading it for almost a year and bao getia taal 
continued success. $ it seems to welcome the amateur. The 

Officers of the Mazomanie Garden friendliness is so congenial that one In February the Wauwatosa Gar- 

Club are: President, Miss Helen Laws; is not afraid to attempt to ask den Club enjoyed an illustrated talk on 

Vice Pres., Mrs. Jennie Holcomb; Sec., favors.”) “The History of Iris” by Louis Le- 

Miss Ella Leary; Treas., Mrs. R. H. Mieux. 

Evans. All from Mazomanie. The first iris can be traced to tho 

SE FROM THE GREEN THUMB Mediterranean Coast, from Africa to 
FLOWER SHOW AT GARDEN CLUB Spain and Mexico. Few varieties now 

ROME, WIS. (JEFFERSON COUNTY) known go back 100 years, and since 

The Green Thumb Garden Club of iris were introduced into this country 
Jefferson County plans to have a Last year we made favors for the much work has been done. 

flower show at Rome, in the Rome rest Lawn Sanitarium. For our 1954 Mr. LeMieux has done some hybrid- 
School House, on Sunday, May 16 at Projects we will collect eye glasses izing and has had from 50 to 200 of 
1 PM. to 4:80 P.M. The theme is to fF the needy; make corsages for our hig own hybrid blooms at one time. 
be “Tulip Time In The Country”. eo an yr fix pew plant schoo! In cultivation of iris we need good 

he pbs ora invited, Tere WM, Ame Se terms ewe™ drainage, god sl and snahine The 
will be a small admission fee. 2 - best time to plant or transplant is 

You are all invited—By Mrs. Howard July. For borer control, 5 in M 

————————_ Smith, Lake Mills. ° » Spray in May 
HOME GARDENERS DISCOVER , and every two weeks if necessary, with 

NEW VARIETIES OF FLOWERS ——_ ——_ DDT. 

Home gardeners may breed or dis- GARDEN-MUSEUM Many beautiful specimens of iris 

cover very valuable new varieties to TOUR IN MAY were shown with New Snow, Old 

benefit the gardening world. The J. V. Parchment, Fairy Lane, Lady Moore, 

Edlunds of Albert Lea, Minnesota, The Henry Francis du Pont Winter- Master Charles, Amigo, Missouri, 
should be thanked for the Giant Sen- thur Museum, Winterthur, Delaware, Golden Mystery and Treasure Island 

sation type of cosmos, early and large- announces its 3rd annual Garden- 98 some of the best 100. 

est of all cosmos. He saved the seed Museum Tour from May 1 through To add a bit of variety to the pro- 

and entered it in the All-American Se- May 29. Tuesdays through Saturdays, gram, slides of beautiful primrose, | 

lections trials, where it won a Slver 10 A.M. to 4 P.M. Admission is $1.50 pansies, petunias, orchids, Christmas 
Medal upon introduction. except Saturdays, when the charge is Tose and peonies were shown. By 

A private family cook in Los An- $2.50. Martha Getzlaff Koch. 

geles discovered or brought to light ee eer 

the double nasturtium. A preacher in | me Leon ore privately owned sant i wonderful how figures alter 
Florida found the Dixie Sunshine or >Y the Du Ponts and open to the pub- i . 
chrysanthemum-flowered marigold lic only for this special tour. This ‘figures? If a woman who is long 

~ varieties. Dixie Sunshine and a number i8 the only month during the year and lank inherits fifty thousand dol- 

of its progeny have merited All-Ameri- that the Museum is open to the pub- lars, she at once becomes tall and 

can Selections. lic without advance reservations. stately. 
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THE HEMEROCALLIS 
Garden Club Celebrates 25th Anniversary SOCIETY AWARDS 

The Ratings Of 150 Judges 
The Hillcrest Garden Club of West ject of beautification of a tract of For 1958 Honors 

Allis recently celebrated its 25th an- land in West Allis, from 1935 to 1946. 

niversary at a buffet lucheon held at In 1938 theiclub was awarded a mem- iemetie Boe es nat 

the home of the president, Mrs. Ro- bership affiliate certificate by the Wis- Medal. In 1953 it went to the variety 

land Beaudry. consin Wild Life federation. In 1950, Revolute by H. P. Sass. Revolute is 

A congratulating message to the Hillerest Garden Club helped conduct a cool, green yellow self of good size 

four charter members, Mmes. Lyle an essay contest for the 6th grade with ruffled segments. 
Horton, Russel Myers, Joseph Simon pupils of West Allis schools. The sub- Award Of Merit 

and Sydney M. Hyatt, was given by ject was “Beautify for your neighbor.” The award of merit is the next high- 
the president and each presented with Plaques were awarded for the best es- est award given each year to 10 varie- 

a silver corsage. Special mention was says. During the war years the club ties receiving the highest number of 

oma of oe ae — Mrs. provided flowers for the USO, and votes from the judges. In 1953 awards 
Sting aE Fe hes ees Christmas wreaths and jellies for the tae erat Maciel ak ~ Seas, 

developed several new species includ- veterans’ hospital in Milwaukee. The yaiiant by P. Cook; Queen Esther by 
ing one named in her honor. members planted victory gardens. fy p, Sass; Naranja by Wheeler; 

This “Memorium” in tribute to Mrs. Many awards for horticultural ex- Scarlet Sunset by Wheeler; Rose Gem 

Caroline Strong, an organizer and _ hibits of flowering specimens and flor- by Stout; Flanders by Lester; Flam- 

honorary member of the Hillcrest al arrangements were won by the eyant by Douglas; and Baggette by 

Garden Club, and who gave so kindly members at flower shows sponsored Russell 
and generously of her knowledge of Officers Of The Society 
horticulture to her fellow garden club bythe Wisconaln: Garden Club feder- President, Mrs. Carl Marcue, Le- 

members, was read: “We remember tion, the State Horticultural Society Mars, Iowa; 1st Vice Pres. D. R. Mc- 

her walking in her garden gently and and the state fair flower shows. Many Keithen, Bartlesville, Okla.; Sec., Mrs. 

carefully; each flower to her a prayer, tours have been arranged and pro- Daisy L. Ferrick, 416 Arter Ave., To- 
a character to deal with in its individ- grams given on a variety of topics on peka, Kansas, to whom any cor- 

ual needs. She minimized the ugly and respondence should be addressed. 

exalted the beautiful in this world”, %@"dening and conservation. ———_—_—__— 
A summary of the ¢lub’s activities Several greetings of congratulation Test your memory! Try to recall 

during the last 25 years was given. sent the club were read.—By Mrs. the things that worried you last week. 

Some of the highlights were the pro- Vernie Vertrees, Publicity Ch‘m. Pierce County Herald. 

y 2S shay Se ee a: 

Bi + + 

ca 
n 

| 

Members of the Hillcrest Garden Club of West Allis Celebrate 25th Anniversary 

Seated from left—Mrs. Roland Beaudry, president; Mrs. Joseph Simon; Mrs. Russell Myers; Mrs. August Bastian, treasurer; Mrs. 

Roy Larson; Mrs. Otto Burgermeister; Mrs. Henry O. Voit, vice-president; Mrs. Henry C. Krueger; Mrs. N. M. Erdahl. 

Standing from left—Mrs, William F. Bruhn; Mrs. Fred J. Wrobbel; Mrs. Sydney Hyatt; Mrs. Lyle Horton; Mrs. Richard J. 

Thessin; Mrs. R. C. Schissler; Mrs. Merle Walsh; Mrs, John N. Klink, secretary; Mrs. V. V. Vertrees; Mrs. Max W. 
Krautschneider, . 
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“A ROSE IN EVERY HOME” ALL-AMERICAN ROSE SELECTIONS 
These books will be found in many Rose i646 Introducer 

publis Uiteries: Ask your Hbrarian Dickson's Red (HT) Jackson & Perkins for them. If you do not have access to Flash (LC) The Conard-Pyle Co. 

a public library, you may send your The Chief (HT) Armstrong Nurseries 
request directly to the Traveling li- World’s Fair (FL) Jackson & Perkins 
brary, B-103, State Office Building, 1941 
Madison 2, Wisconsin. Apricot Queen (HT) Howard and Smith 

z Charlotte Armstrong (HT) Armstrong Nurseries Allen, R. C. Roses for Every Garden. *California (HT) Howard and Smith 
1948. Barrows. The material is or- 1942 

ganized so that the gardener can Heart’s Desire (HT) Howard and Smith 
asily consult it for any special prob- 1943 

tema, but in reading the book, he Grand Duchess Charlotte (HT) The Conard-Pyle Co. 
” " Mary Margaret McBride (HT) Jackson & Perkins will gain an over-all view of rose 1944 

culture. *Fred Edmunds (HT) The Conard-Pyle Co. 
Burke, Emilia. Let’s Arrange Roses. K. T. Marshall (HT) Jackson & Perkins 

t . Com- Lowell Thomas (HT) The Conard-Pyle Co. 

plete vdlvestion ‘md 30 lates make Mme. Chiang Kai-Shek (HT) Howard and Smith plete directions an P Mme. Marie Curie (HT) Jackson & Perkins this a basic book on the subject. 1945 

Gordon, Jean. Pageant of the Rose. Floradora (FL) The Conard-Pyle Co. 

1953. Studio. This well-illustrated ac- nore McFarland (HT) The Conard-Pyle Co. 
count carries the rose through randy (HT) ar Armstrong Nurseries 
legend, art, romance, history, litera- Peace (HT) The Conard-Pyle Co. 
ture, and the rose gardens of the 1947 

world. Rubalyat (HT) Jackson & Perkins 
Harvey-Cant, F. S. Rose Selection and Diamond Jubilee (HT) 1948 5 ‘ 

Cultivati fift ars with roses. 0} ubilee ackson & Perkins 
1951. pr cementing hee “High Noon (CHT) Armstrong Nurseries - . Nocturne (HT) Armstrong Nurseries An illustrious figure in the rose Pinkie (FL) Armstrong Nurseries 
world, the author has given of his San Fernando (HT) Western Rose Co. 
experience as neighborly advice on Taffetta (HT) Armstrong Nurseries 
some of the problems which beset 1949 . 
rose growers. » Forty-Niner (HT) Armstrong Nurseries . Tallyho (HT) Armstrong Nurseries McFarland, J. Horace. Roses of the 1950 

World, in color. 3rd ed. rev. 1947. Capistrano (HT) Germain’s 
Houghton. ae we car Jackson & Perkins 
Descriptions of the rose varieties as . aston Bells ) Germain’s 

tt 1 
well as the colored plates are ar- utter’s Gold (HT) 1952 Armstrong Nurseries 
ranged alphabetically. Fred Howard (HT) Howard and Smith 

Wescott, Cynthia. Anyone Can Grow Helen Traubel (HT) Armstrong Nurseries 
Roses, 1952. Van Nostrand. A dis- Vogue (FL) 1953 Jackson & Perkins 
cussion of location, preparation of Chrysler Imperial (HT) Germain’s soil, planting, priming, feeding, wa- Ma Perkins (FL) Jackson & Perkins tering, mulching, spraying and win- “denotes sectional recommendation 
ter protection of roses. HT—Hybrid Tea CHT—Climbing Hybrid Tea —— LC—Large-flowered Climber FL—Fioribunda 

NATURES SURVIVAL 5 

It is authoritatively reported that 

1000 year old Manchurian lotus seeds VEGETABLE VARIETIES FOR 
have been sprouted and a mature plant WISCONSIN HOME GARDENS : 
was grown from one of the seeds. - 

Corn cobs in the Tulorosa cave of SWEET CORN: (early) Improved TOMATOES: (early) Early Scar- 
New Mexico are dated as over 2000 Spancross, Seneca Dawn, Sun Up. let*, Bounty*, Sioux. (mid-season) 
years old, when the Mogollon Indians Gelden Rocket, North Star, Marcross, Valiant*, Stokesdale*, Urbana, Long- grew beans and squash as well as Our Choice. (second early) Improved red. (late) Wisconsin 55, Queens, maize. Carmelcross, Gold Rush, Lincoln. Rutgers. (yellow) Jubilee. 

Nature’s survival and selection de- (main crop) Golden Cross Bantam, TURNIPS: Purple Top White Globe, 
note a slow process. Iochief. Golden Ball, Shogoin for greens. 
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Garden Lore 
FOR YOUR GARDEN VISIT ’ Violets, Trillium, Twinleaf and Prim- 

We would like to publish in this (| S rose 
magazine a list of gardens and beauty Nt I Ly p: Vie to give pleasure to eye and nose. 

spots which are open for visiting by _%y \f \ WN \} VY ie Greek Valerie we've loved so long 
our members during the season. Below \ \ \ \N \Y} | AS (\ o - In memory of Dear Ones departed 

is a partial list of the more public \ il i / &, v and! ome: 
places which one may visit at almost X\\ \ WIN ara pe 

any time especially during the season <t) \\ iy } iA Robins and Thrushes sing all the 
of best bloom of the flowers being YIN NM I, y time 

grown. RY \ \\ Ve 2 Helping to make our lives sublime. 
Garden Club Members—won't you Nt \\ Vf } ly Turtle Doves coo with love and joy 

\\ } To hearts attuned without alloy, 
send in additional names and ad- i} wh > Jenny W: i ts bold 

dresses for publication here. We must, <> (¢ J) So os 2 eccel 
3 ae So ises her powers to chatter and scold. 

of course, be careful about publishing Was go Sh ly hel with 1 

the names of private individuals 4 o fe ORY: 2elpe Us joy to laugh, As we listen to her welcome chaff. 
who might not appreciate large num- 

bers of people to visit them unex- IN RETROSPECT BUILD A BLUEBIRD HOUSE 

pectedly. In all cases the consent of the By J: Milwauk 
owner must be secured in advance of y James Livingstone, Milwaukee Bluebirds are cavity or hole-nesting 

the proposed visit. Around our house the snow lies deep; irds, and due to our present day 
DOOR COUNTY: Peninsula State Trees, shrubs and flowers have gone ™ecthod of cutting all dead trees and 

Park. to sleep. removing dead, hollow limbs, they are 

0, WIS.: Kraft Gardens. Au- All growing things take their winter's often uae to find suitable nesting 

wast ee snd! giaillige, sablig' oecs uestind 
GREEN LAKE: Northern Baptist Tn winter'sicold they. Rave no Best: holes, the bluebirds are carrying on a 

Assembly. Almost 1100 acres, hundreds Wen March comes with snow, light osing fight for existence. 

of trees and shrubs foreign to Wiscon- as a feather Bluebirds are a symbol of happiness 

sin, cutting flower garden, picnic 1 finds us longing for better weather, and these valuable, peace-loving birds 
grounds. Open to public throughout yw, welcome April with its mellow need encouragement. 

the season at small charge. showers, They love the open spaces, pastures, 

OSHKOSH: Paine Art Center and Knowing that soon we'll have sum- gardens, orchards, old fence rows 
Arboretum, Algoma Blvd. and Con- mer flowers. where they can feed on insects. 

gress St. Trees, shrubs, roses, cutting Build a house according to the 

Fone Open to public without charge Robin red-breast we welcome, and his description below. Paint the house a 
lesday, Thursday and Saturday af- song cark neutral shade, and place it on 

ternoons from 2 to 5 p.m. Cheers us up the whole day long. a fence post in an open, sunny area 
ROSENDALE: Sisson’s Peony Gar- Snowdrop, Crocus, Daffodils in great facing south or southeast. If not over 

den. array 4 to 5 feet from the ground, sparrows 

WAUSAU: Visitors to Wausau may Come to brighten the live long day. and starlings may not bother them. 

wish to see Rib Mountain. 
WAUPACA: Whispering Pines, 

Waupaca Chain O'Lakes. lt I! 
MADISON: University of Wisconsin eR BLUEBIRD HOUSE 

Arboretum. Lilacs, wild flowers. Open bal = ‘op joibe'feflened Sik a tiisgwto feel 
—_—=—™. lop to be fastened on with a hinge to facili- 

o the public without charge. iP ——=> isto cleaning, Place bird box 5 fo 15° from 
KOHLER: The Demonstration © ground in sunny place and along roadsides 

House. Wailderhaus (Girl Scouts } i . 

House). 
LAKE GENEVA: Civic plantings by i 

the Lake Geneva Town and Country hi} HOLE 14" DIAM. 
Garden Club. Wychwood, 60 N. Lake \ ps (a t ' 

Shore Dr. Wild life refuge, wild flow- 1) it ' 4 
ers, trial gardens. Owned by Univ. Chi- j HI i 4 Borrom i O, 

ago. Open to public by appointment. ANY | | \\) | H 

a | Ne ' ! 
A writer says that we should be vl i 1 - } MH ' H c 

happy and quit wishing for things we 7 Wl 
don't have. Well, what else is there to mo SIDES FRONT BACK. 

wish for?—Iron County Miner. “ 
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MORE ABOUT BLUE SPRUCE 
Return Of The Chestnut Continued from page 163 

Condensed From Agricultural Research, By U. S. Department of Agriculture produced by vegetative propagation or 

grafting. The color holds very well to 

The last 50 years has been a “lost form. Then, at first blooming, the the bluest “shiner” type, but grafted 

generation” for the American chest- seedlings were fertilized with pollen trees (this is also true of pine, spruce, 

nut. These gigantic trees of our east- from American chestnuts. fir and juniper) take several year 

ern forests are all gone—struck to develope good leaders, and lean or 

down by a blight that swept C. F. Gravatt, pathologist at USDA’s ranch enevenly. However, people's 
from Canada to the Gulf. But Plant Industry Station, says that one ideas are different. Some prefer pros. 
scientists were able to preserve some Of the Chinese-American crosses, Pro- trate irregular forms, while others 
of their germ plasm by crossing the uced in 1935, resembles the American want straight stemmed, upright trees 
doomed trees with blight-resistant Chestnut in rate of growth, form, and  Rejow are listed come of the Colorado 
selections from the Orient. Now we leaf shape. Resistance to blight is less Biye Spruce selections grafted and 

are breeding hybrids that may some- than that of the Chinese parent but grown for form and color. 

day restore the chestnut to its tradi- ™ore than that of the American. Varieties 
tional place in America. These first-generation trees have in- Koster Bine Spruce is the blues, 

This breeding program began soon iengehopi eg dheetee ao ae, most rigid growing and most widely 
after the blight fungus hitch-hiked They are now fence-post size, and in Town. When small, it leans but after 

into New York Harbor, on plants 4) 1, os years—if they survive—they Teaching 5 or 6 feet, straightens into 

introduced from Asia, and began its will be tall enough to cut for tele- % beautiful tree. 
systematic destruction of the Ameri- oh — Morheim Blue Spruce is more bushy 

can chestnut. First discovered on 5"@P! Poles. i 
grows fairly straight, but isn’t as blue 

chestnut trees in the Bronx Zoo in Some of the first-generation trees 4. Koster. 
1904, the fungus moved so fast—and have been backcrossed to the original Bakers’ Blue ruce in Wisconsin 
our native chestnut trees were so sus- Chinese parent, and the progeny is has sightly lon, neste than either 
ceptible—that all attempts to stop it practically as resistant to blight as (¢ ie va ., nearl bl 
were futile. the Chinese chestnut. Many of these ‘ eo cere, BS neat eee 

‘oster and more evenly branched. It 
For a few years after the blight hybrids retain the good tree form in- has fibrous roots and transplants well 

struck, scientists hoped that our na- herited from their American an- Morden Blue & ii Canadi 

tive trees would develop a naturally cestors. i me i me Serace 1s 8 = 

resistant strain. The fungus did not c introduction and grows straight ani 
‘commercial fruit and nut growers sturdy as a small tree. Needles are 

attack the roots of the tree—only the who have planted Chinese chestnuts about as blue as Koster and slightly 

bark.) which ‘was; girdled. by, ‘the :dis- hard land may well find them shorter; transplants well and may 
ease as if it were cut with an axe. The °" fitabi . b , P an id 
root crown would conttaus to live for sides able. In 1938, the blight struck some day be a close runner-up to Kos- 

a while, sending up young shoots that Ps e apts vihie’ Roane ane ee ter Ini popularity, 

often persisted long enough to bear «1. att recently cand Europe, and STRAWBERRIES should not be 
viable nuts. The hope was that event- he reports that complete destruction planted in soil where you have re- 

ually one of these nuts would indicate of chestnuts in Italy is expected dur- cently raised tomatoes, potatoes, pep- 

some change in heredity, a mutation ing the next few decades. This means pers or eggplant, says NY. ‘Agr: Exp. 

that would bring resistance into the we may be looking elsewhere for the Sta. at Cornell. The Verticillium wilt 

germ plasm. But despite numerous 20 million pounds of chestnuts we fungus thrives on decaying tissue of 

trials, none was found sufficiently import each year, mainly from Italy. these crops and is then ready to attack 

resistant. Chestnut orchards planted now will strawberries. Spraying has no effect 

In the meantime, the blight fungus come into full production as the world on the wilt since this fungus enters 
was traced across the seas to the supply of chestnuts is diminishing. through the roots and grows inside 
Orient. Plant explorers found chest- the plant—From Market Growers 

nut blight in both Japan and China. ————————— Journal, Oct., 1958. 

More important, they discovered Question: What annuals do well in 

chestnut trees thriving in spite of it. , partial shade. 

Some of the trees that were hit by When you are too busy to smile, 

the disease had recovered; others Answer: Not many flowering plants then you're too busy. 

were entirely resistant. of the kind used in the garden will - 

Department explorers obtained seed bloom well in shade unless there is Some fellows have read so much 

from thousands of blight-resistant Morning and afternoon sunlight. Those about the bad effects of drinking that 
trees in the Orient. The Chinese chest- that will do well in partial shade in- they've decided to give up reading— 
nut proved the most valuable of the clude China Aster; Cornflower; For- Walworth Times. 
Orient species, both in blight resist- 8et-me-not; Pansies; Petunias; Snap- cs 
ance and in quality of nuts. The dragon and Sweet Alyssum. Tuberous If you can remember back whet 
scientists propagated those Oriental rooted begonias are very well adapted the 5 and 10 advertised “nothing over | 
varieties that displayed timber-tree to shady areas. 10c,” brother, you ain’t no chicken. 
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o DISTRICT CHAIRMEN: 

e Newton Boggs, Viroqua 
oe Oe @ @é Walter: Diehnelt, Menomonee 

= Falls 
y aqme f SS) Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 

a gg ae 
7 mn. My re! junction 

Official organ of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association E. Schroeder, Marshfield 

Judd, Stoughton, President tis, tin SO Box 60, Me- Harold a Vieeree ton, it e ni ice-] 
Vernon Howard, Milwaukee, Vice- ‘omonee Falls, ‘Recording Secretary- Alan Vosburg, Rt. 1, Ft. Atkinson, 

President ‘Treasurer. Corresponding Secretary 
————_— Ss  — 

April In The Apiary 
Answers To Some Questions TT —~Ss«ésftournd to be in poor condition. Queens 

Asked By Beekeepers laying in nuclei can be introduced 

Question: Should package bees be ra / i ane successfully than queens 

established next to over-wintered col- 7 i 4 n mailing cages. 
onies, or in a separate location. & Yr y / / Dr. C. L. Farrar recommends that 

Answer: Package bees should be / / 7 in establishing nuclei with young 
established in a separate location at c / queens, they be fed a gallon of sugar 
some distance from over-wintered col- r I sirup containing fumagillin for con- 

onies. The heavy flight of the strong y trol of Nosema. 
colonies will attract bees from the / / 4 Question: What are some of the re- 
—, a eae ae ieee / / / quirements for establishing a success- 
pen: ATtEE, leaving the pecnage Lh x / ful apiary location and how should 
in a separate location for about a /% the colonies be placed. 

| month or until one brood chamber is / v 

filled, they can be moved to their per- / Answer: Some of the requirements 

manent location in an _ established are: 1. Provide a windbreak at least 
yard. They should be moved about ——————____________.__ to the north and west. Sometimes east 

2 miles to avoid drifting back to the winds in the springtime cause drift- 
old location. . DISTRICT BEEKEEPERS ing so windbreaks are important. 2. 

MEETINGS; WISCONSIN Colonies should face to the south in Question: Why do some beekeepers BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION order to have maximum sunshine on a — oe Thursday, April 29. Northwestern entrances during the winter and 
District Meeting. Courthouse, Barron. spring months. 3. In yards where a 

Answer: If package bees produce Begins at 10 a.m. truck or trailer is used for handling 
more honey than over-wintered col- Friday, April 30. Evening meeting. supplies and containing more than 

onies it is probably due to: 1. Poor Vocational school at Superior. 10 or 20 colonies, they should be so 
eres during the ae mone a placed that the transportation can be 
sulting in colonies of small population. driven close to all colonies in order to 2, Lack of pollen during March and a rule, bees get sufficient pollen dur- eliminat 

ing the dandelion and fruit bloom € as much manual labor as April reducing brood rearing with re- wulting smaller populations for the flow to last them until late May. How- Possible. 4. Colonies should be placed 
honey flow. 3. If the main honey flow ¢Veh they often consume all of their far enough apart so the beekeeper can 

comes in July and August, good pack- Pdllen stores by the last days of May easily work between them. 5. All bot- 
age colonies which have built up well, ®"4 early June and may again be short tom boards should be placed on some 
may produce a maximum crop at that of both pollen and honey just before type of stand—a good one consisting 

time, whereas over-wintered colonies he clover saan flow. his should of treated 2’ by 6's or even smooth 
which have swarmed or not been watch our colonies carefully at that pieces of firewood cut in 18” lengths. 

time to prevent starvation and slump 
Properly cared for, may not do so. in brood rearing Raising the bottom board at least 
Question: Should we feed soy bean Question: What is the best time to several inches from the ground is 

flour to our colonies during April and re-queen a colony. very important to prevent decay. 

Moy. Answer: Colonies should be re- —————————— 
Answer: The need for a pollen sup- queened at any time we see that the HONEY WANTED 

Plement is sometimes great during the old queen is no longer performing State color, flavor and amount you 
month of April in case weather condi- well. Now is a good time to establish have in first letter. Will pick up and 
tions are such that the bees cannot ob- nuclei with young queens from the pay cash. M. H. Lyons, Logansville, 
tain enough pollen from the field. As south to be used to replace queens Wisconsin. a 
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WHAT CAN WE DO TO get a good crop of honey because their 3. We now have orderly marketing of 
MAKE HONEY PRODUCTION bees must build up on the honey flow honey. Do we want to go back to the 

MORE PROFITABLE instead of being ready for it when it 5 and 6c per pound honey market? 

The question stated in this heading comes.” a 

‘ -EEKEEPERS was asked a large number of bee- “If our better beekeepers would put B TALK TO 
keepers recently and their answers into practice lots of the things they OSHKOSH HORTICULTURAL 
are summarized here. The first let- already know, I think most of us could SOCIETY 
ter states: increase our profits.” Mr. Kenneth Smith of Neenah, 

“What a big question. Neglect to “There are many ways beekeepers President. of’ the ‘Wintiebago County 
* Beekeepers Association, and Mr, 

details ‘causes big cuts in profit. The could make beekeeping more profit- 
. Henry Piechowsky of Red Granite 

mistakes that I have made in my days able. However, the most obvious are: 
were the speakers at the March meet- 

if written, would fill several volumes. package a good product, label each 
ing of the Oshkosh Horticultural So- 

A large percentage of our colonies package correctly, and refrain from 

are capable of producing larger crops price cutting.” clety.. They’ told’ the folks about the 
fe life of the honey bee, some of its 

than we are getting and I am sure el histo: and attessed the ‘value of 

that many beekeepers could wriie AMERICAN BEEKEEPING TY, e 

volumes about their mistakes too. FEDERATION NEWS honey in the diet. They said that honey 
“The only gripe I have is that I bees are more valuable for their po!- 

y snp Mr. H. A. Schaefer, Osseo, Presi- ination services than for the honey 
wish I were 20 years younger. If T dent of the American Beekeeping Fed- they prod 

tle faster, I oY PrOguce: could get around a little : eration, sends these news items about 
could have produced a lot more honey the organization. 

last year. But I might say a few kind Mr. Frank Smola, Suite 425, 82 W. Oe aaa PORT 

words about beekeepers. Don’t know Washington Blvd., Chicago, Illinois, Ty, ULS,D.A. i on March 
where one would find a finer group has been employed as part-time sec- 

f 31 that honey will be supported during 
than those that I have met every: retary. He has also been employed by thie 1054 miackel ecasce aii a wadoasl 

where. They are very cooperative and the National Mill Council. All mem- average price of 10.2c per Ib. This is 
helpful. I feel mighty sorry for some  jerships should be forwarded to him. Ic Ik th k P' 70% of parity at this time. It is the same 
beekeepers. I know they work very = The Federation has been publicizing 
hard but for some reason or other the . percentage as last year but the actual Y the need for prompt action by a'l bee- pe a 10.5¢ Ib. The hone 
have had short crops.” keepers in contacting Congressmen in a red oes ina soho wil rst 

Other Statements order to have the honey support price 9 
be continued during 1954. More next 

Here are a few other statements: program continued. th, 

“Beekeepers could make more profit Mr. and Mrs. Schaefer returned in 

if they would follow the recommenda-_ early March from a long trip through PELLETT GARDENS TO BE 
tions derived from research rather the southeast and southern part of DEDICATED 

than propaganda and statements based the Country where they found these The Iowa State Horticultural So- 

on wishful thinking.” trends: 1. Honey producers both north ciety and its 9 affiliated societies will 

“We would strongly urge that pro- and south are turning to 50 gallon dedicate a memorial of 5 acres of 

ducers take greater pains in handling drums or barrels for packing bulk ground that has been used for more 

and grading their honey. Let’s recog- honey for shipment. 2. Queen and than 40 years by the Pellett family 
nize the importance of quality in the package bee producers are turning for plant and bird life. The dedication 

consumption of our product. I know more and more to honey production will take place on Sunday, July 11, 
of too many instances where honey due to decrease in queen and package 1954 at the Pellett Gardens, Atlantic, 

reached the consumer in a terrible bee business. 3. They received a very Iowa. Funds are being solicited from 

condition, souring consumers on its’ gratifying reception as ambassadors of beekeepers and horticultural people to 

use. I have a great deal of respect and the Federation and the cash support be used for a memorial plaque, fenc- 

gratitude to those in Wisconsin who for membership has been increasing. ing, and preservation of the plot in 

are working sincerely in the interests States not heretofore supporting the its natural state. Contributions should 

of our industry. My biggest gripe is Federation are now sending in dues. be mailed to the Iowa State Horti- 

that I don’t like at all the way our Reasons For A Honey Floor Price cultural Socicty, State House, Des 

State Beekeepers Association is go- These sound reasons are given by Moines, Iowa, or to Glen O. Jones, 

ing.” Mr. Schaefer for asking for a honey Atlantic, Iowa. 

“Marketing honey is probably one floor price support from Congress. 1. eT 

of the biggest problems beekeepers That our industry receive just com- GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE 

have all over the country. The solution pensation for the public service our AVAILABLE 

is to improve quality in every way and bees perform in the pollination of I have about 15 volumes (6 months 

cooperate on more adequate work. agricultural crops. 2. That as long as to a volume) of Gleanings In Bee 

Last but not least, maintain fairly uni- our government recognizes and pro- Culture, mostly bound, which I would 

form prices—too much honey is _ tects manufacturing, industry and la- be pleased to turn over to any group, 
dumped at a low price and for no good bor with tariffs and labor laws, then organization or library, gratis, which 

~  Teason”. it is not more than fair that we re- could make good use of them. Frank 

“From what I have observed there ceive just dues for the pollination serv- C. Richardson, D.D., 1130 Wisconsin 

are still many beekeepers who do not ices by a good price for our honey. Avenue, Beloit, Wisconsin. 
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oe ° ° ° 
Opinions About The Bee Disease Situation Hone 
From opinions expressed in letters spraying infected colonies with a sug- - y 

to the Editor and conversations with ar sirup containing one gram of C t 

leading beekeepers at meetings, we sulpha per gallon of sugar sirup,— on ainers 

summarize ideas about the bee disease spraying twice each week for a period 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. pails, Also 

situation in Wisconsin as follows. of time, until the disease is checked. 5 lb., 3 Ib., 2 lb. 1 Ib., and 8 oz, o 

1. No one has objected or expressed The dangers of feeding a large es, We can make immediate 
anything but approval of the present mount of sulpha sirup, such as a 
method of inspection and burning allon, to colonies in spring are two- cme pee 3 
diseased colonies when found by the fold. 1. Some of the sulpha sirup may pment). 
inspectors. be moved into the supers and con- me are always in the market for 

2. Everyone knows that among the faminate the honey. 2. sed oe ihe | fala. We will buy your beeswax or trade 
approximately ten thousand beekeep- ine sulpha im > wil 6 rom: 7 eno, for supplies, 

ers in Wisconsin, perhaps less than eine ap omeinen ee Write for complete price list. 
one out of ten would ever wish to car- = femacoasn te Ly ge ant 

ry on a program of eradicating AFB ere 18 fal y A 
by the feeding of sulpha. We all know still _ in parts of the hive. one cres 

that among that many beekeepers a 7 eepers agree that badly in- Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
proportion would be opposed to the fected combs should be burned when 

feeding of drugs or would not even the disease is found and other scale- 

care to learn how to feed it. There free combs sprayed with sulpha sirup. 2 

would be some who would not feed it _ & All commerical beekeepers ex- rN RZ seypy: ; 
it told how to do so and a package Press concern about the danger of in- ; Onis WANTED 

of sulpha be given them free. fection from neglected small apiaries My Z 

lal’ béakeepers in their neighborhood. There is need 
, ten an sie steo ng’ that hep. for a larger amount of inspection r EPpIE 

than we now have and funds. \ y 
have found sulpha not only to be en- © OES AUER \ 

tirely satisfactory for elimination of JOSEPH ELSINGER 

the disease but with the present high 

prices of combs, foundation and la- Mr. Joseph Elsinger of Knowles, 
bor, it is very profitable for them to lifelong beekeeper, passed away on 
use sulpha. Most of the beekeepers March 22nd at the age of 79. He is 

who have expressed this opinion are ‘Survived by three sons; Felix will op- 
quite positive in their statements and erate the 200 colonies of bees. Mr. 

show that they have studied the meth- Elsinger served as an inspector un- AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
od and learned how to use sulpha der the late C. D. Adams. The Associa- 

properly. tion extends deepest sympathy to the MANUFACTURERS 

4, The decision as to whether or not bereaved family. of 

a beekeeper will use sulpha for con- 

trol of AFB is largely a matter of EXTRACTOR FOR SALE THE FINEST 

economics. He will weigh the cost and Four Frame Root automatic re- HONEY 
labor of using sulpha against the price _versible, friction drive, 12 inch basket. SECTIONS 

of new combs and foundation plus la- Extractor in good condition. Oliver 

bor if the colonies are burned. Most Stelter, Fair Water, Wis. 

commercial beekeepers state that if ——_——_— 

they found only a few badly infected BEE SUPPLIES WANTED We also carry a complete 
colonies they would immediately burn. 3 

If they found a large number of newly wt other = = roan line of Beekeepers 
infected colonies, they would treat beekeeping equipment 
them with sulpha. Write to Loyd 2. stin, £106 West Supplies 

Kiehnau Ave., Milwaukee 9, Wiscon- 
5. All beekeepers consulted who are gin. Write for Our 1954 Price List 

feeding sulpha expressed the opinion 

they would appreciate the cooperation BEES ANTED RCHARD 

and help of the inspection service in w. FOR 

their program. Wanted to rent, 50 75 colonies of * 
6. There is evidence that a percent- bees for orchard pollination. Can help 

age of those who do feed sulpha or jani them if desired. We don’t use in- 
wish to feed it are not quite familiar icides while t sé ta ea oe BOYD, WISCONSIN 
with the proper method of feeding 
and should have further guidance. We Chards. F. Sacia & Sons Orchards, 
have pointed out the advantage of Galesville, Wis. 
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. SISSON’'S 
n JO J. H. Phillips, Mgr. 

TYPEWRITERS 
ADDING MACHINES 

Either 
Standard or Portable | 

Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection 

ORGANS 
We Rent Portable Organs | 
Anywhere in the U.S.A. by 
the Month. | 

3 to 5 Octaves | 

PEONIES 
one Dey aoe the ico tat dig at ae 2a 

All Makes and Types an rgest Selection in Wis- up one ol y 

ff Typewrit: id in. Over 2,000 Varieti plants from which he will make 
Adding Machines Rented 0 Select From. ANS vision for Bling order. 

or Sold An Over the U.S.A. WRITE | 

SISSON’ S  Razendale, Wisconsin 
WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

: Gp, BE SURE you are getting the most for 

your money by buying Root Quality 

Bee Supplies. They are built to last 

for years. 

- BEE SuPPLIES 
Your Wisconsin Root Dealer will be 
pleased to serve you. 

Mt. Horeb—Ranums Bee Farm, R. 3 

Oshkosh—H. E. Greenwood, 1620 Delaware St. 

Kewaskum—A. H. Seefeldt 

Kenosha—Albert F. Lidik, Rt. 1, Box 418 

Richland Center—Nicholas F. Rott 

The A.1. Root Co. Medina, Ohio 
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GE Fae CHOOSE YOUR AIR-TYPE SPRAYER 

=) | Om \, FROM THE COMPLETE JOHN BEAN LINE 
Sis W pS 

i ee fe) Za a 
woo oe Os BO 

MODEL 36-w ey \ ie — 
SPEED spraver \Veas =e eg ons A 

a oe 
MODEL 29-w Ne we ~ 

: SPEED SPRAYER Cet nS : 
WHATEVER YOUR Se NAY 
Seats Ne es wien sax Kiel =e = 
is a John Bean Air- raye! -. EO ZEEE 
that’s right for the job! With SIX SPEFDETTE sey B if Sos 
MODELS to choose from, you can select Agee I TIN, ogg Z ss 
the sprayer that fits your orchard or grove. ot mh CIS) y 
It’s a waste of money to buy a sprayer that’s too iy Y EO De] 
large or too small. You save when you buy and you save —- MODEL 28-TR \ ONS a\yN : SZ . 
when you use the John Bean sprayer that’s tailored to SPEEDETTE XR aie) ] 
your needs. Ask your John Bean dealer for a free demonstra- ASO IS) YA 4) 
tion. Write for free descriptive literature. WY Za »)) Di 

JOHN BEAN DIVISION [ine Garona tattne Sc MwooeL ot 

SEE YOUR LOCAL BEAN DEALER 

or Write 

= MR. LEON MILLER, District Sales Manager 
8 ‘ 

& Okauchee, Wisconsin 
x= 

4 
F 
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for APPLE SCAB 
a 

COROMERC, a new mem- 
ber to the Corona family of 
agricultural fungicides, is a 

; \ dry, granular, water solu- 
: ble product. Tests at Agricul- 

— f \ tural Experimental Stations 
* in various apple growing re- 

. gions have shown this partic- 
ular mercury formulation to 

A U Uy 9) be an excellent fungicide for 
= c | the control of apple scab. 

if 4 Corona for the first time 
\ 4 offers this mercury fungicide 

¢ \—> for safely burning out pri- 
NS mary scab lesions should this 

\ i disease get a foothold during a 
warm, wet spring when other types of fungi- 

Va cides are unable to hold the disease in check. 
4 al i Recommended for use during the early grow- 

ing season, and at 14 lb. per 100 gallons of 
spray solution, Coromerc is packed in 1 Ib. and 
1} |b. cannisters for direct addition to most 

“4 spray tanks. 
=— Competitively priced. Write for Literature. 

ey Your Lraurance pr Setter Cagyod/ 
(coacp> 
\27Z. CORONA CHEMICAL DIVISION 

IP PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

. MILWAUKEE, WIS. MOORESTOWN, N. J. 
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From The Field of Experience 
Growers Tell How to Grow Delicious and What They 

Think of Dwarfing Root Stocks 

GROWING RED DELICIOUS a - Tp } COMMENTS ON DWARFING ROOT 
IN MILWAUKEE COUNTY . i STOCKS FOR APPLE TREES 

By Elroy Honadel s 4 Mr. Arno Meyer of Waldo Orchards, 
We have been growing apples since } oH Waldo, Wis., has had some experi- 

1924. Our orchard has 1300 trees, no : i pre ence with dwarfing root stocks and 

fillers. Our soils are mostly clay and ee ¥; se ‘has a number of dwarf trees which 
sand mixture with a good moisture 4 Be .| look quite promising. When we asked 

holding subsoil. The orchard is in i e] him about his experience, he stated: 

heavy bluegrass mulch since the trees ; Bee “The only stock that I have used 
were nine years old. The grass is cut Bec’ _ that proved to be dwarfing is the 

the first week in July and left in ie Virginia Crab when grafted with 20- 

the orchard. ee Ounce, Secor and Willow Twig vari- 
There has been only one crop fail- “ss eties. Early McIntosh also dwarfs to 

ure on Red Delicious since the trees the extreme but the fruit is valueless. 
began to fruit. That was due to a late '. T’ve heard that Dudley is not good on 
spring frost. . Virginia Crab but have not tried it. 

Pruning 3 ie “From my experience with the above 

Our method of pruning is the Stand- a varieties on Virginia Crab, I would 

ard, trying to keep the trees open i Pe plant such trees about 12 feet apart, 

and pruned low enough to allow plenty { F’'., with every 3rd row 20 feet apart to 

of sun light. It also makes sprayng | fF. . +! allow for passage of equipment. The 

more effective. j -'*.*5 5) trees would be small enough to permit 
The Starking fruit grades up to : , oe “*.°} spraying 3 rows at a time with the 

good size and has exceptionally good — “+ <4") wind. Pruning would only consist of 

storage qualities, both in common and ~ Se et SS gutting out or thinning the old wood. 

cold storage. Most of our Starking “With a 12 by 12 foot planting there 

were top worked on Senator trees THE ELUM CUROULIO would be 280 trees per acre without 

which were 4 years old when top This insect has become the number 1 allowing for the 20 foot row. They 

worked. pest of Wisconsin apples, plums and could produce 3 bushels per tree. The 

Fertilizers cherries in some areas. Adult beetles ease of picking and spraying could 

In the past years we have applied begin to fly to the fruit about or just make up for any decrease in produc- 
Sulphate of Ammonium to all De- before the time of petal fall. They feed _ tion. 

licious trees up to 4 years ago. We _ on the fruit as soon as it sets. Control “All fruit produced except the Early 

changed to a complete fertilizer 8-8-8; consists of spraying at petal fall with McIntosh were as good as on stand- 

the following year to 10-10-10; the arsenate of lead at 3 Ibs. and dieldrin ard stock. The Virginia Crab does not 

next spring to 13-13-13. About 8 Ibs. (25%) 1 Ib. in 100 gallons of water. dwarf the Melba variety and Melba 

per tree was used. fruits wonderfully well on this stock. 
With us the Starking trees require ,,yprennnnonnnnnnnononnrnrneronnnrs “Our experience with dwarfing on 

no thinning. They do not set as heavy Virginia Crab was quite accidental. I 
as Red Delicious. We have experi- pattern is a broad fog penetrating used this stock to overcome some 
mented with chemical thinning. AP- Giean through the tree. The following weaknesses of the 20-Ounce and Wil- 
ple Set was used according to manu- Won we spray the other side. low twig standard stock because the 
facturer’s recommendations on Red This type of spraying gives us top former cankered and the latter suf- 
Delicious with good results; also some cuits no worms, no apple maggots, fered from collar rot. I expected 

very disappointing results. and scab free fruit. We use liquid Standard sized trees when I grafted 
Spraying lime sulphur solution on all trees up to them 8 years ago. The Secor was put 

The sprayer we use is @ high pres- the Calyx; from then on, a milder 0 Virginia Crab stock because it was 
sure rig operating at 700 lbs. All spray- wettable sulphur and sometimes Fer- the only stock I had planted at the 
ing is done from the rear platform mate with Arsenate of Lead, and in time. The results were not anticipated 
with 6 foot hose and single Pecan some cover sprays, DDT. The past when the grafting was done. 

Gun. Tree rows are sprayed from one season we used Orthocide or 406 on all “The trees that were dwarfed on the 
side only each week. By using a spray- Red Delicious and Starking from the Viriginia Crab stock did not run very 
er with high pressure one can cover Calyx spray to last cover spray. Our uniform in growth or size. Some are 

almost % of the entire tree when results were very good, high finish and nice, but some are scrawny. . 

traveling the tractor slow. Our spray scab free. “If I had more land available I would 
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certainly like to try some of the dwarf- TOPWORKING REPORT 

ing stocks. Some 10 years ago I started using 

“Our snip pruning on older trees lectrician’s rubber tape for my whip * 
has worked out nicely but my son, and cleft grafts instead of grafting 
who did the pruning, is with the Wax, because the tape is so = 
Armed Forces in Germany now. We handier for small lots of grafts. KROP-SAVERS 
did have a nice crop of good sized oon learned that the rubber tape 
Golden Delicious where it was fol- must be painted with orange shellac Crag Herbicide—Dust or Spray 
lowed. to prevent rapid deterioration of the 

—————— rubber in sunlight, and that a good Insecticides and Fungicides for 

WHY DELICIOUS APPLES LOSE 8 ade of tape should be used. Fruits and Vegetables 
THEIR TYPICAL SHAPE Last spring I became a bit curious Crag 341 and Captan for Fruit 

Why do Delicious apples sometimes about the shellac so I made six grafts Spray 

lose their lovely, elongated and 5- and painted over both tape and cion 
with shellac. Also, I made six other Aldrin or Chlordane in fertilizer for 

knobbed shape and take on the round- 
grafts, painting with shellac only the White Grub Control 

ed one of a Jonathan apple. 
rubber tape and the tip of the cion. 

There seemed to be several answers In previous years I usually painted 

to this question. As a tree gets older oth tape and cion with shellac. Write or Phone 
the fruit may lose the elongated fruit On checking up a little later in the . 

form. This is especially true ina dry season I found all 12 cions were Crop-Saver Chemical 
season, so a good water supply is im- growing nicely. You will recall we had Cc 

: ompany, Inc. portant throughout the summer. Also a very favorable season for top- P Yr 

ie meee aif ca working last spring, without drying 400 South Winsted Street, 
er on older ‘trees ey are growing winds. I shall continue to shellac 

on a good soil and maintain a good both tape and cion on the assumption Spring Green, Wisconsin Tel. 195 
state of vigor by proper fertilization. that this practice may help to pre- 

The fruit which develops from the vent drying of the cion during un- 

central blossom cluster are likely to be favorable weather at topworking time. * 

more blocky than fruits from lateral —By J. D. Winter in the Minnesota 

flowers, which are more rounded. Horticulturist. 

eS, 

| FRUITGROWERS—LADDERS 
rm) 

Designed by Growers Step by Step } f 

Built from Carefully Selected, Kiln-dried Western White Spruce 
—for Maximum Strength and Minimum Weight. 

Provides an Additional Reinforcing Rod under Front Leg Spacer a 
—for Extra Strength and Safety. r 

‘a \ 
Each Ladder Stenciled with Your Name for Positive Identification j 

—if You Wish. { 

NET LADDER PRICES EACH i 

Sizes 1 to 100 100 or more i 

6 foot Ladder oc cccccccccccecenennnnnnnnn $540 $5.00 f | 
7 foot Ladder ..................-..--.---------- 6.20 5.75 ) 

8 foot Ladder nn 795 7.50 4 

Above Prices Delivered in Door County or F.O.B. Cars, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin ; 

ca 

P. O. Box 157 Sister Bay,Wisconsin Phone 42411 

ALSO DISTRIBUTORS OF FRUIT CRATES 
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MICHIGAN TREE sents a cost of less than twenty cents FRUIT FARM FOR SALE 
REMOVAL PROGRAM per tree removed. Work is done by Highly developed fruit farm on State 

From Bulletin, Michigan Apple local bulldozers and supervrsed by Hwy. 18 near Bayfield, Wisconsin. 57 

Storage Ass'n. Michigan Department of Agriculture acres, about 800 fruit trees (apples, 

. men. Mr. Boyer states that with the cherries and plums), 300 grape vines. 

The program operated by the existing personnel, the program could Has all necessary equipment. Modern 
Bureau of Plant Industry, Michigan be doubled if funds were available to six room house, packing and storage 

Department of Agriculture, for the hire bulldozers. shed, roadside stand. Terms. Also sev- 
1 of ‘lected hard: hich ee ng an It looks as tho it will take another ¢Fal other combination fruit and dairy are diseased and insect infected has farms reasonably priced. For further 

ten years to clean out the existing P been taking out about 100,000 fruit details write: Harry Peterson Agency, 
neglected orchards that are infect- . = trees annually since the program be- ii Ashland, Wisconsin. 

gan. To date, slightly more than a ng commercial orchards. To be eligi- 

million trees have been removed, ble for removal, the orchards must A they say is as old as he f 

about 65% of these trees have been be located in a commercial fruit Now if we could only do something to 

apples. C. A. Boyer, Bureau head, rea and must be neglected and in- get rid of those darned wrinkles.— 

estimates that there remains an- sect infected or diseased. Overage Mid-County Times. 
other million trees in commercial trees, undesirable varieties or or- se 

fruit areas which should be removed. chards not menacing good orchards When nobody disagrees with you, 

Budget appropriation for this pro- in the neighborhood are not eligibic you're either terribly brilliant or the 

gram is $25,000 annually and repre- for removal under this program. boss.—Ellenville Sun. 

e 

Have You Ordered Your Requirements for the year 1954? 

: TC CUCU Sprayers 
i  rrr—.UC—C—C—CLUUS MM | clr 

0 lke tlllt:tt(<“i«iC est to the largest. The cut 
—. shown at right is of a Speed- 
_ _ aire—which takes the hard 
— | work out of spraying and 

7 : gives you a complete cover- 

|. oS age with less material. One 
— — man operation. 

2 Pruning Equipment 
aoe Power Portable Pruner & Saw 

Pole Saws 
Grafting Knives & Tape 

MODEL 10—SPEEDAIRE Hand Saws — Hand Snips 

Spray Materials See Complete List in March Issue 

Power Sprayers — Portable Conveyors — Power-Pac Steam Cleaners 
Apple Grader & Cleaners — Roto Mulchers 

WRITE FOR LITERATURE & PRICES 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
P.O. Box 535 227-29 Cutler St. Telephones: 

Waukesha, Wis. Waukesha 4107 or 8716. 
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In The News 
LADYBUGS FOR SALE : r 4 

Millions of Them Sold by the Gallon ae FE | | 
The first line of the child's poem . 

about ladybugs is well known to Paul | . oa 
Harris who makes a living from Hip- | . a 
podamia Convergens, to use the formal | ta 
name. he F P 

Harris operates the Greenbug Con- 2 
trol Company of Oroville, Calif., which S| 
collects and sells ladybugs to farmers | 
to combat soft-bodied parasites and } 

injurious insects. In the past three ere ee | 
years Harris has handled an estimated oe ak ™ F : 

405,000,000 of the green, red and spot- oo . ~ “1 
ted little bugs. The board of Directors, Wisconsin Apple Institute met in Fond du Lac April 7th, 

Seated from left Armin Frenz, Cedarburg, past Rec. Sec.; H. J. Schubert, Nat'l Board 
agains pie tan ane thrips rei Member; Eredetick Meyer, Waldo, New Rec. Sec:Treas., Henry Mahe, Calendoni, 
spider, mealy bugs, aphids and par- Pres; E. A. Erickson, Casco, Vice-Pres. 
ticularly the pink bollworm. Standing from left, Don Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay, Albert Ten Eyck, Brodhead, Arnold 

Nieman, Cedarburg; J. C. Telfer, Green Bay; Robert Sacia, Galesville, Harold 
Shipping Problems Steffen, Cedarburg. 

Transpor " - ly Harrie sent 30000000 ledvtnace ty Other board members are: William Connell, Menomonie; Arthur Bassett, J. Barabon 
Texas to fight the bollworm. and Bigelow Lourie of Gays Mills. H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Exec. Sec. and Harold 

, Schubert were named on the National Board of Directors. 
The bugs are put in their boxes 

along with lots of pine cones. They 90 

quickly crawl into the cones, which 

— pa from bunching up too much DOES THE CONS R DO T STRAWBERRY ROT 

eir own good. The bugs are UME 

“cooled” after they arrive—this keeps SHE SAYS SHE WILL DO CAN BE CONTROLLED 

them from rushing out of their boxes Study Of Apple Buying Indicates Strawberry rot of the berries at 
and flying away, failing to do the job There Is A Difference harvest time often occurs during 4 
for which they were purchased. “What people say they will do, period of wet weather or when heavy 

would like to do, or prefer, is not in irrigation is used. 
The bugs are harvested by Harris any sense indicative of what they ac- Experiments carried. on at Louisian- 

and his crew from bushes. In 48 hours tity do in the market place.” So said na State College indicated that the 
they can get a truckload of bugs py; Max Brunk, Professor of Market- rot could be satisfactorily controlled 
which are brought back to head- ing Cornell University, at a talk be- with Captan (orthocide) sprays. Other 
quarters and put in cold storage. They fore the Washington State Horticul- spray materials could be used as well 
can be kept for two months at a tem- tural Society. but many of them leave a residue 
perature just above freezing. He explained that surveys of opin- which would spoil the appearance of 

Collecting Hazards ions report people overwhelmingly the berries so Captan sprays would 

say they prefer to buy aples from bulk rate high from this standpoint. In the 

The bugs are sold by the gallon— displays. They say they like to pick tests at Louisiana by N. L. Horn, his 
about 135,000 of them to one gallon. out their own apples. plots sprayed with Orthocide had only 
It takes about 30,000 ladybugs to con- Dr. Brunk stated: “In 1950 more 9% of rot as compared with 25% 
trol one acre of farm land. than 3,000 housewives were interview- in untreated plots, and the yield from 

Their use is somewhat limited by ed and 81% said they preferred to buy the sprayed plots was 40% higher. 
their appetite. Some injurious’ pests apples in bulk rather than the pre- The sprays recommended are either 

don’t interest ladybugs in a gustatory packaged ones. That same year we Orthocide 5 Dust at 40 to 50 Ibs. per 
way at all, and sprays used to kill watched 87,000 of them. From combin- acre, making the first application just 

these pests may also kill the ladybugs. ation displays of packaged and bulk, before fruit begins to form and weckly 

they had their free choice. What did thereafter. Orthocide 50 Wettable can 

Ladybugs carry'no disease, harbor they do? More than 90% took the be used at 2 Ibs. per 100 gallons of 

no parasites. Although they fly away packaged. Not only that happened, but water applying 200 gallons of the spray 

after one season, they leave behind also of those who bought bulk apples, per acre. If the infection is severe, 

larvae which have even a better ap- only 5% picked out the apples them- spraying can be continued through 

petite than the parents.—From the selves. The others left it up to the harvest treating immediately. aiter 
Prairie Farmer. clerk”. each picking. 
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The “8 in 1" Tool — Use It The Year 'Round 
@ Cuts Brush @ Aerates 

@ Cuts Cover Crops @ Mulches 

@ Levels—every time you use it @ Controls Mice ; 

@ Prevents Erosion—absorbs rainfall @ Harrows 

No Orchard Tool Is In Such Great Demand as THE CULTI-CUTTER 

Sizes Available and GROWERS ACCLAIM IT: 

Approximate Weights ELIMINATES THE NEED 
CC 3207 48-in. 6-rotor 30 blades 1200 Ibs. OF MOWING — DISCING 
CC 3209 56-in. 7-rotor 35 blades 1400 Ibs. 

CC 3211 64-in. 8-rotor 40 blades 1600 lbs. A REAL SOIL SAVES EQUIPMENT 
CC 3213 72-in. 9-rotor 45 blades 1800 lbs. BUILDER — SAVER TIME — MONEY 
CC 3215 80-in. 10-rotor 50 blades 2000 Ibs. 

CC 3217 88-in. 11-rotor 55 blades 2200 lbs. THE GREATEST ORCHARD 
CC 3219 96-in. 12-rotor 60 blades 2400 Ibs. TOOL OF THE TIMES 
CC 1251 Transport wheel assembly less tires. POWER REQUIRED FOR EFFECTIVE OPERATION 
CC 1257 Hydraulic lift available on any of 4B-in. - 72-in. ...---.---------------------1 - 2 plow tractor 

above models. 80-in. - 96-iN. .........22-2..-2-2-------2 - 3 plow tractor 

Write for Literature—Ask for a Demonstration 

'e e 

Wisconsin Orchard Supply Company | 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin : Telephone 825 

MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF PRODUCTION AND MARKETING EQUIPMENT 
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y | sure, Sate Tungicide: 

MAKE LLL 
vb 7 

a | spray programs Tol 

| your specific needs 

aul 00s 

| 

d MAGNETIC °70" 
For an economical, effective early season rains. MAGNETIC “70” acts both as a fungicide 

fungicide, use a straight MAGNETIC “70” Sul- and as a sticker for CAPTAN, thus permitting re- 
phur Paste Program on APPLES and CHERRIES. duced dosages and offering extra savings. 

| | | For higher yields of cleaner, brighter fruit of 
When improved finish and better disease con- better keeping quality, use a straight CAPTAN 

trol at low cost are desired, use a tank mixture of 50-W program throughout the entire season. 
MAGNETIC “70" and CAPTAN 50-W at about Experience has shown that trees sprayed in this 
half dosages of each in the early season sprays. manner have produced better foliage—more and 
This combination has proved to be especially ef- stronger fruit buds resulting in higher annual 
fective under conditions of frequent and heavy yields. 

. MAGNETIC "95" 
5 MICROFINE. DUSTING SULPHUR 

Specially formulated for use in early cover sprays on wet foliage, 
and during light, misty rains. 

380 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 636 California St., San Francisco 8, Calif. 
221 North LaSalle St., Chicago 1, Ill. P.O. Box 7222, Houston 8, Tex.:s 

| 824 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 14, Calif. Apopka, Florida e North Por'! 
326 South Main St., Akron 8, Ohio and, Oregon e Weslaco, Tex: s 

PE LI NE ELE IE EEE LE LSE LEAL LEB ELE EERE AEE ELIE DLE ELD DED LE EAI ETB EE! 
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Berrie d Vegetabl 
‘e 2 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 

ES ee Se eis ee 

REPORT OF THE SPRING BERRY ee era caiant SUMMER MEETING AND TOUR 
MEETING Berry and Vegetable Growers 

Excellent Program Brings Out Milwaukee County — Friday, June 11 
Points Of Interest 

10. A.M. Assemble at Herb Mahn truck farm on South end of county near Mitchell 
Attendance at the spring meeting Fielq Directions: On Hy. 100 to Layton Ave. (Co. Trunk Y) East about 7 miles 

of the Wisconsin Berry & Vegetable 1, Howell Ave. (Hy. 38). South (Rt.) 2% miles. It's the 6th house on east side 
Growers Association at Oshkosh on  4¢ ;oa4. Or take Hy. 41 to Layton Ave. (Y). East 2 miles to Howell and follow 

April i —— ene oo as above. Next stop at Frank Paul Truck Farm. 
ance than in some : ; 

was mutually good im all questions YM, bral Pe riba Gok Cole cewBe eae, Bnd * MH 
Pr the toned bible calacusilan serowe 1:30 PM Tour of flower gardens and short meeting in administration bldg. 

ers from various parts of the state 2:30 PM To Len. Weiss Truck Farm—another stop will be made if time permits. 

were called on and the replies can be County Agent S. S. Mathisen will be Master of Ceremonies. 

summarized as follows. Get your baseball tickets for that evening as soon as possible. 

1. The unusually dry season last ei 

summer and fall was unfavorable for a — 

the rooting of runner plants on straw- TIFIED PLANTS 

berries. However, where irrigation was FOR SALE BERRY BOXES 

used, runners did root well and are We have the following plants for For Sale. Berry Boxes and Crates. 

in good condition. sale: Gem (Everbearing); Premier, For Price List write Ebner Box Fac- 

2. There is increased interest in Robinson, Dunlap (Junebearing; at tory, Cameron, Wis. 

berry growing as evidenced by in- $15.00 per 1,000. $2.00 per 100. 

creased attendance at meetings for Superfection and Streamliner (Ever- STRAWBERRY PLANTS FOR SALE 

berry growers in various parts of the pearing); Catskill, Thomas, Beaver State Inspected plants. Free of dis- 

state. It appears that many farmers nq Fairfax (Junebearing), at $18.00 ease. Catskill, Robinson and Premier. 
wish to supplement their income by per 1,000. $2.25 per 100, Webster (Ever- 1,000 @ $18.00. 100 @ $2.25. Postpaid. 

growing cash crops. bearing) at $4.00 per 100. All postpaid. Milligan Orchards, Bayfield, Wiscon- 
3. Many growers are advertising to Latham raspberries at $40.00 per sin. 

consumers to “pick your own” berries. 1,000, F.0.B. Bayfield. $5.00 per 100; — 

Some growers reported very good re- $3.00 per 50; $1.75 per 25, Postpaid. BERRY PLANTS AND 
3 

sults where they could control the ras es at $25.00 per NURSERY STOCK 

quality of the work done by pickers. vas — B. pberri eld. $8.50 per 100; Beaver, Premier, Catskill, Robinson, 

4, Varieties are still being tested by z oe . 50: prey r 25, Postpaid. * Dunlap Strawberry plants. 100 @ 

many growers. It is obvious that dif- #00 per 50; Per 25, $2.50; 200 @ $4.95; 500 @ $9.00; 1,000 
ferent varieties are selective in their John Krueger, Route 1, Bayfield, @ $17.50. Gem Everbearing, 100 @ 

soil and climatic requirements. Vari- Wis. $3.50. 
eties should be tested on a small scale SS Dunham everbearing red raspberry 

by growers until one is found that STRAWBERRY PLANTS: Catskill; jants, Transplants, 12 @ $1.75 25 @ 

Seems to be the best. Premier; Robinson; Wis. No. 261; $3.75; 50 @ $7.25; 100 @ $14.09. 

Dr. R. H. Roberts reported that Wis- Thomas—very late and excellent qual- [atham, 25 @ $3.00; 50 @ $5.50; 100 @ 

consin Number 537 does well if green ity. 100 @ $2.75. 1,000 @ $17.00. Not 10,00. 

Plants are selected. One trouble with postpaid. For larger amounts Cumberland Black Raspberry, 25 @ 

Continued On Page 189 write for prices. In 100 lots only: $92.50; 50 @ $4.75; 100 @ $9.00. 

en eee Wis. No. 537, green type, no yellowing = Mary Washington Asparagus roots, 
STRAWBERRY PLANT SPECIAL of leaves; Vermillion. 100 @ $3.00. 2 yr. old, 25 @ $1.00; 50 @ $1.95; 100 

Have a surplus of Robinson straw- RASPBERRY PLANTS: Latham @ $3.50. 

berry plants. Special price of $2.00 per No. 1 and No. 2 @ $8.50 and $7.00 per ALL POSTPAID. 

hundred in 300 plant lots. By the 100. For larger amounts write for Evergreens, Fruit trees, shrubs, 

1,000—$12.50. 500 @ the same rate. H. Prices. shade trees. Send for price list. 
B. Blackman, Richland Center, Wis. H. B. BLACKMAN, 398 E. Union HALL NURSERY 

3898 East Union Street. St., Richland Center, Wis. ELMWOOD, WISCONSIN 
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OUR COVER PICTURE Zz promising results in the contro! of 

ee ee this insect but cannot be used within 
If you had just seen Pop-eye the Gr ct Y three weeks of ripening. 

sailorman eat a can of spinach and )) Ls \ () Mites—Mites may destroy the blos- 

throw the villain over a 10 foot wall iy WY 2 som parts and generally feed on the 
(in the movies of course), wouldn’t SN ( A underside of the leaves. A close in- 

you be glad to cut such nice plants Ppl spection of the underside of the leaves 
and prepare them for dinner for your Y be = will reveal a whitish-haze which is 
loved ones. We won't even ask what silken threads produced by the mites, 

| your secret hopes might be. For the The foliage will lose color and appear 

| picture we thank the National Garden y yellowed or bronzed. Dust once or twice 
| Bureau of Chicago. before full bloom with 1% parathion 

dust or 1% TEPP dust (Vapatone). 

| CONTROL “. Tarnished Plant Bug— This insect 

| FORMER OFFICE SECRETARY RASPBERRY INSECTS is provided with piercing-sucking 

| WORKS ON HISTORYMOBILE D. A. Dever and R. K. Chapman mouthparts which are used to intro- 

| Our former Office secretary, Mrs. Strawberries and raspberries are at- ani te 4 tevin — plecwtgs 

John Winn, now works on the State tacked by numerous insect pests and pitted buds and developing fruit. 

Historical Society’s State Historymo- he losses See great. A mixture of DDT and toxaphene is 
’s first museum on Te me strambory Lent aer—The sron- tue tie 0 Bath thal 

interesting. If it visits mee sume ae F iter oo fee be spraylora‘dust‘at the rate"ot 9 Tht 

nity, be sure to os ath a ‘s pa leaves. The small greenish larvae can technical DDT and % Ib. of technical 

Mrs. John Winn. T! i thi er aire ent be found feeding on the foliage about toxaphene per acre. The application 

i long and often visits three S mid-May or later. Leaves turn brown should be made in the bud stage. The 
| communities in one day. Mr. Winn and die. Heavily infected beds have insecticide should never be applied to 

formerly worked for the Museum of a whitened or grayish appearance. the developing fruit. 

Natural History in Chicago. Control: Parathion and CS-708 Raspberries 
Miss Mary Price is now our office (Dilan) control this pest even when it Raspberry cane borer and Red- 

secretary. is enclosed in the leaves. Parathion is necked cane borer—The raspberry 

effective both as a dust (1%) and cane borer causes two ring-like in- 

——<—_——— spray (14 Ib. per acre), and also Dilan cisions around the cane. The tips 

SKMELON—MINNE ‘A asaspray (% lb. per acre), but neither wilt and the larva bores down the 
NEW ae SS should be used after fruit sets. Mala- center of the cane killing it. The 

NEY thion (1 Ib. per acre) gives less effec- red-necked cane borer causes a spindle 

“Minnesota Honey”, an, outstanding tive control, but presents a lesser toxic shaped enlargement on canes, usually 

melon, has just been introduced by residue hazard than other materials. first noticed in July. 

the Minnesota Experiment Station. Spittlebug— These insects cause the Control: Prune out and burn in- 

The original plant was selected in formation of distorted leaves and _ fested canes as soon as they are no- 

1947 from a planting of Minnesota 56. fruit by their feeding and produce the ticed. Spray with 50% DDT wettable, 

noticeable spittle masses on the 3 lbs. per 100 gals. of water, or arsen- 

The thickness of flesh and os plants. Apply insecticides when the ate of lead, 2 Ibs. to 50 gals. of water 
quality are two favorable charac’ ” first spittle masses are seen; use one to get adults when new shoots are 
ties. The variety has orsign nt of the following dust materials; 5% knee high. Do not spray after blos- 

growth of leaves and vines. * hey toxaphene, 1% dieldrin, 5% methoxy- som buds start to unfold. 
has a dense netting but yates i chlor, or 1% rotenone. Use only me- Raspberry Fruit Worm— This insect 
the distinct ribbing of most mus thoxychlor or rotenone if strawberries is first noticed as a small white larvae 

melon varieties. The flesh is aren it are blossoming or have set fruit. inside of berry when picked. The 
and has a mild flavor. In texture j| Strawberry Weevil— This insect presence of the larvae is due to the 
is somewhat soft and coarse-grained. i 3+615 as dark reddish-brown snout action of small light-brown beetles at 
Minnesota Honey is suitable for beetles. They become active when ber- fruiting time. Rotenone sprays (2 pints 

home and market gardens because of ries are coming into bloom. They kill of 4.5% rotenone in 100 gals. of water), 
| its good quality, vigor and attractive- the buds and fruit and leave them or 1% rotenone dust applied three 

ness, Information from April, Minne- hanging on partly severed stems. A times at weekly intervals beginning 
sota Horticulturist. dust of 5% chlordane has given very ten days after first blossoms appear. 
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BERRY GROWERS LEARN 
NEW METHODS 

a It's Not a@tiome— va 
this variety is that it developed what ° 9 ) 

is known as “Blakemore Yellows”, but ( I ata ATi Plamit al 
the green selections seem to stay 7 0 2 “7 Lo ee: 

green. Wis. No. 214 produces too much f i Me OLE eZ 
top growth. He said none of our pres- wag ann, Oe <a pS, " 
ent varieties have satisfactory freezing Las? ee eal ee Ss Cee eee 
quality. The consumer wants a berry oe ns A LY a ‘ wy | or 
that will stay firm, and have an ee A a SS 
orange red color. A new variety, No. \" Leh | W rl 5} wo: fl WIN i a 

is being tested and look: - Vy 4 : a Roa: AES emir aea Tom 846 is ‘es ed and looks prom: ry Feats silo gt =f 5 | - ze 

ene: ORR SOR SL or coer SR Seren Sr Tc a mS 5 oye hen 5 " 
When To Mulch Cee. Tae ines a 

In his talk on berry growing, Dr. so “ ane se maa ings us 

R. H. Roberts stated that the time to ON ame 
mulch is when there are no more 

warm nights and when the ground 9, Dg teehee Th tethets, Wicca Let McKay’s Landscape Architects Help You 
this would be around November 1st A 
or shortly thereafter. In the northern Just picture your home in a setting 
part of the state, perhaps in late Oc- of natural beauty — beautifully 
tober. Zero temperatures in January landscaped from the far comers to 

do very little harm as compared to the the front lawn ‘at’ the ‘roed's edge. 
18 degrees F. in mid-November. That's the McKay way — taking 

; , full advantage of every oppor- 

‘UNCOVER EARLY” said Dr. Ro- Z tunity to create for you a comfort- 

berts. “It’s important to have good able “outdoor living room.” 
early foliage and leaves; late uncover- 

ing wrecks them. Uncover as soon as 

the frost goes out of the ground un- 

der the mulch because it is then that rt 
the plants start to grow. Much harm “ rr Sante ” with i 
can be done by leaving the plants An “outdoor living room,” with its 

covered too long.” beautiful natural “furnishings,” 

Raspberry Pruning adds value to your property and 

gives you pleasure unlimited. 
“Get rid of the weak tips on the For Beauty 

raspberry canes”, said Dr. Roberts. is th i sh 
“In pruning, cut back about % because Your front lawn is the real show 

side branches will then grow which window of your home. McKay's 
will produce larger berries.” Mr. experts will help you accent its 
Floyd Burchell, DePere, Wis., stated natural lines of beauty. 
that he had increased the size and 

quality of his berries since adopting nei sins ‘ascii m lecel McKay & sinus 
A comp! consult your ly Represe: this recommendation. or write to our Madison office. . 

“Take out the old raspberry canes as 

soon as possible after harvest”, said AY RSERY COMPANY 
Dr. Roberts. “This will give more light McK NU 

is the distributor for 
to the younger plants to develop next 

year’s crop. BUFFALO TURBINE SPRAYERS 
Write for information 

WISCONSIN‘’S GREATEST NURSERY 

OFFICE NURSERIES 
1919 Monroe St. Waterloo, 

Madison, Wis. Wisconsin 
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Nursery News & Notes 
For The Wisconsin Nurserymen's Association 

Pres., Robert H. Gieringer, Milwaukee; Vice Pres., John Gartman, Fond du Lac; Sec.-Treas., Thomas S. Pinney, Sturgeon Bay, 
Eprror, Leland Jens, Wiscoasth Rapids. Directors: L. L. Kumlien, Janesville; Frank Thierfelder, Milwaukee; Vincent Frantel, 

Kenosha; Charles Hawks, Wauwatosa; Howard Anderson, Port Edwards; M. A. Haller, Oshkosh. 

The New Garden 
The development of a new garden for a modern home, the method of designing the 

° 
garden to achieve the maximum affect of space and interest. 

You have just purchased a new By James S. Wells it gently down to the normal ground 

home. The builders have completed D. Hill Nursery Co. level. The actual walls of the house 

their work, at least they say so, but Dundee, Ill. should be camouflaged also by plant- 

you are not quite sure. The large piles ing. A simple trellis should be affixed 

of builder’s rubbish have been re- the basic principles behind the proper to the side walls of the house, under 
moved, and you are left with a scene Planning of a small area. which should be planted climbing 

of desolation and destruction, which is The house itself is by the very na- plants hardy in your area. 

the normal garden area after the ture of its structure an unnatural Need More. Color 

builders have departed. What should thing. It is square, angular, formal, There are a host of similar plants 

you do, where should you begin, how and has been literally dumped onto which can, with advantage, be planted 

should you start to make a garden? the pieces of ground. The garden right at the building and which can be 

There must be thousands of new home’ should do everything possible to tie removed from time to time without 

owners in this area faced with a prob- this house to the ground, and planting harm when painting and other repairs 

lem like this. The purpose of these should be developed to clothe and are necessary. Let me say heré that 

short articles is to try to give some bring into close relationship with the f deplore the so called “foundation 

lead on these questions which have normal ground level the angular line planting” of Evergreens. Now, I ama 

been posed above. of the corner of the house and the grower of Evergreens and am sup- 

line of the roof of the house. This osed to produce and to sell large 

The Garden Plan usually means that the corners of the waantlties * these plants, but I 
Before we get into specific details, house should be fairly vigorously jjeye our best interests are served if 

let us consider the basic principles of planted with one or two substantial our customers know how to use them 

garden design. The main purpose of a__trees, supported beneath by smaller properly in conjunction with other 

properly designed garden is to camou- _ bushes, shrubs, and flowering mater- plant material. Evergreens certainly 

| flage. Now, this may be a rather ial, bringing the whole down to ground ‘have their place in any garden, but 

strange word to use to describe a gar- _ level. they are but the skeleton of the garden 

den, but, if you come to think of it, Because the house is formal, any at- and should not be the full body of the 

that is what the garden is doing. You tempt at complete informality should garden as well. Such a garden, in my 

are camouflaging the unwanted and not be applied to the areas immediate- opinion, is a deadly dull affair. The 

undesirable factors which surround jy adjacent to the house. It is out of Garden should be a place of color, and 
you. You are are trying to clothe the place there. Again, because the areas the Evergreens should form a natural 
angular corner of the house with some immediately against the house are background and foil for this color, 

plants so that it does not look so bare readily accessible, and are ideal areas _ but should not replace it. The so called 
and desolate. You are trying to block for the gardener who likes to putter, “mustache planting” of a fringe of 
out the obvious view from the next they should be the most highly de- Juniper Pfizeriana right across the 

door neighbors house so that they can- veloped part of the garden. front of a house is the most uninspired 
not see everything you are doing in If you are interested in small plants _type of planting that I can imagine. 

your garden all the time. You want to such Alpines, or the dwarf bulbs, cro- The Beds and Borders 
try to create an illusion of space, of cus, narcissus, iris, etc. all these hosts I am a great believer in the use of 
quiet restfulness, of an oasis into of small, flowering plants should find curves in the designs of beds and 
which you can come to rest when the their place in the more highly devel- borders, and I think that all angles 
day’s work is over. How do you gO oped and cultivated areas immediately and harsh corners on the far bounds 

about this? Well, I would like to around the house. These small plant- of the plot should be camouflaged by 
stress that word, camouflage, because ings in turn should be supported by making a curved border which follows 

that is what we have to doin planning the large ones mentioned. no regular pattern, cutting right across 

| a small, modern garden, and it is quite The result of this careful planning the angular corners. This will mean 
| astonishing what can be done if we will be to camouflage the angular that perhaps quite a broad planting 

recognize the limitations of the area corners of the buildings, to soften the area will be provided at each of the 
and yet, at the same time, understand hard corner of the roof, and to bring back corners of the garden. This mit ht 
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well be ten or twelve feet broad from grown, and can be maintained by the method. There are so many imponder- 
the apex of the corner, and, in this proprietor of that garden mart or ables and unknown factors in the 

broad area, quite substantial large nursery in excellent condition right present method of merchandising nur- 

plants should be placed. This is an through the Summer. It means also sery stock that there is absolutely no 
ideal spot for some specimen Ever- that when you buy a plant grown in doubt of the success of the new canned 

greens or for some flowering trees, a container you know exactly what method. All sections of the nursery 

such as cherries, crabapples, lilacs, etc you are buying; a plant which is 100% industry, from primary producers to 

Support these in turn with some of the certain to live, if you give it normal 8%@?den marts and distribution centers, 

more dwarf flowering trees and care and attention. This cannot be "4 finally to the consumer, are going 

aaron and — > - _ pave said of plants which are now sold in ‘© be far more pleased with material 
still more smaller flowering plants. 

’ garden whieh has been designed tn the ordinary balled and burlapped Continued On Page 197 

this manner should not present at one 

glance all the various points of inter- 

est that may be within it. If the beds 
have been devised in such a manner ne y er 

to create small islands and oasis of in- SC 9 a ay, 404 fy Legh Jol add Lea aD Asn dl. hs 

terest, then, as one walks around the maa 

house from point to point new items 

appear into view and one is gently | { 
lead right around the garden, going 4 oe . 
from interest to interest, until you fin- Pr . 

ally arrive at the point from which you - At\Ot is 

began your tour. Such a garden can be Ls v hy r 

a continued joy, not only to you, as its Ms t : vs Roane” 

owner, but to your friends and neigh- ; wet et " f . : . - 

bors also. V1 ee —— G 

pee eT Lol: 
GARDENING WITH A REQUIRE! 

CAN OPENER meer 19.4 
By James S. Wells PAA OCIS a. 

D. Hill Nursery Co. ROP VIE 

* Dundee, IL 

A major revolution is taking place 

in the horticultural industry of Ameri- 200-bushel corn yields are ‘ 
ca, and it is well that you, as a con- consistently obtained with tt EO 
sumer of plants for your garden, sprinkler irrigation. Bee ee 
should be aware of this and its impli- e 

cations and affects upon you in the : . . « 
Nation’s outstanding high col 

oan tn ie & stecin bteall sented producing dairyherds from The Famous Ireco Coupler 

in tin cans, bringing them to a stage sprinkler irrigated pastures. A esse ees am 

suitable for you to purchase to take e gasket that protects the tub- 

to your home in the original growing Better seed stands and top ing. Available in “Bolt-on” 
containers. quality truck crops with oF “Press-on” styles. 

Tin Can Era ‘ faster germination from 
We are too well aware of the com- sprinkler irrigation. Cir 

mon music hall joke of the young Ae _ 

bride who can only maintain a home Ireco Equipment plus Irece Engle bb AN { ll A ki yi ri 

with a can opener, and, perhaps horti- meering insures these results Vi. TC FATTO 
culturists never thought to see the ad- with lowest operating costs! Wey WL 
vent of the can opener in the garden. e@ SSVALES 

I am sure it will not be long before 

we see practically alt horticultural Always New Systems and Frequently Good Used Systems Available 
items being produced in tin cans by 

nurseries. Now, what does this mean to Gorman-Rupp, Goulds and Marlow Pumps 
you as a consumer? First, it means 

that the plants which you buy will 
have been grown without disturbance ERIC (2 FRANKE 

in the container in which you buy ° 

them. It means that the plant will | RR. 5, Sturgeon Bay, Wis. Phone 1867F21 
come to the sales ground without any 

mutilation of its root system, properly a 
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| Varieties Old And New 
| By Wesley Patience, New Jersey 
| Continued from April 

| The Cream Varieties other name smells as sweet this looks 

| Leif Erickson altho introduced in A like something far better than you 

| 1952 is one of the best in this section. “i Il ot Cl &f would pick up at a quick lunch. David 

Lilibet a light cream with yellow Rios Ciao” 5 Warr will be grown and shown by 

throat and cerise pencilling should be * Berl = a many. Lee Fairchild has an excellent 
watched and commercial growers Oe 4: yA variety in Hilltopper which seems to 
looking for something new should take SRLS like dry weather and heat as does 

a look at Rich Cream. Those who like Hitchcock’s Mary Alice. 

Crinkle Cream should try Maier’s seed- Pink Varieties ‘i 
ling Jay Dittman. Buff Varieties—Wax Canary by Here’s where we really get into trou- 

Yellow Varieties Woods is a rich apricot buff that was be just as the show judges do when 
It has been said of Patience that Wel! received both in New Jersey and they come to the class. First there are 

| he likes any color as long as it is yel- %t the Central International Show just so many of them and second there 
| low. I still feel that Gold for color While Chamois by Mikle is a distinc-  j, gpic and Span which is probably the 

value alone even with its short head is tive addition to this class. Picardy of this decade. How can you 
the class of the class altho Forsythia Orange Varieties beat Spic and Span? I can remember 
heavily ruffled and fluted has its at- The old varieties like Circe, Daisy one well known Connecticut grower’s 

tractions. The best new variety in my Mae, Atlantic and Gatineau are not comment when first seeing it at New 

opinion is Prospector which we first getting too much competition from york in 1946 that it would never go 

saw in 1952 at Lebanon, Pa. exhibited new introductions but Princess Aurora over, Better men than I can be wrong! 
by Beulah Fortnan. It is really a new along with Regina from Palmer and My errors will I hope be those of 
color which is somewhere between Fire Opal from Fisher are worthy in- omission, Blossomtime with its round- 
that of new minted gold and butter- troductions. Regina’s vigorous growth ed petals is extremely attractive in a 

scotch. Ruffled and fluted it is already and heavy texture draw our interest basket and for florists work but does 
in great demand and reflects great 8 much as its unusual coloring. not open enough to win in the single 

credit upon Leffingwell. Gold Bond Salmon Varieties spike class. Pink Diamond by Fisher 

and Golden Diana both from Harris I do not know what was fed that and Pink Harmony are both light 

appeal to many while Goldruff from King Size that was shown at Bingham- _ pinks which will find favor with many. 
Palmer is an interesting glad in this ton in 1952 or perhaps its word of Not many new varieties, but when new 

group. Les Canadiens have done well mouth advertising was too extravagant ones have to lick C. D. Fortnan, Con- 

by us here. Byron Kadel has Gay Spot so some of us were a little disappoint- necticut Yanke and Phantom Beauty 

which should appeal to all lovers of ed in its performance this year. De- before they meet Spic and Span they 

Spotlight particularly those who have light by Roberts with a light yellow have to be superlative to even be 

disease trouble with the latter. Gay throat is an attractive salmon pink noticed. However, Look draws the eve 

Spot has better facing than Spotlight while Frontier by Clark makes excep- of many and in the small sized varie- 

and won two American Home awards tionally long spikes. Mutiny by Wilson _ ty I find much to admire in Claucarcy. 

in 1952. Kadel has other excellent yel- is recommended to those who like Red Varieties 

lows but they fail to outshine his flashly bold colors. Vision is liked by Again we have so many excellent 

Howard Wright and Peace Light and our champion Jersey showman as is older varieties in this class that it is 
so perhaps do not get the recognition Carmen Corliss. tough sledding to crash the gate. One 

| they deserve. Golden Boy by Secrest Scarlet Varieties of the best is a small one by Glenn 

is on my list as the yellow to try, and Harrisburger by Mikle deserves a Pierce known as Zig Zag. Splashed 

\ Gold Bank is well spoken of by others. better name and while a rose by any with yellow and plenty open on the 
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much desired thin wiry stem it never GROWING GLADIOLUS 7-14 days, the leaf then starts its up- 

fails to win. I saw some interesting FROM SEED ward growth and between 14-21 days 

seedlings with similar markings that By Ken McCombe you should see signs of leaf emergence 
Rev. Rohrbach had gotten from an (From the D.G.F. Bulletin) above ground level. At this stage you 

unknown species from Okinawa. Here I don’t expect everyone to whole- can without any risk of loss, lift, wash 

in Zig Zag we have a collectors item. heartedly agree with my findings, but and inspect the progress being made. 

In the large varieties we look forward the following is the practice used by You will find joining the seed and 
to Red Delight by Hitchcock, a dark ye during the last five years, and the top of the sheath where the leaf 

red with distinctive coloring. Ablaze the one I have proved the most satis- emerges, a tiny white thread as thick — 
by Roberts is just that even to the yel- factory as far as results are concerned as a cotton. We have, during the 
low throat we so often find in a good after experimenting with various course of our. experiments, lifted 

fire. a ~~ e is ada formula. thousands of seed, and on every oc- 
and clear and Butt continues to bring nm have found this fine white 

out good reds this time with Red Tape. Deptt: Of Flanting ene to ari be %” long. No more! 
—_ tay mee method: Firstly, No less! It was this factor that first 

MADISON GLADIOLUS that only full ripe seeds are planted, BProssed US With the impr ne 
CHAPTER MEETING Work your seed plot up to a fine tilth, {ne depth of Planting. It seed ls pilin z Plot up * ed at a lesser depth, the thread is 

The Madison Chapter met on April and make a drill %” deep. Plant seed right on the surface and damage to it 

21 and elected Dr. Jas. Torrie, Presi i" the drill and cover with sand 4 this point is fatal. If planted deep- 
dent; Mr. Harry Sulzer, Vice Presi- (coarse, grey, sharp sand), to a depth er, leaf emergence takes place be- 

dent and Mrs. Theo. Woods, Sec. . .: = nf sere dosen't neath the surface and results in 
Treas. ae pane) "hoe Mar’ the esl nee yellowing off. From 21-28 days this 
Mr. cn Flad and ean Ed Lins of germinated and "gent down the pri- thread is apparently vital to the life 

Spring Green were elected members of the Board of the Wis. Gladiolus mary roots, which should be between Continued On Page 197 

Society. 

Members voted to hold the annual 

gladiolus show at the First National THE 
Bank on Sunday and Monday, Aug. 

wie AUTOHOE 
MARATHON CHAPTER MEETING 

At the Marathon County chapter of 

the Wisconsin Gladiolus Meeting held 

April 1 at Wausau plans were com- 

pleted for the Wisconsin Gladiolus 

Coordinating Council meeting to be 

held in Wausau Sunday afternoon 

April 25, 2, P.M. 

Plans were also made for the annual 
picnic and judging school to be held 

Sunday, August 1 in the Youth Hall, SIMPLE 

Marathon Park. 

Dr. R. H. Juers, chairman of the SCIENTIFIC 

State Gladiolus Show to be held in 
Wausau Aug. 14 and 15, outlined ar- PRACTICAL 

rangements already made for the The Auto Hoe is a new type of cultivator that will do a perfect job 
am which will be held in the Youth in any kind of soil. It wal hoe between plants as well be Eatueeh 
uilding at Marathon Park. rows (spaced plants like tomatoes, berries). It will not pulverize 
A. W. Schulz, president of the Chap- the soil, but does a job like hand hoeing. 14” wide, it is light in 

ter, appointed Mrs. Marvin Baeseman weight, easy to operate, low to the ground. Just right for shrubs, 
chairman of the banquet committee low trees, flowers and berries. No gears, no clutches, no other 
with Mrs. Nina Drumm and Mrs. attachments, all parts standard. Auto Hoe does not miss any weeds, 
Henry Marquardt to assist. Mrs. Al- but cuts them all off 2-3” under the surface. The more you use it, 
bert Scholtz was appointed to the the more you'll like it. 
sunshine committee. 
An auction of bulbs received too late For more information write for booklet. Price $159.00. 

for the previous auction was conduct- . 
ed and lunch was served by Mr. Baese- von pane ROSENBERG’S BERRY-ACRE NURSERY 
man and her committee. By Mrs. Ed wis. Clintonville, Wis. 

Kramer, Wausau, Publicity Ch’m. . 
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GARDEN CLUB OF WISCONSIN, EXECUTIVE BOARD: Pres. Mrs. Chester Thomas, 7481 N. Beach Dr., Milwaukee 11; Vice Pre, 
Mrs. Harold Poyer, Rt. 2, Ft. Atkinson; Rec. Sec.-Treas. Mrs. E. W. Brismaster, 324 Irving, Oshkosh; ate ip Sewel, 

ford, 61 We Noyes Ste Berliny Mra: Allen Lepr Hotnes Mrs, George Willett: Tole; Mr. ii. J. Hahmlow, Exec. Soc. Exretficie. 7S” O™ 

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING ~~ FLOWER SHOW IN OSHKOSH 

Tuesday, April 6, 1954 VA The Oshkosh Horticultural Society 

The Executive Board, Garden Club — rt is making plans for an_ elaborate 

of Wisconsin, met with the Executive ASS spring flower show. June 5th and 6th 

Board of the Wisconsin State Horti- ti tors a agra as the dates. It will be 

cultural Society in Fond du Lac on 4 be eld in the Recreational Gym and 
Tuesday April 6. The following is a Os GC K 4 : therefore will be on a large scale. The 

condensed report of the principle MF ag és Society hopes many friends from 

matters of business transacted. co Asisd neighboring cities will take advantage 

It was decided that the new color Kohan tence of the "week-end and ‘enjoy*the:show 
chart prepared by Mrs. Victor Schmitt with us. Plans are still in the making 

of West Allis, be sold by Mrs. E. W. and petunias. Various floral arrange- but we expect to have some surprises 
Brismaster, 324 East Irving Street, ments, vertical design, mantel arrange- for our guests. Why not plan to come? 
Oshkosh, Treasurer, for $1.00. All or- ments and crescent design were dem- Don’t miss it. The event of the season. 

ders shoud be sent to Mrs. Brismaster. onstrated. —By Miss Viona Zentner, Sec. 
This is a splendid report and every sult it is no longer possible to print a ee 

one interested in color will find it magazine of the size it has been for BLACKHAWK REGION HOLDS 
valuable. . many years. After this month the SPRING MEETING 
The Board approved the Wayside magazine will contain 32 pages of 6 Members of the Blackhawk region, 

Park project and the Paul Bunyan by 9 inches which, however, will still Garden Club of Wisconsin met in Fort 

Historical Marker project recommend- cost more than during the past months Atkinson April 29. The usual wonder- 

ed by the Roadside Committee and and may require an increase in mem-_ ful pot luck supper preceded the eve- 

published in the March issue of Wis- ership dues beginning this fall. ning meeting. The treasurer's report 
consin Horticulture. SSS SS showed a balance of $58.49. The mem- 

The Board approved the require- CENTRAL REGION bers voted to change the constitution 
ments for obtaining judges certificates HOLDS MEETING to hold the election of officers at the 
as published in the August, 1952 The spring meeting of the Central fall meeting. Roadside parks and high- 

issue of Wisconsin Horticulture with Region Garden Club of Wisconsin way beautification came in for ani- 

the 50 point requirement. brought out a good attendance on a mated discussion. A Committee was 

The annual convention to be held beautiful spring day, April 20. The appointed to contact county board 

in September was discussed. It was Program was excellent. Mr. C. H. members in regard to beautifying 

decided to have a flower show in con- =2timmer of Wausau said that if Tu- county highways, especially on saving 

junction with the meeting and to pro- berous rooted begonias had fragrance trees. The committee consists of Sam 

mote the culture of marigolds and they would be the most perfect flower. Moore, E. L. White, Clarence From- 

coleus for 1954 as a horticultural pro- Mrs. Victor Schmitt of West Allis der. Russell Yandry and Harold 
ject. gave another of her very delightful Poyer. 

The Executive Committee of the /essons in Art and Flower Arrange- = Mr. H. J. Rahmlow gave a short 
Wisconsin Horticultural Society ex- ment. talk with questions and answers on 

plained to the Garden Club Board that The Regional Treasurer reported a gardening. The speaker of the eve. 
it has been decided to change the balance of $116.00. A motion to donate ning was Ms. Cushman of Cushman 

size of Wisconsin Horticulture this $2.00 to the Audubon Society Camp Mills, Wis. whose topic was “Who are 
coming month to a new size—6 by 9 °F Wisconsin was passed. you and what am I”. The talk was 
inches. Reason for the change is that _ The invitiation of the Wausau Gar- greatly enjoyed by all the members. 
the new size is approved by many of den Club to hold the September meet- _ 

our members as quite desirable—it ing in their city was accepted. THE FLORAL ARRANGEMENT 
will be easy to carry and to handle. ST STUDY CLUB (OSHKOSH) 

Actually, the change.is made neces- BEAUTY SPOTS TO VISIT A group of members interested in 
sary by the increased cost of print- Be sure to include in your vacation flower arrangement of the Oshkosh 

ing. Our old printing contract having trip, Potawatomie State Park at Stur- Horticultural Society have formied the 
expired, a new contract for the same geon Bay and the Ridges Wild Flower Floral Arrangement Study Club. The 

size would cost $1200.00 per year more Sanctuary at Baileys Harbor in Door group met in March at the Green Ter- 
for printing and paper than has been County. — By Mrs. David Machia, race Nursery where they studied 

paid during the past 5 years. As a re- Sturgeon Bay. geraniums, chrysanthemums, colcus 
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FROM THE TWIN CITY den” with a tour at 9:30 a.m. to see ment of Horticulture, U.W. was guest 

GARDEN CLUB, MARINETTE annuals and chrysanthemum gardens speaker at our March meeting. He 

The Twin City Garden Club is of members. Five members will dis- showed colored slides of shrubbery 

planning a diversified program, this cuss autumn shrubs. In October it is suitable for the small homes and hardy 

year,—talks on; "Bird Lore” by Mrs. “Nature’s Bounty” with a workshop in this locality. In the afternoon he 

Nellie May Hooker of Menominee, featuring mounted or placard displays visited some new homes and gave ex- 

Michigan. ‘“Tuberous-Rooted Begon- and discussion of grains, berries, nuts, cellent suggestions and advice about 

ias—and how I grow them” by Mr. weeds and driftwood. In November it landscaping. 

Hugo Krubsack, with very fine Koda- will be “Government On Guard” with ‘We have 25 members of which 22 

chrome slides of his own garden. A two topics—“They Fight An Endless pelong to the Garden Club of Wiscon- 
fine talk and very good pictures. There Invasion” and “Flower Patents”. In sin.—By Mary Troy, Sec. 
will be several film programs, “All December there will be the Annual is 

American Roses,” “What is best in Christmas party. CHILTON GARDEN CLUB 

Lilies” “African Violets and Gloxin- ORGANIZED 

jas.” MAUSTON GARDEN CLUB A new garden club at Chilton was 

There will also be an Information BEERORT organized early in April. They affiliat- 
Please “program—‘Indoor gardening The Mauston Garden Club donated 64 with the Wisconsin State Horticul- 
and Decorating”, by a professional flo- % table for the shelter at Juneau Coun- tural Society and the Garden Club of 

ist; also a program on “Planting ty Park which is at Castle Rock Lake. wisconsin immediately. Officers of the 
Bulbs for winter Bloom” with a talk We joined the Garden Club Book  aiuy are: President, Mrs. Carl Peik; 
on “Bulbs you may not know”. Guild and ordered two booke—“Audu- vio, President, Mrs. Royal Klofanda; 
We always have appropriate Roll >n Guides—Birds of Central Ameri-  g 0. treas,, Mrs. Elmer Whitby, all of 

Calls—My Worst Garden Insect Pest; ©®” and “ehrubs and Trees for the  Ghiiton. 

My Most Troublesome Weed, The Small Place”. These books were donat- The officers of the Wisconsin State 
Bulbs I plant and my Favorite Con- ¢@ to the Mauston Public Library. We Horticultural Society and the Garden 
tainer. And we are hoping to have 9/80 ordered subscriptions to the Club of Wisconsin welcome the Chil- 
one of the long-distance Garden Tours “Flower Grower” for the Library and ton Garden Club to membershi a 

the Mauston Public School and the P on 
we enjoy so much—By Mrs. C. W. wish them a very successful year. 
Skowlund, Sec. Madonna High School. _ 

as The club ordered a supply of zinnia 

PROGRAM OF THE HOME seed to be distributed free to anyone AFRICAN VIOLETS 

GARDENERS (WEST ALLIS) who desires it. The zinnia was voted I welcome you to visit my African 

the club flower. Violet display. Over 200 new and old 

hem prepared. a vane ret aaa We contributed $5.00 to the Red varieties, Reasonably priced. Mrs. 

book and very interesting program for Crore: Frank Sperks; Ht: 9, Orivite; ‘Wis: 18 
1954. In February the topic was “Our Prof. George Ziegler of the Depart- miles West on Highway W. 

Winter Guests” with identification of 

winter birds and discussion of winter 

feeding and protection. In March the Sila Wins, PG alone Aas AGICIDE FRUIT TREE SPRAY 
lis?” and “Growing Gloxinias the Year Ideal for Small Orchards 

Round”. Flower arrangements are pre- 
pared for each meeting by two of the Use either as spray or dust as frequently as necessary. | 

chub members. In Aprit there was a ee oe, Wash ot ere Pa ee, ae a 
mit te the home of Mrs. George Klein Ask your dealer or order by mail from 

view her display of ceramics and 

two topics were presented, “Plants of order by mail from JOHN A. SALZER SEED CO. Le Croste, ‘Whe 
the Bible” and “Trees of the Bible”. 

On May 20th the topic is “Come Visit Mfg. by 
My Garden” with a tour of tulip gar- 

dens of members. At 1 p.m Mrs. L. G. AGICIDE, INC., RACINE, WIS. 

Stewart will present the topic “Color 

Magic”. 

On June 17, there will be a tour 

to visit iris and peony gardens of 5 A Vv E T R E E S 
members with the topic “Flower Show” COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

‘ 1 p.m. In July “We Take To The TREES 

oods”—a trip to Green Lake, “Law- 

sonia”, and a 1 p.m. program on the LAWNS 

“Ministry of Flowers”. In August there : G ARDEN 8 

Will be a trip to Lake Geneva and the WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
Lake Geneva Flower Show. In Septem- 3373 N. Holton Séreet Milwaukee 

ber the topic is “Come Visit My Gar- 
™ 
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Garden Gleanings 
LET’S GROW COLEUS “Celosia Crestata” because of the com- Flower Show and Plant Sale and i 

By Mrs. Donald R. Kirkland pact comb-like flower heads which September we will have displays 4 

Coleus is a colorful and interesting ook like ruffled chenille. The colors the Local Fair. 

foliage plant and should be widely re varied but I like the rose red —Mrs. Isabelle Cook, Sec, 

used with a view to color in the gar- shade. ia aaa) 
den. Planting Coleus in the Spring Wishing you all “Happy Gardening.” IF YOU PLANTED BLUEBERRY 
will bring new excitement in color and —————— PLANTS—THIS IS WHAT 
form. THE MARIGOLDS YOU MUST DO 

Coleus belongs to the Mint Family 

and is native of Africa and the East | Marigolds, native to Mexico, and in- __Hi-Bush blueberries will grow in 
Indies. In brilliant and variegated troduced to Europe soon after the dis- Wisconsin providing the correct soi 

foliage it surpasses any other foliage covery of America, have been com- and climatic requirements are pro. 
plant. The lilac spiked flowers are in- pletely changed in appearance in the vided. What are these requirements? 

significant and should be pinched off, ast twenty years, by scientific plant 1. Blueberries require a very acid 
unless seed is wanted. Long branches _reeding. soil—pH 4.5 or thereabout. 
should be pinched back to produce The name “Marygold” belonged to Mr. H. A. Hass of Shorewood, Madi- 
compact busy plants. The plants are the calendula, in Shakespeare’s day. son, who is growing about 65 plants 

handsome and decorative, with rich The Mexican newcomer was given its successfully applies about one teacup. 
and fantastic coloring of maroon, present name soon after it began to ¢y) of alumninum sulphate (alum) per 

green, crimson and yellow. Hybridizers show an ability which it still pos- plant, This is done every year. When 
have introduced pastel colors, of recent sesses. the plants were set out the soil was 

years, and some leaves are ruffled and ‘The seeds are large and soft, easily carefully tested and the acidifyer ap- 
fluted. agg - ae a damp ms plied in sufficient quantity to bring 

cold. They should not sown di- . 
Easily Grown rectly in the garden until about the Tiel pH down to the mequined Sieur: 

Coleus is easily grown and indispen- time that beans are safe. They stand 2. Mr. Hass applied about 6 inches of 

able for bedding, window-box culture transplanting well, so can be started S@wdust over the entire area as a 
and edging borders and walks. The under protection, and moved to the ™ulch. The object is two-fold,—to 
plants can be potted in Fall and used garden when the danger of frost is ™aintain soil moisture without the 
indoors as house plants. They may be over. They are seldom attacked by eed of applying hard water which in- 

propagated by cuttings rooted in sand. insects and have no serious disease. creases the amount of lime in the soil. 

Coleus may also be grown from seed. —————— 3. The only fertilizer Mr. Hass uses 

The plants will grow in shade but LODI GARDEN CLUB NEWS is ammonium sulphate which is given 
only when planted in full sun will the Wha’ Lodi (Gékden: Clb ick! KE Okie annually. 

tes in the leaves be Lodge in December for a one o'clock 4, Cross-pollination is necessary s0 

luncheon and the annual Christmas ™0re than one variety should be plant- 

Marigolds Party. ed. Mr. Hass has the Rupel which has 

Everyone will be growing Marigolds At Christmas time the Club spon- small berries and Jeraey: which: has 
this season because of the interest sored the usual Christmas Lighting /@rge berries. He has not found any 
aroused by the reward of ten thou- Program and special recognition was difference in their hardiness. 

sand dollars for a pure white Marigold given to outstanding displays. 5. A good location seems to be nec- 
The nearest to white so far is the pale March 25th the meeting was held essary, especially protection from cold 

cream “Man-in-the-Moon. Here’s Luck at the Council Rooms and all of the winds. 
to All of You. rural clubs in the vicinity were our If you are not prepared to provide 

guests. Mr. Rahmlow was our guest the correct conditions you will save 
Zinnias speaker. money by not trying to grow blueber- 

Don’t forget our tried and true For June we are inviting the Ar- ries in Wisconsin. 

friends the Zinnia. We definitely will lington Garden Club to meet with us —— 

grow the “Peppermint Stick” and the at Mrs. Grace Gottschal’s home. She LARG 
giant flowered “Salmon King” Zinnia. has a beautiful rose garden and many 1S THIS THE EST PEAR 
They were so satisfoctory in our gar- other lovely flowers. We are always “On September 23rd I picked a peat 
den last year. We also liked Lilliput very. happy to be invited to her home. here at Combined Locks, that weighed 
Zinnia “Rose Gem”, because it is in- This spring we are again ordering 17 ounces on the post office scales. It 
despensable in small arrangements. Hopi Crabapple Trees for Lodi resi- is a Flemish Beauty, and it should be 

dents who desire them, Three dozen 4 record for size.” writes the Rever- 

Celosia of the trees will be planted in the end John DeWild of Combined Locks, 
Many who enjoy arranging flowers new Roadside Park on Highway 113. Wis. 

like the “Plumed Celosia” because of We hope to make Lodi a Fairyland of Is this a record? If anyone pro 
its feather-like appearance. The colors Flowering Crabs. . duced or knows of a pear that weighs 

are very nice. I prefer the dwarf In August we will hold our annual more than 17 ounces, let us know. 
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GARDENING WITH A GARDENS GLADIOLUS FROM SEED 

CAN OPENER 
Bicstan'd Ge There are gardens gay Continued From Page 193 

oon mei Page iat and gardens fair, of the plant and remains so until 

grown in this way than you have been But have you met those the emergence of the 2nd leaf, when 
with the old fashioned kind, because © Who are working there? it is still visible, but apparently of no 
almost all of the uncontrollable fac- further use. 

tors have now been brought under They are friendly people 
complete control. These folks you scan Cover With Sand 

And they live at peace Now the reason for covering the 

Plant Throughout The Summer mn thelr fellowman. seed with sand. Sand can be kept 
It means also that you will be able teeling low moist and still be aerated better than 
Be ine —— a —— Or are beset soil which is inclined to cake when 

= mie ne cous ae ‘he i 6 With trials or woe— wet. It also has the advantage that 

months. There is no reason why You ‘hey go to their gardens corms planted in it lift clean and this 

should not put a plant out of a Work without fear, facilitates drying. 

container into your garden on the 
dth of July, the 4th of August, the 4th anes ena Now—facts and figures to prove my 
of September, or, in fact, whenever claims for this theory: Germination 

you wish to do so, because that plant smile at your neighbors 95%; survival 90%. Flowered the same 
can be removed from the container They will understand, year as seed planted 75%. This is the 

en, a =. Lp Py your You need no special language average over the last 5 years. I don’t 
len on the hottest day of the year. " 

This, of course, does mean that you Wwitvabee Ueivour Beas: clatenours ia"the\pertect method may 
will have to give the plant proper at- For with a smile on your face be someone has a better one. If s0, 
tention at that time, water, shade, And a hoe in your hand I live to learn and would welcome 
mulching perhaps, but you can plant They will be friendly any method which can show a higher 

stock from a container with every as- Wherever the land. percentage. 

surance that 99% of the plants you 
put in will flourish and live. It will So work a garden I hope the above will prove of ad- 

greatly extend the pleasure of garden- Complete the span vantage to some growers of the flower 

ing for almost all garden lovers, be- And be at peace we all love. All I ask is that you don’t 
aa Sores yma Pat oe not With God and Man. condemn it before you try it out for 

dening. all By Mrs. Ray Marsh, yourself. 

Herbacious material, bulbs, de- Blue Sky Garden Club of Colby Condensed 

ciduous flowering shrubs, Evergreens, 

and, in fact, all of the whole host of » commen a 

garden items with which we are en- CORRECT enone ; a vi 

gaged can be grown in cans and made PRUNING > » Hy ae <L 

available to you just when you want * 1 Ny 5 - 

them. The purpose of this article, r I, Sate ae oF 
therefore, is to point out these ad- y), “Sa ‘ . 

vantages and to encourage you to aoc = 4 
purchase plants grown in this manner, Val ce ee fagdabeye 

because I feel quite sure that you will ble. eS i oe 
be pleasurably surprised at the re- A A “ hh 

sponse you obtain from this material. '~' Ls & ashore 
It may seem, on the face of it, some- i tend Yours nner Tree 
what unnatural .to grow plants in tin v v v Vv 

cans, but, if you think of it, and more A 

especially, if you try some of these uy 
Plants, you will find that they elimin- pon 1A 
ate almost all of the present head- Crown Tree y ha 

aches which beset us as keen horti- tH wv 
culturalists. Plants in tin cans have Se Ko J 
come to stay. ~~, hp 

ees INCORRECT QZ 
Sury foreman: “We find the defend- PRUNING > ee: 

ant gorgeous, breath-taking, sweet, 
lovable and, oh, yes, not guilty— How to Prune Shade Trees, We start with the nursery tree at the left. The end 
Burnett County Leader. result is up to you as shown on the right, Drawings from the Minnesota Horticulturist. 
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May In The Apiary 
Question: What is the best method added on top of the brood chambers but also increases the population for 

of swarm control? as needed. If the super combs are the honey flow. In localities providing 

Answer: Any method which will al- white and the brood combs dark, and a long flow the divided colonies may 

low the colony to expand in an upward reversing is done soon enough, the be operated under the two-queen sys- 

direction on to empty combs “Prefer- queen will remain in her 3 brood tem of management instead of being 

ably Dark” will delay swarming. chambers, and excluders are not united at the beginning of the flow, 
Swarming is usually caused by crowd- necessary. The two-queen colonies maintain lar- 
ing. no ee ger honey crops.—From_ circular 
Supersedure of a failing queen just HOW TO DIVIDE COLONIES 102, U.S.D.A. By Dr. ©. L. Farrar. 

before or during the honey flow is IN SWARM CONTROL nearer 

frequently a cause of swarming. Colonies strong enough to fill two 

Question: Is it necessary to use three hive bodies 3 or more weeks before oan veo 
brood chambers in swarm control? the main honey flow may be divided EARL SPRIN 

Answer: A strong colony may bring temporarily into two equal units. The Experiments carried on by R. Lun- 
in so much pollen and honey in May brood chamber, containing most of der of Hvalstad, Norway, using 4 
that crowding would result in only 2 the young brood and the queen, should methods of stimulating spring develop- 
brood chambers. Three brood cham- be set on the bottom board and a ment of bees indicated that “The 

bers are usually filled by a strong set of empty combs added directly method of feeding used in America 

colony during the period of fruit and above. The inner cover, with the es- was found to be best.” The work re- 

dandelion bloom. cape hole screened, is placed over ported by G. Kolisko in the Bee World 
Question: What is the easiest way these, and the chamber containing (England) for March states as fol- 

of manipulating a colony for swarm’ sealed and emerging brood with ad- lows. 
control? hering bees is set on top. The top “ 

Answer: If only one or two brood chamber must be provided with an 14 fale te en ae 
chambers are used, the demaree sys- entrance and both units supplied with years 1947-50. American meth, od ‘were 

tem of moving brood combs into a honey. The queenless unit may be al- found best,—a paste of the di 1: 

hive body above an excluder becomes lowed to raise a queen if mature len or substitute with honey on ot 

necessary. The system requires a lot queen cells are available (supersedure centrated sugar syrup, made into flat 

of work and time because combs must or swarm cells or those obtained by cakes which are placed on & ‘aise 
be handled. One must find the queen, grafting), or, better, a laying queen excluder resting on the frame fanned 

which is often quite difficult when can be introduced immediately. The directly above the cluster. The bees 

the colony is very strong. One must old queen will not restrict her egg must be able to the food. ok 

be careful that the queen remains production as under the Demaree they will not take it. Waxed paper 

below the excluder. plan, because she will have the sup- on top of the cake prevents it Sin 

If 3 brood chambers are used it is port of more bees, and the introduc- up. Pollen substitutes used were so: . 

much easier to prevent crowding. The tion of a young queen to the top unit flour, dried milk, and a deret 

labor required to reverse them by will greatly increase the brood pro- brewers and baker's y ania. ta i 
placing the heaviest, or one contain- duction. The top colony may even re- stitute was as good 11 . NO sul f 
ing the most honey on the bottom .quire comb space for expansion. vitami as pollen (lack o! 

board and the one with the most Reunite Divisions with SK cine ine ene 
room for egg laying on the top, takes At the beginning of the honey flow dried milk Tati a fea * 7 
only a few minutes. Since it is the the brood nests of the double colony better, but gave trouble Wed w ‘ 

nature of the queen to move upward can be united back to the normal quickly—so fl he tying a 
in egg laying, and any restriction to colony arrangement, when the young is ya flour on the other han 
free upward movement results in queen in the upper chamber will hygroscopic. The yeasts had no ef- 
crowding, this is the best system we usually replace the old queen. This fect, either alone or mixed with other 
know to delay the swarming impulse. type of division, accompanied by re- Substitutes. 

. Of course honey supers must be queening, not only prevents swarming Provision of water in the hives. It 
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wes found that if the bees had suf- sons as D.D.T. would kill the adult 

ficient protein, and there was much bees before they returned to the hive. [Bil 
lprood rearing, water could still be a In that respect they are somewhat less oney 

limiting factor—especially in electri- dangerous than such poisons as arsen- ms 

cally heated hives, from which bees fly ate of lead which continue to kill Containers 
at lower temperatures than they do young bees in the hive that feed on 
from unheated ones. When water it for a period of time until it is all 60 Ib, cans, 5 and 10 Ib. pails. Also 

was provided in the hives more of the consumed. £2 OS 

pollen substitute was taken, and this ooo = © can immediate 

dried out less rapidly. NEW DATA ON QUEEN REARING Génigietn’ tine: of bee 

Stimulative syrup feeding. This was Some valuable information on im- (also used equipment). 

found to be useful only when bees proved queen rearing is reported in | we gre always in the ‘ket for 

were able to forage for pollen, and the Bee World (England) by M. Simp- Honey. 
its value was indirect—it encouraged son from work done by V. A. Shiniae- We will buy your beeswax or trade 

them to do so. Two concentrations va of the Institute of Beekeeping, Mos- for supplies. 

were tried; 1 : 1 proved better than cow, USSR. Write for complete price list. 
1: 2 (sugar : water), especially in late Effect of Removing Brood 
spring when fermentation was more The food supplied by the bees to Honey Acres 
likely. queen larvae in various colonies was 

Electrical heating of hives, In 9 ‘tudied in 1951 and 1952. When queens Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
years’ experiments this was found to were given for rearing to a colony 

le unimportant for strong colonies, from which the queen, all the un- 
which can easily produce the heat capped and most of the capped brood é 

they need for the optimum amount of Were removed, the queen larvae were HONEY WANTED 
brood. It proved useful for weaker given less food than when uncapped ; . ‘ t 

colonies, provided that these had ade- "4 capped brood were left. For ex- [i 
quate protein; 7-8 watts were supplied ®™Ple, in the absence of uncapped 
(at the back of the hive) from the food the queen larvae received from ' 
cond half of March after the first 45 t© 120 mg. food during the whole 

deansing flight) until the colonies J#rval period, but when the uncapped 
filled 10 frames. brood remained in the colony the 

Any successful spring stimulation vn larvae oon given from 110 to 

mee Shortens: the lite of the ‘winter Queea Tove Gensler measles a 

| Bince crac clagen aces stant colony about to supersede its queen 

are sufficient foragers to make up for Ty A OPuuney coum ree Gai ae For Increasing Your 

poss whisk have died ott queen cells were weighed; in one there Income Raise Comb 
Reported By G. Kolisko yas 1457 mg. and in the other 1720 mg. H the 

TO REMOVE POLLEN food. When the queen in this colony oney use 

FROM COMBS was removed with some bees to a 
nucleus, the queen was thrown out LOTZ SECTIONS 

“The best way of removing pollen dead in a few days, and in the only 
from combs is to soak the pollen queen cell in the nucleus the larva 
combs for 12 hours in a solution of (4 day old) had 247 mg. food. Swarm Top Quality 

sodium bicarbonate; the pollen is cells were not specially studied, but P Break 
softened, foams, and it can then be the food given to queen larvae under Minimum Breakage 

washed out by a thin stream of water, these conditions was considerable.. Accurate Dimensions 
and the combs dried and returned to Smooth Dovetails 
>: hive.” This is the Statement made HONEY WANTED Clear, Bright Finish 

F. R. Piskovoi of Ru: in an item 
reported by M. Simpson in Bee World State color, flavor and amount you 

(England). have in first letter. Will pick up and ALSO 

The work was done in investigation Pay cash. M. HL Lyons, Logansville, Complete Line of Bee Supplies 
of colonies suffering from arsenical Wisconsin. 
Poisoning. The arsenic was found in ee 
the pollen but mone in the honey. BEE SUPPLIES FOR SALE Write for Price List 

Poison Sprays 

Tt was found that when poisoning | Fer Sale: Mod. Dadant equipment, AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
occurred from poisons sprayed on trees ™©W and slightly used at 14 to % off 
which were not contact poisons, such ist price. No disease. Boyd, Wisconsin 
a8 arsenate of lead, the poison in all Piepers Fruit Farm, Oakfield, R. No. 
cases was found in the pollen but 2 Located one mile west of Browns- 

never any in the honey. Contact poi- ville on Hy. 49. 
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We Rent Portable Organs i 
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= Published. M Excepting July and 
You get the most for your money in fruit spray mate- cember by the Wieeensie Terilealtural Be 

; Use rials when you use Orchard Brand. Here's why! “!#t- 
oReHARD Each is carefully formulated to do a specific pest |§ ——$— $$ <_< — — —————__________. 

control job—and do it right! It will give you top- . Rahmlow, Edito: 
notch performance in the spray tank and on the et wnat ties tines 

CSPRAY MATERIALS ) trees with smooth, even spray covers that mean Madison 6, Wisconsin 

f better protection—less run-off—cleaner, finer fruit ‘Tel. 56-3811, Ext. 8831 
| ie at picking time! 

| VOL. XLIV JUNE, 1954 NO.9 
* Ferbam Spray Powder 

| (organic fungicide containing 76% ferric dimethyl dithiocarbamate) ——— 
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: re sane oo. Concentrate Nursery News and Notes ................. 214 
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i * 50% Methoxychlor Spray Powder Gindislus (Tidings 
| * Dieldrin EM 1% Emulsifiable Concentrate (up to first cover only) Garden Club News ........................ 218 

* 50% Dieldrin Spray Powder (up to first cover only) eeeseeseseitcesteseseeesese 
FOR CURCULIO: —  Genithion P-15 Spray Powder Gendoa: Glesnines acs: ad 

* Lead Arsenate, Standard and Astringent Wisconsin Beekeeping ...................... 222 
* Malathion 50% Emulsifiable Concentrate 

| * Malathion 25% Spray Powder : 
| * Genitox* $-50 and S-75 Spray Powders (contain 50% and 75% DDT) 
| CODLIN * Lead Arsenate, Standard and Astringent OFFICERES | FOR IG | MOTH * Genithion P-15 Spray Powder Executive Committee | 8 * Malathion 50% Emulsifiable Concentrate 
| . Marshall Hall, Pres.----------—-----.-Caseo | Mabathion 35% Spray Powder Arthur K, Bassett, Jr, Vice-Pres.—Baraboo 

| . H. J. Rahmlow, Sec._---------------Madison 
| 50% TDE Spray Powder E. L. Chambers, Treas.__---_-----.Madison 
| FOR © 25% TDE Emulsifiable Concentrate S. S. Mathisen___._.----____.----Milwaukee 
| * Lead Arsenate, Standard and Astringent 

RED-BANDED * Genithion P-15 Spray Powder Board of Directors 
| LEAF ROLLER: * Malathion 50% Emulsifiable Concentrate . William Connell... _Menomonie 
| * Malathion 25% Spray Powder LeRoy Meyer___——--—--—--—--—--.--Milwaukee 
\ “Reg. U. 8. Pat. Off. Ransome ‘Severson... Sturgeon Bay 
| Carroll ee Atkinson 

See Your Friendly GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION  (hitles Suingle—---—-------Stargeon Bey 
| Orchard Brand ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION Mrs. William Basse____-_-_--__-Muskego 
| Dealer Today! 40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. Phillip Dell Te 
| ai Offices in Principal Agricultural Centers from Coast to Coast e Be Wis. Berry and 
| a Vegetable Growers Ass’n._...Sturgeon Bay 
| William Judd, Pres. Wis. Beekeepers 
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Galesville, Wisconsin, Tuesday, August 24 

Reserve the date. Program will consist of demonstrations in two orchards, ,,,"bseription by membership in the Wisson 
| luncheon at noon in Galesville. Program in our August issue. Mrs, Fred Sacia, are $1.25 per year. Organisations of 10 mam: | more special rates ~  Galesville will be chairman of the local committee. Pinich will be sent on Teduest 
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The Insect Which May Cause Removal 

of Unsprayed Apple Trees 

The Apple Maggot 
THE APPLE MAGGOT APPLE MAGGOT CONTROL 

Will the invasion of the apple mag- Recommended by the Wisconsin 

got (Railroad Worm) make it impos- College of Agriculture 

sible to grow edible apples on trees Two pounds of either lead arsenate 
not sprayed in July and August? or 50% DDT wettable powder to 100 
The answer is yes, for most of Wis- gallons of spray will control the mag- 

consin. Last season the editor ex- got, but it is important that the sprays 

amined trays of apples shown at a be applied at the right time A sure 
county fair in which 90% of the fruit way to tell what is the right time is 

was infected with apple maggot. The to trap the flies. An effective trap is 
exhibitor had failed to notice the tiny made by filling a 5-pound honey pail 

punctures in the skin of the apples. or similar container with a “lip”, with 

As the fruit ripens, the germs of soft water, adding one tablespoon of 
rot carried by the slender white worms household ammonia and a pinch of 

decay the pulp, the worms  be- powdered soap. 

gin to feed more rapidly and the ap- Each orchardist should use at least 
ples become unfit for food. three or four bait pails and hang them 

about shoulder high to outside limbs 

Reason For Neglected Tree on the sunny sides of the trees. The 

Removal Program pails must be kept lipping full and 
While other insects and diseases This is the fly that lays the eggs ammonia added every five days. If the 

cause trees to become hazards in un- W—apple maggot fly. It is smaller than solution becomes cloudy or dirty it 

sprayed orchards or gardens the apple a house fly. Look for them on the should be thrown away and fresh 
maggot has increased the need for a sunny side of trees in mid-July and material added. 
neglected tree removal program. The later, especially on sweet and soft Place the pails in the orchard not 

flies—the mothers of the worms, be- varieties. later than July 10 and examine them 
gin to come out about the middle of daily, counting and removing the 

July. They may feed upon the leaves trapped flies. This is best done by 
of neglected trees and then fly for pouring the solution through a strain- 

some distance—a half mile or more, er into another pail. 
to cared for orchards and start laying 

their eggs in the fruit. We have heard When To Spray 

growers complain that they find it im- Spraying should start ten to four- 

possible to grow clean fruit near such teen days after the first fly is caught. 
neglected trees. As long as flies are caught in the 

Small Gi Face A Problem traps it is necessary to spray every 

ten days or two weeks, making not 
The family with a few trees in the more than three applications. 

back yard or the farmer who wishes If it becomes necessary to spray 

to grow a few apple trees without do- near picking time, use methoxychlor 

ing much spraying is faced with a at the rate of two pounds to 100 gal- 
decision. He must arrange to not Sodn of water: 

only spray just before and again after 

the blooming period, but he must also If Control Is Difficult 

apeay in Saly and early August to con- “We used to be able to control the 
trol the apple maggot. If he does not 
do this, then at least in sections of the maggot with one application of arsen- 

state where there are many orchards ate of lead, but something has hap- 

both large and small, he will find it pened,” said Dr. C. L. Fluke recently. 

impossible to have even a small per- This is how the apple maggot worm Where control has been difficult he 

centage of fruit fit to eat. If he fails looks—much enlarged. Each slender suggests a combination of 2 Ibs of lead 

to apply the necessary sprays his ap- white worm carries with it the germs nd 2 Ibs of 50% DDT per 100 gallons 
ples will be covered with apple scab, of soft rot. While the fruit is firm of water beginning between July 1 and 

punctured by plum curculio, bored by and solid maggots grow slowly, but 15. Continue every 10 to 14 days until 
codling moth—then finally destroyed when decay sets in they can grow August or when no more flies appear. 

by the apple maggot. rapidly, and tunnel forward. It may take 4 sprays. 
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Experiment Station Roundup 
APPLE FRAMEWORKS AND tendency for the more horizontal limbs cent 10 to 20 years old; 25 per cent 

ROOTSTOCKS to droop, twist sideways and crack 20 to 30 years old; and 25 per cent 
A New Bulletin Published by the longitudinally along the grain of the 30 to 40 years old. (Eastern grow:rs 

British Columbia Experiment wood. consider trees of doubtful profit after 

Station At Summerland In using Hibernal as a framework, 25 to 30 years). 

A publication, No. 898 has just been buds or grafts of the commercial var- Tree spacing also deserves attention 
received from Experiment Station at ety have usually been placed 18 to 24 in a quality production program. We 

Summerland, B. C., Canada, on apple inches from the trunk in order to take can have light deficiency just the 

frameworks and rootstocks, advantage, not only of the hardytrunk same as a nutrient deficiency and the 
Since many Wisconsin growers are and crotches, but also of the hardy results are frequently more serious.— 

interested in hardy frameworks for main limbs. This method of top-work- By L. P. Batjer, Wenatchee, Wash. in 

varieties such as Delicious this bulletin ing has probably aggravated the Missouri Hort. Soc. News. 
will be of special value here in Wis- structural weaknesses of Hibernal, but Sn 

consin. there is evidence that, even when A NEW LOOK AT 

The following is a condensed de- worked less than 12 inches from the APPLE TREE MULCHING 

scription of their results on three im- trunk, Hibernal frameworks are not The New York Experiment Station 

portant framework varieties, McIn- always strong enough to support at Cornell University has been carry- 

tosh, Hibernal and Virginia Crab. We heavy crops of Delicious. Hibernal is ing on a study of the effects of mulch- 

are especially interested in the fav- moderately susceptible to crown rot. ing on McIntosh apple trees for the 

orable comments made on McIntosh Virginia Crab past five years. The report of the ex- 

as a framework variety. Here are Experience indicates that it is not periment was given by Damon Boyn- 

some of the statements made in the suitable as a framework for Delicious ton at the annual convention of the 

bulletin (condensed). under British Columbia conditions. New York Horticultural Society. 

McIntosh Some good Delicious trees have been After describing the effects on the 

This variety makes well-balanced developed on Virginia, but in most trees from mulching Mr. Boynton 

frameworks which have united well orchards the results of using this stock makes this statement: 
with Delicious, resulting in vigorous have been very disappointing. Diff- A conservative mulching program is 

trees which are productive and struc- culty has been experienced in develop- then a satisfactory practice as far as 

turally strong. Furthermore, McIn- ing well balanced frameworks. The the trees are concerned. What about 
tosh is resistant to crown rot. The scaffold branches tend to leave the its cost in comparison to sod culture 

weakness of this variety as a frame- trunk at too flat an angle. There is a with supplementary commercial fer- 

work for Delicious lies in the fact that tendency for the framework to make  tilization? Any figures that one can 

it is itself subject to trunk and crotch poor unions with the scion variety. conjure up are necessarily rough and 

injury where temperatures lower than Furthermore, although Virginia shows vary with the value of hay, labor and 
-80°F. are experienced. In districts great vigor in the early years, it has fertilizer, but whenever I sharpen my 

with less extreme temperatures, Mc- a tendency later to exert a dwarfing pencil and go after this problem, I end 

Intosh merits favorable consideration influence on the resulting trees. up with a cost per tree that is more 

as framework for Delicious. _ than double that of a sod-fertilizer 

Hibernal REPLACE YOUR OLD TREES program. 
This framework is harder than Mc- Tree Age and Spacing—Quality fruit This means to me that mulching 

Intosh. This fact was demonstrated can be produced on relatively old trees should be primarily regarded as a 

during the winter of 1949-50, when but production is more expensive and special practice for those apple or- 
Hibernal withstood -40°F. with only more difficult. By comparison it is chards in which the soil is shallow or 

a trace of injury, whereas McIntosh easy to produce regular crops of good eroded, or very infertile. In such sit- 

trees were severely damaged. Hibernal fruit on young trees. “Money is made uations, as Dr. Harley has shown, it 

has been used extensively as a frame- on young trees” is an old axiom in can make the difference between less 

work stock in Eastern Canada and in fruit growing and it is just as true than nothing and something. Also thc 

Iowa. When budded to Delicious they now as it ever was. The age at which problems created by heavy mulching 

make smooth unions and produce a tree will cease to produce fruit of and heavy fertilization do not occur 

vigorous, productive trees. In most in- adequate quality will vary with a so commonly on such sites because the 
stances Hibernal formed crotches with ‘wide variety of factors. A great many limiting condition is depth and ex- 

a@ wide angle and with the appearance orchardists in the Northwest have tent of rooting, and mulching only 

of great structural strength. Unfor- tree replacement problems and far too modifies that a little. It is on such 
tunately, however, in the early years few are doing much about them. It is spots that the time-consuming job 
of heavy bearing, many frameworks difficult to set down a hard-and-fast of mulching should be concentrated 

in widely separated areas have shown rotation plan. In the Northwest we for the most part. Then, if there is 

an unexpected tendency to split. In suggest that a grower try to have mulching material left and no other 

other instances, branches have pulled about 25 per cent of the trees in his more valuable job remains to be done, 

out of their sockets under the weight orchard 1 to 10 years old with the re- moderate applications on other parts 

~ of heavy crops. There has also.-been a mainder divided as follows: 25 per of the orchard may be satisfactory. 
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NEW ANTIBIOTIC SPRAY FOR Actispray is not destroyed by rain af- ORCHARD FOR SALE 

CHERRY LEAF SPOT ter the spray has had at least one 59 acre farm, 85 acres in orchard, 
h - 

CONTROL ‘our to set 1,480 apple trees, 50 cherry trees, sandy 
The Actispray is packaged in glass 

A new antibiotic orchard spray ma- tubes in the form of soluble tablets, '09™ ell, good seven room house, 
terial called Actispray is annuonced by One tablet when dissolved in 100 gal- packing and machine shed, tractor, 

the Niagara Chemical Division, Med- jong of water makes an economical, cultivator, harrow, plow, sprayer. 
deport, New York. Cherry growers effective spray. It is compatible with Blacktop road, electricity, telephone. 
will remember that Dr. Dewey Moore most common insecticides. 

has tested this material in Door coun- $7,500.00 Terms. Harry Peterson Agen- 

ty under the name of Actidione. Actispray is recommended 98 @ oy, Ashland, Wis. 
y . post-harvest spray only on bearing * 

Extensive tests by various experi- trees; on non-bearing trees, nursery 

ment stations have indicated that stock and trans-planted trees one or 
Actispray will kill the fungus of cher- two years old. APPLE CRUSHER WANTED 
ry leaf spot even after it has been es- Growers who may wish to use the 

tablished up to periods of 96 hours. spray under certain conditions after |. Wanted -—Apple Crusher for use 
Premature leaf will be greatly reduced the harvest season contact Dr. J. D. in making apple cider. Write to 
if applied before the leaves turn yel- Moore at Sturgeon Bay—Penninsular M. L. McEvoy, Route 4, Box 33, 

low from infection. The effect of Experiment Station. Pewaukee, Wis. 

| 

° 
Have You Ordered Your Requirements for the year 1954? 

——Urrr—teOCOCOWC”COisiCNSCNCNiCiCNC ‘CCC Sprayers 
. a iii es We have all models of John 

———r—i—“__—s—sSsS Bean Sprayers from the small- 
| i. . est to the largest. The cut 

8 shown at right is of a Speed- 
— : aire—which takes the hard 

work out of spraying and 
oo gives you a complete cover- 

_ age with less material. One 
man operation. 

: Pruning Equipment 

. Power Portable Pruner & Saw 
Pole Saws 

Grafting Knives & Tape 

MODEL 10—SPEEDAIRE Hand Saws — Hand Snips 

Spray Materials See Complete List in March Issue. 

Power Sprayers — Portable Conveyors — Power-Pac Steam Cleaners 
Apple Grader & Cleaners — Roto Mulchers 

, WRITE FOR LITERATURE & PRICES : / 

SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY CO. 
P.O. Box 535 227-29 Cutler St. Telephones: 

Waukesha, Wis. Waukesha 4107 or 8716 

June, 1954 : 205



FLOATED TO No More Lugs Bird 

CANNERY By hauling cherries in water Gaston Prevent Hl Damage 
Less damage, time, lugging, and estimated the grower needs only one FOR SALE: 

labor favor the water method of lug on hand for every one in use, as AUTOMATIC SCARECROW 

hauling cherries compared with two to two and one- | Now you can prevent birds from 
Bulk handling red tart cherries in half lugs under the established meth- destroying your cherries and other 

tank trucks of cold water may well od of handling cherries. Lugs could fruit by placing in your orchard a 
become the modern way of hauling be entirely eliminated for some large new automatic, mechanical scarecrow 

this fruit from orchard to processing growers, Gaston believes, by spotting operated by carbide. It explodes every 

plant. a tank in the orchard and having the one to four minutes with a loud de- 

This method of cushioning the fruit cherries emptied directly into the tank | tonation, similar to a 12 gauge shot- 
would eliminate almost entirely the from the picking pails. The mortality | 9), 
use of cherry lugs and at the same Of lugs, according to Gaston, is around It is also used to keep deer, foxes etc., 
time the quality of the fruit delivered ix per cent a year, which represents away from trees and poultry. Tests 
to the packing plants would be im- & big loss to the processor since he | jae shown that birds do not become 
proved, say research workers H. P. furnishes the lugs. accustomed to the report, like a shot- 
Gaston, Michigan State College horti- In last summer’s experiments the | gun. It costs about 25c a day to oper- 
culturist, and Jordan H. Levin, USDA research workers used a galvanized ate. The machine will last for years. 
engineer. sheet iron tank mounted on a truck It is made in Germany; has no moving 

In their experiments last summer, chassis. The tank had a capacity of 10 parts—nothing to get out of order. 

Gaston and Levin found that this wa- tons of cherries. In use, the tank was Don't wait. 

ter method of transporting cherries nearly filled with cold water and the Write for informatioa or order direct. 

cooled the fruit quickly at the re- cherries were dumped into the water. Price $71.50. Dealers wanted. 

ceiving point in addition to preventing Then the water was circulated Order from 

much bruising of the fruit. Unloading through the cherries until all the 

costs also were reduced through the field heat was removed, after which POPP’S CHERRY ORCHARD 
reduction of man hours required to the truckload of cherries moved on 7840 N. 76th St. 

empty the truck upon arrival at the to the processing plant—From the Milwaukee 16 ‘Wisconsin 

canning plant. American Fruit Grower. , 

FRUIT GROWERS-—LADDERS 
os 

wr Designed by Growers Step by Step 
af 
' Built from Carefully Selected, Kiln-dried Western White Spruce 

5 —for Maximum Strength and Minimum Weight. 

Provides an Additional Reinforcing Rod under Front Leg Spacer 
—for Extra Strength and Safety. 

Each Ladder Stenciled with Your Name for Positive Identification 
—if You Wish. 

“NET LADDER PRICES EACH ————<CstsCO__N 
Sizes 1 to 100 100 or more 

6 foot Ladder _.........................--.-.-----$5.40 $5.00 
7 foot Ladder ...........................-..-----. 6.20 5.75 

8 foot Ladder ....................2..2.-.-------. 7.95 7.50 

e ‘Above Prices Delivered in Door County or F.O.B. Cars, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin 

P. O. Box 157 Sister Bay, Wisconsin Phone 42411 

ALSO DISTRIBUTORS OF FRUIT CRATES 
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Two-way fast emergency scab 
control when it’s too wet to spray 

DUST WITH SULFUR 
using . 

1.) CM-181 
Dusting Sulfur Micronized 

, Fine particle size — good coverage 

2.| CM-219 SPIKE® 
with Coromerc 

3% Coromerc plus Micronized Sulfur 

| Corona Chemical Division



In The News 
BE CAREFUL OF SPRAY disease-free plants and in controlling CHESTER LA FEVER JOINS 

CHEMICALS the insect vector. Already, some of the MICHIGAN ORCHARD 
Children have been poisoned by larger strawberry nurseries are be- SUPPLY CO. 

spray chemicals according to reports ginning to produce plants from virus- . 
in the newspapers. A 6 year old boy free foundation stock. an (ae, dues aaa ig . 
was poisoned from spilling concen- “Place orders for strawberry plants oon Graven, Mi da Wes thors 
trated Tepp onto his legs. A child early, as drought and other factors ascotding ta I Wr Willdbes Presi. 
died as a result of making mud pies have contributed to shortages dent He was recently? enaiel t 4 with 
with Tepp found in the barn. Use te 

the John Bean Company and prior to 

See: Sore Seah She tens: with 'the SIRES OF HARALSON AND 1949 was Sales Manager of the Friend 
greatest care and caution. WEALTHY APPLES COMPARED Manufacturing Co 

Check Concentration of Dieldrin Professor W. G. Brierly, Dept. of ° 
The formulation of Dieldrin this Horticulture, University of Minnesota The Michigan Orchard’ Supply Com: 

year, in many cases, has been changed has issued an Orchard Study Bulletin P8"Y are representatives and distribu- 
to 50%. Last year it was sold at 25% giving a comparison of yields of tors for a wide variety of orchard 

formulation. Be sure to check your Haralson and Wealthy apples in the °d¥/pment. 
concentration when using it, or any trial orchard of trees planted in the we fesssus pugs 
of the other insecticides. spring of 1932 at the Fruit Breeding THE CONCORD GRAPE 

—— Farm. Are you planting some grapes this 
ALL, APETae NOT WAN From 1987 to 1949 the Wealthy trees spring? If a are, you'll be sapoctaliy 

oA See averaged $49 bu. per tree while the interested to know how Concord, per- 
English growers apparently have Haralson trees averaged 44 bu. per haps the most widely grown variety in 

much the same difficulty that those tree. In 1946 and 1948 a frost killed Wissiietn st atartad y 

in this country do with a few who the crop. Over the 13 seasons Haral- ie . 
are unable to wait for their fruit to son trees produced 26% more than It seems that one Ephraim Wales 

mature. Wealthy. The records show the per- Bull, found some wild grapes growing 

“The better prices for early apples formance of the two varieties with- ©” 2 hillside in Concord, Mass., in 1843. 
are tempting some growers to pick out thinning treatments. He planted seed from, these grapes and 
fruit that is small and immature,” In 1949 the range in yield per tree then started developing one seedling 

The Grower of London declares. for Wealthy 111 trees was 7.25 bu. to that resulted. It became the parent 

“This is a great pity for two reasons: 20.5 bu. For the Haralson the range in Stock of the famous grape popular in 

as our Covent Garden correspondent the 96 trees in the orchard was 2.25 Very many sections of the country and 

has repeatedly pointed out, the higher py. to 28.25 bu. the foundation of farming prosperity 

prices are for good-sized apples, run- ee in parts of western New York and 

ning out at about 200 or fewer to the THE REVOLUTION IN THE California. 

bushel. Smaller apples are not FRUIT INDUSTRY The original vine is protected by an 
wanted.” Writing in the rural New Yorker Outdoor iron cage. 

It reminds us of the radio comedian professor H. B. Tukey, Chief, De- Should you take your family to New 

who reported that some of his pota- partment of Horticulture, Michigan England some time, why not plan to 
toes were as big as marbles; the rest State College states, “Before our eyes 0 to Concord, a town made famous 
were smaller—From Better Fruit jin the last decade a revolution has for its part in the American Revolu- 

Magazine. taken place in the fruit industry.” He tion and by its many great authors,— 
-_eo points out the significant changes in Emerson, Hawthorne, the Alcotts, 

THE STRAWBERRY VIRUS pest control, new ways to fertilize, Thoreau,—and where this great grape 
SITUATION fewer and better varieties and then was developed. 

A conference on the strawberry adds: mechanical pickers have not ——— 
virus situation in eastern United succeeded, but picking platforms, FRUIT FARM FOR SALE 

States was held at the Plant Industry light-weight ladders, lower and more 

Station, Beltsville, Md. on January open trees, field grading, pallet han- Highly developed fruit farm on State 

14, Research extension workers and dling and the fork-lift have made great Hwy. 18 near Bayfield, Wisconsin. 57 

ee ee a ivaneda, Cherries heat success- acres, about 800 fruit trees (apples, 
The Federal! ension Service fully moved in tank truc! cool wa- 

makes this statement in regard to ter. Strawberries are capped in the cherries and plums), 300 grape vines. 

strawberry virus diseases. field or capped mechanically at. the Has all necessary equipment. Modern 

“Virus diseases of strawberry plants packing plant. Crates are piled 15- six room house, packing and storage 

have been interfering greatly with high in farm storages by conveyors shed, roadside stand. Terms. Also sev- 

eT a ie Ge ~~ aes —_— ag _ is oral other combination frait and dai 

years. ec! plan ack vigor, ing done to remove field heat from 
produce few runners and give low the product as soon as possible. More farms reasonably priced. For further 

yields. Hope for overcoming the farm storages, the hydro-cooler, and details write: Harry Peterson Agency, 
< trouble lies in the production of the refrigerated truck are great helps. Ashland, Wisconsin. 
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Niagara 2cks 
WISCONSIN APPLE ~~ a 
INSTITUTE NEWS o, 

The Wisconsin Apple Institute's ey Ae 1) 

Board of Directors voted to have an- \A é —_ ‘ 

other edition of the very popular [= x bo dla 
recipe book, “Use Wisconsin Apples— ho 

53 new Ways” printed. Orders will \ 

be taken from fruit growers at $5.00 

per hundred. If you can use any this 

fall, send in your order at once, to 

the Wisconsin State Horticultural So- 
ciety, 424 University Farm Place. We 

wish to get at least 10,000 copies 

printed. 

A state apple desert contest will be 

sponsored by the Institute. Commit- 

tees will be appointed in each county 

having a County Fruit Growers As- 

sociation. 

The annual meeting of the National 

Apple Institute will be held at Niagara 
Falls, New York on June 17-19. A fs 
large delegation is expected to attend 

from Wisconsin; about half of the Pr 
members of the Board of Directors Le} eA A 
have indicated they will attend. Secre- 

taries of State Horticultural Societies Testa ew 
will meet on June 16. 

A promotion director will again be RO 
employed by the Apple Institute to 

carry on a promotional campaign for 

apples through radio, television and 

newspapers. She will also help with 
the apple desert contest. , + + . You'll pack a heavier, premium crop of sound, good-keeping 

wine Sie of Diets mame * _otgtog by regulary applying Nignre COL'S to your 
State Fair to give the Institute an op- elds. This superior fungicide effectively preven : e! Si 
portunity to display and sell good actually encourages the natural growth of potato p! ant foliage. 
quality apples at an attractive stand Niagara C-O-C-S is finely milled. It has smaller toxic copper 
in the Horticultural Bldg. at the fair. particles than ordinary dusts. This means you can cover the 

Mr. Henry Mahr, President, was ap- foliage more thoroughly, and with greater adhesion to resist 
pointed chairman of the committee to wash-off by rain. C-O-C-S mixes readily as a spray, flows 
make the necessary arrangements. pony as a dust and sticks to wet or dry foliage. Either way 
Such a stand has become a very im- you'll find it covers the crop with a minimum of pounds per 

portant feature of the Minnesota State acre for maximum protec’ tion and economy. + gs 
Fair and $5,000.00 worth of apples were For professional advice as to timing, rate of application, and 

sold to fair visitors during past two methods to assure maximum results, ask your friendly Nope 
years, man. There is one of these trained specialists in every neighbor- 

All commercial apple growers in hood. Write us and he will see you. 

Wisconsin should join in the Wiscon- 

Oe C-0-C-S GIVES SUPERIOR BLIGHT CONTROL 
portant program of selling a so [= a ON VEGETABLES 
sumers on the good quality of apples. \ 

MOVIE FILM AVAILABLE. The ere ee ee 
sound motion picture “Gateway to beans and celery against disease attack. Either dust 
Health” which tells about the import- @ or spray. 
ance of apples in preventing tooth de- 

cay is now available for meetings. If i“ la ala 
you, as a fruit grower, can arrange to 

show this film at a large meeting, Cc H EMICAL D I vi s ION 
write to the office of the Horticultural 

Society for a booking. It will be sent FQQD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION * eur 
free. Middleport, N.Y. Richmond, Calif., Jacksonville, Fla., Tampa, Fla., Pompano, ~Magara) 

Fla., Wyoming, Ill, New Orleans, La., Ayer, Mass., Greenville, Miss., Harlingen, <>, GQ 
Tex,, Pecos, Tex. Yakima, Wash. Subsidiary: Pine Bluff Chemical Co., Pine ne UY PROT 
Bluff, Ark. Canadian Associate: NIAGARA BRAND SPRAY CO,, LTD, Testis tert 
Burlington, Ontario.
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Berries and Vegetables 
° ° 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Ass’n. 
Behe, Dyaraeh tire Nei Bie, epee: Qiu, ted Yi Er Set oat etek i 

HOW TO RENEW THAT ig ee TO DRIVE AWAY BLACKBIRDS 

STRAWBERRY PLANTING From Florida comes the news that 
What shall we do with the old the Fish and Wildlife Service has been 

strawberry bed that we have just ay conducting experiments to repel black- 
finished picking in June. How shall we >~M birds from sweet corn by the use of a 
handle it for best results next year ¥ 7% rope-fire cracker method. The method 

if we decided to keep it over another QQ XY a . * seems to be successful but is still be- 

year. PPS . & 1. ing tested. 

A Few Things To Remember Wop OPS .\ Note the ad in this issue on a me- 
First we must remember: The later "D ; chanical gun to repel birds. 

the runner plants root, the lower the Y —_—_ 

yield. a = NEW Aor 
MOWING. Many growers mow the ("> WY wuuuenaee pilin 

old bed. The main reason is to control : 

leaf spot and other diseases. However, a OS eae De ate ie 

if the mowings are allowed to remain that has long given us 
on the field, there is little value for... Same company . 
control of diseases. There is a differ- an. excellent fruit, magazine, The 
ence of opinion among growers as to ROW. The purpose of thinning is to American Fruit Grower. 
the value of mowing, some claiming avoid too crowded conditions in the The address of the magazine is 106 
that the removal of healthy foliage is row, to remove old plants and give Euclid, Willoughby, Ohio. The sub- 

detrimental and stunts the develop- opportunity for plants that are to scription price is $1.00 per year, $2.00 

ment of the plant. Mowing the leaves, fruit the next year to grow large and for 3 years and $3.00 for 5 years. Our 

if done at all, should be done im- vigorous. Whether it is profitable or vegetable growers will find it very 
mediately after the picking season is not depends upon the amount of time valuable. 

over because delaying the topping de- and labor it will take and whether or ——— 

creases the yield the next year. not the plants are too crowded. Free © PREPACKAGING VEGETABLES 

Dorenc oven ‘om paps x {nly crwied condone re RECOMING POPULAR 
the foliage has been cut and raked be- Wy pianket recommen a . Will it pay to prepackage fresh 

lations can be 
tween the rows, it is often burned. This made. Each must study his own situ- vegetables and fruits’ in polyethelene 
must be done when the old leaves are ation. and celophane film bags. This ques- 

dry and when there is sufficient wind — ERS. Wheth tt tion is being debated by many grow- 
to sweep the blaze quickly across the TILIZ: . ether or not to ers. 

field. However, burning destroys un-  @PPly a commercial fertilizer to the The DuPont information service re- 
rooted runners particularly the early renewed bed also depends upon con- ports these advantages given them 
formed ones which might otherwise ditions, the vigor and age of the plant. py retailers who now successfully pre- 
develop into fruitful plants, so its The use of 250 Ibs. of ammonium ni- package lettuce: “Shoppers prefer pre- 

value depends somewhat on the num-_ trate. or other high nitrogen fertilizer packaged lettuce because it is clean 
ber of plants in the row, whether these has given good results. On the aver- and sanitary; there is no chance of 
runners are valuable and whether ge good soils of Wisconsin that have water dripping on shoppers’ clothes, 
diseases and insects are destroyed by Organic matter and have grown other or soiling hands or gloves; the danger 
burning. crops well, we doubt if the addition of shoppers slipping on fallen leaves 
NARROWING THE ROW. One of ° Phosphate or potash will pay for ig eliminated; store traffic is speeded 

the systems being followed to narrow the cost,—at least no experimental yp—there is no standing in line or 
the rows is to systematically turn evidence exists that it will. In applying waiting for prepackaged, price marked 

under one side, leaving the newer ‘fertilizers we should remember that lettuce.” 
plants on the other edge of the re- N€ Should get more than $1.00 worth = Other polyethelene bagged items 
maining strip. The plow may be used f increase crop from $1.00 worth of that seem to be popular are ready-to- 
to do this, followed by harrow or cul- fertilizer application including the cook green beans, carrots, and topped 
tivator to level the soil. Whether it Jabor of applying it. Fertilizers will parsnips and turnips. Shipping such 
will pay depends upon the stand of not take the place of organic matter vegetables as carrots with tops be- 
plants—if the rows are not wide, it or watering when the soil is dry—two comes an expensive item so if the tops 

won't pay. of the limiting factors in strawberry can be eliminated, there should be a 

~ THINNING THE PLANTS IN THE culture. distinct saving. 
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Control of Vine Crop Insects . ov »p For weeding and fertilizing berry 

By Dr. R. K. Chapman, Dept. of Entomology, Univ. of Wis. patches and orchards, 

All sizes at reasonable prices. R. CO. 
The most important insects attack- dieldrin, or three per cent dusts of Weier, R. No. 2, Kewaskum, Wis. 

ing vine crops in Wisconsin are the Rhothane or DDT or 2% Silan have 

striped and spotted cucumber beetles, all given very efficient squash borer 

the squash borer, and the squash bug. control. Geese As Weeders 

The striped and spotted cucumber Squash Bugs Some growers have found that 

beetles are the first of these insects to Squash bugs are large shield shaped geese are satisfactory weeders in 

attack the cucurbit crops in the spring. sTayish colored bugs which attack vine strawberry plantings. This method of 

They are beetles which are yellowish crops later in the season. These in- control has also been used in straw- 
in color and the one has black stripes sects feed in groups and often kill off berry plantings at Iowa State College. 
while the other is a little larger with n entire hill by injecting a poisonous Geese were excellent for the control 

a greenish yellow tinge and has black material into the plant when they feed of grassy weeds and most broadleafed 
spots on its back. These insects ap- 4nd cause the plant to take on a weeds. However, there are certain 

pear about as soon as the vine crops burned appearance. weeds such as smart weed, knot weed 

appear above ground and can ruin the These insects can best be controlled and purslane which are apparently 

entire crop in a very short time by by an application of 10% Sabadilla not delicacies of geese. When geese 
eating off the whole plant. Very close dust. If this not available a 1% dust are used they should be provided with 
watch must therefore be kept for these of parathion can be used if the person shade, water, and, if weeds are scarce, 
pests and control material must be on PPlying it uses the proper precau- supplemental feed. They should be 
hand and applied as soon as they tions as parathion is a very poisonous taken out of the planting when fruit- 
appear. Later in the season insects material but does not leave a long last- ing starts as they are apt to tramp 

cause damage by eating holes in the ing residue on the plants. the berries. The shelter and water 

rind of the fruit, such crops as squash oe should be located away from the bed 
and muskmelons. GROWING FRUIT AND to avoid severe tramping of plants. 

These beetles are controlled by light - VEGETABLE CROPS nt 

applications (10-15 Ibs. per acre) of 1“ New Book For The Fruit Grower = STRAWBERRY TASTE TREATS 
to 8% DDT dusts. This rate of appli- And ‘The Stodent 

Professor Thomas J. Talbert, for- BY Victor Heinz, Cleveland, R, 1, Wis. cation leaves a film of dust on the ? 

leaves that is barely visible. Cucur- merly Chairman of Department of Strawberry Preserves 
bits are particularly susceptible to Horticulture of University of Missouri Work with a small amount of ber- 
DDT injury and consequently exces- has written a splendid new book, ries, not more than 3 quarts in one 

sive deposits on plants should be “Growing Fruit and Vegetable Crops”. dish. Wash, stem and measure. To 

avoided by applying very light dust It is available from Lea & Febiger, each quart of berries add 1 cup sugar. 

treatments. Dusts of 3% purified DDT, Washington Square, Philadelphia 6, Place berries and sugar in alternate 
2% Silan, 19% rotenone and 3% P& ($4.50). It contains 350 pages, 72 layers in a shallow pan. Let stand for 
methoxychlor have also given good illustrations. 2 hrs. Boil gently for 2 or 8 minutes 

control of these insects with little in- There are chapters on budding and in thelr own juice without stirring. 
jury, tovchourbite grafting; culture of apples, pears, Let stand overnight so that berries 

cherry and plum; special chapters on Will have a chance to puff and absorb 
The Squash Borer growing strawberries, grapes, cane Me of the syrup. Next morning fill 

The Squash borer attacks squashes 444 push fruits; the Home Fruit gar- {” Clean pint or quart jars and process 
and pumpkins by boring into the stems den; control of insects and diseased i” water bath about 10 minutes. 

will civil ottan ale sWdseues is inpoe pests and a portion of the book deals — 

sible to control these whitish-colored ee eune ieee ta ce . forth’ tn sé STRAWBERRIES 
borers after they are inside the stem, hig book the easy-to-follow funda- ash a few, leave others whole— 
it is necessary to use preventative nontals which influence and d slice, mash all, or leave all whole. 

? leter- Use 4 cups of fruit to 1 
methods to prevent damage. Other nine successful fruit and vegetable Sub. suger: 
than the wilting of the runners, the culture. Wash and hull 3 quarts of berries. 

only evidence that borers are in the — students will find it a useful text- Mash slightly or all as desired. Add 
stems is that they force frass out of book, horticulturists will find ita time 5 CUPS of sugar, stir until sugar is 
the holes through which they entered ang money-saving guide. dissolved. Let stand for several hours 
the stalks. or overnight. Then bring to a full 
Three or four applications of ma- “ rolling boil for 10—14 minutes. Add 

terials should be applied at about 10 BERRY BOXES % cup of lemon juice or 1 tsp. of ep- 

day intervals to the crown of the plant For Sale. Berry Boxes and Crates. som salts. Boil for another minute. 

and the base of the runners beginning | Roe Price List write Ebner Box Fac- | 2° Prevent foaming, add a small lump 
when the plants begin to vine out. One tory, Cameron, Wis. of butter. Pour hot into jars and seal 
percent dusts of lindane, aldrin or immediately with vacuum seal. 
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Firomthe Editors Desh | 

OUR COVER PICTURE a ge — FIELD DAY EXHIBITS— 

ReBNs ch SRT USN UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
This month we show Lilibet, the 1954 troy sae ecm June 15-16, 

All American Rose Selection award GUST NS 9 pipraret € EE OSND i 3 
winner. It was named to honor the ae ee Pi The Electric Research Farm 
jaliSed wlio beokane ‘Queen Hilasheth ira pers pes Madison, Wis. Hy. U.S. 18 and 151 
II and is an origination of Howards Whe) | Che ae AN: : In addition to livestock exhibits, 
of Hemet, California. Yat) “Sees ees £ ye poultry exhibits, field demonstrations, 

aH a) Women’s Program and miscellaneous 

or is Docoee kane and ae Sesh exhibits, there will be exhibits of in- 
Pasi oe . ak ‘ vinke te | | ere terest to horticulturists as follows: 
planting. ae ant pin ommOTAR, Vie J eS Improved Strawberries, by R. H. Ro- 

and compact dark green foliage. af ole (Cc) berts; Summer Care of Roses, by G. 
If you’d like a booklet describing 39 . Vi E. Beck; Chemicals to Prevent 

award winning roses, send 10c to Sprouting of Stored Vegetables by L. 
Howards of Hemet, Hemet Calif. and PRTG G. Holm; Woody Landscape Plants 

ask for the “Story of All American a mY G. A. Ziegler; Dusts and Sprays for 

Rose Selections”. WANN) Insect and Disease Control by Earl 

a Was Wade and E. H. Fisher; Disease Con- 
AMERICAN CHESTNUTS I Wee trol in Tobacco Seedbeds. 

GROWING IN BAYFIELD AREA * The demonstration of “push button 
farming” to be held in the Electric 

An interesting letter from Mr. Henry HOW WRONG CAN THEY BE? Farm Buildings will be worth the trip 
Herber of Bayfield, Wis. states that 

ins as snua tonpseiind in the article. _ We have read many incorrect state- ‘° Madison. 
ments about bee behavior but the one The farm is % mile beyond the 

on the American chestnut in our April “Belt Line” 451, Southwest of 
issue of Wisconsin Horticulture. He DUblished in the magazine section ine” on Hy. 151, Southwest o: 
says he witnessed the complete °f the Milwaukee Sentinel on Sunday, Madison. 

destruction of these magnificent trees APfil 25 beats them all. Read it and LESSON IN CONSERVATION 
weep. some years ago in the middle West. 

Therefore, he was quite surprised to “Will a colony of bees survive if Bambi 

find about seven of the trees growing the queen bee dies? A moving picture featuring a tame 

and bearing nuts on the hills over- “Only for about six d deer somehow gave a lot of people the 
jays. After the 

looking Lake Superior near Bayfield. geath of a queen bee—if there is no impreneien teat = seer was um 

Here, perhaps due to isolation, they (ther queen to take her Place—the en- i trom the hand of a chil fd runs asa 
have thus far escaped the blight. The tire colony of bees is utterly wiped is 

larger of the trees have a diameter of favorite of tourist lure literature. 
bout 24 inch: the baie anid bea out. When the queen dies, the rest of Young bear and deer are lovable ani- 

“ eee ee ease ane tee, the bees forget to feed the babies, and 11. 
nuts on the average of every other hey themselves refuse to eat—so all . 
year. The trees are tall and straight. pine away.” It is hard to convince people of that 

Mr. Herber has several trees which fact, but a tame deer can kill you. 

he grew from the seed. It does not For our readers who do not know ‘Tame deer have been responsible for 
propagate itself readily because very bout the life of honey bees we will number of Wisconsin deaths. A 
few of the seeds escape the squirrels explain that when the queen dies the northern Wisconsin farm woman tried 

and chipmunks. bees at once start “queen cells” and to outrun her pet deer but died under 

————_—___—— raise new eared = ” ~ its feet. As wildlife, deer and bear 
MECHANI e bees continue to live on, but in a are no menace to human life. As tame 

[CAL TOMATO PICKER , disorganized state. Since their activ- gnimals it pays to know something 

ame ities and labors are reduced they about their characteristics. Wild bea" 
From Florida we hear that a mobile usually live longer than the bees en- chase trout fishermen every spring 

mechanical method to harvest and aged in rearing young and gathering put there is no record of any bear ever 
handle mature green tomatoes was pollen and nectar. catching a fisherman. Anyone who 

tried in the Homestead area this sea- as can out run a bear would set an all- 

son. Field harvesters for the mature Local youngster was wondering the time sprint record, and to do it wear- 

green tomatoes are said to appear other day what he would be when he ing waders would be truly miraculous 
practical and some successful demon- grows up. The answer seems obvious. It seems a good assumption that the 

strations have been given. He'll be a taxpayer. bear isn’t trying. 
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BACK TO THE WOODSHED 
The other morning the dispatcher 

at the county jail—radioed the Chief 9 —{ oo tat & woman on the north side had It's Not @Hiome—) 
complained that, “The kids in the ° 9 

neighborhood are riding each others I atti It's Plan ed 
bicycles and wrecking them”. ha ix 9 j t At Jee 
The chief called back that he would im it le » 

investigate immediately—but added ay ae, ee he epee 
“The parents ought to be able to Lames 3 ee = es ~ Stas A Ans a 
handle that themselves. It’s getting so aa ay Ne Ae ee ak: ee 
that every time one kid takes an- ais 6 td x er mecca a 

other’s candy, they call for the police it" Peet | F 4 rl | | HN Nad i 
right away to take care of it.” yr) Pode: wy mas 5 ea! 2 ena 
That set us to thinking that the obbphersricn, Sy I ne 

chief is right, and that’s probably why cant : : i Beers Ty = es ad m ane i fe 
we hear so much more about juvenile SO : Tete See Gere Stes 
delinquency these days then we did , ~— Nia 
years ago. a le ald 

It isn’t that kids are any worse, 

basically, than they were before. But Let McKay’s Landscape Architects Help You 
parents are too disinterested—or just 

plain too lazy—to properly discipline / 
‘ I Just picture your home in a setting 

re ine ae for ened ak <A i) aa of natural beauty — beautifully 
in cee | isin caw a § I landscaped from the far corners to 

hereon benetepeedowrip te a sew tae ( \ RAY ‘ the from lawn a1 the reed’s edge: 
\ ft faa That's the McKay way — taking 

if some other kid had wrecked ours, 3 
. . ~ full advantage of every oppor- 

either. | tunity to create for you a comfort- 
Probably the worse casualty of our yi - able “outdoor living room.” 

mechanized civilization is the disap- 8 

pearance of the good-old woodshed.— Sa 
Condensed from an editorial in The y 

Ozaukee County Press, Port Washing- 

ton. The editor is John Rahmlow—so For Comfort tae 
| naturally this editor agrees. An “outdoor living room,” with its 

————— beautiful natural “furnishings,” 
HOW TO KILL CRABGRASS adds value to your property and 

Crabgrass and other annual weeds gives you pleasure unlimited. 
can now be prevented before they For Beauty 

grow in well established lawns by \ is th | sh 

using Crag Herbicide-1. Your front lawn is the real s| ow 

Crabgrass is an annual weed, it window of your home. McKay’s 

sprouts from seeds left from the plants experts will help you accent its Pi Pp y 
that died last year. When Crag Her- natural lines of beauty. 
bicide-1 is applied in the early spring 

and at monthly intervals throughout 
informal It local McKay Representative 

the summer it kills these seeds as they For complete |b or men oe Thoaisae ehfies, ” 

start sprouting without harming estab- 

lished lawn grasses. The Herbicide dis- 

solves easily in water. It can be applied McKAY Munsee COMPANY 

with a sprinkling can, pressure spray- is the distributor . 

er or garden hose sprayer. It is avail- BUFFALO TURBINE SPRAYERS 

able at most garden supply stores. Write for information 

WISCONSIN’S GREATEST NURSERY 

OFFICE NURSERIES 

1919 Monroe St. Waterloo, 
Madison, Wis. Wisconsin 
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Nursery News & Notes 
For The Wisconsin: Nurserymen's Association 

Pres., Robert H. Gieringer, Milwaukee; Vice Pres., John Gartman, Fond du Lac; Sec.-Treas., Thomas S. Pinney, Sturgeon Bay; 
Eorror, Leland Jens, Wisconsin Rapids. Directors: L. L. Kumlien, Janesville; Frank Thierfelder, Milwaukee; Vincent Frantel, 
Kenosha; Charles Hawks, Wauwatosa; Howard Anderson, Port Edwards; M. A. Haller, Oshkosh. 

The New Garden 
It Must Be A Place of Color and Reflect Your Personal Taste 

By James S. Wells, D. Hill Nursery Co., Dundee, Ill. 

We discussed in the April issue the \ 1 4 t planting and for the next three or 

basic principles of design and how you vs 7 four weeks so that they become es- 

should set out to plan your new S 4 tablished into your soil without a set 

garden. Once you have decided the “XN a back. Bulbs, of course, should be one 
form that you would like your garden — of the main items that you put in in 

to take, this plan should be placed up- August and September, so that you 

on paper, no matter how roughly, and have a good show of bloom the fol- 

recorded for future reference. lowing Spring. If you complete your 

Make 9 plan for the whole cnrien MOA gBPUMTD TU ne the ene, tle 
rf Bhat itt ed = — to from ia dation planting of one or two selected 

0 year, and then in your own mine’ dig it with the fork, and the result yergreen trees, the addition of one 
set out to develope a certain section should be a well worked and friable or two flowering trees, or trained 

that garden this particular year. loam in which this humus material flowering trees which you may wish 

t us say you have made the plan has been mixed. to plant as espaliers against the side 
and decided on the area that you want . 

to develope. How should you go about The Soll of the house, such as crabapples, otc. 
it? The soil should be tested, if you have and bulbs beneath these for a show 

the facilities available, to decide next spring. 

Of course, the first thing to con- whether it is acid or alkaline or Following the preparation of the 
sider is the soil. It will undoubtedly whether it is short of any of the essen- ground and a basic planting of some 

have been left in a very poor condition tial plant foods. If no such service is selected materials against the house, 

by the builders. The top soil may have available, then rely upon the incor- then should follow the development of 
been buried under a pile of sub-soil poration of a good dressing of manure the ground in the beds in further 
which was removed from the cellar to raise the general fertility. If the sections of the garden. It is an excel- 
and almost certainly the tilth and soil has been heavily packed down, it ent idea to prepare this ground in 
general fertility of the soil will have may be necessary to break up the this way through the summer in prep- 

been destroyed by the heavy traffic bottom of the sub soil as you turn aration for full planting or even for 
associated with building operations. each spit. the following spring, because the pre- 

You will have to get your soil back This means throwing the soil for- paration of this land well ahead of 

into good growing condition, and this ward, breaking up the bottom of the requirements will allow it time to mel- 
work should not be skimped in any trench, and then throwing the next low and become in a good working 

way, because the future well beingand spit on top of the already broken sub condition to receive the plants at the 
development of your garden depends  gojl and so on from trench to trench right time. 
upon the thoroughness with which you until the bed has been completely 

prepare the basic soil. worked. This pre-preparation of the The Garden Is A Place Of Color 

The Flower Beds soil may be necessary on heavy packed = The selection of plant material for 
ground before incorporating the peat your garden should reflect your per- 

The immediate area which you will moss and manure, but, if the ground onal tastes and interests. Do not fol- 
probably decide to develope will be the is in a reasonable condition, then the ow the general run of plantings, but 
beds against the walls of the house. , Peat moss and manure can be incor- inquire first as to the best material 

The ground should be thoroughly dug porated at the time the ground is dug for your particular area, and then as 
with a fork or spade to loosen it and in the first instance. With this pre- to the most colorful plants which are 
to aerate the down trodden soil. A  paration thoroughly completed, then @ available and which will be suitable 
generous mixture of manure and peat selection of plants can be chosen for for your garden and finally a plan of 

moss should be incorporated at the planting at any time during the year. your own choosing. Above all, I would 
time the ground is dug. By generous, Container Grown Plants stress the value of color in the garden. 
I mean a two or three inch layer of Container grown plants can be set I keep harping on this, but I cannot 
peat moss and manure. This should be out in mid-summer as long as they stress the point too much that, to me, 

. well mixed in with the top soil as you are well watered both at the time of a garden should be a place of color 
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and not a collection of dull, rather The trend to a modified serve sys- with trees and shrubs that are now 

dreary, so-called Evergreens. These tem of selling continued this spring, too tall, these places present an over- 

Evergreens are highly necessary in a with new lath houses shading potted grown, even wild appearance from the 

proper planting, and some of them are plant material in many places. street. Owners are deprived of the 

very beautiful in their own right, a best use of their yards and living in 

but to he a _— with them is, in PLANT AND REPLANT the darkened rooms must be on the 
my opinion, b: planning, and does AMERICA 

not give the continuity of interest and Hundreds of thousands of newer depressive wide: Tet only do wecneed 

color which one should expect from homes need landscaping. Yes. But as to PLANT AMERICA, we need to 
a well designed planting plan. With many more of our older homes need REPLANT AMERICA.—From Garden 
this idea of color in mind, do not  re-landscaping. Planted years ago, Facts, By U.S.D.A. 

overlook many of the smaller plants, 
particularly herbacious perennials 

which are most attractive in bloom in 

the spring and summer and which can ' 
and do withstand some of the rigors of = r = - 

our midwestern climate. There are ex- > REDD >—Lanid (QthOoreC0 ht a: ia, 
cellent herbacious perennials which Se ae 

| fall into this category which can give 

a great deal of interest and color to 

an other-wise somewhat uninteresting 4 

garden. Plant some of these, because 

you have no idea of the real interest 

which will follow the use of material . 
of this kind until you have tried it. It 

changes your whole outlook on 4 isis 

gardening. a j 

THIS SPRING IN THE PTT oe 
NURSERY . aN, 

By Leland Jens : . , 

From all indications this was an- t 

other spring of record sales. Early ” 

season cold, wet weather deferred 

early buying but once the weather 200-bushel corn yields are 
took a turn for the better buyers consistently obtained with 

were out in force. The huge backlog sprinkler irrigation. 

of recently built homes that still re- e 

quire planting assures the nursery- —_ 5 ‘ 

man volume if not profit. The weather Nation's outstanding high The F 1 Cc ler 

was ideal from one standpoint as producing dairy herds from je Famous lreco Coup 

' inklerirrigated pastures, 4 positive-locking, die-cast early. season coolness permitted ac: sprint aluminum coupler with the 
complishment of work before all of e gasket that protects the tub- 

the time had to be devoted to the Better seed stands and top ing. Available in “Bolt-on” 
clientele. quality truck crops with or “Press-on” styles. 

Last summer's drought reflected it- faster germination from 
self in the spring demand. Shortages sprinkler irrigation. Ca 

developed rapidly in strawberry and ution? 

raspberry plants since many beds were Ireco Equipment plus Irece Engl- bhi Ave H LALOR ri 
lost in last summer’s drought. Damage meering insures these results Raa veo our) 
to evergreens by drought and an open with lowest operating costs! AQ Cai ry OW 

winter was also brought out by early @ eee 

spring winds. While it is still too early 

to appraise the complete loss Central Always New Systems and Frequently Good Used Systems Available 
Wisconsin experienced losses parti- 
cularily in Arbor Vitaes, Norway Gorman-Rupp, Goulds and Marlow Pumps 
Spruce and White Pine, and other 
losses depending on site and ex- 

posures. After subjecting the plants to ERIC (> FRANKE 

@ severe drought and an open winter, . 

nature in her inscrutable way dropped | RR. 5, Sturgeon Bay, Wis. Phone 1867F21 
heavy rainfall in the early spring to 

aid recovery. 
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BULBLETS ef oo '"'"'"” REPORT OF THE ANNUAL 
SPRING MEETING 

By Ralph Burdick, Edgerton = 
The Board of Directors of the Wis- 

( For the amateur who is interested , consin Gladiolus Society met on May 

in having only a few bulbs of each , 2 ding the spring meeting and 

variety he grows coming along every KY 2) oe Brecesding: Pes 
ih Axes transacted some important business. 

year there are a good many advantages p) Seg 
>| | Mr. Walter Axel was requested to pur- 

to. a selective method of propagating eo, kp 
by bulblets. 2) =} Ve chase a silver trophy for our 25th an- 

\ r | niversary show. Mr. Dave Purner was 

First, I think most of us feel that \Y } “SS requested to purchase the Wisconsin 
the individual plant that shows the \ rm se Gladiolus Society’s trophy to be given 
most vigorous growth and produces le AY eer for the best spike in the Wis. Recent 

the best over-all spike also gives the v2 ey Introduction Section at the Illinois, 
best promise of producing ‘progeny [ show to be held at Garfield Park in 
which will most nearly represent the Chicago. 
ultimate in that particular variety. 
To this end, only bulblets from the ~————S—CW"”—— There was considerable discussion on 

best individuals within a group should GLADIOLUS SHOW DATES how to interest gladiolus growers to 

be saved. become members of the Society. It 

N t the th Littl August 1—N. E. Ill. & S. Wis. Show. was decided to have post cards printed 

ow itO| Cate: ee aeons © Grade School Bldg. Jefferson, Wis. on the care and culture of gladiolus. 
further—only the largest bulblets from Each chapter will receive some and 

the new master strain should be saved, August 7-8 Central International ach chapte 
Show at Rochester, Minn members may hand them out to inter- 

for it is only logical to expect that z ted parties. M Thompson, Bur- 

the food ‘reserves stored in a large August 14-15—Silver Anniversary °° P a Gat essrs, Pho . t ed. o& 

bulblet gives it the ability to make a Wis. State Glad Show, Wausau, Wis. ‘ck an 8 “were spre a ; m1 
faster start and to produce a stronger, August 15-16—Madison Chapter committee to prepare the cards. 
healthier bulb. These bulblets should The American Home Achievment 

Show at Ist Nat’l Bank, Madison, 
be peeled for two reasons. One, to Wis. Award will be given at the 1954 show 

enable us to see in advance whether —and we will comply strictly with the 

or not we are planting diseased ma- ean 2 ‘Twin City, Marine rules of the American Home Publish- 
terial, since peeling enables us to see enonte Chapter Show. ing Company. 

many of the lesions of disease which  ‘ August 28-29—Manitowoc Chapter 
Sh i It was voted that if a family, hus- 

are not apparent in the unhusked ow. < me band, wife and child wish to enter 
bulblet. Second, to let the moisture —— 1 adiol  atithe ati h éahiow 
reach the roots and start growth soon- COMMERCIAL GROWERS se eccarsia divishas, One oan a 
er than would be possible if it had ELECT ina: separate avision- ne ee an 
first to seep through the relatively im- inthe: open; one in: the amateur, a 
permeable husk. Some varieties are- The North American Commercial one in the novice divisions, but not 

even encased in double husks! Gladiolus Growers have appointed for more than one member of the family 

. 1954 Lloyd E. Weeks as president, 3130 may show in the same division. 
To complete the bulblets care, plant North River Road, Salem, Oregon, and Mr. Art. Kottke of the Twin City 

only in good soil, give each one plenty Herbert C. Bardes, executive secretary, Chapter invited us to hold the 1955 
of room (since nearly every one will 20 Kennan Place, Morris Plains, New state show in Marinette-Menominee. 
grow), keep free from weeds, water Jersey. Herb Bards, editor of their 
well, fertilize some and in the fall Newsletter, is a member of the Gard- Fall Meeting 
dig the nicest number 1’s and 2’s you. ener Writers’ Association, and active The annual fall meeting of the state 
ever saw. in other floricultural publications. Society will be held in Manitowoc the 
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\first Sunday in November. At the oie. 

‘afternoon program, Prof. Leland Shaw Varieties Old And New 
introduced Mr. Ralph Burdick, Edger- By Wesley Pati 
ton, Mr. John Gates, Two Rivers and Continued from May 

Jerry Merchardt, Marinette. Each dis- 

cussed a different color class of gla- Rose Varieties Larus showed at Long Island a new 
diolus and talked on those that they Those who like rose, and there are seedling which won not only American 

had grown and like the best in that those who don’t include Rosita in their Achievement but also best spike. Now 

class. A question and answer period collection. Whistle Stop (where do we we all have a chance to grow it under 

followed which was very interesting. get these names) does stop the proces- the name of Princess. This may well 

Mr. Joseph Rezek was auctioneer sion for many and should be a regu- turn out to be best of the lavenders 

at the bulb auction. A total of $102.25 larly scheduled stop for others who Continued on Page 221 

was taken in. have not traveled the route and if you 

By Mrs. R. A. Bayless, Sec. will just get Traveler to go along with mo 

—— it you need not worry about those over- NEW CHAPTER 

FERTILIZERS FOR night show trips. Melk has a couple in OFFICERS 

GLADIOLUS me class in Margery ‘and ‘Celestial Manitowoc Gladiolus Chapter Offi- 
se of which good reports are heard. 

When we studied the results of nu- an interesting distinctly different glad °°T®* President, Mr. Al Schmidt, Mani- 
merous experiments on the use of com- jn this class is Rupert’s Juliet a deep towoc; Vice President, Mr. Joe Rezek, 

mercial fertilizer for the growing of rose red with striking white throat Manitowoc; Treasurer, Mrs. E. Schultz, 

gladiolus on various types of soil we nq an appearance of velvet showing Manitowoc; Secretary, Mrs. Al 

are largely confused. Results seem to up particularly well in artificial light. Schmidt, Manitowoc. 

sexy, pormmohian to appear incousist: Lavender Varieties Directors are Mr. Ed Schultz, Mr. 
nk Three years ago John and Charlie Joe Rezek and Mr. Wm. Hackmann. 

In the April 8th issue of The Flor- 

ists Review is a report of tests in 

North Carolina on the use of different 

kinds and quantities of fertilizers for 

gladiolus. THE 

Study these figures for example and AUTOHOE 

see what you can make of them. 

: No. Spikes 

Treatment Cut Per Acre 

500 lbs. 3-9-9 in row, 150 Ibs. NaNO3 

at spiking: -......-.------c----- 49,250 

1000 Ibs. 3-9-9 at emergence ........ 45,750 

No fertilizer -...........0...2.0--------- 45,125 

1500 Ibs. 3-9-9 in row .................... 44,125 

1000 Ibs. 3-9-9 in row, 150 lbs. NaNO3 

at spiking 2... 43,875 

500 Ibs. 3-9-9 in row ........................ 43,250 

1000 Ibs. 3-9-9 in row ..................... 39,875 

What do you make of the fact that SIMPLE 

when no fertilizer at all was applied, SCIENTIFIC s 

there were more spikes cut per acre 

than when 1,000 Ibs. of 3-9-9 was used— PRACTICAL 

or several other combinations. 

In this experiment one distinct The Auto Hoe is a new type of cultivator that will do a perfect job 
finding was that when no fertilizer in any kind of soil. It will hoe between plants as well as between 
was used 1,125 spikes were cut on the rows (spaced plants like tomatoes, berries). It will not pulverize 
first day of the season compared with the soil, but does a job like hand hoeing. 14” wide, it is light in 
0 for most of the heavily fertilized weight, easy to operate, low to the ground. Just right for shrubs, 
rows. The addition of nitrate fertilizer low trees, flowers and berries. No gears, no clutches, no other 
delayed blossoming. attachments, all parts standard. Auto Hoe does not miss any weeds, 

‘ but cuts them all off 2-3” under the surface. The more you use it, 
a the more you'll like it. 

The human race must be getting For more information write for booklet. Price $159.00. 
. Back in the early thirties, 

it tock twe men to cary ten bucks | yiM@DE!N. —-- ROSENBERG'S BERRY-ACRE NURSERY 
worth of groceries. Now any little wis, Clintonville, Wis. 

boy can carry that much. 
7 
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GARDEN CLUB INSIN, 5 ro SE ch i EC a ae oa ey Beans ford, 181 W. Noyes St., Berlin; Mrs, Allen Lay, Hones Mree Georre Willett, Tolar Mee Ti. J. Rahsaan Bee Se aa We Ne Craw. 

5TH ANNUAL CONVENTION ~~ BLACKHAWK REGION HOLDS 
Garden Club of Wisconsin SPRING MEETING 

Affiliated with Wis. State Hort. Soc. 
Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac i—}—IN Members of the Blackhawk region 

Thursday, Sept, 16, 1954 cal.0 Ay, S ous Garden Club of Wisconsin met in Fort 
Featuring a flower show, outstand- FANG . re 7 ES Atkinson April 29. The usual wonder. 

ing speakers, recognition of members 7 ¥ MQ ful pot luck supper preceeded the eve- 
for outstanding achievement in gar- ay ‘Sd yy AS ning meeting. The treasurer's report 
dening and garden club work. ~ He i showed a balance of $58.49. The mem- 

ee, bers voted to change the constitution 
GREETINGS: GARDEN CLUB OF by holding the election of officers at 

WISCONSIN MEMBERS __ ‘the fall meeting. Roadside parks and 
Our Year Book Contest EAU GARDEN CLUB ee enaea at — — for 

Time fleetingly passes by and the PROGRAM = a foal an lon. A Committee was 
majority of us find it has caught up ppoin © contact the county board 

with us in all phases of life. I wish to Our garden club members are en- {n regard to beautifying the county 
say—“HELLO”, I have a reminder for joying the most active and varied pro- highways, especially on saving trees. 

: it is almost the deadline date for &fam since organizing six years ago, The committe consists of Messrs. Sam you 

your entry of Year Books. Kindly con- A fund raising project was the pur- Moore, E. L. White, Clarence Fro- 

sult the two notices which I sent to Chase of 3,000 gladiolus bulbs for sale ™ader, Russell Yandry and Harold 
your club in December with the details to members. Another project was a Poyer. 
of scoring, place, time, and general jn- Silent auction—plants and slips were Mr. H. J. Rahmlow gave a short talk 
formation. “Remember all entries bought in March and before the of questions and answers on garden- 
must be in the hands of the committee Meeting, bids and bidders’ names were ing. The speaker of the evening was 
by August 1. 1954!” silently bidding. The plant went to the Mrs. Cushman of Cushman Mills, Wis. 

A number have already been re- highest bidder. whose topic was “Who are you and 
ceived and are most interesting. An- In March our program was on fruits What am I”. The talks were greatly 
niversary Years are being celebrated; in the garden. Then, a film on rose ™Joyed by the members. 
many fine projects carried out; bits culture and lecture on fertilizer and 
of wisdom and suggestions on grow- soil care was on our April program. . 
ing things are offered. I would like Two meetings were held in May. The WEST ALLIS GARDEN CLUB 
to receive entries from each and all ist with Mr. H. J. Rahmlow showing PROGRAM 
of the clubs for consideration in the slides on a variety of garden subjects . 

1954 contest. and discussing preparation for the | The West Allis Garden Club has a 
May I leave this little thought with flower show. “Goodbye Weeds” was Well planned program for this year. Of 

you in this borrowed prayer: “Dear the topic for the second program. The Prime interest is civic improvement 
God, help us to grasp the meaning of annual garden club tour and picnic With special emphasis on roadside im- 
happy growing things; Teach us to will be held in July and members will Provement; conservation of our birds 
seek steady root growth, rather than participate in the flower show of the "4 natural resources. The Wisconsin 
a fleeting culture; to cultivate those Northern Wisconsin District Fair at Audubon Camp is being watched with 
traits which brighten under ad- Chippewa Falls in August. great interest. 

Thank You, for our gardens and their _ THe fall programs are: a film “Mod- A tour of the Holton and Hunk 
day and always”—By °™ Chrysanthemums” in Sept., Horti- 8 uses at Bro er was 

Me decane n, State Chair- cultural Forum in October, “Winter in April. In August, our members plan 

y Workshop” in November. Officers are a flower show with specimen bloom man of Year Books, 2280-So. 106 St., . 
Milwaukee, 14, Wis. elected in December at a Christmas and flower arrangement. In Novembe’ 

party. Mrs. Victor Schmitt will be our speak- 

A few days after losing his wallet, Providing geraniums for the city li- ¢% 0m Christmas decorations and ar- 
a lumberman received this letter: “Sir brary flower beds is an annual pro- Tangements. The special project for 

i foun yor muny. remorz is nawing ject. A new one is beautification of Our final Christmas meeting will be 
me, so ahm sendin sum of it bak. Memorial Tables in the wayside donation of money and gifts to the 
When it naws me agin, i will sen sum parks in our area—By Mrs. ©. Chat- “Martha Washington Home”.—By 

mor.” terson, Sec, Mrs. A. Rupnow, Sec. 
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ANNUAL MADISON SOME NEW ROSES color. It is a bright and vivid pink in 

4 tiny buds aplaapal RED FAVORITE, anew Piorbunae $0 M08 Onde noone ae 
Madison Rose Society rose originated by Mathias Tantau in SA oa with 56 to 68 petala though 

Sunday, June 20 Germany is introduced by Conard- ie Si; iach aceeea ‘ay pat The 

The theme of the Madison Rose So- Pyle Company, West Grove, Pa. Red y " i 
plant is quite bushy and only 8 inches 

cicty’s first annual rose show will be Favorite is a deep red, large flowered high. It is as as the large Hybrid 

“] ” Floribunda that is proving itself to be gh. hardy 
‘Romance and Roses”. ing dark red Teas and blooms over a period of 
The show will be held in the Wom- Pest of all the — ng Catk ree onthe: 

an’s Club Building, 240 West Gilman ‘inds now available. 
Street, Madison on Sunday, June 20th. TINKER BELL is a new Miniature First Boy Scout: “Did you do a good 

It will be open from 2 to 9 P.M. Entries rose originated by John de Vink of turn today?” 

must be in by 11 A.M. All amateur Holland and introduced by Conard- Second Boy Scout: “Yes, This morn- 

rose growers are invited to exhibit. Pyle Company. ing there wasn’t enough cod-liver 

There will be no admission charge. This is the first true Miniature or oil for my sister and me, so I let her 

Other garden flowers will also be on “Fairy Rose” to have a real rose-pink have all of it.” 
exhibit, but roses will predominate. 

You are invited to attend. 

SEVENTH ANNUAL 

ROSE SHOW 4 

Milwaukee Rose Society howd 
Whitnall Park, Hales Corners 

Saturday, June 19th, 1954 + 

The theme for the seventh annual 

rose show of the Milwaukee Rose So- 

ciety will be “Old Fashioned Roses”. 

The show will be held in the Adminis- 

tration Bldg. at Whitnall Park, a fine 

place for such a show. The show will 2 Foliage and Dormant Spraying 

be three divisions: 1. Horticulture— e Pruning and Vista Cutting 

specimen blooms of old fashioned © Fertilizi g 1 Root Treatment 

roses (those introduced more than 50 " 

years ago); 2. Horticultural blooms of ° Tree Removal 

newer roses; 3. Artistic arrangements. © Bracing 
All interested flower lovers should © Wound Treatment (Surgery) 

visit the Botanical Gardens at Whit- © Evergreen Care 
nall Park. It contains one of the finest ® Large Tree Planting 

collections of new and older varieties °, : e 
of roses in the Midwest. It also has Ee ects iis roe Control with 

many varieties of perennials which will be ized autbment ‘ 

be at their best in June. However the 

Garden is beautiful throughout the 
ra 

summer. No admission charge to the Complete Insurance Cove a 

gardens or show. Call BLuemound 8-3363 

cama ron ue Wachtel wma MEMBIR: 

An illustrated article of interest to we SERVICE CO; 

everyone faced with the perennial 611 Maywood Ave. auwatosa 1, 
problem of labels for trees is written 

by Dr. J. R. Schramm and published 

in the March issue of the Morris Ar- 

boretum Bulletin at Chestnut Hill, 
Philadelphia 18, Pennsylvania. 5 A Vv E T R E E § 

———— COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
AFRICAN VIOLETS TREES 

Hundreds of new and old vari- LAWNS 

eties on display. See my own intro- GARDENS 

en ee WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
Se ae Rg Wie By SE 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 
Wis. 
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Garden Gleanings 
BOOKS AVAILABLE ON - single. But where formerly the tall, 

WORKING WITH FLOWERS large double African type were all of 
These books will be found in many one form, extremely regular and tight, 

public libraries. Ask your librarian for G: now we have giant marigolds whose 
them. If you do not have access to a Ww flowers resemble chrysanthemunns, 
public library, you may send your re- RSQ carnations, even peonies. 
quest directly to the Traveling Library, ) (; L tS The seeds are large and soft, easily 
B-103, State Office Building, Madison Rr, j Ey 1S 1 rotting in soil which is too damp and 
2, aoa toe mine? Guisiaw Hower 4 be CZ a E cold. They should not be sown directly 

. : = — in the garden until about the time that 
Arranging. Barrows, 1954. ($2.95). beans are safe. They stand transplant- 

Includes other flower hobbies. AFRICAN VIOLETS SHOW IN ing well, so can be started under pro- 

Drummond, Mary H. Styling Cor- MILWAUKEE MOST SUCCESSFUL tection, and moved to the garden when 
sages with Garden Flowers. Macmillan, The Milwaukee County African Vio- the danger of frost is over. They are 
1953. ($4.50). let Society presented its third annual seldom attacked by insects and have 

“Cut garden flowers: their care and show on May 1 and 2 in Wauwatosa no serious disease. 

treatment.” Recreational Building. It was a beau- 

Hill, Amelia L. Arranging Flowers  tiful and well arranged show. We com- PINCHING FLOWERING PLANTS 

from the Roadside, Fields, and Woods. pliment the officers and committees 

Crowell, 1952. ($3.85). on a fine piece of work. Shortening young shoots at this 

“Have the vision to see what is about Taking part in the African Violet time of the year by PINCHING out 

you.” Club section, the Madison African Vio- the growing tip is desirable with many 

Marshall, Virginia S. Flower Arrang- let Society won first place, the Racine flowering plants. It causes the plant 

ing for Juniors. Little, 1954. ($2.75). Society second place and Milwaukee to send out side branches and results 

A child will benefit from learning Society third. The number and quality in a lower, sturdier, more bushy growth 
this art. of entries in the named variety classes with a greater number of flowers. 

Wood, Anne Wertsner. Flower-Show Were outstanding. Some annuals and perennials do not 
Guide. Barrows, 1954. ($3.00). Scale of Points For Judging branch as freely as we might wish. 

“Complete directions for exhibiting, African Violets They tend to grow too tall and get 
staging, judging.” Leaf Pattern or Form ......................30 top-heavy as the season progresses. 

(Symmetry of Plant) Among such plants may be mentioned 

THINNING YOUNG PLANTS Floriferousness ...........-------25  calendula, chrysanthemum, petunia, 
IMPORTANT (Quantity of bloom according to marigold, snapdragon, verbena, and 

One of the commonest faults of variety) zinnie. 
vegetable gardens, especially those of COMAItION ne enereeeeereerenceeeteceteeenetnneen QO Pinching results in more blooms of 
beginners, is lack of thinning. The (Cultural perfection; freedom from smaller size. Disbudding results in 
plants are too crowded in the row ‘disease, insects and marred foliage) fewer: blooms of larger size. Decide 
to grow to best advantage. Size Of BOOM ...-iceceeoeeneeneeeneene-15 what you want and pinch or disbud 
When seeds are planted in open (According to variety) accordingly. But whichever you do, be- 

ground it is customary to sow more COLOE aeeaeeeeevneeneeneeenernnrnernnennernereneenee A gin early when shoots are short or 
than necessary to be sure of a good (Color of bloom according to variety) buds are young. 

stand. Then, after the plants are up rs _ 

and growing well, we thin so that THE MABIGOLDS. MERION BLUEGRASS IS 
they will be spaced properly: Beets, Marigolds, native to Mexico and in- WORTH THE PRICE 

carrots, and turnips, 2-8 inches; bush troduced to Europe soon after the dis- 

snap beans and spinach, 8-4 inches; Very of America, have been com- The above is the heading of an 

leaf lettuce and bush lima beans, Pletely changed in appearance in the article in the magazine “The Green 
6 inches; head lettuce and kale, 12- ast twenty years, by scientific plant Thumb” published by the Colorado 
15 inches, and so on. breeding. Forestry and Horticulture Association. 

Why is it that so many gardeners The name “Marygold” belonged to The author states, “We have now lived 

do not thin as they should? There the calendula, in Shakespeare's day. with our Merion lawn about 3 years. 

are several reasons. Amateurs hate The Mexican newcomer was given its It is the most rapid spreading, dense, 

like everything to destroy plants that Present name soon after it began to compact, and wear resisting grass we 
have been so much trouble to raise Show an ability to improve its appear- have ever seen. It forms a deep carpet- 

They lack the experience of knowing nce an ability which it still possesses. like turf which is a pleasure to walk 

the bad effects that are likely if the It is an ambitous clan, eager to ad- upon. The color is a long lasting dark 
plants remain overcrowed. The tend- vance, and almost every year an im- s8Teen and it thrives in this climate as 

ency is not to thin severely enough portant improvement has been an- though it were meant for it.” 
and to take a chance on the results. nounced. There have always been tall The author also mentions that the 

From garden Facts, U.S.D.A. and dwarf marigolds, and double and initial high cost can be reduced be- 
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cause Merion can be sown much A NEW SOIL CONDITIONER pictures were used to show the 

thinner than other grasses. One pound (from The Cornell Vegetable News) Mutual affection between bear and 
of Merion Bluegrass seed per 800 sq. Erunam can be yours for the ask- man. The lecturer’s sense of humor 

ft. will give good coverage. ing! Public demand forces us to re- failed when the cubs grew up and 
SS lease our revolutionary new garden ‘¢Veloped the habit of shaking him 

STORING CUT ROSES product, Erunam (pronounced Air-oo- upside down to see what might fall 

By John Voight nam). Erunam is not just an inert soil inet teat dana wae 
conditioner. Erunam is everything! 

Many rose lovers will admit that One heaping glob of our magic atom- bear would wipe off screens to ran- 
Mother Nature’s time schedule does ic substance will remake your garden. sack the house for food. There was a 

not always fit in with their own. frunam makes light soils heavy; reign of terror that the neighbors 
Spectacular displays of roses often heavy soils light; and steadfastly ig- didn’t appreciate. A conservation 
seem to come too early for the flower ores medium soils, Erunam is a selec. W®tden managed to remove the bear 
show or special event selected for ex- tive pesticide: it kills harmful weeds, alive, at the lecturer’s insistence. 

hibits from the garden. bugs and diseases while fraternizin, 
The three important factors in stor- witha the approved one. Better ol HOW TO CONTROL WASPS 

ing roses are temperature, moisture, EHrunam has the Good Workkeeping Wasps that build their homes too 
and sugar content. Recent experi- Seal of Approval. Erunam contains Close for personal comfort can be 

ments show that cut roses last best at decomposed chlorophyll; Your garden destroyed with a spray or dust of 
a constant temperature of 31 degrees. will never smell the same. Erunam Chlordane or DDT. The material 
In the average home refrigerator, contains no nasty chemicals; it is S0uld be applied to the nests at night 
roses should be kept on the first shelf purely organic. One pound of this because the wasps are less active then 

below the freezing unit, where the concentrated product is equivalent to 9"4 more likely to be in the nest. This 
temperature will be closest to the es- sixteen ounces. Most of the world’s ‘8 the fecommendation of the U.S. De- 
tablished mean. leading experiment stations are using P&ttment of Agriculture, Washington 

Water is second in importance in Erunam. Write for our garden trial 25, D.C. They have a new bulletin en- 
storing roses, To prevent transpira- size bucket today. Offer is limited to titled, | ‘Wasps—How to Control 
tion (evaporation of water from leaves home gardens only. Them”, which may be had free from 

and petals) roses should be packed in Remember—ERUNAM spelled back- he Office of Information. 
containers that are moisture-proof Wards is M-A-N-U-R-E. VARIETIES OLD AND NEW 
and air tight. Storing with the stems SS 

out of water further slows the plant LEAVE THE WILD Continued from Page 217 

cycle and keeps the flower from open- ANIMALS WILD when more widely grown. Heirloom 
ing. Plunging the stems into water A Conservation Lesson is liked my many but does not perform 

will speed the opening of the flowers The season is approachng when equally well for everyone. Orchid 

and the dropping of the petals. every conservation department will ad- Blush by Deam commande attention. 
Cut In Afternoon vise leaving the woodland babies Pint Size, by of all people Herb Evans, 

is commended to all seeking a new 
where you find them and they are 

Sugar is the third factor in effec- prompted by something else than a distinctive addition to the true minia- 

tive rose storage. The greater the mean disposition toward wildlife and ture varieties of which we have so few 
quantity of sugar present in the rose people. Wildlings just get along better really good ones. 

when it is cut, the better its lasting without human uplift and if tame - Purple Varieties 

qualities. Roses should be cut in the wildlife survives it can be a nuisance Here we do not find too much new 

| afternoon on a bright day, when the if not dangerous. coming along but do we need it when 

sugar supply has been built to its Young deer and bear that well- We Still are absorbing King David. I 

highest level. meaning people “rescue” from the find myself somewhat alone in the 
Containers for storing cut roses are woods are always a problem. Once crowd here for I can not admire its 

easily improvised. Mailing tubes coat- these animals learn the art of pan- appearance of.droopiness and shaggi- 

ed with parafin, celophane contain- handling instead of working for a ness and tendency for the petals to 

ers, potato chip cans, and deep freeze jiving they had better be kept caged. turn black when we turn on the heat. 
wrappers are materials that can be ‘The few tame deer and bear that peo- My own favorite for depth of color is 
used successfully. ple have held in possession have Wonder Boy but it certainly will not 
When removing the flowers from caused more serious trouble than all compete with King David for flower 

storage, cut about an inch off the of the many thousands of these ani- head. The Rajah is due for increased 

stem ends and place them in warm mals left in the wild. popularity particularly by the cut 

water, place the container in a cool Pets Grow Up flower commercial grower. Karen is 

place for 6 or 8 hours to condition the The Conservation Department vivid- bold and distinctive and finds favor 

flowers. From Rose Tips. Jan. ly remembers its experience of years with many while Grapewine is liked 

Se ago when an insistent lecturer of the by others. 

A young man had a house built and Aesop’s Fables school demanded, and _ 
now he insists the new home is a_ got, a permit to keep two bear cubs. Looking for a two-bit word? Try 

“bungle-owe.” The work is bungled It was cute when the cubs went “Hypocorisma”. which means, of all 
and he still owes for it. through his pockets for tidbits and things, baby talk. 
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= DISTRICT CHAIRMEN: 

2 Newton Boggs, Viroqua 
i. ekee Walter Dichnelt, Menomone 

_ oes fF SS Joseph Deiser, Superior 
M. L, Osborne, Beloit 
Len. Otto, Forest Junction 

Official organ of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association E. Schroeder, Marshfield 

OFFECERS: ‘is: Harold, Richter, Whitehall, 

Yinae dee cares, ote, RSG. Yobare RCT, At, 
pee 

° 
June In The Apiary 

The spring season of 1954 was one way is to divide the colony and unite HOW THE BEES PRODUCE WAX 

in which the weather man tested the again after several weeks when the Beeswax is secreted in pockets on 

patience and skill of the beekeeper. new queen has begun to lay in one of the under side of the abdomen and, as 

Following a period of warm weather the divisions. the secreted wax comes in contact 
in April during which considerable From Now On with the air, it hardens, forming the 

brood was produced, there were sev- During late June and July we should “gcales of wax”. The wax is trans- 

eral weeks of cold, cloudy, rainy plan to: 1. Give the colonies plenty of ferred to the mouth, where it is mixed 

weather in early May which prevented ventilation during hot weather. This with saliva and kneaded by the man- 

any nectar from coming in, but dur- will enable them to ripen the nectar  dibles. If new comb is to be built, the 

ing which considerable honey was con- rapidly as it comes in. Small en- wax is plastered to the roof. Each bee 

sumed. By May 10 many colonies with trances should be avoided. 2. During puts its contribution almost exactly 

ample stores in April were on the the early part of the honey flow we where it is to remain. At swarming 

verge of starvation. No doubt, many prefer to add new supers on top of time, large quantities of wax are pro- 

did starve in various parts of the the brood chambers, raising the honey. duced. When the bees remain clus- 
state. It was a season which again This helps crowding of the brood tered on a limb for only a few minutes, 

proved that the recommendation to chambers with honey and also when bits of wax are attached as if they 

leave 75 or more Ibs. of honey on each we begin to take off honey for ex- meant to start comb building. 
colony in the fall is a good one. tracting the earliest honey is on top The manipulation by the bees of the 

Swarm Control where it can be most easily removed. wax-scales has been carefully des- 

And now comes the period when our 3. Provide running water, if possible, cribed by Dr. D. B. Casteel in a circu- 
crop from clovers in June is deter- 4U*ing hot weather. lar of the Bureau of Entomology in 
mined by how efficient we were dur- Extract Early Washington, D.C. The wax scales are 
ing April and May in our management. It is better to extract honey early scraped off by one of the large joints 

Were we able to control swarming or than to wait until late fall. The honey of one hind leg. Then the leg, by a 

prevent our colonies from getting the Will be of better quality if extracted peculiar manoeuvre, is moved up to 
“swarming fever’ up to the time the 8 80on as the moisture has been evap- where the fore legs may grasp the 
honey flow began? orated than if allowed to remain on to scale. 

There are many systems of swarm ®bsorb more moisture during possible Then the scale is manipulated or 
control, and they all work if the bee- damp cool weather later in the season. masticated in the mandibles, when it 
keeper makes them work by timely Many customers prefer the early white ig applied to the comb. During the 
attention and giving enough room. If honey of June and July so it should process the bee stands on three legs, 
he has only a few colonies he can af- be kept separate from the darker while the other hind leg and the two 
ford to find the queen and manipu- oneys of fall. Honey may be heated, fore legs, in connection with the 
late combs. The editor’s experience ottled and sealed immediately after mandibles, perform the manipulation. 
with this system, called “Demaree” extracting at which time there will be Dr. Casteel points out that the so- 
was quite unsatisfactory because of less foaming than when bottled later. cajled “wax-pinchers” in the hind legs 

the time envolved in handling combs Remember, honey can absorb mois- have nothing to do with the manipula- 
instead of brood chambers. ture right through the cappings and tion of wax; they are designed for an- 

The system now in use by many ferment in the combs. other purpose—By Dr. W. Schweish- 
commercial beekeepers is the 3 brood SS eimer, in the South African Bee Jour- 

chamber reversing method which has EXTRACTOR FOR SALE nal. 
been described here many times. How- Six frame reversible extractor—with 

ever, strong colonies can still build motor 8 tanks—70 gal—45 gal. and BASSWOOD HONEY WANTED 

haps an —— 80 gal. Junior size Brand capping Mel- | Home Sundays only, except when 
bers can become so congested that ter. Electric uncapping knife. ©.C. necessary. Prefer honey in 60’s. Will 

swarming fever develops by early Meyer, 1921 Ballard Rd. Appleton exchange cans. M. A. Lyons—Logan- 
June. When this happens the best Wis. ville, Wis. Phone 2296. 
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CONFERENCE ON DISEASE WORLD’S LARGEST APIARY 

OONTROL METHODS HELD The Australian Bee Journal for 
Mr. E. L. Chambers, chief of the March contains an article “Where is 

Bureau of Plant Industry of the Wis. the World’s Largest Apiary”? It men- For Increasing Your 
Department of Agriculture called @ tioned that Mrs. P. Berry of Havelock 
meeting in his office in Madison on North, Hawkes Bay, New Zealand Income Raise Comb 
May 12th to discuss bee disease con- said in a letter quite casually that 
trol with chemicals. her husband and son own 5,000 hives Honey use the 
eT as at the ao were offi- of bees. She made no claim to being 

cers of State per’s Associa- the largest and the Journal thinks it 

ation and beekeepers representing quite possible that there may be some LOTZ SECTIONS 

various sections of the state. Dr. C. apiaries containing more than that. 
L. Farrar and Dr. William Roberts of The article also mentions that the T 1 
the Central States Bee Culture Lab- work is done by Mr. Berry and his son op Quality 

oratory and the University of Wiscon- “assisted by an entirely female staff” Minimum Breakage 

sin were also invited. These two men They work in masculine attire. Accurate Dimensions 
made a notable contribution to the Smooth Dovetails 

meeting by presenting facts concern- 

ing the proper use and effectiveness NOTES FROM OUR READERS Clear, Bright Finish 

of sulfa for A.F.B. control. Their ’ Dr. J. E. Eckert Writes 

opinion was that, since sulfa has been From California ALSO 

used for about 10 years, and has prov- The following is a portion of a let- Complete Line of Bee Supplies 

en quite successful in the control of ter received in late April from Dr. J. 

AFB., it is no longer in the experi- E. Eckert, Dept. of Entomology, Uni- 

mental stage. However, they pointed versity of California at Davis. Write for Price List 

out that it must be administered prop- “I have just read ‘Opinions About 
erly in order to be effective. It does tne Bee Disease Situation’, in Your | AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
not kill the spores of A.F-B. Journal (Wisconsin Horticulture). If 
To be effective the bees must actual- 4) of the state apiarists and bee in- Boyd, Wisconsin 

ly eat the sulpha which then enables  snectors could have the same realistic 
them to give a minute amount of it attitude, I believe that the disease sit- 
to the larvae. The larvae then survive yation would be greatly improved and 
even though spores of A.B. have that the use of chemicals in disease 
been fed. They recommended the  ¢ontrol would be put in the same class ‘ 

spray method as the most satisfactory a, in the treatment of farm animals. . 
because all of the bees must be covered hein i ae VANTEL 

with spray so they will feed on the “It seems rather obvious that most r 

sulpha. Spraying can be done between of the objections to its use have come NY 

the combs, from below and at the top from those who have never tried it 

of the brood chamber. Control is ° who have never used it properly.” E 

achieved by the bees cleaning out the — 

hives and combs over a period of time. AMERICAN HONEY INSTITUTE 

So many questions were asked by PROMOTES HONEY TO BAKERS 

beekeepers present on the proper On May 1 we received a folder from 
method of feeding, how control is ac- the American Honey Institute—the 
complished and other details that the Bakery Service Bulletin, by the In- Honey 
meeting ended with Mr. Chambers ternational Milling Company of Min- . 
making the statement that it seemed neapolis. It is filled with recipes usin; CS 
the consensus of opinion that what is honey. Honey Bee Rye Toa is tm ontainers 

necessary is more information to bee- tured and 10 Ibs. of honey are used in | 60 Jb, cans, 5 and 10 Ib. pails, Also 

keepers who are using sulpha on its 16 loaves. “When the name, ‘Honey 5 lb., 3 Ib., 2 Ib., 1 Ib., and 8 oz. = 
proper use. Bee Rye’ is used, honey should be the jars. We can make immediate 

Dr. C. L. Farrar said that a new bul- only sweetening agent,” states the ment, 
letin on Bee Diseases is being prepared circular. Complete line of bee supplies. 

by the U.S. Bee Culture Laboratory oe folder is liberally illustrated (also used equipment) 
which could be made available to bee- — ry Eure We are always in the market for 

cae oi ain oan nae , » , us fe ax OF 
an, meeting adjourned on the note this is one of three baking promotion for supplies. zone 

more information be given to 
those who desire it. No one suggested pieces the Institute is working on Write for complete price list. 

that any effort be made to increase with this company. The bulletin went 
to 22,000 bakers. the use of sulpha in the state. Burning Honey Acres 

of colonies found diseased will be con- This is the kind of long range adver- 

tinued as in the past by the inspectors. tising that will pay off. Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
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| IJg0O J. H. Phillips, Mgr. | 
ee TYPEWRITERS | 

ADDING MACHINES ie 
Either | 

Standard or Portable | 
Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection \ 

ORGANS 
We Rent Portable Organs | 
Anywhere in the U.S.A. by | 
the Month. } 

3 to 5 Octaves | 

PEONIES 
Order Now from the Finest J. H. Phillips of Sisson’s Peonies 

All ase and Types and ee soe in Wis- mat en = . = me 

of d consin. ’ rieti 

Adding "Machines Rented to "Select oe. Sane es divisions for filling orders. 

or Sold All Over the U.S.A. WRITE I 

& I S % O N * S Rosendale, Wisconsin 

“WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

ja 

Gy, BE SURE you are getting the most for 

5 your money by buying Root Quality 

Bee Supplies. They are built to last 

for years. 

Bee SuPpPLics 
Your Wisconsin Root Dealer will be 
pleased to serve you. 

Mt. Horeb—Ranums Bee Farm, R. 3 

Oshkosh—H. E. Greenwood, 1620 Delaware St. 

Kewaskum—A. H. Seefeldt 

Kenosha—Albert F. Lidik, Rt. 1, Box 418 

Richland Center—Nicholas F. Rott 

: The A.I. Root Co. Medina, Ohio 
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